
PARTNERS DESCRIPTIONS STATISTICS

360PRWire 360PRwire syndicates Press Releases and Content to the top-tier news & media network. Press Release and 
News Distribution for the following categogies- Automotive, Banking, Business, Education, Entertainment, 
Healthcare, Insurance, IT, Law, Media, Politics, Real Estate, Technology.

Story Average:
 •  1 to 3 stories per day Monday to Friday.  No 
content on weekends

3BL Media 3BL Media is the world’s leading communications partner for purpose-driven organizations. Through targeted 
content distribution, multimedia promotion and hands-on learning experiences we connect you to an unrivaled 
network of purposeful professionals and organizations so you break through.

Story Average:
• 25-50 stories per day, Monday-Friday

A2Z Market Research A2Z Market Research offers industry intelligence and market research information to all large and medium-
sized companies. Our analysts are monitoring high-growth global markets and providing detailed market 
segmentation in the industry and identifying new opportunities. This data helps our clients in policymaking, 
forecasting future, and providing actionable insights to be industry leaders. The company helps clients build 
business policies and grow in that market area. A2Z Market Research is not only interested in industry reports 
dealing with telecommunications, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, financial services, energy, technology, real 
estate, logistics, F & B, media, etc. but also your company data, country profiles, trends, information and 
analysis on the sector of your interest.

Story Average 
•  20 to 100 stories per day, Monday to 
Sunday

AB Newswire/AB Digital AB Newswire is a premier newswire service focusing on business news stories and press releases. Off ering a 
selection of content ranging in topics
from new product launches, market research reports, startup launces, key personnel changes, and workshops 
& seminars.

Story Average:
• 200-380 stories per day, Monday-Friday
• 10-100 stories per day, Saturday-Sunday



ABIX - Australasian Business 
Institute
by Roy Morgan Research

ABIX provides abstracts of over 150 Australian newspapers and journals. ABIX is a comprehensive source for 
critical business, industry and financial news that occurs in and has an impact on Australia and Pacific Rim 
business interests.

Story Average:
• 40-70 stories per day, Monday-Friday

ABN Newswire Distribution of company announcements to the professional platforms, finance portals and syndication of 
important corporate news to a wide variety of news aggregators and financial news systems.

Story Average:
• 5-15 stories per day

ACCESSWIRE
(fka Baystreet and FSCwire)

ACCESSWIRE is a premier news and communications network, providing regional, national, and global news 
to hundreds of clients globally.

Story Average:
• 70-150 stories per day

AllAfrica Global Media A multi-media content service provider, systems technology developer and the largest electronic distributor of 
African news and information worldwide. Registered in Mauritius, with offices in Johannesburg, Dakar, Lagos 
and Washington, D.C., AllAfrica is one of a family of companies that aggregate,
produce and distribute news from across Africa to tens of millions of end users.

Story Average:
• 400-600 stories per day, Monday-Friday
• 20-60 stories per day, Saturday-Sunday
Also available in French

America News Hour America News Hour is a perfect blend of digital media and entertainment, covering and distributing all things 
new. We deliver eloquent sections to the growing network of our regular readers. From lifestyle, entertainment, 
latest news, politics, sports, science and technology to press releases, our global media network keeps our 
readers engaged and provides them with the broad spectrum of meaningful services on multiple platforms.

Story Average:
• 10,000 stories per month

Baden Bower News  News and press releases about finance, property and general news. Story Average
 •  1 to 5 stories per day, Mon - Fri,  1 story on 
Sundays no stories on Saturdays

Baystreet.ca (Yolowire) BayStreet.ca Media Corp, founded in May 1998 is a leading online Canadian publisher of original, timely and 
insightful commentary, analysis and opinion aimed at helping investors make informed investment decisions. 
What we offer: - Real-Time Equity News
- Analyst Ratings
- Insider Trade Alerts
- Economic Commentary
- Commodities Coverage
- CAD Coverage
- Personal Finance Content

Story Average:
• 25-35 stories per day, Monday-Friday

Blockchain Wire  Blockchain Wire is the industry's first blockchain press release distribution service focused exclusively on news 
about blockchain and crypto projects.

Story Average 
 •  1 to 9 stories per day Mon - Fri, 1 Story 
Average on Saturdays no content on sundays

Blockchain Wire Cryto Customwire
Blockchain Wire is the industry's first blockchain cyrpto customwire focused exclusively on news about 
blockchain and crypto projects.

Story Average
 • 1 to 9 stories per day Mon - Fri, 1 Story 
Average on Saturdays no content on sundays

BusinessWire A media-relations wire service carrying full-text corporate news releases for thousands of U.S. companies. 
Major focus on the high-tech, Fortune 1000, and NASDAQ sectors. *Available in English and French.

Story Average:
• 300-770 stories per day, Monday-Friday



CDN Newswire  Press release related to market research. Topics including: Medical, Healthcare, Technology, Automobile, 
Machinery, Defense, Agriculture, Chemicals, Food & Beverages, Consumer Goods, Energy & Power

Story Average
 •  40 to 1000 storie per day Mon to Fri

Cision
(fka Vocus/PR Web)

Cision have always been the world’s leading source of media research—from their earliest printed media 
catalogs to Cision’s current online database, listing more than 1.6 million contacts, outlets and pitchable 
opportunities. In 2014, Cision combined with Vocus and PRWeb to their family of brands and now the leading 
provider of public relations and social software.

Story Average:
• 100-350 stories per day, Monday-Friday

CMA CMA is a Brazilian headquartered Financial Technology Company, founded in 1973, delivering solutions for 
Market data access, advanced trading, electronic execution and LATAM connectivity to buy/sell sides, banks 
and financial institutions in Latin America and US. With local presence in Brazil, Colombia, Argentina, Spain 
and US, CMA provides services and products throughout the Latin American financial and commodities 
markets.
CMA provides hundreds of daily real-time news including: Financial Markets, Public companies, Economy, 
Politics, Judicial, Commodities, Economic Indicators, Sectorial Outlook, News Thermometer, and 
Special/exclusive news report.

Story Average:
• Agencia CMA News Brazil: 145 per day, 
Monday-Friday
• Agencia CMA Latam:
40 per day, Monday-Friday
Only available in Spanish and Portuguese

CNW Group
(fka Canada Newswire, division of 
Cision)

Canada’s number one resource for time-critical news and information from more than 10,000 sources coast to 
coast and around the world. Public companies, associations, unions, not-for-profits, municipal, provincial
and federal governments all rely on CNW Group’s unique multi-media communication services and networks 
to effectively send their messages to newsrooms, the financial community and the public.

Story Average:
• 100-200 stories per day, Monday-Friday
Available in French

Datamonitor (AKA Global Data, 
Marketline; Progressive Digital 
Media)

Our interactive subscribers-only platform, provides anytime access to a unique & exclusive mix of company, 
industry, country, city and financial data.  Our unique, data-driven, human-led, technology-powered approach 
creates the trusted, actionable, and forward-looking intelligence you need to predict the future and avoid blind-
spots.

We provide you with easy access to deep, sector-specific intelligence, real-time news, powerful analytics, and 
time-saving workflow and collaboration tools, fully-integrated into our world-class Intelligence Center.

Story Average:
• 20 to 300 Per day Monday-Friday

Edgar Online Edgar Online is a leading business-to-business and Web-based provider of business, financial and competitive 
information derived from U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) data.

Story Average:
• 400-800 stories per day, Monday-Friday

EDM Media LLC  WallStreetPR.com is a comprehensive publisher reporting on the pulse of the North American stock markets.  
The site is an innovator in business news, videos and insightful market content that generates articles weekly.  
From Wall Street to Bay Street, WallStreetPR.com covers news from companies big and small with our 
journalists and contributors skilled in breaking down economic data, industry trends and technical analysis into 
thoughtful commentary that keeps our readers engaged.

Story Average 
• 1 article per week, Posted on weekdays only 
no weekends

Elphill Technology (Issuewire) Press Release based on various topics such as business, Sports, Entertainment and all other PR categories Story Average:
• Up to 500 per month



EQS Group The EQS Group is a Munich-headquartered leading international provider of digital corporate communications. 
Since its founding in 2000, the EQS Group has grown to be a leading global provider of digital solutions for 
investor relations and corporate communications.

Story Average:
• 15-45 stories per day, Monday-Friday

eTrendystocks  eTrendy Stock is financial news portal providing all latest business news, stock and crypto trading charts , 
technical and financial analysis & crypto and stock price prediction.

Story Average  • 1 to 8 articles per day, Mon 
to Sun.

Fairfield Consultancy Services 
(OPC) Pvt. Ltd. 

Fairfield Consultancy Services specializes in providing comprehensive solutions for your business needs. We 
offer top-notch services in Press Release Distribution, HR Services, and Market Research Reports.

Story Average
 • 6 stories per day Mon - Fri

Federal Information & News 
Dispatch (FIND)

Federal Information & News Dispatch, Inc. is an electronic publisher and custom provider of government and 
business information.

Story Average:
• FedBizOpps: 1,000-1,700 stories per 
weekday
• Federal Register: 90-140 stories per 
weekday
• Government Press Releases: 600-1,200 
stories per weekday

Financial News Media FinancialNewsMedia.com has many years of experience assisting public companies, large and small, navigate 
a wide range of Financial Public Relations needs for Micro Cap to Small Cap to Large Cap Companies. Our 
approach includes strategic orientated goals for our clients that can save time and money while delivering the 
right outcomes.  Our News Media campaigns are strategically executed to generate maximum exposure and 
stimulate retail investor awareness.
FinancialNewsMedia.com provides top tier media solutions to disseminate, amplify and target a company’s 
news and corporate developments utilizing innovative news media services, social media and multimedia 
platforms.
We effectively distribute vitally important news & content with measured results across traditional, digital and 
social channels. Combining the most cost effective multimedia-channels and content distribution 
communications technology with powerful workflow tools and cutting edge online media platforms, 
FinancialNewsMedia.com enables public companies and IR professionals to engage opportunity everywhere it 
exists.

Story Average:
• Up to 1,000 stories per month

GlobeNewswire/ NASDAQ OMX
(fka Thomson Reuters One (Hugin)
/PrimeNewswire/ PrimeZone Media)

GlobeNewswire, a Nasdaq company, is one of the world’s largest newswire distribution networks, specializing 
in the delivery of corporate press releases financial disclosures and multimedia content to the media, 
investment community, individual investors and the general public.

Story Average:
• 130-330 stories per day, Monday-Friday



GlobalData GlobalData operates a network of 40+ proprietary B2B websites, , with an unrivalled global audience of active 
decision makers, influencers, and opinion leaders across the world with a combined readership of 55 million 
industry professionals each year.
GlobalData’s media websites have access to over 1bn data points including companies, deals, projects and 
forecasts, and trends. Leading data informs and supports our industry leading content. With expertise 
spanning more than 80 markets globally and driven by 800+ award-winning journalists, researchers, and 
analysts, we connect you with the information that makes and breaks businesses every day.

Story Average: 
• Over 120,000 per year
www.airforce-technology.com/comtex 
www.airport-technology.com/comtex 
www.army-technology.com/comtex 
www.clinicaltrialsarena.com/comtex 
www.electronicpaymentsinternational.
com/comtex
www.energymonitor.ai/comtex 
www.hospitalmanagement.net/comtex 
www.hotelmanagement-network.com/comtex 
www.internationalaccountingbulletin.
com/comtex 
www.investmentmonitor.ai/comtex 
www.just-auto.com/comtex 
www.just-drinks.com/comtex 
www.just-food.com/comtex 
www.just-style.com/comtex 
www.leasinglife.com/comtex 
www.lifeinsuranceinternational.com/comtex 
www.medicaldevice-network.com/comtex 
www.mining-technology.com/comtex 
www.motorfinanceonline.com/comtex 
www.naval-technology.com/comtex 
www.offshore-technology.com/comtex 
www.packaging-gateway.com/comtex 
www.pharmaceutical-technology.com/comtex 
www.power-technology.com/comtex 
www.privatebankerinternational.com/comtex 
www.railway-technology.com/comtex 
www.retailbankerinternational.com/comtex 
www.retail-insight-network.com/comtex 
www.ship-technology.com/comtex 
www.sportcal.com/comtex 
www.theaccountant-online.com/comtex
www.verdict.co.uk/comtex 
www.verdictfoodservice.com/comtex 
www.worldconstructionnetwork.com/comtex 

Growth Plus Reports Growth Plus Reports is part of GRG Health, a global healthcare knowledge service company. We are proud 
members of EPhMRA (European Pharmaceutical Marketing Research Association). Growth Plus portfolio of 
services draws on our core capabilities of secondary & primary research, market modelling & forecasting, 
benchmarking, analysis and strategy formulation to help clients create scalable, ground-breaking solutions that 
prepare them for future growth and success.

Story Average 
• 40 to 150 stories per day Mon to Fri, 1 to 5 
stories Sundays.

Herald Keeper Herald Keeper is a hub for the unbiased News in the era of Technology, Health, and Science.Market Research 
News (Healthcare, Chemical & Material & Information Technology)

Story Average:
• Up tp 2,500 stories per month

HTF Market Report HTF market Intelligence Consulting Private Limited which provides next- generation service for organizations 
with a deep focus on market intelligence, data analytics, and social intelligence, all uniquely delivered under 
one roof by skilled professionals. By combining and analyzing acquire lucid and most relevant data which 
would help in better decision-making. We provide your requirements with speed and cost benefit across the 
world, we are able to achieve a more nuanced and comprehensive understanding of the market at
the delivery speed and price advantage that today’s business climate demands.

Story Average:
• Up to 5,000 stories per month



iMarc IMARC is a leading market research company that provides market and business research intelligence across 
the globe. We partner with clients in all regions and industry verticals to identify their highest-value 
opportunities, address their most critical challenges, and transform their businesses.
We make an effort to fulfill specific and niche requirements of the industry while balancing the quantum of 
quality with stipulated time and trace major trends at both the domestic and global levels. The information 
products and
services provided by IMARC cover major technological, scientific and economic developments in industrial, 
pharmaceutical and high technology organizations.
We provide optimum market forecasts and industry analysis for biotechnology, advanced materials, 
pharmaceuticals, food and beverage, travel and tourism, nanotechnology and novel processing methods. Our 
product portfolio also includes customized and syndicated solutions.
With close cooperation at all levels of the client organization, IMARC’s tailored approach ensures that the 
clients achieve unmatchable competitive advantage, build more proficient organizations, and secure lasting 
results. Regardless of industry sector, IMARC serves clients on a wide array of issues. Our offerings fall under 
the following areas:
1. Market Research
2. Business Strategy
3. Consulting and Advisory Services
4. Procurement and Supply Chain Management
5. Business Intelligence

Story Average:
• Up to 1,000 stories per month

Imperium PR (The Kerkplunk) Imperium Group is a global software company, providing a unique platform, accessible tools, and PR services 
for entrepreneurs, artists, and small to medium sized companies. At Imperium, we place an emphasis on 
delivery, quality, and effectiveness, often developing powerful ideas and communication enriched stories on 
behalf of our clientele to make an impact on a diversified group of industries.

Story Average •  1 to 5 articles per day Mon to 
Fri

Investor Brand Media The InvestorBrandNetwork (IBN) consists of 50+ brands introduced to the investment public over a period of 
more than 15 years.
With a collective following that includes millions of followers & subscribers, these unique investor brands aim to 
fulfill the unique needs of a growing client-partner base and solutions.

Story Average
 • 1 to 3 articles per day Mon to Fri only

Investor Brand Network NetworkNewsWire (NNW) is a family of brands that work together to provide 
private and public companies with a level of service unparalleled in the marketing 
industry. General Financial News encompassing Investor, Public and Social Media 
relations.

Story Average
 • 1 to 7 articles per day Mon to Fri only

iPRsoftware
(fka iPressroom)

Provides PR and Marketing Software solutions to the world’s most respected companies and organizations 
including Yahoo!, Target, Xerox, American Heart Association, UCLA, and many others. With decades of PR, 
Marketing, Media and Software as a Service (SaaS) experience, iPR’s CMS publishes, hosts, and distributes 
millions of news and multimedia content to corporate websites, social media channels, newswires, search 
engines, mobile devices, and traditional media.

Story Average:
• 5 stories per day, Monday-Friday

JCN Newswire
(fka ACN Newswire)

JCN Newswire is a Tokyo-based press release distribution service, which has published Japan’s corporate 
news to the world since 2001. They focus on disseminating English press releases from Japanese 
corporations and delivering to the global investor community.

Story Average:
• 1-8 articles per day, 80 per month, Monday-
Friday



KISS PR Our methods provide high-quality website designs that convert potential customers into paying clientele. We 
promote brand exposure while ranking a business on the 1st page of Google! KISS PR’s vision is to provide 
premier digital design and online marketing services to small and start-up businesses around the world. For 
over 18 years, our focus has been building cost-effective services including website design, SEO, social media 
and public relation services with unparalleled quality, and our customer’s success has allowed us to become 
the preferred choice of small business owners around the world. From branding and complex animation to 
aesthetically pleasing and client friendly web designs, KISS PR has a team of professional and highly 
experienced designers, marketers, and data scientist that will deliver the best product not just the first time, but 
every time. From building an epic design managed by WordPress CMS to being found through organic search 
and paid media on Google, Yahoo, and Bing, we create continually growing websites that pass the test of time.

Story Average:
• Up to 2,500 stories per month

Market Exclusive Market Exclusive offers the latest financial news and analysis for selected US stocks 
and securities. Our burgeoning team is comprised of individuals with strong 
backgrounds from various disciplines and businesses.

Story Average
 •  1 article every other Monday

Market Insights Reports aka Market 
Publicist

MarketInsightsReports (An Ameliorate Solutions Group Company) provides syndicated market research 
reports to industries, organizations or even individuals with an aim of helping them in their decision making 
process.These reports include in-depth market research studies i.e. market share analysis, industry analysis, 
information on products, countries, market size, trends, business research details and much more. 
MarketInsightsReports provides global and regional market intelligence coverage, a 360-degree market view 
which includes statistical forecasts, competitive landscape, detailed segmentation, key trends, and strategic 
recommendations. MarketInsightsReports is your single point market research source for all industries 
including pharmaceutical, chemicals and materials, energy resource, automobile, IT, technology and media, 
food and beverages, and consumer goods, among others.

Story Average:
• Up to 15,000 stories per month

Market News Video MarketNewsVideo.com writes, produces and distributes quality online videos and transcripts about the stock 
markets and publicly traded companies.

Story Average:
• 12 stories per day, Monday-Friday

MarketersMEDIA General financial news encompassing investor, Public and social media relations. Story Average:
• Up to 1,500 stories per month

Media Outreach LLC Founded in 2009, Media OutReach is the first global newswire founded in the Asia-Pacific region with offices in 
Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam, Japan,
Mainland China, Hong Kong, Thailand and Taiwan. Media OutReach is the only press release newswire that 
owns its distribution network of more than
140,000 journalists, 400 trade categories, 65,000 media titles and 600 media partnerships spanning 26 
countries across the AP AC region.
As an integrated communications solution, Media OutReach is redefining press release distribution. With 
proprietary technology at its core, Media
OutReach Newswire distributes multi-language and multimedia press release content directly to the inboxes of 
targeted editors and journa lists to
optimize news write-ups, build media relations and automate the reporting process with key performance 
metrics.

Story Average
• Up to 10 stories per day



MENAFN The Middle East North Africa Financial Network, Inc. (MENAFN) is the leading 
provider of on line and wireless financial content and financial technology 
platforms to leading institutions and consumers around the Arab world.

Story Average
 • Up to 1600 stories per day

Multimarketinsight.LTD We help clients to make informed decisions with the most accurate market information in various fields. Story Average
• 50 to 150 articles per day Mon to Fri, 5 to 50 
articles on Sundays

Nation Media Group The Nation Media Group is a leader in media and entertainment with businesses in television networks, film, 
and TV entertainment, and uses its industry-leading operating scale and brands to create, package and deliver 
high-quality content on a multi-platform basis. As the largest independent media house in East and Central 
Africa, we attract and serve unparalleled audiences in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, and Rwanda.
Nation Media Group publications include Daily Nation, The Citizen, The East African, NTV Kenya, NTV 
Uganda, Business Daily, Daily Monitor, Africa Review, and 93.3 K-FM.

Story Average:
• 300-350 stories per day, Monday-Friday

NetworkNewsWire NetworkNewsWire (NNW) is a financial news and content distribution company that provides
(1) access to a network of wire services via NetworkWire to reach all target markets, industries and 
demographics in the most effective manner possible,
(2) article and editorial syndication to 5,000+ news outlets 
(3), enhanced press release services to ensure maximum impact,
(4) social media distribution via the Investor Brand Network (IBN) to nearly 2 million followers, 
(5) a full array of corporate communications solutions, and 
(6) a total news coverage solution with NNW Prime. As a multifaceted organization with an extensive team of 
contributing journalists and writers, NNW is uniquely positioned to best serve private and public companies 
that desire to reach a wide audience of investors, consumers, journalists and the general public. By cutting 
through the overload of information in today’s market, NNW brings its clients unparalleled visibility, recognition 
and brand awareness. NNW is where news, content and information converge.

Story Average:
• Up to 1,000 stories per month

News Direct News Direct is an entirely new content and news distribution platform purpose Story Average
 • 20 to 60 articles Mon to Fri,  3 to 5 articles 
on weekends

NewsfileCorp Newsfile provides news solutions for public companies of all sizes. Their innovative offerings eliminate the 
unnecessary confusion of traditional distribution packages.

Story Average:
• 10-30 stories per day, Monday-Friday

Next Net Media We are an online media company specializing in creating web site properties that offer a range of online 
services in the SEO industry. Our online services offer webmasters and web site owners a variety of ways to 
improve their search engine rankings.

Story Average 
• 5 to 7 articles on weekdays, 5 to 10 on 
weekends

Northern Light Northern Light provides strategic research portals that combine licensed syndicated market intelligence, 
primary market research, social media, government databases, journals, and more. Northern Light curates 
40,000 business news stories per day from highly reliable web sources and maintains an archive of 20 million 
news stories over 24 months.

Story Average:
• 40,000 stories per day



PR Log aka Zing Vista PRLog is a press release distribution service and distributes company news to news websites and journalists.
PRLog was founded to help small, medium and large businesses and organizations in their online activities. 
Most of the services and features on PRLog are free.

Story Average:
• Up tp 1,000 stories per month

PR Newswire A global leader in news and information distribution services for professional communicators. Now in its 52nd 
year, PR Newswire Association LLC provides electronic distribution, targeting, measurement, translation and 
broadcast services on behalf of some 40,000 corporate, government, association, labor, non-profit, and other 
customers worldwide.

Story Average:
• 600-1,000 stories per day, Monday-Friday

PR.com
(division of Content Enterprises)

Businesses and public figures distribute their news via PR.com’s multi- platform press release distribution 
service to increase social media engagement as well as broadcast their message to and attract the attention of 
thousands of websites, bloggers, journalists, editors and consumers.

Story Average:
• Up to 500 stories per month

Press Cable aka Ampifire The AmpiFire strategy is simple, but effective. We are all about creating online authority for you and your brand 
by combining strategic content and multimedia throughout hundreds of high value digital placements and 
websites.

Story Average 
• 1 to 100 articles per day Mon to Friday, 1 to 
30 articles on weekends

Report Mines Provides Market Research content and report for vertical and niche-specific markets globally. Story Average:
 • 600 to 2000 articles per day all week

Report Ocean Pvt. Ltd. Report Ocean helps you in connecting with ever evolving landscape of information, knowledge, and wisdom by 
generating productive and unique insights through qualitative and quantitative analysis of a vast array of fields 
in which you are interested. The company dwells into past, present, and future to undertake statistical surveys 
and then generate market research reports, analytical insights and projections about future scenario related to 
virtually every conceivable field for our valued entrepreneurial clients and even public organizations.

Story Average
 • 400 to 1500 articles per day Mon to Friday 
only

Send2Press Send2Press Newswire, a service of Neotrope, provides affordable effective press release writing, targeted 
news distribution, SEO, and e-marketing. Est. in 1997 and a full time spin-off as of 1999. Neotrope is a PR, 
marketing, and entertainment publishing co. est. 1983. Member BBB. Inc 5000 in 2009. 

Story Average • 5 to 10 articles on weekdays, 
1 article every other weekend either Sat or 
Sun.

STATS
(fka The Sports Network)

As the world’s leading sports data and technology company, STATS powers sports. We are trusted by more 
than 800 clients around the globe to enhance fan engagement and maximize team performance by analyzing 
sports data from more than 100,000 games a year with unrivaled speed and accuracy.
We power sports on and off the field through data feeds, video analysis, sports content and research, player 
tracking through STATS SportVU®, and customizable digital solutions.

Story Average:
• 4,800-25,000 stories per day, Monday-
Sunday



Stock Market Press (Digital Agency, 
Inc)

SMP Stock Market Press is developing and delivering breaking, on-demand news through video, and 
disseminating through social media and  OTTB (over-the-top broadcast) focusing specifically on the small 
cap sector, both domestically and internationally.

Story Average:
• Up to 500 stories per month

Stock Traders Daily Stock Traders Daily offers Financial Content, Articles, Trading Strategies, and Analysis.  Content can be found 
on MarketWatch, CNBC, Barron’s, and MSN Money.  It is the longest standing proactive newsletter on the 
Internet today.

Story Average:
• 5 stories per day, Monday-Friday

Trend News Agency Founded in 1995 as a private media outlet in Azerbaijan, Trend News Agency is a leading news provider in 
South Caucasus, Iran and Central Asia. Trend has established the Trend Expert Council, bringing together 
about 40 well-known independent experts from the region and the West.

Story Average:
• Up to 500 stories per day

The Express Wire The Express Wire is committed to help every business gain greater visibility via Press Release writing and 
distribution. The team of highly qualified professionals has created a powerful blueprint, by which they help 
clients build brands in an optimum and affordable way.

Story Average:
• 10,000 stories per month

TheFlyOnTheWall The Fly hosts a live news feed and distributes content to partners, including proprietary On The Fly updates. 
From Wall Street research, company announcements, regulatory filings, market rumors, media reports and 
much more, The Fly consolidates the stock news that matters and delivers it in real-time.

Story Average:
• 600-800 stories per day, Monday-Friday

TheNewswire.ca TheNewswire.ca is Canada’s newest and most innovative press release service providing press release 
dissemination for both publicly traded companies and Nationally Registered charities.

Story Average:
• 20 stories per week,
Real-Time, Monday-Friday

University Wire (Uloop) UWire is the largest college news and press release distribution service that was 
founded in 1994 to help brands, public relations firms and businesses to reach 
college media outlets across the country. With over 600 college news partners 
across the country, UWire provides the best medium to reach college media 
professionals and have your news published in college newspapers 
(both print and on line), college radio stations, college television networks and 
college biogs across the Web.

Story Average:
• 200 to 800 articles per day all week

Vehement Media Vehement Media is a press release media and digital marketing agency. VM is a leading communications firm 
that specializes in helping businesses of all sizes achieve their marketing objectives through effective press 
release writing, media outreach, and digital marketing strategies. 

Story Average:
• 500 - 1,000 per month 

Vegan Nation VeganNation is a global sustainable marketplace and digital payments platform Story Average:
• 5 to 10 articles weekdays only

Web 20 Ranker LLC Initially founded to provide scalable fulfillment capabilities for our core businesses and agencies, a centralized 
hub to manage quality, R&D, and focus entirely on SEO activities, Web20 has since grown to a notable white 
label SEO provider serving thousands of agencies and driving rankings for tens of thousands of keywords.

Story Average:
• 12 to 40 articles weekdays only

http://TheNewswire.ca


Xcellent Insights Xcellent Insights is a one-stop solution for market research and consulting. Our portfolio of services includes 
syndicate and bespoke research reports driven by market intelligence studies that allow you to add value to 
your trading decisions. You can count on us for end-to-end market research, market intelligence and service 
research and services. Having a diverse portfolio across multiple industries, Market Reports excels in providing 
in-depth analysis and covering the latest market and industry trends.

Story Average:
• 70 to 120 articles on weekdays  20 articles 
on weekends.

Xinhua News Agency Xinhua English News Service is the principal component of the service of Xinhua News Agency, providing a 
full range of coverage in areas such as politics, the economy, sports, culture, and education. Thanks to its vast 
newsgathering network of more than 100 overseas bureaus and a significant number of domestic bureaus and 
sub-bureaus, Xinhua English News Service provides timely reports on domestic and international breaking 
news and critical events. (*Subset also available in Spanish and Mandarin.) Also
from Xinhua is Xinhua Economic Information, a comprehensive economic information service.

Story Average:
• 130-380 stories per day, Monday-Friday
Also available in Spanish

ITSZ.ru ITSZ.ru is an independent online new publication in Russia that covers the latest global IT and telecom news. http://itsz.ru

#Benshaf #Benshaf covers and presents to the audience the most viral technology and science videos on the web 
selected by Aramram team.

http://aramram.com/node/7337

14ymedio Not officially recognized by the Cuban government as a media outlet, 14ymedio is one of the only independent 
newsrooms operating from inside Cuba. The website covers Cuban affairs and Cuban-linked international 
topics from a Cuban point of view, free from censorship.

https://www.14ymedio.com/

209 King Hussein Street 209 King Hussein Street is a web series discussing law and social practices in Jordan. http://aramram.com/node/7350

http://itsz.ru/
http://aramram.com/node/7337
https://www.14ymedio.com/
http://aramram.com/node/7350


20khvylyn.com News оf Ukraine. Politics, economy, culture, opinions and analysis. http://www.20khvylyn.com

21st Century Taxation Blog About moving tax systems into the 21st century and following principles of good tax policy. http://21stcenturytaxation.blogspot.com

237online.com 237Online is an online news publication, providing the latest coverage of political, business, entertainment, 
sport and cultural events in Cameroon.

www.237online.com

24  News Channel 24 TV Channel is an independent Ukrainian online news publication that provides news of Ukraine and the 
world, political, economic events, socially significant materials, as well as sports reports, articles about secular 
life and show business.

https://24tv.ua/

24 HEURES Au Benin 24 Heures Au Benin is an independent online publication in Benin that covers various national topics, ranging 
from news to the economy, politics, and more. 

www.24haubenin.info

24 News Channel 24 TV Channel is an independent Ukrainian online news publication that provides news of Ukraine and the 
world, political, economic events, socially significant materials, as well as sports reports, articles about secular 
life and show business.

https://24tv.ua/

http://www.237online.com/
https://24tv.ua/
http://www.24haubenin.info/
https://24tv.ua/


24.ae 24.ae is an Arabic news portal covering politics, business, culture, lifestyle, sport, art, health, society and 
entertainment. The site launched in February 2013.

https://24.ae/

24/7 Wall St. Insightful analysis and commentary for U.S. and global equity investors. http://www.247wallst.com/

24heureinfo.com 24heureinfo.com is a privately-owned news website published by a group of dynamic and committed young 
journalists. The website offers original content on current events in Togo, as well as news and information 
concerning the wider African continent. 

https://24heureinfo.com/

SyndiGate SyndiGate currently licenses content from publishers and content services in 195 countries, in 200+ 
languages. The primary focus of SyndiGate’s licensed content offering is from publishers and content services 
either from, or covering Africa, Asia, Europe including the former Soviet Republics, Latin America, Middle East 
and Oceania.

SyndiGate offers its customers access to licensed content covering a vast array of topics and industries, as 
well as B2B and B2C source filtering capabilities. Utilising SyndiGate’s advanced meta-tagging technologies, 
as well as IPTC global standards for news media, customers can opt to receive filtered ‘feeds’ focused on 
1,000+ topics or industries, from one or more publications or content services, in many different languages.

24x7 Magazine 24x7 is the only magazine that covers product and technology developments and practical service solutions for 
the biomed professionals involved in mission-critical healthcare service and support  24 hours per day, seven 
days a week.

http://24x7mag.com/

24X7 News Bahrain Online Luanched in 2011, 24X7 News Bahrain Online is a source for breaking news from Bahrain, covering local and 
government news, banking & finance, telecoms, aviation, real estate, sports, travel & tourism.

https://www.twentyfoursevennews.com

https://24.ae/
https://24heureinfo.com/
http://24x7mag.com/
https://www.twentyfoursevennews.com/


256 Business News 256 Business News is a strategic news and information website that gives in-depth analysis of key factors 
affecting Uganda’s business and economy.

https://www.256businessnews.com/

263Chat 263Chat is an independent media organisation in Zimbabwe that is mainly focuses on encouraging and 
participating in progressive national dialogue, therby covering various national topics ranging from politics to 
business. 

www.263chat.com

3 Geeks and a Law Blog This blog may seem somewhat eclectic, but if you step back you can see that we focus on the administrative 
side of today’s large law firm environment, plus Toby and Casey write regularly about in-house and the 
corporate sector. Whether it is how we market, set pricing, gather and disperse information, or simply the 
subtle changes in how you manage the complex administrative functions of a law firm, we try to cover it. We 
have one simple rule among the three of us, and the many regular guest bloggers that contribute to 3 Geeks: 
Write about what interests you… if the topic is of interest to you, then it is probably interesting to others.

http://www.geeklawblog.com/

3-Mob.com 3-mob.com is an independent online news portal located in Zimbabwe which covers ranging from politics to the 
ecnomy and entertaintments. 3-mob.comstrives for creative excellence in storytelling with a nuanced outlook.

https://3-mob.com/

411mania.com Whether it’s talking trash about John Cena, keeping you updated on the latest blockbuster comic movie, or 
keeping you posted on the latest UFC event, we try to give guys something to do while bored at work, at 
school, or whenever. While we’re proud that we have come a long way from our origins as a wrestling site, we 
like to think we continue to maintain an independent voice.

http://411mania.com

4SEMANAS.COM 4SEMANAS.COM is an online publication which reports on the daily news and happenings in Argentina and 
the wider Latin American region. They cover political stories as well as business, finance, culture, sports and 
more.

www.4semanas.com

https://www.256businessnews.com/
http://www.263chat.com/
https://3-mob.com/


50 Things That Made the Modern 
Economy

Tim Harford tells fascinating stories of 50 inventions, ideas and innovations which helped create the economic 
world

https://www.bbc.co.
uk/programmes/p04b1g3c/episodes/download
s

50 Wealth Blog Personal finance advice from the founder of J. E. Wilson Advisors, the oldest fee-only financial firm in South 
Carolina.

https://www.jewilson.com/50-wealth-blog/

50plusfinance This blog is dedicated to all us over 50 people who someday wish to retire with enough money to live 
comfortably. I have noticed in my many years surfing the personal finance blogs that there are not many 
geared for the over 50 crowd. I see many blogs that talk about personal finance in a broad way but none that 
addresses the needs and ideas of the more mature crowd. Also like me who are getting a late start in doing it 
right.

http://www.50plusfinance.com

5280 Health 5280 takes its name from the city's mile-high elevation. Five-thousand, two-hundred and eighty feet above sea 
level. It's an unusual name for an out-of-the ordinary magazine.             5280 Health covers health topics 
important to Coloradans, including local medical innovations, fitness studios, nutrition advice, and more.

5280 Home 5280 takes its name from the city's mile-high elevation. Five-thousand, two-hundred and eighty feet above sea 
level. It's an unusual name for an out-of-the ordinary magazine.          5280 Home is Denver's premier home 
and design magazine

5280 Magazine 5280 takes its name from the city's mile-high elevation. Five-thousand, two-hundred and eighty feet above sea 
level. It's an unusual name for an out-of-the ordinary magazine.        5280 Magazine covers everything from 
the arts to the environment, and from fitness to historical articles on Denver and the West.



70 West Sentinel 70 West Sentinel is an online source for news, information, and issues of importance to cities along the I-70 
corridor in St. Charles and Warren Counties.

7azarfazar Looking to create powerful engagement on your site with interactive content? Discover premium editorial 
pieces at your disposal with 7azarfazar.com, all in Arabic! We lead in creating fun and engaging experiences 
and quizzes that consistently create fantastic engagement on site, starting from daily challenges, to personality 
quizzes, trivia rounds, and more. We also specialize in quizzes capitalizing on digital trends in MENA, and 
special occasions from our region. If you are looking to spruce up your editorial calendar with fun and engaging 
content, and give your readers a great interactive experience, explore our available library of content today.

https://www.7azarfazar.com/

7elwa.com Launched in 2020, 7elwa creates content which empowers women and enables them to be independent, 
pioneering and influential. The publication covers inspiring stories and news about health, beauty, fashion, 
celebrities, entertainment and lifestyle. 

https://www.7elwa.com/

7sur7 7sur7 is an online publication located in the Democratic Republic of the Congo that covers various topics 
ranging from politics, economics, to health, sports, and more .

https://7sur7.cd/

850 Business Magazine Home to a wide range of economic influences, Northwest Florida has one of the Sunshine State's brightest and 
most powerful economies. Within our pages and our website, the award-winning 850 Magazine tells the 
dynamic story of the region's exciting emergence in state, national and international marketplaces through 
insightful features, in-depth corridor spotlight stories and comprehensive articles on business trends and 
perspectives. Offering coverage from Monticello to Pensacola, 850 is the only publication dedicated to keeping 
a finger on the pulse of business in Northwest Florida.

93.3 K-FM KFM is Uganda’s most listened to English radio station broadcasting a variety of programs and music genres, 
including news, drama, comedy, talk shows, contemporary music and today’s top hits. Targeted at English-
speaking professionals and executives between 25 to 40 years, KFM’s promise of better information and best 
music has been a winning formula with its audience. KFM is owned and operated by the Monitor Publications 
Limited (MPL) and broadcasts from MPL’s headquarters in Namuwongo, Kampala- Uganda

http://kfm.co.ug/



961 Magazine 961 is an independent and fully Lebanese-owned nonprofit media outlet, providing readers coverage on local 
and regional events. As a publication which is not politically aligned, extra measures are taken to ensure the 
news and content remains objective and free from external influence. 

www.the961.com/magazine

961 News 961 is an independent and fully Lebanese-owned nonprofit media outlet, providing readers coverage on local 
and regional events. As a publication which is not politically aligned, extra measures are taken to ensure the 
news and content remains objective and free from external influence. 

www.the961.com/news

9to5Google Google, Android, Alphabet, Pixel http://9to5google.com

9to5Mac Apple, Mac, iPad, iPhone, Apple Watch http://9to5mac.com

9to5Toys Toys, Games, Kids http://9to5toys.com

A + E Chantiers du Maroc is a monthly French language magazine for the building and construction sector in 
Morocco.

http://www.archimedia.ma/publication-
archimedia/architecture-et-environnement-au-
maroc



A + E (Full PDF Version) Chantiers du Maroc is a monthly French language magazine for the building and construction sector in 
Morocco.

http://www.archimedia.ma/publication-
archimedia/architecture-et-environnement-au-
maroc

A BCer in Ottowa Musings on Canadian politics and current events from a centre-left perspective. http://bcinto.blogspot.com/

A Dash of Insight An eclectic approach to better trading and investing. Finding market inefficiency. Discussing and applying the 
best ideas and methods from several disciplines.

http://dashofinsight.com

A Diario CR A Diario CR is an online publication located in San José, Costa Rica that covers vairous national topics 
ranging from the economy to health, the environment, and more. 

http://adiariocr.com/

A Good Reed Review Theater news and reviews from a musician's perspective. http://agoodreedreview.com

A Semana A Semana (Portuguese meaning "The Week" is a weekly Cape Verdean daily that covers its top stories in the 
archipelago and local stories ranging from each island. A Semana is located in the Cape Verdean capital city 
of Praia and is one of the most circulated newspapers and dailies in Cape Verde.

http://asemana.sapo.cv/



A Sense of Belonging Observations, reflections, and analysis from Egypt. Blogger Jayson Casper writes for Arab West Report, 
Christianity Today, Lapido Media, and a few other publications.

http://asenseofbelonging.org

A Venerable Puzzle This blog covers constitutional matters in the UK and other Commonwealth Realms. http://venerablepuzzle.wordpress.com/

A2L Consulting - Video A2L Consulting shares tips for winning more cases that will be appealing if you are a litigator, in-house 
counsel, trial attorney, litigation support professional or trial technology specialist.

http://youtube.com/a2lconsulting

A5 NEWS A5 NEWS is the 1st African e-magazine specializing in international news. This multimedia platform 
broadcasts in real time African, American, Asian, European and Oceania news in French and English. A5 
NEWS offers the international community reliable coverage of international news on companies, institutions 
and organizations, governments, individuals on various topics: Economy, Politics, Freedom, Women's Rights,, 
Health, Education, Environment, Governance, Leadership, Financing, Development, Profession,Innovation, 
Renewable Energy, Tourism, Religion, Business, Training, Information Technology, Peace, Culture,  Art, 
Entertainment, Hospitals, Governance, and Transport.

www.afrique-54.com

Aardvarchaeology This blog covers archaeology, history, skepticism, books and music since 2006. Dr. Martin Rundkvist is a 
Swedish archaeology professor at a Polish university, Uniwersytet Łódzki. He is also a skeptic, atheist, Social 
Democrat, bookworm, boardgamer, geocacher and father of two.

https://aardvarchaeology.wordpress.com/

AASTOCKS Founded in 2000, AASTOCKS, the FinTech platform, has been devoted to rendering investors with full-fledged 
global financial information and analytical tools, providing contents spanning from Hong Kong stocks, A 
shares, US stocks, Singapore stocks, Japan stocks, forex, cryptocurrencies, funds, ETFs, precious metals to 
global indexes, and more.

http://www.aastocks.com/sc/



AB Invest - Corporate Briefs Al Arabi Investment Group Co. devotes considerable resources to achieve the highest quality possible for 
research products, which has become the backbone for all of the Group's businesses. The objective is to 
provide our investors with a demonstrably informed opinion of the investment opportunities and associated 
risks currently available in the regional markets.

http://www.ab-invest.net/index.php?
option=com_docman&Itemid=22&task=view_c
ategory&catid=12&order=dmdate_published&
ascdesc=DESC

AbaCityBlog AbaCityBlog is an online publication publishing news related to the Abia State of Nigeria, reporting on current 
events, poltics, lifestyle, business and more. It is one of the most popular news websites in Eastern Nigeria.

https://abacityblog.com

Abbeville Meridional The official journal of Vermilion Parish since 1844, the Abbeville Meridional aims to serve the information and 
communication needs of its community by providing quality products at a superior value while fulfilling its civic 
responsibility.

ABC - 8 WQAD WQAD-TV is the ABC-affiliated television station for the Quad Cities area of West-Central Illinois and Eastern 
Iowa.

Abha Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry

The Abha Chamber of Commerce and Industry is a local organization of businesses and companies in Abha 
with the intention to develop and further the interests of local companies and businesses in Saudi Arabia.

http://www.abhacci.org.sa/ar/

Abilene Reporter-News The Abilene Reporter-News is the oldest existing business in Abilene, publishing its first edition on June 17, 
1881, from a tent. It is also one of the original Harte-Hanks Newspapers, purchased in the early 1920s and 
acquired by Scripps in 1997. The Abilene Reporter-News is the leading newspaper in a 15-county zone in 
West Texas and is the only newspaper published daily in Abilene. The staff has won numerous awards from 
the Texas Associated Press Managing Editors competition in recent years.



Abireg.ru Business news from the Voronezh Oblast region of Russia. http://abireg.ru

ABlawg The University of Calgary Faculty of Law Blog includes commentary by faculty members, sessional instructors, 
research associates at our affiliated institutes, and students on court and tribunal decisions as well as 
legislative and policy developments in Alberta and beyond.

http://ablawg.ca

Above The Law Above the Law takes a behind-the-scenes look at the world of law. The site provides news and insights about 
the profession’s most colorful personalities and powerful institutions, as well as original commentary on 
breaking legal developments.

http://www.abovethelaw.com

Abrition Welcome to Abrition.com – a website that provides auxiliary contents across various channels that include 
Tech, Business, Entertainment, Lifestyle, Blogging, etc. Our materials are specifically dedicated to all the 
aspirants who want to obtain something; it can be just information about a gadget, money-making tip or a 
guide for your next online purchase

http://abrition.com

Abu Dhabi Chamber News The Abu Dhabi Chamber of Commerce & Industry is an autonomous institution of public interest. It enjoys its 
own legal entity to represent the various productive and services activities of the private sector in Abu Dhabi 
Emirate. According to the provisions of the Chamber law, all natural and legal persons, having their 
headquarters, branch or representation office in the Emirate to exercise any commercial, industrial, vocational 
or professional activity in the Emirate must join the Chamber and get their membership certificates. The Abu 
Dhabi Chamber of Commerce & Industry News avails every piece of information required by the business 
community in Abu Dhabi and the UAE at large.

https://www.abudhabichamber.
ae/ar/Pages/MediaCenter.aspx

Abu Dhabi Film Festival Magazine Abu Dhabi Film Festival Magazine provides news, views and information predominantly about cinema from the 
Arab world.

http://www.abudhabifilmfestival.ae



Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange 
(ADX)

Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange's site is aimed at communicating information to all investors and parties 
interested in the UAE market all over the world. It provides a gateway to the investment opportunities available 
in the Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange.

https://www.adx.ae/Arabic/pages/default.aspx

Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange 
(ADX)

Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange's site is aimed at communicating information to all investors and parties 
interested in the UAE market all over the world. It provides a gateway to the investment opportunities available 
in the Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange.

https://www.adx.ae/English/Pages/default.
aspx

Abu Nawaf Network AbuNawaf.com is an Arabic entertainment network that provides a safe and family friendly digital 
entertainment platform, while preserving Arabic traditions and values.

http://www.abunawaf.com

AbuDhabiEnv.ae AbuDhabiEnv.ae is a website covering sustainable development in the UAE. The site launched in 2011. http://www.abudhabienv.ae/

Academic Journal of Research in 
Economics and Management

Al Manhal offers an expanding collection of fully licensed full-text peer-reviewed eJournals from the Arab and 
Islamic world, encompassing both Humanities & Social Sciences (HSS) and Science, Technical & Medical 
(STM) subjects. Researchers and students can access tens of thoUnited Statesnds of articles from hundreds 
of journals from the world’s leading universities and research institutes. Al Manhal's eJournal collection in 
Humanities & Social Sciences currently includes the following disciplines: Educational Science; Psychology & 
Philosophy; History, Geography & Biography; Social Sciences; Business & Economics; Language & Literature; 
Islamic Studies; Political Science & International Relations; Law; Islamic Banking & Finance; Media and 
Communication; Political Science & International Relations; and Art and Architecture. Al Manhal's eJournal 
collection in Science, Technical & Medical currently includes broad material related to chemistry, biology, 
hydrology and mathematics, as well as other specialised subjects such as agriculture, technology, engineering 
and more. And the medical collection covers a wide array of medical subjects, such as surgery, prevention of 
diseases, nursing, paediatrics, pharmacology and more.

http://platform.almanhal.com/

Academic Journal of Social and 
Human Studies

Al Manhal offers an expanding collection of fully licensed full-text peer-reviewed eJournals from the Arab and 
Islamic world, encompassing both Humanities & Social Sciences (HSS) and Science, Technical & Medical 
(STM) subjects. Researchers and students can access tens of thoUnited Statesnds of articles from hundreds 
of journals from the world’s leading universities and research institutes. Al Manhal's eJournal collection in 
Humanities & Social Sciences currently includes the following disciplines: Educational Science; Psychology & 
Philosophy; History, Geography & Biography; Social Sciences; Business & Economics; Language & Literature; 
Islamic Studies; Political Science & International Relations; Law; Islamic Banking & Finance; Media and 
Communication; Political Science & International Relations; and Art and Architecture. Al Manhal's eJournal 
collection in Science, Technical & Medical currently includes broad material related to chemistry, biology, 
hydrology and mathematics, as well as other specialised subjects such as agriculture, technology, engineering 
and more. And the medical collection covers a wide array of medical subjects, such as surgery, prevention of 
diseases, nursing, paediatrics, pharmacology and more.

http://platform.almanhal.com/



Acadia Parish Today Acadia Parish Today publishes and archives the news and views found in the  Crowley Post-Signal, Rayne 
Acadian-Tribune and The Church Point News newspapers in Acadia Parish, Louisiana.

Accent We support this student media outlet by creating diverse and fair content to inform and entertain the students 
of ACC. These publications are supplied for the college and the Austin area to to encourage student 
participation.

http://sites.austincc.edu/accent/about-us/

ACCESSWIRE FSCwire is a multi-service company providing a comprehensive range of services to assist publicly listed 
companies in meeting their corporate compliance regulations. We are experts in the dissemination of material 
disclosure and the filing of SEDAR and EDGAR material. Established since 1998, we’ve developed a global 
network of dissemination circuits and our knowledge of SEDAR and EDGAR requirements is second to none.

https://www.accesswire.com/

Accommodation Times Accommodation Times is a one stop shop news service for the real state market based out of Mumbai, India. http://www.accomodationtimes.com

Accord Fintech Accord Fintech is one of the popular sources for financial information and industry data in India. They provide 
instant articles and reviews from all listed/private Indian companies. It also provides corporate announcements

http://www.accordfintech.com

ACCORD Fintech Accord Fintech Pvt. Ltd. is set up by a team of professionals with competencies in Financial content, software 
development and database design using a variety of platforms, technologies and financial domain knowledge. 
With a team of over 160+ professionals having cumulative experience of more than 800 man years engaged in 
conceptualizing, designing and implementing end-to-end business solutions.

https://www.accordfintech.com/



Accountancy Age The leading news and information brand for UK accountants and finance professionals.  It offers unrivalled 
circulation of powerful financial decision-makers and award-winning editorial. Its readership is made up of FDs, 
FCs, and CFOs of UK companies.

http://www.accountancyage.com/

Accounting Today Accounting Today is the independent news and information resource for tax and accounting professionals. As 
tax laws evolve, new technologies are deployed, and business strategies shift, Accounting Today informs and 
equips accountants with the news, insights and best practices they need to work smarter, capture and keep 
clients, and drive growth and profitability. The Accounting Today community — deeply engaged through social 
media, survey panels, and website comment forums — relies on the brand to stay connected. From updates 
on tax law and technology, to the latest in assurance and financial planning, and strategies in practice 
management, Accounting Today is the accounting profession's most comprehensive media source.

https://accountingtoday.com/

Accrington Observer The latest Accrington news and sports updates from the Accrington Observer. Covering Rishton, Clayton-le-
Moors, Altham, Oswaldtwistle, Great Harwood, Huncoat, Baxenden, Rising Bridge, Church, Knuzden and 
Stanhill.

Accuracy in Media Accuracy In Media is a non-profit, grassroots citizens watchdog of the news media that critiques botched and 
bungled news stories and sets the record straight on important issues that have received slanted coverage.

AccuWeather AccuWeather, established in 1962, is the World's Weather Authority. We provide local forecasts for 
everywhere in the United States and over two million locations worldwide. We also provide our products and 
services to more than 175,000 paying customers in media, business, government and institutions. Our 
headquarters in State College, PA, is home to the greatest number of forecast meteorologists in one location 
anywhere in the world.

http://www.accuweather.com

Ace ACE Exchange is committed to building the most professional Fiat to Crypto exchange in the Chinese 
community and providing a channel for all Taiwanese people to have first contact with cryptocurrencies.

https://ace.io/



ACN Newswire ACN Newswire supports Asian companies and organizations with press release distribution to stakeholders in 
Asia and worldwide -- institutional investors and analysts, individual stakeholders, financial & trade media and 
the Internet. Today, ACN Newswire is the globally recognized press release distributor from the region, in 
simplified & traditional Chinese, Korean and Japanese as well as English.

http://www.acnnewswire.com

Acta Islamica Al Manhal offers an expanding collection of fully licensed full-text peer-reviewed eJournals from the Arab and 
Islamic world, encompassing both Humanities & Social Sciences (HSS) and Science, Technical & Medical 
(STM) subjects. Researchers and students can access tens of thoUnited Statesnds of articles from hundreds 
of journals from the world’s leading universities and research institutes. Al Manhal's eJournal collection in 
Humanities & Social Sciences currently includes the following disciplines: Educational Science; Psychology & 
Philosophy; History, Geography & Biography; Social Sciences; Business & Economics; Language & Literature; 
Islamic Studies; Political Science & International Relations; Law; Islamic Banking & Finance; Media and 
Communication; Political Science & International Relations; and Art and Architecture. Al Manhal's eJournal 
collection in Science, Technical & Medical currently includes broad material related to chemistry, biology, 
hydrology and mathematics, as well as other specialised subjects such as agriculture, technology, engineering 
and more. And the medical collection covers a wide array of medical subjects, such as surgery, prevention of 
diseases, nursing, paediatrics, pharmacology and more.

https://www.almanhal.
com/en/Collection/JournalCollections

Acta Islamica Al Manhal offers an expanding collection of fully licensed full-text peer-reviewed eJournals from the Arab and 
Islamic world, encompassing both Humanities & Social Sciences (HSS) and Science, Technical & Medical 
(STM) subjects. Researchers and students can access tens of thoUnited Statesnds of articles from hundreds 
of journals from the world’s leading universities and research institutes. Al Manhal's eJournal collection in 
Humanities & Social Sciences currently includes the following disciplines: Educational Science; Psychology & 
Philosophy; History, Geography & Biography; Social Sciences; Business & Economics; Language & Literature; 
Islamic Studies; Political Science & International Relations; Law; Islamic Banking & Finance; Media and 
Communication; Political Science & International Relations; and Art and Architecture. Al Manhal's eJournal 
collection in Science, Technical & Medical currently includes broad material related to chemistry, biology, 
hydrology and mathematics, as well as other specialised subjects such as agriculture, technology, engineering 
and more. And the medical collection covers a wide array of medical subjects, such as surgery, prevention of 
diseases, nursing, paediatrics, pharmacology and more.

http://platform.almanhal.com/

Action Images Our award winning teams of photographers provide up to the minute photographic coverage from the world of 
sports at all levels.

http://www.actionimages.com

Activate: Rhodes University: Web 
Edition Articles

Activate is committed to informing students about issues relevant to their lives, mainly on campus. The 
newspaper is run entirely by the students and is published every second week during term time.

Activist Post Indpendent and alternate news on activistm, human rights, liberty and government. http://www.activistpost.com



ACTmedia News ACTMedia News Agency purpose is to keep foreign readers in touch with the latest Romanian developments 
particularly in the areas of politics, economy, and finances. Aside from our daily bulletins that reflect issues in 
these and other areas, we also supply specialized weekly bulletins: one of them is devoted to finances and 
banking, another is focused on energy and environmental matters, a third weekly bulletin has recently been 
added to cover Romanian industry topics, while an other one is covering companies area.

http://actmedia.eu

Actu RDC Acturdc.com is a site of the RDC Web Media Group entirely dedicated to news from the DR Congo. It covers 
various topics including political, security and economic news.

https://acturdc.com/

actualidad-24.com Local and regional coverage from Latin America, along with analysis and opinion on current events http://www.actualidad-24.com/

ActuBurkina ActuBurkina is a newspaper covering national and international news and current affairs in Burkina Faso 
including politics, economy, health, environment, culture, and more.

https://actuburkina.net/

Actusnews wire Actusnews Wire is a Primary Information Provider (PIPs); leader on small and mid-caps with a range of digital 
value-added services. Actusnews Wire has a strong position in press release distribution and regulatory 
disclosure with a professional accreditation by the French stock exchange regulatory authority (AMF) and the 
Luxembourg stock exchange regulatory authority (CSSF). Actusnews Wire provides real time distribution of 
companies' news to professional systems, news media, and corporate and financial websites in 
France/Europe. Actusnews Wire's news delivery service is available 24/7.

https://www.actusnews.com/en/

Actusnews wire Actusnews Wire is a Primary Information Provider (PIPs); leader on small and mid-caps with a range of digital 
value-added services. Actusnews Wire has a strong position in press release distribution and regulatory 
disclosure with a professional accreditation by the French stock exchange regulatory authority (AMF) and the 
Luxembourg stock exchange regulatory authority (CSSF). Actusnews Wire provides real time distribution of 
companies' news to professional systems, news media, and corporate and financial websites in 
France/Europe. Actusnews Wire's news delivery service is available 24/7.

https://www.actusnews.com/fr/



Ad Law Access Updates on advertising law trends, issues and developments. http://www.adlawaccess.com/

Ad-Dustour Ad-Dustour is an Arabic daily newspaper in Amman, Jordan, owned by the Jordan Press and Publishing 
Company.

http://www.addustour.com

Adam Smith Institute Blog The Adam Smith Institute is one of the world's leading think tanks. Independent, non-profit and non-partisan, 
we work to promote neoliberal and free market ideas through research, publishing, media commentary, and 
educational programmes. The Institute is today at the forefront of making the case for free markets and a free 
society in the United Kingdom.

http://www.adamsmith.org/blog

Adams on Contract Drafting Observations on contract language and the process of drafting contracts. http://www.adamsdrafting.com/blog/

ADDICTED ADDICTED Mag features the best in Lifestyle and Entertainment content, including music, travel, food and 
drink, beauty, fashion, tech, and automotive.

https://www.weraddicted.com



Addis Fortune Addis Fortune is a business newspaper, published and distributed by Independent News &  Media Plc, that 
appears in English every week. It is a news paper of quality, responsibility and standard. It is a business 
weekly published by a media company dedicated to promote the development of the private sector in Ethiopia 
and its economic integration to the regional economies, in light of the apparent threat and expansion of 
globalization. Addis Fortune promotes partnership among Ethiopians and between local and foreign firms. It is 
a newspaper with a noted record of introducing new business opportunities in addition to its role of articulating 
the challenges hindering the growth of the private sector. As a reader, you are to get useful business news in 
Addis Fortune than any other publication can offer you. More comprehensive analysis and interpretations than 
any other media can present to you. In fact, these are some of the qualities of Addis Fortune that has made it 
the largest circulating paper in its category,  surpassing all others in the competition by an average of 60%. 
Addis Fortune has been in circulation for the past 14 years with a purpose to inform you better, enlighten you 
more and provide you with access to the amazing world of business information. It is a newspaper with the 
realization of the challenges ahead: the impact and threats in business, the lack of information the community 
suffers from and the need to create awareness on where the rest of the world is today.

https://addisfortune.net/

Addison County Independent The Addison Independent was founded in 1946 with the closing of the Middlebury Register. The AI has always 
been a family-owned independent newspaper. Current publisher/editor Angelo Lynn has been at the helm for 
more than 20 years. The Addison Independent is as much a part of the local community as many of the 
institutions covered on the front page.  Being a community newspaper means that the AI's award-winning 
editorial staff covers local events in a way that's different from a large metropolitan or regional daily. The aim is 
to tell readers about their friends and neighbors and about events in local government, schools, sports and 
business that affect how readers live. The AI also provides readers everything they need to know about local 
entertainment and events.

ITSZ.ru ITSZ.ru is an independent online new publication in Russia that covers the latest global IT and telecom news.

http://itsz.ru

#Benshaf #Benshaf covers and presents to the audience the most viral technology and science videos on the web 
selected by Aramram team.

http://aramram.com/node/7337

14ymedio
Not officially recognized by the Cuban government as a media outlet, 14ymedio is one of the only independent 
newsrooms operating from inside Cuba. The website covers Cuban affairs and Cuban-linked international 
topics from a Cuban point of view, free from censorship.

https://www.14ymedio.com/

http://itsz.ru/
http://aramram.com/node/7337
https://www.14ymedio.com/


209 King Hussein Street 209 King Hussein Street is a web series discussing law and social practices in Jordan.

http://aramram.com/node/7350

20khvylyn.com News оf Ukraine. Politics, economy, culture, opinions and analysis.

http://www.20khvylyn.com

21st Century Taxation Blog About moving tax systems into the 21st century and following principles of good tax policy.

http://21stcenturytaxation.blogspot.com

237online.com 237Online is an online news publication, providing the latest coverage of political, business, entertainment, 
sport and cultural events in Cameroon.

www.237online.com

24  News Channel
24 TV Channel is an independent Ukrainian online news publication that provides news of Ukraine and the 
world, political, economic events, socially significant materials, as well as sports reports, articles about secular 
life and show business.

https://24tv.ua/

24 HEURES Au Benin 24 Heures Au Benin is an independent online publication in Benin that covers various national topics, ranging 
from news to the economy, politics, and more. 

www.24haubenin.info

http://aramram.com/node/7350
http://237online.com/
http://www.237online.com/
https://24tv.ua/
http://www.24haubenin.info/


24.ae 24.ae is an Arabic news portal covering politics, business, culture, lifestyle, sport, art, health, society and 
entertainment. The site launched in February 2013.

https://24.ae/

24/7 Wall St. Insightful analysis and commentary for U.S. and global equity investors.

http://www.247wallst.com/

247Updates 247Updates is an independent Nigerian news publication that was established in 2018, focusing on
topics such as local news, international news, politics, entertainment, health, sports, and more.

https://247updates.com.ng/

24heureinfo.com
24heureinfo.com is a privately-owned news website published by a group of dynamic and committed young 
journalists. The website offers original content on current events in Togo, as well as news and information 
concerning the wider African continent. 

https://24heureinfo.com/

24x7 Magazine
24x7 is the only magazine that covers product and technology developments and practical service solutions for 
the biomed professionals involved in mission-critical healthcare service and support  24 hours per day, seven 
days a week.

http://24x7mag.com/

24X7 News Bahrain Online Luanched in 2011, 24X7 News Bahrain Online is a source for breaking news from Bahrain, covering local and 
government news, banking & finance, telecoms, aviation, real estate, sports, travel & tourism.

https://www.twentyfoursevennews.com

http://24.ae/
https://24.ae/
https://247updates.com.ng/
http://24heureinfo.com/
https://24heureinfo.com/
http://24x7mag.com/
https://www.twentyfoursevennews.com/


256 Business News 256 Business News is a strategic news and information website that gives in-depth analysis of key factors 
affecting Uganda’s business and economy.

https://www.256businessnews.com/

263Chat
263Chat is an independent media organisation in Zimbabwe that is mainly focuses on encouraging and 
participating in progressive national dialogue, therby covering various national topics ranging from politics to 
business. 

www.263chat.com

3 Geeks and a Law Blog

This blog may seem somewhat eclectic, but if you step back you can see that we focus on the administrative 
side of today’s large law firm environment, plus Toby and Casey write regularly about in-house and the 
corporate sector. Whether it is how we market, set pricing, gather and disperse information, or simply the 
subtle changes in how you manage the complex administrative functions of a law firm, we try to cover it. We 
have one simple rule among the three of us, and the many regular guest bloggers that contribute to 3 Geeks: 
Write about what interests you… if the topic is of interest to you, then it is probably interesting to others.

http://www.geeklawblog.com/

3-Mob.com 3-mob.com is an independent online news portal located in Zimbabwe which covers ranging from politics to the 
ecnomy and entertaintments. 3-mob.comstrives for creative excellence in storytelling with a nuanced outlook.

https://3-mob.com/

411mania.com

Whether it’s talking trash about John Cena, keeping you updated on the latest blockbuster comic movie, or 
keeping you posted on the latest UFC event, we try to give guys something to do while bored at work, at 
school, or whenever. While we’re proud that we have come a long way from our origins as a wrestling site, we 
like to think we continue to maintain an independent voice.

http://411mania.com

4SEMANAS.COM
4SEMANAS.COM is an online publication which reports on the daily news and happenings in Argentina and 
the wider Latin American region. They cover political stories as well as business, finance, culture, sports and 
more.

www.4semanas.com

https://www.256businessnews.com/
http://www.263chat.com/
https://3-mob.com/
http://4semanas.com/
http://www.4semanas.com/


50 Things That Made the Modern 
Economy

Tim Harford tells fascinating stories of 50 inventions, ideas and innovations which helped create the economic 
world

https://www.bbc.co.
uk/programmes/p04b1g3c/episodes/download
s

50 Wealth Blog Personal finance advice from the founder of J. E. Wilson Advisors, the oldest fee-only financial firm in South 
Carolina.

https://www.jewilson.com/50-wealth-blog/

50plusfinance

This blog is dedicated to all us over 50 people who someday wish to retire with enough money to live 
comfortably. I have noticed in my many years surfing the personal finance blogs that there are not many 
geared for the over 50 crowd. I see many blogs that talk about personal finance in a broad way but none that 
addresses the needs and ideas of the more mature crowd. Also like me who are getting a late start in doing it 
right.

http://www.50plusfinance.com

7azarfazar

Looking to create powerful engagement on your site with interactive content? Discover premium editorial 
pieces at your disposal with 7azarfazar.com, all in Arabic! We lead in creating fun and engaging experiences 
and quizzes that consistently create fantastic engagement on site, starting from daily challenges, to personality 
quizzes, trivia rounds, and more. We also specialize in quizzes capitalizing on digital trends in MENA, and 
special occasions from our region. If you are looking to spruce up your editorial calendar with fun and engaging 
content, and give your readers a great interactive experience, explore our available library of content today.

https://www.7azarfazar.com/

7elwa.com
Launched in 2020, 7elwa creates content which empowers women and enables them to be independent, 
pioneering and influential. The publication covers inspiring stories and news about health, beauty, fashion, 
celebrities, entertainment and lifestyle. 

https://www.7elwa.com/

7sur7 7sur7 is an online publication located in the Democratic Republic of the Congo that covers various topics 
ranging from politics, economics, to health, sports, and more .

https://7sur7.cd/

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04b1g3c/episodes/downloads
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04b1g3c/episodes/downloads
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04b1g3c/episodes/downloads
https://www.7azarfazar.com/
http://7elwa.com/
https://www.7elwa.com/
https://7sur7.cd/


93.3 K-FM

KFM is Uganda’s most listened to English radio station broadcasting a variety of programs and music genres, 
including news, drama, comedy, talk shows, contemporary music and today’s top hits. Targeted at English-
speaking professionals and executives between 25 to 40 years, KFM’s promise of better information and best 
music has been a winning formula with its audience. KFM is owned and operated by the Monitor Publications 
Limited (MPL) and broadcasts from MPL’s headquarters in Namuwongo, Kampala- Uganda

http://kfm.co.ug/

961 Magazine
961 is an independent and fully Lebanese-owned nonprofit media outlet, providing readers coverage on local 
and regional events. As a publication which is not politically aligned, extra measures are taken to ensure the 
news and content remains objective and free from external influence. 

www.the961.com/magazine

961 News
961 is an independent and fully Lebanese-owned nonprofit media outlet, providing readers coverage on local 
and regional events. As a publication which is not politically aligned, extra measures are taken to ensure the 
news and content remains objective and free from external influence. 

www.the961.com/news

9to5Google Google, Android, Alphabet, Pixel

http://9to5google.com

9to5Mac Apple, Mac, iPad, iPhone, Apple Watch

http://9to5mac.com

9to5Toys Toys, Games, Kids

http://9to5toys.com

http://kfm.co.ug/
http://www.the961.com/magazine
http://www.the961.com/news


A + E Chantiers du Maroc is a monthly French language magazine for the building and construction sector in 
Morocco.

http://www.archimedia.ma/publication-
archimedia/architecture-et-environnement-au-
maroc

A BCer in Ottowa Musings on Canadian politics and current events from a centre-left perspective.

http://bcinto.blogspot.com/

A Dash of Insight An eclectic approach to better trading and investing. Finding market inefficiency. Discussing and applying the 
best ideas and methods from several disciplines.

http://dashofinsight.com

A Diario CR A Diario CR is an online publication located in San José, Costa Rica that covers vairous national topics 
ranging from the economy to health, the environment, and more. 

http://adiariocr.com/

A Good Reed Review Theater news and reviews from a musician's perspective.

http://agoodreedreview.com

A Semana
A Semana (Portuguese meaning "The Week" is a weekly Cape Verdean daily that covers its top stories in the 
archipelago and local stories ranging from each island. A Semana is located in the Cape Verdean capital city 
of Praia and is one of the most circulated newspapers and dailies in Cape Verde.

http://asemana.sapo.cv/

http://www.archimedia.ma/publication-archimedia/architecture-et-environnement-au-maroc
http://www.archimedia.ma/publication-archimedia/architecture-et-environnement-au-maroc
http://www.archimedia.ma/publication-archimedia/architecture-et-environnement-au-maroc
http://adiariocr.com/
http://asemana.sapo.cv/


A Sense of Belonging Observations, reflections, and analysis from Egypt. Blogger Jayson Casper writes for Arab West Report, 
Christianity Today, Lapido Media, and a few other publications.

http://asenseofbelonging.org

A Venerable Puzzle This blog covers constitutional matters in the UK and other Commonwealth Realms.

http://venerablepuzzle.wordpress.com/

A2L Consulting - Video A2L Consulting shares tips for winning more cases that will be appealing if you are a litigator, in-house 
counsel, trial attorney, litigation support professional or trial technology specialist.

http://youtube.com/a2lconsulting

A5 NEWS

A5 NEWS is the 1st African e-magazine specializing in international news. This multimedia platform 
broadcasts in real time African, American, Asian, European and Oceania news in French and English. A5 
NEWS offers the international community reliable coverage of international news on companies, institutions 
and organizations, governments, individuals on various topics: Economy, Politics, Freedom, Women's Rights,, 
Health, Education, Environment, Governance, Leadership, Financing, Development, Profession,Innovation, 
Renewable Energy, Tourism, Religion, Business, Training, Information Technology, Peace, Culture,  Art, 
Entertainment, Hospitals, Governance, and Transport.

www.afrique-54.com

Aardvarchaeology
This blog covers archaeology, history, skepticism, books and music since 2006. Dr. Martin Rundkvist is a 
Swedish archaeology professor at a Polish university, Uniwersytet Łódzki. He is also a skeptic, atheist, Social 
Democrat, bookworm, boardgamer, geocacher and father of two.

https://aardvarchaeology.wordpress.com/

AASTOCKS

Founded in 2000, AASTOCKS, the FinTech platform, has been devoted to rendering investors with full-fledged 
global financial information and analytical tools, providing contents spanning from Hong Kong stocks, A 
shares, US stocks, Singapore stocks, Japan stocks, forex, cryptocurrencies, funds, ETFs, precious metals to 
global indexes, and more.

http://www.aastocks.com/sc/

http://www.afrique-54.com/
http://www.aastocks.com/sc/


AB Invest - Corporate Briefs

Al Arabi Investment Group Co. devotes considerable resources to achieve the highest quality possible for 
research products, which has become the backbone for all of the Group's businesses. The objective is to 
provide our investors with a demonstrably informed opinion of the investment opportunities and associated 
risks currently available in the regional markets.

http://www.ab-invest.net/index.php?
option=com_docman&Itemid=22&task=view_c
ategory&catid=12&order=dmdate_published&
ascdesc=DESC

AbaCityBlog AbaCityBlog is an online publication publishing news related to the Abia State of Nigeria, reporting on current 
events, poltics, lifestyle, business and more. It is one of the most popular news websites in Eastern Nigeria.

https://abacityblog.com

Abha Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry

The Abha Chamber of Commerce and Industry is a local organization of businesses and companies in Abha 
with the intention to develop and further the interests of local companies and businesses in Saudi Arabia.

http://www.abhacci.org.sa/ar/

Abireg.ru Business news from the Voronezh Oblast region of Russia.

http://abireg.ru

ABlawg
The University of Calgary Faculty of Law Blog includes commentary by faculty members, sessional instructors, 
research associates at our affiliated institutes, and students on court and tribunal decisions as well as 
legislative and policy developments in Alberta and beyond.

http://ablawg.ca

Above The Law
Above the Law takes a behind-the-scenes look at the world of law. The site provides news and insights about 
the profession’s most colorful personalities and powerful institutions, as well as original commentary on 
breaking legal developments.

http://www.abovethelaw.com

http://www.ab-invest.net/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=22&task=view_category&catid=12&order=dmdate_published&ascdesc=DESC
http://www.ab-invest.net/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=22&task=view_category&catid=12&order=dmdate_published&ascdesc=DESC
http://www.ab-invest.net/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=22&task=view_category&catid=12&order=dmdate_published&ascdesc=DESC
http://www.ab-invest.net/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=22&task=view_category&catid=12&order=dmdate_published&ascdesc=DESC
http://www.abhacci.org.sa/ar/
http://www.abovethelaw.com/


Abrition

Welcome to Abrition.com – a website that provides auxiliary contents across various channels that include 
Tech, Business, Entertainment, Lifestyle, Blogging, etc. Our materials are specifically dedicated to all the 
aspirants who want to obtain something; it can be just information about a gadget, money-making tip or a 
guide for your next online purchase

http://abrition.com

Abu Dhabi Chamber News

The Abu Dhabi Chamber of Commerce & Industry is an autonomous institution of public interest. It enjoys its 
own legal entity to represent the various productive and services activities of the private sector in Abu Dhabi 
Emirate. According to the provisions of the Chamber law, all natural and legal persons, having their 
headquarters, branch or representation office in the Emirate to exercise any commercial, industrial, vocational 
or professional activity in the Emirate must join the Chamber and get their membership certificates. The Abu 
Dhabi Chamber of Commerce & Industry News avails every piece of information required by the business 
community in Abu Dhabi and the UAE at large.

https://www.abudhabichamber.
ae/ar/Pages/MediaCenter.aspx

Abu Dhabi Film Festival Magazine Abu Dhabi Film Festival Magazine provides news, views and information predominantly about cinema from the 
Arab world.

http://www.abudhabifilmfestival.ae

Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange 
(ADX)

Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange's site is aimed at communicating information to all investors and parties 
interested in the UAE market all over the world. It provides a gateway to the investment opportunities available 
in the Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange.

https://www.adx.ae/Arabic/pages/default.aspx

Abu Nawaf Network AbuNawaf.com is an Arabic entertainment network that provides a safe and family friendly digital 
entertainment platform, while preserving Arabic traditions and values.

http://www.abunawaf.com

AbuDhabiEnv.ae AbuDhabiEnv.ae is a website covering sustainable development in the UAE. The site launched in 2011.

http://www.abudhabienv.ae/

https://www.abudhabichamber.ae/ar/Pages/MediaCenter.aspx
https://www.abudhabichamber.ae/ar/Pages/MediaCenter.aspx
http://www.abudhabifilmfestival.ae/
https://www.adx.ae/Arabic/pages/default.aspx
http://www.abunawaf.com/
http://abudhabienv.ae/
http://www.abudhabienv.ae/


Accent
We support this student media outlet by creating diverse and fair content to inform and entertain the students 
of ACC. These publications are supplied for the college and the Austin area to to encourage student 
participation.

http://sites.austincc.edu/accent/about-us/

Accommodation Times Accommodation Times is a one stop shop news service for the real state market based out of Mumbai, India.

http://www.accomodationtimes.com

Accord Fintech
Accord Fintech is one of the popular sources for financial information and industry data in India. They provide 
instant articles and reviews from all listed/private Indian companies. It also provides corporate announcements. 
AVAILABLE ENGLISH 

http://www.accordfintech.com

Accountancy Age
The leading news and information brand for UK accountants and finance professionals.  It offers unrivalled 
circulation of powerful financial decision-makers and award-winning editorial. Its readership is made up of FDs, 
FCs, and CFOs of UK companies.

http://www.accountancyage.com/

Accounting Today

Accounting Today is the independent news and information resource for tax and accounting professionals. As 
tax laws evolve, new technologies are deployed, and business strategies shift, Accounting Today informs and 
equips accountants with the news, insights and best practices they need to work smarter, capture and keep 
clients, and drive growth and profitability. The Accounting Today community — deeply engaged through social 
media, survey panels, and website comment forums — relies on the brand to stay connected. From updates 
on tax law and technology, to the latest in assurance and financial planning, and strategies in practice 
management, Accounting Today is the accounting profession's most comprehensive media source.

https://accountingtoday.com/

AccuWeather

AccuWeather, established in 1962, is the World's Weather Authority. We provide local forecasts for 
everywhere in the United States and over two million locations worldwide. We also provide our products and 
services to more than 175,000 paying customers in media, business, government and institutions. Our 
headquarters in State College, PA, is home to the greatest number of forecast meteorologists in one location 
anywhere in the world.

http://www.accuweather.com

http://sites.austincc.edu/accent/about-us/
http://www.accomodationtimes.com/
http://www.accordfintech.com/
https://accountingtoday.com/
http://www.accuweather.com/


Ace 

ACE Exchange is committed to building the most professional Fiat to Crypto exchange in the Chinese 
community and providing a channel for all Taiwanese people to have first contact with cryptocurrencies.

https://ace.io/

ACN Newswire

ACN Newswire supports Asian companies and organizations with press release distribution to stakeholders in 
Asia and worldwide -- institutional investors and analysts, individual stakeholders, financial & trade media and 
the Internet. Today, ACN Newswire is the globally recognized press release distributor from the region, in 
simplified & traditional Chinese, Korean and Japanese as well as English.

http://www.acnnewswire.com

Action Images Our award winning teams of photographers provide up to the minute photographic coverage from the world of 
sports at all levels.

http://www.actionimages.com

Activist Post Indpendent and alternate news on activistm, human rights, liberty and government.

http://www.activistpost.com

ACTmedia News

ACTMedia News Agency purpose is to keep foreign readers in touch with the latest Romanian developments 
particularly in the areas of politics, economy, and finances. Aside from our daily bulletins that reflect issues in 
these and other areas, we also supply specialized weekly bulletins: one of them is devoted to finances and 
banking, another is focused on energy and environmental matters, a third weekly bulletin has recently been 
added to cover Romanian industry topics, while an other one is covering companies area.

http://actmedia.eu

Actu RDC Acturdc.com is a site of the RDC Web Media Group entirely dedicated to news from the DR Congo. It covers 
various topics including political, security and economic news.

https://acturdc.com/

https://ace.io/
http://www.acnnewswire.com/
http://www.actionimages.com/
https://acturdc.com/


actualidad-24.com Local and regional coverage from Latin America, along with analysis and opinion on current events

http://www.actualidad-24.com/

ActuBurkina ActuBurkina is a newspaper covering national and international news and current affairs in Burkina Faso 
including politics, economy, health, environment, culture, and more.

https://actuburkina.net/

Actusnews wire

Actusnews Wire is a Primary Information Provider (PIPs); leader on small and mid-caps with a range of digital 
value-added services. Actusnews Wire has a strong position in press release distribution and regulatory 
disclosure with a professional accreditation by the French stock exchange regulatory authority (AMF) and the 
Luxembourg stock exchange regulatory authority (CSSF). Actusnews Wire provides real time distribution of 
companies' news to professional systems, news media, and corporate and financial websites in 
France/Europe. Actusnews Wire's news delivery service is available 24/7. -Available in English and French 

https://www.actusnews.com/en/

Ad Law Access Updates on advertising law trends, issues and developments.

http://www.adlawaccess.com/

Adam Smith Institute Blog

The Adam Smith Institute is one of the world's leading think tanks. Independent, non-profit and non-partisan, 
we work to promote neoliberal and free market ideas through research, publishing, media commentary, and 
educational programmes. The Institute is today at the forefront of making the case for free markets and a free 
society in the United Kingdom.

http://www.adamsmith.org/blog

Adams on Contract Drafting Observations on contract language and the process of drafting contracts.

http://www.adamsdrafting.com/blog/

https://actuburkina.net/
https://www.actusnews.com/en/


ADDICTED ADDICTED Mag features the best in Lifestyle and Entertainment content, including music, travel, food and 
drink, beauty, fashion, tech, and automotive.

https://www.weraddicted.com

Addis Fortune

Addis Fortune is a business newspaper, published and distributed by Independent News &  Media Plc, that 
appears in English every week. It is a news paper of quality, responsibility and standard. It is a business 
weekly published by a media company dedicated to promote the development of the private sector in Ethiopia 
and its economic integration to the regional economies, in light of the apparent threat and expansion of 
globalization. Addis Fortune promotes partnership among Ethiopians and between local and foreign firms. It is 
a newspaper with a noted record of introducing new business opportunities in addition to its role of articulating 
the challenges hindering the growth of the private sector. As a reader, you are to get useful business news in 
Addis Fortune than any other publication can offer you. More comprehensive analysis and interpretations than 
any other media can present to you. In fact, these are some of the qualities of Addis Fortune that has made it 
the largest circulating paper in its category,  surpassing all others in the competition by an average of 60%. 
Addis Fortune has been in circulation for the past 14 years with a purpose to inform you better, enlighten you 
more and provide you with access to the amazing world of business information. It is a newspaper with the 
realization of the challenges ahead: the impact and threats in business, the lack of information the community 
suffers from and the need to create awareness on where the rest of the world is today.

https://addisfortune.net/

Ad-Dustour Ad-Dustour is an Arabic daily newspaper in Amman, Jordan, owned by the Jordan Press and Publishing 
Company.

http://www.addustour.com

Addy.media
ADDY.media is a Video Content production company founded in 1998. A pioneer in this space, and known for 
creating premium video content covering Lifestyle, Fashion, and Pop Culture. Addy.media offers footage and 
clips from red carpet events, fashion shows, and celebrity interviews.

www.ADDY.media

Adjustment Factors Data

The Adjustment Factors Data Feed main use is to back adjust EOD (end of day) per-share price data so that 
the price series can be graphed with the effect of any events (bonus, rights, consolidation, etc) factored into 
the earlier prices. All per-share series, including prices, earnings per share, dividends per share, assets per 
share, cash flow per share, etc. need to be adjusted before meaningful conclusions can be drawn about 
growth rates, trends, etc. The feed has all necessary fields so that you can identify the country, security, event 
& factor. Further the feed has been designed for you to database the records or apply directly to price series 
data. The file also covers all corporate actions spanning multiple currencies for the same event. The main 
benefit of this feed over competitor feeds is that it can be fully automated allowing the handling of messy 
cancellations and corporate action changes to happen seamlessly in the background.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/adjustment-factors-data/

Adnkronos Adnkronos international is an online publication located in Rome, Italy that covers various topics ranging from 
politics and the economy to health and more. -AKI

https://www.adnkronos.
com/internazionale/akieng/

https://addisfortune.net/
http://www.addustour.com/
https://www.exchange-data.com/product/adjustment-factors-data/
https://www.exchange-data.com/product/adjustment-factors-data/
https://www.adnkronos.com/internazionale/akieng/
https://www.adnkronos.com/internazionale/akieng/


ADNOC News

Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC) is a leading Middle east oil and gas company that operates in the 
fields of exploration and production, support services, oil refining and gas processing, chemicals and 
petrochemicals, maritime transportation and refined products and distribution. ADNOC News is committed to 
providing the local and international media with the latest news related to ADNOC and its group of companies.

https://www.adnoc.ae/en/news-and-
media/press-releases

Adrants Adrants, published by Adrants Publishing LLC, provides marketing and advertising news. It provides insightful, 
informed, experiential, no holds barred commentary on the state of the advertising and media industries.

http://www.adrants.com

Advance-Titan The Advance-Titan is an independent student newspaper of UW Oshkosh Campuses, located in the United 
States that publishes daily news.

http://www.advancetitan.com/

AdwaaMagazine.net
AdwaaMagazine.net is the online edition of Adwaa magazine and covers society and family issues, including 
events, personalities, health, home decor, food, cars & motoring, fashion & beauty, celebrity news, travel, 
interiors, shopping and consumer electronics. The site launched in 2009.

http://www.adwaamagazine.net/

Adweek

Adweek is the leading source of news and insight serving the brand marketing ecosystem. First published in 
1979, Adweek’s award-winning coverage reaches an engaged audience of more than 6 million professionals 
across platforms including print, digital, events, podcasts, newsletters, social media and mobile apps. As a 
touchstone of the advertising and marketing community, Adweek is an unparalleled resource for leaders 
across multiple industries who rely on its content to help them do their job better.

https://www.adweek.com/

aenalhaqeqah.com Aenhail.com is a portal covering local news, politics, business, sport and culture from the Saudi Arabian city of 
Hail. It launched in June 2009.

https://www.aenalhaqeqah.com
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AETOSWire

AETOSWire distributes your news quickly across your target audiences in every corner of the world. We have 
built an outstanding reputation in the market as the leading news distribution company through our 
unparalleled track record in successful media outreach. We provide our clients with timely and targeted 
distribution and financial disclosure throughout our global network and bandwidth that reaches the widest and 
most niche audiences. AETOSWire is A TEAM of qualified, professional, and multilingual experts who 
endlessly endeavour to provide our clients with the global competitive edge.

https://www.aetoswire.com//ar/home/

AFAQ (Total)

AFAQ is the annual magazine of TOTAL S.A in the Middle East. With operations in the Middle East, AFAQ 
provides TOTAL's insights, achievements, engagement in the oil industry and TOTAL news and operation in 
brief, AFAQ also interviews important individuals in the oil and energy sectors and TOTAL teams at their work 
places.

http://afaq.total.com/afaq2/archive.aspx

Afghan IRCA Afghan IRCA is an indepedent online news agency based in Afghanistan that covers national news, regional 
news, and more.

http://www.afghanirca.com/index.php

Afghan Islamic Press (AIP)

Afghan Islamic Press (AIP) is an independent Afghan news agency founded during the Soviet occupation of 
Afghanistan in 1982 that distributes news reports from correspondents in towns and cities throughout 
Afghanistan. AIP takes pride in its professional reporting standards, cross-checking all of the information from 
at least three sources. - Available in dr and Pashto

https://www.afghanislamicpress.com/ps/

Afghan Sabawoon Afghan Sabawoon is an online news publication that covers a wide range of topics, including news and politics, 
culture, religion, business, and more.

http://www.afghansabawoon.com/

Afghan Telex Aghan Telex is an independent news agency in Afghanistan that covers a wide range of topics from politics to 
sports and more.

https://www.afghantelex.com/
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Afghan Voice Agency (AVA)
Afghan Voice Agency (AVA) is an independent news agency in Afghanistan that covers national and 
international news, politics, military, art, science, economy, social, religion, sports, accidents, celebrities, 
education and more.

https://www.avapress.com/en/

Afghan Women News Afghan Women News is an online news publication that specifically focuses on issues facing women in 
Afghanistan, both in society and in politics.- Available in Persian

https://www.afghanwomennews.com/

Afghanistan Analysts Network

The Afghanistan Analysts Network (AAN) is an independent non-profit policy research organisation. It aims to 
bring together the knowledge, experience and drive of a researchers, analysts and experts to better inform 
policy and to increase the understanding of Afghan realities. It is driven by engagement and curiosity and is 
committed to producing analysis on Afghanistan and its region, which is independent, of high quality and 
research-based.

https://www.afghanistan-analysts.org/dari-
pashto/

Afghanistan Group of Newspaper
Afghanistan Group of Newspapers is a group of print media in Afghanistan which includes The Daily 
Afghanistan and prominent English paper The Daily Outlook Afghanistan. The newspaper covers national, 
regional and international developments with daily editorials and articles on important issues

http://www.outlookafghanistan.net/

Afghanistan Times

Afghanistan Times is an English language daily, published from Kabul. It is a non-partisan, non-profit, impartial 
and independent media organisation, founded in July 2006. Afghanistan Times covers news, features and 
photos in different sectors, including political, social, cultural issues as well as sports, entertainment, economy 
from the Afghan provinces, South Asia and the World.

http://www.afghanistantimes.af

Afghanistan.ru Afghanistan.ru is an online Russian news publication which focuses on news and analysis on Afghanistan.

https://afghanistan.ru/
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Afghanpaper.com

http://www.afghanpaper.com

Aflamna An Arabic movie network.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPWO-
qQdxskpq2awKqQHmew

AFPRwire
APPRwire is a specialnoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which provides 
free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news submitted to 
APPRwire has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major web and news 
search engines.

https://www.afprwire.com/

AfreePress AfreePress is an independent news and photo agency in Togo that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://afreepress.tg/

Africa Business AfricaBusiness.com is a digital publication that covers business in Africa and African business in the world. https://africabusiness.com/

Africa Feeds
Africa feeds an independent digital news media brand with it’s International headquarters based in Ghana. The 
news portal focuses on telling the story of Africa to the rest of the world and covers topics ranging from politics, 
entertainment, sports, to business and more, covering all the regions in Africa.

www.africafeeds.com

Africa Guinee
Africaguinee.com is a general information site on Guinea and Africa and has become a reference site in 
French-speaking Africa. Africaguinee.com aims to be both neutral and objective, the information and analyzes 
provided by the site are reliable and credible references for political figures, Guinean institutions, regional and 
international organizations, researchers and NGOs interested in Guinea and the Africa.

http://www.africaguinee.com/

Africa is a Country News and commentary about African culture, economies and life. http://africasacountry.com

Africa News Agency (ANA) Africa News Agency (ANA) is an independent news agency specialising in Africa and North-South issues. Its 
mission is to assist the mission is to assist the media in their media treatment of a changing Africa.

https://www.africanewsagency.fr/?lang=en

Africa Renewal
The Africa Renewal information program, produced by the Africa Section of the United Nations Department of 
Public Information, provides up-to-date information and analysis of the major economic and development 
challenges facing Africa today.  It also produces a range of public information materials, including 
backgrounders, press releases and feature articles.

http://www.un.org/africarenewal

AfricaFocus Bulletin
AfricaFocus Bulletin features high-quality analysis and progressive advocacy on African issues, with particular 
attention to priority issues affecting the entire continent. Each issue of AfricaFocus Bulletin provides timely 
analysis on a single topic. The emphasis is on themes of continent-wide or regional relevance, or on selected 
country-specific topics.

http://www.africafocus.org

African Arguments African Arguments Online is a multi-blogging site that covers unfolding, contemporary African events, and 
develops debates on issues of central importance to an ever-changing continent.

http://www.africanarguments.org/

African Business

African Business is the premier business magazine focusing on Africa. With over 140,000 readers across the 
continent and around the world, it is the ideal vehicle for reaching African consumers, governments and 
business people. The readers of African Business are well educated decision-makers, with a high standard of 
living and disposable income, who have the ultimate authority to influence business strategies in their 
companies. Most major companies and international firms working with or in Africa subscribe to African 
Business. It is required reading for any business operating in Africa or wanting to venture into the Continent. -
Available in English and French 

https://african.business/

African Eye Report
AfricanEyeReport offers extensive coverage of Information Communication Technology, economy, business, 
and banking and finance on the African continent and as such the site provides access to a highly targeted 
audience and is an ideal advertising outlet for the promotion of ICT services, telecom and mobile, banking and 
finance products, among others.

https://africaneyereport.com/
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African Financial & Economic Data

African Financial & Economic Data (AFED), a product of Exchange Data International (EDI), provides definitive 
financial and economic intelligence on all 54 African economies and their financial markets. AFED is a 
comprehensive, consolidated and above all clear service providing interested parties in African countries with 
the detailed economic information they need to make good political, financial, strategic and investment 
decisions.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/african-financial-economic-data/

African Manager African Manager is an multi-lingual online business and financial news website, updated daily, focused on 
Africa and the Middle East

http://www.africanmanager.com

African News Agency
The African News Agency (ANA) is Africa’s first syndicated, multimedia news and content distribution service. 
ANA aims to power Africa’s growth and development through content, covering topics ranging from politics to 
business. 

https://www.africannewsagency.com/

African Press Organization (APO)
APO (formerly known as African Press Organization) owns and manages Africa Wire® and MENA Wire®, the 
press release distribution services dedicated to Africa and the Middle East. Founded in 2007, APO is the sole 
press release wire in Africa, and the global leader in media relations related to Africa and the Middle East. 
Available in English, French

http://appablog.wordpress.com/

AfrikiPresse
AfrikiPresse is a daily publication publishes in Puteaux, France. This publication provides the information 
regarding local development in Puteaux as well as they also cover the news regarding political, economy, 
society, sports, and culture of Puteaux and also cover news related to Africa.

http://www.afrikipresse.fr/

After the Final Curtain
New York-based photographer Matt Lambros looks at abandoned theaters across the country. “After The Final 
Curtain” is a photographic documentation of the effects of years of neglect and decay in some of America’s 
greatest theaters as well as a journey into some that have been reborn.

http://afterthefinalcurtain.net

Agence Bujumbura News Agence Bujumbura News is an independent news agency in Burundi that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://agencebujumburanews.blogspot.com/

Agence Centrafricaine de Presse Agence Centrafricaine de Presse is a state-run news agency in Central African Republic that covers national 
and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.acap.cf/

Agence Congolaise de Presse
Agence Congolaise de Presse is a French language news agency from Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
delivering fast, in-depth coverage of the events shaping the country. The agency covers all topics from 
business to politics and culture to sports.

https://acpcongo.com/

Agence de Presse Africaine 
(APAnews)

Agence de Presse Africaine (APANEWS) is an independent press agency created in 2006 offering the latest 
news in Africa and worldwide with an African point of view. It covers all topics from business to politics and 
culture to sports. Country of origin: Senegal. -Available in Arabic, English and French 

https://fr.apanews.net/

Agence de Presse Senegalaise Agence de Presse Senegalaise is an online news agency covering regional and national news and current 
affairs in Senegal including politics, economics, culture and sport.

http://www.aps.sn/

Agence d'Information d'Afrique 
Centrale

Agence d'Information d'Afrique Centrale is a state-run news agency in Republic of the Congo that covers 
national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.adiac-congo.com/

Agence d'Informations du Burkina
Agence d'Informations du Burkina is a French language news agency from Burkina Faso, delivering fast, in-
depth coverage of the events shaping the country. The agency covers all topics from business to politics and 
culture to sports.

https://www.aib.media/

Agence Djiboutienne d'Information 
(ADI)

Agence Djiboutienne d'Information (ADI) is a state-run news agency in Djibouti that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.adi.dj/

Agence Ecofin
Agence Ecofin is a news agency which specializes in coverage of key African business news, with a primary 
focus on the major sectors in top African economies. The news agency also covers regaional and global 
business and politics, as well as other niche B2B topics.

 www.agenceecofin.com

Agence France Presse AFP is a global news agency delivering fast, in-depth coverage of the events shaping our world from wars and 
conflicts to politics, sports, entertainment and the latest breakthroughs in health, science and technology.

http://www.afp.com

Agence Gabonaise de Presse 
(AGP)

Agence Gabonaise de Presse (AGP) is a state-run news agency in Gabon that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.agpgabon.ga/

Agence Haïtienne de Presse ( + 
Machine Translated)

Agence Haïtienne de Presse is a state-run news agency in Haiti that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://haitiahp.blogspot.com/

Agence Ivoirienne de Presse Agence Ivoirienne de Presse is a state-run news agency in Cote d'Ivoire that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://aip.ci/

Agence Kampuchea Presse (AKP)
Agence Kampuchea Presse (AKP) is a state-run news agency in Cambodia that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more. Available in 
French

http://www.akp.gov.kh/
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Agence Malienne de Presse et de 
Publicité (AMAP)

AMAP is the state-run news agency of Mali, publishing news stories from across the country on a daily basis. 
The agency covers government news, politics, security, culture, events, and wider coverage of daily 
happenings in Mali. Despite being state-run, AMAP enjoys relative independence from government control.

amap.ml

Agence Marocaine De Presse 
(MAP)

Agence Maghreb Arabe Presse (MAP) is the official government national news agency of Morocco covers 
government and royal news, as well as issues of national importance. -Available in Arabic, English and French 

http://www.mapnews.ma/ar/

Agence Mauritanienne 
d'Information (AMI)

Agence Mauritanienne d'Information (AMI) is a state-run news agency in Mauritania that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.ami.mr/

Agence Tawary pour l'Informations Agence Tawary pour l'Informations is a state-run news agency in Mauritania that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.tawary.com/

Agence Togolaise de Presse 
(ATOP)

Agence Togolaise de Presse (ATOP) is a state-run news agency in Togo that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://atop.tg/

Agencia Boliviana de Información 
(ABI)

Agencia Boliviana de Información (ABI) is a state-run news agency in Bolivia that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www1.abi.bo/abi_/

Agência de Informação de 
Moçambique (AIM)

Agência de Informação de Moçambique (AIM) is a state-run news agency in Mozambique that covers national 
and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.aim.org.mz

Agência de Información Paraguaya 
(IP)

Agência de Información Paraguaya (IP) is a state-run news agency in Paraguay that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.ip.gov.py/ip/

Agencia de Noticias Científicas y 
Tecnológicas - Instituto Leloir Science and technology news from Argentina. http://www.agenciacyta.org.ar

Agencia de Noticias Panama The latest news and updates from Panama. http://www.anpanama.com/

Agência Estado
Agência Estado is a newspaper publisher and online news agency based in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Founded in 
1875, it established its online presence in 1995 and has since grown to be a major local provider of news and 
information. 

https://www.estadao.com.br/

Agencia Mexicana de Noticias 
(AMN)

Agencia Mexicana de Noticias (AMN) is a state-run news agency in Mexico that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.agenciamn.com/

Agência Safras

SAFRAS is the leading Brazilian agribusiness consultancy. It monitors the soybean, corn, cotton, coffee, sugar 
& alcohol, beef, chicken, pork, rice, beans and bioenergy markets on a daily basis, offering different levels of 
services that help decision-making by participants in different agricultural segments. SAFRAS has the most 
complete historical database of Brazilian agribusiness, it is an international reference in agricultural projections 
and scenarios.

https://safras.com.br/

Agência STP Press Agência STP Press is a state-run news agency in Sao Tome and Principe that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.stp-press.st/

AgênciaBrasil (ABR) AgênciaBrasil (ABR) is a state-run news agency in Brazil that covers national and international news, state 
news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.  -Available in English and Portuguese 

https://agenciabrasil.ebc.com.br/

Agency Tunis Afrique Press Agency Tunis Afrique Press is the official government news agency of Tunisia. -Available in Arabic, English 
and French

https://www.tap.info.tn/ar

AGERPRES (Romanian National 
News Agency)

AGERPRES (Romanian National News Agency) is a state-run news agency in Romania that covers national 
and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more. -Available 
in Romanian and English. 

https://www.agerpres.ro

AGP Guinée AGP Guinée is an independent online news portal located in Guinea that covers various topics related to 
Western Africa such as politics, economics, health, and more.

https://agpguinee.com/

Agriculture Times India's multivertical, multilingual agriculture & allied sector focused digital news platform. https://agritimes.co.in/

AgroSpectrum India

The AgroSpectrum India edition was launched in 2019 and is India's Premium comprehensive AgriTech 
business monthly magazine. It provides comprehensive coverage of the exciting happenings in AgriSciences, 
technology, investment, govt. initiatives which also include AgricultureInBio, AgricultureInPharma, 
AgriInformatics, AgriIndustries and AgriServices and show cases the emerging Indian entrepreneurships in 
Agricultures industry. In a short time AgroSpectrum has emerged as the most preferred platform to engage the 
agricultural industry in India and Asia Pacific.

https://agrospectrumindia.com/

AHealthBlog Evidence based health and fitness information https://www.ahealthblog.com/

AIB Capital At AIB CAPITAL LTD, Formerly Afrika Investment Bank, based in Nairobi Kenya, we have built a track record 
of experience spanning over 10 years in the areas of stock broking and corporate finance.

http://www.aibcapital.com

Air Cargo Update Air Cargo Update is an independent monthly magazine featuring news and analysis of the challenges faced by 
the fast-growing air cargo industry.

http://aircargoupdate.com
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Air Warfare - Shephard Media
Shephard Media’s air warfare portfolio is an information source for global coverage on all aspects of defence, 
military, air warfare and air force, brought you via a print magazine and an online news channel. With historic 
titles including Defence Helicopter, Digital Battlespace and Unmanned Vehicles providing the foundation for 
Shephard’s brand new publication, Air Warfare.

https://www.shephardmedia.com/news/air-
warfare/

AirInsight News and coverage on the latest developments in the aviation industry. http://airinsight.com

Airline Business Airline Business is a magazine for senior airline management. It deals with management issues, including 
corporate strategy, alliances, marketing, cost control, yields, financial performance and labour.

http://www.flightglobal.com

Ajel
Ajel “صحیفة عاجل الالكترونیة” is an electronic newspaper, founded in 2007 and based in the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia. As the name suggests, Ajel (meaning ‘just happened’) is primarily about breaking stories and providing 
exclusive scoops that haven't made their way into the mainstream media. Ajel focuses on covering stories and 
happenings within the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, whilst also shedding light on global news and headlines.

https://ajel.sa/

AK&M Information Agency
AK&M is a versatile information and analytical powerhouse focused on economic content preparation, 
processing, analysis and distribution.The AK&M brand combines an information agency, an analytical 
department, a rating agency as well as the analytical support and holding of major economic events and 
forums. - Available in Russian and English. 

https://www.akm.ru/

Akhbaar24.com Akhbaar24.com is a portal covering local news, finance, business, stock markets and sport in Saudi Arabia. 
The site launched in 2008.

https://www.akhbaar24.com/

Akhbar Al Aan
Al Aan is a Dubai-based free-to-air pan-Arab channel focusing on issues that matter to Arab women, including 
Fashion and Beauty, Mothers and Children, Entertainment, Cooking, Shopping, Health and fitness. Akhbar al 
Aan is the channel's news brand, covering local and international news, business, sports, health, entertainment 
and political news. Al Aan aims to reflect global news developments through a female Arab perspective.

http://akhbar.alaan.tv

Akhbar Al Khaleej
akhbar-alkhaleej.com is the online version of Akhbar Al Khaleej, the leading Arabic daily newspaper in the 
Kingdom of Bahrain. The site is being updated daily with the latest local and international news and is being 
accessed throughout the Middle East by an average of 348,000 visitors per month, mainly coming from the 
GCC.

http://www.akhbar-alkhaleej.com

Akihabara news Akihabara News is an online publication that covers topics ranging from innovation to technology, and culture 
in Japan and  it's owned by Shingetsu News Agency.

https://akihabaranews.com/

AKIpress News Agency
AKIpress Central Asia is a regional news agency, focusing on local and regional business and political news, 
economy, science, technology, culture, and sport in Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and 
Turkmenistan. Accuracy and speed are the main principles of the agency's information policy. - Available in 
English, Russian and Kyrgyz. 

http://akipress.org/

Aktumag Aktumag.com is a French and Arabic language website from Tunisia covering news, politics, business, society, 
culture, fashion, shopping, sport, technology, motoring and interiors. The site launched in 2012.

https://www.aktu-mag.com/

Al Aan TV
Al Aan is a Dubai-based free-to-air pan-Arab channel focusing on issues that matter to Arab women, including 
Fashion and Beauty, Mothers and Children, Entertainment, Cooking, Shopping, Health and fitness. Akhbar al 
Aan is the channel's news brand, covering local and international news, business, sports, health, entertainment 
and political news. Al Aan aims to reflect global news developments through a female Arab perspective.

https://www.akhbaralaan.net

Al Ahdath Al Maghribia Daily Moroccan socialist newspaper http://ahdath.info/

Al Akhbar

On August 14 2006, Beirut-based Al-Akhbar was launched as a “calculated adventure” by prominent Lebanese 
journalist Joseph Samaha and a team of like-minded colleagues. The late Samaha (1949-2007) envisioned a 
publication that would uphold the highest standards of journalistic integrity while remaining true to the 
principles of anti-imperialist struggle, progressive politics, and freedom of expression. Five years later, Al-
Akhbar embarks on another calculated adventure amid a period of historic significance in the region - the year 
of the Arab uprisings. By providing much-needed in-depth reporting on the uprisings and other news in the 
region, Al-Akhbar English will reflect the diverse and dynamic realities that make up the communities 
undergoing these transformations. The English edition also aims to make debates and analyses circulating in 
the Arabic media sphere accessible to English speakers worldwide. Al-Akhbar depends on young and creative 
writers that challenge conventional forms of reporting and aspires to speak truth to power. Al-Akhbar English 
intends to preserve this tradition by translating selected articles from the Arabic edition to an international 
readership.

https://al-akhbar.com/

Al Anwar Al Anwar (The Lights) is a daily Arabic newspaper covering national and international news, current affairs, 
politics, business, sport and entertainment. It was first published in 1959.

http://alanwar.com/
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Al Arab
Al Arab is a daily Arabic newspaper covering news, culture, business and sport. It was first published in 2007 
and includes a monthly lifestyle supplement, Lamsa, and a monthly children's supplement, Abnaa Alarab. -
Available in Arabic and English. 

https://www.alarab.qa/

Al Ayam Newspaper covering national and international news, current affairs, politics, business, culture and sports. https://www.alayam.com/

Al Ayyam
Al-Ayyam newspaper is one of the oldest local and Arab newspapers, founded in 1958. Al-Ayyam aims to 
educate the people of Yemen and the wider region in the South on various topics ranging from the economy, 
politics, health, and more. 

https://www.alayyam.info/

Al Baath Al Baath is a daily Arabic newspaper covering news, politics, business and sport. It was first published in 1946. http://albaathmedia.sy/

Al Bayan
Al Bayan is a daily, broadsheet-sized Arabic newspaper covering news, current affairs, politics, business and 
sport. It also includes a weekly arts supplement, Massarat, on Sundays. The newspaper launched in 1980 and 
is owned by the Government of Dubai through Dubai Media Incorporated.

https://www.albayan.ae/

AL Bayane Newspaper covering national and international news, current affairs and politics. http://albayane.press.ma/

Al Bilad Al Bilad is a daily, broadsheet-sized Arabic newspaper covering local and international news, politics, business 
and sport. It was first published in 1932.

https://albiladdaily.com/

Al Chourouk Al Chourouk (The Sunrise) is a daily, tabloid-sized newspaper covering national and international news, 
current affairs and politics. It was first published in 1982.

http://alchourouk.com

Al Eqtisadiah

Launched in December of 1992 in Riyadh, Al Eqtisadiah is an Arabic language daily newspaper with an 
exclusive focus on economic and business news and analysis. The newspaper provides news coverage as 
well as research, analysis and commentary on domestic, regional and international economic and business-
related events. The newspaper complements its coverage of regional business and economic news with 
translated extracts from major international business publications, including the Financial Times, the Harvard 
Business Review, INSEAD, and Frankfurter. The newspaper primarily targets professionals, investors, 
academics, and senior government employees in the Kingdom and the GCC. Additions are currently being 
undertaken to the newspaper, widening the geographic coverage to include the GCC, in order to expand the 
newspaper’s readership base. Being the only Saudi and regional daily newspaper with an exclusive focus on 
business and economics news and analysis. Al Eqtisadiah is currently the only specialized business and 
financial newspaper in the Kingdom.

http://www.aleqt.com

Al Fahal Newsletter Al Fahal is the monthly newsletter for Petroleum Development Oman staff and its contractors. Petroleum 
Development Oman (PDO) is the foremost exploration and production company in the Sultanate.

http://www.pdo.co.om/Pages/Publications.
aspx

Al Fajr Al Fajr (The Dawn) is a broadsheet-sized, independent Arabic daily newspaper covering local and international 
news, politics, business and culture. It was first published in 1975.

https://www.alfajr-news.net/

Al Ghad
Al Ghad (Tomorrow) is a broadsheet-sized Arabic newspaper covering national and international news, current 
affairs, politics, business and sports. It launched in August 2004 and includes a monthly motoring supplement, 
Sayyarat Al-Ghad.

https://alghad.com/

Al Gomhuriah Newspaper covering news, politics, business, sports, entertainment, culture and society. https://www.gomhuriaonline.com/

Al Hayat Al-Jadedah Al Hayat Al-Jadedah (The New Life) is a daily Arabic newspaper covering news, current affairs, politics and 
sport. It includes weekly business supplement Hayat Wa Souq on Sundays, and was first published in 1995.

http://www.alhayat-j.com/

Al Ittihad

Al Ittihad, meaning united, was launched in October 1969 at a time when His Highness Sheikh Zayed Bin 
Sultan Al Nahyan was working hard with the rulers of the neighboring Emirates to form the United Arab 
Emirates. The name Al Ittihad was particularly apt and was a reflection of the positive social and political 
developments which were to result in the creation of the country. Initially a free 12-page weekly paper, the 
newspaper went daily in April 1972, just months after the United Arab Emirates was created. Following the 
conversion to a daily, Al Ittihad introduced sports and lifestyle supplements and became the first UAE 
newspaper to be made available online in 1996. Today Al Ittihad owns one of the most modern printing 
presses in the region, employs over 100 full time journalists and has a network of correspondents across the 
world as well as offices in major cities in the region. It is a respected leading daily in the UAE.

https://www.alittihad.ae

Al Jamahir Al Jamahir (Audiences) is a regional newspaper distributed in the Aleppo area of Syria focusing on local news 
and current affairs. It launched in 1963 and is published daily, except Fridays and Saturdays.

http://jamahir.alwehda.gov.sy/

Al Jaras Al Jaras is a daily entertainment magazine established in Beirut, Lebanon by Nidal Al Ahmadieh, covering 
social and cultural events, entertainment, celebrity news and gossips, sports and general interest.

https://www.aljaras.com
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Al Jazeera

Al Jazeera is an independent news organisation funded in part by the Qatari government. In 2006, Al Jazeera 
Satellite Network was changed to a public utility, private corporation by a public memorandum and articles of 
association in accordance with the provisions of Qatar Law No. 21 of 2006, and was re-named “Al Jazeera 
Media Network”. Thus, it is a private corporation established for the public benefit. Launched in 1996, Al 
Jazeera Arabic was the first independent news channel in the Arab world dedicated to providing 
comprehensive news and live debate. Al Jazeera English, which was launched in 2006, is part of a growing 
network comprising more than 10 channels and divisions. The network challenged established narratives and 
gave a global audience an alternative voice, one that put the people back at the centre of the news agenda, 
and quickly made it one of the world’s most influential news networks. Each subsidiary in the Al Jazeera Media 
Network follows the same principles and values that inspire it to be challenging and bold, and to provide a 
voice for the voiceless in some of the world’s most unreported places. It’s a responsibility shared by every 
employee at the Al Jazeera Media Network, from our headquarters to our broadcast centres. In more than 70 
bureaus around the world, we strive to deliver content that captivates, informs, inspires and entertains.

http://www.aljazeera.net

Al Jazeera Balkans

Al Jazeera is an independent news organisation funded in part by the Qatari government. In 2006, Al Jazeera 
Satellite Network was changed to a public utility, private corporation by a public memorandum and articles of 
association in accordance with the provisions of Qatar Law No. 21 of 2006, and was re-named “Al Jazeera 
Media Network”. Thus, it is a private corporation established for the public benefit. Launched in 1996, Al 
Jazeera Arabic was the first independent news channel in the Arab world dedicated to providing 
comprehensive news and live debate. Al Jazeera English, which was launched in 2006, is part of a growing 
network comprising more than 10 channels and divisions. The network challenged established narratives and 
gave a global audience an alternative voice, one that put the people back at the centre of the news agenda, 
and quickly made it one of the world’s most influential news networks. Each subsidiary in the Al Jazeera Media 
Network follows the same principles and values that inspire it to be challenging and bold, and to provide a 
voice for the voiceless in some of the world’s most unreported places. It’s a responsibility shared by every 
employee at the Al Jazeera Media Network, from our headquarters to our broadcast centres. In more than 70 
bureaus around the world, we strive to deliver content that captivates, informs, inspires and entertains.

http://balkans.aljazeera.com

Al Jazirah
Al Jazirah is a daily Arabic newspaper covering national, regional and international news, politics, business, 
culture and sport. It was first published in 1960. The newspaper includes Al Jazirah Cultural Magazine, an arts 
and culture supplement, on Mondays.

http://www.al-jazirah.com

Al Khaleej
Al Khaleej (which translates to 'The Gulf’ in English) is a broadsheet-sized, daily Arabic newspaper from United 
Arab Emirates, covering local and international news, politics, business, economics, culture and sport. It was 
first published in 1970.

http://www.alkhaleej.ae

Al Mada
Al Mada is a regional newspaper covering local and international news, politics, business and sport. It 
launched in 2003, and is aimed at people living in central Iraq. The newspaper is published daily, except 
Fridays.

https://almadapaper.net/

Al Madina
Al Madina (The City) is a daily Arabic newspaper covering news, politics, business and sport. It was first 
published in 1936. The newspaper includes a weekly arts supplement, Alarbaa, on Wednesdays, and a weekly 
religious supplement, Alresalah, on Fridays.

https://www.al-madina.com/

Al Malaib Al Malaib is a tribute to the spirit of sports, providing sports an all new perspective, with its vibrant and youthful 
contents

http://www.almalaib.com/

Al Manar Al Manar is a daily Arabic newspaper featuring current affairs, culture and finance. It launched in 1991 and is 
published on Mondays.

http://manar.com/
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Al Manhal

Al Manhal offers an expanding collection of fully licensed full-text peer-reviewed eJournals from the Arab and 
Islamic world, encompassing both Humanities & Social Sciences (HSS) and Science, Technical & Medical 
(STM) subjects. Researchers and students can access tens of thoUnited Statesnds of articles from hundreds 
of journals from the world’s leading universities and research institutes. Al Manhal's eJournal collection in 
Humanities & Social Sciences currently includes the following disciplines: Educational Science; Psychology & 
Philosophy; History, Geography & Biography; Social Sciences; Business & Economics; Language & Literature; 
Islamic Studies; Political Science & International Relations; Law; Islamic Banking & Finance; Media and 
Communication; Political Science & International Relations; and Art and Architecture. Al Manhal's eJournal 
collection in Science, Technical & Medical currently includes broad material related to chemistry, biology, 
hydrology and mathematics, as well as other specialised subjects such as agriculture, technology, engineering 
and more. And the medical collection covers a wide array of medical subjects, such as surgery, prevention of 
diseases, nursing, paediatrics, pharmacology and more.

Topics Include:

Academic Journal of Research in Economics and Management, Academic Journal of Social and Human 
Studies, Acta Islamica, African Journal of Biological Sciences, Ain Shams, Dental Journal, Ain Shams Medical 
Journal, Aktab, Al Baṣīrah, Al Hikma Journal, Al-‘Abqari: Islamic Social Sciences and Humanities, al-Aḥdāth al-
Qānūnīyah al-Tūnisīyah, Alandalus Journal for Applied Sciences, al-ʻArabīyah wa-al-Tarjamah, al-ʻArabīyah: 
Majallat Majmaʻ al-Lughah al-ʻArabīyah al-Filasṭīnī, al-Athar, Al-Azhāar + English, Al-Azhar Journal of 
Pediatrics, AlBaha University Journal for Human Sciences, al-Balāghah wa-al-Naqd al-Adabī, Al-Dalil, al-
Dirāsāt al-Islāmīyah, Alexandria Journal of Food Science and Technology al-Fihrist, Al-Fikr Al-Shurti, Algerian 
Business Performance Review, Algerian Journal of Arid Environment, Algerian Review of Economic 
Development, Algerian Review of Studies in, Accounting and Financial, al-Ghunyah, al-Ibānah, al-Ibdāʻ al-
Riyāḍī, al-Iḥyāʼ, al-Ijtimāʻīyah, al-Ishʻāʻ fī al-Lisāniyyāt wa-al-Tarjamah, al-Istihlāl, al-Istiwāʼ ,al-Ittijāhāt al-
Ḥadīthah fī al, Maktabāt wa-al-Maʻlūmāt, Aljouf Science and Engineering Journal, Al-Jouf Social Sciences 
Journal, Aljouf University Medical Journal, al-Khiṭāb, al-Lughah al-‘Arabīyah, Al-Machriq, al-Majallah al-
ʻArabīyah li-Akhlāqīyāt al-Miyāh, al-Majallah al-ʻArabīyah li-ghayr al-nāṭiqīn bihā, al-Majallah al-ʻArabīyah lil-
Dirāsāt al-Amnīyah wa-al-Tadrīb, al-Majallah al-ʻArabīyah, lil-Dirāsāt al-Jughrāfīyah, al-Majallah al-ʻArabīyah lil-
Iʻlām wa-Thaqāfat al-Ṭifl, al-Majallah al-ʻArabīyah lil-ʻUlūm al-Ijtimāʻīyah, al-Majallah al-ʻArabīyah li-ʻUlūm al-
Iʻāqah wa-al, Mawhibah, al-Majallah al-ʻArabīyah Midād, al-Majallah al-Ṣiḥḥīyah al-Maghribīyah, al-Majmaʻ, Al-
Manarah for Research and Studies, al-Manārah lil-Dirāsāt al-Qānūnīyah wa-al-Idārīyah, al-Mashrūʻ, Al-Meezan 
for Law and Islamic Studies, Al-Mishkat for Humanities and Social Studies, Al-Mithqal for Economic and 
Administrative Sciences, al-Miʻyār, al-, Muḥāmāh, Al-Mukhatabat, al-Mustaqbal al-ʻArabī, Al-Nur Academic 
Studies on Thought and Civilization, al-Qānūn wa-al-Siyāsah, Al-Qasemi Journal of Islamic Studies, al-
Ṣafwahal Siyāsah al-Dawlīyah, al-Tamwīl al-Islāmīal-Tartīlal-Tawāṣul al-Qaḍāʼī, al-Turjumān, al-Zaytūnī al-
Mujaddid, Amarabac Magazin, American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences, Annales de l'Inrat, Annals of 
Majmaah University for Researches and Studies, Approches: Revue des Sciences Humaines, Arab Economic 
Journal, Arab International Informatics Journal,, Arab Journal of Forensic Sciences and Forensic Medicine, 
Arab Journal of Political Science, Arab Journal of Science and Research Publishing, Arab Journal of Science 
and the Dissemination of Research: Journal of Educational Sciences and Psychological, Arab Journal Political 
and Security Studies, Arabian Journal of Media and Communication, Arabic Journal for Social Sciences, 
Architecture, Arts and Humanistic Science Magazine, Art and Humanities, Architecture, Arts and Humanistic 
Science Magazine, Ayqūnāt, Bahith, Bahrain Medical Bulletin, Bouhouth Magazine, Buḥūth ʻArabīyah fī 
Majālāt al-Tarbiyah al-Nawʻīyah, Cataract and Cornea: Journal of the Egyptian Society of Cataract and 
Corneal Diseases, Catrina: The International Journal of Environmental Sciences, Childhood and Education 
Journal, Children's Literature: Studies and Research, Communication and, Development, Compunet ( The 
Egyptian Information Journal ), Cybrarians Journal, Dafātir al-Makhbar, Dafātir al-Siyāsah wa-al-Qānūn, 
Democracy Review, Dental News, Dhakhāʼir lil-ʻUlūm al-Insānīyah, Dirāsāt, Dirāsāt Iqtiṣādīyah Islāmīyah, 
Dirasat: Administrative Sciences, Dirasat: Educational Sciences, Dirasat: Human and Social Sciences, Dirasat: 
Shari'a and, Law Sciences, Dossiers de Recherches en Economie et Gestion, DRASSA: Journal of 
Development and Research for Sport Science Activities, Dubai Judicial Institute Journal, Economia, Economic 
Horizons, Economic Studies, Education and Progress Journal, Egypt and the Contemporary World, Egyptian 
Dermatology Online Journal, Egyptian Journal of, Aquatic Biology and Fisheries, Egyptian Journal of Geriatrics 
and Gerontology, Egyptian Journal of Pediatrics, El Shorouk Journal for Commercial Sciences, El-Bahith 
Review, Elnahda, El-Tawassol, Ettawassol El Adabi, Etudes en Economie Islamique, Faculty of Arts Journal, 
Fikr: Majallat al-ʻUlūm al-Insānīyah wa-al-Ijtimāʻīyah, Faculty of Arts Journal, Fikr: Majallat al-ʻUlūm al-
Insānīyah wa-al-Ijtimāʻīyah, Fikr: Majallat al-ʻUlūm al-Iqtiṣādīyah wa-al-Qānūnīyah wa-al-Siyāsīyah, Finance 
and Finance Internationale, Geopolitics, Global Journal of Economic and Business, Gulf University Journal: 
Administrative and Financial Sciences Division, Gulf University Journal: Engineering and Computer 
Engineering Division, Gulf University Journal: Law Division, Hadhramout Journal of Medical Sciences, Hamdan 
Medical Journal, Hawlīyāt al-Ādāb wa-al-Lughāt, Ḥawliyāt al-ʻUlūm wa-al-Tiknūlūjiyā, Ibdāʻāt Tarbawīyah, 
Idafat: Arab Journal of Sociology, International Arab Journal of Dentistry, International Design Journal, 
International Interdisciplinary Journal of Education, International Islamic Marketing Association Journal, 
International Journal for Crises Researches, International Journal for Sciences and Technology, International 
Journal of Accounting Research, International Journal of Art, Humanities and Social Sciences, International 
Journal of Bilingual and Multilingual Teachers of English, International Journal of Computing and Digital 
Systems, International Journal of Computing and Network Technology, International Journal of Development, 
International Journal of Educational Psychological Studies, International Journal of Excellence in Education, 
International Journal of Excellence in e-Learning, International Journal of Excellence in Healthcare 
Management, International Journal of Excellence in Islamic Banking and Finance, International Journal of 
Excellence in Public Sector Management
International Journal of Excellence in Tourism, Hospitality and CateringInternational Journal of Fiqh and Usul 
al-Fiqh StudiesInternational Journal of Health Sciences, International Journal of Intellectual 
PropertyInternational Journal of Islamic Economics and Finance Studies, International Journal of Islamic 
Economics and Finance StudiesInternational Journal of Library and Information Sciences, International Journal 
of Open Problems in Computer Science and Mathematics, International Journal of Pedagogical Innovations, 
International Journal of Research in Education and PsychologyInternational Journal of Science and 
Rehabilitation in Special Needs, International Journal of Specialized Specific Research, International Review of 
Contemporary Learning Research, Islam and Civilisational Renewal, Islamic Economic Studies, Islamic 
Finance Hub (Articles), Islamic Finance Hub (Theses), Islamic Studies, Islāmīyat al Ma'rifah: Journal of 
Contemporary Islamic Thought, ISRA International Arabic Journal of Islamic Finance, ISRA International 
Journal of Islamic Finance, Israeli Affairs, Istishrāf lil-Dirāsāt al-Mustaqbalīyah, IUG Journal of Economics and 
Business Studies, IUG Journal of Educational and Psychological Studies, IUG Journal of Humanities 
Research, IUG Journal of Islamic Studies, IUG Journal of Sharia and Law Studies, Jadara University Journal 
for Researches and Studies, Islāmīyat al Ma'rifah: Journal of Contemporary Islamic Thought, ISRA 
International Arabic Journal of Islamic FinanceISRA International Journal of Islamic Finance, Israeli Affairs, 
Istishrāf lil-Dirāsāt al-Mustaqbalīyah, IUG Journal of Economics and Business Studies, IUG Journal of 
Educational and Psychological Studies, IUG Journal of Humanities Research, IUG Journal of Islamic Studies, 
IUG Journal of Sharia and Law Studies, Jadara University Journal for Researches and Studies, Jāmiʻah, Jil 
Magazine of Legal Depth Research, Jil Magazine of Literary Studies, Jil of Human Rights Journal, Jordan 
Journal for History and Archaeology, Jordan Journal of Agricultural Sciences, Jordan Journal of Applied 
Science : Humanities Sciences Series, Jordan Journal of Biological SciencesJordan Journal of Business 
AdministrationJordan Journal of Chemistry, Jordan Journal of Civil EngineeringJordan Journal of Economic 
Sciences, Jordan Journal of Modern Languages and Literature, Jordan Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 
Jordan Journal of Social SciencesJordan Medical Journal, Jordanian Journal of Arabic Language and 
Literature, Journal Alandalus for Humanities and Social Sciences, Journal Egyptian Acadmic Society 
Environmental Development ( D-Environmental Studies ), Journal of ACS: Advances in Computer Science, 
Journal of Administrative and Economic Sciences, Journal of Agricultural and Veterinary Sciences, Journal of 
Al-Aqsa University: Series of Human Sciences, Journal of Al-Aqsa University: Series of Natural Science, 
Journal of Al-Quds Open University, Journal of Al-Quds Open University for Administrative and Economic 
Research and Studies, Journal of Al-Quds Open University for Educational and Psychological Research and 
Studies, Journal of Arab ChildJournal of Arabic and Human Sciences, Journal of Arabic StudiesJournal of 
Arabic Studies in Education and Psychology, Journal of Arts and Social Sciences, Journal of Baghdad College 
of Dentistry, Journal of College of Sharia and Islamic Studies, Journal of Economic and Financial Research, 
Journal of Education, Journal of Educational and Psychological Studies, Journal of Educational Sciences - 
Qena Faculty of Education, Journal of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Journal of Engineering and 
Computer Sciences, Journal of Environmental Behavior, Journal of Faculty of Education - Benha University, 
Journal of Fatwa Management and Research, Journal of Heritage and Society, Journal of Human and 
Administrative Sciences, Journal of Humanities and Social, Journal of Humanities and Social Studies, Journal 
of Islamic and Religious Studies, Journal of Islamic Business and Management, Journal of Islamic Economics, 
Banking and Finance, Journal of Islamic EntreprenuershipJournal of Islamic Finance, Journal of Islamic 
SciencesJournal of King Abdulaziz University: Arts and Humanities, Journal of King Abdulaziz University: Earth 
Sciences, Journal of King Abdulaziz University: Economics and Administration, Journal of King Abdulaziz 
University: Engineering Sciences, Journal of King Abdulaziz University: Environmental Design Sciences, 
Journal of King Abdulaziz University: Islamic Economics, Journal of King Abdulaziz University: Marine 
Sciences, Journal of King Abdulaziz University: Medical Sciences Journal of King Abdulaziz University: 
Metrology, Environment and Arid Land Agricultural Sciences, Journal of King Abdulaziz University: Science, 
Journal of LawJournal of Middle East Media, Journal of Mystical Discourse, Journal of Natural Sciences and 
Mathematics, Journal of New Technology and Materials, Journal of Oral and Dental Research, Journal of 
Palestinian Refugee Studies, Journal of Policy and Development Studies, Journal of Quantitative Economic 
Studies, Journal of Research and Development, Journal of Research in Curriculum, Instruction and 
Educational Technology, Journal of Research in Curriculum, Instruction and Educational Technology, Journal 
of Sharia and Law, Journal of Social Affairs, Journal of Social Studies, Journal of South Valley University for 
Environmental Researches, Journal of Special Education and Rehabilitation, Journal of Sports Science and 
Physical Education Applications, Journal of Taibah University Arts and Humanities,, Journal of Teaching and 
Teacher Education, Journal of the Arab American University, Journal of the Arabian Aquaculture Society,, 
Journal of the Association of Arab Universities, Journal of the Egyptian Philosophical Society, Journal of the 
Egyptian Society of Parasitology, Journal of the Faculty of Education Suez, Journal of the North for Basic and 
Applied Sciences, Journal of the North for Humanities, Journal of the Royal Medical Services, Jusūr, Kuwait 
Chapter of Arabian Journal of, Business and Management Review, L’Intégration Economique, La Revue 
Marocaine d'Arbitrage Arabe et International, Law Studies, Le Zeitûnien Rénovateur, Lebanese Medical 
Journal, Literary Studies, Maʻālim, Madarat, Magazine of Political Studies and International Relations, Maghreb 
Review of Economic and Management, Majalla al-Aasima, Majallat Abʻād Iqtiṣādīyah, Majallat AbḥāthMajallat, 
ʻĀlam al-TarbiyahMajallat al-Dirāsāt al-ʻAqadīyah, Majallat al-Dirāsāt al-Daʻwīyah, Majallat al-Dirāsāt al-
Filastīnīyah, Majallat al-Dirāsāt al-Tarbawīyah wa-al-Insanīyah, Majallat al-Dirāsāt al-Tārīkhīyah wa al-
Ijtimāʻīyah, Majallat al-Fiqh wa-al-QānūnMajallat al-Ḥaqq, Majallat al-Ḥikmah lil-Dirāsāt al-Adabīyah wa-al-
Lughawīyah, Majallat al-Ḥikmah lil-Dirāsāt al-Bīʼīyah wa-al-Jughrāfīyah, Majallat al-Ḥikmah lil-Dirāsāt al-
Ijtimāʻīyah, Majallat al-Ḥikmah lil-Dirāsāt al-Iqtiṣādīyah, Majallat al-Ḥikmah lil-Dirāsāt al-Islāmīyah, Majallat al-
Ḥikmah lil-Dirāsāt al-Tarbawīyah wa-al-Nafsīyah, Majallat al-Ḥikmah lil-Dirāsāt al-Tārīkhīyah, Majallat al-Ḥuqūq 
wa-al-ʻUlūm al-Insānīyah, Majallat al-IbṣārMajallat al-Idārah wa-al-Qiyādah al-Islāmīyah, Majallat al-Jamʻīyah 
al-Fiqhīyah al-Saʻūdīyah, Majallat al-Makhbar: Abḥāth fī al-Lughah wa-al-Adab al-Jazāʼirī, Majallat al-Markaz 
al-ʻArabī lil-Buḥūth wa-al-Dirāsāt fī ʻUlūm al-Maktabāt wa-al-Maʻlūmāt, Majallat al-Mudawwanah, Majallat al-
Mufakkir, Majallat al-Mumārasāt al-Lughawīyah
Majallat al-Nadwah lil-Dirāsāt al-Qānūnīyah, Majallat al-Qānūn wa-al-Mujtamʻ, Majallat al-Rabīʻ, Majallat al-
Shabāb wa-al-Mushkilāt al-Ijtimāʻīyah, Majallat al-Tanmiyah wa-Idārat al-Mawārid al-Basharīyah : Buḥūth wa-
Dirāsāt, Majallat al-Turāth, Majallat al-ʻUlūm al-Ijtimāʻīyah, Majallat al-ʻUlūm al-Insānīyah wa-al-Ijtimāʻīyah, 
Majallat al-ʻUlūm al-Iqtiṣādīyah wa-al-Tasyīr wa-al-ʻUlūm al-Tijārīyah, Majallat Bayt al-Mashūrah, Majallat 
Buḥūth wa-Dirāsāt Qānūnīyah, Majallat Dirāsāt al-FurjahMajallat Dirāsāt fī al-Ṭufūlah, Majallat Jāmiʻat Filasṭīn 
lil-Abḥāth wa-al-Dirāsāt, Majallat Jīl al-Dirāsāt al-Muqāranah, Majallat Jīl al-ʻUlūm al-Insānīyah wa-al-
Ijtimāʻīyah, Majallat Kurrāsāt Tarbawīyah, Majallat Maʻālim lil-Dirāsāt al-Qānūnīyah wa-al-Siyāsīyah, Majallat 
Munāzaʻāt al-Aʻmāl, Majallat Tibyān lil-Dirāsāt al-Qurʼānīyah, Majallat ʻUlūm al-Insān wa-al-Mujtamaʻ, Majallat 
ʻUlūm al-Tarbiyah, Majallat ʻUlūm wa-Taqnīyat al-Nashāṭ al-Badanī al-Riyāḍī
Majallathu Allughah, Majmaah Journal of Health Sciences, Makalid, Management Studies and Economic 
Systems, Medical Journal of Islamic World Academy of Sciences, Middle East Affairs, Middle East Journal of 
Age and Ageing, Middle East Journal of Business, Middle East Journal of Internal Medicine, Middle East 
Journal of Nursing, Middle East Journal of Psychiatry and Alzheimers, Middle Eastern Studies Journal, Mirʼāt 
al-Turāth, Modern Egypt, Naqd wa-Tanwīr, Narratology, NG-Journal of Social Development, Nigerian Chapter 
of Arabian Journal of Business and Management Review, Oman Chapter of Arabian Journal of Business and 
Management Review, Oman Medical Journal, Open Veterinary Journal, Pakistan Heritage, Palestinian Journal 
of Open Education, Pertinence, Police Sciences and Law Journal, Psychological and Educational Studies 
Review, Psychology Studies, Qadha Magazine, Qur'anic Studies Journal, Qūt al-Qulūb, Réformes 
Economiques et Intégration en Economie Mondiale, Remah Review for Research and Studies, Research, 
Researches and Applications in Islamic Finance, Review of Economics and Political Science, Review of 
Philosophical Studies, Review of Public Administration and Management, Revue Algérienne des Politiques 
Publiques, Revue al-Ijtihed des Études Juridiques and Économiques, Revue de la Faculté des Lettres et des 
Langues, Revue d'Economie et de Developpement Humain, Revue des Bioressources, Revue Marocaine de 
Droit Pénal et de Sciences Criminelles, Revue Marocaine de Droit Pénal et de Sciences Criminelles, Revue 
Organisation et Travail, Revue Tidighin des Recherches Amazighes et Développement, Revue Tidighin des 
Recherches Amazighes et Développement, Rewaq History and Heritag, The Scientific Journal Arab Academy 
in Denmark, Trending Events, Umm Al-Qura University Journal of Islamic Knowledge Shari'a and Islamic 
Studies, Umm Al-Qura University Journal of Languages and Literatures,ʻUmrān lil-ʻUlūm al-Ijtimāʻīyah wa-al-
Insānīyah, University of Sharjah Journal for Humanities and Social Sciences, Usṭūr lil-Dirāsāt al-Tārīkhīyah, 
Waḥdat al-ʼUmmah, World Family Medicine Journal: Incorporating the Middle East Journal of Family Medicine, 
Yemeni Journal of Agriculture and Veterinary Sciences, Zagazig Nursing Journal, Zarqa Journal for Research 
and Studies in Humanities

https://platform.almanhal.com/

https://platform.almanhal.com/


Al Masalla - Arab Tourism Portal 
News

Al Masalla is the first electronic journal in the Middle East specialized in tourism and aviation, coving news of 
Arab tourism community through news, investigations and interviews with experts and decision makers of 
tourism and aviation industries.

http://almasalla.travel/

Al Massira Al Massira is a monthly magazine issuing political and historical articles and exclusive pictures https://www.almassira.com/

Al Mesryoon
The Egyptians Foundation for Press, Printing and Publishing - An Egyptian press organization that has 
published the Al-Masryoon website since 2004 in the Arabic language, and the Egyptian newspaper since 
2011 in the Arabic language. to agreed international professional standards.

https://www.almesryoon.com/

Al Messa Evening newspaper containing political, social and sports features. http://almessa.gomhuriaonline.com/
Al Rai Newspaper covering local and international news, finance, politics, culture and sport. http://alrai.com/

Al Rajhi Capital Daily Report

The Al Rajhi Capital Research Department is staffed by a dedicated analyst team, which focuses on delivering 
detailed investment analysis of regional and international equity, markets and economies. Our research reports 
raise awareness and inform existing and potential investors on latest market news and trends as well as wider 
economic indicators to ensure their investment decisions are based on timely and solid market intelligence. Al 
Rajhi Capital’s research is updated continuously to reflect changing global economies and provides price 
indices commentary on local as well as international markets.

http://www.alrajhi-capital.com

Al Rajhi Capital Economic 
Research

The Al Rajhi Capital Research Department is staffed by a dedicated analyst team, which focuses on delivering 
detailed investment analysis of regional and international equity, markets and economies. Our research reports 
raise awareness and inform existing and potential investors on latest market news and trends as well as wider 
economic indicators to ensure their investment decisions are based on timely and solid market intelligence. Al 
Rajhi Capital’s research is updated continuously to reflect changing global economies and provides price 
indices commentary on local as well as international markets.

http://www.alrajhi-capital.com

Al Rajhi Capital Investment 
Research

The Al Rajhi Capital Research Department is staffed by a dedicated analyst team, which focuses on delivering 
detailed investment analysis of regional and international equity, markets and economies. Our research reports 
raise awareness and inform existing and potential investors on latest market news and trends as well as wider 
economic indicators to ensure their investment decisions are based on timely and solid market intelligence. Al 
Rajhi Capital’s research is updated continuously to reflect changing global economies and provides price 
indices commentary on local as well as international markets.

http://www.alrajhi-capital.com

Al Rayah Newspaper focusing on national and international news, politics, business, culture and sport. https://www.raya.com/

Al Riyadh Al Riyadh is a daily Arabic language newspaper from the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, covering local and 
international news, business, politics, sport and breaking news.

http://www.alriyadh.com

Al Sabah Al Sabah (The Morning) is an Arabic newspaper covering local and international news, politics, business and 
sport. It launched in 2003 and is published daily, except Fridays.

http://alsabaah.iq

Al Sahwa Newspaper focusing on national and international news, current affairs, politics, business and sports. http://www.alsahwa-yemen.net

Al Seyassah Al Seyassah is a daily Arabic language national newspaper from Kuwait covering general news, business, 
finance, sports and features.

http://al-seyassah.com/

Al Shabiba Newspaper covering local and international news, business, sports, culture and society. https://www.shabiba.com/
Al Shabiba TV Shabiba TV is a digital channel with a weekly program grid focusing on sports, social technology and cars. http://www.shabiba.com

Al Sharq Al Sharq (The East) is a daily Arabic newspaper covering national and international news, politics, business, 
culture and sport. It was first published in 1987.

https://www.al-sharq.com

Al Usra + Al Usra Magazine
Al Usra (The Family) is a magazine focusing on women’s issues, childcare, beauty, motoring and events in 
Oman. The magazine launched in 1974 and is published on the 1st and 15th of each month. It is aimed at 
Arab women and families.

http://www.alusraa.com/

Al Vefagh Al Vefagh is a daily Arabic newspaper covering national and international news, current affairs, politics, 
business and sports.

https://al-vefagh.ir/

Al Wahda Al Wahda is a daily Arabic newspaper covering national and international news, current affairs, politics, 
business and sport. It was first published in August 1973.

http://www.alwahdanews.ae

Al Watan Al Watan is a daily Arabic newspaper covering national and international news, current affairs, politics, 
economy, culture, society and sports. It was first published in 2000.

https://www.alwatan.com.sa

Al Watan Al Arabi
Al Watan Al Arabi is an online magazine covering current affairs and politics in the Arab world, including 
business and economy, culture and arts, science and technology, health, sport and social events. A print 
edition used to be published until 2014.

https://alwatanalarabi.com/

Al Watwan National newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current affairs including politics, 
society, economics, sport and education.

http://alwatwan.net/
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Al Watwan National newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current affairs including politics, 
society, economics, sport and education.

https://alwatwan.net/edition-arabe/

Alabama Personal Injury Law A discussion of various injury and Social Security disability issues in Alabama. http://www.alabamapersonalinjury.com/

Alakhbar Alakhbar is an independent news and photo agency in Mauritania that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.alakhbar.info/

ALALAM

Al-Alam News website reflects the policies of Al-Alam satellite television. Launched on August 15, 2006, the 
website is trying to disseminate news in an impartial manner by keeping up a moderate line. In its coverage of 
events, Al-Alam News is trying to avoid stirring religious and ethnic strife. The English website of Al-Alam, in 
addition to covering the most important global developments, presents the English-language version of top 
stories broadcast by the Arabic-language satellite channel. The website was closed off in 2008 for almost one 
year due to some technical problems, however, it started serving the network's audience as of September 
2009. With newsrooms in Tehran, Beirut and Baghdad, Al-Alam satellite channel started broadcasting in 
February 2003 with the slogan "Winning the Trust of Audience". The channel's main objectives are as follows: 
speedy, accurate and on-time dissemination of news; reviving mutual understanding, cooperation and 
solidarity among Muslims on the basis of common cultural identity; creating an appropriate climate for dialogue 
for the sake of greater global cultural understanding; and providing information about the latest situation of 
Muslims around the world, particularly in the Middle East region. Al-Alam satellite channel, in dealing with the 
above mentioned, is trying to avoid any prejudgments and premature or biased conclusions. The channel 
broadcasts news, views and analyses and leaves judgment to the audience.

https://www.alalam.ir/

Alalam Alyom
Alalam Alyom is an independent Egyptian news publication, trusted for covering news of the entire country, 
focusing on topics such as local news, international news, economics, politics, entertainment, arts, sports, and 
more.

https://alalamalyom.com/

AlamArrajol.com AlamArrajol.com is the online edition of Alam Arrajol magazine and covers men's fashion, lifestyle, motoring, 
luxury, politics, business, entertainment, health, sports, travel and technology. The site launched in 2010.

http://www.alamarrajol.com

Alamy
The world's most diverse stock photo collection. Read our story, our philosophy and information about our 
buyers. Alamy adds over 100,000 new images every day, sourced from photographers and photo agencies in 
173 countries.

https://www.alamy.com

Alarab Alarab is a daily Arabic language general news and information portal, with a focus on providing timely 
coverage from every area of Israel and the Palestinian Territories.

https://www.alarab.com/

Al-Arab English language online version of the UK based Arabic language newspaper, covering Arab affairs, features, 
culture, business and entertainment.

https://alarab.co.uk/

AlArabiya.net Arabic news and information portal covering news, politics, business, sports, variety and transcripts of Al 
Arabiya programs. Available English and Arabic

https://english.alarabiya.net/en

AlAraby AlJadeed 

The New Arab is a news and current affairs website focused on the Arab world. It draws on the editorial staff of 
al-Araby al-Jadeed, one of the largest and most read Arabic language websites, as well as original English 
content from staff members and contributors on the region’s political, social and cultural issues. The aim is to 
provide in-depth and informative coverage and put forward views and voices to promote a progressive 
discourse and counter autocratic and sectarian narratives that threaten to dominate the region. Contributors’ 
blogs and readers’ own stories will be encouraged to create a space for new and less-heard voices, especially 
those of youth from across the Arab world. The website will not only be shaped by its editorial team but also 
through a participatory process to ensure an evolving and versatile platform reflecting the cultural and 
intellectual diversity of the Arab region. The London-based The New Arab is published by Fadaat Media Ltd 
and is part of a larger project that includes the al-Araby al-Jadeed Arabic website and al-Araby al-Jadeed daily 
newspaper.

https://www.alaraby.co.uk/

Alaska Dispatch News and commentary relating to Alaska and the Arctic http://www.adn.com/
Alaska Wilderness League: Last 
Frontier Blog We are wilderness advocates working to defend the public lands and waters in Alaska. http://www.alaskawild.org/blog

Alaswaq.net
Business news portal linked to the Al Aswaq Al Arabiya programme on Al Arabiya TV. Focuses on business 
and economy in the GCC with sections of the site covering financial markets, company news, financial 
services and real estate, in addition to a dedicated page for each country in the GCC.

https://www.alarabiya.net/ar/aswaq

AlbarzahOman AlbarzahOman is the online edition of Al Barzah newspaper and covers youth-orientated lifestyle, including 
technology, education and motoring. The site launched in 2014.

http://www.albarzahoman.com
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Albawaba.com

Operating since 2000, albawaba.com is one of the leading pan-Arab news and information portals, covering 
breaking news, business, politics, entertainment, health & beauty, lifestyle, sports, satire and more, in both 
Arabic and English language. albawaba.com publishes original articles, plus syndicated articles from the 
regions leading publishers, as well as producing original slideshow stories and news round-ups in video 
format.

http://www.albawaba.com

Albenaamag.com
Albenaamag.com is the online edition of Al Benaa magazine and covers architectural design, urban design, 
interior decoration, landscape architecture, construction technology, building materials and systems, public 
policies and the architectural design profession. The site launched in 2000.

https://albenaamag.com/

Alborsanews.com Alborsanews.com is a business and financial portal from Egypt covering the Egyptian stock exchange, 
companies, the economy and the Egyptian property and banking sectors.

http://www.alborsanews.com

Alborsanews.com (Slideshow) Alborsanews.com is a business and financial portal from Egypt covering the Egyptian stock exchange, 
companies, the economy and the Egyptian property and banking sectors.

http://www.alborsanews.com

Alekhbariya.net Alekhbariya.net is the website of Al Ekhbariya TV and includes news and current affairs, business and sport. 
The site launched in August 2011.

http://alekhbariya.net

Alerte Info / Quoideneuf
Founded in October 2006 by journalist David Youant, the private press agency ALERTE INFO is the first in 
Africa specializing in the production and dissemination of news. Based in Abidjan, where its headquarters are 
located, ALERTE INFO SARL is the first digital media in Côte d'Ivoire to be legally constituted as a press 
company, in a country which had about ten formally created in mid-2019, out of nearly of 80 listed.

https://www.alerte-info.net/

Alexandria Chamber of Commerce 
News

Alexandria Chamber of Commerce is the first national Chamber to be established in Egypt and in the whole 
Arab region. It was set up by the traders of Alexandria as a place for them to gather and discuss matters of 
mutual interest, and to exchange points of views with regards to the various problems they encountered. Since 
then the Chamber has been providing services, growing and developing and today has over 180,000 
companies to serve. The ACC news provides the latest local, business division and forgien relations news 
published by the chamber.

http://alexcham.org/

Algeria Press Service Algeria Press Service is a news agency based in Algeria. Its first hand-typed news with the national flag's 
colours was then taken up by all the foreign media of the time. -Available French, English, Arabic

http://www.aps.dz/en/

Algerian Journal of Engineering 
Architecture and Urbanism

Algerian Journal of Environmental Science and Technology is an international, peer-reviewed research journal 
which publishes original research contributions to scientific knowledge to promote the theory and practice of 
environmental science and technology, innovation, engineering and management. Algerian Journal of 
Environmental Science and Technology is intended to provide rapid publication of new developments in the 
field of pollution and environmental technology. The journal has an international readership with a relatively 
broad scientific base. Contributions will be accepted from scientists and engineers in industry, government and 
universities. Accepted manuscripts are generally published within four months. Algerian Journal of 
Environmental Science and Technology seeks to publish papers that are particularly significant and original. 
The types of fields published in the research section are applied environmental studies, including 
environmental engineering, environmental biotechnology, municipal and industrial waste management, air and 
water pollution control, solid waste management, industrial hygiene and associated technologies.

http://www.aneau.org/ajeau/

Algerian Journal of Environmental 
Science and Technology

Algerian Journal of Environmental Science and Technology is an international, peer-reviewed research journal 
which publishes original research contributions to scientific knowledge to promote the theory and practice of 
environmental science and technology, innovation, engineering and management. Algerian Journal of 
Environmental Science and Technology is intended to provide rapid publication of new developments in the 
field of pollution and environmental technology. The journal has an international readership with a relatively 
broad scientific base. Contributions will be accepted from scientists and engineers in industry, government and 
universities. Accepted manuscripts are generally published within four months. Algerian Journal of 
Environmental Science and Technology seeks to publish papers that are particularly significant and original. 
The types of fields published in the research section are applied environmental studies, including 
environmental engineering, environmental biotechnology, municipal and industrial waste management, air and 
water pollution control, solid waste management, industrial hygiene and associated technologies.

https://aljest.org/index.php/aljest/index

ALGERIAN JOURNAL OF 
NATURAL PRODUCTS

The journal will cover research studies related to Natural products including some of the allied subjects. 
Articles with timely interest and newer research concepts will be given more preference. All manuscripts are 
subjected to RAPID peer review process . The Journal welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meet the 
general criteria of significance and scientific excellence. Manuscripts that are found suitable for publication in 
Alg. J. Nat. Prod. are sent to two or more expert reviewers. During submission, the contributor is requested to 
provide names of two or three qualified reviewers who have had experience in the subject of the submitted 
manuscript.

https://ajnp.webs.com/
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Algerian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
- News

Algerian Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the Algerian government ministry which oversees the foreign relations of 
Algeria.

http://www.mae.gov.dz/

Algerie Maintenant Algerie Maintenant is an Algerian online publication  that offers its readers daily content, covering topics 
ranging from local and international news, to politics, economics, culture, arts and sports.

https://algeriemaintenant.dz/

Algérie Patriotique
Algérie Patriotique is a french-language Alergian news website which specializes in current affairs, national 
and international politics, economy, culture and sports. The publication prioritizes information that mobilizes the 
Algerian people and gives meaning to national development efforts as well as information that expresses their 
criticisms and expectations.

www.algeriepatriotique.com

Algerie360

Algerie360 is an Algerian independent French-language online news publication. Founded in 2009 by two 
passionate entrepreneurs in journalism and technology, Algerie360 has become one of the most preeminent 
media organizations in Algeria. Our team of professional journalists is dedicated to informing readers of local 
news in real time with rigorously verified, unbiased and concise coverage. The publication boasts over 4 million 
unique readers worldwide each month.

https://www.algerie360.com/

Alhambra Investments: Market 
Research Keep up to date with our observations of the latest news and trends affecting the financial markets at our blog. https://alhambrapartners.

com/commentaryanalysis/

Al-Hikmat
Al-Hikmat is a research journal of the Department of Philosophy, University of the Punjab (Pakistan), which 
comprises articles on philosophy and allied disciplines. Before publication all articles are anonymously referred 
by experts in the respective fields of specialization.

http://pu.edu.pk/home/journal/11

Alhindelyom.com
Indo-Asian News Service (IANS) is India's largest private news agency. In 1998, IANS broke new ground with 
the launch of an Arabic news service for the Arab world. Its website, alhindelyom.com, helps bridge the 
information gap within an important region hosting a large Indian and South Asian population.

http://www.alhindelyom.com

Aliktisad Online Al Iktisad Newspaper is a daily newspaper published by Asharqia Chamber which is located in Saudi Arabia. It 
covers everything belongs to economic and finance issues.  

https://aliktisad.com.sa/

Aliventures This blog is all about writing (fiction and non-fiction). http://www.aliventures.com

Aljamila
Launched in October of 1994 in Riyadh, Aljamila is a female-oriented Arabic-language monthly magazine, 
focusing on general topics of interest to younger women, including social, beauty, fashion, and health matters. 
The magazine’s target audience includes, to a great extent, the female teenagers and young adults in the 
Kingdom and the Arab world.

http://www.aljamila.com/

Al-Jumhuriya

Al-Jumhuriya was founded in March 2012 by a group of Syrian writers and academics, both inside and outside 
the country, as a platform for Syrians to speak in their own voice about the myriad political, social, cultural, and 
other questions thrown up by the revolution and ensuing conflict in their country. Initially published only in 
Arabic, in 2016 Al-Jumhuriya launched our English-language sister site to broaden our reach and enable new 
voices, Syrian and otherwise, to contribute to the conversation. Through our distinct blend of commentaries, 
reportage, long-form essays, interviews, podcasts, translations, and short fiction, we seek to illuminate in full 
and vivid color the Syrian picture too often viewed in disparate versions of monochrome. While aspiring 
fervently to a democratic and just future for Syria, we retain full independence from any political faction, party, 
government, or corporation.

https://www.aljumhuriya.net

Alkawthar TV

Al-Kawthar TV is a Tehran-based Arabic-language television channel. Launched in 2006 by Islamic Republic 
of Iran Broadcasting, it broadcasts religious and cultural programs about 20 hours a day mainly for Arab 
audience in the Middle East and North Africa. The content of the programs is mainly about promoting Shia 
Islam. The TV station derives its name from the holy river Al-Kawthar. Al-Kawthar means "river in paradise". 
Muslims believe that on the Day of Judgement all true believers are led to the river, where they drink only once 
to never be hungry or thirsty again.

https://www.alkawthartv.ir/

Alkhabar Aleqtesady
Aleqtesady is a specialized website that publishes news, stock indexes, trading, banking, investment 
operations and all events and news within real estate, tourism, insurance, energy, automotive, insurance, 
currency, metals, satellites, social responsibility, political affairs, communication and technology and 
employment sectors, in addition to many services brought to you by this website.

http://www.eqtesady.com

All About History: Annual
Compiled using the best content from All About History magazine, this annual is full of amazing facts and 
features about monarchs, empires, titanic battles and political events which shook the world. Some events 
shock the world, others have irrevocably changed the course of human history and we cover them all.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

All About Space
All About Space takes you on an awe-inspiring journey through our Solar System and beyond, from the 
amazing technology and spacecraft that enables humanity to venture into orbit, to the complexities of space 
science. Find out what NASA is building next, keep up to date with the latest discoveries and join a passionate 
community dedicated to hunting for life elsewhere in the universe.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
space/
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All About Space: Book of Mars

Brilliantly visible in the night sky, the Red Planet has inspired and amazed humanity for centuries. With the 
invention of the telescope and later, the beginning of space exploration, it’s only natural that one of the first 
targets for our interplanetary curiosity would be the most colourful of our nearest neighbours. And it has 
rewarded our curiosity multiple times. A pioneering goal at the dawn of the Space Age, we first saw photos of 
its surface in the 1960s. Now, with the discovery of water and the microbial possibility of life on its rocky 
landscape, Mars is a favoured destination for a manned mission by both governmental space agencies and the 
private companies that have sprung up in their wake. Join them, and us, on a quest for the mysteries of 
Mars…

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

All Around the Girl The French blog All Around the Girl is a melting pot for women's universal interests - travel, lifestyle, culture, 
music, food, love, wellness and more.

http://allaroundthegirl.com

All Natural Pet Care
Online Business Canada explores online business and digital marketing with expert articles & ebooks, 
education, data analysis, reports, news, resources and reviews. We provide universal coverage of all 
legitimate online businesses, including ecommerce, marketplaces, small business, home-based businesses, 
freelancing, and side hustles, as well as online advertising.

https://allnaturalpetcare.com/blog/

All That Chazz
The blog of suspense writer Robert Chazz Chute.  Features the All That Chazz podcast, which includes 
comedy, author readings and commentary about news and politics. Chute has written both fiction and non-
fiction, including a guide to building a business with the Vine app.

http://allthatchazz.com

All Things Finance

This blog is part of the District Media, Inc. portfolio. Originally founded in the District of Columbia in 2007, 
District Media, Inc. is an independent media company. Our objective is to deliver high-quality personal finance 
news and advice that informs, empowers, educates and entertains the public. We provide this information free 
of charge through our portfolio of personal finance websites, with all operating expenses paid through 
advertising.

http://allthingsfinance.net

AllAboutAlpha.com Research, analysis, and opinion on alternative investments. http://www.allaboutalpha.com

All-China Federation of Industry 
and Commerce (ACFIC) - News

Established in 1953 under the leadership of the Communist Party of China, the All-China Federation of 
Industry and Commerce (ACFIC), also known as the All-China General Chamber of Industry and Commerce 
(ACGCIC), is a group of the masses and a chamber of commerce oriented toward the business circle and with 
the enterprises and personages of the non-public economy as its main entity. It is a channel for the CPC and 
the government to liaise with the personages of the non-public economy, and an aide of the government in 
administering and serving the non-public economy. The work of ACFIC is a key component of the CPC’s 
united front and economic work.  The cause of ACFIC is an important part of Socialism with Chinese 
characteristics. ACFIC is a key organization of the CPC-led united front and a key unit of the Chinese People’s 
Political Consultative Conference, with basic characteristics of the united front, the economy and the masses.

http://www.chinachamber.org.cn/News/

Allcryptocurrencydaily Allcryptocurrencydaily is a fresh and original daily news portal on the crypto and blockchain industries. https://www.allcryptocurrencydaily.com/

Allen Matkins - Video

Allen Matkins, founded in 1977, is a California-based law firm with more than 200 attorneys in four major 
metropolitan areas of California: Los Angeles, Orange County, San Diego, and San Francisco. The firm's 
areas of focus include real estate, construction, land use, environmental, and natural resources; corporate and 
securities, real estate and commercial finance, bankruptcy, restructurings and creditors' rights, joint ventures, 
and tax; labor, employment, and OSHA; and trials, litigation, risk management, and alternative dispute 
resolution in all of these areas.

http://youtube.com/user/allenmatkins

Allgemeine Zeitung
The Allgemeine Zeitung is the oldest daily newspaper in Namibia and was launched in 1916. Published in 
German language, covering politics, economy, culture and other background articles relating to Namibia as 
well as other international news.

https://www.az.com.na

Al-Majallah

AL-MAJALLA is a current affairs online magazine, published weekly in both English and Arabic. Since it was 
first published in print in 1980 from London, AL-MAJALLA has been considered one of the leading political 
affairs magazine of the Arab world. As a member of SRPC publications, we are committed to living up to this 
title by providing our readers with the most accurate and objective journalism. Al-MAJALLA offers an array of 
articles addressing the most important issues facing the Middle East and the world today. From political 
analysis of developing stories, to debates between world class intellectuals, and interviews of leading political 
figures, our magazine is dedicated to providing the public with informative analyses of the current events 
shaping the global order. More importantly, Al-MAJALLA is an ideas driven publication that goes beyond 
reporting and provides in-depth analysis and policy recommendations.

http://www.majalla.com/ar/

Al-marsd.com Al-marsd.com is a portal covering news, politics, culture, arts, health, business and sport. The site launched in 
October 2009.

https://www.al-marsd.com
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Almasrafy Almasrafy is a printed monthly magazine that publishes news, analytics and reports with banking and 
economics as the centre of its focus.

http://www.eqtesady.com

Al-Masry Al-Youm Al-Masry Al-Youm is the flagship independent daily Arabic language newspaper from Egypt, covering local and 
international news, politics, business and sport.

https://www.almasryalyoum.com

Almshaheer Newspaper covering general news and current affairs. http://www.almshaheer.com
Alpha Software Blog Technology news, market research, business trends & app dev techniques impacting modern developers. https://www.alphasoftware.com/blog

Alpha Sources
Alpha Sources primarily deals with economics and finance topics and especially topics related to the 
macroeconomics of Japan and Europe. Posts may range from short commentaries to long and wonkish pieces 
with charts, numbers and statistical analysis.

http://www.clausvistesen.com/alphasources-
blog/

Al-Press.com

AL Press is an online open web business news service published in Dubai, UAE, covering news and B2B 
reports on a diversified portfolio of domains, including business, technology, lifestyle, travel and hospitality, 
education, healthcare, and government and NGO. AL Press publishes originals stories received directly from 
sources as such PR agencies and communications offices in large corporations, SMEs, government agencies, 
and NGOs. The news site was established in 2016 by AL Publishing, a startup publishing house based in 
Dubai, UAE.

http://www.al-press.com/index.php/ar/

Al-Qadisiyah Journal for 
Engineering Sciences

Al-Qadisiyah Journal for Engineering Sciences (QJES) is a scientific Open Access peer-reviewed journal. It 
publishes research papers describing different disciplines  of engineering sciences online and hard copy every 
three months since 2007.

http://qu.edu.iq/journaleng/index.php/JQES

Alroeya Alroeya is a daily Arabic newspaper covering news, business and sport. It launched in 2009 as business 
newspaper Alrroya Aleqtissadiya, before re-launching as Alroeya in December 2012.

https://www.alroeya.com

Alsafeer Al Iqtisadi Alsafeer Al Iqtisadi is Palestine's only independent economic focused newspaper published in both Arabic and 
English.

http://www.alsafeernews.com/arabic/ar

Alt Presse
Alt Presse launched in 2012, is a Moroccan information site that offers its readers daily content on Morocco 
and the Region, covering topics ranging from local and international news to economy, business, politics, 
sports and more.

https://altpresse.com/

Alternative Magazine Online

Alternative Magazine Online is now officially a real site. Thousands of visitors, a thriving community, several 
new writers joining me… these are exciting times. My original introduction mentioned how things on here were 
‘slightly barren, so lets see how much we can make this thing grow’. Well, it turns out we can grow a lot! We 
have (often exclusively) interviewed authors, directors, designers, musicians and many more creative minds. 
We have reviewed PC, iPhone, Xbox360, PS3 and Wii games. We have made contacts with distributors, book 
publishers and game designers. Things are not slowing down at all, if anything they are speeding up. I couldn’t 
be more excited and I thank our readers and affiliates for making this possible. As an aspiring writer/ 
journalist… you have all humbled me tremendously.

http://alternativemagazineonline.co.uk

AlturaSolutions Communications Founded in 2002 by Robert Kravitz,  the essence of this marketing strategy is that by consistently delivering 
high-quality, valuable content, your organization is rewarded with end-customer business and loyalty.

https://alturasolutions.com/category/words-
change-worlds-blog/

AlWatan
Al Watan is the most widely read daily newspaper in Oman and enjoys the highest penetration level vis-à-vis 
other daily newspapers across all socio-economic segments amongst the Omani Nationals and the expatriate 
Arabs.

http://alwatan.com/

Alweeam Alweeam is a portal covering news, business, technology, arts, culture and sport. The site launched in April 
2006.

https://www.alweeam.com.sa/

Alyaum Alyaum (Today) is a daily Arabic newspaper covering local and international news, society, politics, business 
and sport. It was first published in 1964.

https://www.alyaum.com/

AM Querétaro AM Querétaro is a daily newspaper which publishes news with the highlights of the news in Querétaro, Mexico 
and the world. AM Querétaro also publishes daily printed editions.

http://amqueretaro.com/

AMBCrypto

AMBCrypto was founded in 2018 with a mission to simplify and bring the latest blockchain and cryptocurrency 
news to our readers. We have quickly grown into the digital news source for an emerging generation of 
cryptocurrency enthusiasts, reaching more than a million readers on a monthly basis, across the globe. We are 
an independent news site, unwavering, in our goal of helping readers make informed and reliable decisions 
about this financial sector. Whether it’s major altcoins or privacy coins, our coverage of the biggest 
developments in the sector provides insightful perspectives on the industry’s latest developments and impact.

https://eng.ambcrypto.com/

Ambiente G A LGBTQ+ blog in Spanish. https://www.ambienteg.com/
American Academy of Estate 
Planning Attorneys

Providing vital law practice management, educational, marketing, & technical insights for estate planning 
attorneys.

http://www.aaepa.com/blog/
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American Banker

American Banker is the essential resource for senior executives in banking and financial services, keeping its 
users updated on vital developments and focusing sharply on their most important concerns — innovation, 
transformation, and disruption; technology, regulation, and reform. Financial industry professionals turn to 
American Banker, every day and throughout the day, to stay maximally informed — drilling down on complex 
issues, keeping up with breaking news, and downloading research and data. Paid subscribers and registered 
visitors engage deeply with an authoritative community of analysts, practitioners and innovators through 
opinion content, research panels, social media, and live events.

https://www.americanbanker.com/

American Banking and Market 
News

American Banking & Market News is a financial web-zine which offers up to the minute coverage of U.S. 
financial markets. American Banking News is part of the American Consumer News, LLC Network.

http://www.americanbankingnews.com/

American Bedu

American Bedu is a daily blog that tries to write candidly and openly about experiences and observations on 
the customs, cultures, traditions and practices of daily life in Saudi Arabia.  Some views are very positive and 
others might be negative, whilst some may be perceived as contraversial.  However the American Bedu posts 
are reflective of Saudi Arabia, which is a land of shifting sands with contrasts and contradictions. American 
Bedu is a blog created in 2006 by Carol Fleming, an independent consultant and writer. Ms. Fleming's diverse 
experience began in 1983 where she worked for 20 years in the governmental sector as an intelligence officer 
for the Central Intelligence Agency, with a focus on Southeast Asia and the Middle East. Ms. Fleming oversaw 
and managed sensitive issues in the area of weapons proliferation, counterintelligence, national security and 
emerging technologies. Ms. Fleming has received multiple awards and recognition for her accomplishments 
throughout her career.

www.americanbedu.com

AmericanStudies One interesting American thing (a technical term, meaning a moment or event, a text, a controversy, an idea, a 
figure, or whatever else I think of) per day from Ben Railton, a professor of American literature, culture, history.

http://americanstudier.blogspot.com

Americas Watchtower Political commentary from a right-wing, libertarian, consitutionalist perspective. http://americaswatchtower.com

Aminata Aminata.com is an online publication that covers regional, international news, politics, health and more from 
the Republic of Guinea.

http://aminata.com/

Amman Chamber Of Commerce 
(ACC) News

The Amman Chamber Of Commerce (ACC) News provides the latest local, regional and international updates, 
activities and news on the relations between the ACC and its affiliates. The (ACC) was founded in the year 
1923 according to an initiative made by forty merchants then, and is, therefore, the oldest chamber of 
commerce to have been set up in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. The (ACC) is a non-profit organization of 
public interest, operating according to the provisions of the Temporary Law No. (73) for the year 2003, and is 
not intended to realize any profit but rather seeks to serve its members. The (ACC) played an important role in 
activating and improving the trade and economic activity in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.  AVAILABLE 
ENGLISH AND ARABIC

http://www.ammanchamber.org.jo

AmmoLand.com A blog covering guns, gun rights, ammo and the Second Amendment. http://www.ammoland.com/

AMN - Al-Masdar News
Al-Masdar Al-'Arabi (The Arab Source) is dedicated to providing the latest news and analysis from the Arab 
world. Launched in August 2014, Al-Masdar News is an independent media service free from any political or 
corporate funding, sponsorship or association. This allows us to report on current events free of any bias or 
prejudice.

https://www.almasdarnews.com/

Amwal-mag.com Amwal-mag.com is the online edition of Amwal magazine and covers banking and finance, Islamic banking, 
energy, industry, real estate, airlines and tourism.

https://amwal-mag.com/

Amy Alkon/Advice Goddess Blog
Syndicated columnist Amy Alkon, headmistress of the cut-the-crap school of advice, blogs daily on love, 
dating, sex, relationships, politics, religion, social issues, underparented children, and rude assclowns shouting 
into cellphones in public.

http://www.advicegoddess.com/goddessblog.
html

Ana Masee7y An Arabic Christian brand to inspire Arab Christians around the World to love Christ and all humans. https://www.youtube.
com/user/TVMediaChristian

Anadolu Agency (AA)
Anadolu Agency (AA) (Turkish: Anadolu Ajansı) is the Turkish state news agency commissioned with 
producing news releases pertaining to the country. The agency was set up on April 6, 1920 by Mustafa Kemal 
Atatürk, the founder of the Turkish Republic, and is the biggest news agency of Turkey. AVAILABLE 
PERSIAN, ENGLISH, TURKISH, FRENCH, KASAKH, ALBANIAN

https://www.aa.com.tr/ar

Anaman.net Anaman.net is a portal covering men's lifestyle, including fashion, style, technology, cars, fitness, health and 
business. The site launched in 2011 and is aimed at Arab men in the GCC.

http://anaman.net

Ancon News Ancon News is a local community newspaper which covers all news and events going on in the Ancon area of 
Panama City, Panama, including local business news, community events, education, and more.

https://tucomunidad.com.
pa/category/ancon/category/ancon/

and Then There's Physics A blog discussing climate science. https://andthentheresphysics.wordpress.com
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ANDINA - Agencia Peruana de 
Noticias

ANDINA - Agencia Peruana de Noticias is a state-run news agency in Peru that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://andina.pe/agencia/

ANDINA - Peru News Agency ANDINA - Agencia Peruana de Noticias is a state-run news agency in Peru that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://andina.pe/ingles/

Andrea Duni's Blog Tech commentary in Italian. http://andreaduni.wordpress.com

Andrew Wheeler
Dr. Andrew Wheeler is a senior research analyst for the Finn Institute. His interests in the criminology/criminal 
justice field include the spatial analysis of crime, offender reintegration, and discretionary police behavior. He is 
also interested in statistical analysis and data visualization.

https://andrewpwheeler.wordpress.com

Android Headlines

Android Headlines is the place to be for Android and Technology News. The internet is now full of blogs 
providing bite-sized information on niche areas and although this is great for those who want to stay informed 
about certain bits of technology, it’s not so great for those looking for a fuller picture. Technology has 
massively changed over the years and with everything now connected, Android Headlines believes it’s better 
to be informed on everything connected. So here at AH you will find articles on just about every aspect of 
technology, including Android, Google, Smartphones, Chromebooks, Tablets, Apps, Games, Smart Home, 5G 
and IoT, Augmented and Virtual Reality, Audio and Visual, Self-driving Cars and the latest emerging tech and 
more.

http://androidheadlines.com

Angola Press News Agency 
(ANGOP)

Angola Press News Agency (ANGOP) is a state-run news agency in Angola that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more. AVAILABLE 
PORTUGUESE, ENGLISH,FRENCH

https://www.angop.ao/

Angry of Islington A fan's blog about Arsenal football. http://angryofislington.com
An-Nahar An-Nahar is a daily Lebanese newspaper established in 1933 https://www.annahar.com

Ansar Daily Ansar Daily is an independent Islamic newspaper in Afghanistan that aims to promote Islamic values in 
Afghanistan.

http://www.ansardaily.com/

Ansar Press Ansar Press is an independent news agency located in Kabul, Afghanistan that covers various topics ranging 
from news to politics, and more. AVAILABLE ENGLISH, ARABIC, FARSI

http://www.ansarpress.com/farsi

ANTARA News
ANTARA News is a state-run news agency in Indonesia that covers national and international news, state 
news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more. As a national information emissary, 
ANTARA remains on the front line to strive for the national development and maintain the national dignity 
through dissemination of news on Indonesia throughout the country and abroad.

https://en.antaranews.com/

Anthropology
Anthropology.net's mission is to create a cohesive online community of individuals interested in anthropology. 
This website intends to promote and facilitate discussion, review research, extend stewardship of resources, 
and disseminate knowledge of anthropology.

http://anthropology.net

Antiwar.com News Articles

This site is devoted to the cause of non-interventionism and is read by libertarians, pacifists, leftists, "greens," 
and independents alike, as well as many on the Right who agree with our opposition to imperialism. Our initial 
project was to fight against intervention in the Balkans under the Clinton presidency. We applied the same 
principles to Clinton's campaigns in Haiti and Kosovo and bombings of Sudan and Afghanistan. Our politics are 
libertarian: our opposition to war is rooted in Randolph Bourne's concept that "War is the health of the State." 
With every war, America has made a "great leap" into statism, and as Bourne emphasized, "it is during war 
that one best understands the nature of that institution [the State]." At its core, that nature includes an ever 
increasing threat to individual liberty and the centralization of political power.

http://antiwar.com/

ANTON News Anton news is an independent online news portal based in Mexico. Anton covers the latest news covering 
diverse topics from Mexico and around the world.

https://anton.com.mx/

AoB Blog: News and views on plant 
science and ecology News and views on plant science and ecology. http://aobblog.com

APAimages APAimages is an independent Palestinian photojournalism agency. It produces and distributes dynamic digital 
images, footage, national news, arts and entertainment.

https://apawire.photoshelter.com/index

APAwire APAimages is an independent Palestinian photojournalism agency. It produces and distributes dynamic digital 
images, footage, national news, arts and entertainment.

https://apawire.photoshelter.com/index

API Evangelist API Evangelist has covered the technology, business, and politics of the API economy since 2010. http://apievangelist.com/blog/
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APICORP News & Press Releases

APICORP was created by the Organisation of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC) in 1975 as a 
commercially-focused financial institution that can help develop an efficient and effective capital market for the 
Arab energy industry. Over the last four decades, APICORP has worked to raise capital access and enhance 
the financial stability and performance of the Arab energy industry through an array of strategic equity 
investments, project loans, trade finance, advisory and research. APICORP News & Press Releases provides 
local and international media with the latest news related to APICORP.

http://www.apicorp.org/

AppAdvice

AppAdvice is the ideal resource on the Web for people looking to discover iOS apps. We thoroughly filter 
through the 1,500,000+ apps in the App Store to bring you up to date on relevant news regarding apps, as well 
as providing detailed app reviews. The focus of AppAdvice.com is not to give you the same monotonous 
content found all over the web, but rather aggregate it in a useful way making it easy to figure out which apps 
you should download, while also keeping you updated on the latest iOS news, reviews, and iDevice 
accessories. Our custom AppCollections have always been our claim to fame. No matter what you’re 
interested in, you can always find an honest recommendation.

http://www.appadvice.com

Apple Gazette Product news, reviews and opinion pieces for Apple devices. http://www.applegazette.com

Apple World Today
Apple World Today is a trusted source for news, information and analysis about Apple and its products. Our 
readership is made up of new users, intermediate and business users and advanced users. In addition, we 
cover topics relevant to niches like developers, designers and others.

https://www.appleworld.today

Applesfera Spanish language news on Apple products, rumours and general updates. http://www.applesfera.com
Apps Feed Blog The official feed from the Google Apps team. http://googleappsupdates.blogspot.com/

APRwire
APRwire is a specialnoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which provides 
free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news submitted to 
APRwire has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major web and news 
search engines.

https://www.aprwire.com/

Aqidati Weekly Islamic newspaper from Egypt. https://www.gomhuriaonline.com/?
action=Aqidati

ARA Research & Consultancy ARA Research & Consultancy is a specialized marketing research and consultancy firm based in the Middle 
East with offices in Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Doha, Kuwait City and Beirut.

http://www.ararac.com/

Arab Advisors Group

Arab Advisors Group, a member of the Arab Jordan Investment Bank Group, is a specialized research, 
analysis and consulting company focused on the communications, media, technology and financial markets 
throughout the Arab World (MENA) region. Arab Advisors Group scope of services include providing primary 
research based analysis, market sizing forecasting, the competitive landscape, the regulatory landscape, 
market research, technology developments, market opportunity and risk assessments.

http://www.arabadvisors.com

Arab Finance

Arab Finance Brokerage offers online trading and up-to-the-minute market news with a main focus on the 
Egyptian Market. ArabFinance.com was formed to meet a growing demand for online trading, transparent 
financial information, and financial services in Egypt and the Arab world. As a customer-centric organization, 
both structurally and functionally, Arab Finance will continually strive to meet our changing users needs in 
order to create and maintain a loyal customer base.

https://www.arabfinance.com

Arab Scientific Magazine Arab Scientific Magazine is an Arabic language online magazine, covering news, in-depth articles and 
multimedia content, focused on science, technology, medicine, health and scientific thinking.

https://www.sci-magazine.com

Arab Times Arab Times is a daily English language broadsheet sized newspaper from Kuwait covering local and 
international news, business, finance, sports and features.

http://www.arabtimesonline.com

Arab Wheels

Middle-East #1 English Automotive Magazine, is jam-packed with reviews of what's new in the auto industry 
from Global Drives, Regional Drives, Editors’ Choice, Motorbikes, and many more events. The distinctive 
combination of editorial information that ArabWheels offers to its readers is pretty bold. It makes ArabWheels 
the must-have magazine for your thirst to everything that has wheels. Each month ArabWheels magazine 
brings you appealing motoring information from all around the planet.

http://www.arabwheels.net

ArabAd
ArabAd is an essential premium monthly magazine for professionals focused on the advertising, 
communication and media industry as a whole within the Arab world. For over two decades, ArabAd covers a 
wide range of topics including awards, clients, media, marketing, research, agencies and technology.

http://arabadonline.com

Arabia Motors
ARABIA MOTORS is Middle East’s formidable motoring magazine that has won accolades for its in-depth 
analysis and tests drives. The magazine  offers an expansive coverage of the latest and modified cars through 
expert test drives, special reports, and a host of related topics. ARABIA MOTORS is put together by a 
passionate staff that is extremely adept and abreast with motoring.

http://www.arabiamotors.co
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Arabia Weddings
Arabia Weddings is a comprehensive online Arabic & English website for Arab brides and grooms-to-be, that 
provides content in various formats including articles, images and videos, in addition to interactive planning 
tools, deals, directories etc.

http://www.arabiaweddings.com

Arabian Group of Journals
Arabian Group of Journals (AGJ) is an open access online internationally recognized group of journals, edited 
by a board members from USA, Malaysia, New Zeeland, Turkey, Indonesia, Kenya, Greece, Oman, Kuwait, 
India, UK, Taiwan, Obala, Italy, Nigeria, Pakistan and Hong Kong. The mission of the AGJ is to widen the 
diffusion of knowledge among the Intellectual research community round the globe.

https://www.arabianjbmr.com/index.php

Arabian Homes
ARABIAN HOMES essentially tracks the developmental issues in Bahrain focusing on real estate, interiors and 
infrastructure related issues. The magazine is extremely popular amongst property developers, investors, 
home owners, prospective buyers, furniture shops and those looking forward to settling down in life.

http://www.arabianhomes.co

Arabian Reseller
Arabian Reseller is a portal covering IT industry trends, market analysis, cutting-edge technologies, products 
and IT services to channel and business buyers at regional level throughout the Middle East. The site 
launched in August 2016 and is aimed at channel and business IT buyers across the Middle East.

http://arabianreseller.com

ArabianBusiness.com ArabianBusiness.com is the Middle East’s premier business portal. The website has a team of over 100 
journalists providing daily and dedicated coverage to the region.

http://www.arabianbusiness.com

Arabic IT News Portal
Arabic IT News Portal covers regional and international information and communication technology news and 
updates - including computers, the Internet, digital cameras, mobile phones, e-security, software and 
applications. Launched in 2005, the website is aimed at end users and corporate users with an interest in IT.

https://aitnews.com/

ArabLit
Written by M. Lynx Qualey, ArabLit is a blog and online magazine that provides news, interviews and 
commentary on Arabic literature, features on fresh literary voices from the region and profiles on Arabic-
English literary translations.

http://arablit.wordpress.com/

ArabNewsWire ArabNewsWire is a commercial newswire service with press release distribution to media outlets in the Arab 
world,  Middle East and North Africa (MENA).

https://arabnewswire.com/

ArabTech TV ArabTech TV is a brand new online TV that covers news about technology, consumer electronics, and Web 
2.0 projects and other Hi-Tech stuff, next to written articles and reviews on latest technology.

http://www.arabtech.tv

AramcoWorld
Saudi Aramco is the state-owned oil company of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and a fully integrated, global 
petroleum and chemicals enterprise. AramcoWorld is published six times a year, to increase cross-cultural 
understanding. Goal is to broaden knowledge of the cultures, history and geography of the Arab and Muslim 
worlds and their connections with the West.

http://www.aramcoworld.com/

Archaeologik Archaeologik presents news and thoughts on various aspects of archaeological research and cultural heritage 
management.

http://archaeologik.blogspot.com

Arches
Arches is the student publication of Mount Mary University in Milwaukee. Arches focuses on news and events 
of interest to the Mount Mary student body and community. Students are solely responsible for the editorial 
content.Arches is a member of the Wisconsin Newspaper Association and the Associated Collegiate Press.

http://archesnews.com/

Arcturus: Black Line Art Colouring
Arcturus Publishing Limited is dedicated to creating books that appeal to a broad, international market. Our 
books aim to combine excellent content, attractive design, great production values and exceptional value for 
money. Our non-fiction ranges cover reference, practical art, new age, classics, puzzles and children’s books 
and we now have more than a 1,000 active titles in our list.

https://arcturus.egnyte.
com/fl/f7Uq7ZD4WT#folder-link/Disco%
20Content/1.%20Colouring/Black%20Line%
20Art%20Colouring

Are We Europe

Are We Europe is an award-winning media outlet for borderless journalism from the next generation of 
storytellers. As a new media outlet that wants to understand Europe, Are We Europe focuses on the old and 
the new, the strange and the common, the small and the big. But mostly, they focus on its people. Are We 
Europe collaborate with 500+ storytellers; writers, investigative journalists, podcasters, designers, and 
illustrators. 

https://www.areweeurope.com/

Ari Herzog A personal blog. http://ariherzog.com

Ariana News Agency (ANA)

Ariana News Agency is one of the first non-governmental and non-for-profit news agencies in Afghanistan 
which founded in 2011 based on support from our dear compatriots. As one of the most popular news 
agencies in Afghanistan which can be accessed online and through social media platforms, it aimed to keep 
up-to-date all walks of life and Afghan compatriots. Ariana New Agency has turned into a news source for the 
local and international media. The dear respected visitors can freely access to Afghanistan local news and 
receive live and breaking news of the region and the world in numerous fields of politics, security, economic, 
social, cultural, human rights, migration and sport in four languages AVAILABLE PASHTO, ENGLISH, DARI 
AND ARABIC 

https://ariananews.co/
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Arizona Daily Wildcat

Arizona Daily Wildcat is an independent weekly newspaper during the summer break as the Arizona Summer 
Wildcat and publishes every Wednesday print editions during the fall and spring semesters. The student 
employees of the Daily Wildcat strive to provide the primary source of information for, by and about the 
University of Arizona community, contributing to campus life by providing a voice for students while providing a 
real-world learning environment for student journalists, photographers, designers, illustrators, accountants, 
advertising sales representatives and marketing professionals.

http://www.wildcat.arizona.edu/

Arizona Mirror

The Arizona Mirror is an independent, nonprofit news organization that is focused on connecting public policy 
with the people it affects and bringing a fresh perspective to coverage of the state’s biggest issues. We strive 
to tell untold stories; amplify the voices of Arizonans whose stories are unheard; shine a light on the 
relationships between people, power and policy; hold public officials to account; and provide a platform for 
progressive opinions. We view news as a vital community service, and are supported by the generosity of 
those who believe an informed Arizona is a better Arizona. We have no paywalls, no subscription fees.

https://www.azmirror.com

Arka Tech
The Arka Tech is located in Energy Center 138 and is part of the Department of Communication and 
Journalism. The Arka Tech is published weekly during the fall and spring semesters, excluding holidays, fall 
and spring breaks and final exam periods.

http://arkatechnews.com/

Arkansas Traveler
The Arkansas Traveler is the The University of Arkansas award-winning student newspaper. At the same time,  
the Traveler functions as an introduction to the world of journalism for students who wish to gain hands-on 
experience in the newsroom.

http://www.uatrav.com/

Arman e Mili
The Arman Melli newspaper started operating as the first free media outlet in 2002, after the defeat of the 
Taliban and the formation of an interim administration. It has continued to publish news since the 2021 Taliban 
takeover.

https://armanemili.com/

Armenpress News Agency Armenpress is the Armenian national news agency, covering political, economic, social and other news from 
Armenia, South Caucasus, Middle East and the World. AVAILABLE ENGLISH, RUSSIAN, ARMENIAN

https://www.armenpress.am/arm/

ArmInfo - Newswire
ArmInfo News Agency is one of the key independent providers of impartial, full and reliable news, as well as 
analysis, rankings and ratings on Armenian and Transcaucasian business and sectors, for the local and 
international political and business information markets.

https://arminfo.info

ARN ARN is the voice of the Australian IT channel, keeping Australia’s technology companies up to date with the 
latest news and analysis on the local IT landscape.

https://www.arnnet.com.au/ 

Arrajol
Launched in May of 1992 in Riyadh, Arrajol is a male-oriented Arabic-language monthly magazine, focusing on 
the male lifestyle in the Arab world. The magazine contains articles and information of interest to men, 
including fashion, automotive news, and others. As such, the magazine’s target audience is the adult male 
population of the Kingdom and the Arab world.

http://www.arrajol.com

Ar-Riyadiyah
Launched in January of 1987 in Riyadh, Al Riyadiah is an Arabic language daily newspaper with an exclusive 
focus on sports. The newspaper provides news coverage as well as research, analysis and commentary on 
domestic, regional and international sporting events. The paper targets primarily Saudi and GCC youths and 
sports enthusiasts. No major local competitors currently exist.

https://arriyadiyah.com/

Ar-Riyadiyah - Interviews
Launched in January of 1987 in Riyadh, Al Riyadiah is an Arabic language daily newspaper with an exclusive 
focus on sports. The newspaper provides news coverage as well as research, analysis and commentary on 
domestic, regional and international sporting events. The paper targets primarily Saudi and GCC youths and 
sports enthusiasts. No major local competitors currently exist.

https://arriyadiyah.com/

Arsenal Arsenal A blog dedicated to Arsenal Football Club. https://arsenalarsenal.net

Art Museum Teaching

ArtMuseumTeaching.com is a digital community and collaborative online forum for reflecting on critical issues 
in the field of museums, including issues of teaching, learning, community engagement, equity & inclusion, 
social justice, and reflective practice. Launched in 2011, ArtMuseumTeaching aims to connect museum 
professionals, leading thinkers, communities, educators, ideas, and resources around a dialogue about what 
we do in our practice. For those who visit this site, I invite you to post your comments and reflections — and if 
you have content you would like to submit from your own practice or perspective, please email me directly at 
murawski27@gmail.com (I’m constantly searching for guest writers and collaborators).

http://artmuseumteaching.com

Artes9 Artes9.com is an open space for the promotion of the arts and pop culture. It covers the world of cinema, 
theater, comics, music, art, pop culture, television and video.

http://artes9.com

Arutz Sheva Arutz Sheva is a multi-lingual Israeli news outlet offering 24/7 coverage of news from Israel, the wider Middle 
East and the Jewish Diaspora.

http://www.israelnationalnews.com

Asbestos HUB Site provides developing information about various asbestos-related topics, ranging from new treatments for 
mesothelioma to recent asbestos lawsuits, settlements, and trial verdicts.

http://asbestoshub.com
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AscendEX AscendEX is a leading global digital asset financial platform founded by a group of Wall Street quant, its a 
place you can buy, sell, exchange, store, and earn Bitcoin, and more cryptocurrencies.

https://ascendex.com/en/global-digital-asset-
platform

Asharq Al-Awsat

The English language edition of Al Sharq Al Awsat, a leading Pan-Arab Arabic language newspaper launched 
in July of 1978 out of London, UK. The newspaper is of diversified content, covering regional politics, social 
issues, economic and business news, as well as sports and entertainment. The paper targets the top segment 
of Saudis and Arabs in the Kingdom and the Arab world, as well as Arab speakers in non-Arab speaking 
countries. AVAILABLE ENGLISH AND ARABIC

https://aawsat.com/english

Asharqia News

Asharqia Chamber of Commerce is one of Saudi Arabia's oldest and well-established service organizations 
devoted to the cause of promotion of the private sector contribution to the economy. Asharqia News covers the 
latest updates on the chamber's activities and events related to promotional and developmental services to 
provide support to the private sector initiatives in industry, trade and services. AVAILABLE ENGLISH AND 
ARABIC

https://www.chamber.org.sa

Asia News Network (ANN) - Opinion

The Asia News Network (ANN) was founded in 1999 in Manila and is supported by the German Konrad 
Adenauer Foundation, with the aim of uniting Asian newspapers. Today, the network is an alliance of over 20 
influential leading daily newspapers including China Daily (China), Dawn (Pakistan), Eleven Media Group 
(Myanmar), Kuensel (Bhutan), Rasmei Kampuchea (Cambodia), The Brunei Times (Brunei), The Cambodia 
Herald (Cambodia), The China Post (Taiwan), The Daily Star (Bangladesh), The Yomiuri Shimbun (Japan), 
The Japan News (Japan), The Island (Sri Lanka), The Jakarta Post (Indonesia), The Kathmandu Post (Nepal), 
The Korea Herald (South Korea), The Nation (Thailand), The Star (Malaysia), The Statesman (India), The 
Straits Times (Singapore),  Philippine Daily Inquirer (Philippines), Sin Chew Daily (Malaysia), Viet Nam News 
(Viet Nam) and Vientiane Times (Laos).

https://asianews.network/

Asian News International (ANI)

Founded over 50 years ago, Indian based ANI is today South Asia's leading multimedia news agency with over 
100 bureaus. When it comes to covering South Asia , ANI goes across the globe to bring news of and from 
South Asia, wherever it takes place. The result is a complete service, multi-faceted in the depth of its 
coverage, and extensive in its reach. ANI covers almost all areas of interest including news, entertainment and 
lifestyle, business, sports, human-interest features, plus social and developmental issues.

http://www.aninews.in

Asian News International (ANI) - 
Video Service

Founded over 50 years ago, Indian based ANI is today South Asia's leading multimedia news agency with over 
100 bureaus. When it comes to covering South Asia , ANI goes across the globe to bring news of and from 
South Asia, wherever it takes place. The result is a complete service, multi-faceted in the depth of its 
coverage, and extensive in its reach. ANI covers almost all areas of interest including news, entertainment and 
lifestyle, business, sports, human-interest features, plus social and developmental issues. WEEKLY 
entertainment video content includes: BOX OFFICE: A weekly countdown of the top five Bollywood films 
(approx 7-8 minutes); DUS KA DUS: A weekly countdown of the top ten-Bollywood film songs of the week 
(approx 13-14 minutes); BOLLYWOOD UNLIMITED: Weekly news and features from Bollywood, gossip, 
hotshot parties, on the sets, previews etc. (approx 22-23 minutes); INDI TOP TEN: A weekly countdown show 
of the most happening indi pop songs (approx  17-18 minutes); IN VOGUE: Weekly buzz on what’s happening 
in the world of fashion and designers (Approx 7-10 minutes); CELEB INTERVIEW: A bi-weekly program that 
gives the viewers a chance to know a celebrity up close (approx 2-3 minutes).

http://www.aniin.com

AsianInvestor
AsianInvestor is the leading publication dedicated to the region's asset management industry. Published four 
times a year, it covers topics as diverse as alternative investments, securities services, pension reform, risk 
management, mutual funds, institutional investment trends and regulation across the region, including Japan.

https://www.asianinvestor.net/

ASIA-PACIFIC BOATING INDIA
Asia-Pacific Boating India Edition prides itself on delivering the highest standards in luxury boating news from 
India and across the region. It offers a run down on new gadgets and gizmos, with articles focused to enjoy 
leisure time both on and off water.

http://www.emmindia.com/emm/

ASIA-Plus English
The ASIA-Plus News Agency was registered with the Ministry of Justice in 1995 and the first edition of 
Agency's information analytical bulletin in the English and Russian languages was published in April 1996. The 
Agency has its correspondent's offices in all regions of Tajikistan as well as in Russia, the United States and 
the United Kingdom. AVAILABLE ENGLISH, RUSSIAN.

https://asiaplustj.info/en

ASPI Canberra - Video Videos from the Australian Strategic Policy Institute. http://youtube.com/user/aspicanberra

Asre-e Eghtesad Asre-e Eghtesad is a daily newspaper covering economic, social, cultural and sports news. It launched in 2003 
and is mostly written in Persian, with two pages in English.

https://www.asre-eghtesad.com/

Assam Tribune The Assam Tribune is an English daily newspaper published from Guwahati, Assam. It plays an important 
socio-political role in the lives of the people of Assam.

http://www.assamtribune.com/
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Asset Securitization Report

Asset Securitization Report is a paid-subscription information service serving senior professionals in the loan 
securitization and structured finance market. Asset Securitization Report provides news and analysis on an 
intraday, weekly and monthly basis via its website, e-newsletters and a bimonthly journal — focusing on deal 
issuance and trends in ABS, CMBS, RMBS, ABCP and CDOs. The Asset Securitization Report information 
service includes a Deal Database and a People Database of industry professionals.

https://asreport.americanbanker.com/

Assirou
Assirou.net is an online puplication launched in 2008. Its primary mission is to inform the public with the 
greatest respect for the rules of ethics and professional conduct, covering various topics ranging from politics 
to economy and society.

http://assirou.net/

Astronomy for Beginners
If you've always had an interest in astronomy but haven't really known where to start in terms of developing 
your interest into a more serious hobby, Astronomy for Beginners is for you. From figuring out just what's in the 
sky to delving a little deeper into its celestial objects, explore this natural science and discover our universe 
and beyond.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Aswaq Ech-Chorouk

Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the electronic interface of Al-Shorouq Media and Publishing Complex, which 
currently includes 10 websites in various fields. It is considered the largest portal in Algeria and in the Maghreb 
region, attracting at least half a million visitors daily. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the most prominent news 
interface in the portal, providing instant and ongoing coverage of events in Algeria, the Arab world and the 
world in Arabic, English and French. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi was founded in 2005.

https://aswak.echoroukonline.com/

At the Lectern News and commentary on the practice of law before the California Supreme Court. http://atthelectern.com

Athlone News Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

http://www.iol.co.za/cape-community-
newspapers

Atlantic Sun Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/atlantic-sun

ATMmarketplace.com
Since 1997, ATMmarketplace.com has reported on the important news, events, trends and people in the ATM 
industry. We reach a global audience of professionals from all sectors of the ATM market, including financial 
institutions, vendors, retailers and IADs. Our site features a directory of product and service providers as well 
as slideshows, videos and research.

http://ATMmarketplace.com

Attamaddon Attamaddon is a weekly Arabic newspaper focusing on local politics, news and current affairs. It launched in 
1933 and is published on Wednesdays.

https://www.attamaddon.com/

Aujord'hui au Faso Aujourd'hui au Faso is an online news portal located in Burkina Faso. It publishes general news which focuses 
on Burkina Faso.

https://www.aujourd8.net/

AUPRwire
AUPRwire is a specialnoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which provides 
free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news submitted to 
AUPRwire has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major web and news 
search engines.

https://www.auprwire.com/

Aurand Digital LLC
AURAND Digital Marketing is your go-to source for all your digital marketing needs, offering an array of 
services including website design, search engine optimization, social media management, content creation, 
and more. 

https://www.auranddigital.com/

Aurora
Aurora is an advertising, marketing and media magazine that provides information about the advertising 
industry of Pakistan. It provides a critical appraisal of creative marketing campaigns, new product 
developments, and consumer and industry trends.

http://aurora.dawn.com/

Austin College Observer
The AC Observer, Austin College’s student-run newspaper is published regularly online. The AC Observer 
offers students experience in journalistic writing, editing, photography and advertising. This student publication 
is updated weekly during the academic year except during vacations, exam periods and the summer.

http://acobserver.com/

Authentic Medicine

Welcome to one of the OLDEST medical blogs on the internet.  We have blogged daily since 2002!  Authentic 
Medicine is about connecting us back to the roots of medicine.  This online “magazine” is constantly updated 
with informative and challenging opinions and ideas.   The goal is to fight back against those things that are 
taking us away from the direct care of patients while still pointing out the lunacy and hypocrisy of this job.  We 
now have the LARGEST group of writers, made up of ONLY real physicians (and a couple of medical 
students).  No other medical blog out there has this!

http://authenticmedicine.com

Authentic Medicine - Video Medical humor vlog likened to the "Daily Show of Medicine." http://www.youtube.
com/user/Authenticmedicine

AUTO Connected Car News
AUTO Connected Car News is the premier source for news about connected cars and vehicles. The staff has 
almost a half century experience in the news field. The news site is a sister publication of Wireless and Mobile 
News with a history of over seven years of quality content with over 8 million readers.

http://www.autoconnectedcar.com
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Auto Express
Since its launch in 1988, Auto Express has employed the best, most experienced journalists and testers in the 
business, all dedicated to bringing you the latest news, high quality features and reviews that you can trust. We 
provide expert, impartial advice, while our consumer team is also on hand to help you if you have a motoring 
problem.

http://www.autoexpress.co.uk

Autocar Autocar is the world's first and most respected car magazine brand, published since 1895 'in the interests of 
the mechanically propelled road carriage'.

https://www.autocar.co.uk/

Autocar Professional
Autocar Professional is India's premier B2B automotive magazine, with a total focus on the Indian automotive 
industry. It's comprehensive coverage includes vehicle and component manufacturers as well as auto retail 
and finance. Other vital areas covered by them include fuels, roads and infrastructure which impacts the 
development of the auto sector.

https://www.autocarpro.in/segments/ev

Automobil KONSTRUKTION Automobil KONSTRUKTION is an independent online news portal located in Germany. Automobil Konstruktion 
is one of Konradin Media Group's brands which delivers news about expertise for development engineers.

https://automobilkonstruktion.industrie.de/

AutomoBlog

Automoblog is an automotive industry, technology, and lifestyle publication that helps readers understand 
more about cars and driving. We feature new vehicle reviews, emerging tech trends, new vehicle specs, 
product reviews, in-depth pieces on the automotive industry, and car ownership advice. Since the automobile 
is such a fundamental part of our daily lives, we believe the best asset our readers can have is information. We 
strive to bring that information to the forefront so our readers can make the right choice when it comes to their 
vehicle.

http://www.automoblog.net

Automotive Products Finder

Automotive Products Finder (APF), is a monthly focused on the needs of the growing automotive components 
sector. The Indian automobile and auto mponents sector is experiencing a growth period, with the export 
market opening up like never before. APF, on the one hand, makes available factual content relating to the 
automobile sector at the very finger tips of its readers, and on the other, provides information on 
suppliers/manufacturers of auto components and products.

http://www.automotiveproductsfinder.com

Automotors
Automotors.me is an Arabic automotive news and reviews website. Offering the Arabic language audience the 
latest and up-to-date news of the automotive world, featuring the latest car launches, test-drives, motor-shows, 
concept cars and automotive videos and varieties

http://www.automotors.me

Autonomous socio-political blog Coverage and analysis of the most important political events in Russia and abroad. http://blaginin.net/

Autos Infos - Energy Transition Auto Info is an independent online news portal in French language. Auto Info is a brand of the InfoPro Digital 
Group. Auto Info delivers you news about the energy transition in the automotive sector.

https://www.auto-infos.fr/transition-
energetique/

Aviacionline
Aviacionline is the leading aviation publication in Hispanic America. With a team of correspondents across 
Latin America, they cover the commercial, civil, military and executive aviation markets with analysis that only 
deep experience and direct access to the industry can provide. The publication offers in-depth coverage of the 
aviation industry in Argentina, Colombia, Mexico, the Caribbean, Peru, Spain and the United States.

www.aviacionline.com

Aviation Guide
Aviation Guide is the first and only aviation and airline resource for the global emerging markets. It comes in 
the form of a monthly newsletter, as well as a year book, featuring a Who's Who within the industry, new 
entrants, technological updates, forecasts etc., as well as a database.

http://aviationguieem.com

Awards Daily
AwardsDaily began in 1999 as Oscarwatch.com. Founded by Sasha Stone who writes and manages all 
editorial content with the help of editor Ryan Adams, who came on board in 2006. AwardsDaily is a website 
that covers the Oscar race from start to finish. As one of the early pioneers of the industry, Stone maintains 
sole ownership of her site.

http://www.awardsdaily.com

Awqat Dubai

Awqat Dubai (Dubai Moments) is a magazine covering listings and lifestyle in Dubai, as well as providing a 
preview of activities and events taking place throughout the month. It also includes recommendations for 
restaurants, spas, weekend activities and travel destinations. The monthly magazine launched in March 2014 
and aims to have an impact on reader's choices of where to go and what to do in Dubai, as well as highlight 
the diversity of activities and events in the Emirate. It is published 11...

http://www.awqat.me/

Axios Axios gets you smarter, faster with news & information that matters. https://link.axios.com/join/am-signup?
source=aci

Axis Imaging News Information source for radiology healthcare IT thought-leaders and decision makers. https://axisimagingnews.com/

Azadi Radio
Radio Azadi is the Afghan branch of the U.S. government's Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty's external 
broadcast services. It broadcasts 12 hours daily as part of a 24-hour stream of programming in conjunction 
with Voice of America. 

https://da.azadiradio.com/

Azbit Azbit has everything it takes to be successful: a strong team, a solid business model and an exciting prospect 
to bring something new to the world of finance.

https://azbit.com/
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Azer News
Azer News is Azerbaijan’s first English language newspaper published since 1997. It covers the regional news 
of Azerbaijan and the news from Business, Oil and Gas, Arts and Culture and Sports. Azer News is a broad-
sheet publication with a print-run of 6,000 copies.

http://www.azernews.az

Azeri Observer Azeri Observer is a website and quarterly magazine dedicated to history, diplomacy, social life, politics and 
economics of Azerbaijan.

http://azeriobserver.az/

Aztec Press Aztec Press is an independent online newspaper in the United States which covers News, Arts & 
Entertainment, Sports and more.

http://aztecpressonline.com/

Azurite Markets Live financial data. www.azuritemarkets.com
Babel-0n-the-Bay.com Providing a Canadian insight into politics, BabelontheBay.com is knowledgeable and accurate. http://babelonthebay.com

Bacon's Rebellion Bacon's Rebellion is Virginia's leading politically non-aligned portal for news, opinions and analysis about 
state, regional and local public policy.

https://www.baconsrebellion.com/wp/

Badger Herald The Badger Herald is the nation’s largest fully independent student newspaper located in Madison, Wisconsin. 
The Herald publishes weekly print editions and provides 24-hour online coverage.

https://badgerherald.com/

Baghdad Chamber of Commerce 
News

Baghdad Chamber of Commerce News provides a complete coverage of the chamber’s several organization 
services and consultative duties along with activities that promote and propagate commercial awareness 
among the chamber members aiming to raise the professional standards.

http://www.baghdadchamber.com/

Bagpipe, The The Bagpipe is the student-run newspaper of Covenant College. https://www.bagpipeonline.com/

Bahrain Bourse Bahrain Bourse (BHB) was established as a shareholding company according to Law No. 60 for the year 2010 
to replace Bahrain Stock Exchange (BSE) that was established in 1987.

https://bahrainbourse.com

Bahrain Bourse Bahrain Bourse (BHB) was established as a shareholding company according to Law No. 60 for the year 2010 
to replace Bahrain Stock Exchange (BSE) that was established in 1987.

https://bahrainbourse.com/ar/

Bahrain Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry (BCCI) News

The lateset Bahrain Chamber of Commerce news and activies issued by Information & E-Commerce 
Department. The Chamber has played an effective role in enhancing the importance of the role played by the 
private commercial and industrial sector in the country's development. Since its launch, the Chamber has also 
contributed to the welfare and prosperity of the society through the development and support of its commercial 
and economic events, as well as providing various services to such events and broadening their scope to keep 
up with the aims of economic development in Bahrain. -Available in English and Arabic.

https://www.bcci.bh/en/

Bahrain Confidential The luxury lifestyle magazine distributed to the highest spending consumers in Bahrain. Bahrain Confidential 
covers current events, fashion, celebrity profiles, luxury, products, travel and true life stories.

http://www.arabianmagazines.com

Bahrain News Agency (BNA) Bahrain News Agency (BNA) is the official government news agency of Bahrain. https://bna.bh

Bahria Journal of Professional
Bahria Journal of Professional Psychology is published as the official journal of the Institute of Professional 
Psychology, Bahria University. The journal carries organizational, educational, clinical, theoretical and other 
social related issues which are in context of psychology. All the socio cultural issues related to Pakistan are 
addressed in particular and of other developing countries in general.

http://bjpp.bahria.edu.pk

Bakhtar News Agency (BNA)
Bakhtar News Agency (BNA) is a state-run news agency in Afghanistan that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.  -Available on Pashto and 
English.

https://www.bakhtarnews.af/

Balkinization A blog about the constitution, civil liberties, and politics. http://balkin.blogspot.com/
Balladeer's Blog Singing the praises of things that slip through the cultural cracks. http://glitternight.com

Ballot Access News A non-partisan site reporting on the trials and tribulations of folks trying to put candidates on the ballot in the 
United States of America.

http://ballot-access.org

Bana News Bana News is an online publication located in Kenya that covers news on politics, sports, entertainement, 
society, and more. 

https://www.bana.co.ke/

BANG ShowBiz

BANG Showbiz is the premier entertainment news agency providing the most exciting celebrity news to online, 
print and broadcast media outlets across the world. BANG was established in 1997 by Fleet Street showbiz 
columnist Rick Sky - who was entertainment editor on The Sun, Daily Mirror and Daily Star - to serve the UK 
and world media with entertainment stories. BANG derives its superb editorial content from Rick's years of 
experience and his creation of a team of talented journalists writing the hottest star news for audiences around 
the world and across the web. BANG is an innovative and dynamic company both in editorial content and 
technology.

http://www.bangshowbiz.com

Bangladesh Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs - Press Releases

The Bangladesh Ministry of Foreign Affairs formulates and executes the foreign policy of the Government of 
Bangladesh. The core guidance of policy formulation comes from the relevant section of the Constitution of 
Bangladesh In developing the external policy of the Republic, the Ministry draws from the laws of the land, acts 
of the Parliament, international treaties that Bangladesh is a State party to, and other customary sources.

https://mofa.gov.
bd/site/view/service_box_items/PRESS%
20RELEASES/Press-Release
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Bangladesh Monitor Bangladesh Monitor mainly covers Aviation and Tourism sectors, as well as Hotel and Restaurant, Cargo, 
Shipping, Commerce and Banking.

http://www.bangladeshmonitor.net

Bangladesh Sangsbad Sangstha 
(BSS)

Bangladesh Sangsbad Sangstha (BSS) is a state-run news agency in Bangladesh that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.bssnews.net/

Bank Systems & Technology
Bank Systems & Technology leads bankers into the New Age of Banking, where the total integration of 
technology drives new product development and business unit growth. Understanding that the decisions facing 
banking executives are business decisions, not technology decisions, Bank Systems & Technology delivers 
key information on the strategic use of technology for increased productivity and profitability.

http://www.Banktechindia.com

Banking Dive
Banking Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive. Banking Dive sparks ideas and shape 
agendas for 11+ million decision makers in competitive industries. It provides in-depth journalism and insight 
into the news and trends shaping banking.

https://bankingdive.com/

Bankir.ru Russian banking news. http://bankir.ru/

Bankirsha.com Russian-language banking news, answers to questions, and commentary on banking services - loans, 
deposits, money transfer systems, plastic cards, etc.

http://bankirsha.com/

Bankruptcy News & Analysis from 
Chapter11Cases.com

Breaking news and insightful analysis of major events and pleadings from the largest corporate chapter 11 
bankruptcy cases nationwide.

https://chapter11cases.com/

BankruptcyData.com Daily news stories of public companies in bankruptcy. https://bankruptcompanynews.com/
Bankstil News about banking and bank-IT. https://bankstil.de

Banouto Banouto is an online independent news portal located in Guinea. Banouto is a web-journal of investigation, 
major reports, analysis and current affairs.

https://www.banouto.bj/

Banyan Hill
At Banyan Hill Publishing, we are a network of global experts in asset protection, investing and 
entrepreneurship who have united together to help hardworking Americans obtain the freedom of “total wealth” 
— the ability to make your own financial decisions, grow your wealth with less risk and be free from the 
financial concerns that plague so many of us.

http://banyanhill.com

Barakelde Barakelde is a Kyrgyz language online news source, focusing on local news, politics and culture within 
Kyrgyzstan

http://www.barakelde.org

Barakish net Barakish Net is a news website focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. http://www.barakish.net

Barnard Bulletin

The Barnard Bulletin is Barnard College's lifestyle magazine. It was founded in 1901 as a weekly student 
newspaper focusing on campus events, Columbia life, and administrative news. Former editors include 
anthropologist Margaret Mead, '25, and The Glass Castle author Jeanette Walls, '84. As a newspaper, The 
Bulletin covered important events such as student marches against police brutality in Selma in 1965, and the 
controversy of Columbia going co-ed in 1983. Today, we retain our focus on pressing matters, such as 
Barnard's transgender admittance policy and divestment.

http://www.thebarnardbulletin.com/

Barry Sookman Commentary on Canadian information technology/intellectual property law. http://www.barrysookman.com/
Baseball Musings A blog about major league baseball. http://www.baseballmusings.com
Baseball News Source Daily baseball news. http://baseballnewssource.com

BatesLine Coverage of local politics and news for Tulsa and Oklahoma by Michael D. Bates, columnist for Urban Tulsa 
Weekly.

http://www.batesline.com/

Batuta.com
Batuta.com is leading the online accommodation booking sphere in Arabic with more than 3 million followers 
on its social media platforms, attracts leisure and business travelers from more than 20 Arabic speaking 
countries.

http://www.batuta.com

Bawabet Sabq
Bawabet Sabq is Saudi Arabia's largest and most comprehensive portal offering the latest political, sports 
and economic news, plus everything related to the world of women and the family.  The Sabq Group web 
portals attract millions of visitors per month.

http://www.sabq.net

Bay State Banner Newspaper of record for the African American community in Greater Boston since 1965. http://www.baystatebanner.com

Bayan Investment Company
The Studies and Research Department (SRD) is considered one of the main sources that provides Bayan 
Investment Company with a comprehensive view of the surrounding economic factors affecting the decision 
making process in different investment opportunities. The department offers a diverse and comprehensive 
blend of consultancy services directed to the business community both within and outside the State of Kuwait.

http://www.bayaninvest.com

Bayane Al Yaoume Newspaper covering national and international news, current affairs and politics. http://bayanealyaoume.press.ma/
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BBC - News

BBC News reaches about 40 million adults in the UK every week and its multi-lingual international news 
services are consumed by an additional 239 million adults around the world. Material is brought into the BBC 
by its news gathering staff, one of the largest operations of its kind in the world, with more than 40 international 
bureaux and seven in the UK. The department is the largest in the BBC in terms of staff, with more than 8,500 
people around the UK and the rest of the world. Much of the material is written by these journalists and the rest 
comes from writers in the BBC's specialist units, covering everything from business and social affairs to foreign 
news. The news is transmitted to audiences on an increasingly diverse range of platforms including tablet 
computers and mobile phones.   -Available in the topics: Health, Minute on, what we eat. why is that?, world 
hacks, Arts Features, news, Science & Technology, Special Reports, video, Woman, The White Elephant, 
Monitoring. Available in Afaan, Afrique, Amharic, Arabic, Bengali, Burmese, Chinese, Gaelic, Gujurati, Hausa, 
Hindi, Igbo, Indonesian, Japanese, Kirundi, Korean, Kyrgyz, Marathi, Nepali, Pashto, Persian, Pidgin, 
Portuguese, Punjabi, Russian, Serbian, Sinhala, Somali, Spanish, Swahili, Tamil,Telegu, Thai, Tigrinya, 
Turkish, Ukranian, Urdu, Uzbek, Vietnamese, Welsh. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/

BBC Arabic Radio

BBC Arabic is a network to transfer news and information to the Arab world through various media, including 
Internet, radio, television and mobile phones. BBC Arabic is the world's largest and oldest non-English media 
service, and has continued to evolve from its inception on January 3, 1938, to the forefront of media outlets in 
the world. BBC Arabic broadcasts impartial and accurate news, information based on experience and in-depth 
analysis. -Available in the topics: Al Alam Hatha Al Sabah (The World this Morning), BBCXtra,  Books World ( 
Alaam Al Kutub ),Global News Beat,  In Sports Spirits, News  Bulletins, Nuqtat Hewar (Talking Point), Sports 
Bulletin (Alnashra Ariyadia), Story Shop (Dukkan EL Hawadeet) , Story Shop (Dukkan EL Hawadeet),  The 
World at 1, Women Today - About her in half an hour, Jawla Magharibiya, The Gulf this morning. Available in 
English and Arabic 

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/media

BBC Arabic TV 
Serving a the audience in the Middle. -Available in the topics: A’an Qurbbic, faaq, Al Alam Al Zaheria (The 
World at One), Alam Hatha Al Masaa (The World Tonight), Alam Hatha Al Masaa (The World Tonight), Egypt 
time, Hadeth Al Saaa (Newshour), Hard Talk, I, The Witness, Masareef, News Bulletin, Our World (Doyana), 
Talking Point, The Scene,  Women & Sports (Riyadia), Xtra Tv. Available in English and Arabic. 

http://www.bbc.com/arabic/media

BBC World Service - World Stories 
& Documentaries

World Stories is an international TV documentary strand that comprises contemporary and challenging 
documentaries from different filmmakers gathered from across the globe. The films’ overarching objective is to 
bring the most interesting character-based stories from around the world to the screen.

http://www.bbc.co.
uk/partners/english/programme-season/world-
stories

BBC World Service Radio

BBC correspondents investigate and report first hand on events shaping our world. -Available in the topics: 
Assignment, BBC 70MM, Africa Debate, Ek Mulaqat, Minute, Minute Entertainment, Minute, Minute 
Entertainment, Minute Sport,  Minute: On Life, BBC Music: Global Beats, Introducing, Music Extra, Music 
Review, Music with Cerys Matthews,  World Hacks, Boston Calling, Business Daily, Business Mattersm 
Business Update, Click, CrowdScience, Discovery, Focus on Africa, Football  Look Ahead, From our own 
Correspondent, Global Business, Hamzat Wasl, HARDtalk,Health Check Heart & Soul, Heart & Sould: Beauty 
and Belief: The Story of Brooklyn Salon, In the Balance, In the Studio, Midnight Talk, More or Less, News 
Bulletins, Newsday, Newshour, Outlook, Outlook Weekend, Over To You,Premier League Extra, Premier 
League Update, Science in Action, Sondooq Elnagham (Music Box), Sport Today, Sporting Witness, Sports 
News, Sports Update, Sports Update, Sportshour, Sportsworld, Stumped, Tech tent, The Arts Hour, The Big 
Idea, The Compass, The Conversation, The Cultural Frontline, The Documentary (Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Weekend),The Fith Floor, The Food Chain, The Forum, The History Hour, The Inquiry, The Newsroom, The 
Real Story, The Science Hour,  The Thought Show, The Why Factor, The World This Week, Top of the Pops, 
Trending, Weekend, Witness, World Book Club, World Business Report, World Football.

http://www.worldservicepartners.bbc.co.uk/

BBC Yoruba - News

BBC News reaches about 40 million adults in the UK every week and its multi-lingual international news 
services are consumed by an additional 239 million adults around the world. Material is brought into the BBC 
by its news gathering staff, one of the largest operations of its kind in the world, with more than 40 international 
bureaux and seven in the UK. The department is the largest in the BBC in terms of staff, with more than 8,500 
people around the UK and the rest of the world. Much of the material is written by these journalists and the rest 
comes from writers in the BBC's specialist units, covering everything from business and social affairs to foreign 
news. The news is transmitted to audiences on an increasingly diverse range of platforms including tablet 
computers and mobile phones.

https://www.bbc.com/yoruba/

BC Injury Law and ICBC Claims 
Blog

The BC Injury Law and ICBC Claims Blog covers the latest developments in British Columbia personal injury 
law and Insurance Corporation of British Columbia, or IPBC, claims.

http://bc-injury-law.com/blog/

BD News 24 HT Media found its beginning in 1924 when its flagship newspaper, Hindustan Times was inaugurated by 
Mahatma Gandhi. HT Media (BSE, NSE) has today grown to become one of India's largest media companies.

http://bdnews24.com/
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Bearing Drift News and commentary for Virginia conservatives. http://bearingdrift.com
Beat the Press Dean Baker's commentary on economic reporting. http://www.cepr.net/index.php/beat-the-press/

BeBeez.it BeBeez is an online newspaper establised in 2013 that provides up-to-date information on stock market trends 
and personal finance.

https://bebeez.it

Bebés y más Baby-related news in Spanish. http://www.bebesymas.com

Behindwood
Behindwoods, having successfully completed 15 years, is India's leading digital media organization with over 5 
crore viewership every month from across the globe, trusted for its highest standards of ethics and quality for 
the past 15 years. With over 8.6 crore viewership a month, Behindwoods cover Politics, Current Affairs, 
Business, Sports and Entertainment.

https://www.behindwoods.com/

BeInCrypto

BeInCrypto is a news website founded in August 2018 that specializes in cryptographic technology, privacy, 
fintech, and the Internet — among other related topics. The primary goal of the website is to inject 
transparency into an industry rife with disingenuous reporting, unlabeled sponsored articles, and paid news 
masquerading as honest journalism. Since founding the website, the team has grown significantly to 
incorporate some of the brightest professionals in technology media.

beincrypto.com

Beirut Stock Exchange (BSE)
Beirut Stock Exchange (BSE) is a public institution. It is ruled by the provisions of the BSE bylaw, stipulated in 
the legislative decree number 120, dated September 16, 1983 (amended by decree 4729, dated 30/3/1988, 
and by law 418, dated 15/5/1995) and decree 7667, dated 16/12/1995.

http://www.bse.com.lb

Beirut.com
Beirut.com is the leading online guide and directory to discovering everything there is to do in Lebanon. The 
website offers helpful tips on where to eat, shop, and just have fun and is run by avid Beirut city lovers with a 
passion for all things Lebanon.

https://www.beirut.com

Belarusian Telegraph Agency 
(BelTA)

Belarusian Telegraph Agency (BelTA) is a state-run news agency in Belarus that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://blr.belta.by/

Belgium.be
Belgium.be is a portal which contains news and informaton from over 1,200 official sites maintained by the 
public authorities in Belgium. These sites publish a multitude of press releases, news, practical information, 
transactional services, PDF publications, contact points, videos, and more. -Available in German, English, 
French, Dutch

https://news.belgium.be/de

Bella Vista News

Bella Vista News is a monthly community and commercial newspaper that exists to disseminate everything 
that happens in this important and particular area of Panama City. Bella Vista is almost the same size as the 
San Francisco area, but with a population of close to 40,000. The newspaper is the voice of the neighborhood, 
and is vigilant of their needs and interests, listens to their complaints and accompanies them in their 
achievements. Thousands of traders and entrepreneurs also use the newspaper to reach their target 
audiences.

http://alphaeditorial.com/publicaciones/bella-
vista/

Belt & Road News

Belt and Road News Network (BRN), is an emerging international media organization, dedicated to news, 
views & analysis on belt & road initiative (BRI) and it’s over 150-member, it is the world’s first and only news 
network dedicated to belt and road initiative. Creating a better understanding of the initiative across globe, 
otherwise viewed/blamed for being ill-informed & heavily wrapped and always seen with skepticism that is 
manoeuvred according to will. Our mission is to be completely unbiased. We’re loyal to neither nations nor its 
leaders but only to truth. With responsive reporting & their analysis, ascertaining the truth from every angle & 
source. And while the fake news continues to be checked & blocked, there are still countless assertions that go 
unchecked. We endure to fill in the gaps. We are committed to being fully transparent with how we report our 
stories. BRN is prone to be the leader in providing dedicated news, views & analyst on belt and road initiative, 
a media organization to be recognized globally for its authority, integrity and accuracy.

https://www.beltandroad.news/

Belt & Silk Road

Beltnsilkroad.com  is an initiative by UCLG ASPAC to create a platform for communication and knowledge 
sharing among the people along the silk roads. The communication would include sharing of good practices of 
cities, communities and governments, insights on developmental issues including challenges facing the region 
and cultivate greater cooperation among the people. The publication is aimed to specifically support local 
governments along the silk roads by bringing together views and practices in a platform that encourages 
effective debate, dialogue and deliberation to enable better habitats along the Silk Road. We will strive to bring 
viewpoints from various leaders and experts, and happenings from various locations in the Silk Road and hope 
to add meaningfully to the discourse on a sustainable, inclusive future. The news portal will contribute towards 
achieving the objectives as unanimously set out in the Guangzhou Consensus and as stated therein in the 
spirit of “peaceful partnership, inclusive development, mutual learning and mutual benefit”.

https://www.beltnsilkroad.com/

Benin Web TV Bénin Web TV is an independent digital platform located in Benin that aims to serve Benin and the African and 
global digital community.

https://beninwebtv.com/
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Benzinga
Benzinga is a content ecosystem that makes information easier to consume. Our mission is to connect the 
world with news, data and education that makes the path to financial prosperity easier for everyone, everyday. 
From breakouts to unusual volume, analyst ratings, futures and options, Benzinga is the leading full-service, 
one-stop shop for investors of all stripes and styles.

http://www.benzinga.com/

Benzinga
Benzinga is a content ecosystem that makes information easier to consume. Our mission is to connect the 
world with news, data and education that makes the path to financial prosperity easier for everyone, everyday. 
From breakouts to unusual volume, analyst ratings, futures and options, Benzinga is the leading full-service, 
one-stop shop for investors of all stripes and styles.

http://www.benzinga.com/news

BENZINGA

Benzinga is a content ecosystem that makes information easier to consume. Our mission is to connect the 
world with news, data and education that makes the path to financial prosperity easier for everyone, everyday. 
From breakouts to unusual volume, analyst ratings, futures and options, Benzinga is the leading full-service, 
one-stop shop for investors of all stripes and styles. This non-premium version of Benzinga only includes the 
freely accessible content published on benzinga.com. -Available in  English, Spanish, French, Hindu, Italian. 

https://www.benzinga.com/feeds/list

Bereaucracy Today
engaged in the business of premier news portal/ magazine that caters to the legislative and governance 
issues, policies and people who matters in bureaucracy today that includes Senior Secretaries, Chief 
Secretaries, IAS, IPS, IRS, Defense personnel and officers of the other cadre and ranks.

https://bureaucracytoday.com/

Berkeley Journal of Middle Eastern 
& Islamic Law

Berkeley Journal of Middle Eastern & Islamic Law (JMEIL) is US-based law journal dedicated to Middle 
Eastern, Islamic and comparative law scholarship. JMEIL publishes academic articles and student comments 
analyzing the laws of Middle Eastern countries and the Islamic world, the study and application of Islamic 
jurisprudence, and the impact of law on Muslim and Middle Eastern communities globally.

http://scholarship.law.berkeley.edu/

Berlin Policy Journal Commentary on German and European political affairs, published by the German Council on Foreign 
Relations.

http://berlinpolicyjournal.com/

Berry Reporter BlackBerry news, reviews, tips and apps. http://berryreporter.com/

Best Practices Construction Law Construction law blog focused on green building, sustainable design, technology, project management and 
legal trends.

http://www.bestpracticesconstructionlaw.com

BestCrosswords.com 
BestCrosswords.com is the largest supplier of crossword puzzles on the web, offering 16 new puzzles each 
day and more than 100,000 crossword puzzles in its archive. You can play the puzzles in your web browser, 
smartphone or tablet, print them in high resolution or feature them on your web or print publication.

https://www.bestcrosswords.com

Better Financial Education Financial advice and investment guidance. http://blog.betterfinancialeducation.com

Better Georgia Better Georgia is here to make sure elected officials listen to Georgia families, small business owners and real 
people. We want our elected officials to pass sensible laws and policies that make Georgia a better state.

http://www.bettergeorgia.org

Bevvy Bevvy is a place to learn about and appreciate cocktails and spirits, whose mission is to help everyone enjoy 
better drinking experiences through recipes, reviews, how-tos and more.

https://bevvy.co

BGR India
BGR India contains Tech News, Gadget Reviews, Gadgets & Gizmos In Video & Photo Reviews. Our 
Executive Editor Rajat Agrawal is quoted regularly in national dailies and news wires and appears on various 
tech shows on national television.

http://www.bgr.in

BG-TURK BG-TURK is a privately owned Turkish news agency, based in Bulgaria. The agency provides business, 
finance, economy, foreign investments-related news about Bulgaria in Turkish.

http://www.bg-turk.com

Big Brother Watch Protecting civil liberties and defending privacy. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk

Big Data Analytics News Big Data Analytics is dedicated to providing the latest news and insights on big data, big data analytics, 
business intelligence, analytics, hadoop news, blockchain, fintech, artificial intelligence, and more.

bigdataanalyticsnews.com

Big News Network.com

Big News Network.com is a specialist online news service, constantly updating around 400 categories of news 
on an hourly basis. It is the signature site of a global news wire and distribution platform established under the 
same Big News Network name. Our news is collated from our own resources, including our own full time 
journalists, regular contributors, and contracted News Agencys; localised sources, World class newspapers, 
government media, press releases, international and regional TV (cable & free-to-air) networks, radio stations, 
and official bodies.

http://www.bignewsnetwork.com
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Big Project Middle East

Your one-stop guide to construction developments in the region, The Big Project is the Middle East’s leading 
monthly B2B title for the construction industry. Both online and in print, our platforms bring together a network 
of experts, including clients, developers, contractors, architects, consultants and suppliers, to identify trends, 
opportunities and challenges — providing a voice for the industry and an essential point of reference for those 
in it. In print, The Big Project carries expert industry analysis, exclusive interviews and statistics, tenders, 
events and forecasts. Online, our network of industry professionals is extended, providing a forum to discuss, 
debate and comment on significant issues and developments. Thebigprojectme.com is updated daily with 
breaking news, features and exclusive project galleries, commentary and analysis. Readers of The Big Project 
are the most clued up on new Middle East tenders and delayed or cancelled developments, as well as a wide 
spectrum of issues that affect day-to-day business — from safety and sustainability to construction law, 
contracts and engineering methods.

https://meconstructionnews.
com/list/magazines/big-project

BigONE

BigONE is a global cryptocurrency exchange that provides a platform for trading various cryptocurrencies. It 
was founded in 2017 and registered in the Seychelles. The group operates in Russia, Brazil, Vietnam, 
Seychelles, Singapore, Japan, and Indonesia, providing marketing, investment, and blockchain technology 
research & development.

https://big.one/en

Bihar Times Leading English local online news. News and commentary about the Bihar state in India. http://www.bihartimes.com
Bilaxy Bilaxy is the world's leading crypto asset trading platform. https://bilaxy.com/

Bill Bennett Freelance Journalist

Bill Bennett is a New Zealand technology journalist whose work has appeared in The New Zealand Herald and 
NZ Business, as well as Scoop.co.nz and Geekzone. He founded Digitl, New Zealand's technology news 
agency, which has been integrated into his technology/business/media blog, which covers technology news, 
features, analysis and informed commentary relevant to New Zealand and beyond. Bennett reports on digital 
innovation - specifically enterprise computing, personal productivity, telecommunications and everything in 
between, analyzes how it empowers and inspires New Zealanders and breaks stories about local start-ups and 
established players. Bennett is a regular on The New Zealand Tech Podcast and on television and is co-author 
of the best-selling Usbourne Guide to the Microcomputer, a computer book for children. Bennett also worked in 
Sydney, Australia, as managing editor of two regional editions of PC Magazine and as a writer and columnist 
for The Australian Financial Review and The Sydney Morning Herald.

http://billbennett.co.nz

Bill Wadge's Blog This is my professional blog, with technical posts about Lucid, math, and other subjects plus occasional 
‘humorous’ content. No personal stuff other than reminiscences from my career, all from many years ago.

https://billwadge.wordpress.com

Billionaires.Africa Billionaires.Africa is the premier news site solely devoted to publishing daily news and actionable intelligence 
on the wealthiest people in Africa, and the entities they control.

https://billionaires.africa/

Binance Binance is the world’s leading blockchain ecosystem, with a product suite that includes the largest digital asset 
exchange. Our mission is to be the infrastructure provider for crypto in tomorrow’s world.

https://www.binance.com/en

BinanceTR https://woo.org/

BingX
Founded in 2018, BingX is a leading crypto exchange that offers spot, derivatives, copy trading, and grid 
trading services to more than 100 countries and regions worldwide with over 5 million users. With user trust 
and platform transparency as the top priority, BingX continues to connect users with expert traders and the 
platform in a safe, leading, and innovative way.

https://www.bingx.com/en-us/

Biodiversity Heritage Library Notes and news from the BHL staff. http://blog.biodiversitylibrary.org

Biofuels Digest Biofuels Digest provides business and financial news stories on biofuel producers, projects, policy, research, 
financing and distribution. It is home to the Biofuels Digest Index, a basket of public biofuels stocks.

http://www.biofuelsdigest.com/

Biomedica Biomedica is a bi-annual journal which supports and publishes both basic and clinical researches in all medical 
disciples, veterinary sciences and basic research in Zoology and Biology.

http://www.thebiomedicapk.com

BioPharma Dive
BioPharma Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the most impactful news and trends shaping 
biotech and pharma. The newsletter and website cover topics ranging from clinical readouts to FDA approvals, 
gene therapy to drug pricing and M&A to research partnerships.

http://www.biopharmadive.com/

BioSpectrum Asia

BioSpectrum is an integrated B2B media platform for the bioscience industry in the Asia Pacific region. It 
engages its readers from pharma, biotech &medtech industry segments through its media products and 
services at daily, fortnightly and monthly frequencies across countries, in Asia. Given its sharp reportage focus 
on the Asia Pacific region, it is also a one-stop information hub on Asia bioscience industry for readers from 
US and Europe.

https://www.biospectrumasia.com/
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BioSpectrum India
India's leading publication that covers the business of bio-technology. With comprehensive analyses of policy 
issues, products and services across the bio-pharma, bio-informatics, bio-infrastructure and bio-agriculture 
segments, it is the industry's most authoritative source of information.

https://www.biospectrumindia.com/

BioVoice News
BioVoice News is an independent media outlet for coverage of Indian bioscience sector through its 24/7 live 
web portal. It was founded in 2015, this vibrant news platform connects various dots thereby filling the existing 
gaps that have been limiting the options for reaching out within the bioscience industry.

https://www.biovoicenews.com/

bird
bird is a specialist news agency designed to shift narratives about and in Africa, away from dangerous 
stereotypes.We produce multimedia stories designed for an African, mobile-first audience, for distribution to 
Africa's leading digital news platforms. Our content is distributed for free and we support journalists across 
Africa by offering paid work and training.

https://www.bird.africanofilter.org/stories/

BIT
BIT was launched in August 2020 as a spinoff from Matrixport, a prominent crypto financial service company.
We are committed to expanding token selection, enhancing trading tools and enabling innovative financial 
products.BIT is one of the top crypto options trading platforms which offers innovative USD-margined trading 
pairs.

https://www.bit.com/

Bitbank

Bitcoin and other crypto-assets are the ultimate “open” and “fair” form, in which anyone can participate and use 
them, and they are not controlled or coerced by privileged people. The Internet has realized them in the realm 
of information, but Bitcoin-related technologies that can circulate all kinds of value will further advance society. 
We would like to contribute to the realization of a society in which everyone can be free, which is our ultimate 
wish.

https://bitbank.cc

Bitcoin Magazine Bitcoin Magazine is the original source of information, news and commentary about Bitcoin, the blockchain and 
digital currencies.

https://bitcoinmagazine.com

Bitcoin World
Bitcoin World is a leading media publication bringing the latest happenings in the Blockchain and
crypto space. In its journey of past three years, it has worked towards spreading awareness and
research-driven crypto news to cater to crypto enthusiasts.

https://bitcoinworld.co.in/

Bitcoinist.com

Bitcoinist is a news portal providing breaking news, guides, price analysis about decentralized digital money & 
blockchain technology. It is the prime source for information about Bitcoin, digital currency and blockchain 
technology. With one of the most reliable news teams in the industry, Bitcoinist provides up-to-date news and 
insightful analysis, from business news and technical price analysis to community events, Bitcoinist covers the 
industry with accurate and timely reports.

In addition to Bitcoin and blockchain, it covers the latest in consumer and financial technology. Their reporters 
seek out the latest news about hardware, software, and business applications of new technologies.

http://bitcoinist.com/

Bitcoiva

Bitcoiva is the Next-generation crypto trading platform that supports various forms of transactions and direct 
purchase options. Instant, fast and easy transactions are possible with Bitcoiva. With order execution at 
lightning speed, multiple layers of security, high liquidity, and 24*7 online customer support, BITCOIVA is India’
s fastest-growing trading platform.

https://www.bitcoiva.com/

Bitfinex Bitfinex was one of the first cryptocurrency exchanges, founded in 2012 to deliver the finest trading experience 
for retail, professional and institutional customers.

https://www.bitfinex.com/

bitFlyer bitFlyer is a leading Bitcoin and blockchain. https://bitflyer.com/en-us/

BitForex 
BitForex is one of the leading cryptocurrency exchanges in the world. By providing a wide range of trading 
products, which includes: spot trading, margin trading, and derivatives. BitForex constantly lanuch new 
features and products by adapting to the user needs.

https://www.bitforex.com/

Bitget
Behind Bitget is a group of early adopters who believe in a blockchain-based future. Since 2018, we have built 
an exchange committed to helping users trade smarter by providing a secure, one-stop crypto investment 
solution.

https://www.bitget.com/

Bithumb Bithumb is a company that creates the future of a more convenient and more reliable digital financial platform 
through constant innovation.

https://www.bithumb.com/react/

Bitkub

Founded in February 2018, Bitkub is a next-generation exchange platform for trading digital assets. by 
providing superior services to the general public to be able to buy Sell   and store digital assets as needed Our 
company is legally registered with a registered capital of 450 million baht and has an office located in Bangkok, 
Thailand.

https://www.bitkub.com/th
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BitMart
Our vision is to bring cryptocurrency available to everyone everywhere, we believe, the decentralized digital 
currency will reshape the global economic fundamentally, such financial freedom would bring further economic 
innovation, efficiency, and equality to the world. But it won’t happen unless we build simple, and secure 
products for individuals and institutions around the world to discover and interact with this new frontier.

https://www.bitmart.com/en-US

BitMEX
We exist to provide institutional and professional traders with an exchange platform that caters to their needs 
including lower latency, better liquidity and availability. We’ve been around since 2014, which in this industry, 
makes us veterans. We’ve seen a few storms and come out the other side. We know what to do, and what not 
to. 

https://www.bitmex.com/

Bitrue
The Bitrue exchange is established by a group of blockchain enthusiasts and focuses on cryptocurrency 
trading.We are committed to providing safe and convenient service for cryptocurrency trading and to be the 
best qualified cryptocurrency aggregator worldwide.

https://www.bitrue.com/home/

Bitso Bitsonline covers developments in the Bitcoin, business, and technology sectors. https://bitso.com/

Bitstamp
Security, transparency and regulation are the pillars on which we have made crypto securely accessible to 
everyone, and on which we now serve over 4 million customers globally. Whether you're new to crypto, a pro 
trader, or a financial institution, we support you with a customer-first approach.

https://www.bitstamp.net

Bittrex
Bittrex Global is one of the most secure trading platforms in the world. Built on Bittrex’s cutting-edge 
technology, They provide an institutional grade experience for professional and novice customers alike.

https://bittrex.com/

Bitvavo

The Bitvavo platform was launched in 2018, with the goal to bridge the gap between traditional currencies and 
digital assets. An ambitious, development-focused team, located in Amsterdam, is constantly working on 
improving and expanding the Bitvavo platform.

https://bitvavo.com/en

Biz Community Research We publish research material across all our portals as and when it is available. Such research is either 
submitted, or is requested and unless otherwise stated, is able to be part of any syndicated content mix.

http://www.bizcommunity.com

bizbahrain

bizbahrain is the first local business media network for the specialist at work at any level in any industry 
interested in knowing about Bahrain’s economy. It is also the perfect business news source for Bahrain’s 
ambassadors looking to promote the Kingdom’s market to potential overseas investors. The magazine has a 
commitment to be a platform to profile business in various industries operating within the Kingdom. It is a 
vessel to inform professionals about the latest developments in the economy. bizbahrain promotes the concept 
of the community in the workplace. Its core objective is to represent and highlight Bahrain’s economy to the 
world. It stands for the professionalism and diligence of all the successful market players that need to be 
showcased within the various sectors of the Kingdom’s economy.

https://www.bizbahrain.com/

BIZCATALYST 360° We are an award-winning business, culture, and lifestyle magazine. https://www.bizcatalyst360.com

Bizcommunity.com
Bizcommunity.com launched in 2001 and since then has grown in every way - in scope, offerings, range of 
products, portals, size and acceptance in the marketplace. Today, we are the B2B site of choice in South 
Africa and Africa for anyone wanting to know the who, what, where and why of what's happening in the 
advertising, marketing, media, retail and related sectors.

http://www.bizcommunity.com

Biznology Blog Digital marketing news. http://www.biznology.com/blog/
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BizTradeShows.com

BizTradeShows.Com has enrolled over 6,100 trade shows organizers worldwide; is a directory of 19,000 live 
upcoming business trade shows; projects events in more than 46 industrial groups; is a catalog of trade shows 
for more than 242 countries; facilitates more than 3 Million visitor page views every month; and is visible on 
150 search engines. Trade Fairs, consumer exhibitions are now the most effective medium for the 
Manufacturers to reach the ultimate buyer and understand their taste, preference and their latest pulse. This 
could also be a market study to determine the trend and manufacture products to their preference and gain 
market strength. Also these fairs have now become the perfect points of sale to launch new products or 
schemes and ramp up the customer base. Trade Fairs have evolved into one of the most important Buyer-
Seller meeting platforms. Most of the leading manufacturers spend up to 10% of their total advertising budget 
on trade fairs, the figure reaching as high as 40% in case of companies operating in the B2B sphere. This 
generates enormous business opportunities for the trade fair organizers. Not just consumer exhibitions prove 
to be such successful, even business fairs also have a high point agenda for many companies to expand their 
business horizons. This in one way becomes a perfect interaction point to identify new sources and means to 
market the product. The biggest challenge for the organizers is to hunt for good sponsors, sell the stalls, attract 
the visitors and most importantly make the target audience aware of the fair. BizTradeShows.com is a 
successful portal powered by IndiaMART, that bridges this gap between the organizer and the target audience 
i.e. exhibitors, sponsors, visitors etc. The largest directory of trade fairs and business events brings you an 
exhaustive coverage of exhibitions, trade shows & expositions, conferences and seminars for various 
industries worldwide. You can browse through the most comprehensive information on individual trade events 
worldwide, along with their event profile, organizer, exhibitor and visitor profile, venues and dates to plan your 
participation much in advance.

http://www.biztradeshows.com

BizWatchNigeria

BizWatchNigeria is Nigeria’s most comprehensive sector-based online business news and intelligence website 
that publishes news and information across 30 different business sectors, bringing you fresh and breaking 
stories that enable you keep abreast of happenings in your industry or sector of interest. BizWatchNigeria aims 
to answer the increasing demand for easier access to categorised news and information on the various 
industry sectors of the Nigerian economy, especially in an increasingly fast-paced world.

https://bizwatchnigeria.ng/

BK Asset Management
Kathy Lien and Boris Schlossberg have more than 30 years of combined financial market experience and have 
effectively developed discretionary trading strategies that incorporate macro economic views with technical 
analysis.

http://www.bkassetmanagement.com

BK Magazine BK Magazine is  a bi-weekly digital and print magazine publishing the latest news and reviews on the best 
restaurants, shopping, nightlife and events in Bangkok.

https://bk.asia-city.com/

BKEX BKEX is a finance broker that shares crypto world with million of users. https://www.bkex.com/en/portal

Black and Magenta
Black and Magenta is an independent newspaper located in the New Concord. It is driven by integrity and 
community, thriving from collaborations with Muskingum University to create informative and entertaining 
content for audiences of all mediums.

http://www.orbitmediaonline.com/

Black Squirrel Radio Black Squirrel Radio is Kent State University’s student-run radio station. Since 2005, BSR has provided Kent 
State students with the opportunity to let their voices be heard over the air.

http://www.blacksquirrelradio.com/

Blackandwhiteoman.com Blackandwhiteoman.com is the online edition of Black & White magazine and covers lifestyle, family, men's 
and women's interests. The site launched in 2009.

http://blackandwhiteoman.com/

Bladi Online
Bladi Online established in 2009, is a Moroccan information site that offers its readers daily content on 
Morocco and Africa, covering topics ranging from local and international news to health, culture, blogs, sports 
and more.

https://bladionline.com/

Bleacher Report

There’s an ever-present energy that surrounds the world of sports. It exists on courts and fields and radiates 
from the airwaves of TV and movies, from the beats and lyrics of music, from the diverse threads of fashion, 
from the roars and sobs of fans, and throughout the cultural landscape in countless ways. Through creative 
expression, Bleacher Report adds fuel to the fire. We capture and unleash the untapped power to deliver 
visceral, authentic moments at the intersection of sports and culture.

https://bleacherreport.com

Blinded By Sound Music news and reviews. http://blindedbysound.com

Block Telegraph
Block Telegraph is the leading source of blockchain and cryptocurrency news for industry outsiders with 
digestable coverage of funding, applications, regulatory actions, and influencer opinions straight to your inbox 
daily.

https://blocktelegraph.io/

Blockchain News Blockchain News is building a must-read news source focusing on Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies. https://www.the-blockchain.com
Blockchain News       Blockchain News is building a must-read news source focusing on Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies. https://blockchain.news
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Blockchain.com

Blockchain.com got its start as an early pioneer of key infrastructure for the bitcoin community. First, with a 
Blockchain Explorer that enabled anyone to not only examine transactions and study the blockchain, but an 
API that enabled companies to build on Bitcoin. We also have provided the most popular and widely used 
crypto wallet that enables anyone anywhere to control their own money.

https://www.blockchain.com/

Blockonomi Blockonomi aims to cover all aspects of Cryptocurrencies, fintech and the blockchain economy. https://blockonomi.com

Blockzeit.com
Blockzeit was founded in 2021 in Switzerland with the mission of bridging the gap between the complex 
blockchain technology and the general public. Blockzeit is a news and education platform that aims to make 
blockchain more accessible and bring more transparency to the scene.

https://blockzeit.com/

Blockzeit.com
Blockzeit was founded in 2021 in Switzerland with the mission of bridging the gap between the complex 
blockchain technology and the general public. Blockzeit is a news and education platform that aims to make 
blockchain more accessible and bring more transparency to the scene.

https://blockzeit.com/

Blockzeit.com
Blockzeit was founded in 2021 in Switzerland with the mission of bridging the gap between the complex 
blockchain technology and the general public. Blockzeit is a news and education platform that aims to make 
blockchain more accessible and bring more transparency to the scene.

https://blockzeit.com/

Blog de cine Cinema/theater news in Spanish. http://www.blogdecine.com
Blogcritics.org Arts A sinister cabal of over 1000 superior bloggers on music, book, film, TV, popular culture, tech and politics. http://blogcritics.org/category/culture/arts/
Blogcritics.org Books A sinister cabal of over 1000 superior bloggers on music, book, film, TV, popular culture, tech and politics. http://blogcritics.org/category/books/
Blogcritics.org Film A sinister cabal of over 1000 superior bloggers on music, book, film, TV, popular culture, tech and politics. http://blogcritics.org/category/film/
Blogcritics.org Gaming A sinister cabal of over 1000 superior bloggers on music, book, film, TV, popular culture, tech and politics. http://blogcritics.org/category/gaming/
Blogcritics.org Music A sinister cabal of over 1000 superior bloggers on music, book, film, TV, popular culture, tech and politics. http://blogcritics.org/category/music/
Blogcritics.org Politics A sinister cabal of over 1000 superior bloggers on music, book, film, TV, popular culture, tech and politics. http://blogcritics.org/category/culture/politics/
Blogcritics.org TV A sinister cabal of over 1000 superior bloggers on music, book, film, TV, popular culture, tech and politics. http://blogcritics.org/category/tv/
Blogging Away Debt A personal finance and debt-reduction blog. http://www.bloggingawaydebt.com
BloggingBlue Blogging Blue is a progressive politics blog based in Wisconsin. http://bloggingblue.com

Blogs For Victory Blogs For Victory is an online community of bloggers dedicated to victory for the Republican Party, 
conservative principles, and the war on terror.

http://blogsforvictory.com/

Blogtrepreneur Blogtrepreneur.com helps entrepreneurs and business owners to make their entrepreneurial dreams a reality. http://www.blogtrepreneur.com

BLOMINVEST BANK
Established in 1994, as the investment banking arm of BLOM BANK group, BLOMINVEST BANK strives to 
build a long term relationship with customers providing them with comprehensive and diversified financial 
services.

http://www.blominvestbank.com

Blonde & Balanced Personal finance and lifestyle blog addressing weight loss, frugality and generalized personal finance topics. http://www.blondeandbalanced.com

Bloomberg - Footage
Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://mediasource.bloomberg.com

Bloomberg - Photos (Creative)
Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://mediasource.bloomberg.com

Bloomberg - Photos (Editorial)
Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://mediasource.bloomberg.com

Bloomberg Businessweek
Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/businessweek

Bloomberg Businessweek + 
Pursuits

Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/businessweek + 
https://www.bloomberg.com/pursuits
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Bloomberg Businessweek + 
QuickTake + Opinion

Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/businessweek

Bloomberg Green

Discover the latest trusted news, opinion, insights, solutions, features, video and data-driven insights on all 
things ‘green’, from Bloomberg’s new multi-platform editorial brand Bloomberg Green. Drawing on Bloomberg’s 
global newsroom of 2,7 00 journalists and analysts across 120 countries, Bloomberg Green content takes a 
deep-dive into climate adaption, climate change, environmental impacts, green culture & design, green energy, 
green finance, green politics, green recovery, green science, plastic waste, zero-emission tech and more. Born 
in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are needed 
for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to a 
dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/green

Bloomberg Health & Science

Bloomberg Health & Science delivers timely, trusted and actionable information on the latest in health care, 
medical journal findings and scientific developments. Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company 
focused on building products and solutions that are needed for the 21st century. As a global information and 
technology company, we connect decision makers to a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – 
accurately delivering business and financial information, news and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/

Bloomberg Luxury

Bloomberg Luxury delivers timely coverage of the luxury industry ranging from automotive to apparel. Born in 
1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are needed for 
the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to a dynamic 
network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news and 
insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/

Bloomberg Markets
Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

http://www.bloomberg.com/markets

Bloomberg News + Green + 
Opinion + QuickTake

Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/

Bloomberg News Service (Africa 
Edition)

Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/africa

Bloomberg News Service (Asia 
Edition)

Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/asia

Bloomberg News Service (Europe 
Edition)

Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/europe

Bloomberg News Service (Global 
Editions)

Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/

Bloomberg News Service (Middle 
East Edition)

Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/middleeast

Bloomberg News Service (U.S. 
Edition)

Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/
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Bloomberg Opinion
Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion

Bloomberg Podcasts
Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/podcasts/

Bloomberg Politics & Policy

Bloomberg Politics & Policy delivers timely, trusted and actionable information, with extensive coverage of the 
U.S. politics and major global events. Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on 
building products and solutions that are needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology 
company, we connect decision makers to a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering 
business and financial information, news and insights to customers around the world.

http://www.bloomberg.com/politics/

Bloomberg Pursuits
Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://www.bloomberg.com/pursuits

Bloomberg QuickTake
Bloomberg QuickTake offers concise, visual multimedia explainers on trending and controversial topics and 
debates, focused on covering education, environment, finance, medicine and health, technology, sports and 
public policy.

https://www.bloomberg.com/series/tictoc

Bloomberg QuickTake Video
Bloomberg QuickTake offers concise, visual multimedia explainers on trending and controversial topics and 
debates, focused on covering education, environment, finance, medicine and health, technology, sports and 
public policy.

https://www.bloomberg.com/series/tictoc

Bloomberg Technology & 
Innovation

Bloomberg Technology & Innovation delivers timely, trusted and actionable information on technology news, 
reviews, trends and coverage of leading events. Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company 
focused on building products and solutions that are needed for the 21st century. As a global information and 
technology company, we connect decision makers to a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – 
accurately delivering business and financial information, news and insights to customers around the world

http://www.bloomberg.com/technology

Bloomberg Video
Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://mediasource.bloomberg.com

Bloomberg Video + QuickTake 
Video

Born in 1981, Bloomberg is a forward-looking company focused on building products and solutions that are 
needed for the 21st century. As a global information and technology company, we connect decision makers to 
a dynamic network of data, people and ideas – accurately delivering business and financial information, news 
and insights to customers around the world.

https://mediasource.bloomberg.com + https:
//www.bloomberg.com/series/tictoc

Blue Politics Blue Politics is your source for Democratic news and views, election and breaking news. https://www.blue-politics.com
Blue Virginia Virginia politics from a progressive perspective. http://bluevirginia.us/

Bluegrass Institute
Bluegrass Institute works with Kentuckians, grassroots organizations, and business owners to advance 
freedom and prosperity by promoting free&#8208;market capitalism, smaller government, and the defense of 
personal liberties.

https://bipps.org/blog

Bluestem Prairie Rural Minnesota politics. http://www.bluestemprairie.com

bne Intellinews

bne Intellinews publishes business news and data on emerging markets. Our goal is to provide pragmatic and 
actionable information for investors and companies. We publish news coverage of Eastern Europe, Central 
Asia, Africa and the Middle East and data and forecasting on more than 72 different countries and 400 
industry/commodity categories. Our headquarters are in Berlin, with editorial bureaus located throughout the 
regions we cover. bne Intellinews is the combination of bne Media (the publisher of bne magazine founded in 
2006) and Emerging Markets Direct, the publisher of the IntelliNews PRO news and viewswire founded in 
1998. Both companies were merged in 2014 by Jerome Booth's New Sparta, until 2017 when Booth withdrew. 
bne IntelliNews is independently owned and operated, with editor in chief and the founder of bne, Ben Aris as 
the controlling stake holder. James Hammond, Nicholas Watson and Liam Halligan are signficant minority 
shareholders. 

https://www.intellinews.com/

BNO News BNO News provides daily news coverage from the United States and around the world, including continuing 
coverage of "breaking news" events.

https://bnonews.com/
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Boing Boing https://boingboing.net/

Boise Guardian A different slant on the news.  Featuring political commentary on local news and events in Boise and Idaho in 
general.  Written in a sarcastic, witty manner.

http://www.boiseguardian.com

Boiteinfos.net Boîte Infos is a Congolese online media publication that covers political, security, economic and cultural 
information. 

http://boiteinfos.net

Bokhdi News Agency Bokhdi News Agency is an independent news agency based in Afghanistan. No new content has been 
published since the most recent fall of Kabul to the Taliban.

https://bokhdinews.af/

Bolander Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/bolander

Bollywoodlife
Bollywoodlife rocketed to the No. 1 position among movie websites. Its vivid photo journalistic style and snappy 
conversational language have struck a chord with movie buffs. It covers stories from Hindi Movies, South & 
Television Industry. The site covers almost all the latest news & gossip, features exclusive celeb interview and 
movie reviews.

http://www.bollywoodlife.com

BollywoodShaadis.com BollywoodShaadis.com is India's foremost online information resource portal for soon-to-be-married. http://bollywoodshaadis.com

Bond Σ – Fixed Income Derived 
Data

Transform portfolio & investment strategies with bond analytics data. Get all the necessary data you need to 
efficiently control the risk associated with fixed income portfolios and project security and/or portfolio returns. 
BondΣ combines Exchange Data International’s worldwide fixed income data and bond pricing data with an 
algorithm provided by a partner, specializing in Cloud based financial applications.

https://www.exchange-data.com/product/bond-
fixed-income-derived-data/

Book of Spells
Enter a magical world and discover the power of spells. Learn about their origins and purpose, the essential 
equipment you need, and how to work with moon phases and magical correspondences to empower your 
spellcraft. Explore ancient wisdom, folk magic and the history of magical rituals, from beliefs about ancient 
incantations to the practises of modern spellcraft today, and learn how to bring its magic into your life.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Bookroom Reviews Mom Review and Giveaway Blog. http://www.bookroomreviews.com
Bookworm Room Political and social musings from a conservative perspective. http://www.bookwormroom.com/
Boomer and Echo Financial freedom at any age. http://www.boomerandecho.com

Border-Kei Chamber of Business - 
Blog

The Border-Kei Chamber of Business affiliates and is a member of the national South African Chamber of 
Commerce & Industry (SACCI) which is in turn affiliated to the International Chambers of Commerce (ICC) and 
to NEDLAC. This provides our members with access through the Chamber to powerful decision making bodies 
that impact the business environment, nationally and internationally on issues such as tax policy; industrial and 
labour relations and economic controls.

http://www.bkcob.co.za/blog

Borderless News and Views Progressive commentary on domestic and foreign news. http://borderlessnewsandviews.com/

Borsa Istanbul
The Borsa Istanbul is the sole exchange entity of Turkey combining the former Istanbul Stock Exchange, the 
Istanbul Gold Exchange and the Derivatives Exchange of Turkey under one umbrella. Borsa Istanbul content 
includes news, disclosures, financial statements and announcements.

https://www.borsaistanbul.com/duyurular

Boston.com

Boston Globe Media is New England's largest newsgathering organization -- and much more. We are 
committed to being an indispensable, trusted, reliable source of round-the-clock information. Through the 
powerful journalism from our newsroom, engaging content from our content marketing studio, or through 
targeted advertising solutions, brands and marketers rely on us to reach highly engaged, educated and 
influential audiences through a variety of media and experiences.

https://www.boston.com/

Botswana Daily News
Botswana Daily News is a daily newspaper published in Gaborone, Botswana. The newspaper covers local 
news, sports, politics, art and culture, business, parliament, opinions and columns, crime, development, 
features and other general news in Botswana.

http://www.dailynews.gov.bw/

Bourse de Casablanca The Casablanca Stock Exchange was established as long ago as 1929. At that time, it was known as the 
“Office de Compensation des Valeurs Mobilières” (Office for Clearing of Transferable Securities).

http://www.casablanca-bourse.com

Bourse de Tunis

The Stock Exchange is the place where investors buy and sell capital equities or debt securities issued by 
companies, the State and local collectivities. As a market it ensures the liquidity of the securities held by the 
investors. This liquidity provides the issuers with funds necessary to increase their expansion by calling for 
public shareholding. For this purpose, the Stock Exchange constitutes one of the major sources of financing 
the economy.

http://www.boursedetunis.com

Bourse de Tunis

The Stock Exchange is the place where investors buy and sell capital equities or debt securities issued by 
companies, the State and local collectivities. As a market it ensures the liquidity of the securities held by the 
investors. This liquidity provides the issuers with funds necessary to increase their expansion by calling for 
public shareholding. For this purpose, the Stock Exchange constitutes one of the major sources of financing 
the economy.

http://www.boursedetunis.com
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Bourse de Tunis

The Stock Exchange is the place where investors buy and sell capital equities or debt securities issued by 
companies, the State and local collectivities. As a market it ensures the liquidity of the securities held by the 
investors. This liquidity provides the issuers with funds necessary to increase their expansion by calling for 
public shareholding. For this purpose, the Stock Exchange constitutes one of the major sources of financing 
the economy.

http://www.boursedetunis.com

Bovard Political and humorous commentary. http://jimbovard.com/blog/
Bow. James Bow. The journal of James Bow and his writing. http://bowjamesbow.ca/

Bowdoin Orient

The Bowdoin Orient is a student-run weekly publication dedicated to providing news and information relevant 
to the College community. Editorially independent of the College and its administrators, the Orient pursues 
such content freely and thoroughly, following professional journalistic standards in writing and reporting. The 
Orient is committed to serving as an open forum for thoughtful and diverse discussion and debate on issues of 
interest to the College community.

http://bowdoinorient.com/

Boy Genius Report

The Boy Genius Report was founded by the The Boy Genius, one of the most popular gadget personalities on 
the net today. Under an assumed identity, he started out by contributing exclusive scoops for the BlackBerry   
8100 (Pearl), BlackBerry 8800, Motorola V3xx, Motorola KRZR, HTC Excalibur (T-Mobile Dash), Cingular\'s 
late-2006 product roadmap, and many more, now popular products. Through his frequent columns on 
Engadget and Engadget Mobile, The Boy Genius ultimately became a crowd favorite within the circles of the 
online mobile gadget communities. He has quickly become one of the most reliable and defacto sources in the 
underground market for prototype and unreleased mobile phones. With the rise in popularity of his columns, 
breaking news items and product scoops, a formal website quickly evolved from a novelty to a necessity. Thus, 
the Boy Genius Report.com was created.

http://bgr.com/

Brazilian TV News Brazilian TV news. http://noticiasdatvbrasil.wordpress.com

Breaking Belize News Breaking Belize News is Belize's number one source of online news. It covers the latest news developments 
on Belize, Central America & the Caribbean.

https://www.breakingbelizenews.com/

Breaking Defense
We’ve designed Breaking Defense to be the idea hub of the defense world, where the crucial defense ideas 
are debated, the biggest defense stories are reported and analyzed and the hottest weapons and news videos 
are shared. Read and watch the top-notch reporting of our team of experienced journalists, knowledgeable 
analysts, senior defense industry contributors and informed readers.

http://www.breakingdefense.com

Breaking Energy

Breaking Energy provides access to news, analysis, thought leadership, reference materials and discussions 
about the day’s most important energy market trends. Breaking Energy participants stay ahead of breaking 
news, participate in high-profile events and enjoy access to the central hub of the industry community as it 
transforms in response to fast-moving changes in energy politics and regulation, deals with financial 
challenges and leads technological advances.

http://www.breakingenergy.com

Brentford FC Brentford football club news. https://nickbruzonslastword.wordpress.com

Brestskii Kaleidoskop
Brestskii Kaleidoskop is a monthly newspaper with a primary focus on coverage of the industrial and 
agricultural sectiors in the Brest region of Belarus. First published in 2009, the newspaper also covers news 
related to the economy, education and society in general. 

https://www.br-k.by

Brian Langis: Eclectic Musings & 
Observations Investment research blog. https://brianlangis.wordpress.com

Britain Daily Britain Daily is an online publication covering the latest news in business, education, tech, politics and the arts 
from around the UK.

https://britaindaily.co.uk/

Brnieq Brnieq is an Arabic Weekly newspaper covering news, sports and political issues in Libya. It launched in 2011 
and is published on Mondays.

http://brnieq.ly/

Broadband TV News
Every lunchtime Broadband TV News delivers Broadband TV News Today, direct to your inbox. There are also 
two weekly emails, International and Central and East Europe, which bring you a consise summary of the last 
seven days news.

http://www.broadbandtvnews.com
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Broadcast Pro Middle East

Broadcast Pro Middle East is a new monthly publication covering television and radio broadcasting technology 
as well as filmmaking trends in the Arab world. The magazine focuses on the entire broadcast chain from 
content acquisition and editing to media asset management, and playout and transmission across both 
traditional and new media platforms. Broadcast Pro Middle East brings readers the most significant stories 
from the market either by way of news, market trends, product reviews, case studies or industry updates to 
enable regional media players to identify technology opportunities that they must utilise to remain successful in 
an increasingly competitive media environment. Our target audience includes filmmakers, technical heads and 
broadcasting professionals in television and radio stations, production and post-production houses, cable and 
satellite companies as well as regional media free zone players, systems integrators, distributors and 
manufacturers looking to further expand into the Middle East. As part of our endeavor to be actively involved 
with the broadcast community in the region, Broadcast Pro Middle East will host seminars, workshops and 
related events in the region. We encourage industry players, who want to be involved in similar events, to get 
in touch with us for further details. Broadcast Pro Middle East is published from Dubai. It is circulated to all 
parts of the Middle East and North Africa.

http://www.broadcastprome.com

BroadVision Marketing BroadVision Marketing blog educates business owners on digital marketing. BVM's blog focus on strategies, 
tools, and tactics related to inbound (permission based) marketing.

http://blog.broadvisionmarketing.com/blog

Brock Press

The Brock Press is the only, official, independent student newspaper at Brock University, written and produced 
by students for students. It is published Tuesdays during the academic year and sporadically during the 
summer. While The Brock Press has been around since 1964 (which may or may not have something to do 
with our tagline on the front page), we have only recently become a fully incorporated company, separate from 
the Brock University Students Union. We strive to provide comprehensive, unbiased and interesting news to 
the Brock and surrounding community, as well as providing an educational and stimulating work or volunteer 
environment for Brock students.

http://www.brockpress.com/

Brookhaven Courier College newspaper for Brookhaven College http://brookhavencourier.com/

Brown Cow Books

Brown Cow creates fun learning content for kids and parents. These include digital magazines, eBooks, video 
stories, learning videos and printable. Content is oriented for children and families, for educational and 
entertainment purposes. All our content is developed inhouse for Brown Cow Books and is kid-friendly to 
develop and stimulate children’s cognitive skills and make learning fun, practical and engaging. We have over 
15 years of experience in creating parenting, health and wellness content for digital platforms and this is the 
special edge we bring into developing Brown Cow content.

https://www.browncowbooks.co.za/

BrownGH BrownGH.com is a News website that delivers accurate, up-to-date and dependable news to millions of people 
in Ghana and globally.

http://www.browngh.com/

Brunch

Brunch is about ‘the good life’, it covers stories around food, fashion, shopping, travel, health & wellness, 
books & movie reviews, celebrity talk, lifestyle etc. One of the biggest draws of Brunch is the bouquet of 
columns by prominent journalists like Vir Sanghvi (food & travel), Sanjoy Narayan (music) and Rajiv Makhni 
(technology).This universally appealing brand has the core target group vested in upwardly mobile young 
families, looking for enhancing their lifestyle quotient.

http://www.hindustantimes.
com/brunch/sid1011.aspx

Bryan Alexander Blog Bryan Alexander is an educator, futurist, speaker, and writer. This blog tracks the emerging future of higher 
education and technology.

http://bryanalexander.org

BTC Markets BTC Markets mission is to make it easy for our clients to buy, sell and trade cryptocurrencies securely and 
efficiently. Also, they are committed to providing our clients with exceptional technology and local support so 
they can focus on what matters most to them, securing their future.

https://btcmarkets.net/

BTC-ECHO BTC-ECHO is a leading German-language bitcoin and blockchain medium since 2014. It provides current 
news, courses and guides on bitcoin, blockchain and cryptocurrencies.

https://www.btc-echo.de/

BtcTurk | Pro

BtcTurk, founded on 1 July 2013, is Turkey's largest cryptocurrency trading platform. The platform, which 
mediated the first purchase and sale of Bitcoin in Turkish Lira on 1 July 2013, currently has over 800 
employees. BtcTurk is managed by Elliptik Software and Trade Inc. and provides a 24/7 service to its more 
than 5 million users. BtcTurk’s primary mission since day one has been to provide its users with reliable and 
transparent service possible. Acting on this goal, advanced system security methods have been put in place 
on the platform. Further security is provided by regular audits, conducted by one of big four international 
auditing firm.

https://pro.btcturk.com/

Buccaneer The Buccaneer is an independent newspaper in Port Angeles.The Buccaneer is produced by the Peninsula 
College Journalism students as a public forum.

http://www.passthebuc.com/

Buda.com Founded in 2015, Buda.com is a company that develops and operates cryptocurrency markets in Chile, 
Colombia, Peru and Argentina, based in Santiago de Chile.

https://www.buda.com/
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Budapest Business Journal

The Budapest Business Journal is Hungary’s leading business biweekly (and its oldest English-language 
newspaper, founded in 1992), providing businessmen with the news and analyses necessary for improving 
competitiveness and spurring development. The BBJ presents all the essential information on Hungarian 
business life; it is Hungary’s only biweekly to concentrate strictly on business and takes a progressive, 
independent and objective focus. BBJ readers are mostly the managers of large- and medium-sized Hungarian 
and multinational companies, as well as foreign business people visiting Hungary, and members of the 
diplomatic corps.

https://bbj.hu/

Budget and Invest Personal finance blog focused on mechanics of budgeting. http://budgetandinvest.com
Budget and the Bees Personal finance blog focused on travel, self improvement and money. http://budgetandthebees.com

BuildGreen

BuildGreen is the first and only magazine of its kind in the Middle East to exclusively cover issues relating to 
sustainability and environmentalism within the business arena. Focusing on five key industry sectors (energy 
and water, construction, IT and technology, eco-leisure and green business) the magazine brings readers the 
latest news, analysis and opinion from the ever- growing sustainability arena. BuildGreen is a monthly 
publication from CPI, one of the Middle East’s fastest growing publishing houses.

http://www.buildgreen.ae

Building a Better Indiana The political and business blog of the Indiana Chamber of Commerce. https://www.indianachamber.com/news-
resources/blog/

Bulgarian News Agency (BTA) Bulgarian News Agency (BTA) is a state-run news agency in Bulgaria that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.bta.bg/bg/

Bulgarian News Agency (BTA) Bulgarian News Agency (BTA) is a state-run news agency in Bulgaria that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.bta.bg/en

Bulletin of Education and Research
The journal contains scholarly essays, reviews, critiques, theoretical and conceptual articles and original 
research articles that contribute to understanding issues, problems, and research concerning all aspects of 
education

http://www.pu.edu.pk/home/journal/32

Bullish Bullish is a technology company focused on developing financial services for the digital assets sector. https://bullish.com/
BUNADY Engaging In Publishing Articles, Content Creation, Article Writing and Advertisement Promotion. https://bunady.com/

BushRadio BushRadio mainly focuses on the news and entertainment. Our main goal is to provide you with 100% Original 
and Safe content that provides you a great and better experience on the world wide web.

https://bushradiogist.com/

Business 2 Community.com
Business 2 Community is an independent online community focused on sharing the latest news surrounding 
Social Media, Marketing, Branding, Public Relations & Much More. Every day we feature the thought 
leadership of our open community of bloggers and aim to provide a balanced view of the business landscape 
based on industry news, trends and real-life experiences.

http://www.business2community.com

Business 221 Business 221 is an online daily publication located in Senegal that covers topics mainly an business, the 
economy, finance, and more.

http://business221.com/

Business and Financial Times

Business & Financial Times (B&FT) is Ghana’s biggest business newspaper with a varied readership base 
across the 16 administrative regions of the country. Established in 1989 as a weekly publication, the 
newspaper is a now a daily paper delivering business and financial news and information to the business 
community in the country and internationally.

https://thebftonline.com/

Business Bhutan Business Bhutan was founded as the financial newspaper. The paper covers all types of news with extra 
emphasis on finance and business.

http://www.businessbhutan.bt

Business Cheshire Business Cheshire focused business website. Business Cheshire is your news, business and lifestyle website. 
It provides you with the latest breaking news across the region.

https://businesscheshire.co.uk/

Business Chief Europe Business Chief is a ‘Digital Community’ that connects the world’s largest brands and their most senior 
executives with the latest trends pivoting towards technology and digital transformation.

https://www.businesschief.eu/magazine

Business Chief USA Business Chief is a ‘Digital Community’ that connects the world’s largest brands and their most senior 
executives with the latest trends pivoting towards technology and digital transformation.

https://www.businesschief.com/magazine

Business Daily Business Daily is the leading daily Business publication in Kenya providing comprehensive business news and 
analysis to its readers.

http://www.bdafrica.com

Business Daily Business Daily is the leading daily Business publication in Kenya providing comprehensive business news and 
analysis to its readers.

https://www.businessdailyafrica.com/
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Business Day

Business Day is the business and financial daily newspaper from Lagos, Nigeria. It published on every week-
day plus a weekend edition on every Sundays.  This publication covers all major national and international 
news, with a specific focus on Nigeria’s economy including business sector, companies and financial markets. 
It also publishes daily an influential opinion segment with several popular columnists, along with coverage of 
leisure, travel and entertainment.

http://www.businessdayonline.com

Business in Gulf
BUSINESS IN GULF maintains a positive voice about the Bahraini economy and offers extensive and in-depth 
coverage of business, economy, industry and services within the country and beyond. The magazine finds its 
readership within the top echelons of the business society and is often regarded as one of the most well-
researched publication with a variety of features and stories.

http://www.businessingulf.co

Business Insider Japan
Business Insider Japan, launched in January 2017 is available in 17 editions. The number of unique users 
worldwide is about 280 million. Half of them are users in areas other than North America. Focusing on the 
readers of the digital generation, they deliver business news with a story in full digital.

https://www.businessinsider.jp/

Business Intelligence Blog Blogs and articles about Business Intelligence to educate and advance readers' BI journey. https://go.christiansteven.com

Business Lancashire Business Lancashire is an online publication located in Lancashire. It's aim is to highlight positive business 
stories, which help to promote Lancashire as a great place for businesses to be based.

https://businesslancashire.co.uk/

Business London Press Business London Press focused business website, Business Manchester, aimed at highlighting positive 
business stories, which help to promote London as a great place for businesses to be based.

https://www.businesslondonpress.com

Business Manchester Greater Manchester focused business website, Business Manchester, aimed at highlighting positive business 
stories, which help to promote Greater Manchester as a great place for businesses to be based.

https://businessmanchester.co.uk/

Business Matters Business Matters is the UK's largest subscription-based monthly business magazine, focusing on small and 
medium businesses.

http://www.bmmagazine.co.uk/

Business Mirror
Business Mirror is a 2nd business newspaper in the Philippines published on a Daily basis (except Friday) 
followed by Business World. The paper covers all type of news including world, lifestyle and sports with more 
importance on business and finance.  As of September 2011, it has a daily circulation of 82,600.

http://www.businessmirror.com.ph

Business Recorder
Business Recorder covers business, economy, banking, industry, trade and agriculture with special emphasis 
on stocks. The Business Recorder is the biggest financial daily in Pakistan and the first such publication to be 
published in the Muslim world. The publication is owned by the Business Recorder Group which is one of 
Pakistan’s preeminent media conglomerates. Business Recorder was established on 17 February, 1965

http://www.brecorder.com

Business Report Online

Business Report is South Africa’s leading business-focused publication, with more than a million loyal readers 
visiting our platforms a day. A member of the Independent Media group, it is staffed and edited by award-
winning journalists. Our readers are spread across a variety of industries, and are generally well educated 
professionals in positions of influence. Our readers include executives, Cabinet Ministers, private investors and 
entrepreneurs.

http://www.iol.co.za/business

Business Review
This Journal is a multidisciplinary Journal covering wide range of issues in the area of business, social and 
management sciences, administration and governance, mathematics and computer studies, finance, 
economics, psychology, business ethics, logic, history of ideas, and philosophy of comparative religion

http://www.iba.edu.pk

Business Today
Business Today was originally founded in 1999 as a business and financial newspaper, and returns today with 
the goal of promoting the new economy in Malta with a special focus is  on financial and investment initiatives, 
together with the latest analyses on the economy, including Blockchain, artificial intelligence, gaming, financial 
services, and more.

http://www.businesstoday.com.mt

Business Today
BusinessToday offers current news and insightful topics on business evolution, especially in this changing 
landscape. Having grown in leaps and bounds since 2001, the platform delivers strong, intelligent, and up to 
date content with perspectives from leading experts.Business Today is considered to be a one-stop resource 
centre for entrepreneurs of all levels, be it from a startup or a sprawling conglomerate!

https://www.businesstoday.com.my/

Business Traffiic Business Traffic is an online daily business publication located in Nigeria, which primarily focuses on news, 
business, finance, energy, aviation, and more.

http://businesstraffic.com.ng/ 

Business traveller Middle East
Business Traveller is a one-stop shop for all those based in the Middle East who regularly travel on business. 
From airline and hotel updates, to in-depth destination features and special reports on the pressing issues of 
the day such as deep vein thrombosis or air rage, the magazine keeps travelling executives updated on all the 
prevailing trends.

https://www.businesstraveller.com/middle-
east/

Business Valuation Law News Resources for attorneys who hire financial experts and business valuation analysts. http://www.bvlawnews.com
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Business Wire India
Business Wire, is a Berkshire Hathaway Company (Fortune 500), connects more than half of the Fortune 500 
companies to the media and financial communities across the globe. Business Wire offers the most 
comprehensive distribution and disclosure network, originating thousands of news announcements each year 
with a dramatic impact on the capital and commercial markets around the globe.

http://www.businessswireindia.com

BusinessDay BusinessDay is the leading English language daily financial and business newspaper from Nigeria. https://businessday.ng/

BusinessGreen Since its launch in 2008, BusinessGreen’s mission has been to inform, connect, and inspire businesses and 
organisations as they work to build a cleaner, healthier, and more prosperous economy.

https://www.businessgreen.com/ 

BusinessMen Magazine
“Businessmen magazine” is a monthly famous magazine that is addressed to businessmen. It is considered to 
be the most known magazine specialized in this field. It started at the beginnings of 2003, “Businessmen 
magazine” is the first media tool and the most powerful one in presenting all the business news to all 
businessmen in an effective and direct way.

http://Bmm.sa/

BusinessMen Magazine
“Businessmen magazine” is a monthly famous magazine that is addressed to businessmen. It is considered to 
be the most known magazine specialized in this field. It started at the beginnings of 2003, “Businessmen 
magazine” is the first media tool and the most powerful one in presenting all the business news to all 
businessmen in an effective and direct way.

http://Bmm.sa/en/

BusinessMen Magazine
“Businessmen magazine” is a monthly famous magazine that is addressed to businessmen. It is considered to 
be the most known magazine specialized in this field. It started at the beginnings of 2003, “Businessmen 
magazine” is the first media tool and the most powerful one in presenting all the business news to all 
businessmen in an effective and direct way.

http://Bmm.sa/fr/

BusinessMen Magazine
“Businessmen magazine” is a monthly famous magazine that is addressed to businessmen. It is considered to 
be the most known magazine specialized in this field. It started at the beginnings of 2003, “Businessmen 
magazine” is the first media tool and the most powerful one in presenting all the business news to all 
businessmen in an effective and direct way.

http://Bmm.sa/sp/

BusinessMen Magazine
“Businessmen magazine” is a monthly famous magazine that is addressed to businessmen. It is considered to 
be the most known magazine specialized in this field. It started at the beginnings of 2003, “Businessmen 
magazine” is the first media tool and the most powerful one in presenting all the business news to all 
businessmen in an effective and direct way.

http://Bmm.sa/tu/

BusinessNews by Lebanon 
Opportunities

BusinessNews.com.lb is developed by the team of Lebanon Opportunities, the leading business magazine, 
and InfoPro, its parent company. InfoPro Online Services is a division specialized in online content generation 
and management, and website development.

http://www.businessnews.com.lb

Businessnewsme.com Businessnewsme.com is the online edition of Business News magazine and covers business, economy, 
banking & finance, travel & tourism, properties, energy and cars. The site launched in 2012.

http://www.businessnewsme.com/

BusinessReport The Business Report is a daily newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local and International Business and Economic News

http://www.iol.co.za/business-report/

BUTV
Established in 1989, BUTV10 is Boston University’s student produced and managed content distribution 
network. For over 25 years, Boston University students have worked together to create and deliver a wide 
array of entertaining and informative programming.

http://www.butv10.com/

BuySellSignals - Corporate Wire

NewsBites Finance - Research Reports (Daily) provide the reader with detailed analysis and a rating on each 
stock and a rating system based on fundamental and technical measures. We update our Research Reports 
daily with the latest price volume data as well as any new financials and news stories. The daily reports are 1 
page in length, designed specifically as such for quick reading. They are ideal when users want to follow 
particular stocks. NewsBites Finance is owned by News Bites Pty Ltd, an Australian company established in 
2003 to satisfy clients' global stock market information needs. NewsBites Finance users include retail 
information businesses, institutional and retail investors, regulators, investor relations specialists, legal firms, 
investment banks, financial advisers, corporate advisers, accounting groups and investment analysts. 
NewsBites Finance works in a joint venture with BuySellSignals, which has a team of more than 70 specialists 
in financial analysis, IT database and processing, development and administration.

http://newsbitesfinance.
com/products/research-reports.html
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BuySellSignals - Stock Research

NewsBites Finance - Research Reports (Quarterly) provide the reader with in-depth details of a company’s 
trading and financial status, including long-term and short-term signals; the quarter’s price/volume dynamics; 
shareholder returns; other listings; YTD comparisons; the company’s bonds; its peer group ranking and other 
rankings; recent analyst recommendations; the company’s annual (or quarterly) financial results; balance 
sheet; cash flow; EBITDA and other results; a company overview; the quarter’s regulatory announcements; 
and its board and management details. These reports are approximately 12-21 pages in length. They are ideal 
for when users want to review particular stocks in detail at the end of each week. NewsBites Finance is owned 
by News Bites Pty Ltd, an Australian company established in 2003 to satisfy clients' global stock market 
information needs. NewsBites Finance users include retail information businesses, institutional and retail 
investors, regulators, investor relations specialists, legal firms, investment banks, financial advisers, corporate 
advisers, accounting groups and investment analysts. NewsBites Finance works in a joint venture with 
BuySellSignals, which has a team of more than 70 specialists in financial analysis, IT database and 
processing, development and administration.

http://newsbitesfinance.
com/products/research-reports.html

BVI Channel 1
BVI Channel 1 aims to serve the interests of indigenous peoples across Nigeria, with a focus on the population 
of the area formerly known as Eastern Nigeria. The publication covers news and events in politics and 
government, as well as social and cultural issues in throughout the country.

http://www.bvichannel1.com/

BVWire
Every week BVWire delivers everything you need to know about the rapidly changing business valuation 
profession. From the buzz of the latest professional conference or the best new financial research resources, 
to the impact of last week's tax case or to this week's IRS, FASB or Appraisal Foundation announcemenT, 
BVWire guarantees you won't miss a thing.

http://bvresources.com/defaulttextonly.asp?
f=bvwirearchive

BVWire News Top developments in the business valuation profession. http://www.bvwirenews.com

Caasimada Online

Caasimada Online is an independent Somali news site owned by Caasimada Media Inc. Established in 2009 
by a Somali-American journalist, Caasimada Online is the largest Somali news website as of March 2017. 
Caasimada Online covers all the latest headlines in Somali news, politics and society. It also encourages a 
democratic and extremism free Somalia. Caasimada Online is updated on a minute-by-minute basis, and also 
offers exclusive and interesting reports. Caasimada Online main headquarter is in Mogadishu, Somalia.

https://www.caasimada.net/en/

Caasimada Online

Caasimada Online is an independent Somali news site owned by Caasimada Media Inc. Established in 2009 
by a Somali-American journalist, Caasimada Online is the largest Somali news website as of March 2017. 
Caasimada Online covers all the latest headlines in Somali news, politics and society. It also encourages a 
democratic and extremism free Somalia. Caasimada Online is updated on a minute-by-minute basis, and also 
offers exclusive and interesting reports. Caasimada Online main headquarter is in Mogadishu, Somalia.

www.caasimada.net

Cairo Chamber of Commerce News

The Chamber of Commerce in Cairo News provides a vital news covering the services provided to the 
chamber’s members, the various commercial works of the chamber, the latest economic studies on the market 
for many goods and services, the relations and contacts with the social bodies in order to find appropriate 
ways of contact between the Egyptians and foreigners businessmen and traders and covering the international 
and local exhibitions and conferences.

http://cairochamber.org.eg/

Cairo Chamber of Commerce News

The Chamber of Commerce in Cairo News provides a vital news covering the services provided to the 
chamber’s members, the various commercial works of the chamber, the latest economic studies on the market 
for many goods and services, the relations and contacts with the social bodies in order to find appropriate 
ways of contact between the Egyptians and foreigners businessmen and traders and covering the international 
and local exhibitions and conferences.

http://en.cairochamber.org.eg/

Cairo News Company (CNC)

Cairo News Company (CNC) covers breaking news, sport, business news, social trends, environmental news 
and human-interest stories from Egypt and the Middle East. The company was co-founded in 2004 by brothers 
Nader and Hisham Gohar and provides news services to news companies, broadcasters and producers from 
numerous countries, including the USA, UK, France, Germany, Japan, Israel, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the 
UAE via satellite transmission on Nilesat and Eutelsat, and SNG services.

http://www.caironews.tv/

Caixin

Caixin is a media group dedicated to providing financial and business news through periodicals, online content,
mobile apps, conferences, books and TV/video programs. Caixin aims to blaze a trail that helps traditional
media prosper in the new media age through integrated multimedia platforms. Caixinglobal.com is Caixin's
English-language online news portal. It features frequently updated news and analysis, all high-quality and
original content, 24/7, from an objective and professional perspective.

https://www.caixinglobal.com/
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CAJ News Agency

Centre for African Journalists, CAJ News, is Africa's news agency that provides regional, continental and 
international news information when it happens.CAJ News delivers thoughtful African news on Investing, 
Information Technology, Mobile and Telecommunications, Energy and Petroleum, Mining and Engineering, 
Developmental, Political and Sports news for Africa.  It mainly covers South Africa, countries in the Southern 
African Development Community (SADC), East Africa, West Africa and North Africa regional blocks.

http://www.cajnewsagency.com

California Appellate Report Daily commentary on decisions from the United States Court of Appeal for the Ninth Circuit and California 
Applate Courts.

http://calapp.blogspot.com/

California Corporate and Securities 
Law Blog

Allen Matkins, founded in 1977, is a California-based law firm with more than 200 attorneys in four major 
metropolitan areas of California: Los Angeles, Orange County, San Diego, and San Francisco. The firm's 
areas of focus include real estate, construction, land use, environmental, and natural resources; corporate and 
securities, real estate and commercial finance, bankruptcy, restructurings and creditors' rights, joint ventures, 
and tax; labor, employment, and OSHA; and trials, litigation, risk management, and alternative dispute 
resolution in all of these areas.

http://calcorporatelaw.com

California Correctional Crisis Thoughts and news on criminal justice and correctional policy in California and beyond https://www.hadaraviram.com/california-
correctional-crisis/

California Newswire
CALIFORNIA NEWSWIRE® (CANW) is an online news publication of the Neotrope® News Network, USA. 
CANW covers business, entertainment, finance, nonprofit, political and technology news from California, USA. 
California Newswire is a reg. TM of Neotrope.

https://CaliforniaNewswire.com

California Patriot http://www.californiapatriot.org/magazine/
California Punitive Damages News and commentary on punitive damages litigation in California and nationwide. http://www.calpunitives.com/

Calvin College Chimes
Chimes is the official student newspaper of Calvin University in Grand Rapids, Mich. Its mission is to serve the 
community of Calvin University in a variety of ways: they aim to reform, review, challenge and foster dialogue 
within the community.

http://www.calvin.edu/chimes/

Cameron Collegian

AggieCentral is the convergent news media site for the students, faculty and staff of Cameron University in 
Lawton, Oklahoma. Produced and managed by a staff of student editors, reporters and designers, 
AggieCentral is the central hub for student news publications and productions. AggieCentral is a combined 
effort of faculty advisers within the CU Communication Department and students that work for CUTV and The 
Cameron Collegian.

http://aggiecentral.com/

Cameroon Tribune Daily newspaper focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. https://www.cameroon-tribune.cm

Cameroun24
Cameroun24.net is a team of enthusiastic, dynamic and motivated young editors. We cover the Cameroonian 
news mainly and African incidentally. Our main themes are politics, economics, sport, culture, science and 
education

http://www.cameroun24.net/

Cameroun24
Cameroun24.net is a team of enthusiastic, dynamic and motivated young editors. We cover the Cameroonian 
news mainly and African incidentally. Our main themes are politics, economics, sport, culture, science and 
education

http://www.cameroun24.net/

Campaign Middle East
Campaign Middle East is the Middle East’s most authoritative magazine for the advertising, marketing & media 
industries. A lively mix of news, analysis, features and comment, the magazine spans the gamut of advertising, 
media, direct, digital, PR and marketing communications. Campaign prides itself on its industry-defining 
insight.

https://campaignme.com/

Campus Carrier

Viking Fusion is a student-run multimedia website that seeks (1) to serve the department of communication 
courses as a platform for student productions, and (2) to inform and entertain both the Berry student 
community and the larger public, even beyond Berry College. Content on the site is exclusively authored and 
produced by Berry College students. The views expressed on Viking Fusion are not necessarily those of Berry 
College’s Board of Trustees, the administration, or the department of communication.

https://vikingfusion.com/

Campus Echo

The Campus Echo is the official student newspaper of North Carolina Central University. NCCU, a historically-
black college/university (HBCU), is one of the 16 constituent member schools of the University of North 
Carolina System. It has been targeted as a “growth institution” by UNC. NCCU, with its 8,250 students, is 
located in the heart of Durham just minutes from the Research Triangle Park, a booming technology and 
biotechnology center

http://campusecho.com/

Campus Press CUIndependent.com is the award-winning online news website for the University of Colorado Boulder with 
content produced by students for the university and surrounding Boulder community.

https://cuindependent.com/

Campus Times The Campus Times is the student newspaper for the University of Rochester. CT is run on a volunteer basis by 
a group of UR undergraduates with a passion for journalism.

http://www.campustimes.org/
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CANA News
CANA News is one of the region’s oldest and most credible regional news and sports text content providers.  It 
Provides news, sports information and business information throughout the Caribbean including online radio 
news and sports. CANA News has a subscriber base of over 500 individuals and organizations and a website 
which has statistical recordings of more than 150,000 visitors monthly.

https://cananewsonline.com/

Canada Newswire (CNW)
Canada Newswire (a Cison company) is  a leader in dissemination of full-text news releases. CNW carries 
news releases from more than 5,000 Canadian companies and organizations, including over 75% of the 
country's publicly traded companies, and many federal and provincial organizations.

https://www.newswire.ca/

Canadian Beer News Canadian Beer News is a news blog dedicated exclusively to coverage of Canada's beer industry. http://www.canadianbeernews.com/
Canadian Competition & 
Regulatory Law News and developments in Canadian competition law. http://www.ipvancouverblog.com/

Canadian Finance Blog A Canadian personal finance blog with tips for saving, investing and tax optimization. Topics include RRSPs, 
RESPs, TFSAs, mortgages, insurance, taxes, ETFs, index funds and asset allocation.

http://canadianfinanceblog.com

Canadian Fixed Income Evaluated 
Pricing

EDI uses proprietary Evaluated Pricing methodologies, based on the most recent market information, to 
compute Evaluated Prices and Analytics for Canadian fixed income securities issued by: Governments, 
Canadian provinces, Municipals, Corporates, Government agencies or crown corporations (e.g. CMHC, Hydro-
Quebec).

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/canadian-fixed-income-
evaluated-pricing/

CanadianFamily.net
Online Business Canada explores online business and digital marketing with expert articles & ebooks, 
education, data analysis, reports, news, resources and reviews. We provide universal coverage of all 
legitimate online businesses, including ecommerce, marketplaces, small business, home-based businesses, 
freelancing, and side hustles, as well as online advertising.

https://www.canadianfamily.net/

Canna Law Blog The Canna Law Blog is a forum for discussion about the practical aspects of cannabis law and how it impacts 
those involved in this growing industry.

http://www.cannalawblog.com

Cantech Letter Canadian tech stocks. http://www.cantechletter.com/

Cap Sud Info CapSud Info is an online independent newspaper located in the Democratic Republic of Congo. It covers 
various topics including current affairs, politics, economics and sports.

https://capsud.net/

Cape Argus The Cape Argus is a daily newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South Africa, 
covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

http://www.iol.co.za/capeargus

Cape Business News
Cape Business News, founded in 1980, is a specialist publication that provides business readers with 
comprehensive news on a monthly basis, with extensive coverage of the Cape's general business trends, 
events, statistics, new products, services and projects.

https://www.cbn.co.za/

Cape Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (CCCI) - News

Established in 1804, the Cape Chamber of Commerce is the oldest member-based organisation in Africa. The 
Chamber has remained contemporary and relevant with a wide range of services, including information, 
training, networking, trade facilitation and robust advocacy on behalf of our members. We are the voice of 
business.

http://capechamber.co.za/

Cape Times Cape Times is a daily newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South Africa, 
covering Local News, Sports, Opinion, Business, Arts, Employment Issues and Travel.

http://www.iol.co.za/capetimes

Capital
Capital is the longest established English newspaper in Ethiopia, that promotes free enterprise and best 
practice policies of doing business in Ethiopia. Our timely reportage and analysis has become required reading 
for the business community, NGOs, international organizations, academics and others.

https://www.capitalethiopia.com/

Capital 
Capital is the longest established English newspaper in Ethiopia, that promotes free enterprise and best 
practice policies of doing business in Ethiopia. Our timely reportage and analysis has become required reading 
for the business community, NGOs, international organizations, academics and others.

https://www.capitalethiopia.com/

Capital Eye - Debt News + Capital 
Eye - Equity News

This is a news service that focuses on trends in debt finance such as corporate bonds, FILP agency bonds, 
local government bonds, securitization, and equity finance centered on stocks and CBs issued by Japanese-
related issuers.
We will provide quick reports on the appointment of the lead manager and the determination of conditions, as 
well as articles analyzing the sales status of bonds and stocks and market trends, as well as data on 
underwriting rankings and issue amounts. In addition, CDS reports, general bond secondary reports, and stock 
lending market reports are updated daily.

https://c-eye.ne.jp/

Capital Mind Deepak Shenoy on Indian markets, economics and Finance http://www.capitalmind.in

Capital Monitor
Underpinned by rich markets data, Capital Monitor’s team of award-winning financial editors and journalists are 
dedicated to examining the impact sustainable investment and finance has on our environment, and our 
societies

https://capitalmonitor.ai/
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Capital Standards Special Reports

Capital Standards Rating (CSR) was incorporated in an attempt to fill the vital role of credit rating agencies in 
Kuwait and the MENA region. Operating as an independent local credit rating agency, CSR specializes in 
issuing rating opinions about the relative credit risk of issuers in the MENA region. It is a unique initiative aimed 
at fostering and supporting the development of the regional capital market. CSR relies on financial statistical 
analyses, debt structure analyses, and credit prediction models, while applying methodologies and rating 
processes based on the best practices in the industry to measure the operating and financial strength of 
specific borrowers. CSR’s credit opinions are based on analysts' evaluations and interpretations of information 
available publicly and submitted by issuers. Capital Standards publishes special reports with high quality 
research & analysis and provides an independent opinion on various issues/events in the financial markets. 
This includes reports on, but not limited to, Debt Market Structure and Review, M&A transactions in the market 
and Special Commentaries on topical issues.

http://www.capstandards.com/Other.php

Capitalist Exploits Advice for investing in frontier markets and venture capital. http://capitalistexploits.at

CAPRwire
CAPRwire is a specialnoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which provides 
free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news submitted to 
CAPRwire has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major web and news 
search engines.

https://www.caprwire.com/

CaptainKudzu Seeking the Truth in politics, economics, history, and religion... http://www.captainkudzu.com/

Car Trade India CarTradeIndia.com is India's largest online vehicle market, where buyers and sellers of used and new vehicles 
meet. They also have a core team to journalists to generate news related to auto segment

https://www.cartrade.com/

CarBuyer CarBuyer.co.uk is the new car reviews website that helps you decide which new car to buy. http://www.carbuyer.co.uk/news

CarBuyer - Video
CarBuyer provides easy-to-understand reviews that offer jargon-free buying advice to help you choose the 
best car for you. We post at least two video reviews every week, and you can find even more helpful tips and 
expert advice at www.carbuyer.co.uk.

http://www.youtube.com/user/carbuyer

carbuyer (Video) Carbuyer provides trusted car reviews from experts and owners, comparisons, car buying guides and more - 
helping you decide which car to buy.

https://www.carbuyer.co.uk/videos

Cardinal and Cream
The Cardinal & Cream is a student publication of Union University in Jackson, Tennessee. Our staff ranges 
from freshmen to seniors.Once a semester, they publish a magazine-style issue of Cardinal & Cream, 
featuring more in-depth articles, photo essays, illustrations, interviews, poetry and fiction.

http://www.cardinalandcream.info/

Cardinal Points Cardinal Points, Plattsburgh State Media, Inc., is owned and operated independently by the students at 
Plattsburgh State University College and is published every Friday.

http://cardinalpointsonline.com/

CareerAlley Career advice, job search advice and job search site reviews. http://careeralley.com/

CaribPR Wire CaribPR Wire is the largest and most influential PR wire in the Caribbean region, publishing company news 
and releases across all industries in the region. 

https://caribpr.com/

Carlos Eats A dining guide to the Tampa Bay-area. http://carloseats.com
Carnegie Council - Video Foreign policy and global affairs experts discuss topics of ethics and international affairs. http://youtube.com/carnegiecouncil
Carnegie Council Transcripts and 
Articles Carnegie Council contributors and speakers share their views on international affairs and ethics. http://carnegiecouncil.org

Carol M. Highsmith
Highsmith, a distinguished and richly-published American photographer, has donated her work to the Library of 
Congress since 1992. Starting in 2002, Highsmith provided scans or photographs she shot digitally with new 
donations to allow rapid online access throughout the world. Her generosity in dedicating the rights to the 
American people for copyright free access also makes this Archive a very special visual resource.

https://www.loc.gov/search/?fa=online-format:
image%7Ccontributor:highsmith,+carol+m.

Carson-Newman Carson-Newman is a Christian University located in Jefferson City http://www.cn.edu/

Cartoon Movement The Cartoon Movement is a community of international editorial cartoonists and fans of political satire. 
Together, we're the Internet's #1 publishing platform for high quality political cartoons and comics journalism.

https://www.cartoonmovement.com/

Castle Hall ESG Newsletter
Castle Hall has leveraged our decade plus history of award-winning operational due diligence to create 
ESGDiligence. This new tool offers investors a systematic and efficient process to evaluate ESG risks across 
an external manager portfolio.

https://www.esgdiligence.com/industry-news

Categories and General Algebraic 
Structures with Applications

Categories and General Algebraic Structures with Applications is an international biannual journal published by 
Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran, Iran, founded in 2013. It is open access and free of charges. It publishes 
original high quality research papers and invited research and survey articles mainly in two subjects: 
Categories (algebraic, topological, and applications in mathematics and computer science) and General 
Algebraic Structures (not necessarily classical algebraic structures, but universal algebras such as algebras in 
categories, semigroups, their actions, automata, ordered algebraic structures,  lattices (of any kind), 
quasigroups, hyper universal algebras, and their applications).

http://cgasa.sbu.ac.ir/
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Catholicism Pure & Simple Catholicism blog. https://catholicismpure.wordpress.com/

Caurisinfos Cauris Infos is an online news portal located in Guinea. Cauris Infos focuses on Guinea news in addition to the 
rest of the world.

https://caurisinfos.com/

Cavalier Daily
The Cavalier Daily is the independent daily news organization at the University of Virginia. The Cavalier Daily 
is an entirely student-run, volunteer, non-profit organization with an operating budget accrued through 
advertising and donations.

https://www.cavalierdaily.com/

Cavendish Maxwell - Case Studies 
& White Papers

Cavendish Maxwell is one of the most influential voices for the real estate industry. We provide independent 
reports, prepared to internationally accepted standards, for loan security, bank lending, audit, insurance 
reinstatement, dispute resolution, risk management, debt recovery, performance analysis, purchase and sale 
advice, and third party reliance purposes.

https://www.cavendishmaxwell.
com/insights/case-studies-and-white-papers/

Cavendish Maxwell Blog
Cavendish Maxwell is one of the most influential voices for the real estate industry. We provide independent 
reports, prepared to internationally accepted standards, for loan security, bank lending, audit, insurance 
reinstatement, dispute resolution, risk management, debt recovery, performance analysis, purchase and sale 
advice, and third party reliance purposes.

https://cavendishmaxwell.com/news

Cavendish Maxwell Case Studies https://www.cavendishmaxwell.
com/insights/case-studies-and-white-papers/

Cavendish Maxwell Whitepapers https://www.cavendishmaxwell.
com/insights/case-studies-and-white-papers/

CBRE Research and Reports
With broader and deeper capabilities than any other company, CBRE is the leading full-service real estate 
services and investment organisation in the world. CBRE Research provides thoughtful, forward-looking insight 
into real estate trends, strategies and opportunities around the world to guide our clients in achieving 
distinctive and substantial performance.

https://www.cbre.ae/en/research-and-reports

CCH WorkDay The CCH WorkDay seeks to provide current information in employment laws and regulations. http://www.employmentlawdaily.com/index.
php/blog/

CDN Newswire Press release related to market research. Topics including: Medical, Healthcare, Technology, Automobile, 
Machinery, Defense, Agriculture, Chemicals, Food & Beverages, Consumer Goods, Energy & Power

http://cdnnewswire.com/#home

Center for Economic and Policy 
Research Commentary on economic policy, economic research, and analysis. https://cepr.net/

Central Asian News Service
Central Asian News Service is regional online business and political news source, focusing on local and 
regional news, business, the economy, politics, science and technology, culture and sport in Kazakhstan, 
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan.

https://centralasia.media/

Central News Agency (CNA)
Central News Agency (CNA) is a state-run news agency in Taiwan that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more. AVAILABLE JAPAN, SPANISH, 
ENGLISH

https://japan.cna.com.tw/

CentralBankNews.info A trusted and authoritative source on monetary policy developments, providing timely, comprehensive, and 
relevant updates.

http://www.centralbanknews.info

Centre for African Journalists (CAJ) 
News Africa

HEADQUARTERED in South Africa, Centre for African Journalists (CAJ) News Africa is the continent’s 
premier newswire and press release distributor endorsed by both private and public sectors in all 54 African 
member states. With an unmatched dominance in 44 of those states, CAJ News Africa provides regional, 
continental and international news information when it happens, from an African perspective. We are a 
dominant in the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS), East African Community (EAC), 
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) and the Southern African Development Community 
(SADC), East Africa Region (EAR). We are making steady inroads into the Arab Maghreb Union (AMU). We 
have emerged as the most reliable Pan-African news syndication and press release distributor for 
governments, private sector seeking to explore vast business opportunities in the continent and Non-
Governmental Organisations (NGOs). 

https://www.cajnewsafrica.com/

Ceramic Tech Today Blog by the American Ceramic Society featuring ceramic and glass materials science and technology. http://ceramics.org/publications-and-
resources/ceramic-tech-today-2

CEX.IO CEX.IO is the leading cryptocurrency ecosystem. With CEX.IO, you can buy, sell, exchange, store, and earn 
Bitcoin, Ethereum, and 90+ more cryptocurrencies.

https://cex.io/

CFO
CFO Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the most impactful news and trends shaping finance. 
The newsletters and website cover topics such as financial reporting, compliance, technology, risk 
management, leadership, and more.

https://www.cfodive.com/
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CFSL Bulletin The latest Consumer Financial Services news, developments, and legal thinking.
https://www.foley.
com/en/insights/blogs/consumer-class-
defense-counsel

Chalkbeat

Chalkbeat is a nonprofit news organization covering educational change efforts in the communities where 
improvement matters most. The network has bureaus in New York,Colorado, Indiana, and Tennessee. 
Chalkbeat was created as a merger of GothamSchools and EdNews Colorado, independent news nonprofits 
now known as Chalkbeat New York and Chalkbeat Colorado. Our mission is to inform the decisions and 
actions that lead to better outcomes for children and families by providing deep, local coverage of education 
policy and practice.

https://www.chalkbeat.org/

Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry of Republic of Armenia 
(CCIRA) - News

Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Republic of Armenia (CCIRA) represents the interests  and the 
framework of SME activities embracing all business areas including industry, local and foreign trade, 
agriculture, financial system and other directions. After the foundation, various activities were initiated by 
Chamber that were directed towards the promotion of economic development of the Republic of Armenia and 
facilitating its integration into the global economic system,creating favorable conditions for enterprise 
development, assisting business organizations to create mutually beneficial foreign relations and establishing 
joint ventures in different sectors of economy.

http://armcci.am

Chamber of Commerce, Industry 
and Agriculture of Beirut and 
Mount Lebanon (CCIA-BML) - News

The Chamber of Commerce Industry and Agriculture of Beirut and Mount Lebanon news covers event 
announcements, business articles, trade information on economic sectors and changes to regulation and 
legislation which could affect businesses in both Lebanon and other countries.

http://www.ccib.org.lb/ar/?p=news

CHANNEL ASIA ARN is the voice of the Australian IT channel, keeping Australia’s technology companies up to date with the 
latest news and analysis on the local IT landscape.

https://www.arnnet.com.au/ 

CHANNEL PARTNER ChannelPartner has been providing industry news and analysis to ISVs, managed service providers, 
distributors, system houses, online and specialty retailers since 1994.

www.channelpartner.de

Channel PRO
Targeting the UK technology channel, the website not only offers up-to-the-minute news, in-depth analysis and 
industry comment on the issues affecting business today, but it's also the first channel website to feature in-
depth product reviews.

http://www.channelpro.co.uk

Chantiers du Maroc Chantiers du Maroc (CDM) is the first news magazine of the construction sector in Morocco, published by the 
Archimedia Group.

http://chantiersdumaroc.ma/

Charged Charged is an online daily magazine which covers news about electric vehicles. https://chargedevs.com/
Charity Navigator Video About informed charitable giving. http://www.youtube.com/user/charitynavigator
Charting Your Financial Future Financial advice and guidance from Mari Adams, a Certified Financial Planner. http://chartingyourfinancialfuture.com
Cheapism Blog Smart spending discussions. https://blog.cheapism.com/
Chekmark Eats Restaurant connoisseur reviews and recommends the best New York City restaurants and bakeries. http://chekmarkeats.com

Chemical Industry Digest

Chemical Industry Digest is India’s leading chemical and engineering monthly, read by engineers, scientists 
and technical personnel from top management to plant level. Industry coverage: oil & gas, refineries, 
petrochemicals, fertilisers and other agrochemicals to all downstream like drugs & pharma, other fine 
chemicals, colorants etc. Chemical Industry Digest features articles and write-ups on current developments, 
state-of-the-art technologies, process improvements, equipment design and operation, chemical plant 
engineering and operations, maintenance, energy management, environment and safety. Additionally, there 
are news features, company and people profiles, interviews, in fact a diversity of features making the journal 
very interesting and readable. Mini directories of manufacturers of various process equipment and providers of 
services are published regularly which facilitates sourcing. Chemical Industry Digest is particularly known for its 
qualitative content with practical relevance for readers in process industries.

http://www.chemindigest.com

Chercell News Chercell News launched in 2013, is an African information site that offers its readers daily content on Africa 
and the Region, covering topics ranging from local and international news to arts, culture, sports and more.

https://www.cherchellnews.dz/

Chevron Media Releases The latest Chevron Corporation media releases and news, Chevron Corporation is one of the world’s leading 
integrated energy companies and is involved in virtually every aspect of the energy industry.

https://www.chevron.com

Chicago Architecture Blog Chicago Architecture Blog posts on developments, analysis, and information on urban development, 
architecture, and construction topics.

http://blog.chicagoarchitecture.info

Chicago Maroon The Chicago Maroon is the University of Chicago's award-winning student newspaper of record. http://chicagomaroon.com/
Child and Family Blog Reporting on new research on how families influence child development. http://childandfamilyblog.com
Chillin' Competition Commentary on European competition law. http://chillingcompetition.com
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China A Listed Companies Earning 
Call Transcripts

Orbit Financial Technology specializes in processing large volumes of unstructured data with advanced big 
data, Natural Language Processing and machine learning technologies for the financial services industry. 
China is the second largest economy in the world, and its stock market capitalization is also ranked just next to 
the United States. The earning call transcript dataset has full coverage of China listed companies, backfilled to 
January 2016, and is suitable for all types of investors, from long-only, proprietary to quantitative funds, from 
buy-side to sell-side. There is a high degree of granularity of data attributes, which include stock ticker, data 
type, timestamp, attendees, location. Contents are classified as statement/question/answer.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/china-listed-earning-call-
transcripts/

China Business News
CBN is China's leading source of original financial content. It produces and publishes more than 2,000 pieces 
of financial information every day, including articles, videos, data reports and in-depth analysis pieces, and 
continuously broadcasts information on China and global trading markets.

https://www.yicai.com/

China Chamber of Commerce of 
Metals Minerals & Chemicals 
Importers & Exporters (CCCMC) - 
News

Established in Beijing on September 1, 1988, China Chamber of Commerce of Metals Minerals & Chemicals 
Importers & Exporters (CCCMC) is a subordinate unit of Ministry of Commerce of China and registered in 
Ministry of Civil Affairs of China. With a membership of 6,006 till September 2014, CCCMC gathers a large 
group of foreign trade companies in the industry. The business of member companies covers ferrous metals, 
non-ferrous metals, non-metallic minerals and related products, coal and coal products, construction materials, 
hardware and related products, oil and oil products, chemicals, plastics, fine chemicals, agro-chemicals, rubber 
products, etc. The total import and export volume of member companies accounts for 30% of the whole 
industry and about 250 member companies are listed on the Top 500 Importing & Exporting Companies of 
China every year. The members of CCCMC represent the overall level of the metal, mineral and chemical 
industries in China.

http://en.cccmc.org.cn/news/cccmcinformation

China Daily China Daily is China's national English-language newspaper, which was launched in Beijing on June 1,1981. http://www.chinadaily.com.cn

China Dialogue
Climate change, species loss, pollution, water scarcity and environment damage are not problems confined to 
one country: they are challenges that concern all the world's citizens, but the rise of China gives them a new 
urgency.

https://chinadialogue.net/

China Economic Review

China Economic Review is a monthly magazine published in Hong Kong covering business, finance and 
economics in China. It has been published since 1990. We publish a comprehensive package of original 
reporting, commentary and analysis for the discerning business reader with an interest in China's economic 
affairs. Our reporting has won recognition from the Society of Publishers in Asia. Our columnists include 
veteran analysts and observers like Philip Bowring, Kenneth DeWoskin, Frank Ching, Tom Doctoroff and Paul 
French.

http://www.chinaeconomicreview.com

China Economic Times

China Economic Times, sometimes abbreviated as CET, also known as Zhongguo Jingji shibao, is a simplified 
Chinese newspaper published in the People's Republic of China. The paper is a comprehensive daily 
newspaper focusing on the economy, inaugurated in Beijing on 1 November 1994, and is sponsored by the 
Development Research Center of the State Council. CET covers topics ranging from Finance, Economy, 
Infrsatructure, Technology, Real Estate, Business, Culture, Climate Change, and more. 

http://www.cet.com.cn/

China Law Blog China Law Blog discusses the practical aspects of Chinese law and how it impacts business there. They tell 
you what works, what does not, and what you as a businessperson can do to use the law to your advantage.

http://www.chinalawblog.com

China Money Network

Media company providing news, insights and data for the alternative investment industry in the Greater China 
region. Services include real time news briefs covering the Chinese economy, industries, investment funds and 
expert columns; a top-rated audio/video podcast broadcasted online featuring prominent China-focused 
investment managers; an alternative investment managers database; high-end offline events, other value-
added services, and a Chinese language platform

http://www.chinamoneynetwork.com

China Pharmaceutical Newspapers

China Medical News Co., Ltd. is affiliated to China Health Media Group Co., Ltd., founded in October 1983, 
and is the main channel, main position and main force of national food and drug safety publicity. The 
newspaper focuses on new measures for the supervision and management of the country's food and drug 
fields, transmits economic information and popular science knowledge in the fields of food, drugs, cosmetics 
and medical devices, adheres to the leadership of the party, adheres to the correct orientation; serves food 
and drug supervision, and serves public health. The newspaper has a group of professional editors and 
reporters who have been in the food and drug industry for many years.

http://www.cnpharm.com/
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China Securities Journal

China Securities Net is a financial securities website created by the China Securities News Agency sponsored 
by Xinhua News Agency, founded in January 1996. After more than ten years of development, the China 
Securities Network has become one of the most influential financial securities websites in China. In 2009, 
China Securities.com.cn was designated as a GEM information disclosure website by the China Securities 
Regulatory Commission. China Securities Network publishes a large volume of domestic and foreign financial 
information on a rolling basis 24 hours a day, and provides comprehensive and accurate news, information, 
announcements, and the latest developments and comments on the securities market of listed companies. The 
content of China Securities Network covers the domestic macroeconomic and financial situation, industry 
trends, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan news, international finance, etc. News reports cover securities, futures, 
funds, banking, currency, insurance, foreign exchange, gold, real estate, collections, property rights and many 
other fields.

http://cs.com.cn/

China.com

Launched in May, 1999, China.com is one of the earliest Web portals in China. After 17 years of growth and 
development, China.com has evolved into the most profitable online platform for businesses in China. Being 
one of the country's most influential online media outlets, China.com boasts at least 10 million regular readers. 
Among them, 82 percent are well-educated, mature males with high-end jobs and high incomes. China.com 
has three central divisions - Wireless, Gaming and Autos. Each division provides specialized services for its 
clients. China.com's Military section attracts more visitors than any other counterparts in China. As a 
comprehensive media outlet, China.com also provides up-to-date information and services every day through 
nearly 20 sections, including news, business, entertainment, sports, technology and travel. China.com is the 
organizer behind a series of activities that have become landmark events, demonstrating its social and 
industrial influence. AVAILABLE ENGLISH, BENGALI, FRENCH, SPANISH, ARABIC,ITALIAN, 

http://arabic.china.com/index.html

chinabidding.org - Tender Notices
chinabidding.org is designated by the National Development and Reform Commission of People's Republic of 
China as the exclusive online media to advertise invitations for contract bidding, tenders and tender award 
notices.

http://www.chinabidding.org

ChinaCrunch ChinaCrunch is an independent privately owned company delivering Chinese electric vehicles news to hedge 
funds, content agencies, media houses or journalists and experts.

https://china-crunch.com/ev/

Chinanews - China News Service 
(CNS)

Chinanews is a state-run news agency in China operated by China News Service (CNS) that covers national 
and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.chinanews.com/

Chinapev.com Chinapev.com is an online news portal that delivers breaking news of the Chinese auto industry and expert 
reviews about Chinese vehicles.

https://www.chinapev.com/

Chips
Chips is a student publication of Luther College in Decorah, Iowa. The paper is designed, composed edited 
and managed entirely by Luther students. It is published weekly during the academic year, excluding the 
month of January.

http://www.lutherchips.com/

ChrisD.ca - Winnipeg News Winnipeg news, including sports, entertainment, videos, photos and opinion. Breaking news from ChrisD.ca. https://www.chrisd.ca

Christian Personal Finance Christian PF approaches financial topics such as budgeting, savings, investing, and debt-elimination using 
timeless Biblical principles.

http://www.christianpf.com/

Chrome: Google Chrome Blog The latest news from the Google Chrome team. http://chrome.blogspot.com/

CHRON (Houston Chronicle)

The Houston Chronicle, one of the largest newspapers in the United States, was founded in 1901 and was 
acquired by Hearst in 1987. In addition to delivering in-depth coverage of local issues, the Houston Chronicle 
is committed to covering state, national and international news. The newspaper operates a news bureau in 
Washington, D.C., that provides coverage of issues of special interest to residents of Houston and Texas. As 
one of Texas’ largest news organizations, it publishes print and online products in English and Spanish 
including mobile apps and sites, direct mail, commercial print and experiential marketing programs.

https://www.chron.com/

Chronicle Newspaper website containing news, features, political analyses, opinions, business, sports http://www.chronicle.co.zw

Church Central
Church Central is all about building healthy churches. Over the past nine years, our expert bloggers - a group 
of well-known authors and researchers - have equipped leaders with biblical best practices and practical 
advice on church turnarounds.

http://www.churchcentral.com/blogs/

CIO CIO Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the most impactful news and trends shaping IT. The 
newsletters and website cover topics such as IT strategy, infrastructure, software, security, big data, and more.

https://www.ciodive.com/

CIO 
CIO attracts the highest concentration of enterprise CIOs and business technology executives with 
unparalleled peer insight and expertise on business strategy, innovation, and leadership. CIO readers gain key 
insights on career development for themselves and their employees, including certifications, hiring practices, 
and skills development, along with a strong foundation in digital transformation of their businesses.

www.cio.com 
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CIO & leader
CIO & leader is India’s leading fortnightly magazine for technology decision makers. It promotes the exchange 
of informed perspectives and insights on trends, management techniques and new IT business strategies, 
between CIOs and other stakeholders. The CTO Forum is acknowledged as a 'trusted source' of knowledge for 
top management responsible for balancing the demands on technology for ‘growth and governance’

https://www.cioandleader.com/

CIO GERMANY 
CIO.de is the website for the CIO magazine and offers news from the IT industry. Using best practices, 
analyzes and background reports, CIO.de describes the successful implementation of the IT strategy for all 
areas of the company. The focus is on the strategic and economic aspect of IT and the up-to-dateness of the 
information.

www.cio.de 

CIO KOREA This is the Korean version of CIO magazine's IT media CIOKR. Business, leadership, technology information 
and premium information for CIOs.

www.ciokorea.com

CIO SPAIN CIO Spain, magazine with all the information for CIOs and technology managers for better decision-making in 
the company. Cio is an IDG magazine

www.ciospain.es 

CIO SWEDEN 
CIO Sweden focuses on content that supports the company's CIO, CDO, CEO and others involved in major IT 
investments, in their digital transformation journey. The focus is on online, the established network CIO 
Executive Club, CIO Awards and events. Via CIO Sweden, the target group takes part in experiences, tips and 
trends, and receives information and inspiration that they use in their work.

https://cio.idg.se/ 

CIOL

Cyber India Online Limited (CIOL) is the IT online media company, promoted by the CyberMedia. CIOL was 
set up in 1996, soon after the Internet came to India, but much before the hype around the online business set 
in. With 12 network sites, CIOL is the leading provider of IT-related news, information and services to the vast 
community of IT-savvy individuals, and a value transformation platform for the IT vendors, solution providers, 
services companies and individuals.

http://www.ciol.com

CIOL.com CIOL.com was among the first websites launched in India in 1996. It is the largest IT news portal in India, and 
gets ranked highly in Google News results

http://www.ciol.com

Citizen Science Center You can do science too! Learn about citizen science projects from around the world. http://www.citizensciencecenter.com

City College News
City College News is the award-winning student news organization of Minneapolis Community and Technical 
College. It exists to give a voice to and safeguard the rights and liberties of the Minneapolis College community 
through a commitment to truth and fairness in reporting. CCN’s core values include truth, ethics, fairness, 
leadership, competition, the right to criticize, and responsibility.

http://citycollegenews.com/

City Journal Jornal da Cidade is a regional newspaper that covers various topics focused on the northern region of the 
state of Mato Grosso, in addition to national news of public interest.

www.jcidade.com.br

City Limits New York City investigative journalism. http://www.citylimits.org

City Press
Sunday newspaper which offers cutting-edge journalism and meaningful content to a diverse demographic. 
The newspaper's principal target market is the black middle class: urban, young, well-educated and upwardly 
mobile.

http://city-press.news24.com

City Square Discover Middle eastern cities through subcultures through City Square's lens. http://aramram.com/node/7383

City Times City Times is a newspaper, editorial magazine and online news website production lab required for all students 
working in any capacity on official student City College print and online publications.

http://www.sdcitytimes.com/

City Times
City Times connects with the movers and shakers, trendsetters and the social set as well the young generation 
with its 'wassup' approach to fun happenings around town. It's your daily red carpet sneak peek into the world 
of celebrities.

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/citytimes

Civil Beat - Video Headlines of the day's news from Honolulu. http://www.youtube.com/user/civilbeat

Claflin Panther Claflin Panther is an independent, co-educational, residential, career-oriented liberal arts University affiliated 
with the United Methodist Church.

https://www.claflin.edu/news-events/the-
panther/

Class Teaching Sharing best practice and innovative thinking in secondary teaching and learning. https://classteaching.wordpress.com

Cleantech Group Blog Cleantech helps corporations, investors, and other players in the innovation ecosystem discover and connect 
with the key companies, trends, and people in the market.

http://www.cleantech.com/blog

CleanTechnica
CleanTechnica is the world’s first source for cleantech news and analysis. It entertains and informs 
approximately 6 million monthly global readers along with hundreds of thousands of social media followers. It 
is followed by some of the biggest names in the cleantech world on Twitter, where it enjoys tens of millions of 
monthly impressions.

https://cleantechnica.com/

Clever Dude Personal finance blog publishing on frugality, consumer finance and lifestyle. http://www.cleverdude.com

ClickPress ClickPress is one of the web's most established direct-to-consumer PR newswires. It distributes business news 
from companies and entrepreneurs around the world.

https://clickpress.com/releases/
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Cliff Mass Weather Blog Blog on regional (Pacific Northwest) and national weather. http://cliffmass.blogspot.com/

Climate Etc.
Judith Curry is a Professor and former Chair of the School of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology. She holds a PhD in geophysical sciences, and she blogs about the policy and politics 
of climate change.

http://judithcurry.com/

Climate Home News Latest climate change and biodiversity news. http://www.climatechangenews.com
Climate Law Blog Legal and policy analysis of climate change-related issues. http://blogs.law.columbia.edu/climatechange/

Cloud Pro Cloud Pro aims to be the number one cloud computing resource for business leaders and senior IT 
professionals, explaining how cloud will become the dominant delivery mechanism for IT.

http://www.cloudpro.co.uk

CloudTweaks
CloudTweaks.com provides daily in-depth cloud based articles from some of the most influential writers on 
cloud computing. Readers will find the latest cloud computing news, interviews, and other valuable cloud 
computing content.

http://www.cloudtweaks.com

CLS Blue Sky Blog News and analysis on securities regulation, capital markets, corporate governance, M&A, Dodd-Frank, 
financial reform, the SEC, insider trading, and more.

http://clsbluesky.law.columbia.edu

CNBC Arabia

CNBC Arabia is the Arab World's preeminent and only 24-hour Arabic language financial and business 
information Channel, presenting in-depth & up-to-the-minute coverage of regional and international affairs from 
an Arab economic perspective. For the first time, Arab audiences have access to sustained financial and 
economic news coverage of the region presented in Arabic. CNBC Arabia's innovative new daily program 
schedule features the region's business news summary, regional stock market summary, regional corporate 
news, women in business news, green businesses, personal finance and region's business and economic 
developments and financial news developments from Europe and America as they impact on the Middle East 
beside Forex market. As the only channel to deliver live regional market data in the Middle East, through its 
signature ticker, in-depth and analytical reporting, with credible and informed anchors, CNBC Arabia enables 
investors to make quick and informed decisions in a dynamic and changing environment, bringing real-time 
information to the most influential, powerful and affluent audience in the Middle East. AVAILABLE ARABIC, 
ENGLISH

https://www.cnbcarabia.com/

CNEgypt
CNEgypt (Company News Egypt) is a blog that specifically focuses and publishing news on Egyptian 
companies across multiple sectors and industries, including Finance, Business & Economy, IT & Telecoms, 
Power, Energy & Sustainable Resources, Real Estate & Development, Tourism & Hospitality, PR, Marketing 
and Media and Non-Governmental Organisations.

http://www.cnegypt.com

CNN
CNN Digital is the world leader in online news and information and seeks to inform, engage and empower the 
world. Staffed 24 hours, seven days a week by a dedicated team in CNN bureaus around the world, CNN’s 
digital platforms deliver news from almost 4,000 journalists in every corner of the globe.

https://us.cnn.com/

CNN Arabic CNNArabic.com is the Arabic language website of the CNN network. CNNArabic.com is constantly updated to 
bring you the top news stories from the Middle East region and around the world.

https://arabic.cnn.com/

CNN en Español
CNN Digital is the world leader in online news and information and seeks to inform, engage and empower the 
world. Staffed 24 hours, seven days a week by a dedicated team in CNN bureaus around the world, CNN’s 
digital platforms deliver news from almost 4,000 journalists in every corner of the globe.

https://cnnespanol.cnn.com/?
hpt=header_edition-picker#0

Coach Coach believes everyone can enjoy becoming fitter & healthier by leading an active lifestyle. https://www.coachmag.co.uk/

Coconuts Media

Coconuts is an alternative online publisher reaching an audience of millions with fresh and juicy stories and 
videos. The Coconuts.co news and lifestyle website produces in-depth coverage of what’s happening in 
Bangkok, Manila, Singapore, Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Bali, Yangon, and beyond. Coconuts 
alleviates the critical problems of ignorance and boredom in today’s youth by informing and entertaining people 
in Asiaʼs big cities so they can live more fulfilling urban lives.

https://coconuts.co/

Coin Rivet Coin Rivet is a secure and easy place to buy, sell, transfer and store your cryptocurrencies. It also publishes 
daily news and analysis on Bitcoin, Altcoins, NTFs, DeFi, trading, security and much more.

https://coinrivet.com/news/

Coinbase Exchange
Building the cryptoeconomy – a more fair, accessible, efficient, and transparent financial system enabled by 
crypto. Launched in 2012 with the radical idea that anyone, anywhere, should be able to easily and securely 
send and receive Bitcoin. Today, Coinbase offers a trusted and easy-to-use platform for accessing the broader 
cryptoeconomy

https://pro.coinbase.com

CoinCheckup CoinCheckup provides live Cryptocurrency prices and charts, listed by crypto market cap. It gives you the 
latest crypto prices, predictions, news, and historical data for Bitcoin and thousands of altcoins.

https://coincheckup.com/

Coincodex CoinCodex is a cryptocurrency data website that tracks 27000 cryptocurrencies trading on 425
exchanges and provides live crypto prices.

https://coincodex.com/
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CoinCodex Complete cryptocurrency market coverage with real-time coin prices, charts and crypto market cap featuring 
over 1300 coins on more than 50 exchanges.

https://coincodex.com/news

CoinDCX
CoinDCX, India's most valuable crypto investment app, is dedicated to make crypto accessible in a simple 
way. Established in 2018, CoinDCX has solved numerous problems faced by the Indian crypto community with 
solutions around crypto investing, crypto trading & crypto literacy.

https://coindcx.com/

CoinDesk
Coindesk Spain is a next-generation financial/economic/business news media for business people and 
investors who will create a new economy. Coindesk SPAIN will create new forms of finance, industry, and the 
economy created by technology, and news media that focuses on the frontrunners (companies and people) 
who are driving these changes, centering on blockchain and crypto assets.

https://www.coindesk.
com/arc/outboundfeeds/full-text-rss-
spanish/1/?outputType=xml

CoinDesk
Coindesk JAPAN is a next-generation financial/economic/business news media for business people and 
investors who will create a new economy. Coindesk JAPAN will create new forms of finance, industry, and the 
economy created by technology, and news media that focuses on the frontrunners (companies and people) 
who are driving these changes, centering on blockchain and crypto assets.

https://www.coindeskjapan.com/

CoinDesk
CoinDesk Korea is a blockchain specialized media created by 22nd Century Media, a subsidiary of the 
Hankyoreh Newspaper, which boasts the highest credibility among newspapers in Korea, and CoinDesk, a 
global leading media in the blockchain field.

https://www.coindeskkorea.com/

Coindoo Digital media and information services website operating in the cryptocurrency/blockchain industry. https://coindoo.com

Coinfomania
Coinfomania is an independent cryptocurrency and blockchain-focused news publication launched in July 2018 
to cover daily news and updates, analysis, guides, reviews, opinions, and other related topics on 
cryptocurrencies and provide timely news updates about Bitcoin, Ethereum, XRP, as well as their underlying 
blockchain technology.

coinfomania.com

CoinJar
https://www.coinjar.com/global/

CoinJournal CoinJournal is 100% dedicated to bringing Cryptocurrency news and analysis to our readers. https://coinjournal.net/
CoinJournal CoinJournal is 100% dedicated to bringing Cryptocurrency news and analysis to our readers. https://coinjournal.net/fi/
CoinJournal CoinJournal is 100% dedicated to bringing Cryptocurrency news and analysis to our readers. https://coinjournal.net/pl/
CoinJournal CoinJournal is 100% dedicated to bringing Cryptocurrency news and analysis to our readers. https://coinjournal.net/sv/
CoinJournal CoinJournal is 100% dedicated to bringing Cryptocurrency news and analysis to our readers. https://coinjournal.net/sv/

Coinmetro
CoinMetro started as a cryptocurrency exchange and has grown into a user-centered ecosystem that offers a 
variety of simple and advanced products for crypto investment, trading, and passive income generation. 
Staying on top of the industry trends

https://coinmetro.com/

Coinone
Coinone is an official virtual asset operator, providing blockchain-based financial and basic services such as 
virtual asset management and transaction matching engine, centered on Coinone, the leading professional 
virtual asset exchange in Korea.

https://coinone.co.kr/

Coinsbit

Being the largest cryptocurrency exchange means reliability. Your own confidence is the most important thing 
for us. It is thanks to this confidence of our Traders we entered the top largest exchanges in the ranking of 
CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko. We know how to achieve peak goals and we know what service is needed for 
this. A million of our Traders appreciated the convenience and reliability of our platform - this is our main 
achievement, and the main reason for you to start working on our platform.

https://coinsbit.io/

Coinstore
The Coinstore Team consists of dedicated talents who built successful careers in various fields before joining 
the crypto industry. The team's mission is to deliver value to our users and clients by building a world class 
crypto-exchange platform that benefits users, investors, and listing project parties. As part of the crypto 
community, we strongly believe in collaborations.

https://www.coinstore.com/#/

Cointelegraph
CoinTelegraph, founded in 2013 is an online oublication that provides news on cryptocurrency, blockchain, 
business, technology, and regulatory issues, in addition to market analysis and expert opinions and a 
substantial section of educational articles. The authors and management team are globally distributed, 
providing opinions that are international in scope.

https://ar.cointelegraph.com

CoinTiger CoinTiger is committed to create a top-level blockchain service platform to provide users with the ultimate 
experience.

https://www.cointiger.com/en-us/#/index
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Cointr Pro
CoinTR.com is an integrated international Cryptocurrency platform founded in 2022. Powerful founders of 
traditional Turkish financial institutions and experienced team members from top crypto exchanges in London 
& Istanbul, Turkey make us more competitive and trustworthy.CoinTR designed and developed the 3rd 
generation trading system, focusing on providing users with the most secure and stable trading experience. In 
addition to providing diverse trading tools.

https://www.cointr.pro/en-us

CoinW
CoinW has become the world's leading comprehensive crypto asset trading platform, providing a one-stop 
digital asset service portal for 220 million crypto currency users around the world. It commits to the mission of 
realizing global financial freedom and inclusiveness, leading the new trend of the crypto asset industry, and 
promoting blockchain technology and crypto assets to link the world and the future.

https://www.coinw.com/

CoinZoom CoinZoom offers the complete crypto experience. It is bridging the gap between, legacy FX, futures, stocks, 
and banking to make digital assets available to the masses.

https://www.coinzoom.com/

College Heights Herald
The College Heights Herald is the main source of news for Western Kentucky University. Through a weekly 
print edition and a regularly updated website at wkuherald.com, the Herald serves WKU’s more than 21,000 
students, plus faculty and staff, parents and alumni.

https://wkuherald.com/

College Media Network
College Media Network (CMN) is an experiential learning platform that offers courses and internships in 
specific areas of career development. Their focus is on hands-on, fast-paced learning and career support for 
learners from all stages of life.

https://www.collegemedianetwork.com/

Collegian The Collegian is the student newspaper of San Joaquin Delta College in Stockton, Calif. The paper is 
published six times a semester in the fall and spring.

http://deltacollegian.net/

Collegiate The Collegiate is Grand Rapids Community College's news outlet since 1930 http://thecollegiatelive.com/

Colombo Times Colombo Times provides latest South Asia World News from the most comprehensive global news network on 
the internet. News and analysis on Sri Lanka and other regions.

www.thecolombotimes.com

Colorado Daily
The Colorado Daily is a privately owned newspaper serving the University of Colorado and Boulder 
communities since 1892. Today, the paper is owned and published by Prairie Mountain Publishing Company 
LLC. It is an independent paper in spirit and editorial philosophy with a core readership of 18-to-35-year-olds.

http://www.coloradodaily.com/

Colorado Newsline

Colorado Newsline provides fair and accurate reporting on politics, policy and other stories of interest to 
Coloradans. Newsline is based in Denver, and coverage of activities at the Capitol are central to its mission, 
but its reporters are devoted to providing reliable information about the environment, health care, education, 
the economy, the justice system, the functioning of state government, and other topics that concern readers in 
all parts of the state, from Lamar to Dinosaur, from Durango to Sterling.

https://coloradonewsline.com

Colorado Peak Politics Colorado's conservative bully pulpit. http://www.coloradopeakpolitics.com

ColoradoPols.com Colorado's most-read political blog, featuring news, opinion and inside information from both sides of the 
political aisle.

http://coloradopols.com

Commercial Society Entertainment blog centered on the belief that sometimes commercials are the best part of TV. https://commercialsociety.wordpress.com

Commodity Online Commodity online is an online news portal which covers Features, Exclusive Stories, Interviews, Technical 
Analysis, Commodity News, Commodity Stock News, Crop and Weather News, Financial Astrology etc.

http://www.commodityonline.com

Common Sense Family Doctor Common sense thoughts on health and conservative medicine from a family doctor in Washington, DC. http://commonsensemd.blogspot.com

Commonwealth Times
The Commonwealth Times is a student-led and student-produced media organization that has been serving 
the Virginia Commonwealth University campuses at Monroe Park and MCV since 1969. The newspaper is 
printed once a week during the fall and spring semesters.

http://www.commonwealthtimes.org/

CommsUpdate CommsUpdate is a free daily email summary of the top telecom news stories globally, from telecom market 
research firm TeleGeography.

https://www.commsupdate.com/

Communicate

Communicate is an established monthly magazine covering media, marketing and advertising in the Arab 
world and beyond. By providing in-depth news and analysis for professionals in the marketing, advertising, PR, 
and broader media and communications industries, the title offers an exciting way to reach this community. 
Published in association with Advertising Age, widely regarded to be the must-read publication among 
international advertising, marketing and media professionals.

http://www.communicate.ae

Communication Overtones Conversations at the intersection of public relations and social media. http://www.zoeticamedia.com/

Community Financial News Community Financial News is an online news organization based in Sioux Falls, SD covering the latest 
business and financial news.

http://www.com-unik.info
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Company Future Event Data

The Company Future Event Data is a partnership between EDI and London-based leading provider of highly 
accurate international future financial events data, Columba Systems Limited. We now provide future events 
data and systems for distribution and display. With this partnership we enable users to take future events data 
and transform it into knowledge by making it accessible, customisable, searchable, and available for 
integration with client information. We do this by collecting highly accurate future data from a wide range of 
companies and markets and tagging, storing and distributing this data through our innovative software 
solutions. We deliver all the information about financial events occurring globally straight to your desktop, 
quickly and easily. No longer do you have to spend time collecting event data from multiple different sources. 
From company results, company meetings and trade shows, Columba collects and aggregates vital 
information that market players depend upon to make accurate investment choices and then delivers it in a 
customisable and flexible format.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/company-financial-events/

Complete Sports
Complete Sports Nigeria is is the most-widely-read online sports publication in Nigeria, covering all sporting 
events in the country as well as the wider African continent. The primary focus of the coverage is Nigerian 
football, however global football leagues are also included in the publication.

https://www.completesports.com/

Computer reseller News India CRN provides the latest news articles on information technology and product reviews for computer resellers. http://www.crn.in

Computer.com
Computer.com is a monthly publication covering Nigerian, African and global ICT news, as well as instructional 
articles by locally based experts and review articles on computer hardware, software programs, mobile 
devices, technology etc.

http://www.ictnews-computer.com

Computerra.ru About IT, internet, technology, and gadgets. http://computerra.ru/

COMPUTERSWEDEN Computer Sweden is Sweden's largest source of news in IT and business. It publishes daily news that you can 
take part of via site, mobile, newsletter and events.

https://computersweden.idg.se/ 

COMPUTERWORLD 
Computerworld focuses on empowering enterprise users and their managers, helping them create business 
advantage by skillfully exploiting today's abundantly powerful web, mobile, and desktop applications. 
Computerworld also offers guidance to IT managers tasked with optimizing client systems—and helps 
businesses revolutionize the customer and employee experience with new collaboration platforms.

www.computerworld.com 

COMPUTERWORLD GERMANY COMPUTERWOCHE is the leading information medium for business IT topics in German-speaking countries. 
Important ITC trends such as Industry 4.0, Internet of Things and Cloud Computing are the focus.

www.computerwoche.de

COMPUTERWORLD POLAND Computerworld provides the latest information, opinions, forecasts and analyzes from the IT industry in Poland 
and in the world.

www.computerworld.pl

COMPUTERWORLD SPAIN ComputerWorld is a Magazine dedicated to Information and Communication Technologies. www.computerworld.es 

Computing
The leading business brand for senior technology buyers. It is the only publication to offer broad, deep and 
accurate reach into the complex IT decision making unit, and its business-focused articles have now been 
augmented by a wealth of technology coverage from IT Week.

http://www.computing.co.uk

COMSERVE
COMSERVE empowers communicators by offering modern digital PR solutions and distribution services to 
identify and engage with customers, opinion leaders, bloggers, and other relevant audience. COMSERVE has 
become one of the fastest growing global news agencies by helping businesses create and share information, 
or craft and distribute meaningful stories, to get increased exposure.

https://www.comserveonline.com/

Conakry Infos Conakry Infos is an online publication established in 2010 that covers various topics on Guinea, ranging from 
news to politics, business, and more. 

https://www.conakryinfos.com/

Concordiensis

Concordiensis is the student-run newspaper of Union College in Schenectady, New York, United States and is 
published eight times per trimester. It was founded in November 1877 and is the thirteenth oldest student 
newspaper in the United States and is the oldest continuously published newspaper in the city of Schenectady. 
The newspaper’s title, meaning “of or pertaining to union,” has been in use since 1890 and has since been 
informally called “the Concordy.”

https://concordiensis.com/

Confessions of a Traffic Lawyer Vehicle and traffic law issues, anecdotes, stories, and jokes. https://nytrafficticket.com/ny-traffic-blog/

Confidente Newspaper

We are a weekly independent newspaper directed at decision makers, policy makers, politicians, corporate 
and community leaders as well as the affluent and those in the middle income bracket. We offer national news, 
in-depth analysis, investigative stories, and political, international, sport and entertainment news. Our current 
print run is at 11,000 weekly sold in all of Namibia’s 13 regions. Our mission is to be a 48 page tabloid, with 
cutting edge investigative journalism that will help make Namibia a more transparent, corruption free nation 
where all its citizens have equal access to its resources and opportunities.

www.confidentenamibia.com

CONGOACTU CONGOACTU established in 2016 is an African online publication located in the Congo that covers topics 
ranging from local News, international news, politics, economics, business, and more.

https://congoactu.net/
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Congolese Press Agency (ACP) Congolese Press Agency (ACP) is a state-run news agency in Democratic Republic of the Congo that covers 
national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://acpcongo.com/

Connect2Mason
Fourth Estate is George Mason University’s official student-run news outlet. Their mission is to inform Mason 
students, faculty, alumni and interested observers about what’s happening on campus and in the community. 
They release a weekly print publication each Monday during the fall and spring semesters and maintain a 
strong online presence.

http://gmufourthestate.com/

Connecticut Commentary Connecticut Commentary is a right of center blog written by veteran political columnist Don Pesci that is 
primarily devoted to political analysis in Connecticut and environs..

http://donpesci.blogspot.com/

Connecticut Roundup
Connecticut Roundup serves as a user’s guide for everything Connecticut, both in print and online. Through 
world-class design, bold photography, and captivating writing, we point you to the best in local news, business 
professionals, food, drink, arts, culture, fashion, and more.

https://centralctroundup.com/

Conservative Daily News
Conservative Daily News’ purpose since its inception has been to provide a platform for Conservative voices. 
CDN runs an open editorial policy. No articles are censored just because they don’t toe a certain editorial line. 
As long as news or opinion posts are something Conservative readers might be interested in and are well-
written, they get published.

http://conservativedailynews.com

Constantiaberg Bulletin Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/constantiaberg-bulletin

Constitutionally Speaking A blog on political and special issues in South Africa. http://constitutionallyspeaking.co.za/

Construction Business News ME 
Construction Business News ME is a title by media production house, BNC Publishing, covering the Middle 
East’s lucrative construction industry. Each issue of Construction Business News ME analyses the latest 
developments and trends in construction, real estate, MEP, FM, construction machinery, architecture, and 
sustainability.

https://www.cbnme.com/

Construction Business News ME  
(Print Edition)

Construction Business News ME is a title by media production house, BNC Publishing, covering the Middle 
East’s lucrative construction industry. Each issue of Construction Business News ME analyses the latest 
developments and trends in construction, real estate, MEP, FM, construction machinery, architecture, and 
sustainability.

https://www.cbnme.com/

Construction Dive
Construction Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the most impactful news and trends shaping 
the construction and building industry. The daily email newsletter and website cover topics such as commercial 
building, residential building, green building, design, deals, regulations and more.

https://www.constructiondive.com/

Construction Global Digital 
Construction Digital is a ‘Digital Community’ for the global construction industry that connects the world’s 
largest construction brands & projects and their most senior executives with the latest trends as the 
construction industry pivots towards technology and digital transformation.

https://www.constructionglobal.com/magazine

Construction Law Musings Thoughts on the construction landscape from Christopher G. Hill, Virginia construction lawyer. http://constructionlawva.com

Construction Machinery Middle 
East

Construction Machinery Middle East is a monthly magazine that treats equipment with the value it deserves 
and manufacturers and the industry with a platform they can be proud of. With an equal focus on innovation as 
well as performance, safety as well as value for money, it talks to the PMV industry in its own language, 
covering news and analysis, interviews and case studies, product and service overviews, as well as sector 
specific focuses on construction machinery markets including construction, petrochemical, aviation, ports, 
mining/ quarrying and military. Because vendors worldwide devote large amounts of time and money driving 
brand equity and company image, they now have a professional platform to market their products. Prestige 
vehicles and plant deserve a prestige background to show them off to decision makers - that's the background 
and platform that Construction Machinery Middle East now provides. In a refreshing and professional way. It 
offers an ideal platform for companies to showcase their products and services to a highly targeted audience of 
key industry decision makers from across the Middle East.

https://www.meconstructionnews.com/

Consultancy Monitor Worldwide http://bidsinfo.com
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Consumer Voice 

VOICE is an acronym for Voluntary Organisation in Interest of Consumer Education which has pioneered the 
protection of consumers in India. Based in New Delhi, the organisation has championed consumer education 
in the country since 1983. Over the years, VOICE has been representing consumers and protecting their 
interests with policy-makers, the judiciary and statutory regulatory bodies. From 1991 onwards, VOICE has 
been spearheading an independent and non-partisan programme on “comparative testing of products” with the 
technical support of Stiftung Warentest of Germany. Its activities have been supported by the government of 
India’s Ministry of Consumer Affairs besides other ministries and departments. VOICE has among its 
stakeholders many reputed Indian and international organisations supporting social causes over and above 
individuals, academicians, professionals and volunteers who work relentlessly to educate consumers and 
make them aware of their rights. VOICE provides independent and unbiased reviews of food products, 
consumer durables, financial and banking services and much more. It also runs a legal help-desk for 
consumers.

https://www.consumer-voice.org/magazine/

Contra Peso Miscellaneous commentary from professors. http://contrapeso.info/
Controversies in Hospital Infection 
Prevention A blog written by three epidemiologists that focuses on controversial topics in infection prevention. http://haicontroversies.blogspot.com

Convergent1 Digital marketing and social media insights. http://www.convergent1.com/blog/
Conversable Economist Economic news and commentary. http://conversableeconomist.blogspot.com

Converseer
Converseer is an independent Online Newspaper that reports local and international news, breaking news, and 
trending stories across the world. Debuted in April 2022, Converseer works with well-experienced and trained 
Journalists, Bloggers and Opinion writers across board to deliver up-to-date and accurate news in Politics, 
Business, Health, Education, Entertainment, Lifestyle, Nature, Sports, Metro, and lots more.

https://converseer.com/

ConversionXL Data driven conversion rate optimization advice. http://conversionxl.com/blog
ConWebBlog Analysis and critique of conservative news organizations and watchdogs. http://conwebwatch.tripod.com/blog/
Coolsmartphone All the latest news, reviews and live coverage of iPhone and Android handsets, plus gadgets and tech. http://www.coolsmartphone.com

Coordination Problem Commentary on economics and current events by professional economists influenced by Mises, Hayek, 
Buchanan, and Ostrom.

http://www.coordinationproblem.org/

Copyhype
Copyhype is a blog devoted to analysis of copyright law, policy, and history. Author Terry Hart is Director of 
Legal Policy at the Copyright Alliance, a non-profit, non-partisan public interest and educational organization 
representing creators across the spectrum of copyright disciplines. He represents the Copyright Alliance in all 
copyright and related policy issues in a variety of forums.

http://www.copyhype.com

Cornell Capital Group Economic 
Insights

Founded in 2019, Cornell Capital Group LLC is a Registered Investment Advisor designed to serve as a bridge 
between leading academic financial research and practical investment management for individuals and 
families.

https://www.cornell-capital.com/blog

Cornell Daily Sun
The Cornell Daily Sun is an independent online news portal located in Ithaca.The Cornell Daily Sun is available 
at over 100 locations on and off campus in the Ithaca area, reaching a print readership of approximately 
16,000.

https://cornellsun.com/

Corporal Frisk Blog Finnish blogger in reserve, defence and national security. https://corporalfrisk.com
Corporate Compliance Insights News and resources for compliance, risk, audit and informations security professionals. http://corporatecomplianceinsights.com
Corporate Environmental Lawyer 
Blog Corporate environmental law news. http://environblog.jenner.

com/corporate_environmental_l

Corporette Corporette is a fashion and lifestyle blog for women lawyers, bankers, MBAs, consultants, and otherwise 
overachieving chicks.

http://corporette.com

Corruption, Crime & Compliance Blog covers anti-corruption enforcement and compliance issues, as well as other white collar crime issues http://blog.volkovlaw.com/
Corruption, Crime & Compliance 
(Volkov Law Group) Corporate blog by Volkov Law Group on corruption, crime and compliance http://blog.volkovlaw.com/

Costa del Este News
Costa del Este News is a local community newspaper which covers all news and events going on in the Costa 
del Este area of Panama City, Panama, including local business news, community events, education, and 
more.

http://alphaeditorial.com/publicaciones/CDE/

Counterview.org Voluntary blogging platform, an attempt to fulfill a long-standing desire — the need to interact. http://counterview.org/
Counting My Pennies Personal finance blog with content covering generalized finance and lifestyle topics. http://www.countingmypennies.com
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CountryWatch Country Profiles

CountryWatch is an information provider to corporations, government agencies, universities, schools, libraries 
and individuals needing up-to-date news, intelligence and data on each of the recognised countries of the 
world. The site has been recognised by The Wall Street Journal and Forbes Magazine for its quality and timely 
geopolitical information in the online space since 1997. CountryWatch Country Profiles are brief overviews for 
each of the 197 countries that include key data information, major cities, average daily temperatures, religions 
and ethnic divisions,  including detailed demographic, political, economic, business, cultural and environmental 
information for each country.

http://www.countrywatch.com

CountryWatch Elections Central

CountryWatch is an information provider to corporations, government agencies, universities, schools, libraries 
and individuals needing up-to-date news, intelligence and data on each of the recognised countries of the 
world. The site has been recognised by The Wall Street Journal and Forbes Magazine for its quality and timely 
geopolitical information in the online space since 1997. CountryWatch Elections Central is a comprehensive 
list of past and upcoming international presidential and parliamentary elections around the world; Election 
Profiles – gives a summary of selected elections: the positions at stake (parliamentary and presidential), the 
names of the candidates running in the final election, and the past outcomes.

http://www.countrywatch.com

CountryWatch Forecast

CountryWatch is an information provider to corporations, government agencies, universities, schools, libraries 
and individuals needing up-to-date news, intelligence and data on each of the recognised countries of the 
world. The site has been recognised by The Wall Street Journal and Forbes Magazine for its quality and timely 
geopolitical information in the online space since 1997. CountryWatch Forecast provides a 20-year projection 
for key variables in the areas of Macroeconomics, Energy, Metals and Agriculture for each of the 197 countries 
of the world. The Forecast also provides 5 years of historical data (the primary source is the World Bank) along 
with the forecasting models. The CountryWatch Forecast models provide the most accurate and unique 
perspective of the future.

http://www.countrywatch.com

CountryWatch Political Intelligence 
Briefing

CountryWatch is an information provider to corporations, government agencies, universities, schools, libraries 
and individuals needing up-to-date news, intelligence and data on each of the recognised countries of the 
world. The site has been recognised by The Wall Street Journal and Forbes Magazine for its quality and timely 
geopolitical information in the online space since 1997. CountryWatch Political Intelligence Briefing is an in 
depth summary (approximately 50 pages in length) written by Dr. Denise Coleman, President and Editor in 
Chief of Countrywatch.com. The PIB is published on a weekly basis and covers significant political 
developments evolving across the international spectrum, with particularised focus on the world’s increasingly 
complicated geo-political terrain and global hot spots.

http://www.countrywatch.com

CountryWatch Reviews

CountryWatch is an information provider to corporations, government agencies, universities, schools, libraries 
and individuals needing up-to-date news, intelligence and data on each of the recognised countries of the 
world. The site has been recognised by The Wall Street Journal and Forbes Magazine for its quality and timely 
geopolitical information in the online space since 1997. CountryWatch Reviews offer an up-to-date series of 
publications for each of 196 countries including demographic, political, economic, business, cultural and 
environmental information. Each Country Review features foreign relations, political climate, economic 
conditions, cultural etiquette and provides in depth coverage of Energy, Agriculture and Metals consumption 
and production along with the World Pricing Summary. The Country Reviews also cover Foreign Investment 
climate, Stock Market and Taxation.

http://www.countrywatch.com

Courrier confidentiel Courrier confidentiel is an online news portal located in Burkina Faso. Courrier confidentiel provides general 
news about Burkina Faso and Africa.

https://www.courrierconfidentiel.net/

Coyote Gulch Reporting on the health and issues of Colorado water and the environment. http://coyotegulch.net/

CPIPR The Center for Investigative Journalism (CPI) is a non-profit organization created in 2007 to facilitate access to 
information for the people of Puerto Rico in two ways: journalistic investigation and litigation.

http://periodismoinvestigativo.com

CPRBlog: Center for Progressive 
Reform

CPRBlog is the official blog of the Center for Progressive Reform, a nonprofit research and educational 
organization with a national network of Member Scholars working to protect health, safety, and the 
environment through analysis and commentary.

http://progressivereform.org/cpr-blog/

Cracking Crosswords Cracking Crosswords provides British-style cryptic crossword puzzles for newspapers, magazines, and 
personal use across a range of difficulty levels and themes. 

http://www.crackingcrosswords.co.uk/

Creative Agency Secrets Blog New business development advice & tips. http://creativeagencysecrets.com/blog/

Credit Suisse - Video News on economic and social trends, combined with stories on culture and sports http://www.youtube.
com/user/creditsuissevideos
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Credit Union Journal

Credit Union Journal is the nation's leading media resource delivering the vital information, in-depth analysis, 
and news that credit union leaders need to serve and grow their memberships. As demand for credit unions 
continues to surge and competition grows more intense, Credit Union Journal provides senior CU executives 
with strategies and tactics to effectively comply with state and federal regulations, manage marketing and 
member communications, evaluate financial technologies and grow their businesses. Credit Union Journal 
covers the people, trends, innovations, and strategies that are reshaping the credit union movement.

https://www.americanbanker.com/creditunions

Crenk Weblog dedicated to profiling internet products and companies. http://www.crenk.com

Cricfit
Cricfit is one of the fastest-growing cricket websites in India. Cricfit’s content includes daily updates from all the 
happenings in the sport from across the globe, features written by some of the best young minds in the 
country, and interviews of the cricketers from all cricketing nations.

https://cricfit.com/

CricketCountry
The man of every match here is the Indian cricket fan. Every month more than a million cricket fans head to 
cricketcountry.com making it the second largest Indian cricket website. Cricket country article section contains 
stories from feature writers. Our columnists include veteran analysts like H Natarajan, Arunabha Sengupta and 
many more. The News Section contains day to day news articles from cricket world.

http://www.cricketcountry.com

Crime and Consequences Discussion of current issues in criminal law. https://www.crimeandconsequences.blog/

Crime Prevention Research Center
The Crime Prevention Research Center (CPRC) is a research and education organization dedicated to 
conducting academic quality research on the relationship between laws regulating the ownership or use of 
guns, crime, and public safety; educating the public on the results of such research; and supporting other 
organizations, projects, and initiatives that are organized and operated for similar purposes.

https://crimeresearch.org/

Crisp Network: Cars https://crisp.network/section/48-%D8%B3%
D9%8A%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%AA

Crisp Network: Challenge and 
Controversy

https://crisp.network/section/32-%D8%AA%
D8%AD%D8%AF%D9%8A-%D9%88%D8%
AC%D8%AF%D9%84

Crisp Network: Chef Recipes
https://crisp.network/section/15-%D9%88%
D8%B5%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%AA-%D8%
A7%D9%84%D8%B4%D9%8A%D9%81

Crisp Network: Fashion and Beauty
https://crisp.network/section/4-%D9%85%
D9%88%D8%B6%D8%A9-%D9%88%D8%
AC%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%84

Crisp Network: Hangouts 961 https://crisp.network/section/16-Hangouts-961

Crisp Network: How Many Calories
https://crisp.network/section/41-%D9%83%
D9%85-%D9%83%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%
88%D8%B1%D9%8A

Crisp Network: Let Me Stay Silent
https://crisp.network/section/65-%D8%AE%
D9%84%D9%8A%D9%86%D9%8A-%D8%
B3%D8%A7%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A9

Crisp Network: One way Ticket https://crisp.network/section/67-one-way-ticket

Crisp Network: People and People
https://crisp.network/section/9-%D9%86%
D8%A7%D8%B3-%D9%88%D9%86%D8%
A7%D8%B3

Crisp Network: Psychological 
Health

https://crisp.network/section/42-%D8%A7%
D9%84%D8%B5%D8%AD%D8%A9-%D8%
A7%D9%84%D9%86%D9%81%D8%B3%
D9%8A%D8%A9

Crisp Network: Recipes https://crisp.network/section/3-%D9%88%
D8%B5%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%AA

Crisp Network: Shifting Gears https://crisp.network/section/36-Shifting-gears

Crisp Network: Technology
https://crisp.network/section/47-%D8%AA%
D9%83%D9%86%D9%88%D9%84%D9%
88%D8%AC%D9%8A%D8%A7

Crisp Network: Touches https://crisp.network/section/56-%D9%84%
D9%85%D8%B3%D8%A7%D8%AA
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Crisp Network: Travel and Tourism
https://crisp.network/section/39-%D8%B3%
D9%8A%D8%A7%D8%AD%D8%A9-%D9%
88%D8%B3%D9%81%D8%B1

Crisp Network: Trick https://crisp.network/section/45-%D8%AD%
D9%8A%D9%84%D8%A9

Crisp Network: Voice-17-October
https://crisp.network/section/66-%D8%B5%
D9%88%D8%AA-%D9%A1%D9%A7-%D8%
AA%D8%B4%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%86

Crisp Network: Work and Skills
https://crisp.network/section/57-%D8%A7%
D9%84%D8%B9%D9%85%D9%84-%D9%
88%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D9%87%
D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%AA

Crisp Network: Workout https://crisp.network/section/30-workout
Critical Financial Personal finance blog focused on consumer related topics and economics. http://criticalfinancial.com

CRN
CRN is an online publication that provides exclusive news, insights and analysis from the UK's leading source 
of dedicated news for the IT channel. CRN provides resellers with information to make money in selling 
technology products and services. It is the only newspaper written from a reseller's point of view and is read by 
senior management in key reseller organizations. 

http://www.channelweb.co.uk/

Cross Channel Lawyers - Germany Graf & Partners is a German law firm providing commentary on British legal issues. http://www.cross-channel-lawyers.de/
Cross Channel Lawyers - UK Graf & Partners is a German law firm providing commentary on British legal issues. http://www.crosschannellawyers.co.uk/

Cruising The Parks An exploration of Walt Disney World theme parks from around the world, and answering its readers most 
frequently asked questions.

https://cruisingtheparks.com

CRYPTO Breaking        CRYPTO Breaking publishes regular news around cryptocurrency, blockchain, markets news, as well as 
cryptocurrency analysis and cryptocurrencies prices.

https://cryptobreaking.com/

Crypto Coin Show Crypto Coin Show is an online publication that covers crypto news and Interviews with investors, startups, and 
thought leaders in the blockchain industry. 

cryptocoinshow.substack.com

CRYPTO Investor
Crypto Investor is a online weekly publication that covers markets and crypto with news,interviews, data 
packages, and more.

https://subscriptions.thestreet.com/crypto-
investor

Crypto Mode
Crypto Mode is an independent news source founded in April 2018. They strive to bring us the latest Crypto 
news. Their main goal is to produce interesting and valuable content to the readers and educate us about 
cryptocurrency.

https://cryptomode.com/

Crypto Reporter Crypto Reporter is an online magazine about cryptocurrencies, NFTs, DeFi, GameFi and other blockchain 
technologies.

https://www.crypto-reporter.com/

Crypto.com

Founded in 2016, Crypto.com serves more than 50 million customers and is the world's fastest growing global 
cryptocurrency platform. Crypto.com's vision is simple: Cryptocurrency in Every Wallet™. Built on a foundation 
of security, privacy, and compliance, Crypto.com is committed to accelerating the adoption of cryptocurrency 
through innovation and empowering the next generation of builders, creators, and entrepreneurs to develop a 
fairer and more equitable digital ecosystem

Crypto.com

Cryptocurrency Exchange 
Announcements

Cryptocurrency Exchange Announcements, including New Cryptocurrency Listings; Latest Exchange News; 
New Fiat Listings; Delistings etc. from the top 100 crypto exchanges, as ranked and scored by CoinMarketCap 
(based on traffic, liquidity, trading volumes, and confidence in the legitimacy of trading volumes reported).

https://coinmarketcap.
com/rankings/exchanges/
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CryptoDaily

Crypto Daily is the leading crypto and blockchain news site that ‘bridges’ the gap between companies, users 
and enthusiasts. Determined to achieve its media objectives in the most independent and extensive way 
possible, Crypto Daily operates under a symbiotic hybrid model, in which the support of the aforementioned 
stakeholders allows for much more diverse and interesting information to reach the masses, and under one 
banner. Founded in 2017, Crypto Daily originally started as the world’s first free-to-publish crypto news 
platform, and operated under this model in response to what it deemed as the centralization of information by 
the largest media outlets. However, owing to the financial demands of running a full time media website, the 
free-to-publish model was not sustainable enough in which to continue bringing diverse content to the masses. 
For this reason, Crypto Daily has since opted for a new model which it believes will not only allow for more 
diverse news to reach the masses, but one which will allow for more companies and projects to get the 
coverage that they deserve. Quite simply, Crypto Daily is aiming to cover more news and information than 
what other outlets are currently providing, and through the unique benefits associated with Crypto Daily’s 
hybrid model, it is the outlet’s ambition to become the number one news and information resource for the 
crypto and blockchain sphere. It is important to note that Crypto Daily’s journalistic operations will continue to 
remain neutral, and under no circumstances will the editorial team be influenced or pressured by any media 
patron when conducting journalistic pursuits.

https://cryptodaily.co.uk/

CryptoGazette
CryptoGazette is your go-to crypto news hub for the latest clear and concise crypto-related info. The crypto-
oriented online publication offers in-depth news and the most accurate information about crypto and blockchain 
technology, bitcoin, altcoins, blockchain, all global crypto news, and the latest data from the crypto market

cryptogazette.com

CryptoGround
CryptoGround.com is an independent publishing house that provides Cryptocurrency & Blockchain Technology 
News. It is a News Media Platform which serves its audience with accurate News and Analytical Articles. Our 
team is committed to providing unbiased News & Reports related to various Cryptocurrencies, Decentralized 
Apps, Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) and Blockchain technology.

https://www.cryptoground.com

Cryptology
Instant Buy, Sell & Convert Crypto. Purchase your first digital asset in just a few clicks. Easy, convenient, 
hassle-free. Just insert the amount of USD or EUR you want to spend or the digital asset amount you wish to 
receive, our platform will automatically calculate the market rate.

https://cryptology.com/

CryptoNews

Cryptonews offers original coverage of the global blockchain and cryptocurrency news, provides opinions, 
reviews, guides, introduces to Crypto people with an aim to help the general public understand and 
successfully use these technologies now and in the future. We believe that the most important thing in the 
Blockchain revolution is the ability of people to understand and embrace the change. Our journalism standards 
- impartiality, truthfulness, transparency, and accuracy - will help you navigate this extremely dynamic world.

https://nl.cryptonews.com/

Cryptonex CryptoNex is a news Publisher that brings readers the Latest in Crypto News from around the world. https://cryptonex.org/

Cryptopolitan
Cryptopolitan joins the flourishing cryptocurrency sector with loads of potential aiming to bring quality news 
content, reviews, technical analysis and other unique insights to the ever-growing cryptocurrency community. 
Cryptopolitan strives to bring you the latest in Crypto and Blockchain News.

https://www.cryptopolitan.com/

Cryptos Newss
Cryptosnewss.com a news aite that was founded in 2021 by Sandeep B, the website provides
accurate, up-to-date, and unbiased news and insights from the exciting world of cryptocurrencies and
blockchain technology.

https://cryptosnewss.com/

CryptoSlate
Begun in 2017, CryptoSlate provides data, news, and analysis to support the cryptocurrency community. The 
site delivers real-time price and data information for thousands of cryptocurrencies and delivers localised news 
and data to 26 different regions the site calls blockchain hubs. CryptoSlate also maintains a large directory of 
crypto-related companies, products, and people. AVAILABLE RUSSIAN, ENGLISH

https://cryptoslate.com/

CryptosRus CryptoRus is an online blod dedicated to coveringthe latest news and opinions on Blockchain, Bitcoin, and 
Altcoins.

https://cryptosrus.com/

CSO CSO online Germany is the leading medium for IT security managers in German-speaking countries. www.csoonline.com
CSO GERMANY CSO online Germany is the leading medium for IT security managers in German-speaking countries. www.csoonline.de

CSO SPAIN CSO ComputerWorld is an online magazine aimed at IT security managers or Chief Security Officers and 
CISOs.

cso.computerworld.es 

CSSA CSSA is an investment research firm dedicated to creating analytics to track global markets. https://cssanalytics.wordpress.com
CT Blue Political commentary from Connecticut. http://www.ctblueblog.com

CTN News l Chiang Rai Times Chiang Rai Times (CTN News) is a non-profit English language news portal aims to share local news and 
views from Thailand. The publication also offers news from the wider region, and coverage on global issues.

https://www.chiangraitimes.com/
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ctpost (Connecticut Post)

The Connecticut Post is a daily newspaper located in Bridgeport, Connecticut, owned and operated by the 
Hearst Corporation. The newspaper, which is the largest by circulation in southwestern Connecticut, has roots 
that go back to 1883, when the Bridgeport Post was first published. The modern incarnation of the Post came 
after a merger of the morning Bridgeport Telegram with the evening Bridgeport Post. The Connecticut Post has 
been recognized with many honors, including the 2008 Newspaper of the Year Award from the New England 
Newspaper Association.

https://www.ctpost.com/

Cuban News Agency (ACN) Prensa Latina is a state-run news agency in Cuba that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.acn.cu/

Cuban News Agency (ACN) Prensa Latina is a state-run news agency in Cuba that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.cubainfo.acn.cu/

Cuban News Agency (ACN) Prensa Latina is a state-run news agency in Cuba that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.novosti.acn.cu/

Cumhuriyet (Machine Translated)

Cumhuriyet (Turkish pronunciation: [dʒumhuːɾiˈjet], The Republic) is the oldest up-market Turkish daily 
newspaper. Headquartered in Istanbul, the newspaper also has offices in Ankara and İzmir. Established on 7 
May 1924 by journalist Yunus Nadi Abalıoğlu, a confidant of the Turkish Republic's founder Atatürk, the 
newspaper has subscribed to a staunchly secular, republican course. In the past closely affiliated with the 
Kemalist Republican People's Party (CHP), the center-left newspaper turned to a more independent course 
over time, advocating democracy, social liberal values and free markets. In 2015, it was awarded the Freedom 
of Press Prize by international NGO Reporters Without Borders for making a stand against the AKP 
government's mounting pressure. Shortly thereafter, Cumhuriyet's former editor-in-chief Can Dündar and the 
newspaper's Ankara representative Erdem Gül were arrested facing sentences up to life imprisonment.

http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/

Cumhuriyet + Archive

Cumhuriyet (Turkish pronunciation: [dʒumhuːɾiˈjet], The Republic) is the oldest up-market Turkish daily 
newspaper. Headquartered in Istanbul, the newspaper also has offices in Ankara and İzmir. Established on 7 
May 1924 by journalist Yunus Nadi Abalıoğlu, a confidant of the Turkish Republic's founder Atatürk, the 
newspaper has subscribed to a staunchly secular, republican course. In the past closely affiliated with the 
Kemalist Republican People's Party (CHP), the center-left newspaper turned to a more independent course 
over time, advocating democracy, social liberal values and free markets. In 2015, it was awarded the Freedom 
of Press Prize by international NGO Reporters Without Borders for making a stand against the AKP 
government's mounting pressure. Shortly thereafter, Cumhuriyet's former editor-in-chief Can Dündar and the 
newspaper's Ankara representative Erdem Gül were arrested facing sentences up to life imprisonment.

http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/

Cumhuriyet eNewspaper (PDF)

Cumhuriyet (Turkish pronunciation: [dʒumhuːɾiˈjet], The Republic) is the oldest up-market Turkish daily 
newspaper. Headquartered in Istanbul, the newspaper also has offices in Ankara and İzmir. Established on 7 
May 1924 by journalist Yunus Nadi Abalıoğlu, a confidant of the Turkish Republic's founder Atatürk, the 
newspaper has subscribed to a staunchly secular, republican course. In the past closely affiliated with the 
Kemalist Republican People's Party (CHP), the center-left newspaper turned to a more independent course 
over time, advocating democracy, social liberal values and free markets. In 2015, it was awarded the Freedom 
of Press Prize by international NGO Reporters Without Borders for making a stand against the AKP 
government's mounting pressure. Shortly thereafter, Cumhuriyet's former editor-in-chief Can Dündar and the 
newspaper's Ankara representative Erdem Gül were arrested facing sentences up to life imprisonment.

http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/

Cumhuriyet Photos

Cumhuriyet (Turkish pronunciation: [dʒumhuːɾiˈjet], The Republic) is the oldest up-market Turkish daily 
newspaper. Headquartered in Istanbul, the newspaper also has offices in Ankara and İzmir. Established on 7 
May 1924 by journalist Yunus Nadi Abalıoğlu, a confidant of the Turkish Republic's founder Atatürk, the 
newspaper has subscribed to a staunchly secular, republican course. In the past closely affiliated with the 
Kemalist Republican People's Party (CHP), the center-left newspaper turned to a more independent course 
over time, advocating democracy, social liberal values and free markets. In 2015, it was awarded the Freedom 
of Press Prize by international NGO Reporters Without Borders for making a stand against the AKP 
government's mounting pressure. Shortly thereafter, Cumhuriyet's former editor-in-chief Can Dündar and the 
newspaper's Ankara representative Erdem Gül were arrested facing sentences up to life imprisonment.

http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/

Cup of Joe Powell News, opinion, politics, entertainment from Tennessee. http://cupofjoepowell.blogspot.com/

Curaçao Chronicle
Curaçao Chronicle has been the small island nation of Curaçao's only English news source for almost 10 
years, covering local news, events, business, politics, lifestyle, and more. It's coverage encompasses 
happenings on the island, as well as the wider Netherlands Antilles region.

www.curacaochronicle.com

Curierul National
Curierul National is an independent news portal located in Romania. It is one of the first printed newspapers in 
Romania, with topics ranging from economy, technology, politics, education, and more. I'ts printed edition is 
delivered daily to subscribers.

https://curierulnational.ro/
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Currency.com
Currency.com is a high-growth, crypto platform helping everyone connect with the booming world of digital 
assets.  Powered by cutting edge technology, we enable people to securely store as well as  buy, sell and 
invest in popular cryptocurrencies via our simple, intuitive, web- and mobile-based applications.

https://currency.com/

Customer Service Blog Articles promoting a customer service culture and a customer loyalty mindset. http://www.hyken.com

CxOTalk CxOTalk provides in-depth conversations with the world's top leaders in business, technology, government, 
and education.

https://www.cxotalk.com/

Cyber Report
Cyber Report (formerly Monday Memo) is an award-winning publication of the the Internet Law Center and 
was named one of the top 100 Internet law resources. The Internet Law Center offers innovative legal and 
policy solutions for businesses both online and offline.

http://www.ilccyberreport.wordpress.com

Cybersecurity Dive Cybersecurity Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the most impactful news and trends shaping 
cybersecurity, The newsletters and website cover topics such as breaches, vulnerability, threats, and more.

https://www.cybersecuritydive.com/

Cycles of Learning Cycles of Learning features reflections on how to leverage curiosity in learning & instruction. https://www.cyclesoflearning.com
Cyclist Cyclist brings you the latest news, reviews and insight from the world of road cycling. https://www.cyclist.co.uk/
Cyprus Mail Cyprus Mail is a daily English language newspaper publihsed in Cyprus. http://www.cyprus-mail.com

Daily 49er
The Daily 49er is the longest running student news publication at Long Beach State University and is the 
“paper of record” for the institution. As the most prolific news source on campus, the Daily 49er’s reporters 
continue to  produce award-winning coverage of campus and city news and events. The newspaper prints on 
Mondays and Thursdays during the semester.

https://daily49er.com/

Daily Actor The Daily Actor is an independent online publication that covers daily acting news, interviews with actors, 
information, columns and more.

http://www.dailyactor.com

Daily Balochistan Express Balochistan Express, launched in 1990 from Quetta is an influential voice in the restive province that borders 
Iran and Afghanistan. It was the first newspaper of Balochistan to go online.

http://www.bexpress.com.pk/

Daily Californian
The Daily Californian is an independent, student-run newspaper published by the Independent Berkeley 
Students Publishing Company, Inc.  The Daily Californian covers both the UC Berkeley campus and the city of 
Berkeley.

http://www.dailycal.org/

Daily Collegian
The Daily Collegian is published by Collegian Inc., an independent, non-profit corporation with a board of 
directors composed of students, faculty and professionals. Students of the Pennsylvania State University write 
and edit all publications and solicit advertising material for it.

https://www.collegian.psu.edu/

Daily Eastern News The Daily Eastern News is produced by the students of Eastern Illinois University. It is published daily Monday 
through Friday in Charleston, Ill. during fall and spring semesters and online during the summer.

http://www.dailyeasternnews.com/

Daily Energy Insider

Daily Energy Insider is a publication of Macallan Communications. It is your daily source for the latest U.S. 
policy and regulation news that is helping to shape an evolving energy sector. Our team of experienced 
journalists provides the top energy news each day as well as exclusive features. We offer insights on the latest 
developments impacting the energy industry, including investments in power plants, pipelines and renewable 
sources of energy.

https://dailyenergyinsider.com

Daily Evergreen
Washington State University’s Office of Student Media is dedicated to provide students a public forum through 
The Daily Evergreen newspaper, Chinook yearbook and online sites and to provide a comprehensive training 
program for students interested in communications careers.

http://www.dailyevergreen.com/

Daily Financial Post
Daily Financial Post is Pakistan’s one of the leading business dailies having publication from Karachi, the 
financial hub of Pakistan. The newspaper is being published since 1994. It has a large network of staff 
reporters and correspondents across the country especially focusing on business circles.

http://www.dailyfpost.com

Daily Financial Times
Daily Financial Times is a daily English-language newspaper published by Wijeya New spapers Limited from 
Sri Lanka.  The publication provide with daily updates especially on business and also on agriculture, breaking 
news, financial services, entertainment, fashion and lifestyle, healthcare, national and international.

http://www.ft.lk

Daily Guide Network
Daily Guide Network is a newspaper published by Western Publication Limited. It covers news about 
happenings in Ghana related to business, politics, entertainment, sports, etc. The newspaper is published and 
operated from Accra which is the capital of Ghana.

http://dailyguidenetwork.com/

Daily Illini
Since 1871, The Daily Illini has been the University of Illinois’ independent student newspaper.The Daily Illini is 
one of the oldest and most recognized student newspapers, recently being named the best student newspaper 
and news website in Illinois.

https://www.dailyillini.com/

Daily Independent
Daily Independent communicates directly with its readers on a personal level. It delivers news and information 
that readers want and need to perform at their peak in their private and professional pursuits. It seeks to 
achieve this by continuously listening to its readers and adapting its contents to what the readers say they 
want.

https://www.independent.ng/
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Daily Lobo
The Daily Lobo is an award-winning publication. The New Mexico Daily Lobo has served as the independent 
newspaper at the University of New Mexico since 1895. The student staff works in news, production, design, 
classifieds, advertising and accounting. Students produce a print newspaper weekly during the fall, spring and 
summer semesters and publish an e-newsletter three times a week.

http://www.dailylobo.com/

Daily Mirror
The largest selling independent English daily in Sri Lanka, Mirror was started in 1996 as a weekly. In 1999 it 
went on to become a daily. Currently it enjoys a circulation of around 30,000 copies and a readership of about 
150,000.

http://www.dailymirror.lk

Daily Mississippian The Daily Mississippian is the award-winning, editorially independent campus newspaper of The University of 
Mississippi in Oxford. Founded in 1911, it is the only daily college newspaper in the state.

https://thedmonline.com/

Daily Monitor

The Monitor is the only Ugandan newspaper that reports on news stories unhindered and conducts serious 
investigative reporting in the public interest. The Monitor is consistently breaking stories and setting the news 
agenda. The culture of freedom is reflected throughout the newspaper, ensuring an open-minded and 
innovative approach to every aspect of its publishing activity. The Monitor strives to strike a balance between 
information, education and entertainment.

http://www.monitor.co.ug

Daily Nation Daily Nation is the leading English language newspaper publication within the region with an estimated 65% 
market and readership share in Kenya.

http://www.nation.co.ke

Daily National Herald Tribune A daily newspaper published in Pakistan covering local news. https://dailynht.com/
Daily Nebraskan The Daily Nebraskan is the University of Nebraska-Lincoln's only independent student publication. http://www.dailynebraskan.com/

Daily News The Daily News is a daily newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South Africa, 
covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

http://www.iol.co.za/dailynews

Daily News Newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current affairs including politics, business, 
entertainment and sports.

https://www.dailynews.co.zw

Daily News (via HT Media Ltd.) Sri Lanka's national newspaper since 1918. This is under the flagship of The Associated Newspapers of 
Ceylon Ltd.

http://www.dailynews.lk

Daily news 365 Daily News 365 is a news portal started in Jan 2008, and has grown in popularity with time.We got around 4 
writers publishing on our portal.

http://www.dailynews365.com

Daily News Egypt
The Daily News Egypt is a broadsheet-sized newspaper covering news, business, politics, cultural news, 
opinion, arts & culture, lifestyle and analysis from an Egyptian perspective. The newspaper originally launched 
as The Daily Star Egypt in May 2005. It was acquired and re-launched by Business News for Press, Publishing 
and Distribution in May 2012.

http://www.thedailynewsegypt.com/

Daily News Egypt - Business
The Daily News Egypt is a broadsheet-sized newspaper covering news, business, politics, cultural news, 
opinion, arts & culture, lifestyle and analysis from an Egyptian perspective. The newspaper originally launched 
as The Daily Star Egypt in May 2005. It was acquired and re-launched by Business News for Press, Publishing 
and Distribution in May 2012.

https://dailynewsegypt.com

Daily News Egypt - Sports
The Daily News Egypt is a broadsheet-sized newspaper covering news, business, politics, cultural news, 
opinion, arts & culture, lifestyle and analysis from an Egyptian perspective. The newspaper originally launched 
as The Daily Star Egypt in May 2005. It was acquired and re-launched by Business News for Press, Publishing 
and Distribution in May 2012.

https://ww.dailynewssegypt.com/

Daily O'Collegian The O’Colly Media Group is an independent news and information organization that operates under the School 
of Media & Strategic Communications at Oklahoma State University.

http://www.ocolly.com/

Daily Outlook Afghanistan

The Outlook Afghanistan is an independent English newspaper published from the Capital Kabul. This is the 
first daily, published in English in the post Taliban Afghanistan. It was really encouraging for the Daily Outlook 
to see the way its readers welcomed and supported it by all means. The Daily Outlook Afghanistan has a huge 
circle of readers from most categories of society. Its circulation at the moment is 4800/day and it is being 
delivered to most embassies, NGOs, Policymakers, UN agencies, Teachers, students, businessmen, 
employers and employees of the various sectors, travelers visiting Afghanistan, government offices, 
educational institutes, social organizations, trade companies and ISAF etc. in Kabul.

http://www.outlookafghanistan.net/

Daily Patriot
The Patriot is a daily newspaper published from Islamabad, the capital city of Pakistan.  The focus of the paper 
is on national politics and the paper occasionally published opinionated investigative reports.  The paper also 
covers business, sports, entertainment and technology.  The paper covers the twin cities of Islamabad and 
Rawalpindi extensively.

http://www.dailythepatriot.com
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Daily Princetonian
The Daily Princetonian is dedicated to serving Princetonians past, present, and future through transparent, 
accurate, and empathetic reporting. In this spirit, they aim to forge connections among those invested in the 
Princeton community, no matter who they are and where they are. Their paper is student-run, not-for-profit, 
and financially independent from the University.

http://dailyprincetonian.com/

Daily Pundit Political and current events commentary from a libertarian-conservative viewpoint. http://www.dailypundit.com/

Daily Skiff TCU 360 is the home of The Skiff weekly newspaper. TCU 360 is the official, student-produced product of the 
Department of Journalism in the Bob Schieffer College of Communication at Texas Christian University.

https://www.tcu360.com/

Daily Sun National daily newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current affairs including sports 
and entertainment.

https://www.dailysun.co.za/

Daily Targum

The Daily Targum of Rutgers University is a student-written, student-managed, non-profit, incorporated 
newspaper published by the Targum Publishing Company, with a circulation of 10,000 daily. The Daily Targum 
is the second-oldest and among the largest college newspapers in the nation. The Daily Targum has been a 
repeat recipient of the Columbia Scholastic Press Association's Gold Crown Award, the highest recognition a 
college newspaper can be awarded in the United States, and the Associated College Press's Best In Show 
award.

https://www.dailytargum.com/

Daily the Pak Banker

(TPB) is world’s second and Pakistan’s first banking daily simultaneously published from Pakistan’s three 
major cities i-e Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad.  DAILY THE PAK BANKER covers banking and financial 
sectors of Pakistan exclusively and also the major developments of the world banking and financial scenario. 
The newspaper is one of the prestigious and credible Pakistani newspapers. Currently TPB is media partner of 
the 10th International Asian Banker Summit 2009 along with leading newspapers like the wall street journal.

http://www.thepakbanker.com

Daily Times(PK)
Daily Times is Pakistan's one of the largest national dailies of Pakistan having simultaneous publication from 
Lahore, Karachi & Islamabad. Its liberal & independent policy has given it a unique position in Pakistani media. 
DT is widely respected and influential newspaper of Pakistan. It publishes a popular Sunday and other 
magazines with the newspaper.

http://www.dailytimes.com.pk

Daily Trojan Daily Trojan is Student Newspaper of the University of Southern California since 1912, located in Los Angeles. 
It's USC’s only student-run newspaper.

http://dailytrojan.com/

Daily Trust
Daily Trust is a daily publication from Nigeria published by Media Trust Limited, an Abuja-based media 
company that exclusively provides news related to business, politics, sports, city news, environment, health, 
IT, law, and also covers editorial and opinions.

http://www.dailytrust.info

Daily Trust        
Media Trust Limited with its three titles Daily, Saturday and Sunday is an African information site established in 
2004 that offers its readers daily content on Africa and the Region, covering topics ranging from local and 
international news to finance, business, politics, sports and more. 

https://dailytrust.com/

DailyCoin
DailyCoin is a crypto news outlet whose mission is to serve the next generation of investors worldwide, 
focusing on the cryptocurrency economy. Their main aim is to provide in-depth analytical insight on the 
fundamentals of decentralized assets, breaking stories around the crypto world, and high-quality educational 
content.

https://dailycoin.com/

DailyForex

DailyForex is a market leader in providing Forex traders with all the information and resources they need to 
master the Forex market. DailyForex is a long term partner of Google News as well as a content contributor to 
Seeking Alpha and other leading financial sites. In addition to providing in depth and current news, articles, 
and market analysis, DailyForex is also very well known in the industry for its professional reviews of Forex 
brokers, signal providers, and general Forex services. DailyForex has become the Forex trader's one stop 
shop for all their trading needs, and it continues to grow and add new features and functionality to its already 
rich portfolio.

http://www.dailyforex.com

DailyPolitical Daily Political is an independent news organization that covers politics and finance. http://www.dailypolitical.com/
Daimnation! News, politics and pop culture from a right-leaning Canadian perspective. http://damianpenny.wordpress.com/
Dakota Free Press Real liberal media for the great state of South Dakota. http://dakotafreepress.com

Dakota Student
The Dakota Student is the student-run newspaper publication of the University of North Dakota in Grand Forks, 
North Dakota.The Dakota Student is independent from the University of North Dakota.The Dakota Student is 
freely available to students who may pick it up at several campus locations.

http://dakotastudent.com/

Dale & Co. Politics, current affairs, sport, lifestyle articles. http://www.iaindale.com/

Damascus Chamber of Commerce 
News

As one of the oldest chambers of commerce in the Arab World, Damascus Chamber of Commerce traces 
history back to 1840 .Since then, the Chamber has been staunchly working on pursuing its mission in serving 
and promoting the business community, while continuously upgrading and enhancing its capacity and 
effectiveness.

http://www.dcc-sy.com/?Page=News&CAT=2
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Damascus Chamber of Industry 
News

Damascus Chamber of Industry News provides the latest updates on the chamber’s events, announcements 
and activities in order to achieve its objective promoting and directing Syrian industry to further enhancement 
and development.

http://www.dci-syria.org/index.php?
name=News&catid=1

Dana Gardner's BriefingsDirect Analyst Dana Gardner examines IT news and trends that impact software strategists to provide insights and 
outcomes on SOA, app dev, SaaS, enterprise infrastructure and mobile convergence.

http://briefingsdirectblog.blogspot.com

Danang Arradian
danevil.com is a technology blog by Journalist, Freelance Writer and Blogger Danang Arradian. It informs 
readers about what is happening in today's technology industry and its impact on users' lifestyles. Areas of 
interest include smart phones, cameras, and other electronic gadgets.

http://cakdan.com/

DangerousLee.Biz News and commentary on a variety of subjects. http://dangerouslee.biz

DARE First Magazine in India for Entrepreneurs. Currently only an online portal. Long-shelf-life content still gets good 
PVs on regular basis.

http://www.dare.co.in

Dashboard Insights
With analysis from Foley attorneys and professional consultants drawing experience from a variety of 
disciplines, Dashboard Insights is an online tool to learn about and discuss the legal and business issues that 
impact all aspects of the automotive industry.

https://www.foley.
com/en/insights/blogs/dashboard-insights

Data Quest
Started in 1982, Dataquest was the only publication devoted exclusively to the business of Infotech. Dataquest 
is one of the most recognizable brands, the most authoritative resource for the business of infotech. The DQ 
Top 20, the largest quantitative survey of the Indian IT industry, and the prestigious DQ IT man of the year 
awards are today renowned issues.

https://www.dqindia.com/

Dataquest 
The Bible of Indian IT is a fortnightly magazine. Dataquest, launched in 1982, is the first publication for IT in 
India. Dataquest specials include DQ Top20, Customer Satisfaction Survey, T-School Rankings, among 
others. Dataquest primary audience are CIOs. It leads in market share from an readership viewpoint, and if 
often quoted by national dailies as well.

https://www.dqindia.com/

Dau tu

Established by the  Ministry of Planning and Investment (then the State Committee for Investment and 
Cooperation) – the Government’s macroeconomic and social development policy think-tank – Dau tu and Dau 
tu Chung khoan have crossed a long path towards becoming Vietnam’s leading investment and securities 
Investment publications. Since their inception in the market, the English-language Vietnam Investment Review 
and its Vietnamese-language sisters Dau tu (Investment) and Dau tu Chung khoan (Securities Investment) 
have become Vietnam’s trailblazing newspapers covering a comprehensive political, social, business and 
economic life in Vietnam. Not just being the most reliable and comprehensive sources of information for 
decision makers from government agencies, business communities and international organisations, the 
newspapers have been an important channel for the decision makers to conduct two-way dialogues with the 
public. The newspapers have earned their reputation as leading international business and economics 
newspapers published in Vietnam due to their insightful and objective position on publishing real business and 
economic issues. As key business and economic publications, our readers comprise the largest grouping of 
business people, business leaders and government officials. This is shown by the fact that 97 per cent of all 
foreign companies and representative offices in Vietnam, and all senior government officials receive regular 
copies of Vietnam Investment Review, Dau tu and Dau tu Chung khoan.

www.baodautu.vn

Dau tu Chung khoan

Established by the  Ministry of Planning and Investment (then the State Committee for Investment and 
Cooperation) – the Government’s macroeconomic and social development policy think-tank – Dau tu and Dau 
tu Chung khoan have crossed a long path towards becoming Vietnam’s leading investment and securities 
Investment publications. Since their inception in the market, the English-language Vietnam Investment Review 
and its Vietnamese-language sisters Dau tu (Investment) and Dau tu Chung khoan (Securities Investment) 
have become Vietnam’s trailblazing newspapers covering a comprehensive political, social, business and 
economic life in Vietnam. Not just being the most reliable and comprehensive sources of information for 
decision makers from government agencies, business communities and international organisations, the 
newspapers have been an important channel for the decision makers to conduct two-way dialogues with the 
public. The newspapers have earned their reputation as leading international business and economics 
newspapers published in Vietnam due to their insightful and objective position on publishing real business and 
economic issues. As key business and economic publications, our readers comprise the largest grouping of 
business people, business leaders and government officials. This is shown by the fact that 97 per cent of all 
foreign companies and representative offices in Vietnam, and all senior government officials receive regular 
copies of Vietnam Investment Review, Dau tu and Dau tu Chung khoan.

http://tinnhanhchungkhoan.vn

Dave's Geeky Ideas Geeky ideas for future technologies. http://davesgeekyideas.com
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David Feldman Blog
David Feldman is an attorney whose law practice focuses on corporate and securities matters and general 
representation of public and private companies, investment banks, private equity firms and high net worth 
individuals. He also actively advises on mergers and acquisitions and private equity, debt, venture capital and 
other financings.

http://www.davidfeldmanblog.com/

David Lee King Social media, emerging trends, technology, and libraries. http://www.davidleeking.com

Dawat Media Dawat Media is an independent online publication the covers regular updates from Afghanistan in English and 
Pashto. 

http://dawatmedia24.com/

Dawaween
Dawaween is an animated, non-sequential comedy series consisting of 30 episodes (30 seconds to 1 minute 
on average per episode). Every episode addresses the humorous daily events presented in an entertaining 
comical approach, targeting all age groups to create easy and quick, fun viral videos.

www.curlstone.com

Dawn
Dawn is Pakistan's oldest and most widely read English-language newspaper. It is the flagship of the Dawn 
Group of Newspapers which has an array of publications as it tries to cater to the needs of both the financial 
and consumer bases. Dawn provides readers credible news on politics, sports, entertainment, business, 
science and technology.

http://www.dawn.com

Daylight Atheism Freethought in the light of the sun - a blog on atheism, science, philosophy, current events and the hypocrisy 
of the religious right.

http://www.daylightatheism.org/

Daylight Online Newspaper Daylight is an independent online publication in Nigeria that covers general news, regional news, politics, 
business, sports, and more.

www.daylightng.com

DAYSPA Magazine Skin care products, spa marketing, spa management, and spa retail tips for the spa professional and spa 
owner.

https://www.dayspamagazine.com/

DB's Medical Rants Observations on medicine and health care. http://www.medrants.com
DC http://www.dandc.eu/en

DC Forecasts

Founded in 2016, DC Forecasts is one of the leading cryptocurrency news sites covering a wide range of news 
on crypto and blockchain technologies. We are committed to showing you the most recent developments 
behind the most popular cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple and others. In addition to this, our 
team of journalists are handpicking the best topics, trends to watch out for, technical analyses and 100% 
accurate and up-to-date crypto news stories.

https://www.dcforecasts.com/

Dcoin
The Dcoin digital asset and derivatives trading platform is the world's first financial-grade digital asset and 
derivatives trading platform. It mainly provides a series of blockchain digital assets such as BTC(Bitcoin), ETH
(Ethereum), LTC(Litecoin), XRP, BNB, etc.

https://www.dcoin.com/

De Lege Data Data protection, privacy, and data protection law. http://www.delegedata.de/

Dealbreaker Dealbreaker covers the personalities and culture that shape the financial industry, offering original 
commentary, news and entertainment.

http://www.dealbreaker.com

DEALBREAKER Dealbreaker is an online publication that covers the personalities and culture that shape the financial industry, 
offering original commentary, news and entertainment. 

https://dealbreaker.com/

DEALERWORLD 

Dealer World is the quintessential magazine for the IT distribution channel in Spain. Aimed at wholesalers, 
distributors and manufacturers in the ICT world, this publication deals with all the latest developments in the 
sector through news, interviews and reports, and also has all the information about the initiatives and programs 
of the players in the distribution channel in our country. In addition, it also includes product comparisons and 
first contacts of the latest market launches.

www.dealerworld.es 

DealWatch by Refinitiv
DealWatch is the most authoritative source of real-time intelligence for deal activity within Japan's capital 
markets. Written entirely in Japanese, the service provides accurate and dependable commentary, analysis 
and data from an editorial team with a wealth of market experience.

https://dealwatch.jp/

Dear Rich: Nolo's Intellectual 
Property Blog

The Dear Rich blog provides easy-to-understand answers to questions about copyright, trademarks and 
patents (and related law).

http://dearrichblog.blogspot.com/

DearAddy.com - Video Fashion news and interviews with leading designers. http://youtube.com/dearaddy

DecentReviews
DecentReviews was founded in 2022 with the simple mission to make understanding and onboarding into the 
world of blockchain tech and Web3 easier by providing simple educational content to understand news and 
explanations. 

decentreviews.co
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Declutter Your Life

Take control of your everyday by clearing your mind and the environment around you. Whether you need to 
declutter your home, your desk at work or your life in general, this book will guide you through the processes. 
Take a mindful approach and consider your possessions – ask yourself "Do I need this?"; "What is this adding 
to my life?". Discard the physical and mental things that are weighing you down, and discover how doing so 
will help you clear your mind and lead a happier life.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Decoesfera Interior design news in Spanish. http://www.decoesfera.com
Deep Capture Independent investigations into illegal naked short selling http://www.deepcapture.com/
Deep Value Investments Blog Value investments blog: low(ish) risk, high(ish) return https://deepvalueinvestments.wordpress.com

Deepcoin

Deepcoin is the most innovative crypto asset exchange in the world. We adhere to the business philosophy of 
providing users with in-depth innovation and long-term value orientation. We are committed to creating the 
ultimate cryptocurrency trading experience and to bridging users into the metaverse era! Deepcoin was 
founded by senior practitioners in the blockchain industry and former executives of world-renowned internet 
companies and financial institutions in November 2018. We have more than 1 million registered users in nearly 
30 countries, with a cumulative trading volume of more than US $1 trillion.

https://www.deepcoin.com/en/

Defence Journal Defence Journal is an influential monthly magazine focusing on issues related to defence and security. http://defencejournal.com

Defence Monitor Worldwide

Defence Monitor Worldwide is a subscription based publication covering defence news and developments from 
worldwide jurisdictions. Defence Monitor Worldwide covers international weapons technology, military defence 
news, financial and business developments, as well as projects - it is a leading resource that enables its 
readers to pinpoint geopolitical threats, reveal new weapons technology and analyse global military and 
defence activity. Defence Monitor Worldwide is updated daily and draws on information from worldwide 
defence publications, as well as reliable press, internet and news agency sources worldwide, always quoting 
and accrediting the original information source within its reporting. The rapid transcription, collation and 
distribution of this information makes Defence Monitor Worldwide a highly valuable resource for defence 
related news.

http://www.bidsinfo.com

DeFi Planet A digital platform on Web3 including Blockchain Technology, Cryptocurrencies, and Decentralized Finance 
(DeFi).

https://defi-planet.com

Delaware Business Litigation 
Report

Morris James LLP's Delaware Business Litigation Report offers information on corporate & commercial 
litigation, including, among other items, business torts, antitrust, contracts, real estate, fiduciary duty, product 
liability, commercial fraud, environmental liability, RICO cases, and unfair competition.

https://www.morrisjames.com/blogs-Delaware-
Business-Litigation-Report

Delaware Corporate and 
Commercial Litigation Blog

A blog summarizing recent Delaware court decisions of import about corporate and commercial law, primarily 
from the Delaware Chancery Court and Delaware Supreme Court. In 2012, the blog was ranked as one of the 
top 100 law blogs by the ABA.

http://www.delawarelitigation.com

Delta Exchange
Delta Exchange is a high-performance cryptocurrency exchange offering spot trading, margin trading, 
derivatives, and a built-in quantitative trading bot. Users can trade Bitcoin, Ether, Dogecoin, and many more 
digital currencies via the web platform. 

https://www.delta.exchange/

Democracy Now!

Democracy Now! launched in 1996 is a non-profit organisation, produces a daily, global, independent news 
hour hosted by award-winning journalists Amy Goodman and Juan González. Our reporting includes breaking 
daily news headlines and in-depth interviews with people on the front lines of the world’s most pressing issues. 
On Democracy Now!, you’ll hear a diversity of voices speaking for themselves, providing a unique and 
sometimes provocative perspective on global events.

https://www.democracynow.org

Democracy Now!

Democracy Now! launched in 1996 is a non-profit organisation, produces a daily, global, independent news 
hour hosted by award-winning journalists Amy Goodman and Juan González. Our reporting includes breaking 
daily news headlines and in-depth interviews with people on the front lines of the world’s most pressing issues. 
On Democracy Now!, you’ll hear a diversity of voices speaking for themselves, providing a unique and 
sometimes provocative perspective on global events.

https://www.democracynow.org/es

Der Bank Blog Der-Bank-Blog reports regularly on current developments and trends in banking and financial services. http://www.der-bank-blog.de

DerivActions

DerivActions provides detailed Exchange Adjustment Notices information in a standardised, machine readable 
format with a link to the original Exchange Notice, where provided. In addition, DerivActions generates 2 feeds, 
triggered by corporate actions on the underlying security: Corporate Action Alert Feed – List of all issuers with 
instruments linked to the affected underlying, and; Derivative Series & Trading Lines – List of all the derivative 
instruments linked to impacted equity. DerivActions is directly linked to our Worldwide Corporate Actions 
service and therefore covers all corporate action event types.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/corporate-actions-equity-
derivatives/
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Derivatives Contract Specification 
Database

EDI provides coverage for all core contract specifications (as defined by each market) for 70+ markets. EDI 
provides a daily file by market, as well as a daily notification of upcoming changes as published by the 
exchange. The notification file contains the MIC, the effective date, and the text of the notification. Any required 
changes will be applied to the specifications on the effective date ensuring you always have access to up to 
date specifications.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/derivatives-contract-specification/

Derivatives End of Day Pricing Obtain fast access to accurate closing pricing data. Use the Derivative end-of-Day Pricing file to efficiently 
identify any specific derivative contract in our extensive database.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/derivatives-end-of-day-pricing/

Derivatives Reference Data
Get up- to-date information on exchange traded futures and options where the underlying asset is either an 
equity or index. Use the derivative reference data file to efficiently identify any specific derivative contract in our 
extensive database. The file currently covers more than 30 fields including: Root Code; ISIN; FIGI/BBGID; Aii; 
OSI Symbol; Security Description; Underlying Instrument Details; Contract Size; Exercise Style

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/derivatives-reference-data/

DESIblitz

DESIblitz.com is an online magazine that delivers quality rich content to primarily British Asian and Desi 
communities world-wide. Core objectives include providing feature stories, informative articles, exclusive video 
interviews and exposure to lifestyle, social events and cultural activities.  Our lifestyle content includes British 
Asian news, Bollywood talk, vibes in music and dance, controversial subjects in Taboo, trends in South Asian 
fashion, health and beauty tips, delicious food recipes and exclusive competitions.

http://www.desiblitz.com

Design ME

Interior design should always be a team endeavour, from the initial concept to the final lick of paint. 
Multidimensional in more ways than one, it draws in professionals from an incredibly diverse array of 
disciplines, from architecture and lighting to ceramics, graphics, textiles and even branding. At Design Middle 
East, we hope to appeal to the many people who share a common interest – that of creating stunning indoor 
spaces. From insightful interviews with industry leaders to the inside track on the region’s most exciting 
developments, it will offer a fresh perspective on the innovations, trends and talent shaping this vibrant sector. 
Whatever your specialism, we hope you’ll find something of interest within these pages.

https://design-middleeast.com/

Design ME (Print Edition)

Interior design should always be a team endeavour, from the initial concept to the final lick of paint. 
Multidimensional in more ways than one, it draws in professionals from an incredibly diverse array of 
disciplines, from architecture and lighting to ceramics, graphics, textiles and even branding. At Design Middle 
East, we hope to appeal to the many people who share a common interest – that of creating stunning indoor 
spaces. From insightful interviews with industry leaders to the inside track on the region’s most exciting 
developments, it will offer a fresh perspective on the innovations, trends and talent shaping this vibrant sector. 
Whatever your specialism, we hope you’ll find something of interest within these pages.

https://design-middleeast.com/

Desimartini Desimartini is a popular destination for all things Bollywood and showbiz. We have latest Entertainment News, 
movie review, ratings, photos, trailers, videos & more - Your ideal one stop destination movies!

https://www.desimartini.com/

DeSmogBlog

DeSmog is an independent publication that aims to clear the PR pollution that is clouding the science and 
solutions to climate change. It is the world’s number one source for accurate, fact-based information regarding 
global warming misinformation campaigns. DeSmog continues to expand our focus to other areas where 
misinformation has eroded public understanding and political action to address critical societal challenges, 
such as meeting the world’s energy needs, confronting environmental racism, and ensuring a just transition to 
a sustainable economic paradigm.

http://desmogblog.com

Destination Iran Destination Iran is a blog covering trips and excursions focused on Iran's historical monuments, archaeological 
sites and cultural events. It has been written by Iranian tour guide Rahman Mehraby since March 2010.

https://www.destinationiran.com/

Deutsche Welle Arts and Culture The latest German arts & culture news from Deutsche Welle. http://www.dw.de/program/asia-arts-and-
culture/s-12566-9798

Deutsche Welle Asia Deutsche Welle's coverage of Asian affairs. http://www.dw.de/top-stories/asia/s-12758
Deutsche Welle Business German business news from Deutsche Welle. http://www.dw.com/en/top-stories/s-9097
Deutsche Welle Europe Deutsche Welle's coverage of European news. http://www.dw.de/top-stories/europe/s-1433
Deutsche Welle Germany Deutsche Welle's coverage of German news. http://www.dw.de/top-stories/germany/s-1432
Deutsche Welle Sports Deutsche Welle's coverage of German sports. http://www.dw.de/top-stories/sports/s-8171

Deutsche Welle Visit Germany Travel in Germany. http://www.dw.de/top-stories/visit-germany/s-
7550

Deutsche Welle World Deutsche Welle's coverage of world affairs. http://www.dw.de/top-stories/world/s-1429

Developing Telecoms
Developing Telecoms is the leading online news portal for telecoms in emerging markets, delivering 
telecommunications news and information for senior management and decision makers at communications 
service providers, governments and major enterprise end users

https://www.developingtelecoms.com

Dewey B Strategic Risk, value, strategy, libraries, knowledge and the legal profession. https://www.deweybstrategic.com/
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Dex-Trade
Dex-Trade is a digital asset exchange that enables buying, exchanging, and storing cryptocurrencies and other 
digital assets. Dex-Trade builds the new generation financial ecosystem with asset tokenization in the center of 
its focus.

https://dex-trade.com/

DFA The DFA is a daily newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South Africa, covering 
Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.dfa.co.za/

Dhaka Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry (DCCI) - News

Dhaka Chamber of Commerce & Industry (DCCI) the voice of SMEs serves as the first point of business 
contact for penetration into new market and a vibrant platform putting forward facts-based opinions, 
suggestions and recommendations for a brighter tomorrow in the sphere of trade, commerce and the overall 
economy.

http://www.dhakachamber.com/media/news

Dhaka Courier Dhaka Courier is a news weekly. Distributed to many countries, it is often quoted at home and abroad for its 
sharp focus on political and human rights issues.

http://www.dhakacourier.com.bd/

Diario Bahia Diário Bahia is an independent online publication that covers local and regional news throughout the Southern 
American region, with a focus on the two major cities of Itabuna and Ilhéus in Brazil. 

https://diariobahia.com.br/

Diario Correo de Punta del Este
Diario Correo de Punta del Este is an online publication that offers it's readers  daily content on Uruguay and 
the region, covering topics ranging from local news, cultural news, business to sport and more 

http://correopuntadeleste.com/

Diario del viajero Travel news in Spanish. http://www.diariodelviajero.com

Diario Financiero A leader in Chilean business press, Diario Financiero was founded in 1988 by a group of journalists 
specialized in economics and finance.

https://www.df.cl/

Diario La República de Corrientes Diario La República de Corrientes is an independent online publication in Argentina that mainly focuses on 
news from Corrientes, in addition to the wider region. 

https://diariolarepublica.com.ar/notix/

Diehardsport Diehard Sport is an entertainment sports blog with up-to-the-minute highlights, lowlights, and viral video on 
professional and college sports.

http://diehardsport.com

Diffah Taltah A cultural site that Arab intellectuals go to with their texts, translations and articles, and it is a destination they 
go to to find out what is happening culturally

https://diffah.alaraby.co.uk/diffah

DIFX DIFX Limited is a trading platform for digital and traditional assets. Launched in 2021,  DIFX currently has 
400K+ verified users with $150M daily traded volume. 

https://difx.com/en/market

DigiFinex
We value difference. Personalize a portfolio based on your investment needs and values with us. We are 
committed to create social impact for investing, to educate the market for industry prosperity and to build a 
better marketplace for your good.

https://www.digifinex.com/

Digit
Digit is the largest selling English technology magazine in India from the house of 9.9 Interactive. Digit is an 
intelligent navigator that helps readers understand, select, use and remain at the forefront of digital technology. 
Digit is a clear number 1 in the space with a monthly circulation of 120,000 including 25,000 subscribers and 
95,000 newsstand sales.

http://www.thinkdigit.com/

Digital Boom
Digital Boom is a dedicated source of news for marketing, and advertising Arab professionals. It delivers 
insightful and modern content. Digital Boom is a must-read for creatives, media buyers, content creators, 
digital marketers, agency heads and anyone wants to stay informed about the digital marketing scene in the 
Middle East region.

http://www.adigitalboom.com

Digital Camera World
Digital Camera World is the world's fastest-growing photography website, covering every aspect of image-
making, from DSLRs and photo-editing, to mobile photography and drones. Through informative tutorials, no-
nonsense reviews, and in-depth buying guides, DCW helps photographers find the best gear, and shows them 
how to use it.

https://www.digitalcameraworld.com

Digital Congo Daily web news publication focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. https://www.digitalcongo.net
digital digs: an archeology of the 
future Discussion of new media, rhetoric, professional writing, and higher education. https://profalexreid.com/

Digital Gravity
Digital Gravity is an accomplished digital transformation company in Dubai with a progressive perspective. We 
offer scalable web and mobile solutions coupled with digital marketing services under one roof — without silos 
or handoffs.

https://www.digitalgravity.ae/

Digital Inspiration Our mission is to help users in taking maximum advantage of the software tools and web technologies at their 
disposal so that they spend more time doing things they really love.

http://www.labnol.org/
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Digital Insurance

As the insurance industry enters an era of increased innovation — as data management and analytics 
empower businesses to an unprecedented degree — Insurance Networking News (INN) is the only media 
resource exclusively focused on the field of insurance technology. Every day and throughout the day, INN's 
authoritative network of journalists, practitioners and contributors provides insurance technology professionals 
and insurance business leaders with the insight and information they need to stay ahead of the competition, 
lower risk and increase ROI. The insurance technology community — deeply engaged via social media, 
research panels, and online forums — relies on INN to stay connected. Only INN provides the current 
awareness and decision-support content that insurance company strategists and technology leaders need to 
make smart purchasing decisions on IT products and solutions, including data center and cloud services; 
security software; analytics and business intelligence; agent connectivity, claims processing and underwriting 
systems; and outsourcing.

https://www.dig-in.com/

Digital Journal DigitalJournal.com is a news network powered by citizen journalists. Every area of news is covered in a steady 
stream of news articles and breaking stories each day.

http://www.digitaljournal.com

Digital News Asia (DNA) Digital News Asia is an independently owned technology news site that is run by seasoned journalists that 
covers the digital economy in Malaysia with occasional coverage on Indonesia and Singapore.

www.digitalnewsasia.com 

Digital Pathology Blog
Tissuepathology.com is a blog that aims to educate and inform the pathology and laboratory community about 
emerging technologies in pathology. They aim to provide relevant news items, product information and 
commentary on issues of relevance to healthcare and the practice of pathology and laboratory medicine with 
an emphasis on technology, advances in digital pathology, personalized medicine, and more.

http://tissuepathology.com

Digital Photographer
Whether you’re a part-time amateur or a full-time pro, Digital Photographer aims to challenge and motivate you 
to take your best shots. Regular features cover all the key kit and techniques, you’ll learn new tricks and fine-
tune your skills with practical photography advice and tips from top professionals.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/digital-
photographer/

Digital Writing, Digital Teaching Integrating new literacies into the teaching of writing. http://hickstro.org

DigitalSignageToday.com

Since 2007, DigitalSignageToday.com has reported on the important news, events, trends and people in the 
digital signage and digital out-of-home industries. We reach a global audience of professionals from all sectors 
of the digital signage market, such as hardware and software vendors, content providers, distributors and 
resellers, network owners and aggregators and end-users. Our site features a directory of product and service 
providers as well as slideshows, videos and research. 

https://www.digitalsignagetoday.com/

Digitopoly Digitopoly's mission is to provide an economic and strategic management perspective on digital opportunities, 
trends, limits, trade-offs and platforms.

http://www.digitopoly.org/

Dinero en Imagen Dinero en Imagen is a Mexican financial news website focused on coverage of innovation, finance, business 
and the wider economy.

https://www.dineroenimagen.com/

DINKS Finance Personal finance blog geared towards couples. http://www.dinksfinance.com
Direct Actu Direct Actu is a daily blog and blogzine dedicated to Pop & Alternative Culture. http://direct-actu.fr/
Directo al paladar Food recipes/news in Spanish. http://www.directoalpaladar.com

Discover The Dinosaurs
From evolution to extinction and everything in between, Discover the Dinosaurs brings you everything you 
need to know about history's most remarkable creatures. Includes fascinating features on the T-rex, how 
dinosaurs communicated, the best places to find fossils and much more.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

DiscussingFilm DiscussingFilm is an independent online publication that covers the entertainment industry and includes 
interviews, exlusive pieces, opinions, and more. 

https://discussingfilm.net

Dissident Voice Dissident Voice is an internet newsletter dedicated to challenging the distortions and lies of the corporate press 
and the privileged classes it serves.

http://www.dissidentvoice.org

Distorted Sound Bringing you the best in rock, hardcore, metal and everything in-between through our website and digital 
monthly magazine.

http://distortedsoundmag.com

Diversity Insight
Diversity Insight explores business-focused strategies on diversity management. It provides real-life lessons 
and covers the latest ideas on waging peace between multi-generational workers, satisfying the unique needs 
of the disabled, respecting employee religious beliefs, and more.

http://hrdailyadvisor.blr.com/category/diversity-
insight/

Dividends Diversify A personal finance site focused on dividend stocks to build wealth & create financial independence. http://dividendsdiversify.com
Dmytriy Gordon - Video Videos about Ukraine. https://www.youtube.com/user/DmytriyGordon

Dockaysworld
Dockaysworld aims to provide quality, timely, accurate and exclusive news to Nigerian readers, with coverage 
accross key topics such as politics, showbiz, music, sports, entertainment, and more. Dockaysworld won an 
award in 2019 in the 100 Rising SMEs category, organized by Connect Nigeria.

https://www.dockaysworld.com.ng/

Docket Alarm Blog Legal Research and IP News. http://www.docketalarm.com/blog
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Dodd-Frank News Center News updates on financial regulation. http://financialreform.wolterskluwerlb.com/
DollarCollapse.com Blog/news aggregation site focusing on financial collapse http://www.dollarcollapse.com

Dominican Star The Dominican Star, the student newspaper of Dominican University, is published on selected Tuesdays each 
semester.

http://dominicanstar.com/

Dominicano Digital Dominicano Digital is an independent online publication located in the Dominican Republic that offers breaking 
news about current affairs with topics ranging from politics, to the economy, to technology, science, and more.

https://www.dominicanodigital.com/

Don't Quit Your Day Job Where economics intersects with personal finance. http://dqydj.com
Dorf on Law Mostly law-related musings by Cornell Professor Michael Dorf and some of his lawyer/professor friends. http://www.dorfonlaw.org/
Dotting The Map A travel blog offering travel tips, travel news, and personal stories of travel. http://www.dottingthemap.com

Dow Jones Newswires

Dow Jones Newswires delivers the best business news, commentary and insight with unrivalled speed and 
unquestionable accuracy and depth. Built on a renowned global reporting network of 2,100 journalists, Dow 
Jones Newswires publishes more than 19,000 daily news items - including exclusive content from The Wall 
Street Journal, Barron's and SmartMoney - covering every asset class and key regions and markets 
worldwide.

http://www.dowjones.com/djnewswires.asp

Down to Earth 
Down To Earth is a product of our commitment to make changes in the way we manage our environment, 
protect health and secure livelihoods and economic security for all. We believe strongly that we can and must 
do things differently. Our aim is to bring you news, perspectives and knowledge to prepare you to change the 
world. We believe information is a powerful driver for the new tomorrow.

https://www.downtoearth.org.in/

DownWithTyranny Left-wing commentary on American politics. https://www.downwithtyranny.
com/downwithtyranny

DQ Channels DQChannel targets the SP players in India. Again highly engaged community through specials in the 
publications, as well as events

http://www.dqchannels.com

DQ Channels 
The country's fortnightly advisory on trade and business, DQ Channels India provides business information, 
market news and perspectives that are directly relevant to Solution Providers. A flag-bearer of the industry, it 
serves as a forum for discussion and debate on different issues impacting vendor-solution provider 
relationships.

http://www.dqchannels.com

Dr. Claude Mariottini – Professor of 
Old Testament

This blog is a Christian perspective on the Old Testament and Current Events from Dr. Claude Mariottini, 
Professor of Old Testament at Northern Baptist Seminary.

http://claudemariottini.com/

Dr. Wes Musings of an Internist, Cardiologist and Cardiac Electrophysiologist http://drwes.blogspot.com
Driftwood http://unodriftwood.com/
Driving Electric DrivingElectric.com is all about electric cars -- answering the questions that people are asking. https://www.drivingelectric.com/

Droid Life Droid Life is one of online tech’s top destinations for phone reviews,  industry commentary, the latest in 
wireless news, and more. 

https://www.droid-life.com

Drones Book

Advancements in technology have take UAVs into the mainstream, and drones are now one of the hottest 
areas of tech. Used in an ever expanding number of ways, what were previously seen as military machines are 
now aiding research, wildlife conservation, commercial deliveries and filmmaking. In this book, we'll show you 
how drones have evolved and changed the world, and how to get involved yourself. With a wide variety of 
drones on the market, we'll show you how to choose the right one, how to set up and control your UAV, along 
with the best places to fly and the rules you'll need to abide by. So whether you want to have some fun and fly 
yourself, or you just want to discover how drones are being used on a global scale, this is the book for you.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Dropout Nation News and Commentary on education, school reform, education policy and grassroots activism. http://www.dropoutnation.net
Drug and Device Law A team of lawyers discuss issues surrounding pharmaceutical and medical device product liability litigation. http://druganddevicelaw.blogspot.com

Drug Injury Watch Site provides developing information about prescription drug side effects as well as up-to-date news from the 
legal, medical, FDA, and pharmaceutical sectors.

http://www.drug-injury.com/

DT News DT News is a tabloid-sized newspaper from Bahrain focusing on national and international news, current 
affairs, politics, business and sports, aimed at English speaking residents of Bahrain.

https://www.newsofbahrain.com/

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (DCCI) - Economic Bulletin

The Economic Bulletin is a monthly publication, published by Dubai Chamber of Commerce, and provides 
updated economic information and analyses on Dubai, UAE, GCC and the other economies that are relevant 
to them. Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry was established in 1965. It is a private non-profit 
organization whose mission is to represent, support and protect the interests of the business community in 
Dubai. It does so by creating a favourable business environment; supporting the development of business; and 
by promoting Dubai as an international business hub.

http://www.dubaichamber.
com/en/resources/research-reports/the-
economic-bulletin
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Dubai Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (DCCI) - Investment 
Opportunity Brief

The Dubai Chamber Investment Opportunity Brief is an exciting monthly publication which provides detailed 
analysis on investment opportunities in different sectors in the country of focus. In addition to this, it provides 
valuable information regarding the investment environment while highlighting the challenges and risks of 
investment climate and other commercial risks that are identified.

http://www.dubaichamber.
com/en/resources/research-
reports/investment-opportunity-brief

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (DCCI) - Market Reports

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry was established in 1965. It is a private non-profit organization 
whose mission is to represent, support and protect the interests of the business community in Dubai. It does so 
by creating a favourable business environment; supporting the development of business; and by promoting 
Dubai as an international business hub.

http://www.dubaichamber.
com/en/resources/research-
reports/research_market_monitors

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (DCCI) - Sectoral Reports

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry was established in 1965. It is a private non-profit organization 
whose mission is to represent, support and protect the interests of the business community in Dubai. It does so 
by creating a favourable business environment; supporting the development of business; and by promoting 
Dubai as an international business hub.

http://www.dubaichamber.
com/en/resources/research-reports/sectoral-
reports

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (DCCI) - Trade Opportunity 
Brief

The Dubai Chamber Trade Opportunity Brief provides detailed information on product export opportunities to 
countries of focus based on existing trade trends. Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry was established 
in 1965. It is a private non-profit organization whose mission is to represent, support and protect the interests 
of the business community in Dubai. It does so by creating a favourable business environment; supporting the 
development of business; and by promoting Dubai as an international business hub.

http://www.dubaichamber.
com/en/resources/research-reports/trade-
opportunity-brief

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry News

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry was established in 1965. It is a private non-profit organization 
whose mission is to represent, support and protect the interests of the business community in Dubai. It does so 
by creating a favourable business environment; supporting the development of business; and by promoting 
Dubai as an international business hub. The Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry News covers all the 
local and some international events that are hosted by Dubai Chamber.

http://www.dubaichamber.com/

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry News

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry was established in 1965. It is a private non-profit organization 
whose mission is to represent, support and protect the interests of the business community in Dubai. It does so 
by creating a favourable business environment; supporting the development of business; and by promoting 
Dubai as an international business hub. The Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry News covers all the 
local and some international events that are hosted by Dubai Chamber.

http://www.dubaichamber.com/ar

Dubai Educational News
Dubai Educational News Site is a gateway to disseminate news about ِEducation in Dubai in particular and the 
UAE in general .. but there are some external news that relates to the UAE, directly or indirectly. The magazine 
serves as a site to present in which all the events of Dubai’s private and public Emirates .. and sub sites to 
show developments in community activities and trade, cultural, media, service and all other fields.

https://www.dubaieducationalnews.com/

Dubai Financial Market (DFM)

Dubai Financial Market DFM) was established as a public institution having its own independent corporate 
body by a Resolution from the Ministry of Economy No 14 of 2000. DFM is operating as a secondary market 
for trading of securities issued by public joint-stock companies, bonds issued by the Federal Government or 
any of the Local Governments and public institutions in the country, units of investment funds and any other 
financial instruments, local or foreign, which are accepted by the Market. The Market commenced operations 
on 26th March 2000.

https://www.dfm.ae
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Dubai Financial Market DFM) was established as a public institution having its own independent corporate 
body by a Resolution from the Ministry of Economy No 14 of 2000. DFM is operating as a secondary market 
for trading of securities issued by public joint-stock companies, bonds issued by the Federal Government or 
any of the Local Governments and public institutions in the country, units of investment funds and any other 
financial instruments, local or foreign, which are accepted by the Market. The Market commenced operations 
on 26th March 2000.

https://www.dfm.ae/ar/

Dubai Financial Services Authority 
(DFSA) - DFSA In Action A newsletter highlighting the activities of the DFSA, published twice a year in both English and Arabic. http://www.dfsa.ae

Dubai Forum
Dubai Forum delivers daily news covering high-end business, startup, fashion, and lifestyle stories. Bringing 
innovative, inspiring and quality coverage, Dubai Forum is committed to representing the many business and 
faces of the Middle East. Dubai forum is continuously seeking to promote international brands and local talents 
from the Middle east and North Africa region to its growing readers pool.

http://dubaiforum.me/

Dubai Global News Dubai Global News is a gateway to disseminate news about all what is new in Dubai particularly and the UAE 
in general.

https://www.dubaiglobalnews.com/

Dubai Global News Channel Dubai Global News is a gateway to disseminate news about all what is new in Dubai particularly and the UAE 
in general.

https://www.youtube.com/c/dubaiglobalnews
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Dubai Hospitality News
Dubai Hospitality News is a gateway to disseminate news about hospitality, hotels and restaurant for Dubai in 
particular and the UAE in general .. but there are some external news that relates to the UAE, directly or 
indirectly

https://www.dubaihospitalitynews.com/

Dubai Iconic Lady
Dubai Iconic Lady is a gateway to disseminate news for Women, fashion, Health, Beauty, Art and Kitchen 
particularly in Dubai and the UAE in general .. but there are some external news that relates to the UAE, 
directly or indirectly

https://www.dubaiiconiclady.com/

DubaiPRNetwork.com
DubaiPRNetwork.com is a online medium for Press Release content distribution from Dubai and the Middle 
East. DubaiPRNetwork.com is the first fully online PR Agency from Dubai and UAE. We distribute press 
releases, announcements on upcoming events, product launches from Dubai. 

http://www.dubaiprnetwork.com/

Due Diligence Fraud and tax news not found anywhere else. https://www.mahanyertl.com/
Duke Research Blog Informal updates about Duke University's research community. https://researchblog.duke.edu/

Dünya Dünya (literally meaning 'World') is a daily Turkish language newspaper founded in 1981 by Nezih Demirkent. 
The newspaper focuses on covering business and financial news.

https://www.dunya.com/

Dzayer info Dzayer info is a news website located in Algeria covering topics on regional news, national news, politics, 
society, economy, health, sports, and more.

https://dzayerinfo.com/ar/

e2 Law Blog Insights and commentary on environmental and energy issues nationwide. http://www.environmentalandenergylawblog.
com/

e27 e27.sg covers the companies, people and technologies that are changing Asia's web and mobile ecosystem. https://e27.co

Early Times Early Times is the largest English newspaper in J&K, which includes local state news, Government news, 
business news etc.

http://www.earlytimes.in

Earth Uncovered
Discover the wonders of planet Earth with this incredible story of our planet. Explore Earth's diverse biomes, 
amazing wildlife, mind-blowing acts of nature and a whole range of natural occurences, from extreme climates 
to meterological phenomena, such as snowstorms, rainbows and much more. With stunning photography and 
amazing facts, this is the ultimate companion for anyone with a fascination with our home planet.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS WEEK EABW News is an online news portal located in Uganda. EABW News offers business leaders credible and 
unbiased content they can trust to make the critical decisions that move their businesses forward.

https://www.busiweek.com/

East Carolinian
The East Carolinian has been the East Carolina University campus news source since 1925. The entirely 
student-run news organization offers a twice-weekly paper as well as online coverage of important events in 
the Greenville, NC area.

http://www.theeastcarolinian.com/

East Tennessean

The East Tennessean, the student-run newspaper of East Tennessee State University, serves the ETSU 
community by acting as the watchdog of the campus and covering occurrences on and around campus with 
fairness and objectivity. Printed by the Elizabethton Star every Monday and Thursday during the academic 
year, the East Tennessean is distributed to most university buildings and can be obtained for free from one of 
the publication’s many racks.

http://easttennessean.com/

Eastern Worker

Bi monthly Eastern Workers contains information about notifications and new labour laws--proposed/enacted, 
review of recent judgments from Labour to Supreme Court, Labour Policy, workers' and employers' rights, 
workers' benefits, international news, ILO  and labour standards, employers' legal &labour questions answered 
in light of labour laws/case-laws on hiring/firing workers, charge-sheet, inquiry and punishment, working hours, 
minimum wages & Overtime rate, contract workers and labour laws reform.

http://www.blplabourlaws.com

ECES Annual Reports The ECES annual report reviews activities undertaken in the foregone year, and includes the Center's financial 
statements

http://www.eces.org.eg/

ECES Annual Reports The ECES annual report reviews activities undertaken in the foregone year, and includes the Center's financial 
statements

http://www.eces.org.eg/ar/

ECES Books
The Egyptian Center for Economic Studies (ECES) is an independent, non-profit think tank that conducts 
specialized economic research. ECES frequently compiles the research results of a flagship activity into one 
published volume as Books.

http://www.eces.org.eg/
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The Egyptian Center for Economic Studies (ECES) is an independent, non-profit think tank that conducts 
specialized economic research. ECES frequently compiles the research results of a flagship activity into one 
published volume as Books.

http://www.eces.org.eg/ar/

ECES Business Barometers
The Business Barometer attempts to gauge economic trends on the real side of the Egyptian economy. It is 
published as part of ECES' business survey that tracks past and present supply and demand, output and input 
prices, wage and employment trends, and the changing nature of constraints on business, as well as overall 
economic growth.

http://www.eces.org.eg/
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ECES Business Barometers
The Business Barometer attempts to gauge economic trends on the real side of the Egyptian economy. It is 
published as part of ECES' business survey that tracks past and present supply and demand, output and input 
prices, wage and employment trends, and the changing nature of constraints on business, as well as overall 
economic growth.

http://www.eces.org.eg/ar/

ECES Distinguished Lectures
Distinguished Lectures brings to Egypt international scholars and practitioners reputed for their important 
contributions to economic thought and policy formulation. The gathering provides a forum for prominent 
economists to articulate and exchange views and experiences with selected audiences from government, 
business and academia.

http://www.eces.org.eg/
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contributions to economic thought and policy formulation. The gathering provides a forum for prominent 
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ECES Economic Literature Review
The aim of the policy review series is to take stock, validate and summarize relevant research on a particular 
topic of concern. In particular, it presents a brief overview of the topic; reviews previous studies that tackled it 
and probes prospects for reform in the Egyptian context.

http://www.eces.org.eg/
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topic of concern. In particular, it presents a brief overview of the topic; reviews previous studies that tackled it 
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ECES Egypt's Economic Crises/The 
Way Out And Possible Solutions

This series of working papers aims to support the economic reform in Egypt through a set of policy 
recommendations that would contribute to placing the Egyptian economy on the right track.

http://www.eces.org.eg/
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Way Out And Possible Solutions

This series of working papers aims to support the economic reform in Egypt through a set of policy 
recommendations that would contribute to placing the Egyptian economy on the right track.
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ECES Egypt's Economic Profile Egypt's Economic Profile is intended mainly for investors and the business community, this annual brochure 
provides up-to-date summary data and information on the various aspects of the Egyptian economy.

http://www.eces.org.eg/
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ECES Egypt's International Ranking This series aims to track Egypt's annual ranking in various indicators (economic, environmental, etc.) 
compared to role model countries, direct competitors, neighboring countries and others.

http://www.eces.org.eg/
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ECES Policy Briefs

The Egyptian Center for Economic Studies (ECES) is an independent, non-profit think tank that conducts 
specialized economic research, drawing on international experience and constructive discussions among 
various stakeholders. ECES’s main objective is to propose sound economic policies, and institutional and 
legislative reforms that contribute to sustainable development in Egypt, all on the basis of combined economic 
efficiency and social justice.

http://www.eces.org.eg/
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ECES Policy Viewpoints
The Policy Viewpoint series is intended to contribute to the discussion of ideas and policy options for 
enhancing economic development in Egypt. The series is based on research conducted by ECES. The content 
and recommendations are endorsed by the Center’s Board of Directors.

http://www.eces.org.eg/
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ECES Reform Bulletin
In light of Egypt’s ongoing reform momentum and the high frequency legislative activity, the Reform Bulletin 
(an occasional bulletin) provides an overview of recent economic reform measures, and newly issued and 
pending acts of economic and financial legislation.

http://www.eces.org.eg/
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ECES Sectoral Competitieveness 
Observatory

To keep up with the rapid changes in the global economic environment, the Center has launched an 
observatory that tracks the different variables affecting the competitiveness of the Egyptian economy at both 
the macro and sectoral levels.

http://www.eces.org.eg/
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ECES Working Papers
ECES publishes its own working papers in order to circulate the research undertaken by the Center and 
others. These papers represent work-in-progress, rather than conclusive results, and are aimed at making 
research results available early on and promoting the exchange of ideas.

http://www.eces.org.eg/
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Ech-Chorouk Al Arabi

Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the electronic interface of Al-Shorouq Media and Publishing Complex, which 
currently includes 10 websites in various fields. It is considered the largest portal in Algeria and in the Maghreb 
region, attracting at least half a million visitors daily. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the most prominent news 
interface in the portal, providing instant and ongoing coverage of events in Algeria, the Arab world and the 
world in Arabic, English and French. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi was founded in 2005.

https://www.echoroukonline.com/arabi/

Ech-Chorouk Al Riyadi

Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the electronic interface of Al-Shorouq Media and Publishing Complex, which 
currently includes 10 websites in various fields. It is considered the largest portal in Algeria and in the Maghreb 
region, attracting at least half a million visitors daily. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the most prominent news 
interface in the portal, providing instant and ongoing coverage of events in Algeria, the Arab world and the 
world in Arabic, English and French. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi was founded in 2005.

https://www.echoroukonline.com/sport/

Ech-Chorouk Channels

Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the electronic interface of Al-Shorouq Media and Publishing Complex, which 
currently includes 10 websites in various fields. It is considered the largest portal in Algeria and in the Maghreb 
region, attracting at least half a million visitors daily. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the most prominent news 
interface in the portal, providing instant and ongoing coverage of events in Algeria, the Arab world and the 
world in Arabic, English and French. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi was founded in 2005.

https://tv.echoroukonline.com/
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world in Arabic, English and French. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi was founded in 2005.
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Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi

Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the electronic interface of Al-Shorouq Media and Publishing Complex, which 
currently includes 10 websites in various fields. It is considered the largest portal in Algeria and in the Maghreb 
region, attracting at least half a million visitors daily. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the most prominent news 
interface in the portal, providing instant and ongoing coverage of events in Algeria, the Arab world and the 
world in Arabic, English and French. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi was founded in 2005.

https://www.echoroukonline.
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Eclectablog Progressive news and commentary with an emphasis on the Midwest. http://www.eclectablog.com
EclectEcon Short articles about economics, policy and miscellaneous topics. http://www.eclectecon.net/
EclipseMagazine.com Entertainment News Network that covers Movies, DVDs, Video Games, Technology, and more. http://www.eclipsemagazine.com
Ecns.cn - China News Service 
(CNS)

Ecns.cn is a state-run news agency in China operated by China News Service (CNS) that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.ecns.cn/

Eco Watch EcoWatch is a long-time leader in environmental news covering topics, including climate change, oceans, 
pollution, politics and more, since 2005.

https://www.ecowatch.com
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Eco-Business

Established in 2009, Eco-Business is an independent media and business intelligence company dedicated to 
sustainable development and ESG performance. We publish high quality, trusted news and views in 
multimedia formats on business and policy developments around the world with a sustainability and ESG-
focused lens. Our platform features more than a decade-long archive of information on sustainable 
development issues in the region and globally. Its content is categorised and searchable by the 17 UN 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and core sustainability topics, and it also provides a key platform for 
individuals and organisations to publish jobs, events, press release and research. We provide research and 
consulting on a of wide range issues, which create strategic value for our partners and clients. We own and 
create thought-leadership platforms which inform policymaking, improve business practices and foster 
collaboration among different sectors. Our stories and initiatives have gained international recognition and won 
multiple regional and international awards. We are guided by the sole objective of generating positive impact 
for society and the environment. Eco-Business is headquartered in Singapore, with a presence in Manila, 
Beijing, Zurich, New York, and correspondents in major cities across the world. Our partners include the 
world's biggest brands, Fortune 500 companies, MNCs, governments, multilateral institutions, civil society 
organisations and philanthropic foundations who are aligned with our values and mission.

https://www.eco-business.com/

Ecofin Agency
Agence Ecofin is a news agency which specializes in coverage of key African business news, with a primary 
focus on the major sectors in top African economies. The news agency also covers regaional and global 
business and politics, as well as other niche B2B topics.

www.ecofinagency.com

Econbrowser Analysis of current economic conditions and policy. http://www.econbrowser.com/
EconMatters In depth, yet concise economic and market analysis. http://www.econmatters.com
EconoFact EconoFact, an initiative of the Fletcher School, brings expert analysis to the debate on economics. https://econofact.org/

Economic Daily News

China Economic Net (ce.cn) is a national key news website sponsored by Economic Daily, with economic 
reporting, information dissemination and economic services as the main development direction, and is 
committed to creating "the most authoritative financial website and the most influential interactive platform". 
The website was officially released on July 28, 2003. At present, it has more than 100 professional channels 
covering various fields of economic life and publishes about 10,000 pieces of news information every day. 
China Economic Net implements the development strategy of specialization, internationalization, mobilization 
and diversification, and has carried out a series of explorations.

http://en.ce.cn/
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covering various fields of economic life and publishes about 10,000 pieces of news information every day. 
China Economic Net implements the development strategy of specialization, internationalization, mobilization 
and diversification, and has carried out a series of explorations.
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Economic Daily News Economic Daily News is an online publication, founded in 2000, that provides instant local and International 
news and topics ranging from politics, stock markets, society, and more  timely and diverse content.

https://money.udn.com/money/index?
utm_source=udnnews&utm_medium=familyba
r

Economic Indicator Service

The Economic Indicator Service (EIS) aims to deliver economic content to financial institutions on both buy and 
sell-side and service providers. This new service currently covers 32,500 recurring macro-economic indicators 
from 132 countries (as of December 16, 2019) such as GDP data, unemployment releases, PMI numbers etc. 
with historical data. EIS gathers the major economic events from a variety of regions and countries around the 
globe and provides an Economic Events Data feed and Economic Calendar service to our clients.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/economic-indicator-service/

Economic Information Daily
Over the past 39 years, Economic Information Daily has taken advantage of its time and place. With a deep 
grasp of economic policies, keen capture of economic news and information, and in-depth observation of 
social and economic phenomena, it has continuously encouraged and advocated for the country's reform and 
opening China's financial reporting. It has a long-term lead in the circulation of financial media.

http://www.jjckb.cn/

Economic Principals.com
David Warsh is editor of EconomicPrincipals.com, an independent Web-based weekly. He covered economics 
for The Boston Globe for 20 years and, earlier, reported on business for Forbes Magazine and The Wall Street 
Journal.

http://www.economicprincipals.com/

Economics for public policy Commentary on the intersection of economics and public policy. http://milescorak.com
Economics New Zealand Competition, regulation, financial markets, economic policy - non-partisan, with a New Zealand focus. http://economicsnz.blogspot.com
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EcoSeed

EcoSeed is a leading source for global green news, finance, and other resources in delivering green and 
renewable energy to mainstream business. EcoSeed’s mission is to provide global, complete, innovative, and 
up to date news, information, resources, and opportunities. Either in keeping up with the latest or in search for 
more specific information and resources on Green and Renewable Energy, EcoSeed.org is the premier 
website for all your information needs. Combining Business and Green has never been made easier.

https://www.ecoseed.org

E-Crypto News
E-Crypto News was developed to assist all cryptocurrency investors in developing profitable cryptocurrency 
portfolios through the provision of timely and much needed information. Investments in cryptocurrency require 
a level of detail, sensitivity and accuracy that isn’t required in any other market and as such, we’ve developed 
our databases to help fill in information gaps

https://e-cryptonews.com/

Ed Driscoll.com Opinions on news, technology and pop culture, from a moderately conservative perspective, from a freelance 
journalist who’s been published by a wide variety of online and “dead tree” publications.

https://pjmedia.com/columnist/ed-driscoll/

EDF Health In the EDF Health blog, science, health, and business experts at Environmental Defense Fund comment on 
chemical and nanotechnology issues of the day.

http://blogs.edf.org/health

Edge
The global authority on video game art, design and play, Edge is the must-have companion for game-industry 
professionals, aspiring game-makers and passionately committed hobbyists. Edge provides the most trusted, 
in-depth editorial in the business via unparalleled access to the people, companies and technologies that make 
videogames the world’s most dynamic form of entertainment.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/edge/

EDI Readable Corporate Action 
Notices (RCAN)

EDI's Readable Corporate Action Notice (RCAN) product offers ‘readable’ documents that combine all the data 
elements that would be contained within a typical corporate actions data feed (e.g. a Microsoft Excel, CSV, or 
XML file), but instead, presents these elements in a human-readable form, similar to a news feed. Unlike in 
typical corporate actions feed records, where the parts are separated out and need to be re-linked within a 
client-side database, the RCAN is a complete message, where all the disparate parts are pulled together. 
RCAN covers 45 crucial corporate events (inc. Dividends, Mergers and Acquisitions, Rights Offering (Issue), 
Spin-Offs, Stock Splits, Reverse Stock Splits, New Listings (IPOs), Suspensions and Delistings etc.) and 
aggregates corporate actions from over 150 exchanges worldwide. Notices are produced 4 times per day in 
line with EDI’s incremental feed production times.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/readable-corporate-action-notice/

Education Monitor Worldwide

Education Monitor Worldwide is a subscription based publication covering education news and developments 
from worldwide jurisdictions. Education Monitor Worldwide is the ultimate education resource featuring news, 
commentaries and comprehensive views on education issues from all sides of the political spectrum. 
Education Monitor Worldwide is updated daily and draws on information from worldwide education 
publications, as well as reliable press, internet and news agency sources worldwide, always quoting and 
accrediting the original information source within its reporting. The rapid transcription, collation and distribution 
of this information makes Education Monitor Worldwide a highly valuable resource for education related news.

http://www.bidsinfo.com

Eduflack The intersection of education communications, policy, and politics http://eduflack.com

Efecto Cocuyo
Efecto Cocuyo is an independent media outlet based in Caracas, Venezuela. We cover politics, personal 
economy, finance, and human rights. We have stories from the streets of Caracas conerning matters which 
truly effect the people. We also do investigative journalism and fact-checking.

https://www.efectococuyo.com

EG Estates Gazette offers In-depth commercial property information, including  property deals, information on 
funds, economic commentary, commercial  property jobs and more.

http://www.estatesgazette.com

EgbertoWillies.com Progressive commentary on American politics. http://EgbertoWillies.com
Egor Holmogorov Russian-language news. http://holmogor.livejournal.com/
eGov AU eGovernment and Gov2.0 thoughts and speculations from an Australian perspective. http://egovau.blogspot.com

Egypt Independent

Egypt Independent is the sister English-language publication of Al-Masry Al-Youm daily, the country's flagship 
independent paper. Born in 2009 as a news website, Egypt Independent has been providing Egypt and the 
world with high-quality, in-depth content about the political, economic, social and cultural landscape of the 
country. In 2011, Egypt's year of revolutionary change, Egypt Independent launched a weekly print edition that 
serves as an insightful digest of the country's dynamic times. Through its constant online feeds and its weekly 
printed edition, Egypt Independent provides readers with nuanced coverage of Egypt, conceived by a young 
team of professional journalists, editors and translators.

http://www.egyptindependent.com
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Egypt Independent - 
Features/Interviews

Egypt Independent is the sister English-language publication of Al-Masry Al-Youm daily, the country's flagship 
independent paper. Born in 2009 as a news website, Egypt Independent has been providing Egypt and the 
world with high-quality, in-depth content about the political, economic, social and cultural landscape of the 
country. In 2011, Egypt's year of revolutionary change, Egypt Independent launched a weekly print edition that 
serves as an insightful digest of the country's dynamic times. Through its constant online feeds and its weekly 
printed edition, Egypt Independent provides readers with nuanced coverage of Egypt, conceived by a young 
team of professional journalists, editors and translators.

https://www.egyptindependent.com/

Egypt Today Egypt Today is an English language monthly lifestyle magazine that focuses on everything that is Egypt - from 
culture to politics and from sports to food.

https://www.egypttoday.com/

Egyptian International Trade Point - 
EITP News

The Egyptian International Trade Point is a subsector from the Ministry of Trade & Industry which aims to 
create new markets for Egyptian products & developing Egyptian exports by using information technology & 
electronic communications.

http://www.expoegypt.gov.eg/

Egyptian International Trade Point - 
EITP News

The Egyptian International Trade Point is a subsector from the Ministry of Trade & Industry which aims to 
create new markets for Egyptian products & developing Egyptian exports by using information technology & 
electronic communications.

http://www.expoegypt.gov.eg/news

Egyptian Journal for Aquaculture

Egyptian Journal for Aquaculture (EgyJAquac) ISSN: 2080-7877 covers the full range of Aquaculture, Aquatic 
Management, Aquatic nutrition, limnology, Lakes, water pollution, Aquatic Disease, Algae and the other related 
fields. This is ensured by subjecting each paper to a strict assessment procedure by International editorial 
board. This journal publishes original articles reporting fields and advances in theory, methodology, 
applications, general surveys, reviews, and etc. EgyJAquac has a policy of screening for plagiarism, it means 
whenever author paraphrases, summarizes, or takes words, phrases, or sentences from another person’s 
work, it is necessary to indicate the source of the information within the paper using an internal citation.

https://braesd.org/Egyjaquac/

Egyptian Streets

Egyptian Streets is an independent, young, and grassroots news media organization aimed at providing 
readers with an alternate depiction of events that occur on Egyptian and Middle Eastern streets, and to 
establish an engaging social platform for readers to discover and discuss the various issues that impact the 
region. The publication is Egypt's leading independent media organisation for news, society, culture, politics, 
travel, entrepreneurship and more. 

www.egyptianstreets.com

Ei (Estrategias de Inversión)
Leading media in information and stock market analysis. We offer analysis for investors through the best 
experts. Analysis and daily reports, graphs and recommendations to invest in the stock market and investment 
funds

https://www.estrategiasdeinversion.com

Ekeif Keif meaning "how" in Arabic is an online portal that publishes short how-to videos, targeting Arabic speaking 
women across the MENA.

http://www.ekeif.com

El Blog de Enrique Dans The effects of technology on people, companies, and society as a whole. http://www.enriquedans.com/
El Blog Salmón Financial news and commentary in Spanish. http://www.elblogsalmon.com

El Comercio El Comercio is a daily Ecuadorian newspaper based in Quito, covering news across a broad range of topics 
from both inside and outside the country.

https://www.elcomercio.com/

El Diario de Malabo El Diario de Malabo is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and 
more in Equatorial Guinea, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.eldiariodemalabo.com

El Economista
A leading newspaper specialized in coverage and analysis of issues relating to economics, finance, business 
and politics.  El Economista offers its readers breaking news, forums, blogs and more, with the goal of keeping 
them well informed at all times, and providing them with valuable content that allows them to make smart 
decisions.

https://www.eleconomista.com.mx/

El Financiero
El Financiero is the a newspaper specialized in finance, economy and business in Mexico, founded in October 
1981. Its mission is to provide multiplatform journalism that presents useful information, analysis and 
contextualization of events that, due to their journalistic value, influence public opinion and decision-making.

https://www.elfinanciero.com.mx/

El Jornal
EL JORNAL is an online publication which covers a wide variety of topics for readers in San José, Costa Rica, 
as well as internationally. The publication includes information on culture, sports, science, politics, international 
news as well as opinion articles and features. EL JORNAL has been on the Internet for 20 years, and 
throughout its history has evolved to what it is today: a national and international information platform.

www.eljornalcr.com

El Khabar El Khabar Newspaper is a daily newspaper in Algeria published seven days a week in the tabloid format. It is 
one of the most widely read Algerian newspapers.

http://www.elkhabar.com

El Mercurio
El Mercurio is a Chilean newspaper with broad coverageof national and international news, business, sports, 
and more. Its Santiago edition is considered the country's newspaper of record and it is considered the oldest 
daily newspapers in the Spanish language currently in circulation.

https://www.emol.com/
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El Molino Online El Molino Online is a Spanish-language publication covering news, politics, economics, lifestyle, and more. http://elmolinoonline.com
El Mundo Financiero Financial news from Spain. http://elmundofinanciero.com

El Nacional
El Nacional is a national newspaper in Venezuela which has recently ceased its print edition, moving exlusively 
to an online format. It has been described as one of the last truly independent newspapers in Venezuela, and 
as such as experienced harrassment from the local government for its reporting. 

https://www.elnacional.com/

El New Energy
EI New Energy is a subscription-based online newsletter covering the transition of the global energy industry 
from conventional fossil fuels to alternative energy forms with a focus on renewable power, carbon policy, 
markets and management, transportation and energy efficiency. The newsletter launched in 2012 and is aimed 
at energy professionals.

http://www.energyintel.com/pages/about_new.
aspx

El Norte
El Norte is a daily newspaper printed and distributed in Monterrey, Nuevo León, Mexico. Throughout it's 
history, it has been the target of attacks by government due the independent nature of its journalism. The 
newspaper's coverage includes politics, business, sports, entertainment and more. 

https://www.elnorte.com/

El Pais
El País is a Uruguayan newspaper, first published on September 14, 1918, and distributed nationwide. 
Founded as a political newspaper devoted to the National Party, it later developed into a general interest 
newspaper with an editorial focus is on the social, political and economic news of Uruguay

https://www.elpais.com.uy/

El Sol del Cusco
El Sol del Cusco is an independent online news portal located in Cusco, Peru. Since 1901, El Sol del Cusco 
has provided local and international news covering various topics ranging from politics to tourism, sports, and 
more. 

https://diarioelsolcusco.pe/

El Tiempo
El Tiempo is a Colombian daily broadsheet newspaper founded in 1911 which boasts the largest circulation of 
any newspaper in the country. It is considered to be centrist in politial alignment, and covers a broad range of 
topics.

https://www.eltiempo.com/

El Universal El Universal is a daily broadsheet newspaper in Mexico with a circulation of more than 300,000. It is 
considered by many to be pro-government in its reporting.

https://www.eluniversal.com.mx/

El Vaquero
El Vaquero is the student newspaper of Glendale Community College, serving the wide interests and 
information needs of a diverse student body of full-time and part-time students. It publishes six to eight times 
during the fall and spring semesters with a multi-talented staff of 10 to 20 students.

http://www.elvaq.com/

Elan

Founded in 2008, Elan’s goal is to increase cross-cultural understanding by highlighting the perspective of 
artists, thought leaders and innovators across all fields. Elan’s articles share the stories of the remarkable 
young professionals empowering their communities, enlightening their peers and inspiring those around them.  
Engaging with various cultures across the board, we believe that ultimately there is unity within our diversity 
and we can only learn from each other. Elan covers culture, business, travel, humor, high profile people and 
mainstream news, in a way that has not been done before, with a focus on the Middle East and South Asia. 
The publication has succeeded in staying away from divisive political issues that tend to drown out otherwise 
fascinating stories.

http://www.elanthemag.com

Elaph Elaph is a UK-based Arabic language portal covering news, current affairs, politics, business, culture, health, 
sport, music, cinema, fashion, entertainment, youth and technology.

http://www.elaph.com/

Elaph Elaph is a UK-based Arabic language portal covering news, current affairs, politics, business, culture, health, 
sport, music, cinema, fashion, entertainment, youth and technology.

https://www.elaph.com/

Elbashayer
Elbashayer is a comprehensive electronic newspaper that was published in 2008, covering all local, regional 
and international news with more than 16 sections that meet readers' needs with special coverage of sports, 
economic and artistic events.

http://www.elbashayeronline.com

Elder of Ziyon Articles about Israel, the Middle East, anti-semitism and terrorism. http://elderofziyon.blogspot.com

Eldo Telecom
News, analysis, commentary and strategic thinking on telecommunications developments from a consumer 
perspective from "somewhere deep inside a broadband black hole" with a particular focus on broadband 
Internet access.

http://eldotelecom.blogspot.com

Electrek
Electrek is a news and commentary site that is tracking, analyzing, and breaking news on the transition from 
fossil-fuel transport to electric transport. Further, Electrek also covers the electric vehicle movement within the 
wider transition into green energy, and the impact of green energy and fossil fuels on the climate.

https://electrek.co/

Electric & Hybrid Vehicle 
Technology International

Electric & Hybrid Vehicle Technology International was first published in 1995, and now sent free of charge 
three times a year to over 15,000 key specifiers and decision-makers throughout the global OE automotive 
industry, Electric & Hybrid Vehicle Technology International is firmly established as the world’s leading 
international showcase for technology and innovation in electric, hybrid and fuel-cell vehicle design, 
development and manufacture.

https://www.electrichybridvehicletechnology.
com/
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Electric Cars Report ElectricCarsReport.com is a website dedicated to pure electric vehicles and the full range of consumer 
information and tools about electric cars, green technology energy, and the environment.

https://electriccarsreport.com/

electrive electrive.com is a news service for decision makers in the electric mobility industry. Electrive.com cover a wide 
range of relevant stories and developments in electric transport across Europe and beyond.

https://www.electrive.com/

Electronic Design - Automotive
Electronic Design is the premier independent information source for electronics engineers that provide must-
have, fully comprehensive coverage of the electronics industry through its vast network of experts. Electronic 
Design covers the technologies required for engineers to make the right design decisions at the right time – 
quickly & efficiently.

https://www.electronicdesign.
com/markets/automotive

Elizabeth Eva Leach Musicology, medieval to modern. http://eeleach.wordpress.com/blog

Elmahatta
Elmahatta is an electronic magazine which publishes the most important and latest scientific, humanitarian, 
economic and political news, summarizing research from reliable sources and transmitting it to the Arab 
reader. It facilitates its readers in coping with the modern era in an effective manner, and without losing any 
value in the knowledge it transmits.

https://elmahatta.com/

ELT Planning This blog is a collection of teaching tips, reviews, and reflections from a developing teacher. https://eltplanning.com

ElTawkeel.com

ElTawkeel.com is the most active automotive destination on the web in Egypt, with a readership that consists 
of automotive enthusiasts, industry members and in-market consumers, providing them with the latest 
information about the local market, the regional market and global market, with exclusive content from 
international motor shows and international test-drives made by the website. The website provides up-to-date 
reports and reviews, with many international original material, which included recently: The First Digital Live 
Coverage For Paris Motor Show in 2014, The BMW All- Electric i3 First Test-drive in the Egyptian Media in 
2014, The BMW New 6 Series Test-drive and review from the international media launch in Portugal in March 
2015, The MINI 5 Door Test-drive and review from Germany to Austria in April 2015. The Editor-in-chief of 
ElTawkeel.com, Mahmoud Mostafa Kamal, interviewed a lot of the top management executives in the middle 
east, in exclusive interviews in the Egyptian Media, such as: Chris Wilde - Brand Manager of Jaguar - Land 
Rover Middle East, Trevor Hill - Managing Director of Audi Middle East, Thomas Mills - Managing Director of 
Volkswagen Middle East, Tommy Lee - Head of Hyundai Middle East Regional Headquarters. Kamal was also 
featured and interviewed by many other media channels and organisations to analyse the Egyptian and 
regional market, such as: The Middle East Institute, Egypt Today Magazine, ON TV and Rotana TV.

https://eltawkeel.com/

Emarat Al Youm Emarat Al Youm is an Arabic language daily newspaper published within the United Arab Emirates, covering 
local, regional and global news, politics, business and sports.

https://www.emaratalyoum.com

Embargo Watch Keeping an eye on how scientific information embargoes affect news coverage. http://embargowatch.wordpress.com

Emergence Togo Emergence Togo is an online news publciation in Togo focusing on local and international news, sport, 
business and politics. 

http://www.emergence-togo.com/

Emirates Journal of Food and 
Agriculture

The "Emirates Journal of Food and Agriculture [EJFA]" is a unique, peer-reviewed Journal of Food and 
Agriculture publishing basic and applied research articles in the field of agricultural and food sciences by the 
College of Food and Agriculture, United Arab Emirates University, United Arab Emirates.

http://ejfa.me/

Emirates News Agency (WAM) Emirates News Agency (WAM) is the official news agency of the United Arab Emirates. WAM transmits UAE 
news to the rest of the world, covering all aspects of its political, economic and social development.

http://wam.ae/ar

Emirates Woman
Stylish, Smart & Sophisticated. Emirates Woman delivers luxury fashion, on-trend beauty, luxe lifestyle, travel 
reports, as well as in-depth features looking at both global and local issues. Committed to representing the 
many faces and nationalities of women in this region and celebrating the home-grown talents of its readers.

https://www.emirateswoman.com

Emirates Woman Mini

Emirates Woman Mini is the region’s most luxurious parenting and child lifestyle magazine. Presented within a 
premium editorial environment, the magazine covers fashion, travel, psychology, education, health, and 
wellness and provides an all-important directory of regional products and services. Showcasing premium 
brands alongside global trends and renowned expert advice, Emirates Woman Mini spans the parenting 
journey from pre-pregnancy through to adolescent childhood.

https://N/A

EmiratesTourismMag.com EmiratesTourismMag.com is the online edition of Emirates Tourism Magazine and covers travel and tourism in 
the UAE. The site launched in April 2015.

http://www.emiratestourismmag.com

Emirex
Emirex was founded in July 2014 as a technology and advisory provider, focusing on digitalisation of traditional 
businesses and efficient application of emerging technology such as blockchain and artificial intelligence, also 
delivering the first in its class Digital Commodities Exchange, an alternative investment platform.

https://emirex.com/

Empire Burlesque News and commentary on American politics and policy, with emphasis on the "high crimes and low  comedy" 
in the American Imperium.

http://www.chris-floyd.com
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Employee Benefit Advisor

Employee Benefit Adviser (EBA) is the information resource for employee benefit advisors, brokers, agents 
and consultants. In an era of tremendous change and challenge, EBA is the benefits broker's digital road map, 
providing the current awareness and perspective advisers need to optimally serve their clients, anticipate 
changes in the marketplace, and run their businesses. EBA covers a broad range of critical content, including 
comparative market data, legal and regulatory updates, the latest products and services, and best practices in 
benefits delivery — including health insurance, vision and dental insurance, voluntary products and services, 
and retirement benefits. The benefits broker community relies on EBA to stay connected, through its website 
comment forums, its social media communities, and live events.

https://www.benefitnews.com/advisers/

Employee Benefit News

Employee Benefit News (EBN) is the primary media resource that benefit professionals rely on to navigate the 
complexities of employee benefit planning and delivery. As the dynamics of healthcare spending continue to 
shift, and benefit plans grow more complex, Employee Benefit News is there with the current awareness and 
insight benefit managers need to select, communicate and manage benefit programs to their employees. EBN 
helps benefit managers meet the challenges of reducing care costs, improving retirement plan options, 
developing voluntary benefits packages, and complying with state and federal regulations. EBN — through its 
case studies, profiles, and news analysis — helps benefit executives hone their expertise and effectively 
support their company's' strategic objectives.

https://www.benefitnews.com/

Employment & Labor Insider Blog covering employment and labor law from an employer/HR law perspective. https://www.constangy.com/employment-
labor-insider

End of Day Pricing Data

Exchange Data International (EDI) has been providing end-of-day pricing data since 2007. The service 
currently covers over 170 exchanges worldwide providing clients with quick access to extensive and accurate 
closing pricing data. Clients subscribe to our End of Day Pricing Data offering to: Access closing pricing data 
gathered from 170 exchanges worldwide including all emerging and frontier markets and; Easily identify stocks 
through static data elements taken from the Security Reference File

https://www.exchange-data.com/product/end-
day-pricing-data/

Endicott Observer
Endicott College is located in Beverly. Endicott College is accredited by the New England Commission of 
Higher Education (NECHE). At Endicott, the idea that college and career are connected is not an abstract 
concept.

https://www.endicott.edu/

Enemy of Debt Advice on conquering debt. http://www.enemyofdebt.com/blog/

Energy and Policy Institute
The Energy and Policy Institute exposes attacks and deception by fossil fuel companies, utilities, their trade 
associations and front groups through investigative research and analysis. By disseminating information to 
media, allies, and decision makers, they seek to disrupt fossil fuel-funded misinformation, separate polluters 
from policymakers, and accelerate the transition to a clean economy.

http://www.energyandpolicy.org

Energy and Power
Energy and Power is a fortnightly magazine that deals with the news of energy and power sector in 
Bangladesh. The magazine emphasizes issues and development within the energy sector. It is useful for the 
policy makers and professionals and assists them in analyzing the development of the energy sector within the 
economy.

http://ep-bd.com/online/

Energy Bangla With a view to providing correct and updated information for the concerned ones we are opening a new 
website named www.energybangla.com. It will mainly provide information on Energy sector of Bangladesh.

http://www.energybangla.com/

Energy Digital 

Energy Digital is a ‘Digital Community’ for the oil & gas, utilities and renewable energy industry that connects 
the world’s largest energy brands & projects and their most senior executives with the latest trends as the 
global energy industry pivots towards technology and digital transformation. Energy Digital is a ‘trusted 
authority’ on the latest energy news combining ‘Executive Thought Leadership Interviews’ with the very latest 
case studies on Energy 4.0, Global Energy investments, innovation, automation & AI, smart technologies and 
sustainability.

https://www.energydigital.com/magazine

Energy Intelligence
Energy Intelligence is a US-based portal covering the oil and energy sector, including news and analysis, 
research, market data and events. The Dubai bureau covers energy news from the Middle East region for the 
site.

www.energyintel.com
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Energy Monitor Worldwide

Energy Monitor Worldwide is a subscription based publication covering energy news and developments from 
worldwide jurisdictions. Energy Monitor Worldwide covers the petroleum industry, including oil companies, 
petroleum refiners, fuel transport and end-user sales at gas stations; the gas industry, including natural gas 
extraction and coal gas manufacture, as well as distribution and sales; the electrical power industry, including 
electricity generation, electric power distribution and sales; the coal industry; the nuclear power industry; and 
the renewable energy industry, comprising alternative energy and sustainable energy companies, including 
those involved in hydroelectric power, wind power, and solar power generation, plus the manufacture, 
distribution and sale of alternative fuels. Energy Monitor Worldwide is updated daily and draws on information 
from worldwide energy publications, as well as reliable press, internet and news agency sources worldwide, 
always quoting and accrediting the original information source within its reporting. The rapid transcription, 
collation and distribution of this information makes Energy Monitor Worldwide a highly valuable resource for 
energy news.

http://bidsinfo.com

Energy Reality Project Welcome to the Energy Reality Project. The Project is a crowd-sourced volunteer project that seeks to bring 
information together to help us better understand energy and the central role it plays in our lives.

http://energyrealityproject.com

Energy Update
Energy Update is a monthly magazine that focuses on developments in the energy sector, of particular interest 
to Pakistan. It is also covering developments in the alternate energy, especially CNG/ NGV.  The magazine 
also promotes energy events through some promotional activities and media coverage in the country.

http://www.energyupdate.com.pk

EnergyLand
EnergyLand.info is a sectoral electronic mass media for companies of the fuel and energy complex of Russia. 
They also present an analysis of the most important trends, prospects for the development of the fuel and 
energy complex, as well as a selection of articles reflecting particularly significant news and events in the fuel 
and energy complex.

http://www.energyland.info

eNewsChannels
eNewsChannels™ is an online news publication covering U.S. business, entertainment, finance, nonprofit, 
political and technology news. An online news publication of the Neotrope® News Network, USA. 
eNewsChannels is a TM of Neotrope.

https://eNewsChannels.com

Engineer Your Finances Personal finance blog focused on unemployment and income generating ideas. http://www.engineeryourfinances.com
Engineering Monitor Worldwide http://bidsinfo.com

Engineering Review
Engineering Review, first published in October 1975, is the country’s foremost magazine covering - through 
reports and articles - events and subjects that are of professional and commercial interest to engineers in 
government offices, consulting firms, contractors, industry and academia. Subjects of interest for architects 
and town planners are also covered.

http://www.engineeringreview.com.pk

eniGma Magazine
eniGma Magazine has been the leading international Arab female lifestyle magazine For the past five years, 
establishing our position through innovation, creativity and modern design. Our articles vary from fashion, to 
travel, to profiles with different prominent Arab figures.

http://www.enigma-mag.com

eniGma Star eniGma Star is a leading Arabic language female lifestyle magazine, covering Arab celebrities, interviews and 
unique fashion shoots.

http://www.enigma-mag.com

Enredacción Enredacción is an independent journalistic medium located in the city of Córdoba (Argentina) that focuses on 
news mainly from the province of Córdoba as well as the wider Argentine Republic.

https://enredaccion.com.ar/

Ensia

Our mission is to motivate and empower people around the world to create a more sustainable future by 
sharing stories and igniting conversations across sectors, geographies, ideologies and disciplines. We’ve 
cultivated a network of more than 50 leading global media outlets — including The Guardian, Business Insider, 
Scientific American, Public Radio International, Vox and Quartz — that republish Ensia’s content, thus 
increasing Ensia’s reach and impact. All told, Ensia stories inform millions of people annually and have been 
promoted by thought leaders across sectors, shared during legislative briefings, included in college courses 
and cited in publications around the world.

https://ensia.com/

Enterprise

Enterprise is a Pullout of The Sandard. The Standard is Kenya’s second-largest national newspaper and the 
flagship product of the Standard Group. Its reach cuts across all market segments, with clear leadership in 
some niche segments, such as the youth, and some key markets, including Nyanza, Coast, Western and Rift 
Valley. The newspaper has loyal readership among a cross-section of the Kenyan population, with niche 
products especially popular among Kenya’s youthful population.

https://epaper.standardmedia.co.ke/pullouts

EntertainHR A FordHarrison blog about the world of entertainment & how it pertains to HR. http://blogs.hrhero.com/entertainhr/

Entertainment Digest
Entertainment Digest is a daily update of the top entertainment stories from leading movie industries – 
Hollywood, Bollywood and Tollywood. The section covers the latest buzz in the corridors of entertainment 
including gossips, reviews of new movies, breaking news, or simply fresh happenings in the industry. The 
stories are written in an easy-to-read digest format published on a daily basis.

http://www.hindustantimes.com
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Entrepreneur ME
Entrepreneur Middle East (ME) is a regional business magazine based in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. It is 
the guide for the region's entrepreneurs and business leaders. Published monthly by BNC Publishing, 
Entrepreneur ME has an extended distribution across the MENA region

https://www.entrepreneur.com/me

Entrepreneur ME (Print Edition)
Entrepreneur Middle East (ME) is a regional business magazine based in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. It is 
the guide for the region's entrepreneurs and business leaders. Published monthly by BNC Publishing, 
Entrepreneur ME has an extended distribution across the MENA region

https://www.entrepreneur.com/me

Enugu Daily News
Enugu Daily News is an online medium for the publication of daily news related to the Enugu State of Nigeria, 
as well as features aimed at enhancing national development, justice, and peaceful coexistence across all of 
Nigeria. We pride ourselves on our editorial objectivity, balanced reporting, equity and fairness in reporting.

https://enugudaily.com/

Environment Competition A video competition where competitors submit how-to videos in attempt to built the best environment-friendly 
house.

http://aramram.com/reports/6737

Environment Monitor Worldwide http://bidsinfo.com
Environmental and Urban 
Economics Thoughts on environmental and urban issues from an economics perspective. http://greeneconomics.blogspot.com/

Environmental Law and Policy 
Monitor

Analysis and commentary by Troutman Sanders attorneys on developments in environmental and natural 
resources law.

http://www.environmentallawandpolicy.com/

Equities.com Equities.com is a leading provider of financial news and market commentary for the investment community. http://equities.com/

Equonet.net Equonet is a trusted French-language business website in Senegal, reporting on key topics from the country 
as well as the wider African contitent such as economics, finance and technology.

https://www.equonet.net/

Erbil Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry News

The Erbil Chamber of Commerce and Industry is a professional and economic organization, has its 
independent moral, financial and administrative character. It is True representative of its members; the 
chamber s purpose is trade and industrial development in the region. The Erbil Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry News is committed to providing the local and regional media with the latest news related to the 
chamber’s activities in Iraq and the region of Kurdistan.

http://www.erbilchamber.org/ar/

Erbil Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry News

The Erbil Chamber of Commerce and Industry is a professional and economic organization, has its 
independent moral, financial and administrative character. It is True representative of its members; the 
chamber s purpose is trade and industrial development in the region. The Erbil Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry News is committed to providing the local and regional media with the latest news related to the 
chamber’s activities in Iraq and the region of Kurdistan.

http://www.erbilchamber.org/en/news.html

Erem News Erem News is an online publication located in Abu Dhabi, UAE, and  covers various topics ranging from 
business to politics, economics, and sports taking place in the Arabian Gulf region.

www.eremnews.com

ereport.ru The latest economic news, reviews, and analytics. http://www.ereport.ru

Eric Nisall Blog Personal finance blog with articles on topics such as taxes, entrepreneurship, credit, debt management, and 
more.

https://www.ericnisall.com/articles/

Eric's Blog A blog about generating transactions through awareness, attention and communication. https://www.ericschwartzman.com/blog/

Erkan's Field Diary Erkan’s Field Diary is an independent blog on on Turkish journalism and the European Union (EU). The blog 
monitors socio-cultural happenings and cybercultural emergences in Turkey.

http://erkansaka.net/

Ernie the Attorney Social commentary, with emphasis on law and technology. http://www.ernietheattorney.net
Errors in IPCC Climate Science Articles critical of IPCC compliant science and organizations promoting the IPCC. http://warwickhughes.com/blog
Errors of Enchantment The blog voice of New Mexico's free market, limited government think tank, the Rio Grande Foundation. http://www.errorsofenchantment.com

ESG Clarity Asia
Interest in ESG and responsible investing has exploded in recent years and is increasingly being embedded 
into mainstream investing. ESG Clarity provides insights and analysis through an array of multi-media that 
informs and educates fund selectors and buyers around the world in this fast-evolving space of the investment 
industry.

https://esgclarityasia.com/

ESG Clarity Europe
Interest in ESG and responsible investing has exploded in recent years and is increasingly being embedded 
into mainstream investing. ESG Clarity provides insights and analysis through an array of multi-media that 
informs and educates fund selectors and buyers around the world in this fast-evolving space of the investment 
industry.

https://esgclarity.com/

ESG Clarity US
Interest in ESG and responsible investing has exploded in recent years and is increasingly being embedded 
into mainstream investing. ESG Clarity provides insights and analysis through an array of multi-media that 
informs and educates fund selectors and buyers around the world in this fast-evolving space of the investment 
industry.

https://www.esgclarityus.com/
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ESG Investing
ESG Investing is the leading global media platform publishing news and features on ESG and sustainable 
investing for portfolio managers, institutional investors and listed companies. ESG Investing is a division of 
Global Markets Media Ltd.

http://www.esginvesting.co.uk/

ESG Investor The practical information hub for asset owners looking to invest successfully and sustainably for the long term. https://www.esginvestor.net/
ESGToday ESG Today is a site dedicated to covering Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) issues for investors. https://www.esgtoday.com/

ESR News Blog

The Employment Screening Resources (ESR) News Blog provides employers, human resources, security, 
recruiters, and consumers with vital information about employment screening and background checks for 
employers and covers a variety of topics such as criminal databases, workplace violence, data privacy, 
negligent hiring, identity theft and fraud, credit report checks, legal updates, E-Verify and employment eligibility 
verification, and the use of social networking sites in employment screening.

http://www.esrcheck.com/wordpress/

Et Cetera
The Et Cetera serves as the newspaper of record for Eastfield, and therefore the news contained in the 
publication should center primarily on topics of interest to the college’s students, faculty, and staff. In order to 
fulfill the purpose of keeping readers informed of campus news, The Et Cetera will publish at least 12 editions 
each academic year, as well as inform and engage online on our website and social media platforms.

http://eastfieldnews.com/

ET Net ET Net is a leading Chinese financial news agency based in Hong Kong, which strives to provide influential 
news and realtime stock quotes to professional institutions, as well as members of the public.

http://www.etnet.com.hk

Ethiopian News Agency (ENA)
Ethiopian News Agency (ENA) is an English language news agency from Ethiopia, delivering fast, in-depth 
coverage of the events shaping the country. The agency covers all topics from business to politics and culture 
to sports.

https://www.ena.et/

Ethiopian News Agency (ENA)
Ethiopian News Agency (ENA) is an English language news agency from Ethiopia, delivering fast, in-depth 
coverage of the events shaping the country. The agency covers all topics from business to politics and culture 
to sports.

https://www.ena.et/afanoromo/

Ethiopian News Agency (ENA)
Ethiopian News Agency (ENA) is an English language news agency from Ethiopia, delivering fast, in-depth 
coverage of the events shaping the country. The agency covers all topics from business to politics and culture 
to sports.

https://www.ena.et/ar/

Ethiopian News Agency (ENA)
Ethiopian News Agency (ENA) is an English language news agency from Ethiopia, delivering fast, in-depth 
coverage of the events shaping the country. The agency covers all topics from business to politics and culture 
to sports.

https://www.ena.et/en/

Etilaat Roz
Etilaat Roz is one of the leading and most widely read independent newspapers in Afghanistan. It obtained its 
license from the Ministry of Information and Culture of Afghanistan in 2011. With up-to-date information it 
covers the politics, security, governance, economy, and society in a free, independent, impartial and critical 
manner.

https://www.etilaatroz.com/

Eturbo News Eturbo News is a global online news service which covers news from Travel industry across the globe. http://www.eturbonews.com
EU Referendum Discusses issues related to the UK's position in Europe and the world. http://www.eureferendum.com/

EU Reporter EU Reporter is a Brussels based European multimedia news platform, providing online news and video 
comment on EU and world affairs in all EU official languages.

http://www.eureporter.co

EU Reporter - Video EU News & Politics. http://www.youtube.com/user/tveureporter

EUobserver

EUobserver is a not-for-profit, independent online newspaper established in Brussels in 2000 that values free 
thinking and plain speech and aims to support European democracy by reflecting the voice of people and by 
giving people the information they need to hold the EU establishment to account. EUobserver is the only 
independent news media covering EU affairs in Brussels and beyond through articles, exclusive news stories, 
cross-border investigations, an opinion platform and their relentless quest for transparency and accountability.

https://euobserver.com/

EUPRwire
EUPRwire is a SpecialNoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which provides 
free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news submitted to 
EUPRwire has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major web and news 
search engines.

https://euprwire.com

EUR/Electronic Urban Report The EUR/Electronic Urban Report is an information source for urban entertainment, sports, politics and 
opinion.

http://www.eurweb.com

Eurasianet
Eurasianet is an independent news organization that covers news from and about the South Caucasus and 
Central Asia, providing on-the-ground reporting and critical perspectives on the most important developments 
in the region. We strive to provide information useful to policymakers, scholars, and interested citizens both in 
and outside of Eurasia. Content is published in both AVAILABLE English and Russian.

https://eurasianet.org/
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Euronews
Euronews is a europen leading international news channel establised in 1993, provid global, multilingual news 
with a european perspective to over 440 million homes in 160 countries. Covring topics ranking from news, 
business, culture, science, space, breaking news, european union, european politics, and politics.

https://arabic.euronews.com/

Euronews
Euronews is a europen leading international news channel establised in 1993, provid global, multilingual news 
with a european perspective to over 440 million homes in 160 countries. Covring topics ranking from news, 
business, culture, science, space, breaking news, european union, european politics, and politics. AVAILABLE 
FRENCH, ITALIAN, SPANISH, ENGLISH

https://de.euronews.com/

Europeam Southern Observatory

The European Southern Observatory (ESO) is the pre-eminent intergovernmental science and technology 
organisation in astronomy. It carries out an ambitious programme focused on the design, construction and 
operation of powerful ground-based observing facilities for astronomy, in order to enable important scientific 
discoveries. ESO also plays a leading role in promoting and organising cooperation in astronomical research. 
ESO operates three unique world-class observing sites in the Atacama Desert region of Chile: La Silla, 
Paranal and Chajnantor. ESO's first site is at La Silla, a 2400 m high mountain 600 km north of Santiago de 
Chile. It is equipped with several optical telescopes with mirror diameters of up to 3.6 metres. The 3.5-metre 
New Technology Telescope broke new ground for telescope engineering and design and was the first in the 
world to have a computer-controlled main mirror, a technology developed at ESO and now applied to most of 
the world's current large telescopes. The ESO 3.6-metre telescope is now home to the world's foremost 
extrasolar planet hunter: HARPS (High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet Searcher), a spectrograph with 
unrivalled precision.

https://www.eso.org/public/videos/

European Business Magazine
European Business Magazine provides detailed analysis across Europe’s diverse marketplace. EBM provides 
up to date pan European information on business and finance for key executives across Europe covering 
topics such as big data, the latest in Fintech developments , economic country reports , alternative investment 
strategies, spotlight features on banking , aviation and property, as well as lifestyle features.

https://europeanbusinessmagazine.com/

European Law Blog News and commentary on EU law written by academics, students, and practitioners. http://europeanlawblog.eu

Eurosport For over 25 years, Eurosport has established itself as a household name for live sports. At Eurosport we 
understand the values of sport. Sport is passionate. Sport is inspiring and has the ability to unite us.

https://video.eurosport.com/

Eurosport For over 25 years, Eurosport has established itself as a household name for live sports. At Eurosport we 
understand the values of sport. Sport is passionate. Sport is inspiring and has the ability to unite us.

https://www.eurosport.com

EV World EVWorld.com is an independent online newspaper based in Omaha. EV World is to provide a human face to 
the topic of sustainable transportation with a focus on the people and policy, as well product.

https://evworld.com/

everwas Ian Kennedy on social media marketing. http://www.everwas.com
Everybody Loves Your Money Personal finance blog focused on investing, personal improvement and consumer reviews. http://www.everybodylovesyourmoney.com
Everyday Evidence Legal Blog A legal blog focused on evidence, the fourth amendment, criminal law, and more. https://www.everydayevidence.org/blog
Everyday Psychophilosophy Social psychology’s classic and recent insight into human behavior applied to everyday life. https://everydaypsych.com
Everything Elder Law Elder law & estate planning news by Evan H. Farr, CELA. http://www.farrlawfirm.com/blog/

Everything Finance Blog Discussion of financial matters, including investing, saving money, shopping, blogging and making money 
online.

http://everythingfinanceblog.com

Everything You Need To Know 
About… Knights

The chivalrous knights of Medieval history are often hailed as the most honourable and courageous warriors 
that anquity has to offer, but what do we actually know about them? What did it take to earn a knighthood? 
Where did they get their armour? How important were they in the many bloody wars that shaped the Dark 
Ages? 
In Everything You Need To Know About Knights, we’ll lift the visor on the answers to these questions, help you 
decipher between a greave and a gauntlet, and introduce you to legendary knights such as Sir William Marshal 
and the Black Prince. If you survive all that then you’ll be ready to take the field and relive the carnage of 
pivotal clashes including Agincourt and Crecy. Let battle commence! 

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Everything You Need To Know 
About… The American Civil War

For four years, Americans turned against one another as the United States fractured and a young nation 
fought to decide its future. Many social and economic factors led to the conflict – most stemming from the 
issue of slavery – creating a bitter divide between the pro-abolition Union of the North and slave-dependent 
Confederacy of the South. In this edition of Everything You Need To Know About… discover the war's origins, 
the tactics of defining battles, key players, Abraham Lincoln's rise to power, and why the Union was ultimately 
victorious in the conflict that decided America's future.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/
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Everything You Need To Know 
About… The Tudors

Who was the most murderous Tudor monarch? How did Henry VIII end up with six wives? Why do we call 
Queen Mary I ‘Bloody Mary’? And what really happened to the forgotten ‘Nine-Day Queen’, Lady Jane Grey? 
In Everything You Need to Know About the Tudors, discover the kings and queens who reigned over England, 
find out how the humble potato ended up on English soil, and step inside the gruesome world of Tudor 
medicine, from medieval dentistry to painful surgery!

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Everything You Need To Know 
About… Vikings

For centuries, the word ‘Vikings’ sent shivers down the spines of their enemies, their very mention conjuring 
images of sudden, brutal attacks, hulking, fur-clad warriors hacking and looting their way through coastal 
villages and towns, seizing or torching whatever they found. Yet while the Vikings were indeed a warlike 
people who excelled in the art of hit-and-run attacks, they were also so much more than rapacious raiders. In 
Everything You Need To Know About Vikings, you’ll explore the history of Viking culture, uncover what it was 
like to be a woman in the Viking age, examine numerous examples of Viking architecture and craftsmanship, 
and learn the rules that dictated Danelaw. Armed with a better understanding of these fascinating people, you’ll 
take to the high seas and venture to the many lands that the Vikings settled and traded in, before joining an 
invasion of England and experiencing up close what it really meant to be a Viking warrior.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Everything You Need To Know 
About… World War II

What really happened when the Allies stormed the beaches on D-Day? Or when Hitler set his sights on 
Russia? Find out the answers to these questions and more in Everything You Need to Know About… World 
War II. Uncover the truth behind one of the most infamous conflicts of the 20th century as we explore battle 
sites and meet the soldiers who fought valiantly on all sides.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

evo
evo is devoted to the thrill of driving. From hatchbacks to hypercars, evo puts the reader behind the wheel of 
the world's greatest drivers' cars. With focus on driving reviews and adventures, plus up-to-date news, opinion, 
technology, guides and group tests, evo is the world's leading car and driving title.

http://www.evo.co.uk

evo - Video Evo magazine covers the latest car news plus reviews of the auto world's greatest and fastest cars, from 
superminis and performance hot hatches to sports cars and supercars.

http://www.youtube.com/user/EVOTV

EVreporter EVreporter is an online independent news portal located in Panchkula which covers topics related to Electric 
Vehicle Ecosystem with a focus on the Indian Market.

https://evreporter.com/

Excelsior Excelsior is a daily spanish language newspaper located in Mexico. It covers various topics including Money, 
Community, Coronavirus, Environmental crisis, Health and much more.

https://www.excelsior.com.mx/funcion/violeta-
isfel-enfrenta-sus-monstruos/1493505

Executive
Executive is a monthly business magazine that offers its readers in-depth and forward thinking analysis, solid 
reporting and punchy opinion on Middle East commerce, economy and finance as well as regular industry 
surveys, regional market data, global economic trends and the latest in science, technology and the arts.

https://www.executive-magazine.com/

Executive Appointments Worldwide
Executive Appointments Monitor Worldwide is a subscription based publication, which tracks the career moves 
of the finest in executive talent from both the private and public sectors worldwide. Executive Appointments 
Monitor Worldwide is highly valuable resource for tracking the executive and management moves of key 
business decision makers, C-suite executives and other senior professionals.

http://www.bidsinfo.com

EXMO Founded in 2014, the EXMO.com cryptocurrency platform has more than 24,000 active daily traders, more 
than 150 trading pairs, an exchange token EXMO Coin (EXM) and operates with 4+ fiat currencies.

https://exmo.com/

Expansão Expansão is a newspaper/website that covers all the latest economic-financial and business news from Angola 
and the World.

http://www.expansao.co.ao

Experienced Mommy
Experienced Mommy exists to help moms make good decisions. We review all the latest baby gear and 
everything that is needed to take care of both the little ones and the moms doing their best to be the adult in 
the relationship.

https://www.experiencedmommy.com

Expert Reviews Expert Reviews is the definitive technology buying guide for consumers eager to get their hands on the latest 
technology.

http://www.expertreviews.co.uk

Exploring Baseball Data with R Blog posts illustrate statistical analyses on baseball questions using the open source R program. https://baseballwithr.wordpress.com
Exponent Montana State Exponent is Montana State University's Student Newspaper since 1895. https://msuexponent.com/

ExtraFit

ExtraFit Magazine is the premier monthly fitness, health and powersports magazine in the Middle East. 
Headquartered in Doha, Qatar, our copy reaches almost all major newsstands in the Middle East and India. 
The magazine showcases a perfect package of Fitness, Health, Lifestyle, Fashion, Mixed Martial Arts and 
Powersports, along with special coverage on leading industry events happening in the Middle East. Providing 
an authoritative mix of editorial pieces, the magazine speaks directly to value-minded men and women helping 
them to live active and energetic in every area of their life. Every issue gives readers a perfect visual treat with 
cutting-edge fitness, fashion and beauty spreads, complimented by insightful articles on training, nutrition, 
lifestyle issues, latest fashion trends, powersports and more.

http://www.extrafitmag.com
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ExtremeTech.com

ExtremeTech is the Web's top destination for news and analysis of emerging science and technology trends, 
and important software, hardware, and gadgets. It's a thriving community of users and experts seeking to 
answer the unanswerable questions of technology. Its writers, demanding technocrats themselves, go in 
search of the real story behind what's out there today, and what will be out there tomorrow. To put it simply, 
ExtremeTech is a one-stop-shop for serious technological needs.

https://www.extremetech.com

Eye on FDA Overview of regulatory and communications issues affecting the pharma market. http://www.eyeonfda.com

eyepix eyepix takes the photos and shoots the videos that you need, covering editorial news and entertainment, plus 
features. We are a photo agency dedicated to publishing great stories, with the highest quality standards.

https://www.eyepixgroup.online/

eyepix Video eyepix takes the photos and shoots the videos that you need, covering editorial news and entertainment, plus 
features. We are a photo agency dedicated to publishing great stories, with the highest quality standards.

https://www.eyepixgroup.online/video

Fabby Life Fashion and style blog. http://fabbylife.com
Faces A monthly lifestyle magazine from the publishers of Times of Oman daily newspaper in Oman. https://facesoman.com/
Fachanwalt fur IT-Recht Coverage of German IT and general law. http://fachanwalt-fuer-it-recht.blogspot.com/
Factory Times The Factory Times is the official student-run magazine for SUNY Polytechnic Institute. https://www.thefactorytimes.com/

Faida Investment Bank
Faida Investment Bank Limited is a market leader in the Kenyan securities and capital markets, achieving 
consistent, unassailable top performance in secondary trading at the Nairobi Securities Exchange. We have 
achieved these milestones by consciously observing standards of prudence, efficiency and friendliness to 
investors

http://fib.co.ke/

Faida Investment Bank
Faida Investment Bank Limited is a market leader in the Kenyan securities and capital markets, achieving 
consistent, unassailable top performance in secondary trading at the Nairobi Securities Exchange. We have 
achieved these milestones by consciously observing standards of prudence, efficiency and friendliness to 
investors

http://fib.co.ke/

FairVote's Voices and Choices
FairVote is a non-partisan, 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that seeks to make democracy fair, functional, and 
more representative. We research and propose common sense changes to strengthen our democracy and 
ensure all voices are heard and every vote counts in every election.

https://www.fairvote.org/blog

Falling On A Bruise A view of World affairs from the keyboard of an opinionated left wing Brit. http://www.bruisefalling.blogspot.com
Fallond Stock Picks Market commentary and stock selection based on the use of  technical analysis. http://www.markets.fallondpicks.com

False Bay Echo Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/false-bay-echo

FAMA MAGAZINE

FAMA is an online magazine that shares stories that impact our contemporary lives and define the future of the 
planet. FAMA works with a multicultural vision through well known experts who enrich both local and worldwide 
stories. They distinguish themselves by the independence and credibility of their content as well by the ability 
to inspire through images, videos and photo galleries of the natural world, ranging from discoveries, short 
stories, wild life series, oceans, the universe, art, ecology, and more.

www.famaweb.com

FameEX
Founded in 2020, FameEX is a high-performance cryptocurrency exchange offering spot trading, margin 
trading, derivatives, and a built-in quantitative trading bot. Users can trade Bitcoin, Ether, Dogecoin, and many 
more digital currencies via the web platform fameex.com, and the mobile app on iOS and Android. Perfect for 
professional traders and newbies alike, FAMEEX also offers 24/7 multi-language customer support.

https://www.fameex.com/en-US

Family Foundation Blog Conservative Christian commentary on politics in Virginia and beyond. http://www.familyfoundation.org/blog-posts
Family Lore News, views and comment on English family law. http://www.familylore.co.uk/

Fan-F1.com Fan-F1 is an online publication that covers news related to Formula1 rannging from events, results, drivers, 
and more.  

https://www.formula1.com/

Farah Magazine Farah Magazine is an online daily magazine published from Morocco providing women with articles of their 
interest and covering topics such as style, fashion, economic life, social, culture, health and beauty topics.

http://www.magfarah.com

Farmers Weekly With news and views about the business of farming, Farmers Weekly provides topical technical information 
from independent experts, designed to help farmers manage their businesses more effectively.

http://www.fwi.co.uk

Farmer's Weekly

Farmer’s Weekly magazine is South Africa's authority on farming and agriculture, farmer’s weekly offers 
opinion, analysis and in-depth features on business, crops, livestock, game, the emerging farming sector, 
lifestyle, and up-to-date news and research. The magazine crosses all racial, gender and age divides, focusing 
instead on the objectives, interests and values that drive its readers. Everything the brand does is to forward 
and serve the interest of a sustainable agricultural sector.

http://www.farmersweekly.co.za

FarmKenya FarmKenya is an initiative by The Standard Group PLC committed to impacting farming communities in Kenya 
through its 360 degrees media strength.

https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/farmkenya/
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FarmKenya FarmKenya is an initiative by The Standard Group PLC committed to impacting farming communities in Kenya 
through its 360 degrees media strength.

https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/farmkenya/

FARS News Agency FARS News Agency is the official government news agency of Iran. AVAILABLE FARSI, ENGLISH, ARABIC http://tr.farsnews.ir/

Farsi Farsi is an independent online publication which is the Dari-language version of Afghanistan.ru, the Russian 
news publication which focuses on news and analysis of Afghanistan.

http://www.farsi.ru/

Fashion Dive
Fashion Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the most impactful news and trends shaping fashion 
& apparel. The newsletters and website cover topics such as brands, supply chain, retail, compliance, tech, 
and more. Fashion Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive. Our business journalists spark 
ideas and shape agendas for 14 million decision makers in competitive industries.

www.fashiondive.com

FASHION Magazine
FASHION Magazine brings the world of international fashion home to Canadians, both in print and online at 
fashionmagazine.com. FASHION is filled with up-to-the-minute news from the runways of New York, London, 
Milan and Paris. Each issue of FASHION has a shopping section brimming with everything that fashion and 
beauty lovers need.

http://www.fashionmagazine.com/

Fashionista

One of the largest independent fashion news sites, Fashionista is a finely curated collection of fashion news, 
criticism and career advice. As comfortable on the catwalk as it is in the aisles of Target, Fashionista produces 
daily smartly written business stories on the biggest brands, lively interviews with industry personalities and 
guidance on getting into and succeeding in all facets of the fashion world. As one of the most influential voices 
in the industry, Fashionista is an agenda-setter for the industry as well as influential fashion-focused 
consumers.

http://www.fashionista.com

FashionWeekOnline (FWO)

FashionWeekOnline.com is your one-stop fashion week resource, with live streams from the Big 4, private 
runway shows, interviews with fashion influencers, designers, stylists and models, plus shopping during 
fashion week. Founded in 2012 (2011 as Fashion Week Dates), FashionWeekOnline.com was the first website 
wholly dedicated to organizing the international fashion week calendar, hosting live streams from the “Big 4,” 
and helping promote and demystify fashion week for the press and general public.

https://fashionweekonline.com

FashionWeekOnline (FWO) - 
Interviews

FashionWeekOnline.com is your one-stop fashion week resource, with live streams from the Big 4, private 
runway shows, interviews with fashion influencers, designers, stylists and models, plus shopping during 
fashion week. Founded in 2012 (2011 as Fashion Week Dates), FashionWeekOnline.com was the first website 
wholly dedicated to organizing the international fashion week calendar, hosting live streams from the “Big 4,” 
and helping promote and demystify fashion week for the press and general public.

https://fashionweekonline.com/

FashionWeekOnline (FWO) - Men's

FashionWeekOnline.com is your one-stop fashion week resource, with live streams from the Big 4, private 
runway shows, interviews with fashion influencers, designers, stylists and models, plus shopping during 
fashion week. Founded in 2012 (2011 as Fashion Week Dates), FashionWeekOnline.com was the first website 
wholly dedicated to organizing the international fashion week calendar, hosting live streams from the “Big 4,” 
and helping promote and demystify fashion week for the press and general public.

https://fashionweekonline.com/

Fastcase Stay on top of the hottest trends and news out of the legal world. http://www.fastcase.com/blog

FastCasual.com
FastCasual.com is an online publication for news and information about Fast Casual restaurants. FastCasual.
com reaches a global audience of industry professionals looking to track the latest food and beverage trends, 
top markets for growth and hot concepts.

http://FastCasual.com

Fatherly Fatherly is a parenting resource for men who understand that embracing what they’ve become doesn’t mean 
giving up who they are.

https://www.fatherly.com

FayerWayer FayerWayer is a spanish online publication that covers technology global news and entertainment stories. http://www.fayerwayer.com/
FayerWayer - Video Technology news. http://www.youtube.com/user/fayerwayer

FCIR
Founded in 2010, the Florida Center for Investigative Reporting is a nonprofit, digital and bilingual investigative 
journalism organization working to expose corruption, waste and miscarriages of justice. FCIR believes this 
type of reporting is essential to democracy, and will use the latest technologies and storytelling techniques to 
connect with diverse audiences throughout the state.

http://fcir.org

FCPA Professor A forum devoted to the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and other global anti-corruption laws and initiatives. http://www.fcpaprofessor.com
FDA (Food and Drug 
Administration)

FDA (Food and Drug Administration) provides assistance in US FDA regulations to domestic and foreign Food, 
Medical Device, Drug and Cosmetic establishments.

https://www.fdahelp.us/

Federal Reserve System - Video http://www.youtube.com/FedReserveBoard
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Federation of Palestinian Chambers 
of Commerce, Industry and 
Agriculture (FPCCIA) News

Issued by the Federation of Palestinian Chambers of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture, FPCCIA News 
covers the latest economic, business and social responsibility activities from the 14 main chambers within the 
Palestinian Territory. The Federation of Palestinian Chambers of Commerce was established in1989 in 
Jerusalem as the umbrella organization for all chambers in the west bank and Gaza, as a legal and 
autonomous body representing the interest of all chambers and the private sector. Its mandate is derived from 
the chambers' law, which defines the legal boundaries for the federation’s operations, and the decisions made 
by its council that are approved by the general assembly. The Federation’s membership base includes 14 main 
chambers with a membership base of more than 65000 members from operating businesses in the Palestinian 
Territory.

http://www.pal-chambers.org/ar-sa/News

Federation of the Gulf Cooperation 
Council (GCC) Chambers News

The Federation of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) founded in 1979, is the most important institutional 
frameworks gathering the private sector of the Gulf and representing the economic interests of the institutions 
and members of the sector. It provides different types of highly efficient services to protect its interests both at 
GCC and abroad, whereas governmental agencies may suffer from bureaucratic challenges and difficulties. 
The FGCCC news provides general coverage about the Federation of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
Chambers updates, reports and events.

http://fgccc.org/?cat=66&paged=1

Feminism and Religion Feminist commentary on religious issues. http://feminismandreligion.com

FFT.ie fft. (Food for Thought) is an informative resource for those involved with Ireland’s hospitality sector. It aims to 
be engaging, helpful and educative for hospitality operators and employees, their suppliers and related parties.

http://www.fft.ie

Fiji Sun
Fiji Sun is the biggest news brand in the country and among the largest in the South Pacific. The daily 
newspaper offers information, analysis on current affairs including politics, economy, entertainment and sports. 
The editorial team is known for quality, innovation and integrity.

http://fijisun.com.fj/

Fiji Village Fiji Village is Fiji's widest covering news and sports website. The website contains news, announcements, 
community information, business and shopping directory and radio stations.

http://fijivillage.com/

Filewrapper
This blog is designed solely as an informational and educational resource about intellectual property law for 
our clients, other attorneys, and the public as a whole. Our goal is to provide cutting-edge information about 
recent developments in intellectual property law, including relevant case law updates, proposed legislation, 
and intellectual property law in the news.

http://www.filewrapper.com/

FilFan FilFan.com is the leading Entertainment portal in the MENA region, which provides a unique coverage for the 
entertainment events and news, in different forms, news, features, galleries, and video coverage.

http://www.filfan.com

FilGoal FilGoal.com is a portal covering Arab and international sport, particularly football. Launched in 2001, the site is 
aimed at sports enthusiasts in the Arab world.

https://www.filgoal.com/

FilGoal

FilGoal.com, is one of the top sports news sources in the Middle East, it's launched in Egypt in 2001, and since 
then has been providing sports content focusing on Football with special catering to the other sports, The 
website provides, live matches' coverage, statistics, minute by minute coverage and a special follow up to the 
Major Sports events in the World. We also enjoy having some of the most credible and reliable Sports 
columnists in MENA region.

https://www.filgoal.com/videos

Filling the Pail Education blog by Greg Ashman, a teacher, blogger and PhD candidate living and working in Australia. https://gregashman.wordpress.com/

Film Industry Network
Film Industry Network is a news and resource platform helping people succeed in the entertainment business. 
They interview successful and talented professionals in entertainment, highlight the latest industry trends as 
well as publish original, in-depth tutorials to support creative professionals.

https://filmindustry.network

Filmfare Middle East

Introduced in 1952, Filmfare is the oldest English language film magazine for the masses. It was started as a 
veritable window to the film industry and to give the readers a glimpse of the star’s glamorous lives. (and it still 
does that and lot more) Filmfare is arguably the final word on anything to do with the Indian film industry. The 
Filmfare team is intimately involved with the celebrities and if there is something they want to say, the fans 
hear it first from Filmfare.

http://filmfareme.com

Finance and Flip Flops Daniel Zajac CFP, AIF, CLU, is a Senior Financial Advisor with Simone Zajac Wealth Management Group 
based in the Philadelphia, PA area.

http://www.financeandflipflops.com/

FinanceAsia

FinanceAsia seeks to deliver first-hand insight into the region’s most dynamic companies, who are disrupting 
whole industries, and potentially your portfolio. We also profile the region’s savviest investors, be it that intrepid 
frontiersman investor or the patriarchs of family-owned businesses who have a proven track record in 
unearthing and backing the market darlings of tomorrow. FinanceAsia covers the breaking capital markets 
transactions by Asian companies, but only those that offer the most compelling insights for our audience.

https://www.financeasia.com/

Financial Awakenings Personal financial advice and commentary from a 30-year financial planner. http://kahlerfinancial.com/financial-awakenings
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Financial Buzz The latest trends in market news, investing news, personal finance, politics, entertainment, in-depth 
broadcasts on stock news, market analysis and company interviews from Financial Buzz.

http://www.financialbuzz.com

Financial Buzz - Video The latest trends in market news, investing news, personal finance, politics, entertainment, in-depth 
broadcasts on stock news, market analysis and company interviews from Financial Buzz.

http://www.youtube.
com/user/FinancialBuzzMedia

Financial Daily Financial Daily focuses on business and financial developments in Pakistan. http://thefinancialdaily.com/

Financial Director
Periodical for the financial decision-makers.  It is the UK's pre-eminent title on how businesses create 
shareholder value.  The award winning content is focused on the information needs of financial directors in 
medium and large-sized organizations.Readership is made up of FDs, FCs, and CFOs of UK companies.

http://www.financialdirector.co.uk

Financial Express
The Financial Express, the only English financial daily in Bangladesh, began its journey on November 10, 
1993. It was an ambitious venture on the part of the International Publication Limited to launch a financial 
English daily  in Bangladesh.

http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/

Financial Mirror

The Financial Mirror is the island’s leading business newspaper, published weekly in English since 1993, with 
a Greek-language supplement. As the authoritative source for economic, financial, industrial and investment 
news in Cyprus and about Cyprus, the Financial Mirror enjoys a high circulation with the core of our readers 
being business people, managers and professionals, and a significant proportion of our subscriptions delivered 
to businesses and corporations, allowing the Financial Mirror to reach a high quality and targetted audience.

http://www.financialmirror.com

Financial Mirror

The Financial Mirror is the island’s leading business newspaper, published weekly in English since 1993, with 
a Greek-language supplement. As the authoritative source for economic, financial, industrial and investment 
news in Cyprus and about Cyprus, the Financial Mirror enjoys a high circulation with the core of our readers 
being business people, managers and professionals, and a significant proportion of our subscriptions delivered 
to businesses and corporations, allowing the Financial Mirror to reach a high quality and targetted audience.

http://www.financialmirror.com

Financial News

"Financial Times was first published on May 1, 1987. It was jointly funded by eight major financial institutions 
including the People's Bank of China, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, Agricultural Bank of China, 
Bank of China, China Construction Bank, People's Insurance Company of China, Bank of Communications 
and CITIC Industrial Bank. Co-founded by the People's Bank of China, it is the first news media founded in the 
form of a shareholding system after China's reform. 

https://www.financialnews.com.cn/

Financial Nigeria

Financial Nigeria International is a media company that is the publisher of Financial Nigeria magazine – a 
monthly development & finance journal. With its web portal – www.financialnigeria.com -- the company 
provides news and policy analyses on Nigeria and other frontier markets of sub Saharan Africa. Our 
publications and events provide independent analysis of the Nigerian business and investment climates, Sub 
Saharan Africa’s political economy and global development issues. Our media contents support core and non-
core functions of middle - top level professionals in government, private business and the social sectors

http://www.financialnigeria.com/

Financial Nigeria

Financial Nigeria International is a media company that is the publisher of Financial Nigeria magazine – a 
monthly development & finance journal. With its web portal – www.financialnigeria.com -- the company 
provides news and policy analyses on Nigeria and other frontier markets of sub Saharan Africa. Our 
publications and events provide independent analysis of the Nigerian business and investment climates, Sub 
Saharan Africa’s political economy and global development issues. Our media contents support core and non-
core functions of middle - top level professionals in government, private business and the social sectors

http://www.financialnigeria.com/

Financial Orbit Global macroeconomic, market strategy and bottom-up stock selection articles and thoughts. http://www.financialorbit.com/

Financial Planning

Financial Planning delivers the essential analysis and insight that independent advisors need to make informed 
decisions about their business and the clients they serve. The only information resource dedicated to the 
needs of the independent financial planner, Financial Planning provides analysis and breaking news, opinion 
and expert advice, and practical business-building ideas. Coverage is sharply focused on what matters most to 
advisors — their clients (building relationships), their practice (building and managing their business, deploying 
technology), and managing their client's portfolios. The Financial Planning community is deeply engaged 
through interactions on social media, comment forums, research panels, and an authoritative network of 
contributors. As advisors optimize their practices' investment performance and client service in a complex, 
highly regulated industry, Financial Planning delivers actionable and insightful content.

https://www.financial-planning.com/

Financial Press Breaking market news and the latest in tech, life sciences, energy and commodities. https://financialpress.com/
Financial Sense Free investment information, articles, resources, and interviews with top financial experts. https://www.financialsense.com/blog
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Financial Services Monitor 
Worldwide

Financial Services Monitor Worldwide is a subscription based publication, covering the economic services 
provided by the finance industry, which encompasses a broad range of organizations that manage money, 
including credit unions, banks, credit card companies, insurance companies, accountancy companies, 
consumer finance companies, stock brokerages, investment funds and some government sponsored 
enterprises. The rapid transcription, collation and distribution of this information makes Financial Services 
Monitor Worldwide a highly valuable resource for financial services news.

http://www.bidsinfo.com

Financial Standard

Financial Standard is a Pullout of The Sandard. The Standard is Kenya’s second-largest national newspaper 
and the flagship product of the Standard Group. Its reach cuts across all market segments, with clear 
leadership in some niche segments, such as the youth, and some key markets, including Nyanza, Coast, 
Western and Rift Valley. The newspaper has loyal readership among a cross-section of the Kenyan 
population, with niche products especially popular among Kenya’s youthful population.

https://epaper.standardmedia.co.ke/pullouts

finanziell umdenken! Advice on how to gain financial independence through passive income. In German. http://finanziell-umdenken.blogspot.de/

Finbold Finbold.com (Finance in Bold) is a rapidly expanding platform that provides extensive coverage of the latest 
financial news from the stock market, cryptocurrency, banking, and other relevant sectors.

finbold.com

Fine-Tuned Finances Personal finance blog focused on investing and economics. http://www.finetunedfinances.com
FionaSeah.com Lifestyle and beauty blog from an Asian perspective. https://fionaseah.com
FIR Podcast Network: For 
Immediate Release Weekly discussion at the intersection of business, communication and technology. https://firpodcastnetwork.com/episodes/

FIRMENAUTO FIRMENAUTO is an independent newspaper and one of EuroTransportMedia Publishing and Events GmbH's 
brand. It provides news about mobility and management.

https://www.firmenauto.de/alternative-antriebe/

First Avenue Magazine

This classy, glamorous and trendy bi-monthly English language magazine is a one-stop lifestyle guide. FIRST 
AVENUE covers all aspects of urban women’s lives. With its vast and comprehensive features, FIRST 
AVENUE readers will find themselves attending the hottest society parties, checking out celebrity and runway-
coverage, analyzing health and beauty tips, visiting studios of the best fashion designers, chatting with eminent 
personalities, dining at the most exquisite restaurants, shopping at the exclusive stores and travelling to the 
most exotic destinations.

http://www.firstavenuemagazine.com

First Reference Talks Forum to express views on human resources and internal control issues in Canada. http://blog.firstreference.com

First Reports
First Reports is an independent online news portal located in Nigeria. It is one of the most trusted sources of 
news in Nigeria with a focus on Akwa Ibom State, which publishes countrywide news in Politics, Entertainment, 
Gossips, Lifestyle and Sports. 

https://firstreportsonline.com/

FirstNews Educational Resources 
(x10 Weekly Activities)  

First News is a weekly newspaper aimed at 7 to 14-year-olds that aims to get kids talking about the news in an 
easy to understand and non-threatening way. We cover issues which are relevant to children and which 
specifically affect them. Inside you’ll find a mix of world news and UK news, but also loads of fun stuff, such as 
entertainment, games, animals, sport and puzzles.

https://www.firstnews.co.uk

FirstNews International Edition
First News is a weekly newspaper aimed at 7 to 14-year-olds that aims to get kids talking about the news in an 
easy to understand and non-threatening way. We cover issues which are relevant to children and which 
specifically affect them. Inside you’ll find a mix of world news and UK news, but also loads of fun stuff, such as 
entertainment, games, animals, sport and puzzles.

https://www.firstnews.co.uk

FirstNews International Edition 
First News is a weekly newspaper aimed at 7 to 14-year-olds that aims to get kids talking about the news in an 
easy to understand and non-threatening way. We cover issues which are relevant to children and which 
specifically affect them. Inside you’ll find a mix of world news and UK news, but also loads of fun stuff, such as 
entertainment, games, animals, sport and puzzles.

https://www.firstnews.co.uk

Fitness Journal

We owe it to our bodies and our minds to keep fit and healthy, but sometimes it's hard to know where to start. 
In this interactive journal, you'll learn all about how to make and break habits, understand the relationship 
between fitness and food, examine the various types of fitness, look at where you're currently at, consider what 
you do and don't enjoy, think about your goals, make a plan and get started! There is space for you to record 
your fitness experiences and reflect on how you're doing with expert guidance and tips to keep you motivated 
along the way.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Fitnessyard Health and fitness videos covering three main categories: How to eat healthy, how to build muscles, and how 
to live healthier

http://www.fitnessyard.com/

Flare
Monthly Flare is a leading telecom news magazine that tries to meet the information and research needs of the 
global and local communications industry, from breaking news to expert analysis. It is the leading 
communications link between end users and the vendors, carriers and resellers of telecommunications 
technology and services.

http://www.flare.pk
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Flat Hat The Flat Hat has been the College of William and Mary’s student newspaper since 1911. It covers the College 
and the surrounding area of Williamsburg, Va., printing on Tuesdays of the academic year.

http://flathatnews.com/

Fleet Europe

Fleet Europe is the leading business-to-business media platform for international corporate fleet leaders 
across Europe. Our magazines, annual directory and taxation guide provide essential information, updates, in-
depth interviews, market analysis, and best practices that help fleet leaders and executives make important 
management decisions.The Fleet Europe website on the other hand is a unique portal which continuously 
aggregates relevant information on fleet related providers, operators, services, solutions and fleet 
management innovations. 

https://www.fleeteurope.com/en/themes/new-
energies

Flight Centre Travel Blog Flight Centre Travel Blog and global community. Tour, vacation, and holiday tips and ideas for planning the 
perfect travel experience.

http://www.flightcentre.ca/blog/

Flight International Flight International is the world's leading aerospace weekly. It is the oldest continuously-published aviation 
news magazine.

http://www.flightglobal.com

FlightGlobal Flightglobal.com has set new standards in the delivery of aviation information on the internet and has by far the 
highest traffic of any comparable product aimed at the aviation market.

http://www.flightglobal.com

Florida Bulldog
We believe journalism is a public service that is essential to a free and democratic society. We are committed 
to bridging the gap by delivering more of the original, local, issue-oriented news and information our 
community needs.

http://www.floridabulldog.org/

Florida Newswire
FLORIDA NEWSWIRE™ (FLANW) is an online news publication of the Neotrope® News Network, USA. 
FLANW covers business, entertainment, finance, nonprofit, political and technology news from Florida, USA. 
Florida Newswire is a TM of Neotrope.

https://FloridaNewswire.com

Florida Phoenix
The Phoenix is a nonprofit news site that covers state government and politics with a staff of five journalists 
located at the Florida Press Center. They cover a mix of in-depth stories, briefs, and social media updates on 
the latest events, editorial cartoons, and progressive commentary.

https://www.floridaphoenix.com

Florida Politics Florida Politics is a statewide platform covering campaigns, elections, government, and policy. http://floridapolitics.com
Florida Probate & Trust Litigation 
Blog Probate and trust litigation, economics and law. Partner with Stokes McMillan Antúnez P.A. http://www.flprobatelitigation.com/

Florida Workers' Compensation 
Adjudication Blog Judge David Langham's musings on workers' compensation law, trial practice, and professionalism http://flojcc.blogspot.com

Flow of Wisdom Miscellaneous commentary on politics and current events. http://flowofwisdom.com

FM Station 99.5 FM Estación 99.5 is a daily online publication and radio station that covers various topics on Corrientes, a 
province in subtropical northeastern Argentina

http://fmestacionsaladas.com/

FM Station 99.5 FM Estación 99.5 is a daily online publication and radio station that covers various topics on Corrientes, a 
province in subtropical northeastern Argentina

http://fmestacionsaladas.com/

FNArena FNArena is an online publication located in Australia. FNArena is a supplier of financial, business and 
economic news, analysis & data services.

https://www.fnarena.com/

Focus Guinee Focusguinee.info established in 2012, is an african wesite that offers its readers daily content on local news, 
international news, business, economy, politics, health, culture and sports.

http://focusguinee.info/

Focus on Belgium

Focus on Belgium is a website designed to present Belgium. On it, visitors will find precise and factual 
information about various fields (geography, history, institutions, etc.). The website also presents a series of 
news articles, providing reliable and verifiable information from independent and recognised sources. The 
website is created and managed by the Public Diplomacy Service of the Federal Public Service Foreign 
Affairs, Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation.

https://focusonbelgium.be/en
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Focus on Belgium is a website designed to present Belgium. On it, visitors will find precise and factual 
information about various fields (geography, history, institutions, etc.). The website also presents a series of 
news articles, providing reliable and verifiable information from independent and recognised sources. The 
website is created and managed by the Public Diplomacy Service of the Federal Public Service Foreign 
Affairs, Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation.
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Focus on Belgium

Focus on Belgium is a website designed to present Belgium. On it, visitors will find precise and factual 
information about various fields (geography, history, institutions, etc.). The website also presents a series of 
news articles, providing reliable and verifiable information from independent and recognised sources. The 
website is created and managed by the Public Diplomacy Service of the Federal Public Service Foreign 
Affairs, Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation.

https://focusonbelgium.be/nl

Focus on Dividends Dividend and value investing. http://focusondividends.blogspot.com/
Focus on Style Online guide to can-do chic. Get your edge on everyday style, fashion tips, runway, beauty hints. http://www.focusonstyle.com/blog/
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Focus Taiwan (CNA English News)
Focus Taiwan (CNA English News) is a state-run news agency in Taiwan and the English language version of 
Central News Agency (CNA), that covers national and international news, state news, business, culture, 
health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://focustaiwan.tw/

Foghorn Foghorn News, your Del Mar College News Source. Located in Corpus Christi which covers various topics. http://www.foghornnews.com/

Folhapress Folhapress is a Brazilian press release located in São Paulo. It covers various topics such as culture, 
economics. politics, world, sports, etc.

https://folhapress.folha.com.br/

Foochia Foochia is a website specialized in women's affairs and interests, and covers various topics including fashion, 
beauty, fitness, art, and culture.

www.foochia.com

Food & Environment Reporting 
Network

The Food & Environment Reporting Network, Inc., is an independent, non-profit news organization that 
produces investigative reporting on food, agriculture, and environmental health.

http://thefern.org

Food Dive
Food Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the most impactful news and trends shaping the food 
industry. The newsletters and website cover topics such as manufacturing, packaging, ingredients, R&D, flavor 
trends, and more.

https://www.fooddive.com/

Food Truck Operator
FoodTruckOperator.com covers the business management needs of the growing food truck industry. Geared 
toward owners and operators, story topics include industry trends and news as well as profiles on business 
owners and the technologies and tools available to help operators grow their businesses.

https://www.foodtruckoperator.com

FooDiva
With Dubai’s burgeoning dining scene, and a real gap in the market for a website dedicated to impartial, 
intelligent restaurant reviews, FooDiva brings you her very own critique on where to dine, what to eat, and in 
some cases where to buy it. Aside from restaurant reviews, you’ll find F&B (industry lingo for food & beverage) 
interviews with chefs for instance, foodie features and product reviews.

http://www.foodiva.net

FooDiva - Culinary Travel
With Dubai’s burgeoning dining scene, and a real gap in the market for a website dedicated to impartial, 
intelligent restaurant reviews, FooDiva brings you her very own critique on where to dine, what to eat, and in 
some cases where to buy it. Aside from restaurant reviews, you’ll find F&B (industry lingo for food & beverage) 
interviews with chefs for instance, foodie features and product reviews.

http://www.foodiva.net/

FooDiva - Drink Stories
With Dubai’s burgeoning dining scene, and a real gap in the market for a website dedicated to impartial, 
intelligent restaurant reviews, FooDiva brings you her very own critique on where to dine, what to eat, and in 
some cases where to buy it. Aside from restaurant reviews, you’ll find F&B (industry lingo for food & beverage) 
interviews with chefs for instance, foodie features and product reviews.

http://www.foodiva.net/

FooDiva - Food Features
With Dubai’s burgeoning dining scene, and a real gap in the market for a website dedicated to impartial, 
intelligent restaurant reviews, FooDiva brings you her very own critique on where to dine, what to eat, and in 
some cases where to buy it. Aside from restaurant reviews, you’ll find F&B (industry lingo for food & beverage) 
interviews with chefs for instance, foodie features and product reviews.

http://www.foodiva.net/

FooDiva - Meet The Chefs
With Dubai’s burgeoning dining scene, and a real gap in the market for a website dedicated to impartial, 
intelligent restaurant reviews, FooDiva brings you her very own critique on where to dine, what to eat, and in 
some cases where to buy it. Aside from restaurant reviews, you’ll find F&B (industry lingo for food & beverage) 
interviews with chefs for instance, foodie features and product reviews.

http://www.foodiva.net/

FooDiva - Restaurant Reviews
With Dubai’s burgeoning dining scene, and a real gap in the market for a website dedicated to impartial, 
intelligent restaurant reviews, FooDiva brings you her very own critique on where to dine, what to eat, and in 
some cases where to buy it. Aside from restaurant reviews, you’ll find F&B (industry lingo for food & beverage) 
interviews with chefs for instance, foodie features and product reviews.

http://www.foodiva.net/

Foot224 Foot224 is an online publication located in Conakry, Guinea that covers daily content on sports in Africa. https://www.foot224.co/

FootGabon FootGabon, established in 2021 is an online publication located in Gabon that covers local, regional, and 
international news on Football.  

https://footgabon.com/

ForbesMiddleEast.com ForbesMiddleEast.com is the online edition of Forbes Middle East magazine and covers business, financial 
news, trends and analysis in the MENA region. The site launched in 2010.

https://www.forbesmiddleeast.com/

ForbesMiddleEast.com ForbesMiddleEast.com is the online edition of Forbes Middle East magazine and covers business, financial 
news, trends and analysis in the MENA region. The site launched in 2010.

https://www.forbesmiddleeast.com/

Foreign Exchange Rates
The Foreign Exchange Rates and World Currencies provide you with accurate, up-to-date foreign Exchange 
rates data. The service covers 168 currencies including Euro legacy ones. You can customise the file to only 
include your selected currencies, your preferred based rate USD, GBP, EUR or add extra fields like the 
reverse rate.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/foreign-exchange-rates/

Foreign Policy News and commentary on foreign affairs from Foreign Policy. http://www.foreignpolicy.com/
Foreign Policy Blogs Network The largest network of global affairs blogs online. http://foreignpolicyblogs.com
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Forensic Focus
Forensic Focus is a leading digital forensics portal for computer forensics and eDiscovery professionals. 
Forensic Focus also offers breaking industry news, a worldwide directory of computer forensics education 
courses, interviews with industry thought leaders, job vacancy listings, a growing articles section and a monthly 
email newsletter

https://www.forensicfocus.com/

Forensic Science, Statistics & the 
Law

Commentary on news and publications at the intersections of scientific evidence, forensic science, and 
statistics.

http://for-sci-law.blogspot.com/

Forex and Commodities Research 
& Analysis Forex and commodities research. http://blog.fxtechstrategy.com/

Forex Crunch
Forex Crunch is a site all about the foreign exchange market, which consists of news, opinions, daily and 
weekly forex analysis, technical analysis, tutorials, basics of the forex market, forex software posts, insights 
about the forex industry and whatever is related to Forex.

http://forexcrunch.com

Forkast.News
Forkast News is an independent news platform open to working with companies and brands to better reach 
their customers by educating our audience about their products and services through our creative arm, 
Forkast.Studio.Forkast News reaches a highly-engaged, tech, and business-savvy audience. We are always 
interested in new partners who have products and services that will directly benefit our audience.

https://forkast.news/

Foundation for Economic 
Education Commentary, analysis, insight from the Foundation for Economic Education. https://fee.org

Foundation for Economic 
Education (FEE)

FEE's mission is to inspire, educate, and connect future leaders with the economic, ethical, and legal principles 
of a free society. These principles include: individual liberty, free-market economics, entrepreneurship, private 
property, high moral character, and limited government.

https://fee.org/

Foundation Group Blog Issues and education for 501(c)(3) and other non-profit organizations. http://www.501c3.org/blog/

FourFourTwo - Features

FourFourTwo was launched in 1994 on the back of a World Cup that England hadn’t even qualified for. It was 
an act of madness… but it somehow worked out. Two decades on, FourFourTwo is the world’s biggest football 
magazine, published in 17 markets. Our mission is to offer our intelligent, international audience access to the 
game’s biggest names, insightful analysis, and a bit of a giggle. We unashamedly love this game and we hope 
that our coverage reflects that.

https://www.fourfourtwo.com/longform

FourFourTwo Arabia

FourFourTwo Arabia is the Middle East edition of FourFourTwo, which launched in England in 1994 on the 
back of a World Cup that England hadn’t even qualified for. It was an act of madness… but it somehow worked 
out. Two decades on, FourFourTwo is the world’s biggest football magazine, published in 17 worldwide 
markets to date. FourFourTwo’s mission is to offer its readers access to the game’s biggest names, insightful 
analysis, and a bit of a giggle.

https://www.fourfourtwoarabia.com

FourFourTwo Performance - Films 
& Interviews

FourFourTwo was launched in 1994 on the back of a World Cup that England hadn’t even qualified for. It was 
an act of madness… but it somehow worked out. Two decades on, FourFourTwo is the world’s biggest football 
magazine, published in 17 markets. Our mission is to offer our intelligent, international audience access to the 
game’s biggest names, insightful analysis, and a bit of a giggle. We unashamedly love this game and we hope 
that our coverage reflects that.

https://www.fourfourtwo.com

FourFourTwo Performance - Videos

FourFourTwo was launched in 1994 on the back of a World Cup that England hadn’t even qualified for. It was 
an act of madness… but it somehow worked out. Two decades on, FourFourTwo is the world’s biggest football 
magazine, published in 17 markets. Our mission is to offer our intelligent, international audience access to the 
game’s biggest names, insightful analysis, and a bit of a giggle. We unashamedly love this game and we hope 
that our coverage reflects that.

https://www.fourfourtwo.com

Fox & Hounds A website designed to discuss and explain the confluence of politics and business in California. http://www.foxandhoundsdaily.com/

Fox Nigeria Fox Nigeria is an independent online newspaper that shares the top news, politics, business, national, metro 
and entertainment news in Nigeria across the United States and Nigeria. 

https://foxnigeria.ng/

Foxbit
Foxbit emerged to make people's financial lives easier. They are dedicated to making the world of 
cryptocurrencies available and accessible in a simple, fast and secure way, allowing anyone to invest in their 
financial independence.

https://foxbit.com.br/

FRANCE 24
Launched in December 2006, FRANCE 24 is a leading 24/7 international news channel. Its mission is to cover 
international current events from a French perspective and to convey French values throughout the world. 
FRANCE 24 is a true news hub that broadcasts its programmes over the airwaves and over the internet in 
French, in English and in Arabic.

http://www.france24.com/ar/
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FRANCE 24
Launched in December 2006, FRANCE 24 is a leading 24/7 international news channel. Its mission is to cover 
international current events from a French perspective and to convey French values throughout the world. 
FRANCE 24 is a true news hub that broadcasts its programmes over the airwaves and over the internet in 
French, in English and in Arabic.

http://www.france24.com/en/

FRANCE 24
Launched in December 2006, FRANCE 24 is a leading 24/7 international news channel. Its mission is to cover 
international current events from a French perspective and to convey French values throughout the world. 
FRANCE 24 is a true news hub that broadcasts its programmes over the airwaves and over the internet in 
French, in English and in Arabic.

http://www.france24.com/fr/

FRANCE 24
Launched in December 2006, FRANCE 24 is a leading 24/7 international news channel. Its mission is to cover 
international current events from a French perspective and to convey French values throughout the world. 
FRANCE 24 is a true news hub that broadcasts its programmes over the airwaves and over the internet in 
French, in English and in Arabic.

https://www.france24.com/ar/video/

FRANCE 24
Launched in December 2006, FRANCE 24 is a leading 24/7 international news channel. Its mission is to cover 
international current events from a French perspective and to convey French values throughout the world. 
FRANCE 24 is a true news hub that broadcasts its programmes over the airwaves and over the internet in 
French, in English and in Arabic.

https://www.france24.com/en/video

FRANCE 24
Launched in December 2006, FRANCE 24 is a leading 24/7 international news channel. Its mission is to cover 
international current events from a French perspective and to convey French values throughout the world. 
FRANCE 24 is a true news hub that broadcasts its programmes over the airwaves and over the internet in 
French, in English and in Arabic.

https://www.france24.com/fr/video/

France 24 - Saudi Arabia
Launched in December 2006, FRANCE 24 is a leading 24/7 international news channel. Its mission is to cover 
international current events from a French perspective and to convey French values throughout the world. 
FRANCE 24 is a true news hub that broadcasts its programmes over the airwaves and over the internet in 
French, in English and in Arabic.

https://www.france24.com/en

FRANCE 24 Documentaries
Launched in December 2006, FRANCE 24 is a leading 24/7 international news channel. Its mission is to cover 
international current events from a French perspective and to convey French values throughout the world. 
FRANCE 24 is a true news hub that broadcasts its programmes over the airwaves and over the internet in 
French, in English and in Arabic.

http://www.france24.com/

FRANCE 24 Infographics
Launched in December 2006, FRANCE 24 is a leading 24/7 international news channel. Its mission is to cover 
international current events from a French perspective and to convey French values throughout the world. 
FRANCE 24 is a true news hub that broadcasts its programmes over the airwaves and over the internet in 
French, in English and in Arabic.

http://www.france24.com/

Franck Marchis Cosmic Diary Blog Franck Marchis, Planetary Astronomer at the Carl Sagan Center of the SETI Institute and Associate 
Astronomer at the Observatoire de Paris, discusses issues relating to astronomy.

http://cosmicdiary.org/fmarchis/

Franschhoek Tatler
The Franschhoek Tatler is the Franschhoek Valley’s free monthly community newspaper. Since its inception in 
1994 it has been a valued part of Franschhoek’s social fabric. Readers enjoy its inclusive no-nonsense 
approach and varied content – from community news and ‘hard’ news, stories everybody in Franschhoek 
should know about, to environmental matters, food and wine, events and more.

www.franschhoektatler.co.za

Fraternite Newspaper covering national and international news and current affairs including politics, society, sport and 
culture.

https://www.fraternitebj.info/

Fraternite Matin Fraternité Matin is an online newspaper that covers new, current affairs, economy, sports and more in the Ivory 
Coast.

https://www.fratmat.info

Freakonometrics Commentary on economics and science. http://freakonometrics.hypotheses.org/
Free and Open Source GIS 
Ramblings Thoughts and experiences using open source GIS. https://anitagraser.com

Free Movement
Free Movement is an online publication that aims to make good quality and clear information available to all 
those affected by immigration control: migrants themselves, their families, their lawyers and their judges by 
making immigration law simple, or at least understandable. Free Movement also provides blog posts, training 
courses, a forum and more. 

http://www.freemovement.org.uk

Freedom and Flourishing This blog explores the links between liberty and happiness. http://wintonbates.blogspot.com

Fresh Angle International 
Newspaper

Fresh Angle International is an independent online newspaper in Nigeria that covers trending news as it 
happens from Nigeria, the region, and internatioanlly. Fresh Angle aims to cover the very latest in politics, 
entertainment, opinions and interviews from Nigeria and beyond witha focus on community and non-biased 
journalism.

https://freshangleng.com/
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Freshspot Videos

David Meerman Scott's book The New Rules of Marketing & PR opened people's eyes to the new realities of 
marketing and public relations on the Web. Scott's popular blog and hundreds of speaking engagements 
around the world give him a singular perspective on how businesses are implementing new strategies to reach 
buyers.  He is also the co-author (with Brian Halligan) of the hit book Marketing Lessons from the Grateful 
Dead: What Every Business Can Learn from the Most Iconic Band in History and wrote three other books 
including World Wide Rave.  His Web Ink Now blog is ranked by AdAge Power 150 as a top worldwide 
marketing blog.

http://www.youtube.com/user/freshspot

From Frugal To Free Personal finance blog geared towards debt reduction and generalized lifestyle topics. http://www.fromfrugaltofree.com

Fronterad fronterad is Spanish-language digital journal that focuses on narrative journalism and coers topics raning from 
poetry to journalism and theatre. 

http://www.fronterad.com/

Frontier Star Frontier Star is the leading daily newspaper from the province of Khyber Pakhtoonkhawa on the borders 
Afghanistan.

https://dailyfrontierstar.com/

Frontiers Science News

Frontiers is a leading Open Access Publisher and Open Science Platform. Our journals are led and peer-
reviewed by editorial boards of over 100,000 top researchers. Covering more than 600 academic disciplines, 
we are one of the largest and highest-cited publishers in the world. To date, our freely accessible research 
articles have received over 500 million views and downloads and 1 million citations. We strive to continuously 
empower the academic community with innovative solutions that improve how science is published, evaluated 
and communicated to researchers, innovators and the public. Our mission is to make science open. Research 
is the foundation of modern society and it’s thanks to advances in science that we enjoy longer, healthier and 
more prosperous lives than ever before in human history. We want to build on successful science and make it 
even more powerful by ensuring it is openly available. This way, society will be able to generate more 
knowledge and accelerate innovation, health and prosperity for all.

https://blog.frontiersin.org/

Frontline Medical News

Frontline Medical News is a worldwide daily medical news service. With more than 45 years of experience, 
Frontline Medical News, a division of Frontline Medical Communications (FMC), is a leading provider of 
medical specialty news coverage tailored to the needs and interests of healthcare professionals. Our staff of 
medical journalists strives to provide news that is fair, balanced, and accurate. We adhere to policies of fact 
verification and disclosures of interest by sources quoted in our articles. Information in our news products is 
meant to complement and not replace any advice or information from a health professional. We seek to inform, 
engage, educate, and entertain in an environment of transparency and full disclosure. To accomplish these 
goals, we rely on our editorial advisory board, our staff, and our most important partners, our readers.

http://www.frontlinemedicalnews.com

Frugal Gardening A guide to saving money on gardening. http://www.frugalgardening.com
Frugal Preneur Personal finance blog focused on entrepreneurship. http://www.thefrugalpreneur.com
Frugal Rules I write about being wise with your money and finding freedom through frugality. http://www.frugalrules.com
FSView & Florida Flambeau FSU News was established in 1915. It is the independent student newspaper at The Florida State University. http://www.fsunews.com/

FTAOnline

Financial Trend Analysis (FTAOnline) specializes in providing both B2B and B2C financial content, focused on 
the Italian domestic financial market and on the main international
markets. The editorial staff deals with the elaboration of the economic and financial news, which provides 
about 120 bulletins every day. The Research Office analyzes the markets as a whole, setting itself the mission 
of supporting both the category of institutional investors and that of private individuals and promptly grasping 
the changes in the financial markets in order to offer cutting-edge services.

https://www.ftaonline.com/

Fujairah News
Fujairah News is a portal operated by the Fujairah Culture & Media Authority focusing on news, politics, 
business, sports, culture, media, education, health and tourism in the emirate of Fujairah. The site launched in 
2011 and is aimed at residents and visitors to Fujairah.

https://fujairahtoday.ae/

Full Press Coverage Full Press Coverage is an online publication that provides news, opinion, and analysis of the NFL, NHL, NBA, 
MLB and more.

https://fullpresscoverage.com

Fundación Instituto Leloir Science news from Argentina's Institutio Leloir. http://www.leloir.org.ar

Fundamental Research Corp.: 
Weekly Cannabis Commentary

A weekly summary of the performance of cannabis stocks, earnings commentary on major cannabis 
companies, analysis on important cannabis industry data such as retail sales; analysis of cannabis industry 
valuation multiples; and our proprietary cannabis retail times series price data by province.

https://www.researchfrc.com/#newstex

Fundamental Research Corp.: 
Weekly Mining Commentary

Weekly commentary on base and precious metal prices; inventory levels, proprietary forecasts of major 
commodity prices; valuations in the mining sector.

https://www.researchfrc.com/mining-
commentary/

Fuse Washington Fuse is the state's largest progressive organization - people creating change online, on the ground, and on 
issues that matter.

http://www.fusewashington.org
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FutureEd
FutureEd is an independent, solution-oriented think tank at Georgetown University that aims to bring fresh 
energy to the causes of excellence, equity, and efficiency in K-12 and higher education on behalf of the 
nation's disadvantaged students.

https://www.future-ed.org

FutureLawyer Future technology for the lawyer of today. http://www.futurelawyer.com

Futurity.org Futurity features the latest discoveries by scientists at top research universities in the US, UK, Canada, 
Europe, Asia, and Australia.

http://www.futurity.org

Gabao Matin Gabao Matin is an online publication that is located in Gabon which covers various topics such as local news, 
economics, politics, and more.

https://gabonmatin.com/

GabaoHiphop Founded in 2011, GabaoHiphop is an African website offering the latest international and national music, 
singles, and videos.

gabao-hiphop.com

Gabon Matin Gabon Matin is a national newspaper with columns on politics, sports, society, economy, entertainment and 
news in general.

http://gabonmatin.ga

Gabonews Gabonews is an English/French language news agency from Gabon, delivering fast, in-depth coverage of the 
events shaping the country. The agency covers all topics from business to politics and culture to sports.

http://www.gabonews.com

Gabor George Burt Gabor George Burt, creativity and innovation pioneer, on how to overstep perceived boundaries and 
continuously re-imagine both your business and your personal life.

http://www.gaborgeorgeburt.com/blog

GadgetVoize
GadgetVoize is the Middle East’s premier multi-platform technology media company. It has been built for 
audiences around the globe, and our goal is to make technology easier to understand. GadgetVoize is the 
everyday consumer’s source for technology news, reviews, interviews, features, movies, videos, and lots more.

https://www.gadgetvoize.com/

Gaining Green Daily news and analysis of financial markets. http://gaininggreen.com/

Gambia News Today
Gambia News Today is a local online publication which creates and publishes podcasts covering the daily 
news in Gambia. The website also publishes short articles covering political and news events in the country, as 
well as issues facing the diaspora. 

https://gambianewstoday.com/

Game World Middle East

One of the most respected brands in the video-game industry, GameWorld has arrived in the Middle East. 
Known to some as GamePro, we feed people’s hunger for sharp, thought-provoking content about the people, 
culture and technology of gaming. GameWorld presents compelling articles on diverse topics such as 
introducing reality into video games, the rise of social media gaming, regional video-game development, 
cutting-edge hardware and software, and events and happenings for gamers. GameWorld covers all types of 
gaming from consoles, to PC and Mac, mobile and online.

http://www.gameworldme.net

GamesRadar
GamesRadar is a member of the Independent Press Standards Organisation (which regulates the UK’s 
magazine and newspaper industry). We abide by the Editors’ Code of Practice and are committed to upholding 
the highest standards of journalism.

https://www.gamesradar.com

Gandhara
Gandhara is the go-to source for English-language reporting by a vast networksof local journalists across 
Afghanistan and Pakistan. On Gandhara, the editors of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty bring  a selection of 
the best reporting on the two countries from journalists on the ground, informed by their deep expertise in the 
societies they cover and their unparalleled networks of contacts.

https://gandhara.rferl.org/

Gannett (News Portfolio)

Gannett is a subscription-led and digitally focused media and marketing solutions company. With unmatched 
reach at the national and local level, Gannett touches the lives of millions with our Pulitzer-Prize winning 
content, consumer experiences, and advertiser products and services. Our portfolio includes USA TODAY, 
hundreds of local media outlets in 46 U.S. states, plus Newsquest, which operates 120 local media brands in 
the United Kingdom. Together, our portfolio is an immense local-to-national platform serving communities of all 
kinds.

https://www.gannett.com/brands/

Gannon Knight
The Gannon Knight, Gannon University’s student-produced weekly newspaper, reflect only its contributors and 
not those of Gannon University or the Roman Catholic Church. The Gannon Knight strives for accuracy and 
fairness.

http://www.gannonknight.com/

GaPundit Georgia politics, news, and state government. http://www.gapundit.com

Garhwal Post

Garhwal Post has established itself as a credible, balanced and forward looking newspaper in India. Based in 
Uttarakhand, the daily is read by the aware, socially and culturally responsible, high-income elite of society. 
The newspaper not only preserves the brand equity of products; it also imparts its own brand equity earned 
through considerable effort over the years. The Garhwal Post was launched on 27 September 1996 as a 
weekly newspaper. On 2 July, 2006, the daily edition was launched.

http://www.garhwalpost.com

Garowe Online Garowe Online is an independently-operated news agency. Garowe Online specializes in publishing Somali 
news from sources inside Somalia in both Somali and English.

https://www.garoweonline.com/en
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Garowe Online Garowe Online is an independently-operated news agency. Garowe Online specializes in publishing Somali 
news from sources inside Somalia in both Somali and English.

https://www.garoweonline.com/so

GaryK.com GaryK.com is the 'Voice of Market Logic.' Each day, Gary Kaltbaum, owner of Kaltbaum Capital Management, 
LLC gives you his insights on the U.S. Stock Market, politics and the economy.

http://garykaltbaum.com/

Gate.io

Established in 2013, Gate.io has consistently ranked among the top 10 exchanges. It is a full-service digital 
asset exchange platform covering millions of users around the world.
The company prides itself on providing industry-leading security in addition to having been audited to show 
100% proof of reserves. Gate.io operates in most countries across the world, and is always committed to 
complying with the applicable laws where it operates.

https://www.gate.io/

Gates of Vienna At the siege of Vienna in 1683 Islam seemed poised to overrun Christian Europe. We are in a new phase of a 
very old war.

http://gatesofvienna.net/

Gator Times The Gator Times is the newspaper of the University of Florida. http://gatortimes.ufl.edu/

Gawain's Mum Dr. Helen Nicholson (Professor of History, Cardiff University) blogs about the Knights Templar and Knights 
Hospitaller, the crusades, religion and the role of women in warfare and in religious life in medieval Europe.

http://gawainsmum.wordpress.com/

Gays With Kids The world's largest publisher of content for and about gay dads and dads-to-be https://www.gayswithkids.com/the-becoming-
blog

GAZPROM News

GAZPROM News providers the media with complete coverage of Gazprom, a global energy company with 
major business lines of geological exploration, production, transportation, storage, processing and sales of 
gas, gas condensate and oil, sales of gas as a vehicle fuel as well as generation and marketing of heat and 
electric power. The company is among Russia’s five largest oil producers and it is the largest owner of power 
generating assets in the country. These assets account for 15 per cent of the total installed capacity of the 
national energy system.

https://www.gazprom.com/press/news/

Gbich.net Gbich Newspaper establised in 2004, is an African information site that offers its readers daily content on 
Africa and Abidjan, covering topics ranging from comics, politics, entertainment, society and more.

https://gbich.net/

GBnewswire
GBnewswire is a specialnoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which 
provides free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news 
submitted to GBnewswire has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major 
web and news search engines.

https://www.gbnewswire.com/

Gear Diary Technology news and discussions aimed to be understood by everyone, and accessible to everyone. http://www.geardiary.com
Gear Diary - Video Reviews and demonstrations of products, event reports. http://www.youtube.com/geardiary

Gearburn Memeburn is an online publication that covers digital gadget news, emerging markets sphere, mobile and 
general technology, in-depth interviews, and more.

http://gearburn.com

GeekDad GeekDad is a parenting, technology, and culture blog staffed by a diverse team of contributors, working 
together to inform, educate, and entertain parents.

https://geekdad.com

Gemini We build crypto products that are simple, elegant, and secure. Whether you are an individual or an institution, 
we want to help you buy, sell, and store your bitcoin and cryptocurrency.

https://gemini.com/

Genbeta Genbeta is an online Spanish news site that focuses on software, web applications, technology, and more. http://www.genbeta.com
Genbeta Social Media Social media news in Spanish. http://www.genbetasocialmedia.com

Gender Links Opinion and 
Commentary Service

Formed in March 2001, Gender Links is a Southern African NGO, headquartered in Johannesburg, South 
Africa that promotes gender equality and justice across the fifteen countries of the region. The Gender Links 
Opinion and Commentary Service provides mainstream media with fresh perspectives on everyday news. The 
Service is available in English, French and Portuguese.

https://genderlinks.org.za/

Genomics and Health Impact A blog devoted to discussing best practices and questions about the role of genomics in disease prevention, 
health promotion and healthcare.

http://blogs.cdc.gov/genomics/

GenovaQuotidiana GenovaQuotidiana is a news and information site that primarily covers the city of  Genoa, Italy. https://genovaquotidiana.com

Genuine Chemistry A resource for Chemistry: Organic Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Environmental Chemistry, Bio Chemistry 
and Analytical Chemistry.

https://www.genuinechemistry.com

Georgia Construction, Lien, and 
Bond Blog

Provides updates on federal and Georgia case law, legislative amendments, and practical tips for the 
construction industry.

http://cobblawgroup.net/blog/

Georgia Recorder

The Georgia Recorder brings a fresh perspective to coverage of the state’s biggest issues and the 
communities we care about. Most traditional news organizations now lack the resources to do much more than 
chase the political outrage of the day, so proposals to shape Georgia’s approach to health care, public 
schools, community development and other essential ingredients for a good quality-of-life don’t receive the 
attention they warrant. The Georgia Recorder aims to remedy that.

https://georgiarecorder.com
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Gestion
Gestion is a business-focused newspaper edited, published and distributed by Empresa Editora El Comercio 
S.A. The newspaper is dedicaed to providing the latest local business, finance, economy and market news 
from Peru.

https://gestion.pe/

Get Healthy U Motivating bodies, empowering minds. https://gethealthyu.com
Getting Money Wise A collection of articles on personal finance, money management, and small business. https://gettingmoneywise.com/

Ghana News Agency (GNA)
Ghana News Agency (GNA) is an English language news agency from Ghana, delivering fast, in-depth 
coverage of the events shaping the country. The agency covers all topics from business to politics and culture 
to sports.

https://ghananewsagency.org/

Ghanaian Chronicle
Ghanaian Chronicle is an English-language daily newspaper published from Accra, Ghana. The newspaper 
exclusively covers local news, sports, editorials, business news, opinions, features, entertainment, religion and 
health in Ghana.

http://thechronicle.com.gh/

GhanaNewsPage.Com
GhanaNewsPage.com is an independent news portal providing authentic and exclusive content to readers 
located in Ghana. The publication covers topics ranging from politics, sports, breaking news, national news, to 
business and social media trends.

www.ghananewspage.com

GHN News Agency Established in 2005, GHN News Agency reports on political, cultural, business, economic and social events in 
Georgia as well as the surrounding Caucasus region.

http://www.ghn.ge

Gigaom
Gigaom is one of the most credible and insightful voices at the intersection of business and technology, with an 
online audience of more than 5.5 million monthly unique visitors, industry-leading events, and a pioneering 
research service and digital community, Gigaom Pro, which provides expert analysis on emerging technology 
markets.

http://www.gigaom.com

Gigaom - Video In-the-field video interviews and entrepreneur profiles. http://youtube.com/gigaom

Gistmania
Gistmania is a self-funded news platform based in Nigeria, focusing primarily on national political, economic, 
social, celebrity and showbiz news. The Gistmania editorial team currently consists of eight writers based in 
various Nigerian states, as well as in London, UK and Texas, USA, providing truly global coverage.

https://www.gistmania.com/

Glavnoe.ua Glavnoe.ua is an independent new and media site from Ukraine that covers topics ranging from poltics, 
economy, to health and technology.

http://glavnoe.ua/

Glavnoe.ua - Video Videos about events in Ukraine. https://www.youtube.com/user/glavnoeua

Global American Discourse Focus on foreign policy. Comment and analysis on new Pax Americana in the post Cold War era from pro-
American Japanese viewpoints.

http://newglobal-america.blogspot.com

Global Data Point
Global Data Point is a comprehensive and timely news source covering business, finance and industry specific 
stories from around the globe, keeping its subscribers updated on joint ventures, MOU's, M&A, private equity, 
venture capital, IPO's, stock updates, debt, project launches, contract awards, budget allocations etc.

http://www.bidsinfo.com

Global Economic Data

Get the most accurate, comprehensive and timely Global Economic data from 8 different databases, covering 
more than 250 countries across the globe. There are eight proprietary databases, covering four major regions, 
members of EuroStat and advanced economies. Data is organized by country and then by broad category, 
except for the EuroStat database in which comparable data across countries is grouped under categories 
(from broad to narrow).

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/global-economic-data/

Global Investment House

Global develops data resource tools in accordance with international standards to provide investors with 
access to valuable knowledge on the industry, sector and companies concerned, and help create awareness 
among foreign investors on investment opportunities available. Global is the first investment house in Kuwait to 
publish full-fledged research reports on the listed stocks in Kuwait. Our research hubs are located in Kuwait, 
Jordan and Egypt with research analysts providing research reports on equity, sector updates, market 
updates, economic updates and other forms of research support. The research team produces economic 
analysis of most of the MENA countries and sectoral analysis on the real estate, banking, private equity, 
insurance, Islamic finance, telecommunications, cement, pharmaceuticals, logistics and oil and gas industries. 
The team also produces fundamental and technical equity research on over 100 companies in the GCC, 
Egypt, Lebanon and Jordan.

https://www.globalinv.net/

Global Market Holidays and 
Timings

The Global Market Holidays and Timings service is divided in 5 products and provides accurate information on 
holiday observances affecting financial institutions such as Exchanges Trading Venues, Banks, Settlements 
and Currency Traders. Using the detailed settlement and institution notes, firms can automatically calculate the 
next trading day after any institutional holiday. Subscribers of the online service can easily view holidays for 
the current month and set up daily email alerts to receive any up-to-date information. With this offering EDI 
enables market participants to replace antiquated, manual, time-consuming data collection processes with an 
electronic alternative.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/global-market-holidays-timings/
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Global Media Journal
Global media Journal is blind reviewed academic journal that encourages media scholars, media 
professionals, and graduate students to submit scholarly articles, critical essays, graduate research results, 
book reviews, and opinion pieces related to global communication.

http://www.aiou.edu.pk/gmj

Global Property Guide

Global Property Guide is an authoritative source of information on residential property. It covers every 
investible country in the world, from the perspective of income, tax and capital gains. In addition to weekly 
original articles, Global Property Guide provides country reports that include analysis of the political and 
economic situation, property market developments, summaries on relevant taxation and legislation, rental 
yields, detailed acquisition process and landlord-tenant relationships and other ownership.

https://www.globalpropertyguide.com/

Global Regulatory Enforcement 
Law Blog Updates and analysis on global regulatory and enforcement issues. http://globalregulatoryenforcementlawblog.

com

Global Times

Founded in April 2009, the English-language Global Times is one of the most dynamic players among Chinese 
media, and has rapidly become the major English newspaper in the nation. It provides general news, politics, 
business, arts and entertainment, sports as well as in-depth coverage of many controversial issues, and 
various opinions from both Chinese and foreigners. The newspaper has become essential reading for every 
China-watcher. Meanwhile, it also tends to be the preferred source for many overseas media in terms of 
China-related reporting.

http://www.globaltimes.cn

Global Voices

Global Voices is an international and multilingual community of bloggers, journalists, translators, academics, 
and human rights activists. Together, we leverage the power of the internet to build understanding across 
borders. Our multilingual newsroom team reports on people whose voices and experiences are rarely seen in 
mainstream media. Our Lingua volunteers make our stories available in dozens of languages to ensure that 
language is not a barrier to understanding. Our Advox team advocates for free speech online, paying special 
attention to legal, technical and physical threats to people using the internet to speak out in the public interest. 
Rising Voices provides training and mentorship to local underrepresented communities who want to tell their 
own stories using participatory media tools. AVAILABLE, ENGLISH, FRENCH, JAPANESE, AM, BN, CA

https://am.globalvoices.org

globalEDGE Blog Let the globalEDGE blog keep you up-to-date on international business trends, news, and resources. https://globaledge.msu.edu/blog

GlobalPlus
Published by The Association of Religion Data Archives in the Pennsylvania State University Department of 
Sociology, Global Plus examines key topic in the news and provide an overview from leading international 
journalists and scholars along with relevant data and links to articles, books and other resources.

http://globalplus.thearda.com

Globe Pr Wire Press release distribution - https://www.globeprwire.com/

Globes

Globes is a daily financial newspaper, delivered in the evening. It also publishes a weekend magazine, a 
weekly real estate supplement and regular special magazines on marketing, financial services etc. The English 
website publishes selected material (news, comment and features) translated from the newspaper, 
concentrating on sectors of the Israeli economy of interest to international readers, such as high-tech and 
venture capital, pharmaceuticals, banking, defence, and energy. Globes also organises conferences, including 
the annual Israel Business Conference, the country's premier business event.

http://www.globes-online.com

GLOB-NEWS Global news in Russian. https://glob-news.com/

Goal.com

Goal.com represents the biggest football community in the world, with 16 language versions which cover 210 
countries. The distinctive characteristic of Goal.com is its capacity of allowing people from different cultures 
and lifestyles to communicate through the sharing of a great passion - football. The strength of the Goal.com 
content is given from a worldwide network of its own journalists, photographers and collaborators, capable of 
generating original information and characterized by a great passion for football.

http://www.goal.com

Goal.com

Goal.com represents the biggest football community in the world, with 16 language versions which cover 210 
countries. The distinctive characteristic of Goal.com is its capacity of allowing people from different cultures 
and lifestyles to communicate through the sharing of a great passion - football. The strength of the Goal.com 
content is given from a worldwide network of its own journalists, photographers and collaborators, capable of 
generating original information and characterized by a great passion for football.

https://www.goal.com/ar

Goal.com

Goal.com represents the biggest football community in the world, with 16 language versions which cover 210 
countries. The distinctive characteristic of Goal.com is its capacity of allowing people from different cultures 
and lifestyles to communicate through the sharing of a great passion - football. The strength of the Goal.com 
content is given from a worldwide network of its own journalists, photographers and collaborators, capable of 
generating original information and characterized by a great passion for football.

https://www.goal.com/en
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Goal.com

Goal.com represents the biggest football community in the world, with 16 language versions which cover 210 
countries. The distinctive characteristic of Goal.com is its capacity of allowing people from different cultures 
and lifestyles to communicate through the sharing of a great passion - football. The strength of the Goal.com 
content is given from a worldwide network of its own journalists, photographers and collaborators, capable of 
generating original information and characterized by a great passion for football.

https://www.goal.com/fr

Goal.com

Goal.com represents the biggest football community in the world, with 16 language versions which cover 210 
countries. The distinctive characteristic of Goal.com is its capacity of allowing people from different cultures 
and lifestyles to communicate through the sharing of a great passion - football. The strength of the Goal.com 
content is given from a worldwide network of its own journalists, photographers and collaborators, capable of 
generating original information and characterized by a great passion for football.

https://www.goal.com/zh-cn

Going Concern
Going Concern is a leading accounting news publication providing an alternative take on breaking news and 
developing stories in accounting. It features original editorial content, job openings for top financial and 
accounting talent, and an insider analysis of the culture, people and firms shaping the profession.

http://goingconcern.com/

Gold Silver Worlds Advice for investing with gold and silver. http://goldsilverworlds.com

Golden Gate Xpress
The Golden Gate Xpress has been SF State’s student-run newspaper since 1927. Xpress staff members are 
dedicated to providing an independent and accurate information source for the San Francisco State University 
campus and the greater Bay Area community.

https://goldengatexpress.org/

Golf Digest Middle East

The world’s biggest-selling golf magazine Golf Digest, provides an informative and entertaining read, offering 
an in-depth and balanced look at all facets of the game, from the latest developments in the sport to tips on 
improving your game. The undisputed regional editorial expertise makes this magazine the only choice to drive 
the thinking and experiences of both avid and beginner golfers. The passion and drive that the readers have 
for the sport is reflected in their dedication to the magazine-the official magazine of the Omega Dubai Desert 
Classic, the Omega Dubai Ladies Masters and the Abu Dhabi HSBC Golf Championship.

https://golfdigestme.com

Gomal Journal of Medical Sciences
Gomal Journal of Medical Sciences (GJMS) is published biannually by Gomal Medical College. It contains 
articles of medical research having basic or clinical content and is recognized by Pakistan Medical and Dental 
Council PMDC, Higher Education Commission (HEC) and World Health Organization (WHO)

http://www.gjms.com.pk

Gomal University Journal of 
Research

Gomal University Journal of Research is a broad-spectrum, peer reviewed journal that includes coverage of a 
wide range of subjects including education, business, sciences, political science, history, sociology and 
anthropology, etc.

http://www.gu.edu.pk/GUJR/GUJR.html

Good Financial Cents Good Financial Cents - Helping you make cents of your investments, and it covers a wide range of topics, 
including financial, retirement, and insurance planning.

http://www.goodfinancialcents.com/

GOOD GEAR GUIDE Good Gear Guide brings you Australia's best news, features, reviews of smartphones, tablets, TVs, notebooks 
and more.

GoodGearGuide.com.au 

Google Africa Blog Google in Sub-Saharan Africa: news, stories and thoughts. http://google-africa.blogspot.com/

Google Analytics Blog The latest news, tips and resources straight from the Google Analytics team. https://www.blog.
google/products/marketingplatform/analytics/

Google Android Developers Blog An Open Handset Alliance Project. http://android-developers.blogspot.com/

Google Apps Channel A channel for all videos about and related to Google Apps, Google's suite of communication and collaboration 
products for businesses, non-profit organizations, and schools.

http://www.youtube.com/user/GoogleApps

Google Australia Blog News and notes from Google down under. http://google-au.blogspot.com/

Google Business Channel Videos and webinars on Google's business solutions. Learn about online advertising and Google's other 
business products.

http://www.youtube.com/user/GoogleBusiness

Google Channel Google company videos. http://www.youtube.com/google
Google Chrome Channel Google Chrome videos. http://www.youtube.com/user/googlechrome
Google Chrome Releases Announcements and release notes for the Google Chrome browser. http://googlechromereleases.blogspot.com/
Google Cloud Blog Announcements, how-to's, and best practices for Google Cloud Platform. https://cloud.google.com/blog/
Google Code Blog News & information about Google's developer products. http://google-code-updates.blogspot.com/

Google Code Channel This channel is the home for videos of interest to developers. It will contain interviews, screencasts, and 
anything that the Google Code folk think is entertaining.

http://www.youtube.com/Googledevelopers

Google India Blog The Official Google Blog for India http://googleindia.blogspot.com/
Google Inside AdSense A look inside Google AdSense. http://adsense.blogspot.com/
Google Inside AdWords Google's official blog for news, information and tips on AdWords. https://blog.google/products/ads/
Google Life at Google An inside look at work and life at Google. http://www.youtube.com/lifeatgoogle
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Google Map and Earth: Google 
LatLong Blog News and notes by the Google Earth and Maps team. http://google-latlong.blogspot.com/

Google Marketing Platform Blog Google Marketing Platform Blog offers the latest news and perspectives on the power of ads and analytics. https://www.blog.
google/products/marketingplatform/360/

Google New Zealand Blog New Zealand news and notes from Google. https://newzealand.googleblog.com/
Google Official AdSense Channel The Google AdSense program allows publishers to earn money from their websites. http://www.youtube.com/user/InsideAdSense
Google Official Enterprise Blog A blog about enterprise information, search, apps, and the users that live there https://blog.google/topics/google-cloud/
Google Official Gmail Blog News, tips and tricks from Google's Gmail team and friends. http://gmailblog.blogspot.com/
Google Online Security Blog The latest news and insights from Google on security and safety on the Internet. http://googleonlinesecurity.blogspot.com/
Google Open Source Blog News about Google's Open Source projects and programs. http://google-opensource.blogspot.com/

Google Privacy Channel Welcome to Google's Privacy Channel. We've created it to keep you informed about our privacy policies -- how 
we treat your personal information -- and about how you can protect your privacy while using Google.

http://www.youtube.com/user/googleprivacy

Google Public Policy Blog Google's views on government, policy and politics. https://blog.google/topics/public-policy/
Google Research Blog The latest news on Google Research. http://googleresearch.blogspot.com/

Google SketchUp Video Channel This is the official source for online learning of Google SketchUp, brought to you by the folks who make this 
wonderful software.

http://www.youtube.com/user/SketchUpVideo

Google Students Channel Google videos on products, job opportunities, educational materials, and other resources and programs for 
students and faculty in the academic community.

http://www.youtube.com/user/GoogleStudents

Google Talks@Google @Google events--such as the Authors@Google and Women@Google series--featuring everyone from 
newsmakers to bestselling authors.

http://www.youtube.com/atgoogletalks

Google Tech Talks Channel Google TechTalks are designed to disseminate a wide spectrum of views on topics including Current Affairs, 
Science, Medicine, Engineering, Business, Humanities, Law, Entertainment, and the Arts.

http://www.youtube.com/user/googletechtalks

Google Webmaster Central Blog Official news on crawling and indexing sites for the Google index. http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.com/

Google Webmaster Central Channel
This is the official YouTube channel for Google Webmaster Central, your one-stop shop for webmaster 
resources that will help you with your crawling and indexing questions, introduce you to offerings that can 
enhance and increase traffic to your site, and connect you with your visitors.

http://www.youtube.
com/user/GoogleWebmasterHelp

Google YouTube API Blog Your official source for information on the YouTube API. https://youtube-eng.googleblog.com/

Gotham Gazette

Gotham Gazette is a pioneering nonpartisan New York City-based online watchdog publication that covers city 
and state government, and has a rich tradition of reporting on local elections as well as policy that affects 
everything from the spaces where New Yorkers live and play to police tactics and civil rights. It is published by 
Citizens Union Foundation. Our overarching goal is to inform New Yorkers and enrich and enliven the debate 
over the decisions that affect everyone who lives or works here — or simply cares about America's largest city.

https://www.gothamgazette.com/

Gothamist Gothamist is a website about New York City and everything that happens in it. That means news and events, 
restaurants and bars, happenings and goings-on.

http://www.gothamist.com/

gov.il News gov.il News is a state-run government news service in Israel that covers national and international news, state 
news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport, security and more.

https://www.gov.il/ar/departments/news?
skip=0&limit=10

Government of Belize Press Office Government of Belize Press Office is a government-run news service in Belize, Caribbean, covering 
government news, island news and tenders.

https://www.pressoffice.gov.bz/

Government of India Ministry of 
External Affairs - Media Briefings

The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) also known as the Foreign Ministry is the government agency 
responsible for the conduct of India's relations with foreign countries. The Ministry is responsible for the 
country's representation in the United Nations and advises other Ministries and State Governments when the 
latter have dealings with foreign governments or institutions.

http://www.mea.gov.in/media-briefings.htm

Government of India Ministry of 
External Affairs - Press Releases

The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) also known as the Foreign Ministry is the government agency 
responsible for the conduct of India's relations with foreign countries. The Ministry is responsible for the 
country's representation in the United Nations and advises other Ministries and State Governments when the 
latter have dealings with foreign governments or institutions.

https://www.mea.gov.in/press-releases.htm

Government of India Ministry of 
External Affairs - Speeches & 
Statements

The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) also known as the Foreign Ministry is the government agency 
responsible for the conduct of India's relations with foreign countries. The Ministry is responsible for the 
country's representation in the United Nations and advises other Ministries and State Governments when the 
latter have dealings with foreign governments or institutions.

http://www.mea.gov.in/Speeches-Statements.
htm

Government of Lithuania - News News published by the Government of the Republic of Lithuania. https://lrv.lt/en/news

Government of Singapore News Government of Singapore News is a state-run news service in Singapore that covers national and international 
news, state news, arts & culture, defence & security, economy & finance, education and more.

https://www.gov.sg/
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Grani.ru Grani.Ru is a well-known news website focused on protest, civil society, and human rights issues. http://grani.ru/

Grani.ru - Video Original video reporting protest activities mainly in Moscow and featuring prominent opposition and human 
rights personalities.

http://www.youtube.com/GraniRu

Granite Grok Conservative/libertarian commentary on politics and culture (and whatever else amuses us) http://granitegrok.com/

Great Leadership
Great Leadership is an award winning blog about leadership and leadership development, written by Dan 
McCarthy, a Manager of Leadership and Management Development at a Fortune "Great Place to Work", 
"Training Top 125", and "High Impact Learning" (HILO 80) company, and a top ranked digital influencer in 
leadership.

http://www.greatleadershipbydan.com/

Green and Profitable Since 2004, green marketer Shel Horowitz has been blogging at the intersections of marketing, media, politics, 
ethics, and sustainability in this award-winning blog.

http://greenandprofitable.com

Green Car Reports
Green Car Reports is truly passionate about green cars, and that passion shows in our comprehensive, up-to-
the-minute coverage of the segment. It drives and review all green cars on the market, offer you advice and 
tips on going green, and keep green car enthusiasts in touch with the latest news and information they need to 
make an informed buying decision.

https://www.greencarreports.com/

Green Chemicals Blog Monitoring sustainability within the chemical industry. http://www.greenchemicalsblog.com/

Green Fleet Green Fleet is an online news portal which shares the latest in alternative fuel trends, green technology 
innovations, environmental regulation updates, and fuel efficiency best practices.

https://www.greenfleetmagazine.com/

Green House Renovation Home tips to save water and energy presented by experts in energy and water preservation. http://aramram.com/node/6737

Green Market Report
The Green Market Report focuses on the financial news of the rapidly growing cannabis industry. Our target 
approach filters out the daily noise and does a deep dive into the financial, business and economic side of the 
cannabis industry.

https://www.greenmarketreport.com

Green Prophet

Green Prophet is a sustainable voice for green news on the Middle East and North Africa region. A region with 
sweeping changes and immense opportunities for sustainable investment and growth, we cover a vast and 
unexplored territory from Morocco to Iran. The Middle East and North Africa region includes more than half a 
billion people. Controlling about 60 percent of the world’s oil, and 45 percent of its natural gas reserves, and 
with little environmental awareness in general and dwindling water resources, the region’s activities are of 
immense consequence for climate change, human migration, and the future of our planet.

http://www.greenprophet.com

Green Tech Gazette
A place where environmentalists and techies can join together for the common good of both. Presenting news, 
opinion, inventions, and products we can use to make our lifestyle a little greener and help out the 
environment.

http://www.greentechgazette.com/

Greentech Media Greentech Media (GTM) is devoted to covering emerging green and clean technologies. http://www.greentechmedia.com
GritTV with Laura Flanders Daily news and arts discussion show. http://lauraflanders.firedoglake.com/
Grocery Coupon Guide A guide to saving on groceries. http://www.grocerycouponguide.com

Grocery Dive

Grocery Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the most impactful news and trends shaping the 
grocery industry. The newsletters and website cover topics such as shopper behavior, omnichannel, e-
commerce, pricing and discounting, store formats, and more. Grocery Dive is a leading publication operated by 
Industry Dive. Our business journalists spark ideas and shape agendas for 10+ million decision makers in 
competitive industries.

https://www.grocerydive.com/

Ground Handling International
Ground Handling International was launched in 1995 and since then has been regularly delivering up-to-date 
information to all those who are involved in the ground handling business. With a readership that encompasses 
handlers, airlines and airports, along with GSE manufacturers, IT specialists and many others who are 
connected with the ramp, it is able to bring to the sector an unparalleled depth of experience.

https://magazine.groundhandling.com/

Ground Handling International
Ground Handling International was launched in 1995 and since then has been regularly delivering up-to-date 
information to all those who are involved in the ground handling business. With a readership that encompasses 
handlers, airlines and airports, along with GSE manufacturers, IT specialists and many others who are 
connected with the ramp, it is able to bring to the sector an unparalleled depth of experience.

https://magazine.groundhandling.com/

Ground Report Global news reporting and opinion from eyewitnesses. http://www.groundreport.com/
Growthology Topics related to economic growth. https://www.kauffman.org/currents/
Grumpy Editor Critical observations of Print/Broadcast/Web Media, plus Public Relations and Advertising. http://www.grumpyeditor.com/
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Guardian Syndication

Guardian Syndication is the sales function responsible for the commercial re-licensing of GNM content. Clients 
include UK and international media, websites, aggregators, educational bodies, book publishers, information 
service providers and MMO's.Our products incorporate the full range of GNM content and we offer a number of 
licensing options from ad hoc purchase to annual contract, with a number of exclusivity options available.
Examples include - news and feature services aimed at international media clients, full output feeds to 
aggregators and information service providers, API integration for websites and one off article and image 
sales. We also offer institutional access to the Guardian and Observer Digital Archive.

http://syndication.theguardian.com/

Guido Fawkes' Blog Britain's most popular political blog focuses on scandals and gossip. http://www.order-order.com

Guinee360.com
Guinee360.com is an African news site that focuses on news in Guinea and the wider Africa region. 
Guinee360 covers topics ranging from local news, regional news, global news, society, politics, economy, 
sports, and more.

https://www.guinee360.com

Guinee7.com Guinee7.com established in 2011, is an online publication that covers  political, economic, sports, social and 
cultural news from Guinea Conakry.

https://www.guinee7.com/

Guineematin.com Guineematin.com is an online newspaper based in Guinea covering regional, national and international news 
and current affairs including politics, economy, society, sports, culture, and more.

https://guineematin.com/

Gulf Baader Capital Markets

GBCM research believes in the philosophy of a value investor with an objective to maximize returns on 
investments through fundamental research. GBCM Research generates investment ideas with deep dives on 
themes, markets, and companies. It offers unbiased, in-depth, investigative and differentiated investment 
analysis, always with a thorough assessment of investment risk. The constant interaction with company 
management and industry contact adds flavour to our recommendations. We believe that relationships, 
combined with first-hand marketplace knowledge, are critical to understanding investment opportunities. As a 
pure research boutique, we are truly independent and free of the conflicts arising from investment 
management, market-making, underwriting, merger and acquisition, and corporate finance activities.

http://www.gbcmoman.net

Gulf Business

Gulf Business is the region's first and leading business magazine. Region wide, it has remained the preferred 
magazine for the decision makers, corporate leaders and high-ranking government officials.  Gulf Business's 
country reports, landmark features and incisive analysis of business news reflects the local market like no 
magazine has done before. Covering a wide gamut of economic sectors — from oil and gas to real estate, 
banking to stock markets, technology to human resources, and investment to art, to name a few — the 
magazine is a must-read for business owners, corporate leaders, administrative or government officials, top-
level executives or even those who want to become one.

https://gulfbusiness.com

Gulf Construction

Launched almost 25 years ago Gulf Construction is today the leading and most authoritative industry journal in 
the region. Each month Gulf Construction carries news and analysis from the Gulf states and the rest of the 
Middle East. Extensive country features as well as technical articles all help to provide the region’s building 
and construction industry with highly relevant and authoritative features and articles all designed to inform a 
readership of managerial and technical professionals.

http://www.gulfconstructionworldwide.com

Gulf Daily News Gulf Daily News is Bahrain’s leading English language newspaper carrying news about every aspect of life in 
the Kingdom.

http://www.gulf-daily-news.com

Gulf Industry
Gulf Industry provides a window into the Gulf’s manufacturing and trading sectors. Each edition of Gulf 
Industry focuses on issues which will be of interest of industrialists, factory managers and the major exporters 
and importers of industrial products throughout the region and throughout the world.

http://www.gulfindustryworldwide.com/

Gulf Oil & Gas
Gulf Oil & Gas is a specialized e-marketplace focusing on the Oil & Gas industry in the Eastern Hemisphere 
and provides news, projects information and Business related information to executives and professionals in 
the industry.

http://www.gulfoilandgas.com

Gulf Times Broadsheet sized newspaper focusing on national and international news, business, politics, entertainment, 
culture and sport.

https://www.gulf-times.com/

Gulf Today
The Gulf Today is a broadsheet-sized, daily newspaper covering local and international news, politics, 
business and sport. The newspaper was first published in 1996 and includes Time Out, a tabloid-sized 
entertainment supplement on Thursdays; and magazine supplement Panorama on Fridays. 

https://www.gulftoday.ae/

Gulf Weekly
Launched in 2002, The Gulf Weekly has quickly established itself as the leading leisure, entertainment and 
lifestyle media for the region. Each week this full colour tabloid newspaper carries news and information as to 
what is happening in each of the Gulf States. From motor racing in Bahrain to popular events in Dubai the Gulf 
Weekly is the definitive 'What's On' in the GCC.

http://www.gulfweekly.com/
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GulfInsider
GulfInsider is a valuable monthly source of information for regional and international investors and decision 
makers. It is read by senior managers and executives in the financial services industry, Middle East banking 
CEO's and other regional leaders in business.

http://gulf-insider.com

GulfInsider
GulfInsider is a valuable monthly source of information for regional and international investors and decision 
makers. It is read by senior managers and executives in the financial services industry, Middle East banking 
CEO's and other regional leaders in business.

http://www.gulf-insider.com

GuruFocus.com
GuruFocus.com is the largest value investing website online that is engaged in the business of financial news, 
commentaries, research and publishing. GuruFocus.com tracks the investment commentaries, stock picks and 
portfolio holdings of the best investors in the world.

http://www.gurufocus.com/

Haaretz National daily newspaper covering general news and current affairs in Israel and around the world including 
business, economics, politics and culture.

https://www.haaretz.co.il/

Haaretz National daily newspaper covering general news and current affairs in Israel and around the world including 
business, economics, politics and culture.

https://www.haaretz.com

Hack Education Updated daily with the latest on news and analysis about education technology. http://hackeducation.com
Haibane.info Anime, movies, games, and other geeky pursuits for the American Otaku. http://www.haibane.info

Haiti Relief & Reconstruction Watch
Haiti Relief & Reconstruction Watch is a blog that tracks multinational aid efforts in Haiti with an eye towards 
ensuring they are oriented towards the needs of the Haitian people, and that aid is not used to undermine 
Haitians' right to self-determination.

http://www.cepr.net/index.php/blogs/relief-and-
reconstruction-watch/

Hampden-Sydney Tiger
The Hampden-Sydney Tiger is a student newspaper serving the community of Hampden-Sydney and 
operating independently of the College. The Tiger is printed bi-monthly by The Farmville Herald and Farmville 
Printing

https://hsctiger.wordpress.com/

HarayerMagazine.com HarayerMagazine.com is the online edition of Harayer Magazine and covers women's fashion, watches, 
society, culture, art, jewellery and travel. The site launched in 2013.

http://harayermagazine.com

Harbinger http://www.iccharbinger.com/

Hard News Hard News is in the business of printing and publication of hard news magazine and active news website. It 
specialises in politics, foreign affairs, business and economy

http://www.hardnewsmedia.com

Harris & Ewing Photographs
Available online are more than 41,000 glass negatives--all but approximately 400 glass negatives in the 
collection. This represents a substantial subset of the estimated 50,000 news photographs and 20,000 studio 
portraits of notable people in the collection.

https://www.loc.gov/photos/?c=150&fa=online-
format:image&st=list

Hartford Technology Rental Get the latest news and trends in the technology industry; plus ideas and tips for corporate events. https://hartfordrents.com/blog

Harvard Political Review The Harvard Political Review is America’s preeminent student journal of politics, policy, and culture. The HPR 
is written and published entirely by Harvard undergraduates and is housed at the Institute of Politics.

http://harvardpolitics.com/

Hasht e Sobh Hashte Subh Daily is an independent online news website reporting from the ground in Afghanistan. https://8am.af/
Hasht e Sobh Hashte Subh Daily is an independent online news website reporting from the ground in Afghanistan. https://8am.af/eng/

Hashtag Arabi Hashtag Arabi is the ultimate destination for information and technology news in Arabic language, with a focus 
on the Middle East region, plus IT sector information on conferences and events, companies and statistics.

https://www.hashtagarabi.com/

Haute Pink Pretty Fashion news and reviews. http://hautepinkpretty.com

Haya
Detailing the latest trends, styles and beauty secrets, Haya has established itself as a must read for today’s 
fashionistas. This weekly Arabic magazine keeps its readers one step ahead of the fashion pack, while 
providing interviews, celebrity profiles and unique editorial content. Glamorous and sophisticated, Haya 
epitomises the Middle Eastern modern woman.

https://haya-online.com

Hayem News

Hay Em News (Հայ Եմ) was initiated by a group of Armenian intellectuals, who believe that change is possible 
and inevitable in the Armenian society, whether in Armenia or the Diaspora at large. Hay Em News promises 
to be a leading source of Armenian, regional and international news and features both in Armenian and 
English. The site also allows you to access continuous news coverage on politics, business, sports, health, 
science, culture and more.

http://www.HayEmNews.com

HB Blog Our HB Blog features highlights from our China Law Blog as well as other posts on a variety of international 
law and business topics.

http://harrisbricken.com/blog/

HCH24 HCH24 launched in 2013, is an African information site that offers its readers daily content on Africa and the 
Region, covering topics ranging from local and international news, society, business, sports and more.

https://www.hch24.com/
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Health & Science

Health & Science is a Pullout of The Sandard. The Standard is Kenya’s second-largest national newspaper 
and the flagship product of the Standard Group. Its reach cuts across all market segments, with clear 
leadership in some niche segments, such as the youth, and some key markets, including Nyanza, Coast, 
Western and Rift Valley. The newspaper has loyal readership among a cross-section of the Kenyan 
population, with niche products especially popular among Kenya’s youthful population.

https://epaper.standardmedia.co.ke/pullouts

Health Business Blog Focusing on business issues in healthcare. Written by David E. Williams of MedPharma Partners, LLC. https://healthbusinessgroup.com/blog/

Health Care Law Today
Health Care Law Today is your go-to resource for information and perspectives on the latest news and 
developments in health care law and how it relates to and impacts the industry and those with related business 
interests.

https://www.foley.
com/en/insights/blogs/health-care-law-today

Health IT Buzz - Video
A service of HHS's Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC). This blog was 
created to answer your questions about the nation's transition to electronic health records and to create a 
conversation about the challenges and successes health care providers, physicians, practices, and 
organizations are experiencing as they transition from paper to electronic health records.

https://www.youtube.com/user/HHSONC/

HealthBlawg Current developments in health care law and policy along with the observations and analysis of David Harlow, 
health care lawyer and consultant.

https://healthblawg.com/

Healthcare

Healthcare Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the most impactful news and trends shaping 
healthcare. The newsletters and website cover topics such as health IT, policy & regulation, insurance, digital 
health, payer-provider partnerships, value-based care and more. Healthcare Dive is a leading publication 
operated by Industry Dive. Our business journalists spark ideas and shape agendas for 10+ million decision 
makers in competitive industries.

http://www.healthcaredive.com/

Healthcare and Technology Discussion of the rise of technology in healthcare, EHRs, health reform and health IT. http://www.myhealthtechblog.com/
Healthcare Economist An unbiased look at today's healthcare issues. http://healthcare-economist.com

Healthcare Global 

Healthcare Global Magazine is the ‘Digital Community’ for the global hospital & healthcare industry. Healthcare 
Global Magazine covers hospitals, hospital networks, healthcare networks & occupational health - connecting 
the world’s largest community of healthcare executives. Healthcare Global Magazine focuses on healthcare 
news, key healthcare interviews, healthcare videos, the 'HealthTech Podcast' series along with an ever-
expanding range of focused healthcare white papers and webinars.

https://www.healthcareglobal.com/magazine

Healthcare IT Today Covering all the latest happenings in EMR, EHR, and Healthcare IT in the hospital environment. https://www.healthcareittoday.com

HealthMagazine.ae
HealthMagazine.ae is the online edition of HEALTH Magazine and covers the latest developments within the 
healthcare industry, as well as letters and contributions from medical students from around the world. The site 
launched in 1999.

https://www.healthmagazine.ae/

HealthSkills Weblog Health professionals supporting chronic pain self-management. http://healthskills.wordpress.com
Healthy Eater Real advice on eating healthy, and getting fit. http://healthyeater.com/
Healthy Food & Healthy Living by 
Dr. Ayala An experienced pediatrician provides science-based advice for healthy living. http://herbalwater.typepad.com

Hearing Review

The Hearing Review is the leading, monthly trade magazine for the hearing healthcare industry, providing 
concise, timely, and accurate information to 21,000 audiologists, hearing instrument specialists, medical 
professionals, and others allied to the field. The magazine focuses on the practical aspects of hearing 
instrument testing and fitting, new technology, marketing, education, patient counseling, industry events, and 
trends in hearing healthcare.

http://www.hearingreview.com/

Hebron Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry News

The Hebron Chamber of Commerce and Industry News covers all news and activities of the Chamber of 
Commerce events and official visits to the headquarters of the chamber and special events in Hebron and the 
rest of the provinces.

http://www.hebroncci.org/ar/

Hemp Market Report The Hemp Market Report will target news from the fast-growing worlds of cannabidiol (CBD) and hemp. HMR 
will cover financial stories, but also take a look at lifestyle news as well.

https://www.hempmarketreport.com

Hennessy's View Political commentary from a Tea Party perspective. https://www.hennessysview.com/

Herald
The Kansas State Collegian is the daily newspaper at Kansas State University in Manhattan, Kansas. Its 
content is reported, edited, and produced entirely by students, and students make up the advertising sales 
staff.

https://www.kstatecollegian.com/

Herald (Goa)
Herald is the highest circulated English Daily in Goa having a circulation of 44,467 copies. It aims to provide its 
readers with a premium paper both in terms or news coverage and superior paper quality which will match 
their aspiring lifestyle.

https://www.heraldgoa.in/

Herald Nigeria Herald Nigeria is an indepedent online publication which provides readers with the latest breaking Nigerian 
news, entertainment, sports, business and more.

https://www.heraldngr.com/
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Heritage Local Micro-site for specialized heritage content http://heritage.weladelbalad.com/
Heroes: What They Do and Why We 
Need Them Commentary and analysis about heroism and why we need heroes. http://blog.richmond.edu/heroes

HEXUS HEXUS.net is the UK’s number one independent technology news and reviews website with a core focus on 
PC systems and components in addition to gaming, technology business and mobile devices.

http://www.hexus.net

Hey, it's Pat Ryan's blog! Political commentary. http://patryansblog.com

Hia
Launched in August of 1992 in Riyadh, Hia is a female-oriented Arabic-language monthly magazine, focusing 
on the female lifestyle in the Arab world. The magazine contains articles and information of interest to women, 
including fashion, beautify, health, and others. As such, the magazine’s target audience is the adult female 
population of the Kingdom and the Arab world.

http://www.hiamag.com/

Hiba
Hiba is a Muslim lifestyle magazine helping to promote a balanced and practical application of Islam in family 
life. The theme of this publication is bridging a gap between Quran and Sunnah and our Muslim Ummah, 
aiming to provide families with insightful, informative reading material about Islam.

http://www.hibamagazine.com

Hicks Morley FTR Now is our regular electronic publication that keeps you informed and up to date on the latest 
developments in the law that impacts human resources.

http://hicksmorley.com/

Hidrocalidodigital.com Hidrocálidodigital.com is an independent online daily publication located in Aguascalientes, founded in 1981. It 
covers various topics ranging from Business to sports and more.

http://www.hidrocalidodigital.com/

Highbury House An Arsenal Football blog. http://highbury-house.com

Higher Ed Dive Higher Ed Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive, the website cover topics such as online 
learning, policy, legal, leadership, enrollment and more.

https://www.highereddive.com/

Higher Education Whisperer The Higher Education Whisperer: vocational and university course design, learning, teaching and research. http://blog.highereducationwhisperer.com
Highland Cavalier The Highland Cavalier is the official student newspaper of the University of Virginia's College at Wise. http://www.highlandcavalier.com/

Hilltop
Located in the heart of Northwest Washington, D.C., The Hilltop at Howard University remains on the forefront 
of campus, local, and national news. University owned and student operated, The Hilltop, with a print 
circulation of 7,000 and a daily online publication, is committed to providing critical and enlightening news to 
the Howard University community and the Washington, D.C. Metro area.

http://thehilltoponline.com/

Hilltop News
Hilltop Views is a weekly student newspaper published by the School of Humanities and serving the 
community of St. Edward’s University. The opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the 
university, whose mission is grounded in the teachings and doctrine of the Catholic Church.

http://www.hilltopviewsonline.com/

Hindustan Times
Hindustan Times is an Indian English-language daily newspaper established in 1924. Hindustan Times was 
inaugurated by Mahatma Gandhi, and has today grown to become one of India's largest media companies, 
covering news, sports, politics, bollywood, technology, and more.

http://www.hindustantimes.com

Hipersónica Hipersónica is a Spanish online publication that covers news on the latest and top music. http://www.hipersonica.com
Hipotecas-creditos Credit information, accounts, deposits, mortgages, and financing. http://hipotecas-creditos.blogspot.com.es/
History News Network The website features articles by historians putting current events into perspective. http://hnn.us

History of Alchemy

They were searching for the secrets of the universe. What they found changed the world. Alchemy was born in 
the cultural melting pot of ancient Greek-ruled Egypt and flourished throughout the Middle Ages, into the 
Renaissance, and beyond. Its practitioners sought immortality, everlasting wealth and cures for all ills; they 
believed that their ‘great work’ would reveal the mysteries of all knowledge. What they discovered instead 
created modern science. But was there more to their work than meets the eye? Were there mystical truths 
hidden behind their elaborate metaphors, or were their chemical revelations simply the result of 
experimentation? Find out as we explore the fascinating history of alchemy, discover its key principles, and 
meet its most famous practitioners – some of whom may surprise you...

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of Folklores, Fairytales & 
Monsters

Discover a magical world of folklore, fairytales and monsters! Learn all about the deep roots of the stories we 
tell and the effect that they continue to have on our culture. Explore the myths and legends of Britain, Europe 
and the rest of the world, trace their common motifs and uncover what makes them unique. Find out about the 
people who travelled the globe collecting tales and rhymes, and the ancient customs that they preserved, from 
weather lore and seasonal celebrations to the old gods and mythic monsters that still populate our stories even 
now, and see how you can incorporate time-honoured folk traditions into your daily life today.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/
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History of Ghosts

Do you believe in ghosts? Explore spooks, spectres and apparitions in this spine-chilling bookazine. From 
famous phantoms around the world and throughout history to ghost lore and legends, Spiritualism and 
seances, haunted houses, mediums, paranormal investigations and the psychology behind ghost sightings, 
discover everything you’ve ever wanted to know about shades, spirits and the world of the dead. This grave 
guide features in-depth explorations of common and uncommon hauntings, an index of ghost types, the world’
s most famous spooks and much more!

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of NASA

Since its inception in 1958, NASA has accomplished many great scientific and technological feats in air and 
space. NASA technology has been adapted for many non-aerospace uses by the private sector, and NASA 
remains a leading force in scientific research and in stimulating public interest in aerospace exploration, as well 
as science and technology in general. Starting with its creation 60 years ago through President Eisenhower, 
the History of NASA tells the story of all the agency's spaceflight programs, from unmanned satellites to putting 
humans on the Moon, and all the triumphs and tragedies that accompany such daring exploration.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of the Occult

Knowledge of the occult is knowledge of the unmeasurable; the paranormal, the spiritual, and the arcane. 
History of the Occult delves deep into the past to investigate the hidden history of the occult. Read about the 
lives of famous and controversial occultists, from Elizabeth I's court magician, John Dee, to Nostradamus and 
Aleister Crowley. Find out how astrology was used to find the best date for a coronation, how it was believed 
alchemists could turn lead into gold, or how tarot cards could define a person's future. Discover the runes, 
rituals and star signs behind the rise and fall of Hitler's Third Reich, and lots more.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of Vampires

The legend of the vampire is one that has kept many of us thirsting for the truth surrounding their existence, 
much like how vampires allegedly thirsted for the blood of humans. There are tales of the power of garlic and 
wooden stakes and of bats morphing into the Counts of great castles, afraid to step into the Sun. The History 
of Vampires will take a look into the origins of vampiric belief, the key figures considered to partake in vampiric 
ritual and the development of the myth throughout time.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of War
History of War is the UK’s leading military history magazine, each issue bringing you thrilling first-hand 
accounts from war veterans; behind-the-scenes previews of the latest museum exhibitions; detailed 
illustrations of devastating military technology; authoritative analysis covering centuries of global conflict; and 
astonishing stories of valour from the battlefields of the past.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/history-of-
war/

History of War Defining Battles of 
World War II

From the Battle of Britain and Midway to D-Day and Iwo Jima, discover the campaigns and conflicts that 
shaped World War II. With in-depth features and stunning battle maps, uncover blow-by-blow details of the 
pivotal moments of history's deadliest war.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of War US Military's 
Greatest Leaders

Filled with fascinating insight, in-depth features and battle maps, in US Military's Greatest Leaders you’ll 
discover how Washington defeated the British and created the fledgling United States in the process, what led 
two of the nation’s most respected military generals to go head-to-head in the American Civil War, the role 
Eisenhower played in the Allied victory during World War II, and much more.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of War: Battle of the 
Atlantic

The longest-running military campaign of the Second World War, the battle between the Allied navies and 
Germany’s fearsome U-boat fleet remains one of the most epic and significant confrontations in history. The 
History of War Book of the Battle of the Atlantic is a complete guide to this fascinating conflict, packed with 
expert features and gorgeous imagery. Covering everything from the military masterminds on both sides, to the 
subs, ships and aircraft that battled it out over sea and sky, it’s an essential guide for any fans of military 
history.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of War: Battle of the Bulge
A complete guide to the Battle of the Bulge – from Hitler’s surprise attack to the eventual victory of Allied forces 
in Europe’s frozen battle zones.  Packed with detailed battle maps and historic imagery, relive the gripping 
story of America's greatest campaign of World War II, 75 years on from the events.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of War: Book of Dunkirk

The Dunkirk evacuation marked one of the most pivotal moments of the Second World War; a herculean 
endeavour that saved hundreds of thousands of lives in the face of what could have been a catastrophic 
defeat. Through expert features, moving testimony and stunning imagery, the History of War Book of Dunkirk 
tells the true story of one of the greatest military operations in history – a tale of heroism, sacrifice and courage 
in the face of unbelievable adversity.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of War: Book of Red Coats

In February 1645, the British Army adopted a new uniform; one that would become iconic across the globe. 
From Oliver Cromwell’s New Model Army to the imperial troops of the 19th Century, these distinctive red coats 
became synonymous with the British Empire and the highly trained troops that fought to defend it. Now you 
can explore the history and heroism of the men who were proud to wear the red coat, and discover the daring 
military operations carried out by the thin red line throughout the centuries.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/
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History Of War: Book of the British 
Civil Wars

The mid-17th century was one of the most explosive periods in history across the British Isles. In England, a 
desperate king fought bitterly against his defiant Parliament; in Scotland, religious turmoil sparked invasions 
from the north; and in Ireland, an oppressive regime led to an all-out Catholic rebellion. In this bookazine we 
explore the how all these events, and more, combined to make up the British Civil Wars, from the political 
machinations of Parliament to the bloody battlefield clashes at Edgehill, Naseby and Marston Moor. We follow 
the meteoric rise of Oliver Cromwell and his New Model Army, as well as the tragic decline of Charles I – a 
king executed by his own subjects. We also investigate how the countries were transformed during the period 
of Interregnum, for better and for worse, before taking a look at how the monarchy made a stunningly peaceful 
return during the Restoration. Whether you’re an enthusiastic novice or a seasoned history buff, there are a 
wealth of expert features, illustrated battle maps and superb imagery for you within these pages.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History Of War: Book of the Cold 
War

In the History of War Book of the Cold War we explore the most fascinating events of the Cold War – from the 
origins of the Iron Curtain and the key players, to the Cuban Missile Crisis and the fall of the Berlin Wall – 
through stunning photography, expert commentary and eyewitness accounts.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of War: Book of the 
Hundred Years' War

From Crécy and Agincourt to Orléans and Castillion, the Hundred Years' War featured some of the defining 
battles of Medieval Europe, and shaped the history of both France and England as we know them today. The 
History of War Book of the Hundred Years' War is a definitive guide to this fascinating conflict that's perfect for 
enthusiasts and casual historians alike. Relive fierce battles, meet legendary leaders, and discover the deadly 
decisions that saw Western Europe engulfed in more than a century of all-out war.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of War: Book of the Korean 
War

Discover the story of the war that never ended. The Korean War began on 25 June 1950 and to date no official 
peace treaty has ended the hostilities. In this in-depth history, you’ll find blow-by-blow accounts of key battles, 
as well as the reasons why Korea was divided along the 38th parallel, the complex motivations for the North’s 
invasion of the South, and why the war escalated in the way it did. Get the true story of the controversial 
changes in US command, explore the Korean conflict’s role as a proxy action for the Cold War, and delve into 
the mysterious cult of personality that has gripped North Korea to this day.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of War: Book of The 
Napoleonic Wars

For more than a decade in the 19th century, Europe, and much of the world, was embroiled in a fascinating, 
devastating and unprecedented series of conflicts. And at the centre of it all was one man: Napoleon 
Bonaparte. An unparalleled leader on the battlefield, his campaigns have become the stuff of military folklore, 
and laid the groundwork for Europe as we know it today. From the origins of the wars in the fires of the French 
Revolution to the titanic confrontations at Trafalgar and Waterloo, the History of War Book of the Napoleonic 
Wars tracks the military engagements, political machinations and cultural movements that shaped this defining 
period in modern history.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History Of War: Britain's Greatest 
Victories

Celebrate some of the greatest moments in the history of Britain's military in this exciting guide to the people 
and battles that shaped the nation. Through expert features and captivating imagery, take an in-depth look at 
the most important military victories on land, sea and air. From overwhelming defeats, such as the Battle of 
Blenheim, to against-the-odds successes, such as the Battle of Rorke's Drift, discover the real stories in this 
patriot's ultimate collection.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of War: Defining Battles of 
the First World War

On 25 December 1914, the trenches along the Western Front fell silent. For one miraculous day, foes turned 
into friends, with sworn enemies swapping cigarettes, playing football and telling jokes. By 26 December, 
thousands of these men lay slaughtered where they’d mingled the day before, any hopes of a war over by 
Christmas abandoned. In almost four and a half years of conflict, no such truce happened again. Over the 
course of the following pages, uncover the pivotal skirmishes of the Great War, from Marne to Megiddo. 
Discover how the Gallipoli campaign shaped the war, find out how the Somme became the bloodiest battle in 
history, and learn why the Hundred Days Offensive came to end the bloodshed.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History Of War: Hitler At War
Chronicling the life and crimes of one of history’s greatest monsters, this fascinating guide explores Hitler’s 
remarkable rise to power and his attempts to conquer Europe during WWII. From the early successes of his 
‘Blitzkrieg’ strategy to the doomed invasion of Stalin’s Russia and his last stand in Berlin, discover the secrets 
behind some of Hitler’s key military moments and the mistakes that ultimately led to his downfall.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History Of War: Legends of the 
Battlefield

Commemorate true acts of heroism with Heroes of the Battlefield. Discover the men – and women –  who 
stood up for their nations and beliefs, rescued their compatriots from injury and death, and even made the 
ultimate sacrifice. From acts of bravery in World War I to Desmond T Doss, discover the interesting stories 
behind the heros.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/
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History of War: Military Heroes of 
the 20th Century

The 20th century witnessed some of the largest and most devastating wars the world has seen to date, and 
with the rise of new military technologies, a new breed of hero arose too. Cool under fire, courageous in the 
face of the foe and capable of incredible bravery under attack on land, at sea and in the air, this bookazine tells 
the incredible stories of these men and the terrible circumstances they served under, from the World Wars to 
civil conflicts, from Kimberley to Korea to Kosovo. Find out about their military careers, the actions that they 
fought in, and the true stories of the acts of gallantry that they committed that make them the military heroes of 
the 20th century.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History Of War: Story of Pearl 
Harbor

In 1941, a country was unwillingly dragged into a global conflict that it didn't want to have any part in. In the 
early hours of the morning, as the people of Hawaii were waking, they found themselves the targets of a 
premeditated attack. The Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor Naval Base, and it was official: the Americans had 
entered World War II. In the Story of Pearl Harbor, uncover the planning behind the fateful attack, and explore 
the consequences for the war in the Pacific.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of War: Story of the 
American Civil War

From the First Battle of Bull Run to the carnage at Gettysburg, the History of War Book of the American Civil 
War delivers an unparalleled insight into the battles, leaders, politics and legacy of the most devastating war 
ever fought on American soil. Featuring stunning photography and illustrations, in-depth features and expert 
comments from historians and Civil War scholars, this book is an essential companion for anyone with a 
passion for American history.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History of War: US Military's 
Greatest Battles

In 1776, the United States passed the Declaration of Independence after years of bloody war against the 
British. In the decades that followed, America grew into one of the world's leading superpowers – and with 
great power came great responsibility to the world at large. From the Battle of Gettysburg to the Battle of 
Okinawa, uncover the US's most defining moments in war in the brand-new book, US Military's Greatest 
Battles.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History Of War: Weapons of War
On the battlefield, advantage is everything. In this in-depth guide, you’ll discover the essential combat 
technologies that revolutionised how war is waged. From the best blades and bows of ancient times to siege 
engines, cannon and the incredibly advanced tanks, ships, aircraft and ordnance of today, explore the amazing 
weapons that allowed the victors to write the history books.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

History Unfolding A historian's comment on current events, foreign and domestic. http://historyunfolding.blogspot.com/

History's Greatest Women

The All About History Book of Greatest Women is a celebration of just some of the inspirational women who 
put their mark on the world we live in, and reveals the stories, accomplishments and adventures of many 
brilliant women from throughout history. From Cleopatra and Hatshepsut to Harriet Tubman and Malala 
Yousafzai, learn of their achievements, backgrounds, characters and little-known details that make them ever 
more remarkable.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

HIT Consultant Insightful coverage of healthcare innovation. http://www.hitconsultant.net
HITMC Covering everything relating to marketing, PR and communications in healthcare. https://www.hitmc.com

Hodges' Model: Welcome to the 
QUAD

Welcome to the QUAD - provides a space devoted to the conceptual framework known as Hodges' model. A 
potential resource within health, social care, informatics and education the model incorporates two axes: 
individual-group and humanistic-group with four care (knowledge) domains - sciences, interpersonal, political 
and social.

http://hodges-model.blogspot.co.uk/

Homes 4 Life

Homes 4 Life Real Estate LLC is an independent, Dubai-based real estate company that specializes in the 
sale and rental of residential and  commercial properties in UAE. Since 2008, Homes 4 Life has risen to 
become one of Dubai’s and UAE’s finest and most exclusive, privately-owned luxury real estate company with 
dedication to quality and unparalleled service along with uncommon knowledge of the real estate sector. 
Striving for excellence, Homes 4 Life maintains the flexibility to adapt our business to the main needs of our 
valued clients in the evolving Real Estate marketplace. The highly qualified and professional teams of 
managers and sales consultants at Homes 4 Life are expertly trained to locate for you the right property that 
meets your expectations.

http://homes4life.ae

homes4life.ae https://homes4life.ae/
HomeTone.com Home improvement, home technology & decor. http://hometone.com
Hometowns to Hollywood Exploring the hometowns and legacies of Hollywood's Golden Age stars. https://hometownstohollywood.com

Hong Kong General Chamber of 
Commerce (HKGCC) - News

Founded in 1861, the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce is the oldest, yet most dynamic business 
organization in Hong Kong. Its members represent a wide spectrum of local, Mainland Chinese and 
international businesses. More than half of the flagship corporations listed on the Hang Seng Index are our 
members. The Chamber serves as the voice of business, and we help our members succeed through our core 
functions: advocacy, knowledge-based events, networking, and a variety of business documentation services.

http://www.chamber.org.hk/en/media/press-
releases
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HongKiat.com Hongkiat.com is a design weblog that constantly publishes design tips, inspirational artwork and photography, 
and general tips and techniques for tech users.

http://www.hongkiat.com/blog

Hon-Line Local news from Honduras. http://hon-line.blogspot.com/

Honolulu Civil Beat
Honolulu Civil Beat is the only news outlet in Hawaii dedicated to public affairs reporting, to engage and 
educate the community on important public issues through in-depth reporting, explanatory and investigative 
journalism, analysis and commentary.

http://civilbeat.com

Horizons Horizons is a daily national newspaper in French from Algeria, covering national and international news, 
current affairs, politics and sports.

https://www.horizons.dz/

Hospitals

With the improvement of public sector healthcare, the proliferation of private sector hospitals throughout the 
Arab world and the ceaseless development of new medical technologies, it is important for both healthcare 
professionals and the general public to be knowledgeable about such a vital sector in order to make the right 
career choice and treatment decision. Hospitals magazine fulfils this clear and defined market need. Hospitals 
aims for excellence, reliability and most importantly professional journalism that is relevant for the region. Our 
message is to enlighten our societies on the importance of a well managed and developed healthcare field. 
Hospitals has correspondents across the region and is rich source of news on the healthcare sector presented 
in a fresh and modern format. It is the newsworthy, analytical and instructive and provides its readers with 
unique and professional content as well as opinion and editorials that will focus on medical and healthcare 
developments. This niche magazine is the choice of healthcare professionals and conscious readers that need 
a knowledgeable monthly source of news and insight into the regional healthcare sector.

http://www.tahmag.com

Hot Hardware Hot Hardware is an independent online publication that focuses on computing and technology news and 
product reviews for enthusiasts, consumers and IT professionals.

http://hothardware.com

Hotcoin Global Hotcoin is a safe, easy-to-trade & global crypto Exchange without KYC process. Access forregistrati. https://www.hotcoin.com/

Hotel & Catering News ME
Hotel & Catering News Middle East is the region’s leading source for industry knowledge, bringing readers the 
latest in both fields. The publication, along with its digital platforms and large-scale events for professionals, 
offer in-depth insights into a wide variety of trends and topics that are relevant to today’s hoteliers, caterers, 
suppliers, experts and stakeholders.

https://www.hotelnewsme.com/

Hotel & Catering News ME (Print 
Edition)

Hotel & Catering News Middle East is the region’s leading source for industry knowledge, bringing readers the 
latest in both fields. The publication, along with its digital platforms and large-scale events for professionals, 
offer in-depth insights into a wide variety of trends and topics that are relevant to today’s hoteliers, caterers, 
suppliers, experts and stakeholders.

https://www.hotelnewsme.com/

Hotel Dive
Hotel Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the most impactful news and trends shaping the hotel 
& hospitality industry. The newsletter and website cover topics such as brands, tech, workforce, operations, 
and more. Hotel Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive. Our business journalists spark ideas 
and shape agendas for 14 million decision-makers in competitive industries.

www.hoteldive.com 

How Appealing Coverage of legal news and appellate court rulings https://howappealing.abovethelaw.com

How It Works
How It Works is the action-packed science and technology magazine bursting with exciting information about 
the world around us. Be inspired by everything from the planet’s most bizarre creatures and unusual 
phenomena to the incredible technologies advancing and enhancing our lives.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/how-it-works/

How It Works: 60 Second Science
Understanding science doesn't have to involve hours and hours on intensive study; you can learn something 
new in any of the major fields in under 60 seconds! From the makers of How It Works magazine comes 60 
Second Science, the book that will reveal the secrets of physics, chemistry, biology and bleeding edge tech in 
easily digestible chunks and explain how it changes our understanding of the world and shapes our lives.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Amazing History

Discover the wonders of the past with the How it Works book of Amazing History. This book takes you on a 
journey from Earth's prehistory through the ancient and medieval world right up to the marvels of the 20th 
century. You'll cover thousands of years of history as you learn about a whole host of topics, from the 
geological curiosities of the Jurassic Coast and how swords were forged in the Middle Ages, to the origins and 
achievements of NASA. Find out what the Victorians did for us, what life was really like in the Wild West, how 
tanks transformed warfare – and much, much more.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Book of Aircraft
Whether they're military drones, Spitfires, blimps, hot air balloons, helicopters or simply a Boeing 747 making a 
routine international flight, aircraft are fascinating. Find out about the incredible technology that has helped 
humans reach new heights in the How It Works Book of Aircraft and read all about the sneakiest spyplanes 
and and the first flying hovercraft.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/
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How It Works: Book Of Amazing 
Answers To Curious Questions

With 90% of the current chart bestsellers sitting in the non-fiction category, the popularity of books that offer 
bitesized portions of facts, advice and knowledge is apparent. The new edition of Amazing Answers to Curious 
Questions will keep readers entertained with intriguing facts from the topics of transport, environment, history, 
space, science and technology. Packed full of trivia, this title will boost the brain power and keep the mind 
active.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Book of Amazing 
Cutaways

Discover the inner workings of some of the world's most fascinating buildings, vehicles, technology, living 
things and more, in the How It Works Book of Cutaways. Featuring exceptionally detailed illustrations of 
everything from the Mayflower and electric cars to dinosaurs and tropical storms, it's packed full of fascinating 
facts and incredible information for all curious minds.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Book Of Amazing 
Science

Learn all about physics, biology and chemistry with the How It Works Book of Amazing Science. Find out all 
there is to know about the role that science plays in our everyday, and discover incredible explanations to your 
unanswered questions on the human body, planet Earth and much more. The pages within this book are filled 
with interesting facts and essential knowledge that will amaze and astound you.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Book Of Amazing 
Technology

With the advent of incredible gadgets like personal drones and virtual reality, the technology of the future is 
gradually becoming the technology of the present. Find out all about the most amazing examples of technology 
in the How It Works Book of Amazing Technology, from the astonishingly advanced capabilities of futuristic 
gadgets, to dissecting the inner workings of everyday objects.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Book Of Amazing 
Vehicles

The How It Works Book of Amazing Vehicles is your jam-packed guide to some of the top pieces of 
engineering in the world. Covering everything from the tanks that helped win the world wars to the modern 
dragsters. Learn all about Da Vinci's historic flying machines and th mega yachts that sail our current seas. 
This revised edition visits even more of the worlds most amazing vehicles.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Book Of Dinosaurs
Dinosaurs are once again back in the public eye. That's if they ever left it, with approximately 5.5million visitors 
checking out the prehistoric exhibits in London's Natural History Museum in 2013-14. The How It Works Book 
of Dinosaurs will also bring dinosaurs to life for readers, covering everything from habitat to fossilisation and 
answering questions like: which dinosaur was the deadliest and why did Brachiosaurus have such a long neck.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Book Of Incredible 
Earth

Our understanding of the Earth is always shifting and developing, with new discoveries in the natural world 
being made on an almost daily basis. From new species of animals to previously unknown facts about our 
climate, the How It Works Book of Incredible Earth is a stunning repository of facts and images detailing just 
how amazing our world is.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Book Of Incredible 
History

Packed with fascinating facts, the How It Works Book of Incredible History is a fun and educational guides to 
some of the iconic events, people and inventions that have shaped the world we live in. From dinosaurs and 
the Romans to the wheel and World War One, the incredible illustrations and information on offer will sate 
even the most curious of minds.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Book Of Incredible 
Science

Everything in the universe, from the cells in our bodies to the stars and galaxies in the night sky, is governed 
by fascinating scientific principles. Incredible Science explores the key ideas in biology, chemistry and physics, 
revealing how they apply to our everyday lives in an exciting and easy-to-understand guide packed with 
hundreds of amazing facts.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Book of Robots

As technology advances, robots become more and more integrated into our daily lives. Whether it's artificial 
intelligence on your smartphone or an automated vacuum, there are more and more robots available to make 
life easier. Add to this the medical robots providing surgery on a daily basis and space robots that make 
exploration possible, and the future starts to look more and more automated. In June 2015, the humanoid 
robot Pepper sold out to consumers in just one minute when orders were made available, and with driverless 
cars edging closer and closer to consumers, the appetite for robotics is only increasing.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Book Of Space

The How It Works Book of Space is a collection of the best space-centric content from the latest issues of How 
It Works magazine. Mankind has gone to great lengths to explore space. It is a natural curiosity that has led us 
to develop incredible technology and push the boundaries of what we thought was possible. This bookazine is 
the perfect gift for all space enthusiasts and astronomers in a time when the popularity of astronomy and 
space exploration is growing, and even crossed into the festive mainstream thanks to this year's John Lewis 
Chirstmas advert.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: Book Of The Human 
Body

Discover everything you need to know about the human body in How It Works Book of the Human Body. Find 
out about how our bodies work, learn about human anatomy and uncover amazing facts that explain some of 
life's biggest questions. Packed with stunning illustrations and photographs, alongside the fantastic facts that 
bring the human body to life!

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/
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How It Works: Inside Your Brain

The human brain is considered the most complicated entity in the known universe. Yes, that's right, the organ 
that sits inside your head is at this very moment forming countless neural pathways, connections that number 
in the trillions and comprise an impossibly intricate web. Yet for all that we know of this marvellous computer, 
there is infinitely more that we are still to learn. What is consciousness? How do we store and retrieve 
memories? Why do we dream?  While this book can't answer those questions, it will provide you with an in-
depth look at how the human brain comes to be, the myriad functions it performs and how some of the best 
minds in neuroscience have managed to uncover some of its countless mysteries. And the best bit? As you 
read this book you'll be using your incredible brain every page of the way.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: The Science of 
Habits

We’ve all got them. Whether it be biting our fingernails, eating too much junk food, gambling on the horses or 
smoking cigarettes - all of us have bad habits. But we also have good ones, like going for that after-work run 
every night, or saving for a rainy day. It’s a fact of life that our habits, whatever their nature, dictate virtually 
everything we do. But how much do we actually know about habits and how they come to be so ingrained in 
our minds? In this book you will discover how habits are made, from the chemistry that creates them to the 
psychological traits that maintain them. Then it will be time to delve into what it takes to make great habits and 
break the bad ones. Finally, you’ll uncover how habits determine the behaviours of businesses, societies and 
even entire countries, sometimes with dire consequences.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: The Science of 
Memory

Every one of us has countless memories, and we add to them every day. But what exactly is a memory? How 
do we form and retain them? And why do we forget certain things? In The Science of Memory you’ll learn how 
a memory develops inside your brain and how we recall past events, places and faces. You’ll also explore the 
impact of certain injuries and diseases on memories, meet the scientists who have dedicated their careers to 
studying memories, and explore the minds of people who never forget.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: The Story Of 
Humans

Join us on a journey through human history and explore how evolution and ingenuity shaped our species. 
From the first branches of the Homo family tree to the astonishing achievements our species are capable of 
today, discover how one super-smart bunch of apes became astronauts. Inside you’ll learn why harnessing fire 
and crafting tools shaped our future, how we triumphed over our Neanderthal relatives, why the invention of 
agriculture changed history and how the most complex structure in the known universe – the human brain – 
develops. Read on to learn more about the fascinating past, present, and potential future of our species.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

How It Works: World of Tomorrow
What will the future look like? And what new technologies currently being tested will be available to us in the 
near future? HIW World of Tomorrow looks at all the amazing tech and gadgets that could change the way we 
live. From hover boards and jetpacks to robotic limb replacements and sustainable green energy, this book 
covers all the amazing things we can expect to see in the World of Tomorrow!

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Hoystory Commentary and criticism on media, politics and society. http://hoystory.com

HR Bartender HR Bartender focuses on topics related to the workplace, not just human resources, including leadership, 
management and office politics.

http://www.hrbartender.com/

HR C-Suite Results-based HR strategy. Selected as one of the Top 100 Career Blogs to Follow in 2013. http://www.hrcsuite.com

HR Dive
HR Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the most impactful news and trends shaping human 
resources. The newsletters and website cover topics such as talent acquisition, learning and development, 
diversity and inclusion, compensation, benefits, onboarding, and more.

http://www.hrdive.com/

HR Law Matters HRLawMatters is a forum for sharing and a resource to all HR professionals. http://www.hrlawmatters.com/
HS Injury Law - Video Legal educational videos http://www.youtube.com/user/hsinjurylaw

Human Resources Legislative 
Update

Hicks Morley's Human Resources Legislative Update blog features a range of federal and Ontario legislation, 
regulations and related initiatives of interest to a broad spectrum of employers.

https://hicksmorley.com/?
post_type=post&s=&publication-
name=human-resources-legislative-update

Human Rights Watch

Human Rights Watch investigates and reports on abuses happening in all corners of the world. We are roughly 
450 people of 70-plus nationalities who are country experts, lawyers, journalists, and others who work to 
protect the most at risk, from vulnerable minorities and civilians in wartime, to refugees and children in need. 
We direct our advocacy towards governments, armed groups and businesses, pushing them to change or 
enforce their laws, policies and practices. To ensure our independence, we refuse government funding and 
carefully review all donations to ensure that they are consistent with our policies, mission, and values. We 
partner with organizations large and small across the globe to protect embattled activists and to help hold 
abusers to account and bring justice to victims.

https://www.hrw.org/ja
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Human Rights Watch

Human Rights Watch investigates and reports on abuses happening in all corners of the world. We are roughly 
450 people of 70-plus nationalities who are country experts, lawyers, journalists, and others who work to 
protect the most at risk, from vulnerable minorities and civilians in wartime, to refugees and children in need. 
We direct our advocacy towards governments, armed groups and businesses, pushing them to change or 
enforce their laws, policies and practices. To ensure our independence, we refuse government funding and 
carefully review all donations to ensure that they are consistent with our policies, mission, and values. We 
partner with organizations large and small across the globe to protect embattled activists and to help hold 
abusers to account and bring justice to victims.

https://www.hrw.org/ja

Human Rights Watch

Human Rights Watch investigates and reports on abuses happening in all corners of the world. We are roughly 
450 people of 70-plus nationalities who are country experts, lawyers, journalists, and others who work to 
protect the most at risk, from vulnerable minorities and civilians in wartime, to refugees and children in need. 
We direct our advocacy towards governments, armed groups and businesses, pushing them to change or 
enforce their laws, policies and practices. To ensure our independence, we refuse government funding and 
carefully review all donations to ensure that they are consistent with our policies, mission, and values. We 
partner with organizations large and small across the globe to protect embattled activists and to help hold 
abusers to account and bring justice to victims.

https://www.hrw.org/ru

Human Rights Watch

Human Rights Watch investigates and reports on abuses happening in all corners of the world. We are roughly 
450 people of 70-plus nationalities who are country experts, lawyers, journalists, and others who work to 
protect the most at risk, from vulnerable minorities and civilians in wartime, to refugees and children in need. 
We direct our advocacy towards governments, armed groups and businesses, pushing them to change or 
enforce their laws, policies and practices. To ensure our independence, we refuse government funding and 
carefully review all donations to ensure that they are consistent with our policies, mission, and values. We 
partner with organizations large and small across the globe to protect embattled activists and to help hold 
abusers to account and bring justice to victims.

https://www.hrw.org/zh-hant

Human Rights Watch - News

Human Rights Watch investigates and reports on abuses happening in all corners of the world. We are roughly 
450 people of 70-plus nationalities who are country experts, lawyers, journalists, and others who work to 
protect the most at risk, from vulnerable minorities and civilians in wartime, to refugees and children in need. 
We direct our advocacy towards governments, armed groups and businesses, pushing them to change or 
enforce their laws, policies and practices. To ensure our independence, we refuse government funding and 
corporate ties. We partner with organizations large and small across the globe to protect embattled activists 
and to help hold abusers to account and bring justice to victims.

https://www.hrw.org/ar/news

Human Rights Watch - News

Human Rights Watch investigates and reports on abuses happening in all corners of the world. We are roughly 
450 people of 70-plus nationalities who are country experts, lawyers, journalists, and others who work to 
protect the most at risk, from vulnerable minorities and civilians in wartime, to refugees and children in need. 
We direct our advocacy towards governments, armed groups and businesses, pushing them to change or 
enforce their laws, policies and practices. To ensure our independence, we refuse government funding and 
corporate ties. We partner with organizations large and small across the globe to protect embattled activists 
and to help hold abusers to account and bring justice to victims.

https://www.hrw.org/es/news

Human Rights Watch - News

Human Rights Watch investigates and reports on abuses happening in all corners of the world. We are roughly 
450 people of 70-plus nationalities who are country experts, lawyers, journalists, and others who work to 
protect the most at risk, from vulnerable minorities and civilians in wartime, to refugees and children in need. 
We direct our advocacy towards governments, armed groups and businesses, pushing them to change or 
enforce their laws, policies and practices. To ensure our independence, we refuse government funding and 
corporate ties. We partner with organizations large and small across the globe to protect embattled activists 
and to help hold abusers to account and bring justice to victims.

https://www.hrw.org/fr/news

Human Rights Watch - News

Human Rights Watch investigates and reports on abuses happening in all corners of the world. We are roughly 
450 people of 70-plus nationalities who are country experts, lawyers, journalists, and others who work to 
protect the most at risk, from vulnerable minorities and civilians in wartime, to refugees and children in need. 
We direct our advocacy towards governments, armed groups and businesses, pushing them to change or 
enforce their laws, policies and practices. To ensure our independence, we refuse government funding and 
corporate ties. We partner with organizations large and small across the globe to protect embattled activists 
and to help hold abusers to account and bring justice to victims.

https://www.hrw.org/hi/news
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Human Rights Watch - News

Human Rights Watch investigates and reports on abuses happening in all corners of the world. We are roughly 
450 people of 70-plus nationalities who are country experts, lawyers, journalists, and others who work to 
protect the most at risk, from vulnerable minorities and civilians in wartime, to refugees and children in need. 
We direct our advocacy towards governments, armed groups and businesses, pushing them to change or 
enforce their laws, policies and practices. To ensure our independence, we refuse government funding and 
corporate ties. We partner with organizations large and small across the globe to protect embattled activists 
and to help hold abusers to account and bring justice to victims.

https://www.hrw.org/news

Human Rights Watch - News

Human Rights Watch investigates and reports on abuses happening in all corners of the world. We are roughly 
450 people of 70-plus nationalities who are country experts, lawyers, journalists, and others who work to 
protect the most at risk, from vulnerable minorities and civilians in wartime, to refugees and children in need. 
We direct our advocacy towards governments, armed groups and businesses, pushing them to change or 
enforce their laws, policies and practices. To ensure our independence, we refuse government funding and 
corporate ties. We partner with organizations large and small across the globe to protect embattled activists 
and to help hold abusers to account and bring justice to victims.

https://www.hrw.org/tr/news

Human Rights Watch - News

Human Rights Watch investigates and reports on abuses happening in all corners of the world. We are roughly 
450 people of 70-plus nationalities who are country experts, lawyers, journalists, and others who work to 
protect the most at risk, from vulnerable minorities and civilians in wartime, to refugees and children in need. 
We direct our advocacy towards governments, armed groups and businesses, pushing them to change or 
enforce their laws, policies and practices. To ensure our independence, we refuse government funding and 
corporate ties. We partner with organizations large and small across the globe to protect embattled activists 
and to help hold abusers to account and bring justice to victims.

https://www.hrw.org/zh-hans/news

HumboldtSports.com Local sports coverage for the north coast of California. https://humboldtsports.com

Hungarian News Digest
Hungarian News Digest is the official news service that contains news from the Hungarian state that includes 
various ministries such as Ministry of Defence , Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Human Resources, 
Ministry of Interior, Ministry of National Development Ministry for National Economy, Ministry of Public 
Administration and Justice and Ministry of Rural Development.

http://www.kormany.hu/en

Hunt Huey PLLC: Accessibility 
Defense Analysis and information to help businesses avoid and defend ADA and FHA lawsuits. http://accessdefense.com

Huobi Huobi Global is the leading global digital asset exchange. https://www.huobi.com/en-us/

Hürriyet Hürriyet is a daily Turkish language newspaper from Istanbul in Turkey, focusing on national and international 
news, politics, business and sport.

https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/

Hürriyet (Machine Translated) Hürriyet is a daily Turkish language newspaper from Istanbul in Turkey, focusing on national and international 
news, politics, business and sport.

https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/

Hürriyet Daily News
Hürriyet Daily News is the Leading news source for Turkey and the region and Turkey's only independent and 
oldest English-language daily newspaper. It is a member of The Demiroran Group, Published by Hurriyet 
Gazetecilik Ve Matbaacilik A.S. Established on March 15, 1961.

https://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/

Hush-Kit An alternative aviation magazine jam-packed with exclusive articles, news, art and gossip -- all from an 
aeronautical perspective.

https://hushkit.net

Hydrogen Cars Now Features hydrogen cars, vehicles, the building of supporting infrastructure and the economy. Author, Kevin 
Kantola is the founder of Hydrogen Cars Now and SEO First.

http://www.hydrogencarsnow.com/blog2/

Hypergrid Business Hypergrid Business, one of the world’s top VR blogs, has been covering news and trends related to virtual 
worlds, virtual reality, artificial intelligence, and related topics for more than twelve years.

https://www.hypergridbusiness.com/

I think we have a problem A show about the over-use of technology, from social media to mobile apps and games,  and how to unplug 
kids in the digital age.

http://toasterproductionsme.com/

I, Cringely Cringely on technology. http://www.cringely.com

IAPSS: A Different View A Different View (ADV) is the blog of the International Association for Political Science Students. https://www.iapss.org/academics/a-different-
view/

Ibex
Ibex is a progessive and prospective business magazine that has been created to fill the informational gap for 
the world of business in Pakistan. A complete information channel to our corporate and financial sector and 
their realted stakeholders

http://www.ibexpak.com

IC on the Record
Created at the direction of the President of the United States, IC ON THE RECORD provides immediate, 
ongoing and direct access to factual information related to the lawful foreign surveillance activities carried out 
by the U.S. Intelligence Community

http://icontherecord.tumblr.com/
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ICCIMA News Bulletin

Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries and Mines according to its mission regarding the next 10-year plan (by 
2018-1397 Iranian calendar) as a representative of the members, is determined to pave the way for the Iranian 
economic structure and Prepare appropriate atmosphere so that the members could participate in the various 
economic areas and therefore plays an effective role in growing economic and social indexes, enhancing 
domestic business competitiveness at the national, regional and international level, promoting the economic 
and social status of Iranian economic activists, the private sector specially entrepreneurs & the ICCIM 
members and promoting the members’ quality of life.

http://en.otaghiranonline.ir/

iciLome IciLome is an African information site that offers its readers daily content on Togo and Africa, covering topics 
ranging from local and international news, to business, economy, politics and more.

https://www.icilome.com/

iciLome IciLome is an African information site that offers its readers daily content on Togo and Africa, covering topics 
ranging from local and international news, to business, economy, politics and more.

https://www.icilome.com/

Iconic Books Chronicle of news, publications, and scholarship on iconic books and texts. http://iconicbooks.blogspot.com

iCreate
iCreate is one of the most consumer-focused and creative Apple titles on the market. It targets readers 
devoted to a complete Apple lifestyle and enables brands to reach an audience of dedicated, loyal users. 
Every issue, iCreate provides over 50 pages of tutorials for Mac, iPhone, iPad, Apple Watch and Apple TV to 
help Apple users get the most from their devices.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/icreate/

ICS Legal Blog ICS Legal are UK Visas and Immigration Specialists. We will be discussing the latest legal issues. http://icslegal.com

ICT ICT is an independent, nonprofit, multimedia news enterprise that serves Indigenous communities with news, 
entertainment, and opinion.

https://indiancountrytoday.com/

ICT Business
ICT Business is the online daily version of ICT Business Magazine, a monthly Arabic language publication and 
the first information and communications technology (ICT) focused magazine in Egypt. ICT Business Magazine 
provides news, features and commentary on the ICT industry within Egypt and across the Arab world.

https://ictbusiness.org/

ICT Business Magazine
ICT Business Magazine, a monthly Arabic language publication, was the first information and communications 
technology (ICT) focused magazine in Egypt. ICT Business Magazine provides news, features and 
commentary on the ICT industry within Egypt and across the Arab world. ICT Business Magazine also offers a 
corresponding website at ictbusiness.org.

http://www.ictbusiness.org

ICT Monitor Worldwide

ICT Monitor Worldwide is a subscription based publication, covering information technology, the role of unified 
communications and the integration of telecommunications (telephone lines and wireless signals) and 
computers, as well as necessary enterprise software, middleware, storage, and audio-visual systems, which 
enable users to access, store, transmit and manipulate information. The rapid transcription, collation and 
distribution of this information makes ICT Monitor Worldwide a highly valuable resource for ICT news.

http://www.bidsinfo.com

Idaho Argonaut The Argonaut was founded by The University of IDAHO in 1898. Its a new portal, managed and  written by the 
students of the university.

https://www.uiargonaut.com/

Idea Diplomatic Magazine Idea Diplomatic Magazine is a political magazine, which focuses on researches and analysis of international 
politics.

http://www.ideafoundation.co

Idea Magazine Idea Magazine is a magazine, which focuses on researches, translation, and philosophical works. Within each 
issue there is a profile about western philosopher and thinker.

http://www.ideafoundation.co

identity

identity is the region’s only magazine dedicated to contemporary design, interiors, architecture and property. 
Supported by a team of professional design writers and photographers located in the worlds’ major design 
capitals, id is highly regarded and respected for its editorial integrity, while offering inspirational insights into all 
aspects of design today from the latest kitchen trends to interviews with the designers of the moment. Id is the 
preferred source for those wanting an insider’s view.

https://identity.ae/

IEPRwire
IEPRwire is a specialnoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which provides 
free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news submitted to 
IEPRwire has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major web and news 
search engines.

https://www.ieprwire.com/

IFC (World Bank Group) 

IFC is the largest global development institution focused on the private sector in developing countries. IFC, a 
member of the World Bank Group, advances economic development and improves the lives of people by 
encouraging the growth of the private sector in developing countries. We achieve this by creating new markets, 
mobilizing other investors, and sharing expertise. In doing so, we create jobs and raise living standards, 
especially for the poor and vulnerable. Our work supports the World Bank Group’s twin goals of ending 
extreme poverty and boosting shared prosperity.

https://www.ifc.
org/wps/wcm/connect/multilingual_ext_content
/ifc_external_corporate_site/about-ifc-fr
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IFC (World Bank Group) 

IFC is the largest global development institution focused on the private sector in developing countries. IFC, a 
member of the World Bank Group, advances economic development and improves the lives of people by 
encouraging the growth of the private sector in developing countries. We achieve this by creating new markets, 
mobilizing other investors, and sharing expertise. In doing so, we create jobs and raise living standards, 
especially for the poor and vulnerable. Our work supports the World Bank Group’s twin goals of ending 
extreme poverty and boosting shared prosperity.

https://www.ifc.
org/wps/wcm/connect/multilingual_ext_content
/ifc_external_corporate_site/home_ar

IFC (World Bank Group) 

IFC is the largest global development institution focused on the private sector in developing countries. IFC, a 
member of the World Bank Group, advances economic development and improves the lives of people by 
encouraging the growth of the private sector in developing countries. We achieve this by creating new markets, 
mobilizing other investors, and sharing expertise. In doing so, we create jobs and raise living standards, 
especially for the poor and vulnerable. Our work supports the World Bank Group’s twin goals of ending 
extreme poverty and boosting shared prosperity.

https://www.ifc.
org/wps/wcm/connect/multilingual_ext_content
/ifc_external_corporate_site/home_cn

IFC (World Bank Group) 

IFC is the largest global development institution focused on the private sector in developing countries. IFC, a 
member of the World Bank Group, advances economic development and improves the lives of people by 
encouraging the growth of the private sector in developing countries. We achieve this by creating new markets, 
mobilizing other investors, and sharing expertise. In doing so, we create jobs and raise living standards, 
especially for the poor and vulnerable. Our work supports the World Bank Group’s twin goals of ending 
extreme poverty and boosting shared prosperity.

https://www.ifc.
org/wps/wcm/connect/multilingual_ext_content
/ifc_external_corporate_site/home_es

IFC (World Bank Group) 

IFC is the largest global development institution focused on the private sector in developing countries. IFC, a 
member of the World Bank Group, advances economic development and improves the lives of people by 
encouraging the growth of the private sector in developing countries. We achieve this by creating new markets, 
mobilizing other investors, and sharing expertise. In doing so, we create jobs and raise living standards, 
especially for the poor and vulnerable. Our work supports the World Bank Group’s twin goals of ending 
extreme poverty and boosting shared prosperity.

https://www.ifc.
org/wps/wcm/connect/multilingual_ext_content
/ifc_external_corporate_site/home_pt

IFC (World Bank Group) 

IFC is the largest global development institution focused on the private sector in developing countries. IFC, a 
member of the World Bank Group, advances economic development and improves the lives of people by 
encouraging the growth of the private sector in developing countries. We achieve this by creating new markets, 
mobilizing other investors, and sharing expertise. In doing so, we create jobs and raise living standards, 
especially for the poor and vulnerable. Our work supports the World Bank Group’s twin goals of ending 
extreme poverty and boosting shared prosperity.

https://www.ifc.
org/wps/wcm/connect/multilingual_ext_content
/ifc_external_corporate_site/home_ru

IFC (World Bank Group) 

IFC is the largest global development institution focused on the private sector in developing countries. IFC, a 
member of the World Bank Group, advances economic development and improves the lives of people by 
encouraging the growth of the private sector in developing countries. We achieve this by creating new markets, 
mobilizing other investors, and sharing expertise. In doing so, we create jobs and raise living standards, 
especially for the poor and vulnerable. Our work supports the World Bank Group’s twin goals of ending 
extreme poverty and boosting shared prosperity.

https://www.ifc.
org/wps/wcm/connect/Multilingual_Ext_Conten
t/IFC_External_Corporate_Site/IFC_Home_Ja
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IFC (World Bank Group) 

IFC is the largest global development institution focused on the private sector in developing countries. IFC, a 
member of the World Bank Group, advances economic development and improves the lives of people by 
encouraging the growth of the private sector in developing countries. We achieve this by creating new markets, 
mobilizing other investors, and sharing expertise. In doing so, we create jobs and raise living standards, 
especially for the poor and vulnerable. Our work supports the World Bank Group’s twin goals of ending 
extreme poverty and boosting shared prosperity.

https://www.ifc.
org/wps/wcm/connect/NEWS_EXT_CONTEN
T/IFC_External_Corporate_Site/News+and+E
vents/News

IFIS Japan

IFIS Japan is a financial information vendor who specializes in research and estimates data.They process the 
data 100% in-house unfer strict collection and validataion rules which results in providing accurate and timely 
data.
Their data is deployed at quantitative analysis team of over 35 major institutional investors and IFIS 
Consensus is quoted as a market opinion in research reports published by the most prestigious securities 
firms.

https://kabuyoho.ifis.co.jp/

iHarare iHarare is an independent online news portal that has grown to be one of the biggest, most visited website in 
Zimbabwe with a reputation for being a one-stop-shop for information on news, jobs, evenrs, and mores.

https://iharare.com/

Illinois Review Illinois Review is a digital media site providing an alternative perspective and source of Illinois news and 
information.

http://www.illinoisreview.typepad.com/

Illum Illum is a national newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current affairs including 
business, politics, economics, sports, lifestyle and culture in Malta.

http://www.illum.com.mt/
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iLounge iLounge is an independent online provider of information about Apple Inc.’s iPod, iPhone, and iPad, digital 
media players, accessories, news, and related softwares

http://www.ilounge.com

Imaz Press Réunion (IMAZ PRESS) Imaz Press Réunion (IMAZ PRESS) is a state-run news agency in Reunion that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.ipreunion.com/

IMD Business School News Read the latest news from IMD - Events, new programs, Faculty, Alumni news and much more. https://www.imd.org/

IMD MBA Blog Thoughts and musings from students currently in the MBA program at the International Institute for 
Management Development in Lausanne, Switzerland.

https://blogs.imd.org/

iMF Direct Analysis and commentary on global economic conditions and policies. http://blog-imfdirect.imf.org/

Immar Wa Iktissad Immar Wa Iktissad is a monthly business publication covering economics and trade within Lebanon and the 
Middle East region, aimed at Arabic speaking business executives.

http://immarwaiktissad.com/

Imphal free Press
Imphal Free Press is an English daily published from Imphal Under RNI registeration number 68899/96. It was 
launched on May 3, 1996 as a joint Venture of some media professionals, including its current editor/publisher, 
Pradip Phanjoubam. Imphal free press is one of the most respected and influential newspapers in Manipur.

http://www.ifp.co.in/

Improve Your Learning and 
Memory

W. R. Klemm, Professor of Neuroscience at Texas A & M University, discusses ways to improve learning and 
memory.

http://thankyoubrain.blogspot.com

In Black and White Common sense strategies for growing your legal practice. http://www.inblackandwhiteblog.com
In the Long Run This macroeconomic newsletter is intended to provide longer term commentary and guidance. https://inthelongrun.co.uk

In The Space of Reasons Tim Thornton (Professor of Philosophy and Mental Health, University of Central Lancashire) discusses issues 
relating to his field.

http://inthespaceofreasons.blogspot.com/

Inbestia inBestia is an online platform where users can express their opinion on a security, an index, a fund, a financial 
instrument or any subject closely related to financial markets and the economy.

http://inbestia.com

Inca Kola News Latin America stocks, economics, politics, and stuff like that. http://incakolanews.blogspot.com/

Independent

Independent Newspapers is the most read newspaper among the political and business elite in Nigeria. 
Independent Newspapers Limited produce quality, vibrant and viable newspapers (print and online) that will 
inform and form the nation’s present and aspiring political, business, economic and cultural leadership; 
challenge and inspire the nation’s journalists to advance and defend the public good; and deliver superior 
value to all stakeholders.

https://independent.ng

Independent Collegian https://www.independentcollegian.com/

Independent Reserve
Founded in 2013 by Adam Tepper and Adrian Przelozny, Independent Reserve’s vision was to build Australia’
s most secure and trusted way to buy Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. Moreover, we aimed to transform 
cryptocurrency technology into secure, robust and regulated financial services, and do things the right way.

https://www.independentreserve.com/

Independent Voter Network News for Independent-minded voters and readers. https://ivn.us/

India Blooms
We generate news, features, images on a regular basis for publications across India and some abroad. IBNS 
is a full-fledged, regular news agency with a portal arm www.indiablooms.com. It is owned by Sujoy Dhar and 
Susanta Paral. It is a partnership firm headquartered in Kolkata.

http://www.indiablooms.com

India Business Insight Database

India Business Insight Database (IBID) is a compilation of vital information on Indian business and industry 
from various business magazines and newspapers. IBID is the only product of its kind to offer rich and rare 
insights into developments in Indian business and industry from both local and global perspectives. It is a 
comprehensive database covering news and analysis of information-rich stories on Indian industry judiciously 
chosen from leading business and industry sources.

http://www.ibid.informindia.co.in

India Education Dairy
orissadiary.com is the first complete portal on the state of orissa. It provides a wide range of coverage 
including news, views, and profile of orissa's culture, people politics, business, industry, tourism, 
entertainment, administration emergencies.

http://www.indiaeducationdairy.com

India First Edition India First Edition (Education Andhra) is one stop information portal of educational resources in Andhra 
Pradesh powered by up-to-date reliable information.

http://www.indiafirstedition.com

India Press Agency (IPA)
IPANewspack content is created by veteran journalists with a lifetime of specialisation in their respective fields 
and benefits from insights gained from reporting their respective beats throughout their journalistic career. The 
content also includes opinions and commentaries by professionals in the fields of economics, business and 
international relations, oil petroleum, politics, and more.

http://www.ipanewspack.com

India.com Health
With a strong focus on lifestyle related illness and a holistic viewpoint of well being, India.com health publishes 
articles from fitness, Beauty, pregnancy, sexual health, etc. The articles are written by top doctors, professional 
counsellors, dietician, psychologist and similar top professional for various sections on health. Health.india.
com is the No. 1 health based website in the country.

http://health.india.com
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India.com Travel
Discover Plan and Go! A complete travel guide providing information about travel destinations to travellers. 
The site focuses on each destination of India a visitor would like to visit and has a Travelogues section which 
covers articles on each place, describing the beauty of the place, festival season, history of a city and many 
other topics which a user would love to read and know the facts.

http://travel.india.com

Indian Currents Indian Currents weekly was launched in 1987 and deals with the current affairs of the country mainly it's socio-
political analysis in an objective and unbaised manner.

http://www.indiacurrents.com/

Indiana Daily Student Indiana University's independent, student-run newspaper. Published since 1867, daily since 1899. Located and 
distributed in Bloomington, Ind.

http://www.idsnews.com/

Indiana Statesman ISU Student Media located at Indiana State University.Student Media is composed of radio, television, 
newspaper, sports, yearbook, and corporate video.

https://www.isustudentmedia.com/

Indianapolis Restaurant Scene Honest reviews of Indianapolis restaurants. http://www.indyrestaurantscene.com

indieWIRE
IndieWire is an online publication that covers  the business and art of entertainment with a unique editorial 
voice that combines in-depth industry reporting and analysis, breaking news, and its best-in-class Oscars, 
Emmys, and crafts coverage.

http://indiewire.com

IndoEx
INDOEX is an advanced trading platform that is designed for experienced digital assets traders and 
specializes in Altcoins, Algos and Performance. INDOEX, the ultimate trading platform for digital assets, 
provides advanced exchange functionalities to allow users to buy and sell digital assets.

https://www.indoex.io/

IndraStra Global
IndraStra Global is a S'trategic Analysis & Information Services Provider' that primarily focuses on building an 
intellectually stimulating platform which provides high-end analysis on various issues concerning global affairs, 
business, and technology.

https://www.indrastra.com/

Industrial Products Finder
Industrial Products Finder was visualised and conceived as an industrial new-products-news monthly by R. V. 
Pandit, and was launched as such in October 1972. Right from the first issue, more than 38 years ago, the 
magazine contained unique features. It showcased exactly what the name of the magazine proclaimed. The 
annual publication of Industrial Products Finder comes with more than 1000 industrial product profiles.

http://www.ipfonline.com

Inferse Inferse.com is an online news outlet focused on technology, breaking gadget news and happenings in the 
world of consumer electronics. 

http://www.inferse.com

Info Sur Diario
Info Sur Diario is an independent online publication in Argentina that publishes news and information from the 
southern suburbs of Buenos Aires, Florencio Varela, Quilmes and Berazategui, covering politics, police, sports 
and more.

http://infosurdiario.com.ar/

Info241 Info241 is an online publication located in Gabon which covers various topics such as local, regional, 
international news, economics, politics, and more. 

https://info241.com/

InfoBrisas
Infobrisas is a news portal created in 2016, with a local perspective, independent journalism in and from Mar 
del Plata and the articles that are published in Infobrisas.com are typical of the exercise of free journalism, 
which is not limited to governments, institutions, political or social organizations and companies.

https://infobrisas.com/

Infocera The infocera site is dedicated to provide fresh, quality and unique news articles for its readers. It mainly covers 
news articles in Science/Tech, Health, Entertainment and Sports sections.

http://infocera.com

Informate Salta InformateSalta.com.ar is a digital news medium in Salta, Argentina, offering timely updates that reflect on the 
most important news, dealing with a diverse array of topics and a wide range of views.

https://informatesalta.com.ar

Information Flaneur Personal thoughts on librarianship and public libraries, Open Access, privacy, and informatics. http://www.hughrundle.net
Information Nigeria Information Nigeria is a leading news and lifestyle publication in Nigeria https://www.informationnigeria.com/news
Information Overlord Librarian blog with a media, telecoms and IT law slant. http://www.informationoverlord.co.uk/
Information Wants to be Free A librarian, writer, and tech geek reflects on the profession and the tools used to serve library patrons. http://meredith.wolfwater.com/wordpress/

Information Week India
InformationWeek is the leading news and information source for information technology professionals and 
business managers with technology management and purchasing authority. InformationWeek.in provides 
breaking news online and in newsletters, in-depth features, insightful analysis, benchmarking data, research 
reports, a wide-range of technology centers, white papers, community forums and expert opinions.

http://www.Informationweek.in

InformED InformED is a learning and ideas hub. A portal for training news and industry insights in the universe of 
pedagogy and education technology.

http://www.opencolleges.edu.au/informed

Inforpress Inforpress is a Portuguese language news agency from Cape Verde, delivering fast, in-depth coverage of the 
events shaping the country. The agency covers all topics from business to politics and culture to sports.

http://www.inforpress.publ.cv/

Infos Plus Gabon
Infosplusgabon is the first private and independent online Gabonese news agency specialized in the 
distribution of news, reports and editorials on the North and the South of the world, addressing political, 
economic, financial, social and gender issues. It was established on 19 June 1992.

http://www.infosplusgabon.com
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InfoStride News InfoStride News is an indelpendent newspaper publisher that delivers the latest breaking news, Nigerian news, 
world news and top stories on business, celebrity, entertainment, politics, sports, technology and more. 

https://www.theinfostride.com/

Infovest21

Infovest21 is an information services company for the hedge fund industry. News, manager interviews, white 
papers, surveys and industry events provide the qualified investor, the institutional investor, and the alternative 
investment manager with customized information that will assist each in a time and cost-effective manner. 
Efficient delivery of information, cutting-edge technology and a niche focus are the themes to the innovative 
services provided.

http://www.infovest21.com

INFOWORLD 
InfoWorld, the leading voice in emerging enterprise technology, is the go-to resource for developers, 
architects, and business leaders launching next-generation initiatives on scalable cloud platforms, where such 
future-focused tech as AI/machine learning, big data analytics, and NoSQL databases evolve continuously. 
InfoWorld serves those determined to seek business advantage by staying ahead of the technology curve.

www.infoworld.com

Initial Public Offering (IPO)
Have initial public offering data delivered to you simply and find out if a target company has declared its 
intention of going public. Then use that information to set up an issue in your reference database. EDI monitors 
IPO’s worldwide using local stock exchanges as its primary source of information, along with secondary 
sources including local newspapers, news agencies etc.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/worldwide-initial-public-offering-
data/

Iniversity of Thi-Qar Journal of 
education for pure science

Journal of education for Pure Science (Jeds) is a peer reviewed open access journal. The Journal welcomes 
the submission of manuscripts that meet the general criteria of significance and scientific excellence in the field 
of science and new technology. For this purpose we invite you to contribute your excellent papers in the 
relevant fields. The publications of papers are selected through peer review to ensure originality, relevance, 
and readability. The journal is published every three monthos . The articles published in our journal can be 
accessed online. The journal maintains strict refereeing procedures through its editorial policies to publish only 
the highest quality paper.

https://jceps.utq.edu.iq/index.php/main/about

InnerCityPress Investigative Reporting From the Inner City to Wall Street to the United Nations. http://www.innercitypress.com

Innovanews.ru Innovanews.ru covers current topics on innovation, as well as information on scientific developments and new 
technologies.

http://innovanews.ru/

Innovation Village Innovation Village is a news blog that focuses on promoting innovation, new products, new technologies 
across Africa.

http://innovation-village.com

Innovative Jordan

Innovative Jordan is a nationwide campaign celebrating the achievements of Jordan’s innovators, 
entrepreneurs, and creative youth. Launched in May 2017 by Oasis500 – the leading seed investment 
company and business accelerator anchored by the King Abdullah II Fund for Development (KAFD) – the 
campaign aims to strengthen Jordan’s standing as a regional hub for innovation and to build a generation that 
contributes to sustainable development through innovative, original ideas.

https://innovative.jo/

INPRwire
INPRwire is a specialnoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which provides 
free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news submitted to 
INPRwire has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major web and news 
search engines.

https://www.inprwire.com/

INQUIRER.net

INQUIRER.net is the official news website and member of the Inquirer Group of Companies in the Philippines 
that includes the Philippine Daily Inquirer, Hinge Inquirer Publications, Cebu Daily News, Inquirer LIBRE, 
Bandera, INQUIRER.net, Megamobile Inquirer, Print Town, DZIQ 990AM Radyo Inquirer, DAG and Inquirer 
Catalyst Media. INQUIRER.net is ranked among the world’s most visited news sites and features 24/7 
breaking news, the latest on local and international issues and events, and compelling commentaries on 
Politics, Entertainment, Sports, Lifestyle, Business and Technology.

http://www.inquirer.net

INSIDE INSIDE focuses on blockchain, startups, technology trends, and technology development, and satisfies digital 
technology readers by deeply exploring the topics of digital life and future technology.

https://www.inside.com.tw

Inside Croydon Inside Croydon is interested in everything related to life inside Croydon: music, theatre, education, football, 
crime and policing, traffic, housing and planning, cricket … The list is endless.

https://insidecroydon.com

Inside Search Blog The official Google Search blog. http://insidesearch.blogspot.com/

Inside the Brain Blogging about all aspects of brain research, including nerve circuitry in neurological and psychiatric disorders 
such as Parkinson’s disease and schizophrenia.

http://inside-the-brain.com

Inside Vandy
The Vanderbilt Hustler serves as a news source for Vanderbilt University’s campus and forum for students’ 
perspectives. The Hustler’s content is divided into six sections, each of which is run by an editor and staffed by 
Vanderbilt students

http://www.vanderbilthustler.com/
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InsideEVs
InsideEVs was created not only to publish the breaking news of the day about electric vehicles, but to dissect 
it, promote it, and, most importantly, examine the how, what, and why of electric vehicles.InsideEVs brings 
together some of the most knowledgeable, well-known insiders, as well as dozens of prominent contributors.

https://insideevs.com/

InsideOyo InsideOyo is independent news medium for up-to-date events and happenings within and around Oyo state in 
Nigeria, born out of the need to create a niche for local content.

www.insideoyo.com

INSIDER
INSIDER is great journalism about what passionate people actually want to know. That’s everything from news 
to food, celebrity to science, politics to sports and all the rest. It’s smart. It’s fearless. It’s fun. We push the 
boundaries of digital storytelling. Our mission is to inform and inspire.

https://www.insider.com/

INSIDER - Video
INSIDER is great journalism about what passionate people actually want to know. That’s everything from news 
to food, celebrity to science, politics to sports and all the rest. It’s smart. It’s fearless. It’s fun. We push the 
boundaries of digital storytelling. Our mission is to inform and inspire.

https://www.thisisinsider.com/video

Insider Intelligence - Charts
Transparently sourced data in visual form, easily accessible and downloadable. Our clients primarily cite our 
charts and data points in demand generation and prospecting messaging related to their clients’ pain points for 
relevance and use them to legitimise strategic ideas and thought leadership via internal and external 
presentations. Proprietary data and over 3,000 third-party sources about the most important topics.

https://www.insiderintelligence.
com/products/charts/

Insider Intelligence - Forecasts Interactive projections with more than 10,000 proprietary metrics on emerging trends, market changes and 
consumer behaviour–with a less than 5% variation in estimates vs. actuals.

https://www.insiderintelligence.
com/products/forecasts/

Insider Intelligence - Industry 
Briefings

Deep insights delivered at the speed of news. These daily industry briefings provide you and your teams with 
context and analysis of breaking, relevant developments.

https://www.insiderintelligence.
com/products/briefings/

Insider Intelligence - Industry 
Briefings (Free)

Deep insights delivered at the speed of news. These daily industry briefings provide you and your teams with 
context and analysis of breaking, relevant developments.

https://www.insiderintelligence.
com/products/briefings/

Insider Intelligence - Industry 
Briefings (Premium)

Deep insights delivered at the speed of news. These daily industry briefings provide you and your teams with 
context and analysis of breaking, relevant developments.

https://www.insiderintelligence.
com/products/briefings/

Insider Intelligence - Industry KPIs Industry benchmarks for the most important KPIs in digital marketing, advertising, retail and ecommerce. 
Leverage benchmarks for optimised budget planning, justification, and success.

https://www.insiderintelligence.
com/products/industry-kpis/

Insider Intelligence - Reports
In-depth analysis, benchmarks and shorter spotlights on digital trends. Our research reports contain a view of 
the landscape and key stakeholders, identify the impactful events of the year and how they changed the 
industry and lay out key trends in the year to come

https://www.insiderintelligence.
com/products/reports/

InsideUSC with Scott Wolf Scott Wolf has been covering the University of Southern California for over 20 years. https://insideusc.blog

InSight Crime
InSight Crime is a foundation dedicated to the study of the principal threat to national and citizen security in 
Latin America and the Caribbean: Organized Crime. We seek to deepen and inform the debate about 
organized crime in the region by providing the general public with regular reporting, analysis and investigation 
on the subject and on state efforts to combat it.

https://es.insightcrime.org/

InSight Crime
InSight Crime is a foundation dedicated to the study of the principal threat to national and citizen security in 
Latin America and the Caribbean: Organized Crime. We seek to deepen and inform the debate about 
organized crime in the region by providing the general public with regular reporting, analysis and investigation 
on the subject and on state efforts to combat it.

https://www.insightcrime.org/category/news/

InSight Crime - Investigations 
InSight Crime is a foundation dedicated to the study of the principal threat to national and citizen security in 
Latin America and the Caribbean: Organized Crime. We seek to deepen and inform the debate about 
organized crime in the region by providing the general public with regular reporting, analysis and investigation 
on the subject and on state efforts to combat it.

https://es.insightcrime.org/investigaciones/

InSight Crime - Investigations 
InSight Crime is a foundation dedicated to the study of the principal threat to national and citizen security in 
Latin America and the Caribbean: Organized Crime. We seek to deepen and inform the debate about 
organized crime in the region by providing the general public with regular reporting, analysis and investigation 
on the subject and on state efforts to combat it.

https://www.insightcrime.org/investigations/

InsightaaS - Video Video interviews tied to our text content. http://www.youtube.com/user/InsightaaS

INSPIRED LIVING Stylish, smart and friendly, Inspired Living is the magazine for real people with real homes. Each issue is 
packed with fresh ideas, fab furnishings, home tours, and chic spaces from around the world.

http://e.ktinspiredliving.com

Institutional Economics Economics and financial markets from a libertarian perspective. Featured in Forbes magazine’s Best of the 
Web.

http://www.institutional-economics.com

Insurance Coverage Law in 
Massachusetts Issues relating to liability insurance coverage in Massachusetts and in general. http://insurancecoveragemassachusetts.

blogspot.com/
InsureBlog Insurance issues, principles, and solutions. http://insureblog.blogspot.com/
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IntelligentHQ At IntelligentHQ.com we cover business trends, finance, innovation, management, technology, leadership, 
energy, social media, business intelligence and executive education.

http://www.intelligenthq.com

intelNews Provides expert analysis on intelligence, espionage and national security topics in the news. http://www.intelnews.org
International Business Times 
Australia International business news focusing on Australia. http://www.ibtimes.com.au/

International Business Times India International business news focusing on India. http://ibtimes.co.in

International Business Times News IBTimes provide global Economic commentaries and news, strong companies coverage - including small and 
large cap firms - and insights into every particular market (stock, commodities and currency)

http://www.ibtimes.com

International Economic Law and 
Policy Blog Current developments and scholarship in the field of international economic law and policy. http://worldtradelaw.typepad.com/ielpblog

International Financing Review 
(IFR) by Refinitiv

In global capital markets, impeccable market intelligence lies at the heart of success. It informs and 
encourages excellent decision-making, which, in turn, breeds great performance. With a pedigree stretching 
back over four decades, IFR (International Financing Review) is the world's leading provider of global capital 
markets intelligence. Our reputation is founded on our in-depth knowledge of the detail surrounding current 
deals and forthcoming opportunities. The data is reliable and our opinion is trusted, so when you need to know 
about market activity and reaction, you’ll find it in IFR. And since we deliver this market-leading intelligence in 
whichever way is most suited to the way you work, you can use IFR to inform both your strategic and tactical 
decision-making. Our staff is the largest and most experienced of any capital markets publication and 
comprises a careful blend of seasoned journalists and acknowledged industry professionals. We are uniquely 
qualified to offer unbiased expert commentary from all major financial hubs, ensuring we deliver the highest 
quality journalism to our subscribers. The complete offering of IFR content/data includes: IFR Real-time News 
and issuance; IFR Real-time Bond Pipelines; IFR Real-time Bond Deals; IFR Equity Pipelines; and IFR 
Briefings – DCM, Rates, FX, ECM, ESG.

https://www.ifre.com/

International Institute for 
Sustainable Development (IISD) - 
Blog

The International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) is an award-winning independent think tank 
working to fulfill a bold commitment: to create a world where people and the planet thrive.

https://www.iisd.org/blog

International Institute for 
Sustainable Development (IISD) - 
News

The International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) is an award-winning independent think tank 
working to fulfill a bold commitment: to create a world where people and the planet thrive.

https://www.iisd.org/press

International Journal of Agriculture 
and Biology

International Journal of Agriculture and Biology disseminate original scientific work related to basic and applied 
studies in the field of agriculture, biology, natural resources, and related socio-economic sciences.

http://www.fspublishers.org

International Journal of 
Transportation Engineering (IJTE)

Categories and General Algebraic Structures with Applications is an international biannual journal published by 
Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran, Iran, founded in 2013. It is open access and free of charges. It publishes 
original high quality research papers and invited research and survey articles mainly in two subjects: 
Categories (algebraic, topological, and applications in mathematics and computer science) and General 
Algebraic Structures (not necessarily classical algebraic structures, but universal algebras such as algebras in 
categories, semigroups, their actions, automata, ordered algebraic structures,  lattices (of any kind), 
quasigroups, hyper universal algebras, and their applications).

http://www.ijte.ir/

International Law Prof Blog Leading academics blog about international law. http://lawprofessors.typepad.
com/international_law

International Liberty A blog discussing economic liberty and personal freedom. http://danieljmitchell.wordpress.com/
International Political Economy 
Zone Punchy commentary on current events with geo-economic importance. http://ipezone.blogspot.com/index.html

International Research Journal of 
Arts and Humanities

The International Research Journal of Arts & Humanities (IRJAH) is published by the Faculty of Arts, University 
of Sindh  The journal includes papers and articles on a wide range of subjects including anthropology, Pakistan 
studies, archeology, architecture, art, art history, English, ethnic studies, dance, film, folklore, geography, 
geographic design, history landscape architecture, languages, literature, linguistics, music, performing arts, 
philosophy, postcolonial identities, product design, religion, second language studies, speech/communication, 
theater, visual arts, other areas of arts and humanities and cross disciplinary areas.

http://www.usindh.edu.pk

International Trade Law News News, information and analysis on export controls, sanctions, customs law, FCPA, antidumping and other 
international trade issues.

http://www.tradelawnews.com
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Internet Governance Project
IGP a the leading source of independent analysis of global Internet governance by a group of professors, 
postdoctoral researchers and students at the School of Public Policy at the Georgia Institute of Technology. 
IGP conducts scholarly research, produce timely policy analyses and public comments, blog on current events 
in Internet governance, and bring those ideas and proposals directly into Internet governance processes.

http://internetgovernance.org/

Internet Legislation Atlas (ILA)

The Internet Legislation Atlas (ILA) is a pilot project which assesses and visualizes the level of compliance of 
selected digital rights vis-à-vis international human rights standards in seven countries of the Middle East and 
North Africa: Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria and Tunisia. The project looks at the legal frameworks 
that govern the Internet and focuses on the level of protection afforded particularly to the right to freedom of 
expression and the right to privacy.

https://internetlegislationatlas.org/#/countries

InTime, condiviso per comunicare
InTime is an independent blog where you can find information on all that is the world of social media and digital 
communication, mainly general information. InTIme is strategic information and aims at providing tools and 
strategies for all professionals.

https://www.franzrusso.it

Into Tomorrow

Into Tomorrow with Dave Graveline - now in our 15th Year - is a 3-hour radio program (as well as 60 second 
Daily Features and ITTV Video Reports) covering the Latest in Consumer Electronics & Technology available 
today and into tomorrow. The show airs on over 150 AM & FM radio stations around the U.S., on both SIRIUS 
and XM Satellite Radio, radio stations in Germany, Bermuda, New Zealand, The Virgin Islands, Canada and 
several other sources including Mobile Broadcast Network, iTunes, BeOS Radio, Sprint Radio, TiVo, Stitcher, 
CelleCast, Podzilla and many others - every weekend. "Into Tomorrow" is also heard around the world on the 
Armed Forces Networks in several other countries. In addition, we stream all our audio and video via our web 
site and provide free Podcasts of our show archives.  The ONLY international show covering Consumer 
Electronics exclusively for 15 years.

http://www.youtube.com/user/ITTV

InverseCondemnation.com A law blog devoted to recent developments and commentary on regulatory takings, eminent domain, inverse 
condemnation, property rights, and land use law.

http://www.inversecondemnation.com

Inversor LATAM Latin American investment, finance and economy news. http://www.inversorlatam.com/

investESG.eu investESG.eu is a dedicated ESG online media platform providing asset owners and other readers restriction-
free access to an industry-relevant ESG investing discourse.

https://investesg.eu/

Investigate West
InvestigateWest is a nonprofit investigative journalism newsroom that focuses on critical issues that impact our 
communities throughout the Pacific Northwest and Cascadia, with a special focus on environment, government 
and corporate accountability, and public health.

http://www.invw.org

Investigative Post
Investigative Post is the a news organization dedicated exclusively to watchdog journalism to produce fact-
based, nonpartisan investigative stories and analyses on issues that matter to the citizens and taxpayers of 
Buffalo and Wstern New York

http://www.investigativepost.org/

Investigative Project on Terrorism News and op/ed articles on radical Islamist groups and their facilitators. http://www.investigativeproject.org/

Investigative Reporting Workshop

The Investigative Reporting Workshop publishes in-depth stories about government and corporate 
accountability, ranging widely from the environment and health to national security and the economy. The 
Workshop focuses on topics ranging widely from the environment and health to national security and the 
economy. The Workshop also has reported numerous stories on immigration, police shootings and sexual 
assault.

https://investigativereportingworkshop.org/

Investing Caffeine Investment advice from professional money manager Wade W. Slome, President of Sidoxia Capital 
Management, LLC.

http://investingcaffeine.com

Investing News Network The source for unbiased, independent news and information on the resource market. http://investingnews.com/
Investing With Options - Video Commentary on financial markets specializing in equity options trading. http://www.investingwithoptions.com/

https://internetlegislationatlas.org/#/countries
https://investesg.eu/
https://investigativereportingworkshop.org/


Investing.com Australia Edition

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://au.investing.com/

Investing.com Bahasa Indonesia 
Edition

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://id.investing.com/

Investing.com Bahasa Melayu 
(Malaysia Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://ms.investing.com/

Investing.com Canada Edition

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://ca.investing.com/

https://au.investing.com/
https://id.investing.com/
https://ms.investing.com/
https://ca.investing.com/


Investing.com China Edition (简体中
文)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://cn.investing.com/

Investing.com Español (México 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://mx.investing.com/

Investing.com Español (Spain 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://es.investing.com/

Investing.com Français (France 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://fr.investing.com/

http://investing.com/
http://investing.com/
https://cn.investing.com/
https://mx.investing.com/
https://es.investing.com/
https://fr.investing.com/


Investing.com German Edition

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://de.investing.com/

Investing.com India Edition

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://in.investing.com/

Investing.com Israel Edition (עברית)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://il.investing.com//

Investing.com Italiano (Italian 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://it.investing.com/

https://de.investing.com/
https://in.investing.com/
https://il.investing.com/
https://it.investing.com/


Investing.com Nederlands Edition

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://nl.investing.com/

Investing.com Nigeria Edition

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://ng.investing.com/

Investing.com Philippines Edition

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://ph.investing.com/

Investing.com Polski (Polish 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://pl.investing.com/

http://investing.com/
https://nl.investing.com/
https://ng.investing.com/
https://ph.investing.com/
https://pl.investing.com/


Investing.com Português (Brasil 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://br.investing.com/

Investing.com Português (Portugal 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://pt.investing.com/

Investing.com Saudi Arabia Edition 
(العربیة )

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://sa.investing.com

Investing.com South Africa Edition

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://za.investing.com/

https://br.investing.com/
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https://za.investing.com/


Investing.com Suomi (Finland 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://fi.investing.com/

Investing.com Svenska (Sweden 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://se.investing.com/

Investing.com Tiếng Việt (Vietnam 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://vn.investing.com/

Investing.com Türkçe (Turkey 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://tr.investing.com/

https://fi.investing.com/
https://se.investing.com/
https://vn.investing.com/
https://tr.investing.com/


Investing.com USA Edition

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://www.investing.com/

Investing.com Ελληνικά (Greece 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://gr.investing.com/

Investing.com Русский (Russia 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://ru.investing.com/

Investing.com हदं  (India Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://hi.investing.com/

http://investing.com/
https://www.investing.com/
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https://hi.investing.com/


Investing.com ไทย (Thailand 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://th.investing.com/

Investing.com 한국어 (Korea 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://kr.investing.com/

Investing.com 日本語 (Japan 
Edition)

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://jp.investing.com/

Investing.com 繁體中文 (Hong Kong 
Edition) 

Investing.com is a financial markets platform providing real-time data, quotes, charts, financial tools, breaking 
news and analysis across 250 exchanges around the world in 44 language editions. With more than 21 million 
monthly users, and over 180 million sessions, Investing.com is one of the top three global financial websites 
according to SimilarWeb. With over 300,000 financial instruments covered, Investing.com offers unlimited 
access to cutting-edge financial market tools such as real-time quotes & alerts, customised portfolios, personal 
alerts, calendars, calculators, and financial insights, completely free of charge. In addition to the global Stock 
Markets, Investing.com also covers Commodities, Cryptocurrencies, World Indices, World Currencies, 
Commodities, Bonds, Funds & Interest Rates, ETF's Futures and Options. Investing.com strives to be a one-
stop-shop for traders and investors with apps available on iOS and Android, which has been the highest rated 
financial markets app on Google Play for five consecutive years. Over the years, Investing.com established 
itself as a trustworthy publisher, allowing hundreds of loyal advertisers the opportunity for global and local 
exposure, on all available platforms. Founded in 2007, Investing.com now has over 250 employees in Tel Aviv, 
Madrid, Milan, Tokyo, Mumbai, Seoul and Shenzhen.

https://hk.investing.com/

https://th.investing.com/
https://kr.investing.com/
https://jp.investing.com/
https://hk.investing.com/


Investment Funds NAVs
The Investment Fund Net Asset Value Service (NAVs) which aims to deliver a bespoke database of NAV to 
financial institutions. The Investment Fund industry is estimated to be worth around $100 trillion worldwide. 
The share of financial assets owned through the medium of investment funds has been growing steadily and 
continues to expand particularly in emerging markets.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/investment-funds-navs/

Investment Research Dynamics Present one truthseeker's view of financial, economic and political events. http://investmentresearchdynamics.com/
Investor Strategy News Institutional investor news and strategies for the APAC region, concentrating on Australia. http://www.investorstrategynews.com/

InvestorBrandNetwork
IBN is a multifaceted organization with an extensive team of contributing journalists and writers. IBN is 
uniquely positioned to serve private and public companies aiming to reach a wide audience of investors, 
consumers, journalists and the general public. By cutting through the overload of information in today’s market 
and cultivating strategic partnerships with leaders from multiple industries

https://www.investorbrandnetwork.com

Investorideas.com Newswire
InvestorIdeas.com is a leader in investor stock research, news and interviews with leading experts and 
analysts. Sectors covered include water and renewable energy stocks, biotech stocks, mining and gold stocks, 
energy stocks, natural gas stocks, tech (includes cloud and social networking), defence stocks, nano-tech, 
China stocks, agriculture and other leading sectors.

https://www.investorideas.com/

Investors Guru Small Cap Stock 
Observer - Video InvestorsGuru.com Small-Cap TV Show - Daily Guru Trader Video of breakout stocks with news. http://InvestorsGuru.com

Invezz Invezz is a leading investing publication, covering stocks, forex & cryptocurrency. https://invezz.com

IOL
IOL is one of South Africa's largest news portal, with approximately 3 million unique readers. Apart from 
national news generated 24/7, IOL's access to news content from more than a dozen Independent 
Newspapers’ printed titles makes it South Africa's premier source of regional news.

http://www.iol.co.za

ionigeria.com ionigeria.com is an independent online publication in Nigeria that provides credible, balanced and all-inclusive 
information and news about Nigeria, Africa and the world.

https://ionigeria.com

iOTWreport iOTWreport.com is an independent online publication that mainly covers conservative news with a satirical 
pop-culture slant.

http://iotwreport.com/

Iowa Capital Dispatch
The Iowa Capital Dispatch is an independent news organization dedicated to connecting Iowans to their state 
government and its impact on their lives. The Capital Dispatch combines state government coverage with 
investigative journalism, deep dives into the consequences of policy, political insight, and principled 
commentary.

https://iowacapitaldispatch.com

IP Legal Corner Domain name jurisprudence and commentaries on UDRP decisions. http://iplegalcorner.com/

IP Litigation Current IP Litigation Current provides input regarding litigation and discovery matters in the federal district courts, as 
well as the court of appeals, and will alert readers about the practical applications of legal proceedings.

https://www.foley.com/en/insights/blogs/ip-
litigation-current

IP Spotlight IP Spotlight provides news and practice tips relating to the legal and business aspects of intellectual property 
and other intangible assets.  Published by Jim Singer of Pepper Hamilton LLP.

http://ipspotlight.com

IPE - ESG
IPE is the leading European publication for institutional investors and those running pension funds. IPE offers 
in-depth reporting and news on ESG investing for our pension fund and asset management readers from our 
award-winning journalists.

https://www.ipe.com/esg/esg/484.topic

iPhone App Developer News Mobile app developer news and resources for the iPad, Android and iPhone app development community. http://dogtownmedia.com/news
iPhone in Canada Apple news site with related mobile news for Canadians. http://www.iphoneincanada.ca/
iPhone J.D. A website for lawyers using iPhones and iPads. http://www.iphonejd.com
iPhoneate Spanish-language news about Apple products. http://iphoneate.com/
IPKat Weblog Intellectual property law, practice, business news and comments. http://ipkitten.blogspot.com

IPR Strategic Information Database

Info-Prod is a business consultancy specialising in the Arab markets of the Middle East and North Africa. For 
over two decades, Info-Prod has been providing a range of market research, business development and 
consulting services to Fortune 500 corporations, financial institutions, governments and large NGOs, along 
with many of the Middle East's top executives, business owners and investors. Info-Prod has earned a 
reputation for getting reliable, actionable and precise information on markets, industries and companies that 
are usually considered impossible to penetrate due to their closed and non-transparent nature. Info-Prod 
constantly covers a variety of industries, such as transport, concrete, finance, pharmaceuticals, and many 
others. The company works in all of the countries of the Middle East and North Africa. The IPR Strategic 
Information Database from Info-Prod provides subscribers with timely political, financial and economic news 
from the Middle East, as well as other global emerging markets.

http://www.infoprod.co.il

https://www.exchange-data.com/product/investment-funds-navs/
https://www.exchange-data.com/product/investment-funds-navs/
https://www.investorideas.com/
http://www.iol.co.za/
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iPRsoftware
(fka iPressroom)

Provides PR and Marketing Software solutions to the world’s most respected companies and organizations 
including Yahoo!, Target, Xerox, American Heart Association, UCLA, and many others. With decades of PR, 
Marketing, Media and Software as a Service (SaaS) experience, iPR’s CMS publishes, hosts, and distributes 
millions of news and multimedia content to corporate websites, social media channels, newswires, search 
engines, mobile devices, and traditional media.

https://www.iprsoftware.com/

IPS - Inter Press Service

IPS - Inter Press Service is an international communication institution with a global news agency at its core, 
raising the voices, news and views of the Global South and civil society on issues of development, 
globalisation, human rights and the environment. Information is an agent of change. Since its inception, back in 
1964, IPS has believed in the role of information as a precondition for lifting communities out of poverty and 
marginalization. This belief is reflected in our historic mission: “giving a voice to the voiceless”– acting as a 
communication channel that privileges the voices and the concerns of the poorest and creates a climate of 
understanding, accountability and participation around development, promoting a new international information 
order between the South and the North.

http://ipsnews.net/francais/

IPS - Inter Press Service

IPS - Inter Press Service is an international communication institution with a global news agency at its core, 
raising the voices, news and views of the Global South and civil society on issues of development, 
globalisation, human rights and the environment. Information is an agent of change. Since its inception, back in 
1964, IPS has believed in the role of information as a precondition for lifting communities out of poverty and 
marginalization. This belief is reflected in our historic mission: “giving a voice to the voiceless”– acting as a 
communication channel that privileges the voices and the concerns of the poorest and creates a climate of 
understanding, accountability and participation around development, promoting a new international information 
order between the South and the North.

http://ipsnews.net/italiano/

IPS - Inter Press Service

IPS - Inter Press Service is an international communication institution with a global news agency at its core, 
raising the voices, news and views of the Global South and civil society on issues of development, 
globalisation, human rights and the environment. Information is an agent of change. Since its inception, back in 
1964, IPS has believed in the role of information as a precondition for lifting communities out of poverty and 
marginalization. This belief is reflected in our historic mission: “giving a voice to the voiceless”– acting as a 
communication channel that privileges the voices and the concerns of the poorest and creates a climate of 
understanding, accountability and participation around development, promoting a new international information 
order between the South and the North.

http://ipsnews.net/suomi/

IPS - Inter Press Service

IPS - Inter Press Service is an international communication institution with a global news agency at its core, 
raising the voices, news and views of the Global South and civil society on issues of development, 
globalisation, human rights and the environment. Information is an agent of change. Since its inception, back in 
1964, IPS has believed in the role of information as a precondition for lifting communities out of poverty and 
marginalization. This belief is reflected in our historic mission: “giving a voice to the voiceless”– acting as a 
communication channel that privileges the voices and the concerns of the poorest and creates a climate of 
understanding, accountability and participation around development, promoting a new international information 
order between the South and the North.

http://ipsnews.net/svenska/

IPS - Inter Press Service

IPS - Inter Press Service is an international communication institution with a global news agency at its core, 
raising the voices, news and views of the Global South and civil society on issues of development, 
globalisation, human rights and the environment. Information is an agent of change. Since its inception, back in 
1964, IPS has believed in the role of information as a precondition for lifting communities out of poverty and 
marginalization. This belief is reflected in our historic mission: “giving a voice to the voiceless”– acting as a 
communication channel that privileges the voices and the concerns of the poorest and creates a climate of 
understanding, accountability and participation around development, promoting a new international information 
order between the South and the North.

http://ipsnews.net/swahili/

IPS - Inter Press Service

IPS - Inter Press Service is an international communication institution with a global news agency at its core, 
raising the voices, news and views of the Global South and civil society on issues of development, 
globalisation, human rights and the environment. Information is an agent of change. Since its inception, back in 
1964, IPS has believed in the role of information as a precondition for lifting communities out of poverty and 
marginalization. This belief is reflected in our historic mission: “giving a voice to the voiceless”– acting as a 
communication channel that privileges the voices and the concerns of the poorest and creates a climate of 
understanding, accountability and participation around development, promoting a new international information 
order between the South and the North.

http://ipsnews.net/turkce/

https://www.iprsoftware.com/
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IPS - Inter Press Service

IPS - Inter Press Service is an international communication institution with a global news agency at its core, 
raising the voices, news and views of the Global South and civil society on issues of development, 
globalisation, human rights and the environment. Information is an agent of change. Since its inception, back in 
1964, IPS has believed in the role of information as a precondition for lifting communities out of poverty and 
marginalization. This belief is reflected in our historic mission: “giving a voice to the voiceless”– acting as a 
communication channel that privileges the voices and the concerns of the poorest and creates a climate of 
understanding, accountability and participation around development, promoting a new international information 
order between the South and the North.

http://www.ipsnews.net/

IPS - Inter Press Service

IPS - Inter Press Service is an international communication institution with a global news agency at its core, 
raising the voices, news and views of the Global South and civil society on issues of development, 
globalisation, human rights and the environment. Information is an agent of change. Since its inception, back in 
1964, IPS has believed in the role of information as a precondition for lifting communities out of poverty and 
marginalization. This belief is reflected in our historic mission: “giving a voice to the voiceless”– acting as a 
communication channel that privileges the voices and the concerns of the poorest and creates a climate of 
understanding, accountability and participation around development, promoting a new international information 
order between the South and the North.

http://www.ipsnews.net/deutsch/

IPS - Inter Press Service

IPS - Inter Press Service is an international communication institution with a global news agency at its core, 
raising the voices, news and views of the Global South and civil society on issues of development, 
globalisation, human rights and the environment. Information is an agent of change. Since its inception, back in 
1964, IPS has believed in the role of information as a precondition for lifting communities out of poverty and 
marginalization. This belief is reflected in our historic mission: “giving a voice to the voiceless”– acting as a 
communication channel that privileges the voices and the concerns of the poorest and creates a climate of 
understanding, accountability and participation around development, promoting a new international information 
order between the South and the North.

http://www.ipsnoticias.net/

IPS - Inter Press Service

IPS - Inter Press Service is an international communication institution with a global news agency at its core, 
raising the voices, news and views of the Global South and civil society on issues of development, 
globalisation, human rights and the environment. Information is an agent of change. Since its inception, back in 
1964, IPS has believed in the role of information as a precondition for lifting communities out of poverty and 
marginalization. This belief is reflected in our historic mission: “giving a voice to the voiceless”– acting as a 
communication channel that privileges the voices and the concerns of the poorest and creates a climate of 
understanding, accountability and participation around development, promoting a new international information 
order between the South and the North.

http://www.ipsnoticias.net/portuguese/

IPS - Inter Press Service

IPS - Inter Press Service is an international communication institution with a global news agency at its core, 
raising the voices, news and views of the Global South and civil society on issues of development, 
globalisation, human rights and the environment. Information is an agent of change. Since its inception, back in 
1964, IPS has believed in the role of information as a precondition for lifting communities out of poverty and 
marginalization. This belief is reflected in our historic mission: “giving a voice to the voiceless”– acting as a 
communication channel that privileges the voices and the concerns of the poorest and creates a climate of 
understanding, accountability and participation around development, promoting a new international information 
order between the South and the North.

https://www.ipsnews.be/

IQ - HSE - RU Research-based analysis and commentary by experts on economy and sociology. In Russian. https://iq.hse.ru/

Iran Chamber of Commerce, 
Industries, Mines & Agriculture 
(ICCIMA) News

Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries and Mines according to its mission regarding the next 10-year plan (by 
2018-1397 Iranian calendar) as a representative of the members, is determined to pave the way for the Iranian 
economic structure and Prepare appropriate atmosphere so that the members could participate in the various 
economic areas and therefore plays an effective role in growing economic and social indexes, enhancing 
domestic business competitiveness at the national, regional and international level, promoting the economic 
and social status of Iranian economic activists, the private sector specially entrepreneurs & the ICCIM 
members and promoting the members’ quality of life.

http://en.otaghiranonline.ir/

Iran Daily Iran Daily is a tabloid-sized newspaper from Tehran, Iran, focusing on national and international news, current 
affairs, politics, business and sports.

 http://www.irandaily.ir/

Iran International

Iran International is a business and trade magazine covering oil & gas, petrochemicals, finance, trade & 
business, banking, marketing, investment, management, the global economy, information technology, industry, 
transport, the aerospace industry, free zones and the auto industry. It was first published in June 1998 and is 
aimed at businessmen, decision-makers, government officials, industrial executives and investors. The 
quarterly magazine is published in March, June, September and December.

http://www.iraninternationalmagazine.com

http://www.ipsnews.net/
http://www.ipsnews.net/deutsch/
http://www.ipsnoticias.net/
http://www.ipsnoticias.net/portuguese/
https://www.ipsnews.be/
http://en.otaghiranonline.ir/
http://www.irandaily.ir/
http://www.iraninternationalmagazine.com/


Iran Investment Monthly
Turquoise Partners publishes Iran Investment Monthly with the aim of keeping its recipients updated on the 
latest macroeconomic developments in Iran, providing an in-depth analysis of the Tehran Stock Exchange as 
well as introducing new financial products and private equity opportunities to potential investors.

http://www.turquoisepartners.
com/iraninvestment

Iran News Iran News is an English language daily newspaper from Iran covering politics, economics, society and sports. https://irannewsdaily.com/

Iran Press News Agency
State-run Iran Press News Agency is the first and only Iranian video news agency specialising in video on 
demand, providing our customers with real-time visual news from Iran, Middle East, and the wider world, 
broadcast on Eutelsat, on a round-the-clock 24-hour basis. 

https://arabic.iranpress.com/

Iran Press News Agency
State-run Iran Press News Agency is the first and only Iranian video news agency specialising in video on 
demand, providing our customers with real-time visual news from Iran, Middle East, and the wider world, 
broadcast on Eutelsat, on a round-the-clock 24-hour basis. 

https://farsi.iranpress.com/

Iran Press News Agency
State-run Iran Press News Agency is the first and only Iranian video news agency specialising in video on 
demand, providing our customers with real-time visual news from Iran, Middle East, and the wider world, 
broadcast on Eutelsat, on a round-the-clock 24-hour basis. 

https://iranpress.com/

Iranian Advertising Journal - 
Danashe Tablighat

Danashe Tablighat is the first Iranian advertising journal, first published in 2003, offering regional news, 
articles, features and information focused on the Iranian advertising market and covering all aspects of 
advertising across the entire country.

http://www.adscimag.com/en

Iranian Advertising Journal - 
Danashe Tablighat

Danashe Tablighat is the first Iranian advertising journal, first published in 2003, offering regional news, 
articles, features and information focused on the Iranian advertising market and covering all aspects of 
advertising across the entire country.

www.adscimag.com

Iranian Journal of 
Otorhinolaryngology

Iranian Journal of Otorhinolaryngology aims to publish the highest quality material, both clinical and basic 
science aspect of Otorhinolaryngology. It includes articles related to research findings, technical evaluations, 
reviews, short communication, editorials, original, letter to the editor, etc. It is an international, English 
language, peer-reviewed journal dealing with Otorhinolaryngology, head and neck surgery and other related 
subjects.

http://ijorl.mums.ac.ir/

Iranian Labour News Agency (ILNA) Iranian Labour News Agency (ILNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://www.ilna.news/ar

Iranian Labour News Agency (ILNA) Iranian Labour News Agency (ILNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://www.ilna.news/en/

Iranian Labour News Agency (ILNA) Iranian Labour News Agency (ILNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://www.ilna.news/fa

Iranian Students News Agency 
(ISNA)

The Iranian Students News Agency (ISNA) is a news organization run by Iranian university students. 
Established on November 4, 1999 in order to report on news from Iranian universities it now covers a variety of 
national and international topics. Editors and correspondents are themselves students in a variety of subjects, 
many of them are volunteers (nearly 1000). The ISNA is considered by Western media to be one of the most 
independent and moderate media organizations in Iran, and is often quoted.

https://ar.isna.ir/

Iranian Students News Agency 
(ISNA)

The Iranian Students News Agency (ISNA) is a news organization run by Iranian university students. 
Established on November 4, 1999 in order to report on news from Iranian universities it now covers a variety of 
national and international topics. Editors and correspondents are themselves students in a variety of subjects, 
many of them are volunteers (nearly 1000). The ISNA is considered by Western media to be one of the most 
independent and moderate media organizations in Iran, and is often quoted.

https://en.isna.ir

Iranian Students News Agency 
(ISNA)

The Iranian Students News Agency (ISNA) is a news organization run by Iranian university students. 
Established on November 4, 1999 in order to report on news from Iranian universities it now covers a variety of 
national and international topics. Editors and correspondents are themselves students in a variety of subjects, 
many of them are volunteers (nearly 1000). The ISNA is considered by Western media to be one of the most 
independent and moderate media organizations in Iran, and is often quoted.

https://fr.isna.ir/

Iranian Students News Agency 
(ISNA)

The Iranian Students News Agency (ISNA) is a news organization run by Iranian university students. 
Established on November 4, 1999 in order to report on news from Iranian universities it now covers a variety of 
national and international topics. Editors and correspondents are themselves students in a variety of subjects, 
many of them are volunteers (nearly 1000). The ISNA is considered by Western media to be one of the most 
independent and moderate media organizations in Iran, and is often quoted.

https://www.isna.ir/
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Iraqi Journal of Science

Iraqi Journal of Science (IJS) is multidisciplinary peer-reviewed Journal intended to cover all applied and pure 
Sciences area.  The specialty of publication includes the following fields: Mathematical Sciences, Computer 
Science and Information Technology, Geology, Biology, Biotechnology, Chemistry, Pure and Applied Physics, 
Astronomy and Space Sciences, and Remote Sensing and GIS. Published Papers are registered and indexed 
in several universal libraries and it is free to download by researchers.

http://ijs.scbaghdad.edu.iq/

iReporter We understand how difficult it can be to find a trustworthy online source for current Nigerian events and 
breaking news. As a result, we strive to be the most reliable source of Nigerian news and current events.

https://ireporteronline.com.ng/

Irish Medical Times
Irish Medical Times is Ireland’s leading medical newspaper ,started in 1967, and is distributed to hospital 
doctors and GPs throughout the country. IMT contains sections dedicated to: Irish news; world news; special 
reports; the top medical columnists; letters to the Editor; photo galleries; medico-legal advice; Clinical Times; 
Lifestyle; pharmaceutical news; and classified advertisements.

https://www.imt.ie/

Islam Is Love Islam Is Love is an islamic brand specialized in producing and publishing islamic content worldwide https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxOAO-
ClyZjJptoGbTdDbug

Islamic Finance Monitor Worldwide

Islamic Finance Monitor Worldwide is a subscription based publication and the premier news service designed 
for the Shariah compliant financial industry. Islamic Finance Monitor Worldwide covers all aspects of the 
Shariah compliant banking and finance markets, including the latest stories and developments on sukuk, 
loans, takaful, financial instruments, deals etc. from worldwide jurisdictions. Islamic Finance Monitor Worldwide 
is updated daily and draws on information from worldwide Islamic banking and finance publications, as well as 
reliable press, internet and news agency sources worldwide, always quoting and accrediting the original 
information source within its reporting. The rapid transcription, collation and distribution of this information 
makes Islamic Finance Monitor Worldwide a highly valuable resource for Islamic banking and finance related 
news.

http://www.bidsinfo.com

Islamic Republic News Agency 
(IRNA)

Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://ar.irna.ir/

Islamic Republic News Agency 
(IRNA)

Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://de.irna.ir/

Islamic Republic News Agency 
(IRNA)

Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://en.irna.ir/

Islamic Republic News Agency 
(IRNA)

Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://es.irna.ir/

Islamic Republic News Agency 
(IRNA)

Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://fr.irna.ir/

Islamic Republic News Agency 
(IRNA)

Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://ru.irna.ir/

Islamic Republic News Agency 
(IRNA)

Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://tr.irna.ir/

Islamic Republic News Agency 
(IRNA)

Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://ur.irna.ir/

Islamic Republic News Agency 
(IRNA)

Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://www.irna.ir/

Islamic Republic News Agency 
(IRNA)

Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA) is a state-run news agency in Iran that covers national and international 
news, labour news, politics, economy, world news and more.

https://zh.irna.ir/

Islamic Republic of Afghanistan - 
Government Media & Information 
Center (GMIC)

Islamic Republic of Afghanistan - Government Media & Information Center (GMIC) is a state-run official 
government news source in Afghanistan.

http://www.gmic.gov.af/dari/index.php

Islamic Republic of Afghanistan - 
Government Media & Information 
Center (GMIC)

Islamic Republic of Afghanistan - Government Media & Information Center (GMIC) is a state-run official 
government news source in Afghanistan.

http://www.gmic.gov.af/english/index.php

Islamic Republic of Afghanistan - 
Government Media & Information 
Center (GMIC)

Islamic Republic of Afghanistan - Government Media & Information Center (GMIC) is a state-run official 
government news source in Afghanistan.

http://www.gmic.gov.af/pashto/index.php
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https://www.imt.ie/
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Isolezwe

Isolezwe is a modern Zulu language newspaper that champions the reading needs of its audience. It is created 
daily by a team that understands and delivers on the interest and aspirations of its readers. The newspaper is 
modern in format, topical and relevant in content and independently broad minded in its reporting and 
commentary. It is a newspaper that targets readers identify with and are proud of. The full spectrum of local, 
national and international subject matter is covered – news, business, sport, entertainment and classifieds.

http://www.iol.co.za/isolezwe

IsraelDefense
IsraelDefense, edited by senior military commentators, is both a print magazine and an online portal, covering 
every aspect of Israel's defense, including Air & Space, Land, Naval, Intelligence, Defense Business, 
Homeland Security and more.

https://www.israeldefense.co.il/en/

Issues & Insights
Issues & Insights is a new site formed by the seasoned journalists behind the legendary IBD Editorials page at 
Investor’s Business Daily. Our goal is to bring our decades of combined journalism experience to help readers 
understand the top issues of the day.

https://issuesinsights.com/

IT Matters Technology and social media news. http://davidpapp.com

IT Pro IT PRO provides users with the most comprehensive resource for IT news, reviews, advice and peer-to-peer 
information.

http://www.itpro.co.uk

IT Scoop
IT Scoop is an information and technology news website, focusing on quality content using true and easy-to-
understand Arabic language, bringing a deeper sense of understanding and fact-based analytics from the 
publication's unique writer and contributor insights. IT Scoop has won 1st place awards for its quality content in 
two prestigious website competitions - the Arabisk Award (for the MENA region) and the Algeria Web Award.

http://www.it-scoop.com

Italian-South African Chamber of 
Trade and Industries (IACTI) - 
Newsletter

Founded in 1983 by a group of 15 prominent South African-Italian businessmen we, at Italcham, strive to fulfil 
our mission, which is, to be the foremost point of liaison between Italian and South African commerce.

http://www.italcham.co.za/news/

Itamaraju Noticias Itamaraju Noticias is an independent news portal located in the south of Bahia and covers a wide range of 
topics raning from sports and politics to entertainment, society, and more.

www.itamarajunoticias.com.br

ITpro.com IT PRO provides users with the most comprehensive resource for IT news, reviews, advice and peer-to-peer 
information.

https://www.itpro.com

ITWeb A vital resource for South African IT decision-makers, ITWeb delivers news, features, analysis and information 
through diverse content platforms, including Web, mobile, e-newsletters, print and events.

http://www.itweb.co.za

ITWORLD KOREA 
IT World is a global media specialized in IT information, focusing on the latest IT news and trends and 
advanced business cases at home and abroad. In addition, the latest technology trends, examples, and 
insights of global companies are introduced through various annual conferences with specialized topics.

itworld.co.kr 

Ivoire Matin Ivoire Matin is an online publication located in Ivory Coast that covers topics ranging from local News, 
international news, politics, economics, business, sports and more.

http://www.ivoirematin.com/

Ivoireeco Ivoireeco is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and more in Ivory 
Coast, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.ivoireco.com/

Iwacu IWACU aims to give a voice to all voices of Burundi about politics, economics, society, justice, health, 
environment, culture, sport, justice and religion.

https://www.iwacu-burundi.org/

Iwacu IWACU aims to give a voice to all voices of Burundi about politics, economics, society, justice, health, 
environment, culture, sport, justice and religion.

https://www.iwacu-burundi.org/englishnews/

Jadwa Investment
The company was incorporated on August 21, 2006 with a paid-up capital of SAR 500 million, when the Saudi 
Arabian Capital Markets Authority (CMA) granted Jadwa all 5 licenses to operate as a full service Sharia-
compliant investment bank in the Kingdom under the license number 37-6034.

http://www.jadwa.com/ar

Jadwa Investment
The company was incorporated on August 21, 2006 with a paid-up capital of SAR 500 million, when the Saudi 
Arabian Capital Markets Authority (CMA) granted Jadwa all 5 licenses to operate as a full service Sharia-
compliant investment bank in the Kingdom under the license number 37-6034.

http://www.jadwa.com/en

Jamahiriya News Agency (WAL) Jamahiriya News Agency (WAL) is an indepebdent-run news agency in Libya that covers national and 
international news, business, culture, education, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.jana-ly.co/

Jamahiriya News Agency (WAL) 
(Machine Translated Version)

Jamahiriya News Agency (WAL) is an indepebdent-run news agency in Libya that covers national and 
international news, business, culture, education, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.jana-ly.co/

Jamaica Information Service (JIS) Jamaica Information Service (JIS) is a state-run news agency in Jamaica that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://jis.gov.jm/daily-news/

James Governor's Monkchips An industry analyst blog looking at software ecosystems and convergence. http://www.redmonk.com/jgovernor

James Landrith is...Taking the 
Gloves Off

The official website/weblog of civil liberties activist and USMC and Gulf War veteran James Landrith.  
Promoting an individualist and libertarian oriented perspective and as fouder of Pious Pagan Publishing, 
Landrith discusses politics, race relations and current events.

http://jameslandrith.com/
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James Nava Web Oficial Blog of author James Nava. http://www.jamesnava.com
JAN interactive: Journal of 
Advanced Nursing The blog of the Journal of Advanced Nursing. http://journalofadvancednursing.blogspot.com

Jane Clare Jones Blog Dr. Jane Clare Jones is a feminist philosopher, feminist writer and feminist activist. https://janeclarejones.com

Janes - Defence and Security News

Janes is a premium global agency for open-source defence intelligence. The Janes stamp of trust means 
supplying our customers with timely, validated, unbiased and relevant intelligence in a world crowded with 
increasingly unreliable information. With an unmatched legacy of more than 120 years, Janes has adapted, 
expanded, and developed its unique tradecraft whilst transitioning from a traditional military publisher to the 
leading global agency for open-source intelligence. Today Janes partners with global government agencies 
and leading military manufacturers across the world and is at the forefront of analysis in the open-source 
intelligence domain.

https://www.janes.com/

Janes - Defense News

Janes is a premium global agency for open-source defence intelligence. The Janes stamp of trust means 
supplying our customers with timely, validated, unbiased and relevant intelligence in a world crowded with 
increasingly unreliable information. With an unmatched legacy of more than 120 years, Janes has adapted, 
expanded, and developed its unique tradecraft whilst transitioning from a traditional military publisher to the 
leading global agency for open-source intelligence. Today Janes partners with global government agencies 
and leading military manufacturers across the world and is at the forefront of analysis in the open-source 
intelligence domain.

https://www.janes.com/

Janes - Security News

Janes is a premium global agency for open-source defence intelligence. The Janes stamp of trust means 
supplying our customers with timely, validated, unbiased and relevant intelligence in a world crowded with 
increasingly unreliable information. With an unmatched legacy of more than 120 years, Janes has adapted, 
expanded, and developed its unique tradecraft whilst transitioning from a traditional military publisher to the 
leading global agency for open-source intelligence. Today Janes partners with global government agencies 
and leading military manufacturers across the world and is at the forefront of analysis in the open-source 
intelligence domain.

https://www.janes.com/

Japan Economic Foundation

The Japan Economic Foundation (JEF) is a publication from Japan that publishes six times a year. The 
purpose of this publication is to deepen mutual understanding between Japan and other countries through 
activities aimed at promoting economic and technological exchanges. It provides information about Japan and 
arranges opportunities to exchange ideas among opinion leaders from many countries in such fields as 
industry, government administration, academia and politics in order to break down the barriers to mutual 
understanding.

http://www.jef.or.jp

Jason Kelly Market commentary and investing ideas from Jason Kelly, author of the bestselling 'Neatest Little Guide' series 
of financial books.

http://www.jasonkelly.com

Jawahir Ech-Chorouk

Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the electronic interface of Al-Shorouq Media and Publishing Complex, which 
currently includes 10 websites in various fields. It is considered the largest portal in Algeria and in the Maghreb 
region, attracting at least half a million visitors daily. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the most prominent news 
interface in the portal, providing instant and ongoing coverage of events in Algeria, the Arab world and the 
world in Arabic, English and French. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi was founded in 2005.

https://www.echoroukonline.com/jawahir/

Jawedan Jawedan is an independent online news source in Afghanistan that covers reporting critical of the Taliban. https://jawedan.com/

JD Supra
JD Supra is a premier provider of legal news, analysis and court documents directly from the source - lawyers, 
law firms and legal professionals. JD Supra hosts this content linked to profiles of the contributing 
professionals, and distributes it widely online.

http://www.jdsupra.com

Jeddah Chamber

The Jeddah Chamber of Commerce & Industry is one of the oldest business and services organizations in the 
kingdom.The chamber strives to take care of its members’ interests and provide distinguished services to them 
to contribute to the development of the western province economy to meet the demand of business community 
and labor market, the chamber found specialized center that patronize specific activities in business, social 
responsibility, human resources and other fields.

http://www.jcci.org.
sa/Arabic/about/news_events-
delegations/Pages

Jeel Today Newspaper Jeel Today Newspaper is a portal covering local news, business, sport, culture, society and education from the 
city of Al Jubail in Saudi Arabia. The site launched in December 2012.

https://jeeltoday.com/

Jeelnar.com Covering every aspect of the Arab woman’s life, from family to friends, fashion and beauty, to health and 
celebrities, Jeelnar.com also provokes discussions and debate among young women in the region.

http://www.jeelnar.com

Jeorge Bird's Arsenal Youth Provides up-to-date information on all of the young players at Arsenal from schoolboys through to players on 
the cusp of the first-team squad.

https://arsenalyouth.wordpress.com
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Jeroen Blokland Financial Markets 
Blog Financial commentary by Jeroen Blokland, a Dutch portfolio manager working at Robeco. http://jeroenbloklandblog.com/

Jetsetera Join Jet Setter Kimberly Fisher as she explores the best of luxury travel, food, fashion and more worldwide. http://jetsetera.net
JewelleryNews.ru JewelleryNews.ru is an ndependent daily newspaper in Russia that covers the Russian jewelry industry. http://www.jewellerynews.ru/

Jewish Business News
Jewish Business News is a source for breaking stories dealing with Jewish owned companies, Jewish 
business people and Jewish celebrities worldwide, covering business, politics, real estate, courts, technology 
and start-ups, culture and art, plus regular opinion pieces.

http://jewishbusinessnews.com

Jim Brown's "Common Sense" 
Blog Coverage of the current events in the news. http://jimbrownusa.com/blog

Jim Hamilton's World of Securities 
Regulation Commentary and musings on the complex, fascinating, and peculiar world that is securities regulation. http://jimhamiltonblog.blogspot.com/

Jimerson Birr: Florida Business 
Litigation Blog Features scholarly administrative, banking & business litigation articles by Jimerson Birr attorneys https://www.jimersonfirm.

com/blog/category/florida-business-litigation/

Jimerson Birr: Florida Commercial 
Real Estate and Land Use Law Blog Features scholarly real estate, land use, environmental and governmental relations law articles.

https://www.jimersonfirm.
com/blog/category/florida-commercial-real-
estate-and-land-use-law-blog/

Jimerson Birr: Florida Community 
Association Law Blog Features scholarly condominium, HOA & community association law articles by Jimerson Birr attorneys. https://www.jimersonfirm.

com/blog/category/florida-condominium/

Jimerson Birr: Florida Construction 
Law Blog Features scholarly administrative & construction law articles by Jimerson Birr attorneys.

https://www.jimersonfirm.
com/blog/category/florida-construction-
industry/

Jimmy Lloyd TV Home to some of the best up and coming songwriters and bands, The Jimmy Lloyd Songwriter Showcase lets 
you get up close and personal with some of the most exciting talent around today.

http://www.jimmylloyd.tv

Joanne Jacobs Linking and thinking on education and other issues. http://www.joannejacobs.com/
jobsanger Political and social commentary. http://jobsanger.blogspot.com/
Joe Wikert's Publishing 2020 Blog Writing, Publishing, eContent and Technology Perspectives. http://jwikert.typepad.com

Johan Fourie's Blog Johan Fourie, a Senior Lecturer in Economics at Stellenbosch University, provides commentary on economic 
developments in South Africa.

http://johanfourie.wordpress.com/

John Deeth Blog Iowa political news and commentary. http://jdeeth.blogspot.com/
John Flood's Random Academic 
Thoughts (RATs) Commentary on legal profession, globalization, and law. http://johnflood.blogspot.com

John Laudun John Laudun is a writer and researcher fascinated by how humans create their world with relatively simple 
resources, like words.

http://johnlaudun.org

John Quiggin Commentary on Australia and World Events from a Social Democratic viewpoint. http://www.johnquiggin.com/
Johnson and Johnson health 
channel Videos to promote a better understanding of health. http://www.youtube.com/jnjhealth

Jomhor News Agency Jomhor News Agency is an independent news agency in Afghanistan that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.jomhornews.com

Jomhor News Agency Jomhor News Agency is an independent news agency in Afghanistan that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.jomhornews.com/ps/

Jon Arnold's Analyst 2.0 Blog Analysis and commentary on IP communications. https://www.jarnoldassociates.com/blog/
Jon Worth EU, UK politics and tech. http://www.jonworth.eu/
Jon4Lakers - Video Jon4Lakers is a forum for all things electronic. Any cool things I pick up, I will review and unbox for you. http://www.youtube.com/jon4lakers

Jonathan Farrington's Blog Jonathan Farrington's blog for dedicated business professionals. Winner of the Best Sales Blogger 2012 
award.

http://www.jonathanfarrington.com/jf-blog/

Jonathan Story: Context Matters Writing about global, European, Chinese and British history, politics, markets and economics. http://storybookreview.wordpress.com
JonathanTurley.org Law and policy topics with an emphasis on criminal, constitutional, and torts issues. http://jonathanturley.org

Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL)
Jones Lang LaSalle is a world leader in real estate services, powered by an entrepreneurial spirit. We buy, 
build, occupy and invest in a variety of assets including industrial, commercial, retail, residential and hotel real 
estate. From tech startups to global firms, our clients span industries including banking, energy, healthcare, 
law, life sciences, manufacturing and technology.

http://www.jll-mena.com/mena/en-gb/research

http://jewishbusinessnews.com/
http://www.jimmylloyd.tv/
http://www.jomhornews.com/
http://www.jomhornews.com/ps/
http://www.jll-mena.com/mena/en-gb/research


JoongAng Daily

Korea’s leading daily, the JoongAng Ilbo, publishes a high-quality English language newspaper, the Korea 
JoongAng Daily, in partnership with The New York Times. It provides you with not only the major articles of the 
JoongAng Ilbo, but also in-depth reports on the foreign community in Korea including business coverage and 
social activities plus an introduction to Korean culture. Daily, culture and human interest stories add variety to 
the mix, including articles on social trends, pop culture, movie listings, art and people.

http://koreajoongangdaily.joins.com/

Jordan News Agency (Petra) Jordan News Agency (Petra) is the official government news agency of Jordan. http://petra.gov.jo

JordanDays.tv Jordandays.tv is a daily Arabic web TV service covering political, artistic and cultural events occurring in 
Jordan, especially stories that do not get picked up by main-stream media.

http://www.jordandays.tv

Jornal Grande Bahia (JGB) The Jornal Grande Bahia (JGB) is an independent online publication that mainly publishes content on the 
Metropolitan Regions of Feira de Santana and Salvador.

https://www.jornalgrandebahia.com.br/

Jornal O Democrata Journal O Democrata is a news portal that covers a broad range of topics ranging from politics, economy, 
business, culture, and more in Guinea-Bissau

http://www.odemocratagb.com/

Jornal O Movimento
Jornal O Movimernto is an independent online publication in Brazil which mainly focuses its reporting on 
national news and a divere range of local topics, in addition to providing coverage on the wider South 
American region.

www.omovimento.com.br

Jornal Tropical

Jornal Tropical is a generalist, independent, nationalist online publication that is dedicated to the defense and 
dissemination of reality,. Jornal Tropical is highly dynamic and innovative, designed to position strong growth 
as one of the most important in São Tomé and Príncipe, sharing leadership in all fronts of information on 
politics, economy, education, culture, sport, as well as accessing social networks. Jornal Tropical privileges all 
information related to what is happening in São Tomé and Príncipe and beyond the border.

http://www.jornaltropical.st/

Jornal Txopela

Jornal Txopela is an independent newspaper in Mozambique that aims to be liberally oriented, a defender of 
democracy, pluralism, freedom of the press, and of complete independence of the press vis-à-vis political 
powers and monopoly economic powers. Jornal Txopela defends individual freedom, human rights, fraternity 
and solidarity. It opposes any collective, totalitarian, dictatorial or other ideologies that alienate human beings, 
as well as monopolistic practices. Jornal Txopela guides its action for the defense of citizens and minorities, 
that is, it acts for the benefit of the people.

www.jornaltxopela.com

Josh Talks

Josh Talks was co-founded by Shobhit Banga & Supriya Paul in January 2015 with the goal of raising the 
aspirations of Young India. What started as a simple conference back then is now a robust media platform that 
covers a wide array of subjects with speakers from every conceivable background, including entrepreneurship, 
public policy, sports, entertainment and social initiatives. With multiple regional languages in our ambit, our 
stories and speakers echo one desire: to inspire action.

https://www.joshtalks.com/

Journal d'Abidjan
Journal d'Abidjan is an online publication located in Abidjan,Côte d'Ivoire, that covers topics ranging from 
business, economics, politics, health, sports to international news and more.

http://www.jda.ci/

Journal de Bangui Journal de Bangui is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and more 
in Central African Republic, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldebangui.com

Journal de Brazza Journal de Brazza is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and more 
in Republic of the Congo, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldebrazza.com

Journal de Conakry Journal de Conakry is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and 
more in Guinea, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldeconakry.com

Journal de Kinshasa Journal de Kinshasa is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and 
more in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldekinshasa.com

Journal de Madagascar Journal de Madagascar is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and 
more in Madagascar, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldemadagascar.com/

Journal de Malabo Journal de Malabo is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and 
more in Equatorial Guinea, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldemalabo.com/

Journal des Comores Journal des Comores is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and 
more in Comoros for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldescomores.com/

Journal du Benin Journal du Benin is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and more 
in Benin, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldubenin.com/

Journal du Cameroun Journal du Cameroun is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and 
more in Cameroon, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journalducameroun.com

Journal du Cameroun Journal du Cameroun is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and 
more in Cameroon, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journalducameroun.com/en/
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Journal du Faso Journal du Faso is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and more 
in Burkina Faso, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldufaso.com/

Journal du Gabon Journal du Gabon is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and more 
in Gabon, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldugabon.com

Journal du Mali Journal du Mali is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and more in 
Mali for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldumali.com

Journal du Niger Journal du Niger is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and more 
in Niger, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journalduniger.com/

Journal du Senegal Journal du Senegal is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and 
more in Senegal, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldusenegal.com

Journal du Tchad Journal du Tchad is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and more 
in Chad for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldutchad.com

Journal du Togo Journal du Togo is a news website publishing broad coverage of politics, events, business, culture, and more 
in Togo, for both local and diaspora readers.

https://www.journaldutogo.com/

Journal la Presse & Assahafa AL 
YAOM

La Presse.tn is an online daily news portal located in Tunisia. La Presse.tn published continuous information 
about various topics such as society, economy, culture, sports and more.

http://www.lapresse.tn/

Journal of Advances in Computer 
Engineering and Technology

The Journal of Advances in Computer Engineering and Technology (JACET) is an academic journal that 
publishes high quality scientific (Theory and Practice) and survey papers covering all aspects of computer 
engineering and technology. The journal is intended for academics, practitioners, scientists and engineers who 
are involved in computer systems research, design and applications. All papers are peer reviewed.

http://jacet.srbiau.ac.ir/

Journal of Asian Civilizations The Journal of Asian Civilizations publishes archaeological reports of the institute and articles from around the 
world on different aspects of the Civilizations of Asia in General and South Asia in particular.

http://www.tiac.edu.pk

Journal of Basic Research in 
Medical Sciences

The JBRMS is the official scientific  and research quarterly international journal of Ilam University of Medical 
Sciences, Ilam, Iran. Original research articles, review articles, short communication, case report and letter to 
the editor-in-chief  in the field of medical sciences are considered for publication. Authors should submit their 
manuscripts electronically under using the journal online submission system. The authenticity of the published 
articles is completely the responsibility of the authors.

http://jbrms.medilam.ac.ir/index.php?
slc_lang=en&slc_sid=1

Journal of Behavioral Sciences
It is interdisciplinary journal and the contents include work on a wide range of topics in Psychology and allied 
disciplines. JBS aims to bring together researches from different specializations in Psychology, Sociology, 
Anthropology, Education, Gender Issues, Organizational Behavior, Life Sciences and Psychiatry. Though JBS 
prefers papers based on empirical work, review articles and case studies are also considered for publication.

http://www.pu.edu.pk/home/journal/24

Journal of Business Strategies
The journal is published biannually by the Faculty of Management Sciences and Information Studies, 
Greenwich University, Karachi.  The topics covered by the journal include Marketing, Management, Banking 
and Finance as well Computer Science and Information Technology related issues.

http://www.greenwichuniversity.edu.pk/

Journal of Educational Research
The primary aim of the journal is to encourage and coordinate research in all areas of education. The articles 
may focus on any aspect of education as:" Reports of original educational research, reviews of recent research 
in all areas, conceptual articles in Research and articles focusing policy and practice

http://www.iub.edu.pk/jer/Home.html

Journal of Endovascular Therapy

Journal of Endovascular Therapy, an official publication of the International Society of Endovascular 
Specialists (ISES), publishes peer-reviewed articles of interest to clinicians and researchers in the field of 
peripheral endovascular interventions. The Journal’s scope is multidisciplinary, representing all topics related 
to minimally invasive peripheral vascular diagnosis and treatment. Original clinical studies, experimental 
investigations, state-of-the-art reviews, case reports, technical notes, vascular images, editorials, articles on 
the business of endovascular therapy, and letters to the editors are published, as well as feature articles 
related to peripheral endovascular interventions. The Journal of Endovascular Therapy (formerly Journal of 
Endovascular Surgery) was established in 1994 as a forum for all physicians, scientists, and allied healthcare 
professionals who are engaged or interested in peripheral endovascular techniques and technology. The 
Journal seeks to support vascular specialists of all disciplines, improve patient care, and promote research and 
development by publishing peer-reviewed materials related to the field of peripheral endovascular 
interventions.

http://www.jevt.org
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Journal of Engineering Research 
(JER)

Journal of Engineering Research (JER) is a international, peer reviewed journal which publishes full length 
original research papers, reviews, case studies related to all areas of Engineering such as: Civil, Mechanical, 
Industrial, Electrical, Computer, Chemical, Petroleum, Aerospace,  Architectural, Biomedical, Coastal, 
Environmental, Marine & Ocean, Metallurgical & Materials, software, Surveying, Systems and Manufacturing  
Engineering. In particular, JER focuses on innovative approaches and methods that contribute to solving the 
environmental and manufacturing problems, which exist primarily in the Arabian Gulf region and the Middle 
East countries. Kuwait University used to publish the Journal "Kuwait Journal of Science and Engineering" 
(ISSN: 1024-8684), which included Science and Engineering articles since 1974. In 2011 the decision was 
taken to split KJSE into two independent Journals - "Journal of Engineering Research "(JER) and "Kuwait 
Journal of Science" (KJS).

http://kuwaitjournals.org/jer/index.php/JER

Journal of European Studies
Journal of European Studies focuses on the European Union, its politics, law, competition policy, economics 
and external relationships. European Security, Common Foreign and Security Policy, Europe Pakistan 
relations, Europe and the Muslim World and Europe’s relations with the developing world.

http://www.asce-ku.com.pk

Journal of Gender and Social 
Issues

The journal publishes articles to enhance the understanding of social, environmental and cultural factors 
affecting individuals and society and the dissemination of findings related to Gender and Social issues.

http://www.fjwu.edu.pk

Journal of Health Sciences and 
Technology

Journal of Health sciences and Technology (JHST) is an open access peer reviewed research journal (ISSN: 
2588-4212)published quarterly by Faculty of Health, Birjand University of Medical Sciences, Birjand, Iran. 
Journal of Health Sciences and Technology providing a platform for the researchers, academicians, 
professional, practitioners and students to impart and share knowledge in the form of high quality empirical and 
theoretical research papers, case studies, literature reviews and book reviews in various fields of health 
studies. Please see the journal’s Aims & Scope for more information about its focus.

http://jhst.bums.ac.ir/index.php?
slc_lang=en&slc_sid=1

Journal of Himalayan Earth 
Sciences

The journal is contributing to the development and advancement in Earth Sciences, striving to encourage 
sustainable usage of the natural resources, mitigation of the natural hazards and countering the adverse 
effects of climate changes.

http://www.upesh.edu.pk/researchjournal.html

Journal of Humanities and Social 
Sciences

A biannual multi-discipline journal which publishes refereed research papers in areas of humanities, social 
sciences, arts, business management, and journalism and mass communication. The journal also features 
papers in the areas of English Literature and Linguistics

http://jhss.upesh.edu.pk/index.html

Journal of Nanoanalysis

Journal of Nanoanalysis (J Nanoanalysis) is an international peer-reviewed publication which publishes four 
times a year by Pharmaceutical Sciences Branch of Tehran Islamic Azad University. The journal is covering 
fundamental and applied research and new emerging topics in all disciplines of nanoscience and 
nanotechnology. J Nanoanalysis aims to offer authors a rapid publication, without compromising on the quality 
of the peer-review process. Current review and production time averages are about two months. It landscapes 
timely scientific reports of new results and technical innovations and also contains interesting review articles 
about recent hot issues. This journal also encourages the exchange of ideas between physicists, chemists, 
engineers, material scientists, biomedical researchers and other experts who are active at the frontiers of this 
diverse and multidisciplinary field. This journal publishes all aspects of nanoscale science and technology 
dealing with materials synthesis, processing, nanofabrication, nanoprobes, spectroscopy, properties, biological 
systems, nanostructures, theory and computation, nanoelectronics, nano-optics, nanomechanics, 
nanodevices, nanobiotechnology, nanomedicine, nanotoxicology and nanocatalysts.

http://jnanoanalysis.iautmu.ac.ir/

Journal of Oil, Gas and 
Petrochemical Technology (JOGPT)

Journal of Oil, Gas and Petrochemical Technology (JOGPT) publishes the latest researches, developments 
and innovations in technology-related fields of gas, petrochemical and oil industries covering upstream and 
downstream technologies. For this purpose, fundamental researches, applications and developments in the 
areas mentioned above as well as other areas such as new technologies, transfer of technology, 
environmental technology and the related topics will be considered.

http://jogpt.pgu.ac.ir/

Journal of Pakistan Association of 
Dermatologists

The journal aims to promote the cause of Dermatology , encourage research and presentation of scientific 
papers allied to Dermatology, to improve patient care, to promote teaching of Dermatology at both 
Undergraduates and Postgraduates level and to formulate policies on matters related to Dermatology in 
Pakistan in Association with the Government authorities.

http://www.jpad.org.pk

Journal of Pakistan Medical 
Association

Journal of the Pakistan Medical Association is an international biomedical journal from Pakistan. The Journal 
contains materials of interest to the practitioners and scientists in the broad field of medicine. The types of 
articles include case reports, case series, descriptive and analytical research with clinical trials, short reports, 
special communications and letter to the editor, clinical conference abstracts, special issues, articles regarding 
innovation and those related to research methods and reporting are also published.

http://www.jpma.org.pk/index.php

Journal of Pakistan Vision Journal of Pakistan Vision seeks to provide a forum for discussion on issues and problems primarily relating to 
Pakistan.

http://www.pu.edu.pk/home/journal/12
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Journal of Pioneering Medical 
Science

Journal of Pioneering Medical Sciences covers a variety of medical issues. It was initiated by the medical 
students but now it is open for all the contributors. The contents of the journal includes   case reports, case 
series, clinical images, editorial, elective report, letter to the editor, news article, original article, perspective 
article, review article and supplements.

http://www.jpmsonline.com

Journal of Political Studies
The journal aims to provide an understanding of the major theories of political science and international 
relations, nature and dynamics of the political process, selected political systems and foreign policy dynamics. 
And to sharpen analytical skills with the help of requisite theory and methodology to enable students to 
understanding the dynamics of the polity and its environment.

http://www.pu.edu.pk/home/journal/6

Journal of Postgraduate Medical 
Institute

The “Journal of Postgraduate Medical Institute” is the official journal of Postgraduate Medical Institute, 
Peshawar, Pakistan. It is dedicated to encourage and facilitate research at all levels and in all fields of 
medicine. The purpose of the journal is predominantly devoted to reporting original investigations in the 
biomedical and health sciences, including research in the basic sciences; clinical trials of therapeutic agents; 
effectiveness of diagnostic or therapeutic techniques; or studies relating to the behavioral, epidemiological, or 
educational aspects of medicine.

http://www.jpmi.org.pk

Journal of Rangeland Science

Journal of Rangeland Science (JRS) is a national scholarly refereed research journal which aims to promote 
the theory and practice of rangeland science, innovation, engineering and management. A broad outline of the 
journals' scope includes: peer reviewed original research articles, case and technical reports, reviews and 
analyses papers, short communications and notes to the editor, in interdisciplinary information on the practice 
and status of research in rangeland science, both natural and man made. The main aspects of research areas 
include, but are not exclusive to: Rangeland Ecology, Eco-physiology of Rangeland Plants, Socio-Economic 
Factors of Basin, Rangeland Hydrology, GIS and Rangelands, Biodiversity Conservation, Natural Resource 
Sustainability, Modeling and Decision Support Tools in Natural Resource, Analysis and Assessment of 
Rangeland, Rangeland Development and Improvement, Grass and Forage Production, Management and 
Utilization, Soil and Water Conservation.

http://www.rangeland.ir/

Journal of Statistics
The Journal of Statistics is published by Government College Lahore Department of Statistics, presents 
research of statistics in all fields that are likely to have a significant impact on statistical methodology or 
understanding. Substantive fields are essential for continued vitality of statistics since they provide the 
motivation and direction for most of the future developments in statistics.

http://www.gcu.edu.pk/StatJour.htm

Journal of the Chemical Society of 
Pakistan

The Journal of the Chemical Society of Pakistan (JCSP) is a bimonthly Journal which publishes results of 
original, unpublished research work and review articles in all fields of Chemistry.

http://www.jcsp.org.pk

Journal of the Research Society of 
Pakistan

Journal of the Research Society of Pakistan promotes research on the work connected with the Muslim 
heritage in the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent with special emphasis on Pakistan and is equally interested in the 
modern and earlier periods of history.

http://www.pu.edu.pk/home/journal/14

Jpost.com (The Jerusalem Post 
online edition)

Jpost.com is the online edition of The Jerusalem Post, Israel's leading English language news source, covering 
Israel, Middle East and the Jewish world, along side world news, business, tech, lifestyle and sports. Jpost.
com updates throughout the day, 24/7 and includes a certain amount of daily unique content not included 
within the print edition.

http://www.jpost.com

Jr RobinAge 

Founded in 2008, RobinAge is an award-winning newspaper for children aged between 4 and 15 years. 
RobinAge was created to encourage the habit of reading through content that is interactive, informative, 
positive and engaging. RobinAge carries news and information on current affairs, science, history, sports, 
careers, culture and environment along with puzzles, activities and interactive projects. Each fortnightly edition 
comes with 20 pages of news and knowledge along with a  4-page Activity Sheet based on the newspaper and 
an 8-page Jr RobinAge supplement, which is filled with activity-based learning in English, maths, science, 
general knowledge and values. Jr RobinAge also includes our beloved Each One Teach One Programme, 
which children can use to teach and learn basic English.

www.robinage.com

Juno7 - Haiti Juno7 is an independent digital news agency in Haiti that covers the latest Haiti news and other information in 
real time.

https://www.juno7.ht

Just the social facts, ma'am Sociology professor David Weakliem provides sociological commentary. http://justthesocialfacts.blogspot.com
Justice in Conflict On the challenges of pursuing justice. http://justiceinconflict.org
Justin Erik Halldór Smith Commentary on philosophy and theory. http://www.jehsmith.com/

JUUCHINI JUUCHINI is an East African Technology and Business News outlet that aims to give stories from an African 
perspective.

http://www.juuchini.com

K-12 Dive K-12 Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive, the website cover topics such as leadership, 
school models, technology, curriculum, professional development and more.

https://www.k12dive.com/
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Ka La
Ka Lā News is the student newspaper of Honolulu Community College.They post weekly campus news 
pertaining to the student body at Honolulu CC.Ka Lā News is a publication of the Student Media Board and is 
financed through the Student Media Fee. All content reflects only the views of student staff writers and not of 
Honolulu Community College.

http://www.thekala.net/

Ka Lee O Hawaii Ka Leo O Hawai'i is the campus newspaper of the University of Hawai'i at Manoa. Ka Leo is also published 
every two weeks during summer sessions.

http://www.manoanow.org/kaleo/

KABAR (Russian) Kabar News Agency is a state-owned news agency in Kyrgyzstan that mainly covers news in addition to 
various topics ranging from politics and the econnomy to society, analytics, and more. 

http://kabar.kg

KABAR News Agency KABAR News Agency is a state-run news agency in Kyrgyzstan that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://ar.kabar.kg/

KABAR News Agency KABAR News Agency is a state-run news agency in Kyrgyzstan that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://cn.kabar.kg/

KABAR News Agency KABAR News Agency is a state-run news agency in Kyrgyzstan that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://en.kabar.kg/

KABAR News Agency KABAR News Agency is a state-run news agency in Kyrgyzstan that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://kabar.kg/

KABAR News Agency KABAR News Agency is a state-run news agency in Kyrgyzstan that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://kg.kabar.kg/

KABAR News Agency KABAR News Agency is a state-run news agency in Kyrgyzstan that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://tr.kabar.kg/

KabulPress.org

Kabulpress.org is the most read news and discussion website from Afghanistan. Our Afghan sources provide 
breaking news stories and images focusing on human rights, freedom of speech and good government issues. 
We aspire to honest, factual coverage that promotes criticism and informed discourse from our readers, 
without censorship. Kabulpress.org is an important on-line Afghan media outlet with sections in Dari and 
English updated daily.

http://www.kabulpress.org

KabulPress.org

Kabulpress.org is the most read news and discussion website from Afghanistan. Our Afghan sources provide 
breaking news stories and images focusing on human rights, freedom of speech and good government issues. 
We aspire to honest, factual coverage that promotes criticism and informed discourse from our readers, 
without censorship. Kabulpress.org is an important on-line Afghan media outlet with sections in Dari and 
English updated daily.

https://www.kabulpress.org/

Kaiser Health News

Kaiser Health News (KHN) is a nonprofit news service committed to in-depth coverage of health care policy 
and politics. And we report on how the health care system — hospitals, doctors, nurses, insurers, 
governments, consumers — works. KHN is an editorially independent program of the Kaiser Family 
Foundation, a nonprofit organization based in San Francisco, Calif., that is dedicated to filling the need for 
trusted information on national health issues.

https://khn.org/

Kanal FM Radio Kanal Fm Radio is a daily online publication and radio station, located in Togo, that covers several topics 
ranging from the economy and politics to sports, technology, and more.

http://kanalfm.com/

Kansas Reflector
Kansas Reflector is a nonprofit news operation providing in-depth reporting, diverse opinions and daily 
coverage of state government and politics. Kansas Reflector works to amplify voices of people whose lives are 
affected by public policies but who might typically be left out of public debate.

https://kansasreflector.com

Kapitalis
Kapitalis is a French language general Information portal specialising in Tunisian news coverage, focusing on 
business, politics, economy, technology, culture, society, sport and health. Kapitalis also provides coverage on 
the wider North Africa region, as well as the Arab world.

http://www.kapitalis.com

KAS Placement - Video Job search, recruitment, entrepreneurship, interviewing, general business, public speaking. http://www.youtube.com/user/kasplacement

KASBIT Business Research 
Journals

KASBIT Business Research Journal researches the study of capital market, commodity market, fiscal, 
monetary, trade and labor policies and their applications, research, both, at micro as well as macro levels. This 
journal helps in creating and maintaining business architecture, scoping and defining new business 
opportunities, conducting feasibility studies and initial risk assessment.

http://www.kasbit.edu.pk/Research.aspx

Kashmir Images Kashmir Images is a Daily English Newspaper publishing from Srinagar, Founded in Dec 1996, covering news 
from different parts of J&K on Politics, Economy, Environment, Social Issues, Insurgency etc.

http://www.kashmirimages.com
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Kashmir Journal of Language 
Research

The Department of English, University of Azad Jammu & Kashmir has published the Kashmir Journal of 
Language Research annually on a regular basis since 1997. All the articles published in the journal are peer-
reviewed and on the editorial advisory board are experts from various parts of the world including US, UK, 
Turkey, Japan and India. The journal offers a relatively new field of studies i.e., linguistics along with the 
traditional and long studied subject literature.

http://www.ajku.edu.pk

Kashmir Monitor Kashmir Images is a Daily English Newspaper publishing from Srinagar, Founded in Dec 1996, covering news 
from different parts of J&K on Politics, Economy, Environment, Social Issues, insurgency etc.

http://www.kashmirmonitor.org

Kashmir News Service News Agency with the latest and reliable news from Kashmir. http://www.knskashmir.com/

Kashmir Observer
Kashmir Observer is a Daily English Newspaper publishing from Srinagar, Founded in March 1998, it is the 
only newspaper from Kashmir region which gives balanced coverage as authenticated by World Association of 
Newspapers, Kashmir Observer covers news from different parts of J&K on Politics, Economy, Environment, 
Social Issues, insurgency etc.

https://kashmirobserver.net/

Kashmir Times

Started in 1954 as a weekly, The Kashmir Times was converted into a daily in 1964 and is being published 
regularly since then. Known for its independent policy with objectivity in presenting news and free and fearless 
comments, The Kashmir Times is your window on J&K. It is the oldest and largest circulated newspaper of J&K 
with a total readership of two million. It reaches every corner of the state and several parts in the neighbouring 
states of Punjab, HP, and Delhi. It has regular subscribers from different parts of the world. Fot its in-depth 
study and objective analysis with right perspective of different aspects of life in J&K, The Kashmir Times is 
recognized the world over as the key to Kashmir affairs.

http://www.kashmirtimes.com

Kataeb.org
Kataeb.org is the official portal of the Lebanese Kataeb party bringing you minute-by-minute coverage of the 
news in Lebanon, updates on the party's politics and activities as well as the latest in regional and international 
politics.

https://kataeb.org/

Kataeb.org
Kataeb.org is the official portal of the Lebanese Kataeb party bringing you minute-by-minute coverage of the 
news in Lebanon, updates on the party's politics and activities as well as the latest in regional and international 
politics.

https://kataeb.org/en

Kate & Meghan
With their grace, style and poise, the duchesses of Cambridge and Sussex have become universally loved 
both in the UK and abroad. Uncover their stories, explore their childhoods to find out what makes them tick and 
learn the tricky paths they’ve had to follow to be welcomed into the royal family.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Kathmandu Post Nepali publication Kantipur has deep seated belief in democracy and freedom of press for the positive change 
in society. It is committed to provide true picture of news and analytical reviews to the Nepalese society.

http://www.kathmandupost.com

Kazinform Kazinform is a state-run news agency in Kazakhstan that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.inform.kz/ar

Kazinform Kazinform is a state-run news agency in Kazakhstan that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.inform.kz/cn

Kazinform Kazinform is a state-run news agency in Kazakhstan that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.inform.kz/en

Kazinform Kazinform is a state-run news agency in Kazakhstan that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.inform.kz/kz

Kazinform Kazinform is a state-run news agency in Kazakhstan that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.inform.kz/oz

Kazinform Kazinform is a state-run news agency in Kazakhstan that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.inform.kz/qz

Kazinform Kazinform is a state-run news agency in Kazakhstan that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.inform.kz/ru

Kebbi Daily News Kebbi Daily News is an independent online news portal located in Abuja that mainly covers local and 
international news.

http://www.kebbidailynews.com/

Keeping It Real Stories and commentary on BC/federal politics and media. http://harveyoberfeld.ca/blog/

Kelly Phillips Erb: Taxgirl Tax policy, tax law, and tax news. https://www.forbes.
com/sites/kellyphillipserb/#3b702b7079cb

Kenya News Agency

Kenya News Agency (KNA) Kenya News Agency (KNA) was established on December 5th 1963, a week to 
Kenya’s Independence to promote national unity, peace and development. It specializes in news gathering and 
dissemination countrywide and beyond with emphasis on development news. KNA provides the most 
widespread network in the East African region with manned offices almost in every district  KNA is the most 
vibrant news agency in the region handling news and features on various topics.

http://www.kenyanews.go.ke/
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Kerry Underwood Commentary on British legal matters. http://kerryunderwood.wordpress.com/

Kevin Pollak's Chat Show Kevin Pollak hosts this weekly internet show with in-depth guest interviews that typically last longer than an 
hour and often exceed two hours.

http://www.youtube.
com/user/kevinpollakschatshow/feedhow/

Khaleej Times

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/

Khaleej Times Business Elite 2020 
Video

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.
com/videos/business-elite-2020

Khaleej Times Business Photos

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/photos/business

Khaleej Times Business Video

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/videos/business

Khaleej Times Entertainment 
Photos

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.
com/photos/entertainment

Khaleej Times Entertainment Video

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.
com/videos/entertainment

Khaleej Times International Photos

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.
com/photos/international

Khaleej Times Lifestyle Video

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/videos/lifestyle

Khaleej Times Nation Photos

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/photos/nation

Khaleej Times Photo Collection
Khaleej Times Photo Collection is a colletion of 770 iconic and historical photographs from Dubai, the UAE and 
the wider GCC region, including pictures of royalty and rulers, diplomatic meetings, and other key moments in 
the history of the Emirates.

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/photos/)

Khaleej Times Podcast Khaleej Times Podcast is a podcast produced by Khaleej Times, the first English newspaper to be launched in 
the UAE in 1978.

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/videos/kt-
podcast
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Khaleej Times Sports Photos

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/photos/sports

Khaleej Times Stars @ KT Photos

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/photos/starsatkt

Khaleej Times Technology Video

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.
com/technology/videos

Khaleej Times Video

Khaleej Times is the first English newspaper to be launched in the UAE in 1978. The broadsheet comprises of 
the general news section, the business pages and a lively sports section. Khaleej Times is the highest 
circulated of the English language newspapers throughout the Gulf. It reaches out to all parts of the UAE. 
Additionally, it covers Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia through a dedicated distribution 
network. 

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/videos

KHOVAR (National information 
agency of Tajikistan)

KHOVAR (National information agency of Tajikistan) is a state-run news agency in Tajikistan that covers 
national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://khovar.tj/ara/

KHOVAR (National information 
agency of Tajikistan)

KHOVAR (National information agency of Tajikistan) is a state-run news agency in Tajikistan that covers 
national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://khovar.tj/eng/

KHOVAR (National information 
agency of Tajikistan)

KHOVAR (National information agency of Tajikistan) is a state-run news agency in Tajikistan that covers 
national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://khovar.tj/far/

KHOVAR (National information 
agency of Tajikistan)

KHOVAR (National information agency of Tajikistan) is a state-run news agency in Tajikistan that covers 
national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://khovar.tj/rus/

Kibogoji Commentary on education. http://kibogoji.com
Kids Ain't Cheap Personal finance blog centered on parenting related content. http://kidsaintcheap.com
Kidzy An Arabic Kids Channel dedicated to the Arabic child https://www.youtube.com/user/PyraKidsTV
Kight on Cannabis The definitive word on weed -- a legal analysis of cannabis business law matters by attorney Rod Kight. https://cannabusiness.law/articles

KING FEATURES - Columns

King Features Syndicate is a member of Hearst Entertainment and Syndication Group, which combines 
Hearst’s cable network partnerships, television programming activities, and newspaper syndication and 
merchandise licensing operations.  King Features is the world’s premier distributor of comics, columns, 
editorial cartoons, puzzles and games, distributing in print and online and digital newspapers and other outlets 
around the globe.

http://kingfeatures.com/features/columns-a-z/

KING FEATURES - Comics

King Features Syndicate is a member of Hearst Entertainment and Syndication Group, which combines 
Hearst’s cable network partnerships, television programming activities, and newspaper syndication and 
merchandise licensing operations.  King Features is the world’s premier distributor of comics, columns, 
editorial cartoons, puzzles and games, distributing in print and online and digital newspapers and other outlets 
around the globe.

http://kingfeatures.com/comics/comics-a-z/

KING FEATURES - Editorial 
Cartoons

King Features Syndicate is a member of Hearst Entertainment and Syndication Group, which combines 
Hearst’s cable network partnerships, television programming activities, and newspaper syndication and 
merchandise licensing operations.  King Features is the world’s premier distributor of comics, columns, 
editorial cartoons, puzzles and games, distributing in print and online and digital newspapers and other outlets 
around the globe.

http://kingfeatures.com/comics/editorial-
cartoons-a-z/

KING FEATURES - Puzzles & 
Games

King Features Syndicate is a member of Hearst Entertainment and Syndication Group, which combines 
Hearst’s cable network partnerships, television programming activities, and newspaper syndication and 
merchandise licensing operations.  King Features is the world’s premier distributor of comics, columns, 
editorial cartoons, puzzles and games, distributing in print and online and digital newspapers and other outlets 
around the globe.

http://kingfeatures.
com/features/puzzlesandgames/
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KING FEATURES - Vintage Comics

King Features Syndicate is a member of Hearst Entertainment and Syndication Group, which combines 
Hearst’s cable network partnerships, television programming activities, and newspaper syndication and 
merchandise licensing operations.  King Features is the world’s premier distributor of comics, columns, 
editorial cartoons, puzzles and games, distributing in print and online and digital newspapers and other outlets 
around the globe.

http://kingfeatures.com/comics/vintage-
comics/

King Newswire King NewsWire is here to get you High-Quality press release distribution services and boost your brand by 
Immediate submission to Major News Sites.

https://kingnewswire.com/

Kingdom of Bahrain Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs - News

Bahrain Ministry of Foreign Affairs is responsible for coordinating and implementing all matters related to the 
nation's foreign policy, Bahrain's relations with other countries and international organizations, and to 
protecting the interests of Bahraini citizens abroad.

https://www.mofa.gov.bh/

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs - News

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the ministry responsible for handling the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia's external relations. The ministry oversees political, cultural and financial international relations 
and monitors the Kingdom's diplomatic relations. It was created in 1930 by a royal decree issued by King 
Abdulaziz Al Saud, being the first ministerial body created by the King.

http://www.mofa.gov.
sa/ServicesAndInformation/news/Pages/defaul
t.aspx

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs - News

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the ministry responsible for handling the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia's external relations. The ministry oversees political, cultural and financial international relations 
and monitors the Kingdom's diplomatic relations. It was created in 1930 by a royal decree issued by King 
Abdulaziz Al Saud, being the first ministerial body created by the King.

https://www.mofa.gov.sa/

Kingsman

The Kingsman has been a student-run newspaper on Brooklyn College since 1950. In it’s time, it has served 
as the eyes and ears of Brooklyn College, winning awards and raising awareness from larger New York 
publications, such as the New York times. Topics from on-campus events to New York politics are covered in 
the weekly issues. Papers are distributed every Wednesday morning at the entrance of every building at 
Brooklyn College. All students are encouraged to reach out to any of the following editors and start writing for 
The Kingsman.

https://kingsmanbc.home.blog/

Kioskmarketplace.com KioskMarketplace.com presents breaking news, informative features, in-depth white papers, blogs about the 
rapidly growing kiosk, mobile and ATM industries.

http://Kioskmarketplace.com

Kitchen Stewardship Real food and natural living dished out in chewable, baby step portions. Stewardship of our resources is a call 
from God - answer it easily.

http://www.kitchenstewardship.com

Kiwiblog New Zealand blog with a focus on politics and technology. http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz

KLSU Louisiana State University is one of only 30 universities nationwide holding land-grant, sea-grant and space-
grant status.

http://www.lsu.edu/

Kluwer Arbitration Blog Kluwer Arbitration Blog (KAB) is a fresh, high-quality, and timely examination of the world of international 
arbitration.

http://kluwerarbitrationblog.com/

KMUJ Khyber Medical University 
Journal

KMUJ journal is an official journal of Institute of Medical Sciences, Kohat University of Science and Technology 
(KUST). It publishes papers in clinical laboratory research and related fields.

http://www.kmuj.kmu.edu.pk

Knappster Political commentary from a left-libertarian perspective. http://knappster.blogspot.com

Knight Frank Blog
Knight Frank established a permanent presence in the Middle East in 2008 with an office in the Kingdom of 
Bahrain. With a growing team of experienced professionals operating across the United Arab Emirates and the 
Middle East, we provide a full range of property transactional, management and advisory services to the entire 
region, executed to the highest standards of quality and integrity.

https://www.knightfrank.ae/blog/

Knight Frank Research Reports
Knight Frank established a permanent presence in the Middle East in 2008 with an office in the Kingdom of 
Bahrain. With a growing team of experienced professionals operating across the United Arab Emirates and the 
Middle East, we provide a full range of property transactional, management and advisory services to the entire 
region, executed to the highest standards of quality and integrity.

https://www.knightfrank.ae/research

Knight News The Knight News is Queens College's student-run newspaper, was established in 1937. https://www.theknightnews.com/
KNN (Knowledge & News Network) Stories pertaining to MSME (Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises) Sector in India http://www.knnindia.co.in
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Knowable Magazine

Knowable Magazine, the digital publication from Annual Reviews, seeks to make that knowledge accessible to 
all. Knowable Magazine explores the real-world significance of scholarly work through a journalistic lens. We 
report on the current state of play across a wide variety of fields — from agriculture to high-energy physics; 
biochemistry to water security; the origins of the universe to psychology. Review articles written by leading 
scholars from the 50 Annual Reviews journals serve as springboards for stories in Knowable Magazine. 
Through in-depth features, explainers, articles, essays, interviews, infographics, slideshows, and comics, 
Knowable Magazine presents insights from research to a broader audience. The content is published under a 
CC BY-ND copyright license, and the Annual Reviews journal articles featured in Knowable Magazine are free 
to all for a limited period. We encourage others to republish our content, guidelines for which can be found 
here.

https://www.knowablemagazine.org/

Knowledge Jolt with Jack Jack Vinson writes about knowledge management, personal effectiveness, theory of constraints and more. http://www.jackvinson.com/

KnowTechie KnowTechie is a blog for people who love tech, but live outside the bubble. It’s for the reader who is interested 
in technology but doesn’t necessarily live and breathe it.

https://knowtechie.com

Kohandazh Khandaj News Agency is an independent online publication that covers the latest news and reports on events 
in Herat, Farah, Ghor, Badghis and Nimroz provinces in Western Afghanistan.

http://kohandazh.com/

Kokcha International Kokcha International is an independent online Afghan news agency which publishes daily news and 
information related to the ongoing events in the country.

https://kokchapress.com/

koooorawabas KooooraWaBas is a weekly newspaper covering football news. The website launched in December 2009. http://koooorawabas.com

koooorawabas.com KooooraWaBas.com is the online edition of Koooora Wa Bas newspaper.The website launched in December 
2009 and covers football news.

http://koooorawabas.com

Korea Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (KCCI) - News

The Korea Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) is the oldest and largest business organization in 
Korea. Established as a public legal person by a special act, the KCCI is composed of 71 regional chambers of 
commerce and more than 100 major institutions and organizations that are related to commerce and industry. 
Furthermore, the KCCI represents approximately 160,000 member companies of all sizes, sectors and 
nationalities, ranging from big businesses to SMEs, manufacturing to services, and domestic companies to 
foreign invested companies. Internationally, the KCCI is a national member organization of the International 
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and the World Chambers Federation (WCF), which together form a global 
network of national chambers of commerce.

http://english.korcham.
net/nChamEng/Service/News/appl/PhotoNews
List.asp

Korea Herald

Established in 1953, The Korea Herald, which occupies over 50% of Korea's English newspaper sector, is 
considered the nation's top English-language newspaper. With differentiated and high-quality English news 
content, The Korea Herald is currently being distributed in over 80 countries around the world. Over 1 million 
readers visit the online edition of the paper daily. Notably, as Korea's only member company of the Asia News 
Network (ANN), The Korea Herald represents Korea's media in today's international community.

http://www.koreaherald.com/

Korea Times

Published by one of the largest-circulation newspaper companies in Korea, the Hankook Ilbo, The Korea 
Times is a must for those who want to read in-depth stories about past, present and future issues in Korea.  
The daily is well-regarded for its news services of international and business, economic and financial news. It 
is the most influential and the oldest independent English-language daily in Korea, having served as Korea's 
bridge to the world for over 65 years. The daily has become a consistent and reliable source of information 
about the economic development and other important changes in Korea for local and overseas readers alike.

http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/index.asp

Korean Central News Agency 
(KCNA)

Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) is a state-run news agency in North Korea that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.kcna.kp/kcna.user.home.
retrieveHomeInfoList.kcmsf

KoreanIndo KoreanIndo is an Indonesian-language blog providing news about Korean pop culture. http://koreanindo.net
Korea's Information Society: James 
F. Larson Exploring the digital network revolution and lessons from Korea's ICT-led development (ICT4D). http://www.koreainformationsociety.com

Kouga Express Kouga Express is a local newspaper in English and Afrikaans that’s distributed every Thursday. https://www.netwerk24.com/ZA/Kouga-
Express/   

Kraken
Recognizing the importance of Bitcoin from the onset, and understanding that the exchange is the most critical 
part of the cryptocurrency ecosystem, Jesse Powell co-founded Kraken to give people the means to quickly 
and securely invest in the space.

https://www.kraken.com/

krantcents.com Making sense of money. http://www.krantcents.com
KT Blogs KT Blogs is the official blog of the daily newspaper, Khaleej Times. https://blogs.khaleejtimes.com/
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KTN News
KTN News is a 24 hour broadcast news channel – the only one providing round the clock local and East 
African news in Kenya today. Launched in July 2015, KTN News has quickly established itself as the channel 
of choice for breaking news, live coverage and non-stop current affairs programs from Kenya, across Africa 
and the world. A year into its launch – in July 2016 – it was rated the No. 3 station in Kenya.

https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/ktnnews/

KTRU-FM KTRU is Rice University's student-run radio station. KTRU broadcasts  24 hours a day from a little room in the 
ley student center at rice university.

http://ktru.org/

KuCoin

As an exchange for, by, and of the people, KuCoin is developing a community where everyone can benefit 
from growth and have their opinions heard. We are leveraging cutting-edge technologies to create useful 
services to improve accessibility to the blockchain revolution. We are developing an ecosystem around KuCoin 
Token (KCS), which will be your guide into a thriving decentralized world jointly built by all KuCoin community 
members.

https://www.kucoin.com

Kuensel
Kuensel started as a monthly government bulletin in 1967. Two decades later, in 1987, Kuensel became the 
national newspaper of Bhutan. In 1992, Kuensel was de-linked from the government and became an 
autonomous corporation. In 1999, Kuensel became the first Bhutanese company to go online. Kuensel was 
published as a weekly until 2005, and as a bi-weekly for the next five years. In 2010, Kuensel went daily.

http://www.kuenselonline.com/

Kul Al Arab Kul Al Arab is a daily Arabic language newspaper from Nazareth in Israel, first published in 1987, focusing on 
national, regional and international news, current affairs, politics, entertainment and events in the Arab world.

http://www.alarab.net

Kurdistan Diplomatic Magazine
Kurdistan Diplomatic Magazine is a political magazine, which focuses on analyzing those events that are 
related to Kurdish nation in all the 4 parts of Kurdistan, also focuses on translating articles which are in 
different languages on Kurdish nation.

http://www.ideafoundation.co

Kurdistan Journal of Applied 
Research - KJAR

Kurdistan Journal of Applied Research (KJAR) is an open access journal that publishes blind peer-reviewed 
research, The journal is bi-annual journal (June and December), KJAR has been established in 2015 by 
Sulaimani Polytechnic University and launches two issues by 2016, three issues by 2017 and will publish two 
issues by 2018 with P-ISSN: 2411-7684(Print), E-ISSN: 2411-7706(Online) and DOI: https://doi.org/10.
24017/kjar . The scope of KJAR  is to publish manuscript related to Pure and Applied Science only in the 
English language. KJAR journal is a member of CrossRef and CrossRef services, listed in DOAJ and indexed 
in EBSCOhost. All published papers are checked by iThenticate and assigned a DOI.

http://kjar.spu.edu.iq/index.php/kjar/index

Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) is a state-run news agency in Kuwait that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.kuna.net.kw

Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) is a state-run news agency in Kuwait that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.kuna.net.kw/Default.aspx?
language=ar

Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) is a state-run news agency in Kuwait that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.kuna.net.kw/Default.aspx?
language=en

Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) is a state-run news agency in Kuwait that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.kuna.net.kw/Default.aspx?
language=fr

Kuwait Oil Company News
The latest news and press releases covering Kuwait Oil Company. Kuwait Oil Company's responsibilities 
under the KPC's umbrella involve the exploration, drilling and production of oil and gas within the State of 
Kuwait. The Company is also involved in the storage of crude oil and delivery to tankers for export.

https://www.kockw.com/sites/EN

Kuwait Petroleum Corporation 
(KPC) News

 Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) News is a monthly newsletter issued by Public Relations & Media 
Department at KPC.  Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) is universally recognized as one of today's top ten 
oil energy conglomerates, and a leader in providing safe, clean energy to the global markets.

https://www.kpc.com.
kw/press/KPCPublications/Pages/KPC-News.
aspx

Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE)

Kuwaiti investors were introduced to trading in stocks with the creation of the National Bank of Kuwait in 1952 
as the first Kuwaiti shareholding company. In the following decades, the Government of Kuwait issued a 
number of laws and rules to regulate stock-trading activities, culminating in August 1983 with the issuance of 
an Amiri Decree establishing Kuwait Stock Exchange. The exchange was mandated to organise trading 
activities and to regulate them, which it continued to do until its regulatory responsibilities were transferred to 
the Capital Markets Authority, which was established by a new law which, after being signed by the Amir, 
came into force on 28th February 2010.

http://www.kse.com.kw/A/
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Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE)

Kuwaiti investors were introduced to trading in stocks with the creation of the National Bank of Kuwait in 1952 
as the first Kuwaiti shareholding company. In the following decades, the Government of Kuwait issued a 
number of laws and rules to regulate stock-trading activities, culminating in August 1983 with the issuance of 
an Amiri Decree establishing Kuwait Stock Exchange. The exchange was mandated to organise trading 
activities and to regulate them, which it continued to do until its regulatory responsibilities were transferred to 
the Capital Markets Authority, which was established by a new law which, after being signed by the Amir, 
came into force on 28th February 2010.

http://www.kse.com.kw/Market/MMessage.
aspx

Kuwait Times Broadsheet sized newspaper covering local news, business, finance, sports and features. https://news.kuwaittimes.net/website/
KuwaitPR.com KuwaitPR.com is an online medium for Press Release content distribution from Kuwait and the Middle East. http://www.kuwaitpr.com/

Kyodo News
Kyodo News, founded in November 1945 as a nonprofit cooperative organization, is the leading news agency 
in Asia. Kyodo covers the ever-changing developments in Japan, Asia, and the rest of the world, distributing 
news around the clock to domestic and overseas news media as well as international organizations and 
institutions.

http://english.kyodonews.jp/

L' Expression Newspaper focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. http://www.lexpressiondz.com

L' Observateur Paalga Newspaper covering national and international news and current affairs including politics, economy, society, 
culture and sports.

http://lobservateur.bf

L' Orient-Le Jour
L’Orient-Le Jour is a daily independent French language newspaper from Beirut in Lebanon first published in 
1970, covering politics, local and international news, finance and economics, culture, entertainment and sports. 
L’Orient-Le Jour was the outcome of a merger between two newspapers, L’ORIENT (founded 1923) and LE 
JOUR (founded 1935).

https://www.lorientlejour.com/

L' Union The Union is Gabon's official daily newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current 
affairs including business, politics, culture and sport.

http://www.union.sonapresse.com/

L’Orient Today
L’Orient Today is an independent platform that aims to examine the failure of the Lebanese system and to hold 
political and economic powerbrokers accountable through comprehensive, in-depth reporting. L’Orient Today 
is the English-language news service from Groupe L’Orient-Le Jour.

https://today.lorientlejour.com/

La CiUDAD
La  CiUDAD is a regional news portal based in Argentina, considered to be one of the most widely read digital 
portals in the western area of   Greater Buenos Aires, with more than 500,000 monthly readers. The 
publication is managed by a group of journalists, students of social communication, designers, photographers, 
chroniclers and citizens committed to the dissimenaton of high quality news coverage.

www.laciudadweb.com.ar

La classe de Mallory A teacher's resources blog by Mallory, who has been teaching in Isère, Rhône-Alpes France for 13 years. https://laclassedemallory.net
La Hora Online La Hora Online is a news portal which covers current events in the Nueva Esparata region of Venezuela. https://lahoraonline.com/

La Nation National daily newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current affairs including 
politics, economy, society, health, culture and sports.

http://www.lanation.dj

La Nation Newspaper covering national and international news and current affairs including politics, society, economy, 
sport, culture, health and education.

https://lanationbenin.info

La Nouvelle Tribune La Nouvelle Tribune is a Moroccan, generalist weekly newspaper dealing with national and international 
issues.

http://www.lnt.ma

La Nouvelle Tribune La Nouvelle Tribune is an online publication based in Benin which covers local and regional news across a 
variety of topics, including politics, society, economy, health, sports, technology, and more.

https://lanouvelletribune.info/

La Prensa News from Panama and the world. http://prensa.com
La Referenceplus La Referenceplus is a daily online news portal located in Kinshasa https://lareferenceplus.cd/

La Releve.ma La Releve.ma is a French language news and information portal from Morocco covering local, regional and 
international news, politics, society, art and culture, plus opinion.

http://lareleve.ma/

La Republica
La República is one of the two main daily newspapers in Peru, and is distributed across the country. It's 
coverage focuses on local politics, business, sports and other topics of national interest. It is considered a 
progressive publication, with leftist leanings. 

https://larepublica.pe/

La Vie Senegalaise LVS MEDIA group offers its readers daily content on Africa and the Region, covering topics ranging from local 
and international news, education, culture, health, economy, and Sport

https://laviesenegalaise.com/
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La Voce d'Italia

La Voce d’Italia is one of the oldest independent Italian newspapers in Latin America. La Voce d’Italia 
publishes news related to Italians living abroad, mainly in Venezuela, Spain, and The United States. It 
specializes in covering Italian, Venezuelan, and global news, as well as politics, sports, fashion, entertainment, 
technology and more. The newspaper, written in Italian, hosts a section in Spanish with a summary of the most 
important news related to Venezuela's political, economic and social daily life. In addition, La Voce d’Italia 
publishes video interviews with current political, economic and cultural figures and members of the Italian 
community abroad, micro-reportages and weekly newsletters.

https://voce.com.ve/

La Voz de Goicochea La Voz de Goicoechea an independent, non-profit digital media outlet that is directed by a team of professional 
journalists, with correspondents and collaborators in different parts of the country and the world.

https://www.lavozdegoicoechea.info/

La Voz Weekly
La Voz News is written and published by De Anza College students as a First Amendment student newspaper. 
It was founded in 1967. La Voz News is partially funded by the De Anza Associated Student Body and is 
printed by the San Francisco Print Media Company.

http://lavozdeanza.com/

Labor & Employment Law 
Perspectives

Labor and employment issues are top-of-mind for executives as they come to terms with the realities of our 
changed economy. Labor & Employment Law Perspectives is your online resource for information on evolving 
issues.

https://www.foley.com/en/insights/blogs/labor-
employment-law-perspectives

L'Agence Burundaise d'Information 
Net Press

L'Agence Burundaise d'Information Net Press is a state-run news agency in Burundi that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.netpress.bi/

Laidback Gardener A gardening blog by freelance garden writer and photographer Larry Hodgson, one of Canada’s best-known 
garden communicators.

https://laidbackgardener.blog

Land Warfare - Shephard Media
Shephard Media’s land warfare portfolio is a well-established information source for all aspects of front-line 
ground combat operations, defence, military and land warfare, brought you via a print magazine and an online 
news channel. It has truly global circulation and extensive distribution at all major defence exhibitions 
throughout the year.

https://www.shephardmedia.
com/news/landwarfareintl/

Land Warfare Magazine - Shephard 
Media

Shephard Media’s land warfare portfolio is a well-established information source for all aspects of front-line 
ground combat operations, defence, military and land warfare, brought you via a print magazine and an online 
news channel. It has truly global circulation and extensive distribution at all major defence exhibitions 
throughout the year.

https://www.shephardmedia.
com/news/landwarfareintl/

Language, Life and Logic Observations on language, philosophy and intellectual history (with a focus on logical empiricism). http://languagelifeandlogic.blogspot.com

language: a feminist guide
This is a feminist blog about language (mostly the English language), written by a feminist who’s also a 
linguist. The author addresses some frequently asked questions, debunks some common myths, and ponders 
some of the linguistic dilemmas confronting feminists in the 21st century.

https://debuk.wordpress.com

Lanka Puvath

Lanka Puvath Ltd. is a state media group, headquartered in Sri Lanka, Colombo, runs twenty-four hours and 
seven days a week.  It operates under its agreement with the Ministry of Mass Media and Information in Sri 
Lanka, as the National News Agency and provides comprehensive coverage across the island on current and 
past events in national and international affairs, sports, business, finance, entertainment and environmental 
news.

http://www.lankapuvath.lk/

Lao News Agency (KPL) Lao News Agency (KPL) is a state-run news agency in Laos that covers national and international news, state 
news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://kpl.gov.la/

Lao News Agency (KPL) Lao News Agency (KPL) is a state-run news agency in Laos that covers national and international news, state 
news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://kpl.gov.la/EN

Lao News Agency (KPL) Lao News Agency (KPL) is a state-run news agency in Laos that covers national and international news, state 
news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://kpl.gov.la/FR

Larawbar Larawbar is an independent online news portal that covers politics, culture, Islam and the economy of 
Afghanistan.

https://larawbar.net/

Larry Bodine LawMarketing Blog
Larry Bodine is a key resource for legal marketers. While Bodine blogs his rainmaking tips to practitioners, he 
also covers the legal marketing profession like a beat, seeking comment from BigLaw marketing officers and 
other experts.

http://www.larrybodine.com/blog

Last Men and OverMen Political and economic analysis of the day's most important stories from a progressive perspective. http://lastmenandovermen.com

Latin Times The Latin Times is an online publication that focuses on the passion points that move the bilingual Latinos in 
the US, covering topics ranging from immigration news, to culture, lifestyle, and more.

http://www.latintimes.com

Latin Trade 
Latin Trade is a leading provider of information and business services to multinationals and companies with 
interests in Latin America.It publishes award-winning content in Spanish and English for distribution on print  
media in Latin Trade Magazine and online through Latintrade.com, a portfolio of newsletters, and Latin Trade 
Digital Magazine.

https://latintrade.com/
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Latin Trade 
Latin Trade is a leading provider of information and business services to multinationals and companies with 
interests in Latin America.It publishes award-winning content in Spanish and English for distribution on print  
media in Latin Trade Magazine and online through Latintrade.com, a portfolio of newsletters, and Latin Trade 
Digital Magazine.

https://latintrade.com/?lang=es

Latino Rebels Latino Rebels is an independent online publication that uses news, commentary, analysis, satire to explore the 
world of US Latino issues.

http://latinorebels.com

Latino Rebels - Video Videos of interest to the Latino community. http://www.youtube.com/user/LatinoRebels

LATOKEN
LATOKEN is a growing crypto exchange focusing on liquidity for new tokens. LATOKEN entered 
CoinmarketCap’s Top-20 in March 2019. Besides crypto trading, eligible LATOKEN users can participate in 
selected Tokens Sales at pre-sale and crowdsale stages. Security Token Offerings (STO) are also available on 
LATOKEN crypto exchange.

https://latoken.com/

L'Automobile & L'Entreprise L'Automobile & L'Entreprise is an independent online news portal in French language. Auto Info is a brand of 
the InfoPro Digital Group. L'Automobile & L'Entreprise delivers you news about Sustainable mobility.

https://www.auto-infos.fr/mobilite-durable/

Law & Industry Daily
Business Law Daily publishes objective and comprehensive coverage of civil law, particularly corporate 
litigation related to liability and commerce. Free of all bias, our detailed coverage on judicial developments is 
careful to include perspectives of legal observers, industry, activists and other stakeholders.

http://bizlawnews.com

Law & Religion UK
Law & Religion UK is an academic, non-sectarian blog that aims to explore the interactions between law, 
religion and belief, broadly defined. It focuses primarily, but not exclusively, on the domestic law of the United 
Kingdom together with issues arising under the European Convention on Human Rights and the law of the 
European Union.

https://www.lawandreligionuk.com/

Law and Crime

Lawandcrime.com is the only site for live court video, high-profile criminal trials, crazy crime, celebrity justice, 
and smart legal analysis. Created by TV’s top legal commentator and attorney, Dan Abrams, Law and Crime 
brings common sense written and video analysis to the often confusing and always intriguing world of the law. 
The site’s team of journalists and lawyers provide real-time news updates along with live courtroom coverage 
of the most fascinating trials and legal stories.

https://lawandcrime.com/

Law and More Deconstructing what happens in law http://lawandmore.typepad.
com/law_and_more/

Law at the End of the Day Larry Catá Backer's comments on current issues in transnational law and policy. http://lcbackerblog.blogspot.com
Law Firm Newswire We were the first press release service built for the legal industry. https://lawfirmnewswire.com/

Law News
LawNews is a comprehensive information hub to find out recent industry updates and policies, how they might 
affect your business and how other law firms are managing this, along with appointments, acquisitions and 
more.

https://www.lawnews.co.uk

Law Update

Law Update is monthly publication which is written, edited and produced entirely by Al Tamimi & Company. It 
is one of the most recognised and well respected legal magazines in the Gulf region. It covers legal 
developments and updates relevant to the region and all articles are provided by our lawyers and edited and 
put together by our dedicated in-house design and editorial team. Law Update is circulated to over 15,000 
international subscribers and is created in both hard and soft copy format.

https://www.tamimi.com

Law21 Dispatches from a legal profession on the brink. Tracking extraordinary change in the legal services 
marketplace.

http://www.law21.ca/

Lawdiva's Blog Legal commentary on interesting and quirky legal stories about family law, criminal law, lawyers, judges and 
pop culture as it relates to law.

http://lawdiva.wordpress.com

Lawffice Space Philip Miles, an attorney with McQuaide Blasko, discusses employment and labor law. http://www.lawfficespace.com

LawPundit Internet law, information technology law, biotech law, intellectual property law (patents, trademarks, 
copyrights), U.S. Constitutional Law and European Union (EU) law.

http://lawpundit.blogspot.com/

Lawyerist Law firm marketing, legal technology, and law practice blog. http://lawyerist.com
Lawyers, Guns, and Money Law, politics and national security. http://www.lawyersgunsmoneyblog.com/
Lawyerwatch Research and commentary on the legal profession in the UK. http://lawyerwatch.wordpress.com
Layalina Layalina.com is a leading Arabic language celebrity, lifestyle and entertainment portal. https://www.layalina.com/
LBank Founded in 2015, LBank Exchange  is a top cryptocurrency trading platform that provides global users with 

secure, professional, and convenient products and services, including Cryptocurrency Trading, Derivatives, 
Staking, NFT, and LBK Labs investment.

https://www.lbank.com/

Le Blitz NFL Le Blitz NFL is an all French-speaking online publication that covers NFL news, which includes, summaries, 
photos, videos, rankings, predictions, and more.

http://leblitznfl.com
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LE Blog LE Blog features Greenberg Traurig's coverage of key national labor and employment developments. http://www.gtleblog.com/

Le Calame La Calame is an independent online news portal in Mauritania that focuses on covering news, press releases 
and more from both the Western and Northern African regions.

http://www.lecalame.info/

Le Calame La Calame is an independent online news portal in Mauritania that focuses on covering news, press releases 
and more from both the Western and Northern African regions.

http://www.lecalame.info/

Le Courrier d'Algerie Le Courrier d'Algerie is a newspaper publisher that offers its readers daily content on Algeria and the Region, 
covering topics ranging from local and international news to culture, business, sports and more.

http://lecourrier-dalgerie.com/

Le Courrier d'Algerie Le Courrier d'Algerie is a newspaper publisher that offers its readers daily content on Algeria and the Region, 
covering topics ranging from local and international news to culture, business, sports and more.

http://lecourrier-dalgerie.com/

Le Décodeur Le Décodeur is an indepndent French publicatication that specialises and follows news and new trends in 
cyberSecurity

https://www.ledecodeur.ch/

Le Desk 

Le Desk is an independent, interactive and informative online publication. We defend curious, tenacious 
journalism and, above all, we are free from political and economic lobbies. Led by journalists concerned with 
the ethics of their profession and renowned for their solid independence, the site offers a new journalistic 
experience, coupled with great graphics. We offer news, reporting and investigation in a new, intelligible and 
interactive form. Today's journalism is too often subjected to a frantic race for clicks, dictated by an economic 
model based on advertising. There has never been so much information available, but it is always so difficult to 
be well informed. Le Desk is independent, on subscription and without advertising. The search for an 
advertising audience is the opposite of the promise of Le Desk. Media is only truly independent when it 
reaches its economic equilibrium thanks to its readers. This is why we have chosen to exist for and by our 
readers.

https://ledesk.ma/

Le Desk 

Le Desk is an independent, interactive and informative online publication. We defend curious, tenacious 
journalism and, above all, we are free from political and economic lobbies. Led by journalists concerned with 
the ethics of their profession and renowned for their solid independence, the site offers a new journalistic 
experience, coupled with great graphics. We offer news, reporting and investigation in a new, intelligible and 
interactive form. Today's journalism is too often subjected to a frantic race for clicks, dictated by an economic 
model based on advertising. There has never been so much information available, but it is always so difficult to 
be well informed. Le Desk is independent, on subscription and without advertising. The search for an 
advertising audience is the opposite of the promise of Le Desk. Media is only truly independent when it 
reaches its economic equilibrium thanks to its readers. This is why we have chosen to exist for and by our 
readers.

https://ledesk.ma/arabia/

Le Matin Le Matin, also known as Le Matin du Sahara et du Maghreb, is a French newspaper focusing on national and 
international news, business, politics and sport. It launched in 1971 and is published daily, except Sundays.

https://lematin.ma/

Le Mauricien Le Mauricien is a French-language newspaper, based and distributed in Mauritius. The newspaper, founded in 
1908, is released daily and is one of the most read in Mauritius.

https://www.lemauricien.com/

Le Patriote Le Patriote is a daily newspaper focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. http://www.lepatriote.net/

Le Pays
Le Pays is a newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current affairs including 
business, economics, politics, culture, entertainment and more.

http://www.lepays.bf/

Le Phare Le Phare is an online news portal. It is the main reference for information in the Democratic Republic of Congo http://lephareonline.net/
Le Populaire Daily newspaper focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. http://www.lepopulaire-guinee.info/

Le Potentiel Le Potentiel is an independent daily online news portal located in Benin. It provides general information, 
analysis, advertising and investigation.

https://lepotentiel-benin.info/

Le Quatrieme Pouvoir
Le Quatrieme Pouvoir was launched in 2017. It is an online African publication which offers to its readers daily 
content about Africa, covering topics ranging from local and international news to politics, economy, culture, 
sport and more.

https://lequatriemepouvoir.com/

Le Reporter Le Reporter is an independent publication based in Burkina Faso that covers major reports in Ouagadougou. http://reporterbf.net/

Le Sahel Le Sahel is an online publication that covers national and international news and current affairs including 
economics, politics, business, sports, and more.

http://www.lesahel.org/

Le Soleil Daily newspaper focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. http://lesoleil.sn/

Le Tchadandthropus-tribune Le Tchadandthropus-tribune is an African online publication located in Chad that offers its readers daily 
content on Chad and Africa, covering topics ranging from politics to economics and society.

https://www.letchadanthropus-tribune.com/

Le Tchadandthropus-tribune Le Tchadandthropus-tribune is an African online publication located in Chad that offers its readers daily 
content on Chad and Africa, covering topics ranging from politics to economics and society.

https://www.letchadanthropus-tribune.com/
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Leaders Leaders is a French language online business magazine from Tunisia with daily articles focusing on sucess 
stories, case studies and networking.

https://www.leaders.com.tn/

Leadership Freak Helping leaders reach higher in 300 words or less. http://leadershipfreak.wordpress.com

Leading Blog LeadingBlog is published by LeadershipNow.com. The discussion is about leadership and issues related to 
leadership and personal development.

http://www.leadershipnow.com/leadingblog

Learn-at-Home: High-Frequency 
Words Bundle Grade 2: 4-Book Set

Keep students' skills sharp even when school is not in session with these learn-at-home bundles. Created for 
English language learners and their families, this set of resources prevents summer learning loss by 
reinforcing the concepts that students need to know to advance to the next grade level.

https://www.teachercreatedmaterials.com/

Learn-at-Home: Reading Bundle 
Grade 1: 4-Book Set

Keep students' skills sharp even when school is not in session with these learn-at-home bundles. Created for 
English language learners and their families, this set of resources prevents summer learning loss by 
reinforcing the concepts that students need to know to advance to the next grade level.

https://www.teachercreatedmaterials.com/

Learned On Women Women's market expert Andrea Learned on the current state of marketing to women. http://learnedon.com/

Learning with 'e's Steve Wheeler's thoughts about learning technology and all things digital. Blog author Steve Wheeler is an 
Associate Professor of learning technology in the Plymouth Institute of Education at Plymouth University.

http://steve-wheeler.blogspot.co.uk

Learning, Teaching and Leadership A blog for educators, researchers and other thinkers by Sarah Elaine Eaton, Ph.D. http://drsaraheaton.wordpress.com

Lebanese Forces Lebanese Forces publishes both regional and global news related to Lebanon, including politics, current 
affairs, conflict and local issues.

www.lebanese-forces.com

Lebanon 24 Lebanon 24 is an Arabic language digital publication that conveys Lebanese, Arab and international news 
quickly, objectively and impartially.

https://www.lebanon24.com/

Lebanon Debate
Lebanon Debate is a private news portal established by Michel Kanbour on July 15, 2010. It offers breaking, 
local, international political news, and miscellaneous news about tourism, technology and interior design. The 
website is designed to produce its own news and deliver brief information gathered through monitoring other 
media outlets without any additional analysis. 

https://www.lebanondebate.com

Lebanon Files Lebanon Files is a news website covering stories about different political, economic, social, sports and 
Entertainment news, also covering video content and interviews.

http://www.lebanonfiles.com/

Lebanon Opportunities
Lebanon Opportunities is the number one selling business magazine in Lebanon. Lebanon Opportunities is 
written to a target of small business owners, entrepreneurs and middle management, as well as to Lebanese 
living abroad. It aims at bringing complex business issues in a simple manner understandable by readers who 
are not experts and whose English language is not the mother tongue.

http://www.opportunities.com.lb

L'Economiste
L'Economiste (The Economist) is a tabloid-sized newspaper covering economics, finance and business. It 
launched in 1991 and is published five days a week (Monday -Friday). It is aimed at business executives in 
Morocco.

https://leconomiste.com/

L'economiste du Bénin L'Economiste du Bénin is a French-speaking Beninese web newspaper based in Cotonou which mainly covers 
economic news, financial news, and more.

https://leconomistebenin.com/

L'Economiste du Faso L'Economiste du Faso is an African online newspaper that was founded in 2013, it covers topics ranging from 
local news, international news, economics, finance, business, society, culture, sports, and more.

https://www.leconomistedufaso.com/

LeeAkazaki.com Mentorship tips and commentary for new lawyers. http://leeakazaki.com
Left in New Zealand: A search for 
truth Political blog. https://leftinnewzealand.wordpress.com

LeftMN Covering the Minnesota political scene from a left leaning perspective. http://left.mn

Legal Broadcast Network
The Legal Broadcast Network is a series of daily audio and video shows about  the law, for lawyers and buy 
lawyers. The premier location for daily news, commentary and opinion on legal issues, legal news, politics and 
the events that shape the legal world.

http://legalbroadcastnetwork.com/

Legal Dive
Regulatory compliance and government affairs, M&A and other major financial transactions, labor and 
employment law, intellectual property (trademark, patents, etc) issues, antitrust law, privacy and security, 
corporate governance and board relations (including ESG), industry-specific laws or regulations

https://www.legaldive.com

Legal Futures News, features and blogs on the regulation of lawyers in England and Wales, and innovative new business 
structures under the Legal Services Act 2007.

http://www.legalfutures.co.uk

Legal Innovation Blog Legal Innovation Blog is dedicated to discussing the latest issues involving knowledge management, business 
development and new and exciting technology to use for leveraging your knowledge assets.

https://www.vqab.se/category/legal-innovation-
blog/

Legal IT Insider Legal Technology Insider's breaking news blog. https://legaltechtest.wpengine.com/
Legal News (Urteile und 
Rechtstipps) Jens Ferner writes about German IT-law, copyright law, criminal defense, competition law, and labor law. http://www.ferner-alsdorf.de
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Legal Schnauzer A blog about legal and justice issues in Alabama, the South, and beyond http://legalschnauzer.blogspot.com/
Legends of the Scottish Kings Looking at the folklore, legends, myths and history of all the Scottish royals until the union of crowns. https://scottishroyallegends.blogspot.com

Len Penzo dot Com
When it comes to writing about the world of personal finance, Len definitely marches to the beat of his own 
drummer! In a uniquely irreverent and highly-entertaining style, Len covers a broad array of money topics, with 
an emphasis on personal responsibility and running your household like a business - just like he has done 
successfully for the past 20 years.

http://www.lenpenzo.com

Les Editions Faso-actu Les Editions Faso-actu is an online news portal located in Burkina Faso. Faso Actu covers news about Burkina 
Faso in various topics such as Economics, General News, etc..

https://faso-actu.info/

Les Scoops D'Afrique
Les Scoops D'Afrique is a digital news agency which focuses its coverage on a broad range of issues facing 
Africa, including political, economical, societal and diplomatic issues. It also produces stories related to health 
and the environment, with daily udpates across its numerous channels.

https://www.lescoopsdafrique.com/a-propos-
de-nous/

LESNEWS.CD LESNEWS.CD is a Congolese online media publication that covers topics ranging from politics, security, 
education, economy, and more. 

http://lesnews.cd

Lesotho Times
Lesotho Times is Lesotho’s leading print newspaper brand reaching more than 16 thousand Basotho weekly 
across regions of Lesotho and South Africa. Consistent growth in coverage of general news, business, sport 
and other major interest areas over the past years has positioned Lesotho Times as the paper of choice for the 
majority of our Lesotho and South African readership.

http://lestimes.com

L'Essor
First published in 1949, L'Essor (fr. Progress) is the state-owned national daily newspaper published in 
Bamako, Mali. Its motto is "La Voix du Peuple" ("The Voice of the People). L'Essor is one of 15 French 
language dailies published Mali.

https://lessor.site/

LETA

Latvia National News Agency LETA is a full service news agency in Latvia that provides quality news and 
business information solutions to all kinds of organizations and businesses. LETA is an indispensable primary 
source of top sociopolitical and economic information in Latvia. LETA provides unbiased and comprehensive 
information and ensures accessibility of information to all organizations to which information is a necessary 
resource in their daily work.

http://www.leta.lv

Let's Play Math! A homeschooling mom's commentary on mathematics. http://letsplaymath.net

Letter from Hardscrabble Creek
Comment on contemporary Paganism, American religion, and related topics by Chas S. Clifton, author of Her 
Hidden Children: The Rise of Witchcraft and Paganism in America and editor of The Pomegranate: The 
International Journal of Pagan Studies.

http://blog.chasclifton.com/

Letters Blogatory The blog of International Judicial Assistance. http://lettersblogatory.com

Levada Center
Levada Center is a Russian independent, non-governmental polling and sociological research organisation 
with experts in the fields of sociology, political science, economics, psychology, marketing research, 
organization of mass surveys and data processing.

http://www.levada.ru/

leverificateur.net
Leverifier.net is a Guinean general information site run by professional journalists with extensive experience in 
the country's media landscape and covers various topics ranging from politics and the economy, to health, 
society, and more.

www.leverificateur.net

Lewan Technology
Blog for Denver-based IT solutions company Lewan Technology, the largest IT solutions provider in the Rocky 
Mountain region. Content includes some company news, along with technical tips and solutions, as well as 
documents from Lewan's engineers and professional team to help with all kinds of IT issues/problems.

http://www.lewan.com/blog

L'Express de Madagascar L'Express de Madagascar is a daily newspaper located in Madagascar that covering verious national topics 
ranging from politics to economy and sports.

https://lexpress.mg/

L'Express du Faso L'Express du Faso is an online news portal located in Burkina Faso. It covers news about Burkina Faso. https://www.lexpressdufaso-bf.com/

L'Express DZ L'Express DZ is an information site in Kouba, Algiers that covers politics, the economy, security, sports, social 
information, and more. 

https://www.express-dz.com/

LibConf Blog
Live coverage of the Internet Librarian and Computers in Libraries conferences, with pre- and post-show 
commentary, and running discussions about technology adoption, adaptation and use in public, academic, and 
special libraries.

http://www.libconf.com/

Liberia News Agency (LINA) Liberia News Agency (LINA) is a state-run news agency in Liberia that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://liberianewsagency.com/

Liberian Observer The Daily Observer newspaper, a product of the Liberian Observer Corporation, publishes a wide range of 
content including politics, business, sports and entertainment on and about Liberia.

https://www.liberianobserver.com/

Liberian Observer Online The Daily Observer newspaper, a product of the Liberian Observer Corporation, publishes a wide range of 
content including politics, business, sports and entertainment on and about Liberia.

https://www.liberianobserver.com/
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Libertarian Leanings Ruminations of a New Hampshire Republican with decidedly libertarian leanings. Opinion on current and other 
events.

http://www.libertarianleanings.com

Library Grape Library Grape is a group blog authored by an assortment of tetchy and opinionated ne'er-do-wells. We aim to 
foster intelligent debate and thoughtful inquiry, while dabbling in irreverent snark.

http://www.librarygrape.com

Library Technology Guides Documents, databases, news, and commentary. http://www.librarytechnology.org

Libya News Agency (LANA)
The Libya News Agency is the official state news agency of the Libyan Arab and was founded in 1964. LANA 
is the only authorised distributor of foreign news and most domestic news in the country, covering reports on 
political, economic, sports, cultural, science, & weather for both local and world news.

https://lana-news.ly/

Libya News Agency (LANA)
The Libya News Agency is the official state news agency of the Libyan Arab and was founded in 1964. LANA 
is the only authorised distributor of foreign news and most domestic news in the country, covering reports on 
political, economic, sports, cultural, science, & weather for both local and world news.

https://lana-news.ly/?lang=en

Libya News Agency (LANA)
The Libya News Agency is the official state news agency of the Libyan Arab and was founded in 1964. LANA 
is the only authorised distributor of foreign news and most domestic news in the country, covering reports on 
political, economic, sports, cultural, science, & weather for both local and world news.

https://lana-news.ly/?lang=fr

Libyan Cloud News Agency Libyan Cloud News Agency is an indepebdent-run news agency in Libya that covers national and international 
news, business, culture, education, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://en.libyan-cna.net/

Libyan Cloud News Agency Libyan Cloud News Agency is an indepebdent-run news agency in Libya that covers national and international 
news, business, culture, education, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://libyan-cna.net/

Licensing4Profits The money-making power of intellectual property. http://licensing4profits.com/blog/

Lideres Lideres is a business title owned by EL COMERCIO Group which provides coverage of issues related to 
business, finance, companies and the wider economy of Peru.

https://www.revistalideres.ec/

Life Planning Today Financial advice blog. http://lifeplanningtoday.com

Life Sciences World
Launched in 2002, Life Sciences World is an online info-portal that provides professionals and students within 
the biotechnology, pharmaceutical and medical devices industries with news, jobs, events, articles and a 
directory of organizations related to the life sciences field.

http://www.LifeSciencesWorld.com

Lift Blog A blog covering the world of ski lifts, tramways and gondolas. https://liftblog.com

Light Castle HT Media found its beginning in 1924 when its flagship newspaper, Hindustan Times was inaugurated by 
Mahatma Gandhi. HT Media (BSE, NSE) has today grown to become one of India's largest media companies.

https://www.lightcastlebd.com/

Light Reading India
Light Reading India will provide local analysis and insight into India's communications services and 
technologies markets. Light Reading India will not only highlight the key trends and developments in India's 
communications services market, but provide an unrivalled perspective of the global communications 
technology developments relevant to India's telecom industry.

http://www.lightreading.in

Likelihood of Confusion Blog This blog is about trademark law, copyright law, free speech (mostly as it relates to the Internet) and legal 
issues related to blogging.

http://www.likelihoodofconfusion.com/

Lindy Shopper Fashion advice for swing dancers. http://lindyshopper.com

L'Info Express L'info Express is an online publication located in Cote D'Ivoire (Ivory Coast) which focuses on culture, health, 
economy and politics.

https://linfoexpress.com/

linfodrome.ci
linfodrome is the first independent news portal from Côte d'Ivoire that covers the economy, politics, sports, 
culture, nternational news, and more.

http://linfodrome.com

L'intelligent d'Abidjan
L'Intelligent d'Abidjan is an independent newspaper based in the Ivory Coast. L'Intelligent d'Abidjan covers 
Ivorian news covering diverse topics ranging from politics and economy to society, and more in 9 different 
languages.

https://www.lintelligentdabidjan.info/news/

L'Intelligentd'Abidjan L'Intelligentd'Abidjan is daily French language newspaper from Cote d’lvoire. It covers the content regarding 
politics, sports, local news, current affairs, business, science and technology.

https://www.lintelligentdabidjan.info/news/

Linux Format
The UK’s leading authority on Linux, open source software and Raspberry Pi for the Linux enthusiast, hobbyist 
and maker. Linux Format serves a passionate community of Linux fans, delivering the latest developments 
within the community coupled with expert tutorials and in-depth features to explore and do each month, all 
backed by a DVD of the latest Linux software and distros.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/linux-format/

Lioness Magazine Best of the Web Lioness has scoured the Internet to find the best women thought-leaders on startups, innovation and 
entrepreneurship. Here are the Best Of The Web.

https://lionessmagazine.com/category/best-of-
the-web/

Lioness Magazine Finding Funding Learn about fundraising, crowdfunding, grants, pitch competitions, the entire shebang. https://lionessmagazine.
com/category/money/finding-funding/
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Lioness Magazine Finding 
Leadership Learn about fundraising, crowdfunding, grants, pitch competitions, the entire shebang. https://lionessmagazine.com/category/woman-

of-confidence/leadership/

Lioness Magazine Headline News Catch the latest female entrepreneur news headlines. https://lionessmagazine.
com/category/news/headlines/

Lioness Magazine Inside the Office Inside The Office helps you with company culture, policies, professional development, office logistics and 
more.

https://lionessmagazine.com/category/woman-
of-confidence/inside-the-office/

Lioness Magazine Management
Management and leadership are two different skill sets. They are often confused and used interchangeably. 
While leaders are drivers of vision and influence a company’s success, managers make the vision a reality. 
They work with teams to execute goals. Here, we’ll help you figure out systems and tools to manage your staff 
and deliverables.

https://lionessmagazine.com/category/woman-
of-confidence/management-leadership/

Lioness Magazine News Briefs Female entrepreneur news briefs: Latest acquisitions, revenue, funding and employee announcements for 
female-founded startups.

https://lionessmagazine.
com/category/news/news-briefs/

Lioness Magazine Startup Whether you’re in the Pre-Startup phase, prepared to Launch or finally primed to Scale, Lioness is helping to 
minimize your risks at each stage.

https://lionessmagazine.com/category/startup/

Lioness Magazine Technology The latest apps, software and social media trends for female-led startups. https://lionessmagazine.
com/category/technology/

Lion's Roar
The Lion’s Roar provides a voice for the student body and the Southeastern Louisiana University community.
newspaper is the document of record and the repository of our memories for the campus community.The Lion’
s Roar, in print, its associated websites, and digital versions are designated public forums.

http://www.lionsroarnews.com/

Literary Magazine Literary Magazine focuses on researches and articles that are related to different areas of literature. Within 
each issue there is a file about famous Kurdish or foreign author.

http://www.ideafoundation.co

Litigation Futures News on legal costs in the United Kingdom. http://litigationfutures.com
Little House in the Valley A personal finance blog about finding financial freedom. http://www.littlehouseinthevalley.com

Live Bitcoin News
Live Bitcoin News is poised to revolutionize the way individuals and companies do business online. Live 
Bitcoin News makes sure you don’t get left behind by learning the basics of bitcoin in this bitcoin education 
centre. 

http://livebitcoinnews.com/

Livehindustan Livehindustan is the online version of the popular Hindi newspaper Hindustan, the fourth most circulated 
newspaper in India. It covers news, politics, current affairs, as well as sport and lifestyle.

https://www.livehindustan.com/

Living Richly on a Budget Living Richly on a Budget is a personal finance blog focusing on frugal living and couponing. http://www.livingrichlyonabudget.com
L'Observateur Daily newspaper focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. http://www.observateur-guinee.com/

LOBSTER - UGC Images

Lobster was created to do the heavy lifting of finding and sourcing what perfectly fits your brand, media 
campaign or story from billions of images and videos that are more authentic than stock photography. Lobster’
s Artificial Intelligence and algorithmic engineering uses image recognition alongside with metadata to find high 
quality (and relevant) real-time content anywhere on the planet. Content created by regular people, just going 
about their day to day lives - original, unusual and genuine.

https://lobster.media

LOBSTER - UGC Videos

Lobster was created to do the heavy lifting of finding and sourcing what perfectly fits your brand, media 
campaign or story from billions of images and videos that are more authentic than stock photography. Lobster’
s Artificial Intelligence and algorithmic engineering uses image recognition alongside with metadata to find high 
quality (and relevant) real-time content anywhere on the planet. Content created by regular people, just going 
about their day to day lives - original, unusual and genuine.

https://lobster.media

Logistics News ME

The logistics and supply chain industry has grown leaps and bounds owing to the infrasructure boom and a 
stable economic climate. In the region, Saudi Arabia and the UAE are the most attractive targets for logistics 
investments and easiest markets to operate in. Other MENA countries, particularly those in the GCC such as 
Qatar, Oman, Kuwait, and Bahrain, along with Morocco, Jordan are also emerging as potential investment 
destinations. To support the flourishing logistics industry, Logistics News ME brings you exclusive and in-depth 
insights from the sector. The magazine is an exclusive, industry-centric, and one-stop monthly B2B English-
language publication, committed to providing focussed and up-to-date business information and market 
intelligence on the supply chain management and logistics industry in the GCC and the Middle East and North 
Africa (MENA) region.

http://www.cbnme.com/logistics-news/
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Logistics News ME (Print Edition)

The logistics and supply chain industry has grown leaps and bounds owing to the infrasructure boom and a 
stable economic climate. In the region, Saudi Arabia and the UAE are the most attractive targets for logistics 
investments and easiest markets to operate in. Other MENA countries, particularly those in the GCC such as 
Qatar, Oman, Kuwait, and Bahrain, along with Morocco, Jordan are also emerging as potential investment 
destinations. To support the flourishing logistics industry, Logistics News ME brings you exclusive and in-depth 
insights from the sector. The magazine is an exclusive, industry-centric, and one-stop monthly B2B English-
language publication, committed to providing focussed and up-to-date business information and market 
intelligence on the supply chain management and logistics industry in the GCC and the Middle East and North 
Africa (MENA) region.

http://www.cbnme.com/logistics-news/

Loic.tv Loic Le Meur shares about entrepreneurship, online tips and great people daily. http://www.youtube.com/loiclemeur

Lone Star Lutheran Lone Star Lutheran Online was the Texas Lutheran University Student Media news blog from 2014-2016. It 
stopped publishing since 2016, but you can find in the website the blog archives.

http://lonestarlutheran.blogspot.com/

Lone Star Project
The Lone Star Project (LSP) is an online publication that conducts in-depth opposition and other political 
research, including voting and legislative records, uncovered statements, videos, and archived materials on 
vulnerable Republican candidates and office holders. LSP works with targeted Democratic candidates, Labor, 
and other key progressive allies.

http://lonestarproject.net/

Longreads Longreads features the best storytelling on the web from hundreds of publishers. Story picks include longform 
journalism, short stories, in-depth interviews, and even historical documents.

https://longreads.com/

Looting Matters Discussion of the archaeological ethics surrounding the collecting of antiquities and archaeological material. http://lootingmatters.blogspot.com

Loquitur

The Loquitur is Cabrini University’s student-produced college newspaper. This student news medium is a 
forum for public expression for students, staff, faculty, alumni and many others outside the Cabrini community. 
Loquitur is a forum of expression and means of educating and training students in the practice of public 
communication. As a forum, Loquitur strives to provide an opportunity for all members of the college to inquire, 
question, and exchange ideas. Content may reflect all areas of student interest, including topics about which 
there is dissent or controversy.

http://www.theloquitur.com/

Los Angeles County Museum of Art
LACMA is the largest art museum in the western United States, attracting nearly a million visitors annually. 
LACMA's collections encompass the geographic world and virtually the entire history of art with more than 
100000 objects dating from ancient times to the present day.  In addition to art exhibits, the museum features 
film and concert series. 

https://collections.lacma.org/search/site?f%
5B0%5D=bm_field_has_image%3Atrue&f%
5B1%5D=bm_field_has_unrestricted_image%
3Atrue&f[]=bm_field_has_image%3Atrue

Lost in EUrope Lost in EUrope is an independent blog that covers issues in the the European Unions (EU) politics and the 
Euro crisis. 

http://lostineu.eu

Louis Proyect: The Unrepentant 
Marxist Marxist commentary on politics and culture. http://louisproyect.wordpress.com/

Louisiana Illuminator
The Louisiana Illuminator is an independent, nonprofit, nonpartisan news organization with a mission to cast 
light on how decisions in Baton Rouge are made and how they affect the lives of everyday Louisianians. They 
provide in-depth investigations and news stories, news briefs and commentary to help residents make sense of 
how state policies help or hurt them and their neighbors statewide.

https://lailluminator.com

LouisianaVoice The LouisianaVoice is an independent blog that focuses on political investigative news coverage. http://www.louisianavoice.com/

loupeguinee.com Loupeguinee is an online news portal located in Guinea. It covers various topics such as politics, society, 
justice, health, sport and much more.

https://loupeguinee.com/

LRIOnline.com Labor issues involving unions, private employers, and state and federal governments. http://lrionline.com

LT Pulso LT Pulso is the business supplement of the popular Chilean newspaper, La Tercera. It's coverage includes 
news on the local economy as well as company news, sustainable business and startups.

https://www.latercera.com/canal/pulso/

Luno Luno is the simple crypto investment app for everyone. We make it safe and easy to explore, buy and store 
crypto - no experience needed. Our mission is to put the power of cryptocurrency in everyone's hands.

https://www.luno.com/en/exchange

Lusail
Lusial is the first Economic Daily Newspaper Published within Qatar. LusailNews.qa is the online edition of 
Lusail newspaper and covers business and financial news from Qatar, the Middle East and around the world. 
The site launched in February 2016 and includes content from the newspaper, as well as breaking news

https://lusailnews.net/

Luxuria Lifestyle
Luxuria Lifestyle magazine provides an all-encompassing guide to the affluent lifestyle, including informative 
and interesting articles on the world’s most luxurious products and services, together with industry news, 
reviews, features and exclusive business to consumer events for connoisseurs of luxury, corporate businesses 
and wealthy consumers from around the globe.

https://www.luxurialifestyle.com/

Luxurylaunches Luxurylaunches is a luxury lifestyle website that has a dedicated team of writers that have been curating a list 
of finer things in life to share with our affluent readers.

http://www.luxurylaunches.com
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M&A Navigator
M&A Navigator is published by Normans Media. The company owns and operates various media brands, 
focusing on M&A news, financial news and intelligence, content marketing, social media management and 
content driven search engine optimisation (SEO).

https://www.manavigator.com/

M2 Airline Industry Information
Airline Industry Information is updated throughout the day and provides a current and concise overview of the 
worldwide airline industry and related industries. It provides key management information in an easy-to-digest 
format on route changes, code shares, contracts, incidents, politics, regulation and deregulation.

https://www.m2.com/m2/web/publication.
php/aii

M2 Banking and Credit News

M2 Banking and Credit News covers the banking and financial services industries on a global level, with the 
sharpest focus on North America and Western Europe, as well as the major financial centres of Hong Kong, 
Shanghai, Singapore and the Middle East. Published real-time, the service includes stories on lending and 
corporate finance activity, stories on individual banks and brokerage firms, in addition to regulation and cross-
border legislation affecting the sector.

https://www.m2.com/m2/web/publication.
php/bcn

M2 Best Books (M2B) Best Books provides a timely overview of book launches, publishing news and industry happenings. https://www.m2.com/m2/web/publication.
php/m2b

M2 Corporate IT Update (CIU) M2 Corporate IT Update (CIU) is published several times a week, CIU is aimed at the wider managerial 
community, providing updates on the numerous developments in this ever-changing industry.

https://www.m2.com/m2/web/publication.
php/ciu

M2 EquityBites
M2 EquityBites offers daily coverage of news related to companies listed on the NYSE, NASDAQ, Amex, TSX 
and LSE exchanges, amongst others. The stories are concise and written for professionals in the field. 
Updates average 55 stories per day and are published daily, Monday to Friday inclusive.

https://www.m2.com/m2/web/publication.
php/eqb

M2 Internet Business News (IBN) Internet Business News is a regularly-updated news publication that gives a key insight into the commercial 
activities and benefits available through the Internet.

https://www.m2.com/m2/web/publication.
php/ibn

M2 Nordic Business Report (NBR)
M2 Nordic Business Report (NBR), updated throughout the day, focuses on the Nordic marketplace of 
Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden – an under-exposed powerhouse of industrial and technical 
development – as well as tracking major corporate developments in the Baltic region. NBR provides a tightly 
focused, concisely written and bias-free briefing aimed at individuals and companies.

http://www.m2.com/m2/web/publication.
php/nbr

M2 Pharma

M2 Pharma covers the global pharmaceuticals sector and related industries, including general business news, 
drug launches, people moves, research and development and regulation. Special attention is devoted to 
generic drug makers, including coverage of generic drug releases and news items on individual companies in 
the sector. In addition, the service tracks developments in various therapy areas, with a strong focus on the 
areas of AIDS/HIV, Cardiovascular, Central Nervous System, Diabetes, Infectious Diseases, Inflammatory 
Diseases, Oncology, Respiratory and Vaccines.

https://www.m2.com/m2/web/publication.
php/m2pharma

M2 Telecomworldwire (TWW)
M2 Telecomworldwire provides daily coverage of the global telecommunications and IT marketplace. It offers 
the latest updates regularly, without marketing hype or bias, and is delivered to a diverse global readership of 
industry participants, users, buyers, consultants, researchers, sector groups and educators.

https://www.m2.com/m2/web/publication.
php/tww

M2 Worldwide Computer Products 
News (WCPN)

Worldwide Computer Products News is a key tool for companies wishing to monitor what new products are 
now coming to market within the competitive, fast-moving IT sector.

https://www.m2.com/m2/web/publication.
php/wcpn

Ma'an News Agency
Ma'an News Agency is a Palestinian news portal covering political, economic, cultural and sports news from 
the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Launched in 2004, the site is aimed at local, regional and international readers 
and media professionals with an interest in news from Palestine.

http://www.maannews.net

Ma'an News Agency
Ma'an News Agency is a Palestinian news portal covering political, economic, cultural and sports news from 
the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Launched in 2004, the site is aimed at local, regional and international readers 
and media professionals with an interest in news from Palestine.

https://www.maannews.com/

Mac Format
MacFormat is the UK’s market-leading magazine for Mac, iPhone, iPad and Apple Watch owners. Every issue 
provides a wealth of knowledge in features, and teaches new skills to help you get more from your Apple kit. 
On top of that, you’ll also find reviews of the latest apps and accessories, and expert technical advice from an 
experienced team of Apple users.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/mac-format/

MacAlba: A Son of Scotland Political blog. https://macalbasite.wordpress.com

Macau Business

Macau Business Media is the leading English-based publisher in Macau, by DeFicção Multimedia Projects. 
Following the launching in 2004 of its flagship publication Macau Business magazine, DeFicção has continued 
to aggregate value. Today, it brings the latest and most accurate information on business and the economy, 
from Macau to the world, with a series of specialized news outlets: Macau News Agency (MNA), Chinese 
language Business Intelligence (商訊), Essential Macau, and  MB.tv.

https://www.macaubusiness.com/

Macau Daily Times Founded in 2007, covers local, national and regional news. Caters to the constant needs of today's society, 
keeping in mind new social, economic and political realities that Macau faces on a day-to-day basis.

http://macaudailytimes.com.mo/

Mack's Criminal Law Blog Commentary on Canadian criminal law cases and issues. http://www.mackscriminallaw.com/law-blog/
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Macromania Macroeconomic theory and policy. http://andolfatto.blogspot.com/

MacRumors.com
MacRumors attracts a broad audience of both consumers and professionals interested in the latest 
technologies and products. We also boast an active community focused on purchasing decisions and technical 
aspects of the iPhone, iPod, iPad, and Mac platforms.

http://www.macrumors.com

MACWORLD 
Macworld for IDG: We are the premier source for news, reviews, help and how-to, videos, and podcasts for the 
Apple market, including the Mac, Mac software, Mac OS X, iOS, iPhone and the Apple Watch. Along with 
reviews of Mac-compatible hardware such as printers, digital cameras, and displays, Macworld reviews iPod 
cases, headphones, speakers, and accessories, and iPhone-related products.

www.macworld.com 

MACWORLD GERMANY Macwelt is a specialist magazine focusing on Mac products and providing test reports. www.macwelt.de 

MACWORLD SPAIN 

At Macworld Spain we offer shopping tips and tricks that all Apple users will find interesting. We focus our 
information on practical content: in-depth reviews on hardware  and software ; advice and tutorials capable of 
clearly solving any doubt; and analyzes so precise and accurate that only a true Apple expert could write.Our 
editorial team not only focuses its coverage on information about the iPhone, iPad or Apple Watch, it also 
reports on hardware and software that the most "hardcore" Apple customers will love: MacBooks, Mac 
applications, and all the accessories that complement Mac computers.

www.macworld.es 

MACWORLD SWEDEN MacWorld Sweden is Sweden's largest site about Apple. https://macworld.idg.se/
Madison Startups Original news from the startup, tech and biotech scenes in Madison, Wisconsin. http://www.madisonstartups.com

Maghreb Emergent Maghreb Emergent is an online newspaper created in April 2010. It covers economic news from Algeria and 
the 5 Maghreb countries, as well as the major political processes in the region.

https://maghrebemergent.net/

Maghreb Press Agency Maghreb Press Agency is a state-run news agency in Western Sahara that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://mapengl.blogspot.com/

Maghreb Press Agency Maghreb Press Agency is a state-run news agency in Western Sahara that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://mapmaghrebine.blogspot.com/

Maghreb Press Agency Maghreb Press Agency is a state-run news agency in Western Sahara that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://mapnr.blogspot.com/

Maghreb Press Agency Maghreb Press Agency is a state-run news agency in Western Sahara that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://rasdesp.blogspot.com/

Mail Today

Mail Today, a daily newspaper in compact format, is published by Mail Today Newspapers Private Limited, a 
joint venture between the India Today Group and Daily Mail of London. Mail Today is a morning daily with a 
difference. Clean, lucid and straight- talking, Mail Today marries the credibility and authenticity of the India 
Today Group with Daily Mail's international standards. Mail Today comes with a wide range of sections, all of 
which make for a compelling read: *Money Mail *Good Health * Femail *Lifestyle* It's Friday! *Entertainment 
*Property Mail *You *Review* Travel Mail.

http://epaper.mailtoday.in

Make Tech Easier Make Tech Easier is a tech blog that covers computer tips, tricks, tutorials and software reviews. http://www.maketecheasier.com

Makkah Newspaper Makkah newspaper is a local newspaper from Makkah city. Issued in Arabic language to provide in-depth and 
up-to-date information.

https://makkahnewspaper.com/

MAL Contends Breaking national and Wisconsin news, analysis and commentary. Breaking coverage of the Wisconsin pro-
worker movement.

http://malcontends.blogspot.com/

Malawi 24
Malawi 24 is an independent online news publication and media house for all the latest Malawi news including 
breaking news, politics, entertainment, sports, views, investigative articles, in-depth analyses and daily news 
updates.

https://malawi24.com/

Malayalam News

Launched in September of 1994 in Riyadh, Malayalam is the only daily newspaper in the Kingdom to be 
published in the Malayalam language (specific to the Karallas area of India). The newspaper is of general 
content, providing news on political, social, sporting, economics and other developments, primarily on central 
Asian countries. The newspaper targets Indian individuals residing in the Kingdom. Malayalam is currently the 
only Malayalam language newspaper in the Kingdom.

https://www.malayalamnewsdaily.com/

Malaysia National News Agency 
(BERNAMA)

Malaysia National News Agency (BERNAMA) is a state-run news agency in Malasia that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.bernama.com/ar

Malaysia National News Agency 
(BERNAMA)

Malaysia National News Agency (BERNAMA) is a state-run news agency in Malasia that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.bernama.com/bm

Malaysia National News Agency 
(BERNAMA)

Malaysia National News Agency (BERNAMA) is a state-run news agency in Malasia that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.bernama.com/en/

Malaysia National News Agency 
(BERNAMA)

Malaysia National News Agency (BERNAMA) is a state-run news agency in Malasia that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.bernama.com/es
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Malaysia National News Agency 
(BERNAMA)

Malaysia National News Agency (BERNAMA) is a state-run news agency in Malasia that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.bernama.com/man

Malaysia National News Agency 
(BERNAMA)

Malaysia National News Agency (BERNAMA) is a state-run news agency in Malasia that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.bernama.com/tam

Malaysian Institute of Management

The Malaysian Institute of Management (MIM) is a leading membership-based organisation which, for over half 
a century, has served as the definitive voice of management across the country. MIM works to achieve 
professional career aspirations and organisational goals through creative learning initiatives and training 
strategies. Its professional certification and education programmes help managers remain relevant, engaged 
and driven in an increasingly competitive world.

http://www.mim.org.my/category/news

maliactu.net 
Maliactu was launched in 2008. Maliactu is an online African publication that offers to its readers daily content 
about Africa and the Region, covering various topics ranging from local and international news to politics, 
business, sports and more.

https://maliactu.net/

Malna Malna meaning "our money" is an interactive Economic debate web series analyzing and discussing Jordan's 
financial policies.

http://aramram.com/node/7126

Malna Malna meaning "our money" is an interactive Economic debate web series analyzing and discussing Jordan's 
financial policies.

http://aramram.com/node/7126

MaltaToday MaltaToday is a national newspaper located in Malta that covers topics ranging from business, lifestyle to 
sports, arts, and more. 

https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/

Man with Black Hat Daily musings on faith and culture. http://manwithblackhat.blogspot.com
Managerial Econ Topics on economics relevant to managers http://managerialecon.blogspot.com/
Mandegar Mandegar is an indepedent daily newspaper publisher based in Kabul that covers local and national events. https://mandegardaily.com/

Manufacturing Global 
Manufacturing Digital is a ‘Digital Community’ for the global manufacturing industry that connects the world’s 
largest manufacturing brands & projects and their most senior executives with the latest trends as the 
manufacturing industry pivots towards technology and digital transformation.

https://www.manufacturingglobal.
com/magazine

Manufacturing Industry Advisor
To help you stay at the forefront of the new industrial revolution in manufacturing, Manufacturing Industry 
Advisor provides an online resource for candid exchanges with seasoned Foley attorneys about next-
generation manufacturing issues.

https://www.foley.
com/en/insights/blogs/manufacturing-industry-
advisor

Maqar Broadsheet sized newspaper focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. https://maqar.com/
Maqar - Economy Broadsheet sized newspaper focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. https://maqar.com/
Marc Roussel's Blog Physical sciences, mathematics, issues facing professional scientists and advice to students. http://blogs.ulethbridge.ca/roussel

Marc to Market
Political/economic analysis with a focus on foreign exchange. Marc Chandler is an Associate Professor at the 
New York University Center for Global Affairs, and he has been covering the global capital markets for more 
than 25 years.

http://www.marctomarket.com

Mareeg Media Based in London, Mareeg.com is an independent news website which focuses on Somalia, as well as East 
Africa and the wider African continent. It covers politics, war, human rights, culture and more. 

https://mareeg.com

Margaret and Helen Helen's political musings and stories addressed to her best friend, Margaret. They have been best friends for 
sixty years and counting.

http://margaretandhelen.com

Margin of Saving Margin of Saving was created by a hedge fund analyst to teach others about investing and saving. https://www.marginofsaving.com

Marginal Revolution One of the most popular economics blogs in the world. A wide ranging daily discussion of economics, politics 
and current events written by professors Tyler Cowen and Alex Tabarrok.

http://marginalrevolution.com

Marie Claire Arabia

Marie Claire is a fashion magazine with character substance and depth for woman with a point of view, an 
opinion and a sense of style. It inspires readers to “Think smart and Look amazing.” Marie Claire is known for 
its insightful and inspiring, yet relevant and entertaining content. It delivers fashion, beauty and lifestyle mixed 
with challenging reports on real life issues. It  is a successful formula that combines solid journalism, 
aspirational fashion and inspirational beauty.

https://marieclairearabia.com

Marijuana Stocks Marijuana/Cannabis financial articles, trends, news and stock alerts. https://marijuanastocks.com
Mark My Words Blog of PR supremo Mark Borkowski. http://www.markborkowski.co.uk
Mark Pack's Blog Mark Pack's blog about politics, history, media and technology. http://www.markpack.org.uk/
Mark Rubin's Social Psychology 
Research Blog

Recent social psychology research conducted by Mark Rubin, a researcher at the University of Newcastle, 
Australia.

http://markrubinsocialpsychologyresearch.
blogspot.com

Market Folly Market Folly provides hedge fund portfolio tracking, financial market commentary, and equity analysis on a 
daily basis.

http://www.marketfolly.com
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MarketBeat

MarketBeat offers a variety of free market calendars and a free daily email newsletter that contains a 
comprehensive summary of analysts' upgrades and downgrades called MarketBeat Daily Ratings. MarketBeat 
also publishes a premium daily newsletter called MarketBeat Daily Premium that offers investors an easy way 
to keep track of what is happening with their stocks. MarketBeat All Access subscribers have access to a suite 
of advanced research tools that they can use to analyze their portfolio and research potential investments. If 
you're not sure which of MarketBeat's products is right for you, check out our compare products page.

https://www.marketbeat.com/

MarketForces Africa
MarketForces Africa is a Research, Training and Media platform providing information about markets, 
economies, and investment landscape. We have a bias for economic, business and financial technology news 
with wide coverage across Africa markets. We have a footprint in Data Analytics; Special Reports on 
Industries, People and Government.

https://dmarketforces.com/

Marketing Dive Marketing Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive, the website cover topics such as marketing 
technology, advertising creative, social media, video marketing, analytics, and more.

https://www.marketingdive.com/

Marketing Week https://www.marketingweek.com/
MarketingExperiments Blog Covers what really works in marketing testing and optimization by sharing marketing research. http://marketingexperiments.com/blog
MarketingProfs: Marketing 
Opinions News, commentary and opinion from the sharpest minds in marketing. http://www.marketingprofs.com/opinions/

MarketingSherpa MarketingSherpa is a research institute specializing in tracking what works in all aspects of marketing. http://www.marketingsherpa.com
MarketingSherpa - Video MarketingSherpa is a research institute specializing in tracking what works in all aspects of marketing. http://www.youtube.com/user/marketingsherpa

MarketsToday.net
MarketsToday.net is an online financial portal covering the Middle East stock markets plus forex and 
commodities, published in both Arabic and English. This portal is designed to help keep investors and traders 
up-to-date with the latest news, quotes, performance trends, and market developments in the Middle East 
stock markets.

http://www.marketstoday.net

Marler Blog Providing commentary on food poisoning outbreaks and litigation. http://www.marlerblog.com

Maroon Weekly Maroon Weekly is your premiere guide to all things BCS.Readers turn to Maroon Weekly’s print version every 
week to plan their social calendar and to discover the latest in entertainment, arts, and culture.

http://maroonweekly.com/

MarylandReporter.com MarylandReporter.com is a daily news website produced by journalists committed to making state government 
as open, transparent, accountable and responsive as possible

http://marylandreporter.com/

Mashal Mashal is an independent online news portal based in Afghanistan which reports on local matters, as well as 
international issues that affect Afghanis.

http://mashal.org/

Masr Online Masr Online is a current affairs platform that produces videos covering latest events, news, interviews, 
nostalgia, novelty, music, movie scenes & entertainment.

https://www.youtube.
com/user/MasrOnlineChannel

Masrawy Masrawy is an Egyptian web portal that provides original content in various fields: news, sports, lifestyle, 
entertainment and autos.

http://www.masrawy.com/

Masrawy - Arts & Culture Masrawy is an Egyptian web portal that provides original content in various fields: news, sports, lifestyle, 
entertainment and autos.

https://www.masrawy.com/channel/arts

Massachusetts Daily Collegian
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is the student-run newspaper at the University of Massachusetts, serving 
Amherst and the surrounding communities since 1890. As the principle source of news on campus since its 
founding, the Collegian has operated with the goal of delivering crucial information to students and the 
community in an accurate and timely manner.

http://dailycollegian.com/

Massachusetts Newswire
MASSACHUSETTS NEWSWIRE™ (MANW) is an online news publication of the Neotrope® News Network, 
USA. MANW covers business, entertainment, finance, nonprofit, political and technology news from 
Massachusetts, USA. Massachusetts Newswire is a TM of Neotrope.

https://MassachusettsNewswire.com

Massachusetts Politics Blog News and critical analysis of Massachusetts government and politics. http://pretiminahan.blogspot.com/

Matangi Tonga Online Website covering general news and current affairs in the Tonga region including business, politics, economy, 
sports and travel.

http://matangitonga.to/

Math with Bad Drawings A math teacher's playful, cartoon-illustrated blog on math concepts and topics in education. https://mathwithbaddrawings.com

Maths SMART
Established in 2009, Alston Publishing House is a leading education content provider with deep understanding 
of the international textbook market. Located in Singapore, a hub for excellence in education, our core focus is 
to develop and distribute textbooks and educational resources for the K-12 schools globally.

https://www.alstonpublishinghouse.
com/mathematics/primary/maths-smart

Matininfos.net
Matininfos.net is a daily online news portal located in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (Kinshasa). 
Matininfos.net covers news in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) covering various topics ranging from 
politics and security to the economy and more.  

https://www.matininfos.net/
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MauledAgain
Prof. James Edward Maule's more than occasional commentary on tax law, legal education, the First 
Amendment, religion, and law generally, with sporadic attempts to connect all of this to genealogy, theology, 
music, model trains, and chocolate chip cookies.

http://mauledagain.blogspot.com/

Mawdoo3.com

Mawdoo3.com is collaboratively edited, free-access, original Arabic content encyclopedia that contains 
thousands of high quality articles in different categories. Mawdoo3.com is now considered to be the number 
one free Arabic encyclopedia, targeting hundreds of thousands of readers every day. Since 2012, Mawdoo3.
com grew to become one of the top online sources for knowledge and information for Arab users delivering 
more than 40’000 articles for more than 12 million monthly visitors.

https://mawdoo3.com/

Max Siollun's Website Website with news, history and commentary from Nigeria. http://maxsiollun.wordpress.com/
Maze Engineers Blog Maze Engineers Neurosciencer blog covers the literature in preclinical behavioral neuroscience http://mazeengineers.com/blog
Mazina Law: Healthcare & 
Pharmacy Legal Blog The blog covers legal issues in healthcare, from compliance advice to regulatory updates. https://www.pharmhealthlaw.com

McCarthy Tétrault Blog: Canadian 
Appeals Monitor

Canadian Appeals Monitor expresses our views on upcoming and decided appeals of interest to Canadian 
businesses and professions.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/en/insights/blogs/canadian-appeals-monitor

McCarthy Tétrault Blog: Canadian 
Class Actions Monitor

Canadian Class Actions Monitor provides the firm’s views on class actions across Canada in sectors including 
securities, financial services, product liability, competition, healthcare and other areas of business.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/en/insights/blogs/canadian-class-actions-
monitor

McCarthy Tétrault Blog: Canadian 
Energy Perspectives

Canadian Energy Perspectives shares information and our views on developments in Canada's power, 
electricity, and oil and gas sectors, and on other energy services across the country.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/en/insights/blogs/canadian-energy-
perspectives

McCarthy Tétrault Blog: Canadian 
ERA Perspectives

Canadian ERA Perspectives provides clear, concise commentary on the law, legislative and policy 
developments, and insights specific to environmental, regulatory and Aboriginal issues in Canada.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/en/insights/blogs/canadian-era-
perspectives

McCarthy Tétrault Blog: Canadian 
M&A Perspectives

Canadian M&A Perspectives voices our perspectives on developments in M&A and private equity, comments 
on the impact of changes to corporate-commercial laws as they may affect M&A activity, relates insights 
derived from our experiences handling some of the largest and most complex transactions, and shares best 
practices from our adventures in deal-making.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/en/insights/blogs/canadian-ma-
perspectives

McCarthy Tétrault Blog: Canadian 
Securities Regulatory Monitor

Canadian Securities Regulatory Monitor reports on recent Canadian securities regulatory developments, and 
provides insight on the impact of these developments on our financial services clients.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/en/insights/blogs/canadian-securities-
regulatory-monitor

McCarthy Tétrault Blog: Consumer 
& Retail Advisor

Consumer & Retail Advisor shares our views and news about the retail industry and the consumer products 
landscape in Canada. We discuss industry trends, product issues, legal developments, business events and 
other topics of interest to retailers, consumer products companies and consumers alike.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/en/insights/blogs/consumer-retail-advisor

McCarthy Tétrault Blog: Employer 
Advisor

Alberta Employer Advisor provides employers and HR professionals with analysis of the latest legal issues that 
affect employment-related practices, labour and human resources policies.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/en/insights/blogs/canadian-employer-
advisor

McCarthy Tétrault Blog: Québec 
Employer Advisor

Québec Employer Advisor provides employers and HR professionals with analysis of the latest legal issues 
that affect employment-related practices, labour and human resources policies. In addition to providing clients 
with updates on the latest legislative and regulatory developments, and insights on the implications of new 
case law, the blog will be regularly updated with practical tips, specifically relevant in the Québec marketplace.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/fr/references/blogues/conseiller-de-
lemployeur

McCarthy Tétrault Blog: 
Restructuring Roundup

Restructuring Roundup shares our views on the most recent developments affecting Canadian and cross-
border restructurings, insolvencies and work-outs. In addition to providing clients with updates on the latest 
legislative and regulatory developments, the blog covers all aspects of our practice and is relevant to debtors, 
creditors, court-officers, purchasers, investors and other stakeholder groups.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/en/insights/blogs/restructuring-roundup

McCarthy Tétrault Blog: TechLex
snIP/ITs houses our commentary on the impact of developing Internet, information technology and intellectual 
property laws, discusses recent technology news and relates insights derived from our experiences in the 
technology sector. The blog also shares best practices generated by our decrypted, user-friendly and 
accessible technology and IP team.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/en/insights/blogs/techlex

McCarthy Tétrault Blog: The Lay of 
the Land

The Lay of the Land offers the latest news about Canada’s real estate sector and provides our insights into 
various business activities and developments, including acquisitions, dispositions, municipal matters, real 
property assessment, taxation, infrastructure, leasing, financing and development.

https://www.mccarthy.ca/en/insights/blogs/lay-
land

http://mawdoo3.com/
https://mawdoo3.com/


McCarthy Tétrault Tax Perspectives
In today’s quickly evolving and highly nuanced business environment, making the best decisions for your 
organization can be more challenging than ever. McCarthy Tétrault Tax Perspectives features valuable 
insights from Canada’s leading tax advisors, and delivers timely updates across industries to help business 
leaders adeptly navigate complexities and changes in Canada’s tax regime.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/en/insights/blogs/mccarthy-tetrault-tax-
perspectives

Mcebiscoo
Mcebiscoo is an independent Nigerian news publication that was established in 2018, focusing on
topics such as local news, international news, politics, business, entertainment, health, music, sports,
and more.

https://mcebiscoo.com/

McHenry County Blog
This is a journal of news and opinion designed to bring to light matters of public interest and to encourage 
public participation in the governmental process. Emphasis will be on McHenry County, but Illinois state news 
will be covered.

http://mchenrycountyblog.com/

McKennon Law Group PC 
Insurance Litigation Blog Legal blog on insurance litigation issues https://www.mslawllp.com/

MCOT.net MCOT is a state-run news agency in Thailand that covers entertainment, politics, economy, entertainment, 
sports, crime, IT, innovation, agriculture, royal news and more.

https://www.mcot.net/

ME NewsWire
ME NewsWire is a news distirbution company and the exclusive representative of BusinessWire in the MENA 
region, that dispatches full-text and unaltered news releases, regulatory filings, photos, videos, and other 
multimedia content.

http://www.me-newswire.net

ME Printer Magazine

ME Printer is a monthly print communication magazine catering to print professionals in the Middle East 
providing news, insight, opinion, and education about the graphic arts industry. The company, with over 30 
years of accumulate experience in publishing, seeks to fill the knowledge gap in the print industry by providing 
up-to-date information. The magazine targets the graphics arts and print industry in the broad areas of 
advertising, public relations, publishing, printing and packaging, along with extensive coverage of the latest 
technology and market trends.

http://www.meprinter.com

MEAShots
Meashots.com is an imagery marketplace, managed and operated by Meashots FZ-LLC, a stock image 
agency with the aim to increase the Middle Eastern and African imagery footprint on the internet. Our goal is to 
become the Imagery hub from the Middle East and Africa to the world, providing both creative and editorial 
stock images and footage.

https://www.meashots.com/

MEAShots - Editorial
Meashots.com is an imagery marketplace, managed and operated by Meashots FZ-LLC, a stock image 
agency with the aim to increase the Middle Eastern and African imagery footprint on the internet. Our goal is to 
become the Imagery hub from the Middle East and Africa to the world, providing both creative and editorial 
stock images and footage.

https://www.meashots.com/editorial

Medgadget Medical technology news from around the world. http://www.medgadget.com/

Media TCB

The China Box is not only a press release distribution leader in China and Asia, but also has a Global Network, 
which serves hundreds of clients worldwide. The China Box works with a network of influential news and 
media websites in China to push your message in front of 1.4 billion Chinese viewers, potential buyers, 
partners, and important decision makers. We help companies craft solid messages that will incorporate their 
company standards and ideals into press releases and news stories sent to journalists focused on Asian and 
the global market. The China Box provides both English and Chinese language services, we syndicate our 
feeds to sites and journalists around the world using social media, RSS, email, and other effective tools.

http://www.mediatcb.com/

Media Times Online Media Times Online is a website covering business, exhibitions, companies, travel & tourism, hotels, jewellery 
and watches, society and motoring. The site launched in 2012.

http://www.mediatimesonline.com

Mediaguinee.com Mediaguinee is an online news portal located in Guinea and covers various topics ranging from General News, 
Politics, Economics, Health, Sports, and more.  

https://mediaguinee.org/

Mediaite A site for news, information and smart opinions about print, online and broadcast media, offering original and 
immediate assessments of the latest news as it breaks.

http://www.mediaite.com/

MediAvataarME.com

MediAvataarME.com intends to become the most trusted brand for news and intelligence on brands, 
marketing, media and advertising in the Middle East. We are committed to create content that is stimulating 
and is critical to decision-makers, thought leaders, consultants, agencies and company executives in the 
Middle East. We entrust to bring out a well balanced content and coverage for the marketing, advertising and 
media fratenity and reach across various touch points in the fiercely competitive market place in the Middle 
East. The MediAvataarME.com website, opt-in daily email newsletters, reach out to an influential audience of 
media, marketing and business professionals and keep them abreast with important stories of the day.

http://www.mediavataarme.com

Medical Daily Medical Daily provides timely, coherent and accurately sourced information about breaking health news, 
scientific trends and innovations.

http://www.medicaldaily.com
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Medical Executive Post We are an emerging online and onground community that connects medical professionals with financial 
advisors and management consultants.

http://www.MedicalExecutivePost.com

Medical Futility Blog On this blog, Professor Thaddeus Pope tracks judicial, legislative, policy, and academic developments 
concerning medical futility and the limits on individual autonomy at the end of life.

http://www.medicalfutility.blogspot.com

Medical Xpress Latest medical and health news stories. http://medicalxpress.com

MedicalResearch.com

Medical research news and exclusive interviews. medical research, health and science news in the authors' 
own words. The interview format of this medical research website is geared toward the busy practitioner or 
member of the interested public. The editors of MedicalResearch.com select key journal articles and publish 
interviews from the designated researchers in a standardized format familiar to members of the broad medical 
community.

http://medicalresearch.com

Meditation: Colour by Numbers
Arcturus Publishing Limited is dedicated to creating books that appeal to a broad, international market. Our 
books aim to combine excellent content, attractive design, great production values and exceptional value for 
money. Our non-fiction ranges cover reference, practical art, new age, classics, puzzles and children’s books 
and we now have more than a 1,000 active titles in our list.

https://arcturus.egnyte.
com/fl/f7Uq7ZD4WT#folder-link/Disco%
20Content/1.%20Colouring/Colour%20by%
20Number

MedTech Dive Medtech Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive, the website cover topics such as medical 
devices, diagnostics, digital health, regulation/compliance, R&D, M&A and more.

https://www.medtechdive.com/

MEGATRADER MEGATRADER is a subscription-only online service that provides up-to-date news, information, trends, signal 
and technical analysis on the Italian capital markets.

https://www.megatrader.it/

MegsBlogged
MegsBlogged mostly covers food, lifestyle, travel and books. The blog's name is derived from the blogger's 
name Meghana and Megs is the short form. Meghana started this blog in June 2015. It was her love for writing 
that made her start this blog. She is an avid reader, big foodie and love to travel all around the world.

https://megsblogged.com/

Mehr News Agency (MNA)

Launched in 2003, Mehr News Agency (MNA) is a multi-lingual independent news agency from Iran, with 
stringers in Europe, South America, Turkey, East Asia and the Persian Gulf. Mehr News Agency (MNA) 
provides accurate and up-to-the-minute information and has news desks covering culture and art; religion; 
technology; social issues; economy; politics; international news; sports; and nuclear energy, plus a dedicated 
photo news service.

http://www.mehrnews.com

Mehr News Agency (MNA)

Launched in 2003, Mehr News Agency (MNA) is a multi-lingual independent news agency from Iran, with 
stringers in Europe, South America, Turkey, East Asia and the Persian Gulf. Mehr News Agency (MNA) 
provides accurate and up-to-the-minute information and has news desks covering culture and art; religion; 
technology; social issues; economy; politics; international news; sports; and nuclear energy, plus a dedicated 
photo news service.

https://ar.mehrnews.com

Mehr News Agency (MNA)

Launched in 2003, Mehr News Agency (MNA) is a multi-lingual independent news agency from Iran, with 
stringers in Europe, South America, Turkey, East Asia and the Persian Gulf. Mehr News Agency (MNA) 
provides accurate and up-to-the-minute information and has news desks covering culture and art; religion; 
technology; social issues; economy; politics; international news; sports; and nuclear energy, plus a dedicated 
photo news service.

https://en.mehrnews.com/

Mehr News Agency (MNA)

Launched in 2003, Mehr News Agency (MNA) is a multi-lingual independent news agency from Iran, with 
stringers in Europe, South America, Turkey, East Asia and the Persian Gulf. Mehr News Agency (MNA) 
provides accurate and up-to-the-minute information and has news desks covering culture and art; religion; 
technology; social issues; economy; politics; international news; sports; and nuclear energy, plus a dedicated 
photo news service.

https://ku.mehrnews.com/

Mehr News Agency (MNA)

Launched in 2003, Mehr News Agency (MNA) is a multi-lingual independent news agency from Iran, with 
stringers in Europe, South America, Turkey, East Asia and the Persian Gulf. Mehr News Agency (MNA) 
provides accurate and up-to-the-minute information and has news desks covering culture and art; religion; 
technology; social issues; economy; politics; international news; sports; and nuclear energy, plus a dedicated 
photo news service.

https://tr.mehrnews.com

Mehr News Agency (MNA)

Launched in 2003, Mehr News Agency (MNA) is a multi-lingual independent news agency from Iran, with 
stringers in Europe, South America, Turkey, East Asia and the Persian Gulf. Mehr News Agency (MNA) 
provides accurate and up-to-the-minute information and has news desks covering culture and art; religion; 
technology; social issues; economy; politics; international news; sports; and nuclear energy, plus a dedicated 
photo news service.

https://ur.mehrnews.com/

Memeburn
Memeburn is an independent online publication that focuses on everything digital in the emerging markets 
sphere, from current events in the world of social media, mobile and general technology, to in-depth interviews, 
and more. 

http://memeburn.com
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Mena Report

Mena Report is a comprehensive English language daily source of information for contract awards, news, 
project notices and tenders notices relating to Middle East and North African tenders, bids, RFP's, contracts, 
upcoming projects information, procurement news, buyers profiles and bidding consultancy from the public 
procurement domain. Mena Report delivers fast and accurate information that you need to win contracts 
generated from multilateral funding agencies, federal, state & county governments, utilities, hospitals, schools, 
ports, NGO's, etc.

http://www.menareport.com

MENA Wire®

APO (formerly known as African Press Organization) owns and manages Africa Wire® and MENA Wire®, the 
press release distribution services dedicated to Africa and the Middle East. Founded in 2007, APO is the sole 
press release wire in Africa, and the global leader in media relations related to Africa and the Middle East. The 
MENA Wire® distribution network reaches influential print media, broadcasters, websites, blogs and social 
media in 18 countries, with a potential reach of 250 million people in the Middle East and North Africa.

http://appablog.wordpress.com/

MENAbytes

MENAbytes is an online media publication that covers technology and startups from the Middle East & North 
Africa. Founded in 2017 by Zubair Naeem Paracha, we aim to represent and connect startup community of the 
region. With our content reaching hundreds of thousands on social media every month, we’re the leading 
online startup news outlet from the Middle East & North Africa in terms of social media reach and engagement. 
We are also the second most popular startup media platform from MENA in terms of the number of monthly 
visitors and page views.

https://www.menabytes.com/

MEprinter.com
MEprinter.com is the online edition of Middle East Print Communication magazine and covers the Middle East 
printing and publishing industry, including news, technological advancements, views and analysis on print 
media technologies and trends. The site launched in 2004.

http://meprinter.com/

MEPRwire
MEPRwire is a specialnoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which provides 
free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news submitted to 
MEPRwire has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major web and news 
search engines.

https://www.meprwire.com/

Mercado https://mercado.co.ao/

Mercatoday Mercatoday is the Middle East's largest online football destination, covering the biggest teams, players and 
leagues, as well as transfer market news and the wider football economy.

www.mercatoday.com

Meridian The Meridian is the student voice of Lehman College. Derives its name from Meridian, Mississippi, the town 
that served as a base for many of the Freedom Riders of 1964.

https://lehmanmeridian.squarespace.com/

Merinews
Emanating from the need to empower democracy by providing a media to the people of the country to 
communicate with one and all, www.merinews.com is an effort to provide one such platform to interact and 
express. It is a news platform for collective wisdom,

http://www.merinews.com

Mesa Legend https://mesalegend.com/

MetaDevo
Articles on Strong AI (Artificial Intelligence), AGI (Artificial General Intelligence), cognitive science, cognitive 
architectures, interfaces, robots, cyborgs, philosophy of mind and occasional "miscellaneous" posts about 
unusual science/tech/history topics.

https://metadevo.com/

Metaverse Post
Metaverse Post is a news website specializing in the metaverse, NFTs, AR/VR, and web 3.0 coverage and 
was was created in March 2022. The website’s main purpose is to promote openness to an industry filled with 
false reporting, unlabeled sponsored content, and paid news masquerading as legitimate journalism.

https://mpost.io/

Mexico News Daily

Mexico News Daily was launched in June 2014 as a digital publication whose goal was to offer clear and 
concise coverage of news and current affairs in Mexico in English. We do so by curating existing news 
sources, mostly Spanish-language media outlets that publish content online. We publish news about Mexico 
for English speakers, expatriates either retired or employed, and investors and businesses with a presence in 
Mexico or those interested in establishing one.

https://mexiconewsdaily.com/

Miadhu Miadhu brings the latest news from the Maldives, covering breaking news, business, finance, politics, 
entertainment and sports.

http://www.miadhu.com

Miami Student
The Miami Student newspaper is published every Tuesday for Miami University in Oxford, Ohio. They print 
copies and distribute them around Oxford every Tuesday. It is a completely student-run organization, 
maintaining excellence since 1826.

http://miamistudent.net/

Michael Geist Blog of Michael Geist, leading expert on technology law including privacy, copyright and e-commerce issues. http://www.michaelgeist.ca/
Michael Lee Stallard Leadership and employee engagement. http://www.michaelleestallard.com
Michael Upshall Thoughts about Digital Publishing http://www.consultmu.co.uk
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Michael-In-Norfolk - - Coming Out 
In Mid Life Thoughts on coming out in mid-life, life, love, religion, politics, current events. http://michael-in-norfolk.blogspot.com/

Michigan Advance
The Michigan Advance features in-depth stories, blog posts and social media updates, as well as top-notch 
progressive commentary. We wholeheartedly believe that journalists have the biggest impact by reporting 
close to home, explaining what’s happening in our state and communities — and why. Michigan has hundreds 
fewer reporters than just a couple decades ago. The result is too many stories falling through the cracks.

https://www.michiganadvance.com

Michigan Auto Lawyers Blog News tips and help for auto-accident victims, drivers, and personal injury lawyers in Michigan. http://www.michiganautolaw.com/auto-
lawyers-blog/

Michigan Daily
The Michigan Daily, the campus newspaper of the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, published its first issue 
on Sept. 29, 1890. The student-run paper is published Monday through Friday during the fall and winter terms. 
During the winter 2021 semester, it is printing weekly on Wednesdays. During the spring and summer terms, it 
is published weekly.

https://www.michigandaily.com/

Michigan Employment Law Advisor Analysis of legal issues under Michigan and Federal law relevant to employers. http://www.michiganemploymentlawadvisor.
com/

Michigan Independent
Michigan News is a main source of content creation on campus and uses multiple methods and platforms for 
storytelling including news release distribution, social media engagement, multimedia production and website 
presence.

http://ns.umich.edu/

Michigan Tech Lode The Lode is The student news Site of Michigan Technological University. The Lode is published weekly on 
Thursdays.

http://www.mtulode.com/

Middle Class Political Economist Political and economic issues of importance for the middle class, including jobs, Social Security, health care, 
government finances, and economic development.

http://middleclasspoliticaleconomist.blogspot.
com

Middle East Business News Middle East Business News is a premier online business news service, providing daily and dedicated coverage 
to the region across multiple sectors.

http://www.export-egypt.com

Middle East News Agency (MENA)
Middle East News Agency (MENA) is the official government news agency of Egypt. Middle East News Agency 
covers all political, economic, cultural, sports and variety of news. Our aim is to keep in touch with public 
opinion in and outside Egypt. MENA has broadcast its services since 1996 via the agency's news website " 
mena.org.eg ", which was updated in 2005 .

http://www.mena.org.eg

Middle East News Agency (MENA)
Middle East News Agency (MENA) is the official government news agency of Egypt. Middle East News Agency 
covers all political, economic, cultural, sports and variety of news. Our aim is to keep in touch with public 
opinion in and outside Egypt. MENA has broadcast its services since 1996 via the agency's news website " 
mena.org.eg ", which was updated in 2005 .

https://www.mena.org.eg/fr/index/index#ad-
image-0

Middle Easty News Agency (MENA) 
- Economy

Middle East News Agency (MENA) is the official government news agency of Egypt. Middle East News Agency 
covers all political, economic, cultural, sports and variety of news. Our aim is to keep in touch with public 
opinion in and outside Egypt. MENA has broadcast its services since 1996 via the agency's news website " 
mena.org.eg ", which was updated in 2005 .

https://www.mena.org.
eg/en/section/EnglishEconomy

Mid-East.Info Mid-East.Info is is an Egyptian based portal covering daily business news and information from the wider 
Middle East region.

http://www.mid-east.info

Migrants Rights Blogs Latest policy analysis on UK immigration and news from Parliament http://www.migrantsrights.org.uk/
Mike Klonsky's SmallTalk Blog Educator, writer, school/ community activist shares some ideas about education and politics. http://michaelklonsky.blogspot.com
Mike Wittenstein's Storyminers 
Blog Leading customer experience design blog. http://storyminers.com/blog/

Miketendo64 Miktendo64 is a gaming site by gamers, for gamers. It covers Nintendo news, reviews, interviews, giveaways 
and more.

https://miketendo64.com

Milenio Diario
Milenio is a major national newspaper in Mexico, owned by Grupo Multimedios and published in 11 cities 
across the country. Throught it's print editions, as well as it's website, it publishes news across a broad 
spectrum of topics of national interest.

https://www.milenio.com/

Military Institution between 
Revolution and Statehood

RASANAH, the International Institute for Iranian Studies, is a non-profit think tank, committed to adopting 
rigorous research methods in all of its publications through hiring qualified researchers from around the globe. 
RASANAH's vision is to achieve world leadership in Iranian studies. Military Institution between Revolution and 
Statehood is a book published by RASANAH, as a result of the Military Institution between Revolution and 
Statehood Workshop, held in Riyadh on May 2017. RASANAH issued this book that combines all aspects of 
study on the Military Institution in Iran in both English and Arabic languages.

https://rasanah-iiis.org/
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Military Institution between 
Revolution and Statehood

RASANAH, the International Institute for Iranian Studies, is a non-profit think tank, committed to adopting 
rigorous research methods in all of its publications through hiring qualified researchers from around the globe. 
RASANAH's vision is to achieve world leadership in Iranian studies. Military Institution between Revolution and 
Statehood is a book published by RASANAH, as a result of the Military Institution between Revolution and 
Statehood Workshop, held in Riyadh on May 2017. RASANAH issued this book that combines all aspects of 
study on the Military Institution in Iran in both English and Arabic languages.

https://rasanah-iiis.org/english/news/rasanah-
issues-the-military-institution-between-
revolution-and-statehood-book/

Military Review News about all branches of the Russian military. http://topwar.ru

Military Training - Shephard Media
Shephard Media’s military training portfolio is a well-established information source on all aspects of defence 
and military training, brought you via a print magazine and an online news channel. Military Training continues 
to be the leading publication in the training and simulation industry, providing globally respected content to 
military, government, academic and industry personnel in over 70 countries.

https://www.shephardmedia.
com/news/training-simulation/

Milliyet Milliyet (Turkish for "nationality") is a Turkish daily newspaper published in Istanbul, Turkey, focusing on 
national and international news, politics, business and sport.

https://www.milliyet.com.tr/

Milliyet (Archive) Milliyet (Turkish for "nationality") is a Turkish daily newspaper published in Istanbul, Turkey, focusing on 
national and international news, politics, business and sport.

https://www.milliyet.com.tr/

Mindful Fitness
Take a break from the stresses of your everyday and discover mindful workouts that will help you to centre 
both your mind and body. Each workout is accompanied by helpful imagery to demonstrate each workout and 
aid your fitness regime. Forget about expensive gym memberships and instead follow our guides to getting 
fitter, more energised and feeling better.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Mindful Home
Learn how to make your home more harmonious and create a haven for yourself and those around you. 
Discover some of the basic principles, from the ancient practice of feng shui to more recent phenomena such 
as hygge and minimalism. Understand the importance of light, colour, texture and comfort, and the impact 
decluttering has on many aspects of your life.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
Palestinian State - Ministry News

The Palestinian Ministry of Foreign Affairs website is a window through which the public know all the required 
information about all the aspects of the Ministry’s activities and movements either at external bilateral or multi-
lateral levels, in addition to all what issued by the Arab, regional and international meetings and conferences in 
which Palestine participates including the statements and decisions as well as the statements and releases 
issued by the Ministry itself, and the most significant activities of the Palestinian Embassies and Missions 
abroad.

http://www.mofa.pna.ps/ar/

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
Palestinian State - Ministry News

The Palestinian Ministry of Foreign Affairs website is a window through which the public know all the required 
information about all the aspects of the Ministry’s activities and movements either at external bilateral or multi-
lateral levels, in addition to all what issued by the Arab, regional and international meetings and conferences in 
which Palestine participates including the statements and decisions as well as the statements and releases 
issued by the Ministry itself, and the most significant activities of the Palestinian Embassies and Missions 
abroad.

http://www.mofa.pna.ps/en/

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
People's Republic of China - News

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of China implements the state's diplomatic principles and 
policies and related laws and regulations; safeguard national sovereignty, security and interests on behalf of 
the state; run diplomatic affairs on behalf of the state and the government; and handle diplomatic activities 
between leaders of the CPC and the state with foreign leaders.

https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/fra/zxxx/

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
People's Republic of China - News

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of China implements the state's diplomatic principles and 
policies and related laws and regulations; safeguard national sovereignty, security and interests on behalf of 
the state; run diplomatic affairs on behalf of the state and the government; and handle diplomatic activities 
between leaders of the CPC and the state with foreign leaders.

https://www.fmprc.gov.
cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
People's Republic of China - 
Spokesperson's Remarks

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of China implements the state's diplomatic principles and 
policies and related laws and regulations; safeguard national sovereignty, security and interests on behalf of 
the state; run diplomatic affairs on behalf of the state and the government; and handle diplomatic activities 
between leaders of the CPC and the state with foreign leaders.

https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/fra/xwfw/fyrth/fyrth/

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
People's Republic of China - 
Spokesperson's Remarks

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of China implements the state's diplomatic principles and 
policies and related laws and regulations; safeguard national sovereignty, security and interests on behalf of 
the state; run diplomatic affairs on behalf of the state and the government; and handle diplomatic activities 
between leaders of the CPC and the state with foreign leaders.

https://www.fmprc.gov.
cn/mfa_eng/xwfw_665399/s2510_665401/

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
Republic of Uzbekistan - News

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Uzbekistan is a Cabinet-level governmental agency in 
Uzbekistan in charge of conducting and designing the foreign policy of Uzbekistan.

https://mfa.uz/en/press/news/
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
State of Kuwait - News

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the State of Kuwait delegates Ambassadors and military attachés bureaux in 
foreign diplomatic missions in countries such as the United States, Russia, Great Britain, Germany, France, 
China, Italy and Korea. In 1961, a foreign affairs department bureau was established in Kuwait to organize the 
foreign relations of the country. This body was soon relaunched as the ministry of foreign affairs, becoming the 
first ministerial body of the country.

http://www.mofa.gov.
kw/Ar/News/pages/allarnews.aspx

Minnesota Daily
The Minnesota Daily is a student-led media organization serving the University of Minnesota campus and 
surrounding community. The print publication is distributed twice per week during the fall and spring semesters 
and once per week during the summer semester.

https://www.mndaily.com/

Minnesota Reformer

The Minnesota Reformer is an independent, nonprofit news organization dedicated to keeping Minnesotans 
informed and unearthing stories other outlets can’t or won’t tell. We’re in the halls of government tracking what 
elected officials are up to — and monitoring the powerful forces trying to influence them. But we’re also on the 
streets, at the bars and parks, on farms and in warehouses, telling you stories of the people being affected by 
the actions of government and big business.

https://minnesotareformer.com

Mint
Mint is a business daily published by HT Media in collaboration with The Wall Street Journal. Mint was 
launched on Feb 1, 2007 with the objective of delivering 'clarity in business'. Mint is very well received by 
discerning business people and has become a leading business daily in the key cities of Delhi, Mumbai and 
Bangalore.

http://www.livemint.com

Minterest A digital marketing & technology journal featuring Blogging, Internet Marketing, Social Media, Tech, and Web 
2.0.

http://www.minterest.com

Minuto Mercedes Minuto Mercedes is a digital newspaper based in the city of Mercedes, Argentina. The publicataion provides 
up-to-date coverage of regional and international affairs from a local perspective.

www.minutomercedes.com

Mirror News
The Mirror News is published monthly by the students of Henry Ford College from September - June. Content 
is created, edited, and designed by The Mirror News staff, all of whom are students at Henry Ford College.The 
student newspaper has been a tradition on the campus of Henry Ford College for over 70 years.

https://mirrornews.hfcc.edu/

MishTalk: Mish's Global Economic 
Trend Analysis Global economic macrotrend discussions. https://www.themaven.net/mishtalk

Misr Information Services & 
Trading (MIST)

Privately owned Egyptian company focusing on providing real time financial news and information from the 
Egyptian and Saudi stock markets

http://www.mist-net.com

Misr Information Services & 
Trading (MIST)

Privately owned Egyptian company focusing on providing real time financial news and information from the 
Egyptian and Saudi stock markets

http://www.mist-net.com

Missouri Independent
The Missouri Independent is a nonpartisan, nonprofit news organization covering state government, politics 
and policy. Our mission is relentless investigative journalism that sheds light on how decisions in Jefferson City 
are made and how they affect Missourians. We aim to tell the untold stories, and explain what’s happening, 
why and who it helps (or hurts).

https://missouriindependent.com

Mizan Mizan is a digital initiative dedicated to encouraging informed public discourse and interdisciplinary scholarship 
on the culture and history of Muslim societies.

http://www.mizanproject.org

Mizz Information Mizz Information is a blog about social media: trends, stats, citizen journalism, associations using social media, 
and the occasional musing about Gen-Y.

http://maggiemcgary.com/

Mizzima
Mizzima aims to provide high quality news on a variety of topics with hard news, features, investigative stories, 
etc. relating to Burma which is balanced, timely, and accurate for Burmese and international audiences. 
Mizzima also contributes to freedom of expression, opinion and the free flow of information in the public 
interest.

http://www.mizzima.com

Mizzima Business Weekly
Mizzima Business Weekly is a weekly business magazine offering insight into Myanmar’s economy, business, 
development and politics. The magazine monitors developments in Myanmar for business people, investors, 
academics, diplomats, aid agencies, NGOs and journalists.  It also includes insight into efforts to improve 
governance, reform legislation, and the steps being taken towards market-oriented economic reforms.

http://www.mizzimaweekly.com/

Mmegi Newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current affairs including business, 
economics, politics, culture and sport.

http://www.mmegi.bw/

MN Political Roundtable Progressive blog that focuses on Minnesota issues, but also deals with progressive opinion in general. http://mnpoliticalroundtable.com
Moçambique Media Online (MMO) The MMO is the largest portal in Mozambique and the largest Portuguese content provider in Africa. http://noticias.mmo.co.mz
Modaes The leading fashion business publication of Spain. http://www.modaes.es
Modest Money Personal finance made easy. http://www.modestmoney.com
Moj News Agency Moj News Agency is a news agency based in Iran covering loval news, politics and more. https://www.mojnews.com/
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MOLDPRES MOLDPRES is a state-run news agency in Moldovia that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.moldpres.md/

MOLDPRES MOLDPRES is a state-run news agency in Moldovia that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.moldpres.md/en/

MOLDPRES MOLDPRES is a state-run news agency in Moldovia that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.moldpres.md/ru/

MomTrends Curating motherhood, MomTrends helps moms make decisions on how to spend their time and money. https://www.momtrends.com

Mondaq
Mondaq is one of the world's most comprehensive online resources of professionals' expertise and knowledge. 
Since 1994 we have been working with leading professional advisers the world over to deliver insight, opinion 
and commentary on legal, regulatory and financial topics across every continent.

http://www.mondaq.com

Mondaq - Videos
Mondaq is one of the world's most comprehensive online resources of professionals' expertise and knowledge. 
Since 1994 we have been working with leading professional advisers the world over to deliver insight, opinion 
and commentary on legal, regulatory and financial topics across every continent.

http://www.mondaq.com

MondayMorning Digest of the week's top business news and commentary covering the healthcare industry. http://www.mondaymorning.com
Mondoweiss.net Covers the Middle East and Israel/Palestine issues. https://mondoweiss.net/

Money Buzz Money Buzz is an online business news portal located in Romania, which covers various topics ranging from 
business, to finance, technology, and more.

www.moneybuzz.ro

Money Buzz Europa
Money Buzz Europa an online business news portal located in Romania, that covers various topics ranging 
from business, to finance, technology, and more from Europe. It has nine local editions in Austria, Czechia, 
Greece, Denmark, Northern Italy, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Sweden.

www.moneybuzzeuropa.com

Money Maker

Money Maker is a Pullout of The Sandard. The Standard is Kenya’s second-largest national newspaper and 
the flagship product of the Standard Group. Its reach cuts across all market segments, with clear leadership in 
some niche segments, such as the youth, and some key markets, including Nyanza, Coast, Western and Rift 
Valley. The newspaper has loyal readership among a cross-section of the Kenyan population, with niche 
products especially popular among Kenya’s youthful population.

https://epaper.standardmedia.co.ke/pullouts

Money Morning Investment news: only the news you can profit from. http://www.moneymorning.com/

MoneyNing A personal finance blog where we share insights on carefully saving money, investing, early retirement, 
mortgages, stocks because the little things matter in achieving financial freedom!

http://moneyning.com

MoneyWeek MoneyWeek offers intelligent analysis of the financial news with practical investment advice and tips. https://moneyweek.com

Mongabay

Mongabay is a nonprofit environmental science and conservation news platform that produces original 
reporting in English, Indonesian, and Spanish by leveraging over 450 correspondents in some 50 countries. 
We are dedicated to evidence-driven objective journalism Our main beats are forests, wildlife, oceans, and the 
conservation sector. We also undertake special reporting projects, which are deep dives on specific 
topics and geographies. Mongabay’s readership includes officials in development agencies, natural resources 
management ministries, scientists, business leaders, and civil society, among others.

https://www.mongabay.com/

Mongabay News Environmental science and conservation news. http://news.mongabay.com
Mongabay.com - French Mongabay.com news in French. http://fr.mongabay.com/
Mongabay.com - Indonesian Mongabay.com news in Indonesian. http://www.mongabay.co.id/
Mongabay.com - Italian Mongabay.com news in Italian. http://it.mongabay.com/
Mongabay.com - Portuguese Mongabay.com news in Portuguese (from Brazil) https://brasil.mongabay.com
Mongabay.com - Spanish Mongabay.com news in Spanish. http://es.mongabay.com/

Mongolian National Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry (MNCCI) - 
News

The Mongolian National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MNCCI) was founded on July 2, 1960. Since 
1990, and the end of the socialist system, the MNCCI has established itself as Mongolia’s leading non-
governmental institution. The organization is devoted to the development of international trade and investment 
in Mongolia’s business community. Today the MNCCI has expanded to include 19 subsidiary branches in the 
Mongolian countryside and actively cooperates with more than 40 international Chambers of Commerce and 
Trade Promotion Organizations. MNCCI also houses the Mongolian National Arbitration Center.

https://www.mongolchamber.mn/en/news

Monitor do Mercado

Monitor do Mercado is an information and tool platform that empowers investors, bringing transparency to the 
financial market. They seek to raise the bar of knowledge about the area and help in decision - making, 
providing tools, news and articles to help investors to make decisions, following the “one - stop - shop” 
concept. They use cutting - edge technology and market knowledge to find the information that matters the 
most to you.

https://monitordomercado.com.br/
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Monitoring University Governance An independent site for engagement in the study of shared governance generally within an academic context 
focusing on issues of general concern to the public.

http://lcbpsusenate.blogspot.com

Monoblogue News and views from Maryland's Eastern Shore since 2005. http://monoblogue.us

Montada Ech-Chorouk

Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the electronic interface of Al-Shorouq Media and Publishing Complex, which 
currently includes 10 websites in various fields. It is considered the largest portal in Algeria and in the Maghreb 
region, attracting at least half a million visitors daily. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the most prominent news 
interface in the portal, providing instant and ongoing coverage of events in Algeria, the Arab world and the 
world in Arabic, English and French. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi was founded in 2005.

https://montada.echoroukonline.com/

Montana Kaimin
The Montana Kaimin has been the University of Montana's student run newspaper since 1898.The Kaimin is 
the only official news source on campus that is solely run by the students.The Kaimin publishes weekly on 
Wednesdays during regular academic semesters.

http://www.montanakaimin.com/

MONTSAME MONTSAME News Agency is a state-run news agency in Mongolia that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://montsame.mn/#

MONTSAME MONTSAME News Agency is a state-run news agency in Mongolia that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://montsame.mn/cn/

MONTSAME MONTSAME News Agency is a state-run news agency in Mongolia that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://montsame.mn/en/

MONTSAME MONTSAME News Agency is a state-run news agency in Mongolia that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://montsame.mn/jp/

MONTSAME MONTSAME News Agency is a state-run news agency in Mongolia that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://montsame.mn/ru/

Moonbattery Political news, critique of left-wing politics. http://www.moonbattery.com/
More Than Finances Personal finance blog emphasizing generalized personal finance and self-improvement topics. http://morethanfinances.com

MORNINGSTAR Japan Morningstar is a leading provider of independent investment research. It's mission is to empower investor 
success.

https://www.morningstar.co.jp/

Morocco World News

Morocco World News is dedicated to bringing the news of Morocco and the MENA region to a wide audience 
without bias or a political agenda.  MWN’s vision is to be a champion of free speech and a protagonist for 
thoughtful dialogue on diverse subjects to do with the Middle East and Morocco. Speaking the truth, 
disseminating the truth, and raising questions about the truth are the main principles guiding the work of 
Morocco World News.

http://ar.moroccoworldnews.com

Morocco World News

Morocco World News is dedicated to bringing the news of Morocco and the MENA region to a wide audience 
without bias or a political agenda.  MWN’s vision is to be a champion of free speech and a protagonist for 
thoughtful dialogue on diverse subjects to do with the Middle East and Morocco. Speaking the truth, 
disseminating the truth, and raising questions about the truth are the main principles guiding the work of 
Morocco World News.

http://fr.moroccoworldnews.com

Morocco World News

Morocco World News is dedicated to bringing the news of Morocco and the MENA region to a wide audience 
without bias or a political agenda.  MWN’s vision is to be a champion of free speech and a protagonist for 
thoughtful dialogue on diverse subjects to do with the Middle East and Morocco. Speaking the truth, 
disseminating the truth, and raising questions about the truth are the main principles guiding the work of 
Morocco World News.

https://www.moroccoworldnews.com

Mortgage Orb Required reading for real estate finance professionals. http://www.mortgageorb.com

Mortrans.info
Industrial informational web-portal mortrans.info is an independent media site. The project is intended to unite 
experts from international and Russian companies working in the sphere of marine risks, and to act as a new, 
independent discussion platform.

http://www.mortrans.info

Moseeqa Network Moseeqa Network is a music and entertainment network that produces music content, exclusive interviews and 
music event coverage.

https://www.youtube.com/moseeqatv

Moses Kemibaro Technology and digital media in Africa. http://www.moseskemibaro.com
Mosmonitor.ru Critical coverage of events in the social, cultural and political life of Russia. http://mosmonitor.ru

Motori News - Electric Motori News is an independent online news portal located in Italy. Motori News provides you with all of what 
you need to know about the world of motors.

https://www.motori.news/elettrico

Motorpasión Automotive industry news in Spanish. http://www.motorpasion.com
Motorpasión F1 News about Formula One in Spanish. http://www.motorpasionf1.com
Motorpasión Futuro Spanish-language news about alternative auto technologies (hybrid, electric, green). http://www.motorpasionfuturo.com
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Motorpasión Moto Spanish-language news about motorcycle racing. http://www.motorpasionmoto.com

Mott Capital Market Commentary Daily financial market commentary from Mott Capital Management, analyzing trends in stocks, bonds, 
commodities, and fx.

https://mottcapitalmanagement.com/

Mouatamer Mouatamer is a daily news portal from Egypt covering business, conferences, banking, insurance, technology, 
investment, travel, aviation, real estate, motoring, entertainment and society.

http://www.mouatamer.com

MP3 Hugger The latest indie songs that you should be listening to. http://www.mp3hugger.com

Mpasho

Mpasho is an entertainment and lifestyle website that focuses on Kenyan, East African and continental market. 
Our motto is to be "Bold and True" and we aim to always be the first to break entertainment and lifestyle news 
as weel as being the loudest in our niche while simultaneously being an authority within the field. Firstm fastest 
and most accurate. A hip, urban website with a speacial influence on pop culture, pop music, and a target 
audience of the urban youth. We are digital, fast and fresh with huge online presence, trendy and trending 
presenters, compelling talk and latest news. Kenya's first adult contemporary site that attracts a middle to 
upper social class, who are busy on the move. Engaging talk on socio-political issues affecting Kenyans 
everyday with quality local news along with KPL & EPL football commentary, sports news, interviews and news 
upadtes.

https://mpasho.co.ke/

Mr. And Mrs. Budget A personal finance blog that chronicles a couple's financial journey. https://mrmrsbudget.com

mrt (Midland Reporter-Telegram)
The Midland Reporter-Telegram, acquired by Hearst in 1979, is located in the heart of the vast 54-county 
Permian Basin of West Texas, a geological region producing 70 percent of the oil in Texas. The newspaper’s 
special coverage includes the Permian Basin Oil Report, a weekly section devoted to news of the gas and oil 
industry.

https://www.mrt.com/

Ms Career Girl For ambitious young women to style their lives, at MsCareerGirl.com you’ll find everything from career mentors 
and productivity tips and tricks, to everyday fashion fixes and relationship advice.

http://www.mscareergirl.com

MS NEWS MS News is an independent online news portal located in Brazil that mainly covers national news, in addition 
to local news, international news, and more.

http://www.msnoticias.com.br/

MSKIT.ru IT and telecom news. http://mskit.ru

Mubasher Mubasher specialises in realtime news coverage and analysis of the Arab stock exchanges and the listed 
companies, as well as coverage of the latest economic reports and market declarations.

https://english.mubasher.info

Mubasher Mubasher specialises in realtime news coverage and analysis of the Arab stock exchanges and the listed 
companies, as well as coverage of the latest economic reports and market declarations.

https://www.mubasher.info

MultiCultClassics Multiculturalism and diversity in the advertising industry and beyond. http://multicultclassics.blogspot.com/

Multifamily Dive
Multifamily Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the news and trends shaping the multifamily 
housing industry. The newsletter and website cover topics such as development, operations, regulation, and 
more. Multifamily Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive. Our business journalists spark ideas 
and shape agendas for 13+ million decision makers in competitive industries.

https://www.multifamilydive.com/

Mundo Agropecuario Mundo Agropecuario is an independent media outlet located in Venezuela that spcialises in the agriculture and 
livestock sector.

https://mundoagropecuario.com/

Mundo Agropecuario BET Mundo Agropecuario BET is an independent news portal based in Venezuela which focuses on renewable 
energy and biotechnology.

https://mundoagropecuario.net/

Mundo Bignada Pop culture news in Portuguese. http://mundobignada.com

Mundo de la Salud Mundo de la Salud is an independent news portal based in Venezuela which reports on all matters related to 
health and pharmaceuticals.

https://mundodelasalud.com/

Municipal Bond Pricing

The service provides daily end of day pricing for either select bonds or the entire database of 1.25 million US 
Municipal Bonds. Along with the daily data, EDI supplies 8 years of historical data. The method reduces risk by 
providing more market-driven evaluations than traditional methods (such as bootstrapping, interpolation, and 
matrix pricing). Developed for the middle-market, regional dealer community and clients are provided with: 
Offers transparency into the methods and data sourced to produce the valuations; Gives client and partners 
the ability to provide needed feedback during development phases; Is developed by experts specific to the 
market niche it serves; Is priced to fit the regional firms’ budgetary framework

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/municipal-bond-pricing/

Municipal Dreams Municipal Dreams celebrates the efforts and achievements of our early municipal reformers. https://municipaldreams.wordpress.com
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Muscat Daily

Launched on October 10, 2009, Muscat Daily is today the largest selling newspaper in the Sultanate of Oman. 
Muscatdaily.com is the online version of the 28-page daily broadsheet that is published by Oman’s top 
publishing house, Apex Press and Publishing, and is meant for those who want to follow the latest news about 
Oman online. Muscat Daily changed the newspaper industry in a country where the existing papers did not 
cover political or crime news as well as sensitive regional news. Our belief in the importance of local news has 
paid off as we rocketed from the fourth English daily newspaper in the country at the time of launch to the No. 
1 position in less than a year – possibly a world first for any market. The paper has won accolades for its bold 
and unbiased coverage of various issues including the Oman Protests of 2011 - being the only newspaper to 
cover the protests from its beginning - and its political and economic fallout. Muscat Daily is also the only 
Omani newspaper that is quoted by top international media like the Christian Science Monitor, The Economist, 
El Pais, Radio Netherlands etc when referring to events happening in the Sultanate of Oman.

http://muscatdaily.com/

Muscat Securities Market (MSN)

Muscat Securities Market (MSM) was established as public institution with legal entity based in Muscat. It 
seeks to encourage saving, disseminating investment awareness and protect investors. It also endeavours to 
create the climate conducive for the mutual interest of investors and the national economy. MSM allows trading 
in Public joint stock companies, government bonds, corporate bonds, investment funds as well as financial 
instruments approved by MSM. MSM content includes news, disclosures, financial statements and 
announcements.

https://www.msx.om/default.aspx

Muse Arabia

MUSE ARABIA Online is the first Arab e-magazine dedicated for fashion and elegance. It will feature the latest 
trends in the world’s largest and most famous fashion houses with a huge number of correspondents bringing 
the hottest fashion online news. It is your guide to know more about a variety of high quality products. It is a 
great opportunity for Arab women who carry passion for elegance and luxury. For all these reasons, we are 
launching a magazine targeting Arab women passionate about style and glamour particularly in the Gulf 
region, like Qatar and UAE.

http://www.musearabia.net

Music Gateway

Music Gateway is a sync licensing platform and agent, working directly with music supervisors, advertising 
agencies, broadcasters, filmmakers, TV production companies and gaming companies. Music Gateway offers 
a free music search and music supervision service, which is designed to help you find the perfect soundtrack 
to your story. Whether it's an indie film production, blockbuster movie, TV show, advertising commercial, game 
or YouTube video, Music Gateway will help you license the right music with ease. Music Gateway will enhance 
your storylines by delivering the highest quality commercial music and production music from our worldwide 
music library, which includes music beds & killer tracks from a vast independent catalogue.

https://www.musicgateway.com/

Music Matters: A Blog on Music 
Cognition Professor Henkjan Honing discusses music cognition. musicality, methodology and more. http://musiccognition.blogspot.nl/

Music Road Celtic, country and roots music: insights and opinions. http://musicroad.blogspot.com

Music Week

Music Week has been the leading trade media brand for the UK music industry for over 50 years, and is 
essential reading for anyone who needs to understand the business of music, from vinyl to streaming, from the 
Dublin Castle all the way to Wembley Stadium. As well as covering industry news as and when it happens, our 
editorial team creates exclusive content that delves deeper into key industry issues. We have unrivalled 
access to the most powerful music business executives, both in the UK and abroad, and our unique 
relationships with a variety of trade bodies and chart providers, including the UK's Official Charts Company, 
means we are able to analyse the data and trends that lie behind the modern music industry.

http://www.musicweek.com

Musicology for Everyone Professional research on music for a general audience http://music.allpurposeguru.com

MusicRadar MusicRadar is the number 1 website for music makers of all kinds, be they guitarists, drummers, keyboard 
players, djs or producers...

https://www.musicradar.com

Musing Minds Conservative political blog, Canadian and American bloggers. http://www.musing-minds.com
Musings on Iraq Iraq politics, economics, history, security, and analysis. http://musingsoniraq.blogspot.com/
Musings on Markets Thoughts on markets, companies and business. http://aswathdamodaran.blogspot.com

Mwananchi
Mwananchi Publication is the leading Swahili newspaper and the flagship brand for Mwananchi 
Communications Ltd. It is by far the largest circulating newspaper with the leading audience numbers and 
highest readership in the country covering business, politics and human interest news.

http://www.mwananchi.co.tz/

Mwanaspoti Mwanaspoti is a sports and entertainment news publication from Tanzania, established in 2001 and published 
every Tuesday and Saturday.

http://www.mwanaspoti.co.tz/

My Arminian Evangelical 
Theological Musings (Patheos) Evangelicalism, Christian theology, Christianity and culture; Evangelical Arminian theological musings. http://www.patheos.com/blogs/rogereolson

My Geek Blasphemy Commentary on geek culture. http://mygeekblasphemy.com

http://muscatdaily.com/
https://www.msx.om/default.aspx
http://www.musearabia.net/
https://www.musicgateway.com/
http://www.musicweek.com/
https://www.musicradar.com/
http://www.mwananchi.co.tz/
http://www.mwanaspoti.co.tz/


My Journey Through the Best 
Presidential Biographies A blog dedicated to collecting and reading presidential biographies. https://bestpresidentialbios.com/

My Nintendo News The latest news about Nintendo consoles and games. http://mynintendonews.com

My Republica My Republica is a daily newspaper based out of Kathmandu, nepal covering news from the different part of the 
country and neighbouring states of Kathmandu including government, business and state news.

http://www.myrepublica.com

My Shingle Blogging by a long time commentator and respected authority on solo and small firm practice trends, ethics of 
social media and solo practice and the future of law.

http://www.myshingle.com/

My Urban Report - Video Urban, media, tutorials, news. http://www.youtube.com/myurbanreport

Myanmar Business Today
Myanmar Business Today is a business newspaper, distributed in Myanmar and Thailand. It covers news 
focusing on local business stories, special reports and in-depth features which analyzes the news focusing on 
Myanmar’s economy, investment and finance, business opportunities, foreign trade, property and real estate, 
automobile, etc. It also provides coverage of regional (ASEAN) and international business stories.

http://www.mmbiztoday.com/

Myanmar President Office News
Myanmar President Office News is a state-run news service in Myanmar that covers issues within or involving 
Myanmar around Public Service, Civil Rights, Economy, Education, Energy, Environment, Foreign Policy, 
Health, National Security, Immigration, Rural / Urban, Peace, Disaster, ASEAN, (2011-2016) Activities, 
Administration Reform, Border Affairs and Rakhine State Affairs.

https://www.president-office.gov.mm/en/?
q=briefing-room/news

Myanmar President Office News
Myanmar President Office News is a state-run news service in Myanmar that covers issues within or involving 
Myanmar around Public Service, Civil Rights, Economy, Education, Energy, Environment, Foreign Policy, 
Health, National Security, Immigration, Rural / Urban, Peace, Disaster, ASEAN, (2011-2016) Activities, 
Administration Reform, Border Affairs and Rakhine State Affairs.

https://www.president-office.gov.mm/en/?
q=briefing-room/news

MyBrainTest
MyBrainTest is a market research and advisory service for the cognitive health assessment and testing 
market, and the larger neurodiagnostic industry. We provide an independent source of information on brain 
health screening tests for Alzheimer's, dementia, and brain injuries such as sports concussions.

http://www.mybraintest.org/

MyGov.

MyGov is a Pullout of The Sandard. The Standard is Kenya’s second-largest national newspaper and the 
flagship product of the Standard Group. Its reach cuts across all market segments, with clear leadership in 
some niche segments, such as the youth, and some key markets, including Nyanza, Coast, Western and Rift 
Valley. The newspaper has loyal readership among a cross-section of the Kenyan population, with niche 
products especially popular among Kenya’s youthful population.

https://epaper.standardmedia.co.ke/pullouts

Myles Mellor - Easy Crosswords
One of the top crossword and puzzle writers in the world. Supplying easy, medium, hard crossword puzzles. 
Sunday crosswords. Sudoku puzzles, word searches, giant crosswords and word searches, cryptograms, 
diamond crosswords, interactive crosswords solvable on tablets and websites. Speciality and custom them 
crosswords. British and American style crosswords.

https://www.mylesmellor.com/

Myles Mellor - General Word 
Searches

One of the top crossword and puzzle writers in the world. Supplying easy, medium, hard crossword puzzles. 
Sunday crosswords. Sudoku puzzles, word searches, giant crosswords and word searches, cryptograms, 
diamond crosswords, interactive crosswords solvable on tablets and websites. Speciality and custom them 
crosswords. British and American style crosswords.

https://www.mylesmellor.com/

Myles Mellor - Large Crosswords
One of the top crossword and puzzle writers in the world. Supplying easy, medium, hard crossword puzzles. 
Sunday crosswords. Sudoku puzzles, word searches, giant crosswords and word searches, cryptograms, 
diamond crosswords, interactive crosswords solvable on tablets and websites. Speciality and custom them 
crosswords. British and American style crosswords.

https://www.mylesmellor.com/

Myles Mellor - Medium Crosswords
One of the top crossword and puzzle writers in the world. Supplying easy, medium, hard crossword puzzles. 
Sunday crosswords. Sudoku puzzles, word searches, giant crosswords and word searches, cryptograms, 
diamond crosswords, interactive crosswords solvable on tablets and websites. Speciality and custom them 
crosswords. British and American style crosswords.

https://www.mylesmellor.com/

Myles Mellor - Medium Sudokus
One of the top crossword and puzzle writers in the world. Supplying easy, medium, hard crossword puzzles. 
Sunday crosswords. Sudoku puzzles, word searches, giant crosswords and word searches, cryptograms, 
diamond crosswords, interactive crosswords solvable on tablets and websites. Speciality and custom them 
crosswords. British and American style crosswords.

https://www.mylesmellor.com/

Myles Mellor - Themed Word 
Searches

One of the top crossword and puzzle writers in the world. Supplying easy, medium, hard crossword puzzles. 
Sunday crosswords. Sudoku puzzles, word searches, giant crosswords and word searches, cryptograms, 
diamond crosswords, interactive crosswords solvable on tablets and websites. Speciality and custom them 
crosswords. British and American style crosswords.

https://www.mylesmellor.com/

N2growth Leadership, branding and social media information of interest to executives and entrepreneurs. http://www.n2growth.com/blog
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NAEEM

Company Reports: In-depth investment analyses and valuations. A major competitive advantage for NAEEM 
Group clients, NAEEM’s Research Division offers independent and in-depth coverage of major industry 
sectors, economies and companies with a range of standard and customized products. The sectors covered 
are the MENA region’s major economic contributors, namely finance, telecommunications, real estate, 
petrochemicals, oil & gas, and construction materials; products and services range from company synopses 
and quality of earnings calibration reports to tailored research and on-the-ground support for clients. Currently 
covering approximately 30 companies with a particularly strong focus on Egypt, the Division seeks to expand 
coverage into the small- to mid-cap segment while continuing to build its reach in the Gulf Corporation Council 
(GCC) countries. Recently, the division launched the NAEEM Islamic Egypt 25 Index (NISE 25), Egypt's first 
fully Shariah-compliant index.

http://www.naeemholding.com

NAEEM Newsstand

NAEEM Newsstand: Daily news update and analysis. A major competitive advantage for NAEEM Group 
clients, NAEEM’s Research Division offers independent and in-depth coverage of major industry sectors, 
economies and companies with a range of standard and customized products. The sectors covered are the 
MENA region’s major economic contributors, namely finance, telecommunications, real estate, petrochemicals, 
oil & gas, and construction materials; products and services range from company synopses and quality of 
earnings calibration reports to tailored research and on-the-ground support for clients. Currently covering 
approximately 30 companies with a particularly strong focus on Egypt, the Division seeks to expand coverage 
into the small- to mid-cap segment while continuing to build its reach in the Gulf Corporation Council (GCC) 
countries. Recently, the division launched the NAEEM Islamic Egypt 25 Index (NISE 25), Egypt's first fully 
Shariah-compliant index.

http://www.naeemholding.com

Naharnet

Naharnet is the first independent Lebanese Digital Media providing real-time news and information in English 
and Arabic about Lebanon, the Middle East and the World. Naharnet’s newsdesk is staffed with a multilingual 
team of journalists providing users with up to the minute news, 7 days a week. The team of journalists behind 
Naharnet’s newsdesk is balanced to represents the social fabric of the Lebanese society and to provide 
objective and unbiased reporting.

http://www.naharnet.com

Nahmod Law Professor Nahmod is a professor at Chicago-Kent College of Law who blogs about civil rights, the first 
amendment, constitutional law, and other law-related topics.

http://nahmodlaw.com/

Naija News
Naija News is a modern Nigerian multimedia news platform focused on serving the Nigerian audience and the 
world at large with verified and undiluted news. Naija News is priced as one of the most influential news 
platforms in Nigeria.

www.naijanews.com

Naija247news Naija247news is an investigative news platform located in Nigeria that covers news on Nigeria and Africa 
covering topics ranging from local news, international news, economy, business, politics, sports, and more.

https://naija247news.com/

NaijaBizCom Trending News and Business opportunities https://naijabizcom.com/
Nailpro - Video Nails, nail art, nail art how-to, the professional nail industry. http://www.youtube.com/user/NailproMagazine
Naked Capitalism Fearless commentary on finance, economics, politics, and power. http://www.nakedcapitalism.com/

Namibia Economist Namibia Economist established in 1991, is an online publication that covers topics ranging from local and 
international news, business, politics, economic, sports and more.

https://economist.com.na/

Namibia Press Agency (NAMPA) - 
Image Service

Established in 1992, Namibia Press Agency (NAMPA) provides news and current affairs content on Namibia, 
including news articles, images, and video content on current affairs, politics, arts, lifestyle and business.

https://www.nampa.org/

Namibia Press Agency (NAMPA) - 
NAMPA TV

Established in 1992, Namibia Press Agency (NAMPA) provides news and current affairs content on Namibia, 
including news articles, images, and video content on current affairs, politics, arts, lifestyle and business.

https://www.nampa.org/

Namibia Press Agency (NAMPA) - 
Text Radio Bulletins 

Established in 1992, Namibia Press Agency (NAMPA) provides news and current affairs content on Namibia, 
including news articles, images, and video content on current affairs, politics, arts, lifestyle and business.

https://www.nampa.org/

Namibia Press Agency (NAMPA) - 
Text Service

Established in 1992, Namibia Press Agency (NAMPA) provides news and current affairs content on Namibia, 
including news articles, images, and video content on current affairs, politics, arts, lifestyle and business.

https://www.nampa.org/

Namibian Sun
The Namibian Sun is the daily newspaper aimed at a youthful readership of English Speaking Namibians. Hard 
local, African and international news reporting is balanced with an easy to read mix of highly visual content, 
infotainment and sport. The Namibian Sun breaks stories in an informative, factual, and bold manner 
supported by a compelling layout and photos with robust interviews.

http://www.sun.com.na/

Nanowerk Nanotechnology 
Spotlight

Our Nanowerk-exclusive Spotlight articles look behind the buzz and hype to inform our readers on what's hot 
and new from around the globe. Some stories are more like an introduction to nanoscience,some are about 
understanding current developments, and some areadvanced reviews of leading-edge nanotechnology 
research.

http://www.nanowerk.com
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NASA Astrobiology Blog
This official Web site for the NASA Astrobiology Program is intended to provide all interested people - including 
researchers, government officials, policy makers, teachers, students, and citizens - accurate, up-to-date, and 
comprehensive information on program activities, accomplishments, and plans and the institutions, 
organizations, and people involved in the astrobiology enterprise worldwide.

http://astrobiology.nasa.gov/

NASA on The Commons https://images.nasa.gov/

National Chamber of Commerce of 
Sri Lanka (NCCSL) - News

The National Chamber of Commerce of Sri Lanka (NCCSL) was founded in 1948 soon after Sri Lanka gained 
independence from British colonial rule, primarily to establish a forum for the Sri Lankan business community. 
The foremost objective of the Chamber at that time was the Ceylonisation of trade, as the policy climate was 
not quite conducive to national interests. The Founder Members comprised of all leading ethnic groups, 
Sinhalese, Tamils, Muslims, and Burgher. In 1955, the Chamber was formally incorporated as a Company 
Limited. Having achieved its foremost objective in the mid fifties, the Chamber turned to address member 
issues faced by members. During the last six decades the Chamber had emerged as the leading trade and 
industrial promotion body in the island. The Chamber is the focal point for member companies representing 
virtually the entire spectrum of industry, trade and commerce in Sri Lanka. Among them the Chamber counts 
some of the most vibrant and progressive business houses in the country.

http://www.nationalchamber.lk/

National Daily Newspaper 
L'Express

National Daily Newspaper L'Express is an African information site located in Algeria that offers its readers daily 
content, covering topics ranging from local and international news to politics, economy, society, and more.

https://www.lexpressquotidien.dz/

National Herald Tribune
National Herald Tribune is the most compact daily newspaper that is published from Islamabad and Lahore.  
The newspaper offers diverse content to the masses regarding commerce, sports, City, entertainment and 
miscellaneous.

http://www.dailynht.com

National Iraqi News Agency (NINA)

National Iraqi News Agency (NINA) was launched on October 15, 2005 by a group of Iraqi journalists when 
they found the Iraqi media arena void of an independent news agency characterized by credibility, truthfulness 
and objectivity in delivering news. Soon after launching, NINA proved its impartiality and objectivity and 
became an important and independent source of news; a matter which encouraged international organizations 
like the United Nations Democracy Fund (UNDF) to sign an agreement with NINA to support country-wide 
coverage. NINA, with its central offices located in the captial, Baghdad, is an example of independent media 
contributing to the free flow of the information in a way that improves the democratic and economic 
development in Iraq.

https://www.ninanews.com/Website

National Law Review Hourly updates of legal news and analysis written by America's premier law firms and legal thought leaders. https://www.natlawreview.com
National Legal and Policy Center National Legal and Policy Center is a non-profit group dedicated to promoting ethics in public life. http://nlpc.org/
National Library of Medicine News National Library of Medicine news and press announcements. http://www.nlm.nih.gov/

National Mortgage News

National Mortgage News is the only comprehensive digital information resource serving the entire residential 
mortgage industry, from origination to servicing. In addition to providing news analysis and data, updated on a 
daily and intraday basis, National Mortgage News convenes a community of industry authorities and 
participants who provide unique perspective on key topics, such as regulation, compliance, technology, loss 
mitigation and best practices. Under the umbrella of National Mortgage News, the specialized channels 
Origination News and Mortgage Servicing News engage unique sub-communities of mortgage industry 
professionals. Powered by this network, National Mortgage News stands as the industry's meeting place, the 
unified resource for current awareness and insight.

https://www.nationalmortgagenews.com/

National News Agency Lebanon 
(NNA)

National News Agency Lebanon (NNA) is a state-run news agency in Lebanon that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://nna-leb.gov.lb

National News Agency Lebanon 
(NNA)

National News Agency Lebanon (NNA) is a state-run news agency in Lebanon that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://nna-leb.gov.lb/en

National News Agency Lebanon 
(NNA)

National News Agency Lebanon (NNA) is a state-run news agency in Lebanon that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://nna-leb.gov.lb/fr

NationalDefense.ru Russian defense news. http://www.nationaldefense.ru

Nature Picture Library - Footage

Nature Picture Library is a specialist photo agency for the professional market, representing more than 500 of 
the world's best nature and wildlife photographers and videographers. Our website provides access to more 
than 500,000 images and videos covering every aspect of the natural world's wild animals, plants, landscapes, 
environmental issues, marine life, pets and native peoples.The Bluegreen Pictures collection, specialising in 
marine and maritime images, is now combined with Nature Picture Library on this site, and the two collections 
can be searched separately or together.

https://www.naturepl.com/latest/media/f/video
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Nature Picture Library - Images 
(Rights Managed)

Nature Picture Library is a specialist photo agency for the professional market, representing more than 500 of 
the world's best nature and wildlife photographers and videographers. Our website provides access to more 
than 500,000 images and videos covering every aspect of the natural world's wild animals, plants, landscapes, 
environmental issues, marine life, pets and native peoples.

https://www.naturepl.com

Naval Warfare - Shephard Media

Shephard Media’s naval warfare portfolio is a well-established information source on all aspects of defence, 
military and naval warfare, brought you via a print magazine and an online news channel. Naval Warfare 
covers the full range of naval missions – from coastal protection to blue-water operations. With increased 
emphasis on the entire spectrum of naval capabilities, technologies and C4ISR (Command, Control, 
Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance).

https://www.shephardmedia.com/news/naval-
warfare/

Naval Warfare Magazine - Shephard 
Media

Shephard Media’s naval warfare portfolio is a well-established information source on all aspects of defence, 
military and naval warfare, brought you via a print magazine and an online news channel. Naval Warfare 
covers the full range of naval missions – from coastal protection to blue-water operations. With increased 
emphasis on the entire spectrum of naval capabilities, technologies and C4ISR (Command, Control, 
Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance).

https://www.shephardmedia.com/news/naval-
warfare/

NCYT Amazings Science and technology news in Spanish. https://noticiasdelaciencia.com/

n-dawa n-dawa is a daily Arabic language online news source from Egypt, covering national and international news, 
politics, business, cultural issues, Arab press, opinion etc.

http://www.n-dawa.com

NDF Blog Coverage of Japanese motorsport. http://thenaritadogfight.com

N'Djaména Actu N'Djaména Actu is an independent online newspaper located in Chad that mainly provides real-time 
information from Chad as well as covering global news. 

www.ndjamenaactu.com

NECC Observer Northern Essex Community College is located in Haverhill. It offers over 70 associate degree and certificate 
programs.

https://www.necc.mass.edu/

Necromancy Never Pays Literary commentary from Kenyon College's Jeanne Griggs. https://necromancyneverpays.wordpress.com

NEI News and commentary on the commercial nuclear energy industry across the world by the Nuclear Energy 
Institute.

https://www.nei.org/news

Nepali Times Nepali Times is Nepal’s most respected English weekly newspaper and distributed widely across the country. 
Nepali Times reflects the national and international mood and issues affecting Nepal.

http://www.nepalitimes.com

Neshan Neshan is professional and educational magazine with the intention of ameliorating ties between the graphic 
designers of Iran, Asia and all parts of the world.

http://neshanmagazine.com

NETWORK WORLD
Network World provides deep domain expertise on the modern enterprise data center, including the latest 
networking, storage, servers, and virtualization technologies. Focused on the decisions faced by data center 
managers who must build out agile infrastructure and extend their networks to embrace the internet of things, 
Network World is an invaluable resource in helping enterprises meet strategic business goals.

www.networkworld.com 

Nevada Current Nevada Current seeks to demonstrate how policies, institutions and systems make life harder for Nevadans 
than it needs to be; document how things got that way; and explore what it might take to fix them.

https://www.nevadacurrent.com

NevilleHobson.com The place at the intersection of business, communication and technology. Sometimes, it's a collision. http://www.nevillehobson.com/

New African
Every month over 220,000 people across 100 countries read New African to keep abreast with the affairs from 
the continent. Published continuously since 1966, the English language monthly has consistently brought an 
African point of view to international news. It is the essential magazine for government officials, businessmen, 
professionals and Africa-watchers.

https://newafricanmagazine.com/

New African 
Every month over 220,000 people across 100 countries read New African to keep abreast with the affairs from 
the continent. Published continuously since 1966, the English language monthly has consistently brought an 
African point of view to international news. It is the essential magazine for government officials, businessmen, 
professionals and Africa-watchers.

http://www.africasia.com/newafrican

New African (en français) 
Every month over 220,000 people across 100 countries read New African to keep abreast with the affairs from 
the continent. Published continuously since 1966, the English language monthly has consistently brought an 
African point of view to international news. It is the essential magazine for government officials, businessmen, 
professionals and Africa-watchers.

http://www.africasia.com/nafr/

New Business Ethiopia New Business Ethiopia is a daily updated online publication focusing on business, economic and social affairs 
related to African countries and international organizations operating in Africa.

http://newBusinessEthiopia.com

New City Collegian
New City Collegian is produced by students of Seattle based campuses. The students strive to produce 
relevant, interesting, and accurate reports on the campus issues that affect their lives and the lives of their 
fellow students.

https://newcitycollegian.wordpress.com/
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New Delhi Times A key Indian newspaper providing the world with glimpse of the world important news events with opinions and 
suggestions by renowned policy makers.

https://www.newdelhitimes.com/

New Era Newspaper
New Era Newspaper Namibia is a national newspaper for the Republic of Namibia. It focuses events 
happening within the region and development abroad which are of particular interest to the country in various 
fields. It mainly covers national news, business news and sports news, etc.

http://www.newera.com.na/?src=nepc

New Horizons New Horizons contains research papers on a wide range of subject of social sciences, like sociology, 
criminology, social problems, good governance, distance education and Islamic education.

http://www.greenwichuniversity.edu.
pk/rjournals1.html

New Mexico In Depth
New Mexico In Depth aims to invigorate New Mexico journalism through our reporting, through working with 
other journalists as collaborators or mentors, and through media partnerships that leverage collective 
resources, with the goal of telling in-depth stories of people who represent our diversity and challenging power 
in a way that informs and empowers people and communities.

http://nmindepth.com/prominence/from-our-
blog/

New Miami Blog Insights and commentary on the Gateway City's expanding global significance. http://www.newmiamiblog.com/

New Press Algerie New Press Algerie is an independent news and photo agency in Algeria that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.newpressphoto.com/

New Press Algerie New Press Algerie is an independent Algerian photo agency. www.newpressphoto.com
New Santa Ana Santa Ana's leading civic blog. http://www.newsantaana.com
New Security Beat New Security Beat sheds light on today's non-traditional security issues. http://www.newsecuritybeat.org
New Vision http://www.newvision.co.ug

New World Notes

New World Notes is the longest-running and most read news and culture blog devoted to the Metaverse, 
beginning in 2006 with Second Life and now its many successors, including VRChat, Roblox, Fortnite, and 
NFT/blockchain-based platforms. Cited in the New York Times, The Atlantic, the BBC, CNN, and the 
Washington Post, among many other outlets, New World Notes is founded and run by Wagner James Au, 
author of The Making of Second Life (2003) and Why the Metaverse Matters (2023), with a constant focus on 
the user community and creative individuals who make virtual worlds real.

https://nwn.blogs.com/nwn/

New York Attorney Malpractice 
Blog A clearinghouse of information, cases, and principals of legal malpractice law. http://blog.bluestonelawfirm.com/

New York Business Divorce Covers issues related to what happens in New York state courts when relations between business co-owners 
deteriorate beyond repair

http://www.nybusinessdivorce.com/

New York Personal Injury Law Blog Personal injury law, medical malpractice, tort "reform," and cases of general interest in the field, as seen 
through the eyes of a practicing trial attorney.

http://www.newyorkpersonalinjuryattorneyblog.
com/

New York Public Personnel Law Summaries of, and commentaries on, selected court and administrative decisions and related matters affecting 
public employers and employees in New York State ISSN 1937-4895.

http://publicpersonnellaw.blogspot.com/

newafrikan77 Black history blog. https://newafrikan77.wordpress.com
Newlyweds on a Budget Personal finance blog focusing on weddings and related topics. http://www.newlywedsonabudget.com
NewMediaWire Business news and multimedia content. http://www.newmediawire.com

News Agency of Nigeria

For over three decades, NAN has evolved an efficient and effective news gathering network of professional 
correspondents and world class information gathering system for credible, unbiased and authoritative news as 
it breaks. NAN produces more than 200 stories per day, with additional collaboration with Reuters and Xinhua 
news agencies. With substantial reach and mobility across the 36 states of Nigeria, we are always where the 
news is.

https://nannews.ng/

News Americas News Network
News Americas News Network is a regularly updated newswire covering the Caribbean, Latin America, and 
their respective diasporas, as well as the wider Americas region. Owned by Hard Beat Communications, a 
global media company with over a decade of experience in the Caribbean and Latin American markets, the 
company’s 20 affiliated sites comprise the largest dedicated Caribbean news network. 

https://www.newsamericasnow.com/

News Central Asia (nCa)
News Central Asia (nCa), with editorial office in Ashgabat, is the only private news agency recognized by the 
government of Turkmenistan, bringing its readers with the latest news and views from and about the greater 
central Asia region, including: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Afghanistan.

http://newscentralasia.net/

News Chronicle The News Chronicle is an independent online news portal based in Abuja that aims to provide unbiased news 
and analysis on a range of topics from politics, eceonomy, entertainment, and more.

https://thenews-chronicle.com/

News Crab English news website newscrab.com is a unit of Samachar Jagat Group. NewsCrab.Com covers all latest & 
breaking news on Sports, Bollywood, Politics, Business, Technology, Health etc from India and the world.

http://www.newscrab.com

https://www.newdelhitimes.com/
http://www.newera.com.na/?src=nepc
http://www.greenwichuniversity.edu.pk/rjournals1.html
http://www.greenwichuniversity.edu.pk/rjournals1.html
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News Express
News Express is a leading Nigerian online newspaper, launched in 2012. News Express offers its readers daily 
content on the Africa Region, covering topics ranging from local and international news to business, politics, 
and more.

https://newsexpressngr.com/index.php

News Ghana
News Ghana is a leading online news portal for business coverage in Ghana as well as the wider West Africa 
region. While the coverage is broad, News Ghana also places an emphasis on reporting on developmental 
issues in Africa, incluiding investment in Africa’s infrastructure, health, education, roads, railways, energy, and 
transport.

https://newsghana.com.gh/

News Junkie Post Global news website covering news/politics/analysis/opinion from a left-wing perspective. http://newsjunkiepost.com
News of Ukraine & Crimea Navigator Information Agency's News from Ukraine and Crimea. http://politnavigator.net

News Track Live

News Track is a leading provider of news, information and entertainment across broadcast television, mobile 
platforms, digital media and Print media serving consumers and advertisers in strong local markets, primarily in 
the Madhya Pradesh & Chhattisgarh states. The company's operations include India's First ON WHEEL NEWS 
CHANNEL, News Paper, Event Management, and Marketing and their associated digital and mobile media 
services.

english.newstracklive.com

News Track Live

News Track is a leading provider of news, information and entertainment across broadcast television, mobile 
platforms, digital media and Print media serving consumers and advertisers in strong local markets, primarily in 
the Madhya Pradesh & Chhattisgarh states. The company's operations include India's First ON WHEEL NEWS 
CHANNEL, News Paper, Event Management, and Marketing and their associated digital and mobile media 
services.

newstracklive.com

News Track Live

News Track is a leading provider of news, information and entertainment across broadcast television, mobile 
platforms, digital media and Print media serving consumers and advertisers in strong local markets, primarily in 
the Madhya Pradesh & Chhattisgarh states. The company's operations include India's First ON WHEEL NEWS 
CHANNEL, News Paper, Event Management, and Marketing and their associated digital and mobile media 
services.

tv.newstracklive.com

News Track Live

News Track is a leading provider of news, information and entertainment across broadcast television, mobile 
platforms, digital media and Print media serving consumers and advertisers in strong local markets, primarily in 
the Madhya Pradesh & Chhattisgarh states. The company's operations include India's First ON WHEEL NEWS 
CHANNEL, News Paper, Event Management, and Marketing and their associated digital and mobile media 
services.

viral.newstracklive.com

NEWS.GOV.MO

NEWS.GOV.MO is a state-run news service operated by Government Information Bureau of the Macau SAR 
from within the semi-autonomous city-state of Macau, that offers its readers news about its Central 
Government and Macao SAR affairs, Political and Administrative Affairs, Regional Cooperation, External 
Affairs, Government Services, Legal and Judicial Affairs, CCAC and Commission of Audit, Economy and 
Finance, Labour and Employment, Public Order, Healthcare, Livelihood and Welfare, Tourism and Culture, 
Education and Sports, Urban Planning and Infrastructure, Construction and Housing, Transport and 
Resources, Environment and Meteorology, Technology and Communications, Media Affairs and more.

https://news.gov.mo/list/en/news/?2

News24

News24 is South Africa's most trusted and largest news brand that has been synonymous with breaking news, 
award-winning journalism and pioneering multimedia since 1998. We tell the everyday stories of South 
Africans in words, visuals and sound. With over 1.5m unique users on our platforms each day, News24's 
journalism continues to shape the news agenda and public debate. We investigate and expose wrongdoing, 
hold political and private power to account, and delight our readers with the best in sport, entertainment, 
lifestyle and the arts. Our opinions, analyses and explainers cover a wide range of topics and reflect a diversity 
of voices. Our team of approximately 100 journalists are based in Cape Town, Johannesburg, Pretoria, Durban 
and Port Elizabeth. News24 is owned by Media24, South Africa's leading media company, with interests in 
digital media and services, newspapers, magazines, e-commerce, book publishing, print and distribution. 
Media24 is part of Naspers, a multinational group of media and e-commerce platforms.

https://www.news24.com/

News4Trafford News and views from Trafford and sometimes further out https://news4trafford.co.uk
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NewsBites Finance - Bond Reports

NewsBites Finance - Bond Reports cover corporate, sovereign and municipal issues. They are triggered by up 
to 133 types of news items, including 69 types of announcements and 64 types of top price volume indicators. 
Our technology scans market data streams constantly for new information which might affect a stock's trading 
price. Each report explains what triggered the report, sets out any relevant price movement, and displays any 
recent earnings release or other news which affects the price. It also includes an assessment of key valuation 
metrics which indicate overvaluation or undervaluation. NewsBites Finance is owned by News Bites Pty Ltd, an 
Australian company established in 2003 to satisfy clients' global stock market information needs. NewsBites 
Finance users include retail information businesses, institutional and retail investors, regulators, investor 
relations specialists, legal firms, investment banks, financial advisers, corporate advisers, accounting groups 
and investment analysts. NewsBites Finance works in a joint venture with BuySellSignals, which has a team of 
more than 70 specialists in financial analysis, IT database and processing, development and administration.

http://newsbitesfinance.com/products/bond-
reports.html

NewsBites Finance - Exchange-
Traded Fund Reports

NewsBites Finance - Exchange-Traded Fund Reports (ETF) provide the reader with detailed analysis of the 
exchange-traded fund market. Exchange-Traded Fund Reports are triggered by up to 133 types of news items, 
including 69 types of announcements and 64 types of top price volume indicators. Our technology scans 
market data streams constantly for new information which might affect a stock's trading price. Each report 
explains what triggered the report, sets out any relevant price movement, and displays any recent earnings 
release or other news which affects the price. It also includes an assessment of key valuation metrics which 
indicate overvaluation or undervaluation. NewsBites Finance is owned by News Bites Pty Ltd, an Australian 
company established in 2003 to satisfy clients' global stock market information needs. NewsBites Finance 
users include retail information businesses, institutional and retail investors, regulators, investor relations 
specialists, legal firms, investment banks, financial advisers, corporate advisers, accounting groups and 
investment analysts. NewsBites Finance works in a joint venture with BuySellSignals, which has a team of 
more than 70 specialists in financial analysis, IT database and processing, development and administration.

http://newsbitesfinance.
com/products/exchange-traded-fund-reports.
html

NewsBites Finance - Financial 
Markets Newsletters

NewsBites Finance - Financial Markets Newsletters are twice-daily news updates that summarise the Top 
Movers' price volume action in morning trading and afternoon trading. Our daily Financial Markets Newsletters 
give readers a bird's-eye view of individual markets as well as details on which stocks performed in a given 
market or sector. We update this twice a day, morning and afternoon, with the latest price and volume data. 
Particularly useful to investors, the newsletters empower those who want to see beyond the daily snapshot and 
understand what exactly drove the direction and magnitude of the markets. NewsBites Finance is owned by 
News Bites Pty Ltd, an Australian company established in 2003 to satisfy clients' global stock market 
information needs. NewsBites Finance users include retail information businesses, institutional and retail 
investors, regulators, investor relations specialists, legal firms, investment banks, financial advisers, corporate 
advisers, accounting groups and investment analysts. NewsBites Finance works in a joint venture with 
BuySellSignals, which has a team of more than 70 specialists in financial analysis, IT database and 
processing, development and administration.

http://newsbitesfinance.
com/products/newsletters.html

NewsBites Finance - People In 
Business (PIB)

NewsBites Finance - People In Business (PIB) is a news service that provides information and analysis of the 
performance of senior management of listed companies globally. These reports provide concrete facts on 
companies’ senior management (such as CEOs and directors). As well as biographical details and 
remuneration (where available), these reports also contain management scorecards, and commentary on the 
financial performance of the company during their tenure, including how stock prices have behaved during 
their tenure at a company. The reports also include directors’ trading and other activities, appointments, 
anniversaries and anniversaries. You get not just a biographical sketch but the hard numerical data on where 
these corporate figures have taken their businesses. Initial coverage is Europe and the USA with further 
geographies to be added. NewsBites Finance is owned by News Bites Pty Ltd, an Australian company 
established in 2003 to satisfy clients' global stock market information needs. NewsBites Finance users include 
retail information businesses, institutional and retail investors, regulators, investor relations specialists, legal 
firms, investment banks, financial advisers, corporate advisers, accounting groups and investment analysts. 
NewsBites Finance works in a joint venture with BuySellSignals, which has a team of more than 70 specialists 
in financial analysis, IT database and processing, development and administration.

http://newsbitesfinance.com/products/people-
in-business.html
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NewsBites Finance - Private 
Company Reports

NewsBites Finance - Private Company Reports provide information on businesses which are not traded on 
public exchanges. The individual reports comprise a daily collection of corporate announcements and recent 
press releases only from private companies. Articles incorporate the full original text and a company 
background section which includes financials, where available, management information and a business 
roundup of previous announcements. NewsBites Finance is owned by News Bites Pty Ltd, an Australian 
company established in 2003 to satisfy clients' global stock market information needs. NewsBites Finance 
users include retail information businesses, institutional and retail investors, regulators, investor relations 
specialists, legal firms, investment banks, financial advisers, corporate advisers, accounting groups and 
investment analysts. NewsBites Finance works in a joint venture with BuySellSignals, which has a team of 
more than 70 specialists in financial analysis, IT database and processing, development and administration.

http://newsbitesfinance.com/products/private-
company-reports.html

NewsBites Finance - Research 
Reports (Weekly and Daily)

NewsBites Finance - Research Reports (Weekly) provide the reader with in-depth details of a company’s 
trading and financial status, including long-term and short-term signals; the quarter’s price/volume dynamics; 
shareholder returns; other listings; YTD comparisons; the company’s bonds; its peer group ranking and other 
rankings; recent analyst recommendations; cash flow; EBITDA and other results; a company overview; the 
quarter’s regulatory announcements; and its board and management details. These reports are approximately 
12-21 pages in length. They are ideal for when users want to review particular stocks in detail at the end of 
each week. NewsBites Finance is owned by News Bites Pty Ltd, an Australian company established in 2003 to 
satisfy clients' global stock market information needs. NewsBites Finance users include retail information 
businesses, institutional and retail investors, regulators, investor relations specialists, legal firms, investment 
banks, financial advisers, corporate advisers, accounting groups and investment analysts. NewsBites Finance 
works in a joint venture with BuySellSignals, which has a team of more than 70 specialists in financial analysis, 
IT database and processing, development and administration.

http://newsbitesfinance.
com/products/research-reports.html

NewsBites Finance - Stock Alerts

NewsBites Finance - Stock Alerts are twice-daily news updates that summarise the Top Movers' price volume 
action in morning trading and afternoon trading. These news stories also include technical and fundamental 
indicators for each stock. Our proprietary algorithms recognise and identify bullish and bearish variables in the 
Top Movers. For publishers, this is an ideal addition to your news feed, offering investors actionable 
information about market moves. NewsBites Finance is owned by News Bites Pty Ltd, an Australian company 
established in 2003 to satisfy clients' global stock market information needs. NewsBites Finance users include 
retail information businesses, institutional and retail investors, regulators, investor relations specialists, legal 
firms, investment banks, financial advisers, corporate advisers, accounting groups and investment analysts. 
NewsBites Finance works in a joint venture with BuySellSignals, which has a team of more than 70 specialists 
in financial analysis, IT database and processing, development and administration.

http://newsbitesfinance.com/products/alerts.
html

NewsBTC

NewsBTC is a premier news and resource platform, working since October 2013 to bring quality news content, 
reviews, technical analysis and other unique insights to the ever-growing cryptocurrency community. And it has 
grown with the cryptocurrency industry to cover various altcoins, blockchain projects, crowdsales, regulatory 
developments and the futuristic confluence of some of the leading technologies of time viz., blockchain, 
artificial intelligence, internet of things and more

http://newsbtc.com/

Newsbusters.org NewsBusters, a project of the Media Research Center (MRC), is a leader in documenting, exposing and 
neutralizing liberal media bias.

http://newsbusters.org/

NewsDay NewsDay is a daily newspaper publication from Zimbabwe covering Local News, Sport, Business, 
Entertainment, Columnists, Leisure and Opinion.

https://www.newsday.co.zw

NewsGeorgia NewsGeorgia is an online national publication  that covers economic, political, sports, cultural, international 
news, and more.

http://www.newsgeorgia.ge/

NewsHounds We watch FOX so you don't have to. We expose the bias, spin and distortions of Fox News. http://www.newshounds.us

Newshour Newshour is an independent Nigerian news publication that was established in 2023, focusing on
topics such as local news, international news, politics, entertainment, health, sports, and more.

https://newshour.ng/

Newsler.ru Breaking news - serving the Kirov region. http://newsler.ru
Newsler.ru - Video Video news from Russia. http://youtube.com/newsler

Newslink Express Limited Newslink Express Limited is a professional information distributor, which connects Mainland China, Hong Kong 
and the globe.

http://www.newslinkhk.com

Newslink Express Limited - 
Chinese (Simplified)

Newslink Express Limited is a professional information distributor, which connects Mainland China, Hong Kong 
and the globe. This title is in Chinese (Simplified).

http://www.newslinkhk.com/?lang=zh-CHS

Newslink Express Limited - 
Chinese (Traditional)

Newslink Express Limited is a professional information distributor, which connects Mainland China, Hong Kong 
and the globe. This title is in Chinese (Traditional).

http://www.newslinkhk.com/?lang=zh-CHT
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NEWSNOW / The News Agency of 
the Slovak Republic (TASR)

NEWSNOW / The News Agency of the Slovak Republic (TASR) is a state-run news agency in Slovakia that 
covers national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and 
more.

https://newsnow.tasr.sk/

NEWSNOW / The News Agency of 
the Slovak Republic (TASR)

NEWSNOW / The News Agency of the Slovak Republic (TASR) is a state-run news agency in Slovakia that 
covers national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and 
more.

https://www.tasr.sk/magyar

News-O-Matic

News-O-Matic is the first daily newspaper just for kids. It provides an exciting and engaging nonfiction 
experience for children, complete with valuable literacy tools for the classroom. Thanks to its unique 
combination of editorial and technology, News-O-Matic creates innovative solutions to help children become 
tomorrow’s responsible citizens. It gives young readers a window into the world — and a reason to love 
reading news. Each daily edition includes five new articles covering a wide range of topics. With subjects that 
cover everything from space science and endangered species to football and fashion, the articles are written to 
engage even the most reluctant reader.

https://www.newsomatic.org/

Newsquest (News Portfolio)

Newsquest are one of the largest regional news publishers in the UK and have a portfolio of more than 120 
news brands and 29 magazines online and in print. With an online audience of almost 39 million users a month 
and 5.1 million readers a week in print, the content is read by a substantial proportion of the UK population. 
Newsquest's parent company is Gannett Inc, the largest news publisher in the US. Gannett is listed on the 
New York Stock Exchange. Newsquest’s history goes back a long way – the Berrow's Worcester Journal was 
first published in 1690 and is the oldest surviving newspaper in the world.

https://www.newsquest.co.uk/news-brands

NewsRise - Malaysia News Service
NewsRise, which is partly owned by Nikkei Inc., is a real-time news publishing company established in 2013. 
NewsRise powers financial terminals with real-time financial markets, currency, company and policy news and 
information from Malaysia. The service also offers real-time "flash headlines" with no body text for trading floor 
use.

www.newsrise.org

NewsVoir

Newsvoir is India’s leading news distribution platform. We specialize in the creation, distribution, and 
performance measurement of corporate press releases, financial announcements and multimedia content. We 
supply a steady stream of company news to journalists, news publications, social media platforms, investment 
communities and other key audiences in India and around the globe, which results in enhanced visibility and a 
powerful online news presence. 

www.newsvoir.com

Newswire Pakistan Newswire Pakistan is a daily compilation of press releases issued by all business, economic, social and 
political organizations in Pakistan.

http://www.pakistannewsreleases.com

NEWSwire.ae
NEWSwire.ae is a specialnoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which 
provides free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news 
submitted to NEWSwire.ae has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major 
web and news search engines.

https://www.newswire.ae/

Newsy.com Newsy is multi-source, multi-platform video news. http://www.newsy.com

Next Big Future
This is detailed futurist analysis. Detailed coverage of many types of quantum computers, key technology for 
exaflop and zetaflop supercomputers, and a detailed focus on technology and changes that will have a trillion 
dollar impacts on the global economy.

http://nextbigfuture.com

Next Mobility

Next Mobility is a platform dedicated to future issues related to mobility. It acts as an impulse generator and 
trend barometer and brings together the pioneers of tomorrow's mobility from society & politics, technology & 
development, economy & management as well as traffic & transport. Journalists from the Vogel 
Communications Group report on the large complex of topics in news, analyzes, interviews, reports and 
features.

https://www.next-mobility.de/

NextBigWhat.com
pluGGd.in profiles and reviews Indian technology startups; and is at the center stage of events that are 
shaping India. The pluGGd.in community comprises of tech lovers, geeks, startups, VCs and a regular surfer 
who is looking out for cool products and feedbacks.

http://www.nextbigwhat.com/

NFT News Pro
This is NFT NEWS PRO which is an NFT-based website. Our platform’s mission is dedicated to Informing the 
whole ecosystem about what is going around NFT events whether it’s about generative arts, music, 
collections, games or jpegs. And also provides the hottest updates and upcoming NFT projects.

https://nftnewspro.com/

NFT News Today
NFT News Today delivers daily new on projects from the world of cryptocurrency and blockchain technology. 
They spotlight up-and-coming NFT Artists and help them to make sales. They promote exciting 'cutting edge' 
projects and provide them with a platform to share developments and announcements with the NFT 
Community.

https://www.todaynftnews.com/
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NFT Now
NFT Now is the first dedicated NFT media company, featuring freshly minted news, curation and analysis on 
how trailblazing artists, collectors and technologists are redefining the creative economy. Join us each 
Wednesday as we release episodes of the nft now podcast.

https://nftnow.com/

NFT Plazas NFT Plazas is No#1 NFT News Website Dedicated to Supporting the Expansion & Mainstream Adoption of 
NFTs, Decentralization and the Metaverse. News, Events, Advertising and Much More.

https://nftplazas.com/

Nic Borain Politics and Investment An independent political analyst's view on the political and policy risks for financial markets with a focus on 
South Africa.

http://nicborain.wordpress.com/

Nick Byrd: Philosophy & Cognitive 
Science Musings on reasoning, willpower, and well-being. http://www.byrdnick.com/blog

Nicola’s Substack
It is a blog that provides knowledge about how and why things happen in international politics and the 
economy. It also contains publications outside the politico-economic framework and usually they are related to 
history, science, technology, pets and Christianity. These publications are similarly aimed at providing 
knowledge on poorly considered topics or viewpoints.

https://stoev.substack.com/

Nieman Journalism Lab Reporting and commentary on the future of journalism and the news business. http://www.niemanlab.org/

Nieman Journalism Lab

The Nieman Journalism Lab is an attempt to help journalism figure out its future in an Internet age. The 
Internet has brought forth an unprecedented flowering of news and information. But it has also destabilized the 
old business models that have supported quality journalism for decades. Good journalists across the country 
are losing their jobs or adjusting to a radically new news environment online. We want to highlight attempts at 
innovation and figure out what makes them succeed or fail. We want to find good ideas for others to steal. We 
want to help reporters and editors adjust to their online labors; we want to help traditional news organizations 
find a way to survive; we want to help the new crop of startups that will complement — or supplant — them. 
We are fundamentally optimistic. We don’t pretend to have even five percent of all the answers, but we do 
know a lot of smart people. Primary among them are our readers; we hope your contributions will make the 
Lab a collaborative exchange of ideas. Tell us what’s happening around you, or what should be. We hope you 
enjoy the work we do, and that you’ll join the conversation as it evolves.

https://www.niemanlab.org/

Nigeria Communications Week
Since 2007, Nigeria Communications Week has devoted its energy to independent reportage of ICT news. 
With our team of tested ICT journalists and analysts, we deliver unique perspective and in-depth analysis on 
news, research and IT trends. We appeal to industry regulators, operators, consumers and decision makers, 
while influencing policies and major purchase decisions for companies and individuals.

http://www.nigeriacommunicationsweek.com.
ng

Nigeria South Africa Chamber of 
Commerce (NSACC) - News

Since the inauguration of the Nigeria - South Africa Chamber of Commerce in the year 2000, trade between 
the two countries has grown tremendously. The Nigeria - South Africa Chamber of Commerce has been a 
veritable economic tool responsible for part of the increment in trade between Nigeria and South Africa.

http://nsacc.org.ng/

Nigerian Flight Deck Nigerian Flight Deck is an online business news portal by Flightdeck Communications Enterprises that covers 
various topics ranging from news, business, economics to society, and more.

https://nigerianflightdeck.com/

Nigerian Tribune
The Nigerian Tribune is an English-language newspaper published in Ibadan, Nigeria and one of the oldest 
surviving private Nigerian newspapers.  Nigerian Tribune was structured, since inception, to cater for the 
interest of the common people. The newspaper covers regional and community news, editorial, sports, 
business, health and tourism.

http://tribuneonlineng.com/

NigerianEye NigerianEye is an online independent news update provider. It's sole aim is to keep the readers informed and 
aware of happenings in Nigeria and around the world.

https://www.nigerianeye.com/

NileFM

Egypt’s perennial destination for everything music, entertainment, technology, lifestyle, events and more! 
Finally going beyond the airwaves, NileFM.com has launched to reinvigorate the nation’s digital entertainment 
scene. NileFM helped introduce the idea of a full English language radio station to an Arabic-speaking 
audience in Egypt – and it still remains the only mixed-format English radio station in the market. Our digital 
platform is the natural extension to further connect our fun-loving audience with exciting content from Egypt 
and beyond.

http://nilefm.com/

Nine O'Clock

Nine O’Clock has been a pioneer in the landscape of the Romanian media after the Revolution of 1989. It was 
launched on October 9th 1991, and has made history as being the first and only daily newspaper published 
ever in English. Ever since the first issue, Nine O’Clock has adopted the position to always respect its readers 
by offering real and unbiased information about all aspects of life in Romania, and the world, covering topics 
ranging from diplomacy, business, economy, to justice, politics and more.

www.nineoclock.ro

NINVONEWS NinvoNews is a Nigerian online source which focuses on politics, entertainment, crime and foreign news. https://nivonews.com/
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NJ Spotlight
NJ Spotlight is an online news service providing insight and information on issues critical to New Jersey, with 
the aim of informing and engaging the state's communities and businesses. We are nonpartisan, independent, 
policy-centered and community-minded.

https://www.njspotlight.com

NME Album Reviews

New Musical Express (NME) is a British music journalism website and former magazine that has been 
published since 1952. It was the first British paper to include a singles chart, in the edition of 14 November 
1952. In the 1970s, it became the best-selling British music newspaper. From 1972 to 1976, it was particularly 
associated with gonzo journalism then became closely associated with punk rock through the writings of Julie 
Burchill, Paul Morley, and Tony Parsons.

https://www.nme.com

NME Film Blogs

New Musical Express (NME) is a British music journalism website and former magazine that has been 
published since 1952. It was the first British paper to include a singles chart, in the edition of 14 November 
1952. In the 1970s, it became the best-selling British music newspaper. From 1972 to 1976, it was particularly 
associated with gonzo journalism then became closely associated with punk rock through the writings of Julie 
Burchill, Paul Morley, and Tony Parsons.

https://www.nme.com

NME Film News

New Musical Express (NME) is a British music journalism website and former magazine that has been 
published since 1952. It was the first British paper to include a singles chart, in the edition of 14 November 
1952. In the 1970s, it became the best-selling British music newspaper. From 1972 to 1976, it was particularly 
associated with gonzo journalism then became closely associated with punk rock through the writings of Julie 
Burchill, Paul Morley, and Tony Parsons.

https://www.nme.com

NME Film Reviews

New Musical Express (NME) is a British music journalism website and former magazine that has been 
published since 1952. It was the first British paper to include a singles chart, in the edition of 14 November 
1952. In the 1970s, it became the best-selling British music newspaper. From 1972 to 1976, it was particularly 
associated with gonzo journalism then became closely associated with punk rock through the writings of Julie 
Burchill, Paul Morley, and Tony Parsons.

https://www.nme.com

NME Music News

New Musical Express (NME) is a British music journalism website and former magazine that has been 
published since 1952. It was the first British paper to include a singles chart, in the edition of 14 November 
1952. In the 1970s, it became the best-selling British music newspaper. From 1972 to 1976, it was particularly 
associated with gonzo journalism then became closely associated with punk rock through the writings of Julie 
Burchill, Paul Morley, and Tony Parsons.

https://www.nme.com

NME Opinion

New Musical Express (NME) is a British music journalism website and former magazine that has been 
published since 1952. It was the first British paper to include a singles chart, in the edition of 14 November 
1952. In the 1970s, it became the best-selling British music newspaper. From 1972 to 1976, it was particularly 
associated with gonzo journalism then became closely associated with punk rock through the writings of Julie 
Burchill, Paul Morley, and Tony Parsons.

https://www.nme.com

NME Photos

New Musical Express (NME) is a British music journalism website and former magazine that has been 
published since 1952. It was the first British paper to include a singles chart, in the edition of 14 November 
1952. In the 1970s, it became the best-selling British music newspaper. From 1972 to 1976, it was particularly 
associated with gonzo journalism then became closely associated with punk rock through the writings of Julie 
Burchill, Paul Morley, and Tony Parsons.

https://www.nme.com

NME TV Blogs

New Musical Express (NME) is a British music journalism website and former magazine that has been 
published since 1952. It was the first British paper to include a singles chart, in the edition of 14 November 
1952. In the 1970s, it became the best-selling British music newspaper. From 1972 to 1976, it was particularly 
associated with gonzo journalism then became closely associated with punk rock through the writings of Julie 
Burchill, Paul Morley, and Tony Parsons.

https://www.nme.com

NME TV News

New Musical Express (NME) is a British music journalism website and former magazine that has been 
published since 1952. It was the first British paper to include a singles chart, in the edition of 14 November 
1952. In the 1970s, it became the best-selling British music newspaper. From 1972 to 1976, it was particularly 
associated with gonzo journalism then became closely associated with punk rock through the writings of Julie 
Burchill, Paul Morley, and Tony Parsons.

https://www.nme.com

NME Videos

New Musical Express (NME) is a British music journalism website and former magazine that has been 
published since 1952. It was the first British paper to include a singles chart, in the edition of 14 November 
1952. In the 1970s, it became the best-selling British music newspaper. From 1972 to 1976, it was particularly 
associated with gonzo journalism then became closely associated with punk rock through the writings of Julie 
Burchill, Paul Morley, and Tony Parsons.

https://www.nme.com

NNIT.ru IT and telecom news. http://www.nnit.ru
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No Country for New Nashville A look at the independent music scene in Nashville. http://nocountryfornewnashville.com
No Frakking Consensus A critical look at climate change. http://nofrakkingconsensus.com
NoExcusesHR Human resources/leadership blog written by HR Vice-President Jay Kuhns. http://www.noexcuseshr.com/

Nogoom Masrya
Nogoom Masrya ® is an independent news web portal founded September 2009, the English version was 
founded in May 2023, with main aim to provide an English language web portal for Egypt and Saudi Arabia 
News, Nogoom Masrya company was established in 2019, and “Nogoom Masrya” Trade Mark was 
successfully registered in 2021.

https://www.ngmisr.com/

Nogoom Masrya
Nogoom Masrya ® is an independent news web portal founded September 2009, the English version was 
founded in May 2023, with main aim to provide an English language web portal for Egypt and Saudi Arabia 
News, Nogoom Masrya company was established in 2019, and “Nogoom Masrya” Trade Mark was 
successfully registered in 2021.

https://www.ngmisr.com/en/

Nogoum FM
Nogoum FM website is the to go destination to listen to NogoumFM radio, the first private radio station in 
Egypt. NogoumFM presents daily coverage for music, entertainment, viral news and more. The website also 
features videos from different shows, shows schedules and shows coverage.

http://www.nogoumfm.net/

Nogoum Net Nogoum.net provides readers the latest in celebrity news, pop culture and entertainment stories from across 
the MENA region and beyond.

www.nogoum.net

Nokiapoweruser News about Nokia cell phones. http://nokiapoweruser.com
NoNameStocks Searching for value in the obscure. http://www.nonamestocks.com
Norfolk-Portsmouth Medical 
Malpractice Attorneys | Virginia 
Legal Examiner

Virginia/North Carolina Injury lawyers write weekly articles of interest on injury prevention/health and safety 
topics.

http://norfolk.legalexaminer.com

Norman Marks Blog News and opinions by author Norman Marks, a practitioner and thought leader in internal audit, risk 
management, and governance.

https://normanmarks.wordpress.com

Norsk Telegrambyrå AB (NTB)
NTB is an independent, Norwegian news agency. We produce and deliver news, visual content, entertainment, 
communication services and technology. Nordic IR provides stock exchange releases and company 
information from the Nordic countries. The service is created and owned by national news agencies of Finland, 
Sweden, Norway and Denmark.

www.nordicir.com

North India Press North India Press offer daily and timely news content about the North India region, covering Politics, Crime, 
Society, Culture, Administration, Economy, Agriculture, Entertainment and more.

http://www.northindiapress.com/

Northeast NC Personal Injury 
Lawyer

Virginia/North Carolina Injury lawyers write weekly articles of interest on injury prevention/health and safety 
topics.

http://northeast-nc.legalexaminer.com/

Northern Exposure
Employment Law for U.S. Companies with Employees in Canada keeps readers up to date on laws, 
regulations, and court decisions affecting employers with operations in Canada. It's written by attorneys with 
Fasken Martineau, one of the world's leading international business law, litigation, labor, and employment 
firms.

http://blogs.hrhero.com/northernexposure/

Northern News (Kuils 
River/Brackenfell/Kraaifontein)

Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/northern-news-kuilsriver-
brackenfell-kraaifontein

Northern Student

The Northern Student is a free, student-run newspaper publication distributed to the Bemidji State University & 
Northwest Technical College campuses, parts of the Bemidji community, and to the Northern Student’s 
advertising affiliates. We strive to provide the latest information regarding student life in addition to local, 
national, and world news, and offer advertising services to both campuses and the Bemidji community. Acting 
as a voice for the students, we facilitate the desire to learn, the want to voice opinions, and the need to be 
informed.

https://www.northernstudentonline.com/

Northern Valley Beacon News, notes, and observations from the James River Valley in northern South Dakota with special attention to 
reviewing the performance of the media--old and new.

http://northernbeacon.blogspot.com

Northwest Citizen Politics in the northwest corner of Washington state. http://nwcitizen.com
Northwest Progressive Institute 
Advocate

Offering daily news and analysis from the Evergreen State and beyond. The Advocate is NPI's unique 
perspective on world, national, and local politics.

http://www.nwprogressive.org/weblog/

Northwestern Missourian

Northwest Missouri State University’s Student Publications has been informing readers and capturing the 
history of Northwest Missouri State University and the City of Maryville for more than 90 years.The Northwest 
Missourian publishes 4,000 copies every Thursday from late August to late April. Newspapers are available 
free of charge at every residence hall and academic building on the Northwest campus as well as more than 
25 Maryville, Mo. businesses.

https://www.nwmissourinews.com/
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Notayesmanseconomics Economics from a monetary and financial markets perspective https://notayesmanseconomics.wordpress.
com/

Noticanarias - Fuerteventura Digital Spanish-language news from the Canary Islands, Spain and Mexico. http://www.noticanarias.com

Noticia.co.mz Noticia.co.mz is a online newspaper based in Mozambique covering local and regional news, society, sport, 
business, technology, culture, politics, and more. 

www.noticia.co.mz

Noticias Bancarias News about banking, finance, the economy, and the stock market. http://noticiasbancarias.com/

Noticias de la Tierra Noticias de la Tierra is an independent news portal located in Venezuela which mainly covers topics related to 
the earth and the environment.

https://noticiasdelatierra.com/

Noticias del Cibao Noticias Del Cibaois an online publication based in Cibao and Santo Domingo that is dedicated to marketing 
journalistic information in different digital medias.

https://www.noticiasdelcibao.com/

NOTIMEX NOTIMEX is a state-run news agency in Mexico that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://notimex.mx/

NOTIMEX (Machine Translated 
Version)

NOTIMEX is a state-run news agency in Mexico that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://notimex.mx/

Notre Voie Notre Voie is a national newspaper located in Abidjan, Côte d'Ivoire that covers various national and 
international news ranging from the economy to politics, health, culture, society and more.

https://notrevoienews.com/

nouvelledeguinee.com Nouvelledeguinee.com is an independent online publication in Guinea that covers the latest national and international news, economics, journalism, and more.www.nouvelledeguinee.com

Novo Jornal Novo Jornal is a website that covers the latest news from Angola including politics, society, economics and 
sport.

http://novojornal.co.ao/

NTV Kenya
NTV is one of the leading TV stations in Kenya with a strong heritage in truthful, balanced news. The station 
offers the best of local content (comedy and drama) in addition to foreign soaps, youth and teen programs as 
well as sports programs

http://ntv.nation.co.ke/

Nuclear Diner Issues relating to national security, nuclear energy, and nuclear weapons. https://nucleardiner.wordpress.com
Nueva Mujer News and commentary in Spanish. https://www.nuevamujer.com/latam/

NuFFooDS Spectrum

NuFFooDS Spectrum India's first magazine catering to the Nutraceuticals, Nutritionals, Fuctional Foods and 
Dietary Suplements sector. The monthly magazine and portal provides an open forum for free and healthy 
interaction amongst the industry, scientific fraternity and policy makers to know, analyse, debate and exchange 
ideas and to grow into an influential voice for the sector and facilitate the NuFFooDS sector in India to reach a 
position of global leadership.The magazine covers the latest news, captures emerging trends, provides in-
depth study and analysis, thereby giving thought leadership. It offers a neutral platform with unbiased reporting 
and balanced coverage of the most pressing issues of the sector.

https://www.nuffoodsspectrum.in/

NullTX We provide the latest news in crypto along with educational articles regarding Bitcoin, Ethereum and much 
much more.

https://nulltx.com

NullTX
Founded in 2014, NullTX stands for 'Null Transaction'. If you use Bitcoin regularly, at some point in time you 
encountered some sort of anomaly. Whether it be a null transaction, low fee, inputting the wrong address, or 
even had your wallet hacked. NullTX's mission is to be the #1 information source and dedicated news platform 
for the latest on cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin, Ethereum, and many more.

https://nulltx.com

Nunn Nunn is an independent online news portal publishing regular news and updates concerning Afghanistan. https://www.nunn.asia/

NutritionFacts.org Blog

NUTRITIONFACTS.ORG is a strictly non-commercial, science-based public service provided by Michael 
Greger, M.D., launched with seed money and support by the Jesse & Julie Rasch Foundation. Now a 501c3 
nonprofit charity, NutritionFacts.org provides free updates on the latest in nutrition research via bite-sized 
videos. There are now hundreds of videos on more than a thousand topics, with new videos and articles 
uploaded every day.

http://nutritionfacts.org/blog

NW Daily Marker The NW Daily Marker is a journal of current events in politics and culture important to the people of the Pacific 
Northwest.

http://nwdailymarker.com

NY Traffic Ticket Blog The Rosenblum Law Firm provides commentary on traffic law in New York state. http://www.ticketdefenselaw.com/blog

Nyamilepedia
Nyamilepedia is a South Sudanese news website covering local and regional events, politics, conflict and 
more. The goal of the website is to connect South Sudanese communities at home, as well as the diaspora, 
with current events ongoing in the country through truly independent journalism. 

https://www.nyamile.com/

NZPRwire
NZPRwire is a specialnoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which provides 
free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news submitted to 
NZPRwire has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major web and news 
search engines.

https://www.nzprwire.com/
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O Contestado O Contetsado is one of the oldest rural producers in Barra de São Francisco, Brazil. It covers topics ranging 
from economy, politics, International news, Culture to sports, events and more.

http://www.vozdabarra.com.br/

O Globo
Published in Rio de Janeiro, O Globo is a member of O Globo Corporation, one of the largest media groups in 
Brazil, which also includes a magazine, radio and TV Globo. O Globo is the most important newspaper in 
Brazil.

https://oglobo.globo.com/

Oak Leaf
The Oak Leaf is the award-winning, student-produced newspaper of Santa Rosa Junior College. Under the 
advisement of SRJC Instructor Anne Belden, The Oak Leaf is produced by members of the staff and the SRJC 
Journalism Department.Students produce three to six printed publications a semester and distribute them 
throughout the SRJC community.

http://theoakleafnews.com/

Oakland Geology Focusing on the geology of Oakland, California. http://oaklandgeology.wordpress.com

OANA - The Organization of Asia-
Pacific News Agencies

The Organization of Asia-Pacific News Agencies (OANA) was founded in Bangkok on December 22, 1961 at 
the First General Assembly of Asian news agencies on the initiative of UNESCO. Organization was formed to 
secure direct and free exchange of news between the news agencies of a region inhabited by more than one 
half of the world's population. The Asia-Pacific countries account for 56 percent of world gross product, some 
50 percent of its trade turnover, over 60 percent of its maritime and nearly 25 percent of air transport volume. 
The world's largest financial reserves and science-intensive technologies are concentrated in the Asia-Pacific 
region. At present OANA brings together 44 news agencies from 35 countries. OANA members are 
responsible for two-thirds of information circulated throughout the world.

http://www.oananews.org/

ObservAlgerie.com
ObservAlgérie was launched in 2016. It is an independent information site in Algeria that offers its readers 
daily content covering topics ranging from regional and international news, politics, economic, social, cultural, 
sports, security, miscellaneous facts, technology, and more.

https://observalgerie.com/

OC Politics Blog Political news and views for Orange County's independent-minded voters. http://ocpoliticsblog.com/

Occasional Planet
Occasional Planet seeks out hopeful developments–especially those that may be happening under the 
conventional-news radar–and reports them to our readers. We  give equal attention to  larger issues and 
trends, and we try to apply fresh thinking to them, too.

http://www.occasionalplanet.org

Oddball Stocks Investment advice and financial commentary. http://www.oddballstocks.com

Of Two Minds The leading visionary on reality, Charles Hugh routinely discusses topics like finance, economy, stocks, 
commodities, trends, and politics.

http://charleshughsmith.blogspot.com/

Off the Kuff News and politics from Texas’ longest continually running progressive blog. http://offthekuff.com/mt

Ohio Capital Journal

The Ohio Capital Journal combines Ohio state government coverage with relentless investigative journalism, 
deep dives into the consequences of policy, political insight and principled commentary. All those cheesy 
journalism aphorisms about reporters being the eyes and ears of the people in the halls of power? We believe 
them, deeply. We also deeply believe in sharing the stories of people outside the halls of power, connecting 
the actions of state leaders to their impacts on Ohioans.

https://ohiocapitaljournal.com

Oil & Gas News

OGN, the only weekly journal covering the Middle East, Asia and the Pacific Rim - is now in it's 20th year of 
publication. Oil & Gas News continues to provide a unique and authoritative news and information service to 
individuals and organisations with a serious interest in all aspects of oil, gas and related industries. Each week 
OGN carries news stories covering exploration, production, refining and petrochemicals as well as specialist 
country reports and extensive reviews of major national oil companies. New products and processes for the 
industry are highlighted on a regular basis from Tokyo to Ras Tanura, from Kuala Lumpur to Kuwait.

http://www.oilandgasnewsworldwide.com

OK! Middle East

OK! Middle East is the first name in celebrities. The freshest magazine on the Middle East market, OK! Middle 
East is an exciting and vibrant celebrity lifestyle title covering fashion, beauty, cuisine, travel and of course the 
best stories about the stars. From runway to red carpet, premieres to practically anywhere, OK! Middle East is 
the ultimate stargazer’s guide. More than just purely gossip, OK! Middle East endeavours to delve inside the 
awe-inspiring celebrity world, giving the reader unique insights into their favourite stars, both international and 
from around the region. Part of a global network, OK! is the biggest selling celebrity weekly in the world. And 
with our unparalleled reputation for getting the biggest stories first, OK! Middle East is also one of the most 
eye-catching. Every story inside OK! Middle East has a star angle, whether it’s a beauty story on how to get 
that makeup look of Penelope Cruz, or how to dress like Sarah Jessica Parker. It might be about travel to 
exotic locations, or go inside the home of a famous fashion designer. Whatever it is, OK! Middle East is all 
about the glamour of life in the spotlight.

www.ok-me.com

Okaz First published in 1958, Okaz is a broadsheet-sized, daily Arabic language newspaper from The Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia, covering local and international news, politics, opinion, business and sport.

https://www.okaz.com.sa/
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Oklahoma Daily
It has been the independent student voice of the University of Oklahoma since 1916. None of the content is 
influenced by the university administration or anyone else outside of their staff.They aim to accurately 
represent all views and sides and will never distort or misrepresent facts.

http://www.oudaily.com/

Oklahoma Watch Impact journalism in the public interest: Oklahoma Watch is a non-profit organization that produces in-depth 
and investigative journalism on important public-policy issues facing the state.

http://oklahomawatch.org/

OKX

OKX is an innovative cryptocurrency exchange with advanced financial services. We rely on blockchain 
technology to provide everything you need for wise trading and investment.
Enjoy hundreds of tokens and trading pairs. With OKX, you can join one of the leading crypto exchanges by 
trading volume. We’re serving millions of users in over 100 countries. We’re providing spot, margin, futures, 
options, perpetual swaps trading, DeFi, lending, and mining services.

https://www.okx.com/

Old Gold and Black
The Old Gold & Black is Wake Forest University’s weekly student-run newspaper since 1916. The newspaper 
consists of five primary sections. The newspaper is published Thursdays during the school year, except during 
examinations, summer and holiday periods.Their office is located in the Benson University.

http://wfuogb.com/

Oman Bulletin Oman Bulletin provides up-to-date news about Oman. Provided by CNPHUB, the leading provider of news and 
information portals for the business community in the region.

http://omanbulletin.com

Oman Daily Oman Daily is a newspaper covering news, business, politics, economics, culture and sport. It launched in 
1972.

http://omandaily.om/

Oman Daily Observer
Established on November 15, 1981, Oman Daily Observer, is an English language daily known for its objective 
reporting and focus on the rights and welfare of the Omani population.  Oman Daily Observer is truly the 
country's only national paper for its role in highlighting the country's all-round development, and considered 
one of the old newspapers from the GCC's second largest country.

http://omanobserver.om/

Oman Economic Review (OER)
Oman Economic Review (OER): the Sultanate's No.1 monthly business magazine. Over 13 years of exemplary 
journalism has made OER the first choice for news, views and analysis for the decision-makers in the private 
sector, Government and related bodies apart from the diplomatic corps.

http://www.oeronline.com

Oman Medical Journal
Oman Medical Journal is an Open Access International Journal, which intends to engage and inform doctors, 
researchers and other health professionals by publishing a wide range of peer-reviewed articles. Our 
background is solidly grounded in publishing a high degree of articles covering all aspects of medicine.

http://www.omjournal.org/

Oman News Agency (ONA) Oman News Agency (ONA) is the official government news agency of Oman. https://omannews.gov.om/
Oman News Agency (ONA) Oman News Agency (ONA) is the official government news agency of Oman. https://omannews.gov.om/en
OMEGA Moldova's first multimedia news agency. http://omg.md
Omega HR Solutions Human resources news with an emphasis on compliance. http://www.omegahrsolutions.com
Omsk Politics Civil politics of Omsk region. http://politomsk.ru/

On Public Humanities Steven Lubar is a professor in the Department of American Studies and teaches in the public humanities 
program at Brown University.

http://stevenlubar.net

On Tap Sports Net What’s On Tap in Chicago Sports: Bringing you podcasts, articles, and videos about your favorite Chicago 
sports teams.

https://ontapsportsnet.com

On the Road with the Grape Guy Coming from the perspective of a wine writer and wine lover, this site highlights the wine related events the 
blogger has attended along with reviews of wines from all over the world.

http://ontheroadwithgrapeguy.blogspot.com/

On This Day In History
From 1 January to 31 December, take a day-by-day tour of history with this essential guide to every single 
day's key moments in history. Including the first ever moon walk on 20 July 1969 and the abdication of a king 
in love on 10 December 1936, find out how history was made in the space of a day.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

OnCuba News
Oncuba News provides 24-hour news coverage of Cuba, covering social, political, cultural and economy-
related stories, and presenting in-depth and up-to-the-minute coverage of national and international affairs. 
The publication also provides coverage of news and events of interest to the global Cuban community in both 
Spanish and English.

https://oncubanews.com

OneGreenPlanet One Green Planet is your online guide to making conscious and compassionate choices that help people, 
animals and the planet.

www.onegreenplanet.org

Online Business Canada 
Online Business Canada explores online business and digital marketing with expert articles & ebooks, 
education, data analysis, reports, news, resources and reviews. We provide universal coverage of all 
legitimate online businesses, including ecommerce, marketplaces, small business, home-based businesses, 
freelancing, and side hustles, as well as online advertising.

https://canadiansinternet.com/

Online Marketing Blog TopRank CEO Lee Odden and his team offer daily search engine marketing industry coverage with articles, 
tips, interviews, industry surveys and conference coverage, SEO blog reviews as well as images and video.

http://www.toprankblog.com
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OnMSFT Check out the latest Microsoft news on WinBeta, featuring updates on company products such as Windows 8, 
Windows Phone 8, Surface RT, Surface Pro, Office 2013, Betas, and more.

https://www.onmsft.com/

Open and Shut
The Open and Shut blog takes an interest in issues associated with Freedom of Information (FOI) and privacy 
legislation in Australia. It also covers open transparent and accountable government and related issues 
generally drawing on developments in Australia and overseas.

http://foi-privacy.blogspot.com/index.html

openDemocracy

openDemocracy is a UK-based political website. Founded in 2001, openDemocracy is an independent global 
media platform publishing up to 60 articles a week and attracting over 8 million visits per year. Through 
reporting and analysis of social and political issues, OpenDemocracy seeks to educate citizens to challenge 
power and encourage democratic debate across the world. We help those fighting for their rights gain the 
agency to make their case and to inspire action.

https://www.opendemocracy.net/ar/

openDemocracy

openDemocracy is a UK-based political website. Founded in 2001, openDemocracy is an independent global 
media platform publishing up to 60 articles a week and attracting over 8 million visits per year. Through 
reporting and analysis of social and political issues, OpenDemocracy seeks to educate citizens to challenge 
power and encourage democratic debate across the world. We help those fighting for their rights gain the 
agency to make their case and to inspire action.

https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/

openDemocracy

openDemocracy is a UK-based political website. Founded in 2001, openDemocracy is an independent global 
media platform publishing up to 60 articles a week and attracting over 8 million visits per year. Through 
reporting and analysis of social and political issues, OpenDemocracy seeks to educate citizens to challenge 
power and encourage democratic debate across the world. We help those fighting for their rights gain the 
agency to make their case and to inspire action.

https://www.opendemocracy.net/es/

openDemocracy

openDemocracy is a UK-based political website. Founded in 2001, openDemocracy is an independent global 
media platform publishing up to 60 articles a week and attracting over 8 million visits per year. Through 
reporting and analysis of social and political issues, OpenDemocracy seeks to educate citizens to challenge 
power and encourage democratic debate across the world. We help those fighting for their rights gain the 
agency to make their case and to inspire action.

https://www.opendemocracy.net/pt/

openDemocracy

openDemocracy is a UK-based political website. Founded in 2001, openDemocracy is an independent global 
media platform publishing up to 60 articles a week and attracting over 8 million visits per year. Through 
reporting and analysis of social and political issues, OpenDemocracy seeks to educate citizens to challenge 
power and encourage democratic debate across the world. We help those fighting for their rights gain the 
agency to make their case and to inspire action.

https://www.opendemocracy.net/ru/

OpenSecrets Blog The news blog of the Center for Responsive Politics that reports on the influence of the money and power in 
politics.

http://www.opensecrets.org/news/

OpenTools AI OpenTools is a hub for cutting-edge artificial intelligence tools aimed at empowering users from all walks of life 
with the mission to simplify and deliver AI tools in an accessible and user-friendly format.

https://opentools.ai/news/

OpIndia Latest India news and live opinions on politics, sports, entertainment and more. Breaking India news in 
English.

https://www.opindia.com/

Opinio Juris Blog dedicated to international law and international relations. http://opiniojuris.org/

Opinion Nigeria
Opinion Nigeria is an independent online community where both local and international authors share their 
opinion pieces and address the nation's daily topical issues. Opinion Nigeria believes in the right to freedom of 
opinion and expression, and believes that people should be free to express their opinion without interference 
from anyone, especially the government.

https://www.opinionnigeria.com

Optimawork Blog Thoughts & ideas on building employee engagement, developing leadership, improving workplace 
relationships and boosting staff productivity.

https://www.optimawork.com/blog

Options Analytics Service

The Options Analytics Service uses daily updates and historical data to provide end-of-day analytics and 
reference data for U.S. and international exchange-listed options on equities, exchanged-traded funds (ETFs), 
equity indexes and futures. This service can run tests simulation of trading strategies, generate risk and 
regulatory reports on portfolios of options and underlying securities, perform an in-depth analysis of options 
positions. Accounting firms can also use this service to their advantage, to help to calculate the amount of 
dividend equivalent payment and delta test for the IRS Section 871(m).

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/option-analytics-service/

OR in an OB World Paul A. Rubin, Professor Emeritus of Management Science at Michigan State University, discusses operations 
research items and software tips and tricks.

http://orinanobworld.blogspot.com

Ora de Sibiu Ora de Sibiu is a Romanian online publication founded in February 2009 that offers its readers daily content on 
the Sibiu County, covering local news, sports, and more.

https://www.oradesibiu.ro/ 

Oregon Legal Research Oregon legal research tips as presented by an Oregon public law librarian. http://blog.oregonlegalresearch.com/
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Organizational Musings A research-based blog on how organizations and organizing affects the world. https://www.organizationalmusings.com

Orient Aviation 

Orient Aviation, the Asia-Pacific's first solely commercial aviation news magazine, was launched in October, 
1993, as a quarterly. Its mission is to introduce the news and the news makers of the region's commercial 
aviation industry to the industry's regional and global readership. Since that first issue, which featured a cover 
story on Singapore Airlines and its managing director, Dr.Cheong Choong Kong, Orient Aviation has grown 
into the region's most respected media platform for commercial aviation news, CEO profiles and analysis.

http://www.orientaviation.com/

Orient Energy Review Online Orient Energy Review Online is an online publication located in Nigeria, Africa that offers its readers daily 
content on Nigeria and the Region, covering topics ranging from local news to oil and gas.

https://www.orientenergyreview.com/

Orient-News.net Orient-News.net is the website of Orient TV and includes Syrian news & current affairs, business and 
entertainment. The site launched in 2009.

http://www.orient-news.net

Orient-News.net Orient-News.net is the website of Orient TV and includes Syrian news & current affairs, business and 
entertainment. The site launched in 2009.

https://www.orient-news.net/

OrissaTv.com
Orissa Television Ltd. Is the pioneering media venture that boasts of redifining television viewing in Orissa. An 
undisputed market leader with four popular TV channels in it's bouquet, the group is more than a household 
name in the state.

https://odishatv.in/

Orrissa Diary orissa.diary.com is the first complete portal on the state of Orissa. It Provides a wide range of coverage 
including news, views and profile of Orissa culture.

http://www.orissadiary.com

Oswald Letter The Oswald Letter is a free weekly e-zine, delivered each Monday, written by Dan Oswald, CEO of Business & 
Legal Resources, giving readers a look at how members of the C-Suite view the workplace.

http://blogs.hrhero.com/oswaldletters/

OtherWords

OtherWords is a free editorial service published by the Institute for Policy Studies, a think tank. Each week, we 
publish a handful of publication-ready op-eds and columns, plus an original cartoon, and distribute them to 
readers, editors, and publishers through our website and newsletter. Each year, hundreds of papers reaching 
millions of readers use this work. At no cost, we offer our papers polished, fact checked, and accessibly written 
op-eds on a range of timely subjects from a diverse cast of contributors. In fact, half or more of our bylines 
come from women writers, a third come from writers under 35, and a quarter come from writers of color.

https://otherwords.org/

Ottawa Magazine
Ottawa Magazine and ottawamagazine.com reaches this city's intelligent and sophisticated consumer with an 
artful mix of trademark hard-hitting stories, in-depth profiles, saucy gossip, superb food and wine coverage and 
detailed event listings.

http://www.ottawamagazine.com/

Ouestaf 
Ouestaf is an online news publication with a focus on West Africa known for its independent, credible and 
quality journalism. Ouestaf's editiorial mission is to provide in-depth information on the major issues affecting 
countries in West Africa, as well as the wider African continent.

https://ouestaf.com/

Our Beautiful World: Colour by 
Numbers

Arcturus Publishing Limited is dedicated to creating books that appeal to a broad, international market. Our 
books aim to combine excellent content, attractive design, great production values and exceptional value for 
money. Our non-fiction ranges cover reference, practical art, new age, classics, puzzles and children’s books 
and we now have more than a 1,000 active titles in our list.

https://arcturus.egnyte.
com/fl/f7Uq7ZD4WT#folder-link/Disco%
20Content/1.%20Colouring/Colour%20by%
20Number

Our Debt Free Family Personal finance blog and community focusing on debt reduction. http://www.ourdebtfreefamily.com

Our Economy and the World
Our Economy and the World is a weekly comment on important news and will be issued both in Arabic and 
English. It aims to inform public opinion and the business community global economic developments and their 
impact on the Egyptian economy.

http://www.eces.org.eg/

Our Economy and the World
Our Economy and the World is a weekly comment on important news and will be issued both in Arabic and 
English. It aims to inform public opinion and the business community global economic developments and their 
impact on the Egyptian economy.

http://www.eces.org.eg/ar/

Outlier Model Personal finance blog focused on weddings and generalized consumer finance topics. http://www.outliermodel.com

Outlook Traveller 
Outlook Traveller is India’s No. 1 Travel Magazine and Website and our Getaway Guides are the best 
guidebooks in India. For over 15 years and 175 issues, we have been bringing the best of India and the world 
to our loyal and discerning readers in the country.

https://www.outlookindia.com/outlooktraveller/

Outre monde The blog of Neel Burton – psychiatrist, philosopher, writer, and wine lover. http://outre-monde.com
Outside the Huddle Bringing you the best of prep football and basketball in Northeast Indiana. https://outsidethehuddle.net
Over-50 Career coaching/workshops for over-50s. http://over-50.typepad.com/
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Own Your Life: An Interactive 
Journal

If you've ever felt as if the world around you was spinning out of control, you're not alone. Life, and all the 
difficulties and stresses that come with it, can sometimes take hold and make us feel like we have no power to 
stop it. But it doesn't have to be that way. Start taking the steps you need to get back on track, grab life by the 
horns and show it who's really boss by using our brand new interactive journal. Featuring more than 100 pages 
of tips, tricks and exercises, you can channel your thoughts in a more effective way, make to-do lists that will 
get you where you need to go, and remind yourself of the positive things that keep you going. However you're 
feeling right now, this journal could be the first step in your journey towards a well-balanced and contented life.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Oy Suomen Tietotoimisto - Finska 
Notisbyrån Ab (STT)

STT's services include dozens of communication products, which, by combining and applying them, create a 
unique solution for your company's needs. Our materials, be it in the form of text or picture, are used by all the 
most important Finnish media, making any Finnish reader one of our audience. STT’s Communications 
Services help companies and organisations tell their stories to their target audiences to gain visibility. 
Lehtikuvas clientele includes anyone who requires pictures such as media, companies, organisations, 
publishers and advertisement agencies. Nordic IR provides stock exchange releases and company information 
from the Nordic countries. The service is created and owned by national news agencies of Finland, Sweden, 
Norway and Denmark.

www.nordicir.com

P2B

P2B Cryptocurrency Exchange, one of the biggest international digital assets exchanges with $1.5B daily 
trades, offers the best go-to-market experience for crypto projects and the widest variety of tokens multiplied 
on exciting trading functionality for users.Our team started in 2017, and now P2B is the best “place-to-be” in 
crypto for fundraising, launching, and entering the market experience for crypto newcomers. Thus, you won’t 
find another exchange with such a vast number of freshly listed coins. We’re heading the market with crypto 
innovators and entrepreneurs alongside users and enthusiasts.

https://p2pb2b.com/

PA Media - Real Life

Real Life stories are high-quality and affordable content to keep your audience returning for more. Our 
exclusive interviews are sourced from across the UK and around the world by our expert team. Every 
interviewee has trusted us to tell their unique story and is speaking solely through PA Media. Two new and 
original articles are added each working day and are accompanied by attention-grabbing images, available for 
both print and online publications. Four irresistible videos are typically added each week which are easily 
accessible and designed to work perfectly for social media – including Instagram, Snapchat and Facebook – to 
drive readers to your platform and increase engagement. PA Media is the national news agency for the UK 
and Ireland. We provide customers across the media, sport, corporate, betting and public sectors with the 
broadest range of content, products and services to inform and entertain their audiences. 

https://pa.media/real-life/

PA Media - Uplifting

PA Media 'Uplifting' is a service for stories you’ll want to share. Everyone needs a break from the serious stuff. 
That’s why we bring together the best trending content, inspiring UGC and unusual takes on the day’s events 
which are all begging to be shared. Our specialist reporters scour social media to spot the uplifting stories 
sweeping the internet and making news around the world. Whether it’s beautiful images, the latest funny 
videos or user generated content, PA Media has it covered. We provide engaging video and ready-to-publish 
articles enriched with quality images, social embeds and more. Our content is designed to keep your visitors 
sharing, clicking, reacting and commenting – helping you to capitalise on a highly-engaged online audience. 
PA Media is the national news agency for the UK and Ireland. We provide customers across the media, sport, 
corporate, betting and public sectors with the broadest range of content, products and services to inform and 
entertain their audiences.

https://pa.media/uplifting/

PA Pundits The relentless pursuit for common sense. http://papundits.wordpress.com/
Pacific Index The Pacific Index is Pacific University Oregon's student newspaper. http://www.pacindex.com/

Pacific Islands News Association 
(PINA)

The Pacific Islands News Association (PINA) Ltd is the premier regional organisation representing the interests 
of media professionals in the Pacific region. It links radio, television, newspapers, magazines, online services, 
national associations and journalism schools in 23 Pacific Islands. The regional media organisation was 
formally registered in Fiji as a Company Limited by Guarantee on 23 January 2014. In November 2004, PINA 
officially merged with the Pacific Islands Broadcasting Association (PIBA) to become the only voice of the 
regional media in the Pacific. PIBA was established to look after the interests of public broadcasters until the 
merger.

http://www.pina.com.fj/index.php?
p=pacnews&m=news

Packaging Dive
Packaging Dive provides in-depth journalism and insight into the most impactful news and trends shaping the 
packaging space. The newsletter and website cover topics such as recycling, tech, design, manufacturing and 
more. Packaging Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive. Our business journalists spark ideas 
and shape agendas for 14 million decision-makers in competitive industries.

www.packagingdive.com 

Paint Touches Marquette basketball news, analysis, and opinion. http://painttouches.com
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Pajhwok Afghan News
Pajhwok Afghan News is Afghanistan’s leading independent news agency, providing daily coverage from 
across the country. Today, Pajhwok produces daily news and features in English, Pashto and Dari to an 
Afghan and international audience. With eight provincial bureaus, a network of reporters nation-wide and 
overseas, and in-depth local knowledge, Pajhwok provides a breadth of coverage that is unique in the country.

http://www.pajhwok.com

Pajhwok Afghan News
Pajhwok Afghan News is Afghanistan’s leading independent news agency, providing daily coverage from 
across the country. Today, Pajhwok produces daily news and features in English, Pashto and Dari to an 
Afghan and international audience. With eight provincial bureaus, a network of reporters nation-wide and 
overseas, and in-depth local knowledge, Pajhwok provides a breadth of coverage that is unique in the country.

https://pajhwok.com/ps/

Pakistan and Gulf Economist
Pakistan and Gulf Economist is the leading weekly financial magazine of the country for the last 30 years. It 
covers topics and investigative reports by the business community, members of the Karachi, Lahore and 
Islamabad stock exchanges, members of different chambers of commerce and industry, governments’ officials, 
professionals and bankers.

http://www.pakistaneconomist.com

Pakistan Armed Forces Medical 
Journal

The purpose of Pakistan Armed Forces Medical Journal is to provide clinicians, scientists and those in training 
with a clear and up to date concept of a subject of current interest. It should be very informative thoroughly 
referenced and easily readable with fluency of language.

http://www.pafmj.org

Pakistan Business News Pakistan Business News is a daily service that comprises news releases issued by the business organizations 
government departments and autonomous and semi-autonomous departments and industry associations.

http://www.businessnewspakistan.com

Pakistan Company News (Mon- Fri) Pakistan Company News is a daily full text disclosure wire of announcements posted by companies listed on 
stock exchanges in Pakistan, including Karachi Stock Exchange, the country’s largest exchange.

http://www.pakistancompanynews.com

Pakistan Economic and Social 
Review

Pakistan Economic and Social Review focuses on economic and social problems facing Pakistan as well as 
other emergent nations of the world. It is intended to serve as a means of communication between teachers, 
research workers, planners, administrators and all others interested in the problems associated with economic 
development.

http://www.pu.edu.pk/home/journal/7

Pakistan Food Journal

Pakistan Food Journal is the premier trade publication for the food industry, one of the largest economic 
sectors of Pakistan. The journal includes practical experiences and latest technical innovations in Grains, 
Poultry, Meat, Dairy products, Halal food, Seafood, Beverages, Fresh fruits and Vegetables, Confectionery, 
Baked goods, Organic and Bio foods, Spices, Edible Oils, etc. it also provides the latest processing and 
packaging technologies, storage and refrigeration equipment, label printing, food printing and other relevant 
technologies for the food industry.

http://www.foodjournal.pk/index.htm

Pakistan Journal of Agricultural 
Research

The journal reports the original research findings of the agricultural scientists and University teachers working 
in research organizations and agricultural universities of the country and abroad. The aim is to meet the 
information needs of the agricultural professionals by creating awareness about latest research/ achievements 
of fellow scientists and updating their technical knowledge.

http://www.parc.gov.pk

Pakistan Journal of Agricultural 
Sciences

Pakistan Journal of Agricultural Sciences is published by University of Agriculture, Faisalabad, Pakistan four 
times a year. The journal publishes original articles Research papers, short communications and review 
articles on all aspects of agriculture and allied fields.

http://www.pakjas.com.pk

Pakistan Journal of Analytical and 
Environmental Chemistry

The journal deals with the original research papers written in English in all aspects of analytical sciences, 
instrumentation, chemical, physical and biological methods of analysis, computer-based techniques, laboratory 
automation, industrial applications, quality assurance and control. Journal covers fields of pure and applied 
analytical chemistry, comprising environmental material, agricultural chemistry, geochemistry, food chemistry, 
biotechnology, pharmaceutical and biomedical sciences, development and modification of instruments and 
techniques with potentials in environmental sciences.

http://www.ceacsu.edu.pk/Faculty/Journal.html

Pakistan Journal of Information 
Management and Libraries

Pakistan Journal of Information Management and Libraries publish articles that contribute to the understanding 
of issues and problems in all areas of librarianship and information services at local, national and international 
level.

http://pu.edu.pk/home/journal/8

Pakistan Journal of Life and Social 
Sciences

Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences covers a range of research areas including Biology, Medicine, 
Agriculture, Environment, Public health and Social Sciences.

http://www.pjlss.edu.pk

Pakistan Journal of Medical 
Research

The journal publishes original work in the fields of biomedical and clinical research, as well as, different 
aspects of public health contributed by the research projects sponsored by both the Pakistan Medical 
Research Council (PMRC) and other organizations.

http://www.pmrc.org.pk/pjmr

Pakistan Journal of Medical 
Sciences

Pakistan Journal of Medical Sciences is a professional medical journal. It publishes original research articles, 
review articles, current practices, short communications & case reports. Many opinion makers among the 
medical and pharmaceutical profession use this publication to communicate their viewpoint.

http://www.pjms.com.pk
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Pakistan Journal of Nematology The Pakistan Journal of Nematology publishes scientific progress and development especially the agricultural 
nematology research in Pakistan.

http://www.pjn.com.pk/publications.htm

Pakistan Journal of Psychological 
Research

The Journal provides an outlet for fully documented researches addressing educational, social, developmental, 
and other areas of Psychology. Preference is given to empirical articles, which deal with the application of 
psychological knowledge in understanding the problems of national and international importance.

http://www.pjprnip.edu.pk

Pakistan Journal of Science The aim of journal is to promote and cultivate science in all its branches including its application to practical 
problems.

http://www.paas.com.pk/

Pakistan Journal of Social Sciences Pakistan Journal of Social Sciences (PJSS) is published bi-annually by BahauddinZakariya University Multan, 
Pakistan. The Journal addresses applied and theoretical issues in social sciences.

http://www.bzu.edu.pk/PJSS

Pakistan Journal of Weed Science 
Research

Pakistan Journal of Weed Science Research focuses on research related to weed sciences.  It is published by 
the Weed Science Society of Pakistan.

http://www.wssp.org.pk

Pakistan Journal of Zoology Pakistan Journal of Zoology seeks to promote scientific knowledge of animals and of related subjects with a 
view to stimulation of scientific investigations and their applications.

http://www.zsp.com.pk

Pakistan Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
- Press Releases

Pakistan Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the Government of Pakistan's federal and executive level ministry 
responsible for the foreign relations and foreign policy of Pakistan. The Ministry was created in 1947, and was 
one of the first ministries to be established. The executive and political figure heading the Foreign Ministry is 
the Minister of Foreign Affairs. The Foreign Ministry is currently headed by the Prime Minister of Pakistan, Mian 
Nawaz Sharif, himself.

http://www.mofa.gov.pk/index.php

Pakistan News Gazette
Pakistan News Gazette is a daily service comprises news releases issued by the Pakistan's federal and 
provincial governments as well as by government departments and autonomous and semi-autonomous 
departments and officially recognized industry associations.

http://www.officialnews.pk

Pakistan Observer Pakistan Observer is the leading newspaper published from the capital city of Islamabad. http://pakobserver.net/

Pakistan Oral and Dental Journal
Pakistan Oral & Dental Journal covers issues of the Dentistry particularly in Pakistan and in developing world. 
The journal includes papers and articles on a range of issues such as Oral Medicine; Oral & Maxillofacial 
Surgery; Orthodontics; Periodontics; Prosthetics; Operative Dentistry; Pediatric Dentistry; Radiology; 
Epidemiology; Dental Public Health; Statistics and Education. The articles are peer reviewed.

http://www.podj.com.pk

Pakistan Press International (PPI)

Pakistan Press International (PPI) is a privately-owned news wire established in 1956 as the independent 
national news agency of Pakistan and has a national and international reputation for its objective, responsible 
and ethical journalism. PPI has bureaux in Karachi, Islamabad, Lahore, Peshawar and Quetta and an 
extensive newsfile prepared by over 300 staff and stringers in all parts of the country, including extensive 
coverage of rural Pakistan. Operating seven days per week, PPI offers wide coverage of politics and 
comprehensive business and economic updates, as well as social, cultural and sports news. PPI is a member 
of the Organisation of Asia-Pacific News Agencies (OANA), the Commonwealth Press Union (CPU) and the 
AsiaNet consortium.

http://www.ppinewsagency.com/

Pakistan Press International (PPI)

Pakistan Press International (PPI) is a privately-owned news wire established in 1956 as the independent 
national news agency of Pakistan and has a national and international reputation for its objective, responsible 
and ethical journalism. PPI has bureaux in Karachi, Islamabad, Lahore, Peshawar and Quetta and an 
extensive newsfile prepared by over 300 staff and stringers in all parts of the country, including extensive 
coverage of rural Pakistan. Operating seven days per week, PPI offers wide coverage of politics and 
comprehensive business and economic updates, as well as social, cultural and sports news. PPI is a member 
of the Organisation of Asia-Pacific News Agencies (OANA), the Commonwealth Press Union (CPU) and the 
AsiaNet consortium.

http://www.ppinewsagency.com/

Pakistan Press International (PPI) 
Photo Service

Pakistan Press International (PPI) is a privately-owned news wire established in 1956 as the independent 
national news agency of Pakistan and has a national and international reputation for its objective, responsible 
and ethical journalism. PPI has bureaux in Karachi, Islamabad, Lahore, Peshawar and Quetta and an 
extensive news file prepared by over 300 staff and stringers in all parts of the country, including extensive 
coverage of rural Pakistan. Operating seven days per week, PPI offers wide coverage of politics and 
comprehensive business and economic updates, as well as social, cultural and sports news. PPI is a member 
of the Organization of Asia-Pacific News Agencies (OANA), the Commonwealth Press Union (CPU) and the 
Asianet consortium.

http://ppinewsagency.com/

Pakistan Press International (PPI) 
Radio News

PPI Radio News Service has been providing ready to air audio news bulletins to FM radio channels in all parts 
of Pakistan since 2007.   PPI radio bulletins cover a range of issues including current affairs, sports, business 
and economics, environment and human rights as well as special reports on national and regional issues.

http://ppinewsagency.com/
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Pakistan Sugar Journal Pakistan Sugar Journal focuses on the areas on agriculture related to sugar, milling and processing http://www.shakarganj.com.
pk/research/research.aspx?P=Journal

Pakistan Textile Journal

Published regularly since October 1951, Pakistan Textile Journal is leading monthly trade publication that has 
also been available online since 1999. Our readers are kept abreast of latest information and news of vital 
importance to them for making decisions. International trends in yarn, fabrics and garments are regularly 
reported in our different issues. All sectors of the textile industry including ginning, spinning, weaving, knitting, 
dyeing/printing & finishing, non-wovens, embroidery, woven/knitted apparel and also home textiles are 
included in editorial plans.

http://www.ptj.com.pk

Palestine Exchange (PEX)
Palestine Exchange (PEX) was established in 1995 to promote investment in Palestine. The PEX was fully 
automated upon establishment- a first amongst the Arab Stock Exchanges. The PEX became a public 
shareholding company in February 2010 responding to principles of transparency and good governance. The 
PEX operates under the supervision of the Palestinian Capital Market Authority.

http://www.pex.ps

Palestine Exchange (PEX)
Palestine Exchange (PEX) was established in 1995 to promote investment in Palestine. The PEX was fully 
automated upon establishment- a first amongst the Arab Stock Exchanges. The PEX became a public 
shareholding company in February 2010 responding to principles of transparency and good governance. The 
PEX operates under the supervision of the Palestinian Capital Market Authority.

https://web.pex.ps/

Palestine News & Information 
Agency (WAFA)

Palestinian News Agency (WAFA). It was established in April 1972 in accordance with the decision of the 
Palestinian National Council at its special session held in Cairo. The Executive Committee of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization (PLO) issued its decision on 5 June 1972 to establish the Palestinian News Agency 
(WAFA) as an independent body linked structurally, politically and administratively, headed by the Executive 
Committee of the PLO, to assume the task of mobilizing the media and countering hostile propaganda. For any 
guardianship or subordination, and this decision is the legal framework governing the work of the Agency to 
date.

http://english.wafa.ps

Palestine News & Information 
Agency (WAFA)

Palestinian News Agency (WAFA). It was established in April 1972 in accordance with the decision of the 
Palestinian National Council at its special session held in Cairo. The Executive Committee of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization (PLO) issued its decision on 5 June 1972 to establish the Palestinian News Agency 
(WAFA) as an independent body linked structurally, politically and administratively, headed by the Executive 
Committee of the PLO, to assume the task of mobilizing the media and countering hostile propaganda. For any 
guardianship or subordination, and this decision is the legal framework governing the work of the Agency to 
date.

http://french.wafa.ps/

Palestine News & Information 
Agency (WAFA)

Palestinian News Agency (WAFA). It was established in April 1972 in accordance with the decision of the 
Palestinian National Council at its special session held in Cairo. The Executive Committee of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization (PLO) issued its decision on 5 June 1972 to establish the Palestinian News Agency 
(WAFA) as an independent body linked structurally, politically and administratively, headed by the Executive 
Committee of the PLO, to assume the task of mobilizing the media and countering hostile propaganda. For any 
guardianship or subordination, and this decision is the legal framework governing the work of the Agency to 
date.

http://images.wafa.ps/

Palestine News & Information 
Agency (WAFA)

Palestinian News Agency (WAFA). It was established in April 1972 in accordance with the decision of the 
Palestinian National Council at its special session held in Cairo. The Executive Committee of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization (PLO) issued its decision on 5 June 1972 to establish the Palestinian News Agency 
(WAFA) as an independent body linked structurally, politically and administratively, headed by the Executive 
Committee of the PLO, to assume the task of mobilizing the media and countering hostile propaganda. For any 
guardianship or subordination, and this decision is the legal framework governing the work of the Agency to 
date.

http://wafa.ps

Palestine News Network (PNN)
Palestine News Network (PNN) is an independent news agency, established in 2002, based in Bethlehem. 
Over time, PNN has won the confidence of the people in addition to local and international press agencies by 
providing quick, accurate, credible and objective news.

http://english.pnn.ps/

Palestine News Network (PNN)
Palestine News Network (PNN) is an independent news agency, established in 2002, based in Bethlehem. 
Over time, PNN has won the confidence of the people in addition to local and international press agencies by 
providing quick, accurate, credible and objective news.

http://german.pnn.ps/

Palestine News Network (PNN)
Palestine News Network (PNN) is an independent news agency, established in 2002, based in Bethlehem. 
Over time, PNN has won the confidence of the people in addition to local and international press agencies by 
providing quick, accurate, credible and objective news.

http://pnn.ps/
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Palestinian Media and 
Communications Company

Palestinian Media and Communications Company provides news correspondence and production services to 
television stations throughout the region using the latest satellite technology and equipment. Located in 
Ramallah in the West Bank, with studios in East Jerusalem and Gaza City.

http://alfalstiniah.tv/

Panama 24 Horas Panama 24 Horas is an independent online publication that provides updated news about Panama and the 
rest of the world.

http://www.panama24horas.com.pa/

Panet
Panet is a leading news and entertainment website serving the young adult Israeli Arab community, as well as 
Arabs and Arabic speaking individuals all over the world. Panet covers a wide range of subjects and topics 
including local and international news, business, sport, entertainment, comedy, technology, lifestyle, health, 
astrology and much, much more.

http://www.panet.co.il

Panzer Abwehr Discussion about wargaming and military history, primarily WWII in North Africa. Also discussion about AFV's 
and artillery.

http://panzer-abwehr.blogspot.com/index.html

Paracatu News Paracatu News is an independent online news portal located in Paracatu that covers the latest news in 
Paracatu and the world, in addition to various topics ranging from the economy, health, to sports, and more.

https://paracatunews.com.br/

Paradise News
Paradise News is a national news website based in Cross River State, Nigeria, reporting local and regional 
stories related to politics, sports, business, security, health and more. With a 24/7 news team, Paradise News 
offers broad coverage from a local perspective.

https://paradisenews.ng/

Paribu
Turkey's leading cryptocurrency transaction platform Paribu, which was launched on February 14, 2017 and 
has approximately 6 million users, offers fast, easy and secure transaction services. In Paribu, where dozens 
of cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin, can be bought and sold, 24/7 crypto money transactions and TL deposits 
and withdrawals can be made. Paribu facilitates crypto money transactions with its 24/7 Support Unit.

https://www.paribu.com/

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

http://parstoday.com/de

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

http://parstoday.com/en/

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

http://parstoday.com/fr

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

http://parstoday.com/id

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

http://parstoday.com/it

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

http://parstoday.com/tr

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/bn

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/dari
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ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/ha

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/he

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/hi

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/hy

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/ja

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/kz

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/ps

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/ru

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/sq

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/sw

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/tg

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/tk

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/tly
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ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/uz

ParsToday
ParsToday is part of IRIB World Service, the official international broadcasting radio network of Iran, 
broadcasting in over 25 languages. The radio’s schedule includes news on Iran, the Middle East and the 
World, plus talk programmes, political and religious commentaries, different series and features on special 
occasions.

https://parstoday.com/zh

PassBlue PassBlue is a media site covering the UN: women's issues, peacekeeping, development, and geopolitics. https://www.passblue.com
Patently-O: Patent Law Blog Patent law court decisions, legislation and reform. http://www.patentlyo.com

patrickjkearney Thoughts from a big sweaty music educator. Patrick J. Kearney is currently the Facilitator for Teacher 
Leadership in Johnston, Iowa.

https://patrickjkearney.wordpress.com/

Paul Gillin's Blog: Social Media and 
the Open Enterprise Commentary on how open Internet standards are reshaping institutions. https://gillin.com/

Payam Aftab News Network Payam Aftab News Network is a local and indepedent Afghani news website with broad coverage of local 
news, events, politics, and issues facing Afghanis at home and abroad.

http://www.payam-aftab.com/

Payam Aftab News Network Payam Aftab News Network is a local and indepedent Afghani news website with broad coverage of local 
news, events, politics, and issues facing Afghanis at home and abroad.

http://www.payam-aftab.com/en/

Payments Dive Payments Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive, the website cover topics such as retail, 
banking, restaurants, and more.

https://www.paymentsdive.com/

PC Gamer
PC Gamer is the global authority on PC games. We’ve been covering PC gaming for more than 20 years, and 
continue that legacy today with worldwide print editions and around-the-clock news, features, esports 
coverage, hardware testing and game reviews on PCGamer.com, as well as major yearly events including the 
PC Gaming Show at E3.

https://www.pcgamer.com

PC Quest
The only publication that helps you understand technologies, choose the best products and implement the 
most appropriate IT solutions. With a large and strong readership PCQuest is one of the most influential IT 
publications, influencing IT product and services decision making across the country. PCQuest has been the 
first publication to distribute CDs and launch its own Linux distribution.

http://www.pcquest.com

PC World Middle East

PCWorld is the most trusted technology media brand for buyers of PC technology solutions in the Middle East. 
Focusing on the PC market in the Middle East region, we bring together technology inspired consumers, 
newsmakers, advertisers and others who all share a “consuming interest in PC technology.” Our editorial 
teams’ commitment to providing professional and objective reviews on the latest PC technologies, are based 
on extensive experience. Covering breaking news stories, hot tips, in-depth reporting, news analysis, features 
and more, positions PCWorld Middle East among the most trusted product and technology authorities.

http://www.pcworldme.net

PCFORALLA SWEDEN 
PC for Everyone' is the magazine that helps Sweden's most active and interested computer and internet users 
keep up with the rapid development in IT by testing, guiding, explaining, educating and inspiring. The 
magazine has comprehensive coverage of the most interesting news, products and services in IT presented in 
the form of tests, guides, top lists, schools, recommendations and buying advice.

https://pcforalla.idg.se/ 

PCMag.com

For more than 30 years, PCMag has been the leading authority on technology buying, delivering independent 
reviews of more than 2,500 products per year. PC Labs, our 5,000-square-foot testing facility in New York City, 
is where our experienced staff develops and performs accurate and reproducible test methods that help us 
identify the best (and worst) products so our readers can make smart buying decisions. PCMag's Editors' 
Choice award, the PC Labs' highest endorsement, is recognized globally as a trusted symbol for buyers and 
sellers of technology products and services.

http://www.pcmag.com

PCquest.com
PCQuest magazine is a publication focused on technology adoption and implementation. The primary 
audience includes technology decision makers and tech enthusiasts. Launched in 1987, PCQ is a 26 year old 
publication

http://www.pcquest.com

PCWORLD 

PCWorld is dedicated to helping tech users of all experience levels get more from the hardware and software 
that’s central to a PC-centric universe. PCWorld also covers all things Android, the one mobile ecosystem that’
s deep and customizable—just like a PC. With incredible product knowledge built from years covering the 
consumer tech industry, PCWorld is uniquely positioned to tell savvy users what to buy and how to get more 
from their purchases.

www.pcworld.com 
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PCWORLD AUSTRALIA 
For PC business users, information systems, managers and the small to medium enterprise markets.  Provides 
information relating to multimedia, computer software and hardware, software and hardware reviews, 
peripherals, technology and the Internet

www.pcworld.idg.com.au 

PCWORLD GERMANY 

PC Welt offers information for enthusiastic, technology-savvy computer professionals, product and purchase 
decision-makers as well as multipliers and advisors. With the three platforms Computer & Technology, Digital 
Lifestyle and Business IT all contents are strongly networked as theme parks. On the one hand, the site offers 
a clear structure, on the other hand others an address that is visible to users and advertisers of the target 
groups.

www.pcwelt.de

PCWORLD NEW ZEALAND PC World New Zealand is your source of NZ-focused PC and technology reviews. www.pcworld.co.nz 

PCWORLD POLAND PC World facilitates making the right purchasing decisions through numerous tests of the latest hardware and 
hardware, software and Internet services

www.pcworld.pl

PCWORLD SPAIN 

PCWorld Spain provides articles, tutorials and reviews on a wide variety of products, which will attract buyers 
of all kinds: from those interested in laptops, smartphones and tablets, to those looking for information on 
home automation, wearable devices, consoles or video games, and much more. Focusing on the hardware 
and software of the PC universe, we are recognized in the industry for always bringing you the latest in laptops 
and desktops, wireless devices, graphics cards and storage, as well as programs available for Windows.

www.pcworld.es 

Peak Prosperity Insights on economy, energy, and the environment. http://peakprosperity.com/

Pejman Yousefzadeh A blog about politics, law, philosophy, art, music, movies, books, games, sports and other stuff I like to write 
about.

http://pejmanyousefzadeh.net/

Penelope Trunk Careers Blog Advice at the intersection of work and life - how to love both. http://blog.penelopetrunk.com

Pennsylvania Capital-Star

The Pennsylvania Capital-Star is dedicated to honest and aggressive coverage of state government, politics 
and policy. The nearly 13 million people who call the commonwealth home depend on their interests being 
safeguarded by one of the nation’s largest, most expensive, and often inefficient and corrupt full-time state 
legislatures. At a time with regrettably fewer eyes on Harrisburg, the Pennsylvania Capital-Star holds the 
powerful to account and amplifies the stories of the powerless.

https://www.penncapital-star.com

Pensito Liberal news and information website. http://www.pensito.com/

People
Oman’s first annual magazine that looks at the year 1970 and the corresponding years and focus on those 
extraordinary souls, who, inspired by His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said, sought to change the nation from 
virtually nothing to everything that it is today. A collector’s issue, the People offers a slice of an untold history of 
Oman. Each special edition is brought out on the occasion of the National Day of Oman.

http://blackandwhiteoman.
com/pages/publications

People and Places in History Gr. 6-
8 (32 Pages)

Keep students' skills sharp even when school is not in session with these learn-at-home bundles. Created for 
English language learners and their families, this set of resources prevents summer learning loss by 
reinforcing the concepts that students need to know to advance to the next grade level.

https://www.teachercreatedmaterials.com/

People’s Daily People.cn, founded on Jan. 1, 1997, is a large-scale news platform built by People’s Daily, one of the top ten 
newspapers in the world. It is also one of the largest comprehensive media sources on the Internet.

http://en.people.cn/index.html

Peoples Daily Newspaper covering news and current affairs including business, politics, economics, lifestyle and sports. http://peoplesdailyng.com

People's Post People’s Post is a local newspaper that’s distributed free of charge across the southern suburbs, Atlantic 
seaboard and City Bowl areas of Cape Town every Tuesday.

https://www.news24.
com/SouthAfrica/Local/Peoples-Post

People's Review weekly
People's Review is a newspaper covering political and business activities including in-depth analysis by noted 
journalists from the country. It’s an independent newspaper voicing national interest, independence, 
democracy and professionalism, with wide coverage of local events for its readers, specially, foreigners.  The 
People's Review mainly covers national news, views, analysis, commentary, opinion and business activities.

http://www.peoplesreview.com.np

Personal Branding Blog

PersonalBrandingBlog’s mission is to help provide resources and information to these professionals, especially 
those on the job hunt and those looking to climb the corporate ladder. The way professionals manage and 
build their careers is changing, due to the rise in competition, remote work, and the gig economy. In order to 
extend their reach, visibility, and networking capabilities, they must turn to personal branding. Topics covered: 
job search tips, networking, career development, leadership, personal branding, and entrepreneurship. Topics 
NOT covered: dating, CBD, cannabis, insurance, forex, gambling, cryptocurrency, adult content, writing 
services.

personalbrandingblog.com

Personal Profitability A discussion of ways to make your financial life easier, better, and avoid all the fees. http://personalprofitability.com/blog/

Personalized Medicine Bulletin The source for legal, business, and regulatory developments shaping an evolving industry.
https://www.foley.
com/en/insights/blogs/personalized-medicine-
bulletin
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Persuasive Litigator Persuasive Litigator aims to provide litigators and other devotees of legal persuasion with practical tips and 
innovative litigation strategies spanning pretrial and trial phases, for jury, bench and arbitration settings.

http://www.persuasivelitigator.com

Peter Gordon's Blog
A blog exploring the intersection of economic thinking and urban planning/real estate development and related 
big-think themes, by Peter Gordon who is Professor Emeritus in the University of Southern California's Sol 
Price School of Public Policy.

http://petergordonsblog.com

Petronas Media Releases
News and press releases issued by Petroliam Nasional Berhad (PETRONAS), Malaysia’s fully integrated oil 
and gas multinational ranked among the largest corporations on FORTUNE Global 500®. As the custodian for 
Malaysia’s national oil and gas resources, PETRONAS explores, produces and delivers energy to meet 
society’s growing needs.

http://www.petronas.com.my

Pexpay
We started in 2021 with a simple aim: to make cryptocurrency accessible to anyone, anywhere in the world by 
recognizing the importance of cryptocurrency and understanding the pivotal role of an exchange to the 
cryptocurrency ecosystem.

https://www.pexpay.com/en

Pharma & Healthcare Monitor 
Worldwide

Pharma & Healthcare Monitor Worldwide is a subscription based publication covering pharmaceutical and 
healthcare news and developments from worldwide jurisdictions. Pharma & Healthcare Monitor Worldwide 
covers hot topics; important political and business developments; clinical news, pharma breakthroughs; key 
events; finance; healthcare IT; insurance; physician news; safety and quality; pharmaceutical and healthcare 
deals signed; company results and much more. Pharma & Healthcare Monitor Worldwide is updated daily and 
draws on information from worldwide defence publications, as well as reliable press, internet and news agency 
sources worldwide, always quoting and accrediting the original information source within its reporting. The 
rapid transcription, collation and distribution of this information makes Pharma & Healthcare Monitor Worldwide 
a highly valuable resource for pharmaceutical and healthcare related news.

http://www.bidsinfo.com

Pharma Patents Law
PharmaPatents is an online resource for up-to-date information to help you get the most out of your patent 
budget and meet the challenges of maximizing the value of your intellectual property in the chemical, biotech, 
and pharmaceutical fields.

https://www.foley.
com/en/insights/blogs/pharmapatents

PharmaTimes News and features for the pharmaceutical and healthcare marketplace. http://www.pharmatimes.com/

PharmaVoice
Reporting, Q&As, and profiles covering biotech, commercialization, leadership, manufacturing, patient, 
pharma, policy & regulation, R&D

https://www.pharmavoice.com

Phemex The World's Leading Phemex Assets Platform. The Phemex Secure & Stable. Coming To Phemex, Customer 
Will Have A Great Experience. High Processing Speed. High Security. Strong Community Backup.

https://phemex.com/

Philippine Basic Education
A biog that tackles issues on basic education (in the Philippines and the United States) including early 
childhood education, the teaching profession, math and science education, medium of instruction, poverty, and 
the role of research and higher education.

http://philbasiceducation.blogspot.com

Philippine Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry (PCCI) - News

The Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCCI) is the voice of Philippine business recognized by 
government and international institutions. As a proactive catalyst of development, PCCI promotes and 
supports the drive for globally competitive Philippine enterprises in partnership with government, local 
chambers, and other business organizations.

https://philippinen.ahk.de/en/news/

Philippine Daily Inquirer

The Philippine Daily Inquirer is undeniably the country’s most widely read and circulated newspaper, focused 
on providing special reports, analysis, general news, sports, business, lifestyle and entertainment news. With 
over 2.7 million nationwide readers daily, it enjoys a market share of over 50% and tops the readership 
surveys. Not only is it the most read among all sectors and ages, it is also the country’s most trusted source of 
hard-hitting news and countless exposés. Distinguished by award-giving bodies like the Catholic Mass Media 
Awards, Jaime Ongpin Awards for Investigative Journalism and Anvil Awards, it is the Philippines’ most 
awarded broadsheet with over 200 awards and citations. With four regional bureaus, over 130 provincial 
correspondents nationwide and four printing presses in Cebu, Davao, Laguna and Manila, Inquirer delivers 
news to the provinces faster and more effectively than its competitors. Its website, INQUIRER.net, is ranked 
among the world’s most visited news sites, averaging one million page views a day.

http://www.inquirer.net
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Philippine Information Agency

The PIA's aim is to disseminate information about government programs, projects, and services to the Filipino 
public, with the final goal of seeing the quality of their lives improved and empowered to participate in the 
country’s democratic processes. As the only government information network that can reach the grassroots—
spanning 16 regional offices and 78 provincial information centers — the PIA is the country’s chief information 
arm. Its expertise is development communication. PIA also serves as a public relations firm for specific 
communication campaigns as requested by agencies under the Office of the President, national government 
agencies, local government units, government owned and controlled corporations (GOCCs), government 
financial institutions (GFIs), special inter-agency committees/councils and government task forces, among 
others. The Agency is headed by a Director-General at the Undersecretary level, appointed by and co-
terminus with the President, who reports directly to the Secretary of the Presidential Communications 
Operations Office (PCOO).

https://pia.gov.ph/news

Philippine News Agency Philippine News Agency is a state-run news agency in Philippines that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.pna.gov.ph/

Philippine Star
Philstar.com is a Philippine news and entertainment portal for the Filipino global community. It is the online 
presence of the STAR Group of Publications, one of the leading publishers of newspapers and magazines in 
the Philippines.  The website covers local news, sports, entertainment, lifestyle and opinion.

http://www.philstar.com

Philippines' Department of Foreign 
Affairs - Embassies and Consulates 
News

The Philippines' Department of Foreign Affairs is the executive department of the Philippine government 
tasked to contribute to the enhancement of national security and the protection of the territorial integrity and 
national sovereignty, to participate in the national endeavor of sustaining development and enhancing the 
Philippines' competitive edge, to protect the rights and promote the welfare of Filipinos overseas and to 
mobilize them as partners in national development, to project a positive image of the Philippines, and to 
increase international understanding of Philippine culture for mutually-beneficial relations with other countries.

http://dfa.gov.ph/index.php/newsroom/phl-
embassies-and-consulates-news

Philippines' Department of Foreign 
Affairs - Press Releases

The Philippines' Department of Foreign Affairs is the executive department of the Philippine government 
tasked to contribute to the enhancement of national security and the protection of the territorial integrity and 
national sovereignty, to participate in the national endeavor of sustaining development and enhancing the 
Philippines' competitive edge, to protect the rights and promote the welfare of Filipinos overseas and to 
mobilize them as partners in national development, to project a positive image of the Philippines, and to 
increase international understanding of Philippine culture for mutually-beneficial relations with other countries.

http://dfa.gov.ph/index.php/newsroom/dfa-
releases

Philippines News Agency
Philippines News Agency (PNA) is a web-based newsNews Agency of the Philippine government. PNA 
provides news including photos of major events, feature stories, sports news and events, local and global 
opinions, general information, as well as global news and feature stories.

http://www.pna.gov.ph/

Phillip James Financial Blog Financial commentary, news, and educational articles. http://phillipjamesfinancial.com
Philosophy by the Way Philosophical commentary by Henk bij de Weg. http://philosophybytheway.blogspot.com/
Philosophy for Life Author who is interested in helping people seek the good life in modern societies. https://www.philosophyforlife.org/

Phil's Stock World Daily options trades, market commentary, and equity analysis all from a relaxed and humorous perspective.  
High finance for real people - fun and profits!

http://www.philstockworld.com

Photoshop Creative
If you want to understand how Photoshop works and how to use it to create amazing images, you need 
Photoshop Creative. Every issue of our world-leading magazine is packed full of practical advice and inspiring 
tutorials that range from simple fixes through to more intense techniques, all designed to transform your photos 
and create fantastic images for your photomontage, graphic design project or digital artwork.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/photoshop-
creative/

Phys.org - Science and Technology 
News Phys.org is a leading online science, research and technology news magazine. http://phys.org/

Pindula
Pindula is a place to find local information pertaining to Zimbabwe. Similar to Wikipedia, except with a hyper-
local focus, Pindula encourages people from local communities to contribute information relating to their area 
of Zimbabwe. 

https://www.pindula.co.
zw/Welcome_to_Pindula

Pindula News Covering a broad range of topics, from politics to entertainment, Pindula News provides trustworthy, timely and 
easy to read news focused on Zimbabwe.

https://news.pindula.co.zw/

Pine Tree Watch The publication of the Maine Center for Public Interest Reporting. http://pinetreewatchdog.org
Pinola Photo Advice for digital photographers. http://pinolaphoto.com

Pioneer
The Pioneer is a well known English newspaper in India which was established in 1865 at the behest of the 
British. Since British India till 1991, The Pioneer used to a be a Lucknow based newspaper. The Pioneer is 
available online both in webpage and ePaper. The online edition carries all the important sections of the 
newspaper.

http://www.dailypioneer.com
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Pioneers Post
Pioneers Post is the independent news network for the global impact community. We are the essential source 
of intelligence and insight for pioneers across the impact economy, from social entrepreneurs and impact 
investors, to changemakers working across business, civil society, philanthropy, government and public 
services.

https://www.pioneerspost.com/

Pionex Pionex is an online crypto trading bot https://www.pionex.com/

Pipe Dream
Founded in 1946 as The Colonial News at what was then known as Triple Cities College, Pipe Dream is the 
oldest and largest student group at Binghamton University.Pipe Dream is published independently by an 
Executive Board composed entirely of undergraduate students, without the supervision or assistance of an 
adviser.

https://www.bupipedream.com/

Pitpass The leading fully independent Formula One news website. http://www.pitpass.com/

Pivotal Sources

Pivotal Sources is a subscription based news service that offers unique coverage, not available elsewhere 
online, focused on global sectors including Aviation & Airports, Banking, Financial Services & Insurance, 
Business Services & Consulting, Defence, Energy & Power, Environmental and Pollution, Funding Agencies, 
Health care and Medical, Industry, Information Technology, Infrastructure & Construction, Mergers & 
Acquisitions, Oil & Gas, Ports & Shipping, Railways, Services, Telecommunication, Transportation, Water & 
Sanitation and more.

http://www.pivotalsources.com

PizzaMarketplace.com PizzaMarketplace.com is the premier online destination for C-level pizza executive leadership seeking cutting-
edge intelligence for their multiunit restaurant concepts.

http://PizzaMarketplace.com

Plainsman Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/plainsman

Player.One Player.One is a news website dedicated to gaming, comics, gadgets and digital culture. http://www.player.one/
Plunderbund.com Ohio's most influential political blog. http://www.plunderbund.com
Plunged in Debt Personal finance blog from a Canadian and US perspective emphasizing debt reduction. http://plungedindebt.com

PM News
PM News is a daily newspaper published in Lagos, Nigeria which covers the regional news of Nigeria and the 
news related to business, politics, sports, entertainment and lifestyle. The vision of PM News is the promotion 
of the principles of civilized nationalism, democracy, political and economic pluralism, liberty and equality of the 
various ethnic groups of the Nigerian Federation.

http://www.pmnewsnigeria.com

Po Ve Sham Geospatial Technologies, GIScience, Citizen Science & Environmental Information. http://povesham.wordpress.com/
Pocketables Mobile gadgets & technology. http://pocketables.com
Pocket-lint.com Consumer technology and gadget news and reviews website. http://www.pocket-lint.com

Point de vue fiscal, de McCarthy 
Tétrault

Le monde des affaires d’aujourd’hui évolue rapidement et comporte de nombreuses subtilités, ce qui peut 
rendre le processus décisionnel au sein de votre organisation plus difficile que jamais. Point de vue fiscal, de 
McCarthy Tétrault, présente des réflexions prisées de conseillers juridiques canadiens de premier plan, ainsi 
que des mises à jour en temps utile pour différents secteurs, afin d’aider les chefs d’entreprise à s’adapter aux 
complexités du régime fiscal du Canada et aux changements qui y sont apportés.

https://www.mccarthy.
ca/fr/references/blogues/point-de-vue-fiscal-
de-mccarthy-tetrault

Pointer View Pointer View it serves the community of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. http://www.pointerview.com/
PointPay https://exchange.pointpay.io/

Points Chauds Online
Points Chauds info is an online publication that mainly focuses on news from Mauritania, North Africa and the 
rest of world. Points Chauds info also covers other cultural, socio-economic, environmental or sporting 
subjects.

https://pointschauds.info/fr/

Policy

Now in its seventh year, Policy magazine is the most established source of news and commentary on the 
Middle East insurance markets. Through insightful analysis of regulatory initiatives, competitive pressures and 
emerging trends, the magazine provides practical guidance on the critical developments affecting the industry. 
Policy is read by insurers, reinsurers, brokers, risk managers and corporate insurance buyers throughout the 
Middle East, as well as major insurance hubs such as London, Zurich and Bermuda. Policy is present at major 
industry events such as the World Insurance Forum, the Saudi Insurance Summit and the Middle East 
Insurance Forum. The magazine also regularly partners with industry bodies such as the General Arab 
Insurance Federation and the Chartered Insurance Institute.

http://www.policy.ae

Policy Perspectives
The journal Policy Perspectives original research papers with reflective studies and analyses on varied themes 
and issues. Contributions to the journal appeal to a wide academic and professional readership, and reach an 
interdisciplinary and international audience.

http://www.ips.org.pk

Polish Press Agency (PAP) Polish Press Agency (PAP) is a state-run news agency in Poland that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.pap.pl
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Polish Press Agency (PAP) Polish Press Agency (PAP) is a state-run news agency in Poland that covers national and international news, 
state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.pap.pl/en

Political & Business Daily Daily newspaper covering all financial and political information on central and state government https://www.pbdnews.in/

Political Betting
PoliticalBetting.com was established in March 2004 by Mike Smithson to provide a discussion platform and an 
information service for political gamblers and others keenly interested in the electoral processes and 
forecasting outcomes.

http://politicalbetting.com

Political Charge Political blog. https://politicalcharge.org
Political Heat Progressive and liberal political commentary from Madison, Wisconsin. http://political-heat.blogspot.com

Political Periscope Political Periscope is a sporadically but faithfully updated blog about diverse issues, ranging from foreign policy 
and diplomacy to society and culture.

https://politicalperiscope.com

Politico SL Newspaper
Politico SL Newspaper is an independent publication in Sierra Leone that aims to help de-tribalise and de-
regionalise the politics for the amelioration of the plight of the ordinary Sierra Leoneans no matter where they 
are or who they voted for. Politico SL Newspaper covers topics ranging from business, economics, local news, 
regional news, to feature articles, and more. 

https://www.politicosl.com/

Politics.co.uk

Politics.co.uk has been online for more than 15 years, and in that time we have always sought to be different. 
We started out as a pure political news site, evolving through the emergence of social media into more 
opinion-based content. In our latest incarnation we continue this tradition of seeking to provide something 
different for our readers. Political impartiality and independence will continue to be a key facet of our approach 
moving forward.

https://www.politics.co.uk/

Politikon Political news from Spain and the European Union. http://politikon.es

Poloniex Poloniex is a cryptocurrency marketplace and exchange founded in 2014 by CEO Tristan D'Agosta. The 
company was initially based out of Wilmington, Delaware.

https://poloniex.com/

Polytechnic Journal (Polytechnic 
J.)

Polytechnic J. publishes original research in all area of Pure Science, Applied Science, Technology and 
Engineering.  Polytechnic J. is published biannually by Erbil Polytechnic University, KRG, Iraq. We believe that 
if your research is scientifically valid and technically sound then it deserves to be published and made 
accessible to the research community. By publishing with us, your research will get the coverage and attention 
it deserves. Open access and continuous online publication means your work will be published swiftly, ready to 
be accessed by anyone, anywhere, at any time. Article Level Metrics allow you to follow the conversations 
your work has started.

https://epu.edu.iq/journals/index.
php/polytechnic

Polyx
Polyx.net is a platform for trading and storing cryptocurrency that Deals with cryptocurrencies is sometimes 
difficult and uncomfortable. There main mission is to integrate all most popular crypto services in one-box 
solution comfortable to use. See less

https://polyx.net/en

Pop17 Video show about internet successful people. http://pop17.com/
Porchlight Reviews of business books. https://www.porchlightbooks.com/blog

Port Elizabeth Express PE Express is a local newspaper in English and Afrikaans that’s distributed free of charge in the Port Elizabeth 
metropolitan area every Wednesday.

https://www.news24.
com/SouthAfrica/Local/PE-Express

Portafolio Portafolio is the leading business and economic information portal in Colombia, providing up-to-date news and 
specialized analysis from across the country and wider LatAm region.

https://www.portafolio.co/

Portland Architecture News, commentary and images of architecture in Portland, Oregon and beyond. http://www.portlandarchitecture.com

Post Post is a weekly newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South Africa, covering 
Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/thepost

PotNetwork.com
PotNetwork.com, an Online Media Group company, is a leading publisher of news, commentary, data and 
research by seasoned business and financial journalists, analysts and experts covering “the legal medical 
cannabis industry.”

http://www.potnetwork.com

PowerTrade
At PowerTrade, we're transforming professional trading with innovative, accessible, and secure solutions for 
institutions and expert traders. Our dedication to excellence and continuous improvement fuels our pursuit of 
outstanding customer experiences and lasting partnerships. Join us in navigating the new frontier of finance.

https://power.trade/

PR Blogger
The PR Blogger is one of the most prominent sources of information on public relations and reputation 
management. The PR-Blogger is a service of the communication consulting Eck Kommunikation in Munich, 
Germany.

http://pr-blogger.de/

PR Fire PR Fire is UK's leading press release distribution service. https://www.prfire.co.uk/press-releases/
Practical ESG (The Corporate 
Counsel)

PracticalESG.com keeps you in-the-know on environmental, social and governance developments – by 
delivering pragmatic information that you can actually use.

https://practicalesg.com
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Practical Motorhome

Practical Motorhome is the most exciting motorhome magazine in the UK, full of new and used ‘van reviews, 
expert advice, exhaustive accessory reviews and packed with tonnes of touring inspiration. Since the 
magazine launched in 2001, it has become the top destination for friendly motorhome advice and insight, the 
website bringing all the magazine’s expert content into one place. And now the website's 2014 relaunch sees it 
rebuilt from the ground up to work as well on smartphones and tablets as on your desktop, as well as bringing 
social media and video integration.

https://www.practicalmotorhome.com

Pragmatic Capitalism
Pragmatic Capitalism is the personal blog of Cullen Roche. It attempts to cut through the noise and describe 
the world as it is while providing answers to the toughest questions in finance and economics. The goal of the 
website is to help educate and inform through an unbiased and open-minded approach.

http://pragcap.com/

Prairie Pundit Commentary on politics and the continuation of policy by other means. http://prairiepundit.blogspot.com/
PrawfsBlawg Law professors discuss legal topics. http://prawfsblawg.blogs.com/

PRChinaWire PRChinaWire.com works with a network of influential news and media websites in China to push your 
message in front of 1.3 billion Chinese viewers, potential buyers, partners, and important decision makers.

https://www.prchinawire.com/

Premium Times
Premium Times is an online newspaper based in Abuja, Nigeria, published by Premium Times Services 
Limited. The publication covers investigative reports, business news, national news, arts/life, opinion, faith, 
oil/gas reports and sports in Nigeria.

http://www.premiumtimesng.com

Prensa Latina Prensa Latina is a state-run news agency in Cuba that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://frances.prensa-latina.cu/

Prensa Latina Prensa Latina is a state-run news agency in Cuba that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://italiano.prensa-latina.cu/

Prensa Latina Prensa Latina is a state-run news agency in Cuba that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://ruso.prensa-latina.cu/

Prensa Latina Prensa Latina is a state-run news agency in Cuba that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.plenglish.com/

Prensa Latina Prensa Latina is a state-run news agency in Cuba that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.prensalatina.com.br/

Prensa Latina Prensa Latina is a state-run news agency in Cuba that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.prensa-latina.cu/

Press TV
Press TV takes revolutionary steps as the first Iranian international news network, broadcasting in English on a 
round-the-clock basis. Our global Tehran-based headquarters is staffed with outstanding Iranian and foreign 
media professionals. Press TV is extensively networked with bureaus located in the world's most strategic 
cities.

http://www.presstv.ir

Pressat

Pressat provides a cost-effective press release distribution service for businesses looking to spread news to 
media outlets and channels across the United Kingdom and internationally in order to gain press coverage. 
Through our reliable and bleeding-edge distribution techniques, we combine not only the source power of 
traditional media but also leverage the power of online social media to help spread your message far and wide. 
Our press releases are also optimised for search engines (SEO), again helping your news attract the attention 
you desire. Pressat is both a simple way for businesses to manage their own online and offline PR campaigns 
without the cost of hiring a public relations company and a great asset to agencies looking to push clients new 
even further.

https://pressat.co.uk/#

Pressenza

Pressenza gives visibility to news, initiatives, proposals and scenarios related to Peace, Nonviolence, 
Disarmament, Human Rights and the fight against all forms of Discrimination. We place the human being as 
the central value and concern, and celebrate diversity. Thus, we propose active and lucid journalism that 
respects these essential premises, aiming towards the resolution of crises and social conflicts in all latitudes. In 
this sense, we disseminate research, analysis and actions that contribute to world peace and overcoming 
violence; prioritising nuclear and conventional disarmament, peaceful resolution of conflicts, their prevention 
and withdrawal from occupied territories. We also report on all the facts and situations that cause pain and 
suffering in populations, attempting to comprehend and transform the causes of these events, going beyond 
being mere spectators. The agency also trains students and volunteers who converge in these principles.

https://www.pressenza.com/
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Pressenza

Pressenza gives visibility to news, initiatives, proposals and scenarios related to Peace, Nonviolence, 
Disarmament, Human Rights and the fight against all forms of Discrimination. We place the human being as 
the central value and concern, and celebrate diversity. Thus, we propose active and lucid journalism that 
respects these essential premises, aiming towards the resolution of crises and social conflicts in all latitudes. In 
this sense, we disseminate research, analysis and actions that contribute to world peace and overcoming 
violence; prioritising nuclear and conventional disarmament, peaceful resolution of conflicts, their prevention 
and withdrawal from occupied territories. We also report on all the facts and situations that cause pain and 
suffering in populations, attempting to comprehend and transform the causes of these events, going beyond 
being mere spectators. The agency also trains students and volunteers who converge in these principles.

https://www.pressenza.com/de/

Pressenza

Pressenza gives visibility to news, initiatives, proposals and scenarios related to Peace, Nonviolence, 
Disarmament, Human Rights and the fight against all forms of Discrimination. We place the human being as 
the central value and concern, and celebrate diversity. Thus, we propose active and lucid journalism that 
respects these essential premises, aiming towards the resolution of crises and social conflicts in all latitudes. In 
this sense, we disseminate research, analysis and actions that contribute to world peace and overcoming 
violence; prioritising nuclear and conventional disarmament, peaceful resolution of conflicts, their prevention 
and withdrawal from occupied territories. We also report on all the facts and situations that cause pain and 
suffering in populations, attempting to comprehend and transform the causes of these events, going beyond 
being mere spectators. The agency also trains students and volunteers who converge in these principles.

https://www.pressenza.com/es

Pressenza

Pressenza gives visibility to news, initiatives, proposals and scenarios related to Peace, Nonviolence, 
Disarmament, Human Rights and the fight against all forms of Discrimination. We place the human being as 
the central value and concern, and celebrate diversity. Thus, we propose active and lucid journalism that 
respects these essential premises, aiming towards the resolution of crises and social conflicts in all latitudes. In 
this sense, we disseminate research, analysis and actions that contribute to world peace and overcoming 
violence; prioritising nuclear and conventional disarmament, peaceful resolution of conflicts, their prevention 
and withdrawal from occupied territories. We also report on all the facts and situations that cause pain and 
suffering in populations, attempting to comprehend and transform the causes of these events, going beyond 
being mere spectators. The agency also trains students and volunteers who converge in these principles.

https://www.pressenza.com/fr/

Pressenza

Pressenza gives visibility to news, initiatives, proposals and scenarios related to Peace, Nonviolence, 
Disarmament, Human Rights and the fight against all forms of Discrimination. We place the human being as 
the central value and concern, and celebrate diversity. Thus, we propose active and lucid journalism that 
respects these essential premises, aiming towards the resolution of crises and social conflicts in all latitudes. In 
this sense, we disseminate research, analysis and actions that contribute to world peace and overcoming 
violence; prioritising nuclear and conventional disarmament, peaceful resolution of conflicts, their prevention 
and withdrawal from occupied territories. We also report on all the facts and situations that cause pain and 
suffering in populations, attempting to comprehend and transform the causes of these events, going beyond 
being mere spectators. The agency also trains students and volunteers who converge in these principles.

https://www.pressenza.com/tr/

Pressenza International Press 
Agency

Pressenza is an international press agency in news about Peace, Nonviolence, Humanism and Non-
discrimination. The newspaper specifically covers news in different sectors like health, education, human 
rights, economics, education, politics, science & technology.

http://www.pressenza.com/

Pretoria News Pretoria News is a daily newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South Africa, 
covering Local News, World News, Opinion, Business and Sport.

http://www.iol.co.za/pretoria-news

Pride Magazine Nigeria Pride Magazine Nigeria is Nigeria's First Premium Lifestyle Magazine. http://www.pridemagazineng.com/

Prime 9ja Online

Prime 9ja Online is a premier online news and information platform in Nigeria, delivering up-to-date
news, opinions, and analysis on politics, business, entertainment, and other trending topics. Our
content is curated by experienced journalists and updated regularly to keep our readers informed and
engaged. The website offers a user-friendly interface, making it easy for readers to navigate and find the news
they need. Additionally, Prime 9ja Online is updated regularly, ensuring that readers are always up-to-
date on the latest news and events in Nigeria and around the world. Whether you are looking for
breaking news, in-depth analysis, or insightful commentary, Prime 9ja Online has got you covered.

https://pidgin.prime9ja.com.ng/
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Prime 9ja Online

Prime 9ja Online is a premier online news and information platform in Nigeria, delivering up-to-date
news, opinions, and analysis on politics, business, entertainment, and other trending topics. Our
content is curated by experienced journalists and updated regularly to keep our readers informed and
engaged. The website offers a user-friendly interface, making it easy for readers to navigate and find the news
they need. Additionally, Prime 9ja Online is updated regularly, ensuring that readers are always up-to-
date on the latest news and events in Nigeria and around the world. Whether you are looking for
breaking news, in-depth analysis, or insightful commentary, Prime 9ja Online has got you covered.

https://www.prime9ja.com.ng/

Prinston Public Speaking Tips It is not just what you say and how you say it. It is what your audience sees, hears and receives.  Princeton 
Public Speaking.

http://princetonpublicspeaking.com/public-
speaking-tips/

PrintWeekMEA

PrintWeek MEA is a monthly magazine focused on the print industry in the Middle East and Africa. Covering 
17 countries - including UAE, GCC countries and North Africa, it is the most respected industry title and has 
become the first source of reference for printers throughout the region. PrintWeek MEA has become the 
platform for a vibrant and fast-changing industry. The magazine's focus is not only to highlight the trends in the 
industry, but also inform, share and inspire. With a special focus on people, effective business and issues that 
impact on the region's industry, PrintWeek MEA aims to showcase the most newsworthy print events; while 
also getting to the heart of issues. The Better Business and News Analysis features focus specifically on the 
local market, with all the information presented in a clear, concise and accurate manner.

http://www.printweekmea.com/

Proactive Investors ProActive investors operates five financial websites in four languages providing breaking news, comment and 
analysis on hundreds of listed companies across the globe daily.

http://www.proactiveinvestors.com

Proactive Investors - Video Video provide investors and traders with cutting-edge market commentary and interviews with business 
leaders.

http://www.youtube.
com/user/ProactiveInvestors

ProBit Global Probit Global is an online platform to buy and seel crypto prooducts https://www.probit.com/en-us/
Prof. Lehrer's Blog Prof. Lehrer's blog is a forum to discuss current events in consumer behavior and marketing. http://pjlehrer.blogspot.com

Professional Pensions
Professional Pensions delivers extensive news and features coverage for the UK corporate pensions and 
investment industry. Offering unrivalled news and feature coverage of the key issues facing schemes and their 
sponsors, Professional Pensions hosts regular roundtable and panel debates providing in-depth analysis on a 
range of investment, administrative and legal topics.

http://www.professionalpensions.com/

Proformative Community discussions about accounting, budgeting & forecasting, cash management, credit & capital, FP&A, 
risk management, tax

https://www.proformative.com

Progress
PROGRESS: An annual bilingual publication commemorating His Majesty’s ascension to the throne, has 
traced Oman’s progress and development, highlighting the landmark achievements of the nation. It salutes His 
Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said’s vision and his prudent policies in putting the Sultanate on a fast track of 
prosperity

http://www.progressoman.com

Progress Florida
Founded in 2008, Progress Florida is a nonprofit organization promoting progressive values through online 
organizing, media outreach, and networking with Florida's leading progressive organizations. Our issues 
include social justice, health care reform, environmental protection, economic fairness, strengthening public 
education and more.

http://www.progressflorida.org

Progress Michigan
Progress Michigan's mission is to provide a strong credible voice that holds public officials and government 
accountable, assists in the promotion of progressive ideas and uses state-of-the-art web based new media to 
creatively build grassroots support for progressive ideas.

http://www.progressmichigan.org

Progress NC
Progress NC is a voice for North Carolinians seeking to protect the qualities that made our state great: a strong 
educational system, business competitiveness, forward-thinking government, thriving democracy, protection of 
natural resources and rich cultural traditions.

https://progressnc.org/

Progress Texas
Progress Texas is a new and growing nonprofit communications hub that educates the public about politicians, 
policies and organizations that have a direct impact on the everyday lives of Texans. Our mission is to provide 
a strong, credible and enduring progressive voice that will ensure more inclusive, just and sustainable policies 
for Texas.

http://www.progresstexas.org/blog

ProgressVA
ProgressVA is a multi-issue progressive advocacy organization that combines cutting edge online organizing 
and communications with rapid and hard-hitting earned media strategies. Year round, ProgressVA will work to 
engage citizens from across the state around issues of immediate state or local concern.

https://progressva.org/

Project CBD Project CBD is a nonprofit that tracks research into the health impact of CBD and cannabis. https://www.projectcbd.org

https://www.prime9ja.com.ng/
http://www.printweekmea.com/
https://www.probit.com/en-us/
https://www.proformative.com/
http://www.progressoman.com/


Project Finance International (PFI) 
by Refinitiv

Project Finance International (PFI) by Refinitiv is the leading source of global project finance intelligence and 
infrastructure. PFI reports on the entire lifecycles of deals, from the initial rumours through to post-completion 
analysis. Project finance professionals around the globe rely on PFI’s deal analysis to identify opportunities 
and track their competitors. PFI’s online service combines all the news, data and analysis of the printed 
publication, but with intra-day updates, email alerts, archive search, and a database of pipeline and completed 
deals. Our team of specialist independent reporters, analysts and editors – many of whom are former market 
professionals – is unrivalled, and operates round-the-clock from bureaux in the US, Europe and Asia-Pacific.

https://www.pfie.com/

ProjectsTiger.com

ProjectsTiger.com is a projects information service provider, managed and maintained by e-Procurement 
Technologies Ltd. (ETL), India's first ISO 27001 and ISO9001 certified organization, which fully complies to 
multilateral development banks' eProcurement guidelines, including the World Bank, Asian Development Bank 
and the IMF. ProjectsTiger.com brings you the largest and most comprehensive project notices focused on 
Africa, Middle East and South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) countries. ProjectsTiger.
com is a comprehensive daily source of project notices from multilateral funding agencies, federal, state & 
county governments, utilities, hospitals, schools, ports, NGO's, etc. Trusted by Fortune 500 companies 
including WIPRO, HCL, TATA and Reliance, ProjectsTiger.com delivers fast and accurate project notices to 
generate leads and remain at the forefront of your business, with an ability to monitor your market and the 
competition and indicate the sector in which the buyer will procure goods or services in future.

http://www.ProjectsTiger.com

Property Monitor
UAE's Real Estate Intelligence Platform offering users the ability to search residential sales, leasing 
transactions, off-plan sales, valuation data as well as our professional opinion on achievable prices, across all 
major areas of Dubai and Abu Dhabi.

http://www.propertymonitor.ae

Property Monitor - Area Risk Matrix
The Area Risk Matrix builds on top of the Property Monitor Index and offers an advanced view of lending and 
investment risk. It incorporates not only pricing information, but qualitative factors that affect pricing stability - 
for example, build quality, maintenance quality and community facilities - and generates an overall risk ranking 
for specific developments across Dubai and Abu Dhabi.

https://www.propertymonitor.ae/products/area-
risk-matrix.html

Property Monitor - Market Data

Property Monitor's Market Data is the foundation on which all our products are built. Through our association 
with Cavendish Maxwell, the UAE's largest residential valuation business, and our network of reputable 
agencies and developers, we offer the most comprehensive view into achieved and achievable prices in Dubai 
and Abu Dhabi. Market Data is available to businesses who subscribe to our online platform, which provides 
real-time visibility into market activity, anytime, from anywhere.

https://www.propertymonitor.
ae/products/market-data.html

Property Monitor - Market Statistics
Property Monitor offers the most comprehensive statistics and advanced analytics in the market. We have 
developed various tools to analyse data such as Transferred Sale Analysis, Off-plan Analysis and Rental 
Contract Analysis.

https://www.propertymonitor.
ae/products/market-statistics.html

Property Monitor - Project & Supply 
Tracker

We have a comprehensive database of past, present, under construction and future UAE projects. In addition 
to detailed project data and up-to-date status, we have project statistics, floorplans, payment plans and area 
information. This is the only platform in the UAE where you can track supply by year and see how many 
projects and units are estimated to be completed.

https://www.propertymonitor.
ae/products/project-supply-tracker.html

Property Monitor - Property Monitor 
Index

The Property Monitor Index is the most informed, detailed analysis of residential sales, rents and yields 
available in the UAE. If you want to understand where the market is moving, from Emirate level down to 
community, sub-community, building, or by specific number of bedrooms, the Property Monitor Index has your 
answer.

https://www.propertymonitor.
ae/products/property-monitor-index.html

Property Monitor - Property Prices 
Ticker

Property Monitor offers the most comprehensive statistics and advanced analytics in the market. We have 
developed various tools to analyse data such as Transferred Sale Analysis, Off-plan Analysis and Rental 
Contract Analysis.

https://www.propertymonitor.ae

Property Monitor - Service Charge 
Index

The Service Charge Index allows subscribers to search accurate service charges and calculate net yields on 
over 750 developments in Dubai.

https://www.propertymonitor.
ae/products/service-charge-index.html

Propertyfinder.ae Propertyfinder.ae is a property portal listing properties available to rent and buy in the UAE. It also includes 
property news and advice. The site launched in 2007.

https://www.propertyfinder.ae/blog

ProPublica

ProPublica is an independent, nonprofit newsroom that produces investigative journalism with moral force. We 
dig deep into important issues, shining a light on abuses of power and betrayals of public trust — and we stick 
with those issues as long as it takes to hold power to account. With a team of more than 75 dedicated 
journalists, ProPublica covers a range of topics including government and politics, business, criminal justice, 
the environment, education, health care, immigration, and technology. We focus on stories with the potential to 
spur real-world impact. Among other positive changes, our reporting has contributed to the passage of new 
laws; reversals of harmful policies and practices; and accountability for leaders at local, state and national 
levels.

https://www.propublica.org/
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Prostobiz Guide to the world of business finance. http://www.prostobiz.ua/
Protesilaos Stavrou Analysis of EU politics and the Euro crisis. http://www.protesilaos.com/
Providentia A biased look at psychology in the world. http://drvitelli.typepad.com/

PRWire
PRWire is Australia's most popular online press release wire and news announcement service. Tried, tested 
and proven over 2 decades, PRWire provides a trusted daily source for thousands of content creators and 
journalists, covering Business, Lifestyle, Finance, Tech and much more.

www.PRWire.com.au

Psychology Now

Take control of every aspect of your life by becoming more aware of your mindset and why you do things, and 
learn how to adapt the way you live to become a happier, healthier you. From exporing the nature versus 
nurture debate and looking at the benefits of friendships (as well as letting go of certain friendships) to learning 
about what makes us tell lies, the second volume of Psychology Now is packed full of advice on how to 
improve your home life, work life, relationships and much more.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Public Eye Public Eye Online is a leading news source. You can find Latest News from Lesotho and around the world. 
Politics, Entertainment and Lifestyle.

http://publiceyenews.com

Public Health Matters A collective blog about the exciting public health work of preventing and controlling infectious diseases that 
result from the interaction of people, animals, and the environment.

https://blogs.cdc.gov/publichealthmatters

Public Square Public Square is CNU's online journal of interviews and perspectives relevant to New Urbanism. https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare
Public Words A blog about public spending and communications advice and commentary. http://publicwords.com/category/blogs/

Publicdomainvectors.org
Publicdomainvectors.org, offers copyright-free vector images in popular .eps, .svg, .ai and .cdr formats.To the 
extent possible under law, uploaders on this site have waived all copyright to their vector images. You are free 
to edit, distribute and use the images for unlimited commercial purposes without asking permission. Although 
absolutely not required, we appreciate every link back or mention of our website.

https://publicdomainvectors.org/

PublicSource Nonpartisan, nonprofit media organization providing in-depth public service reporting and analysis. http://publicsource.org

PubMed

PubMed is a free resource supporting the search and retrieval of biomedical and life sciences literature with 
the aim of improving health–both globally and personally. The PubMed database contains more than 35 million 
citations and abstracts of biomedical literature. It does not include full text journal articles; however, links to the 
full text are often present when available from other sources, such as the publisher's website or PubMed 
Central (PMC). Available to the public online since 1996, PubMed was developed and is maintained by the 
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), at the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM), located 
at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Citations in PubMed primarily stem from the biomedicine and health 
fields, and related disciplines such as life sciences, behavioral sciences, chemical sciences, and 
bioengineering. PubMed facilitates searching across several NLM literature resources, including MEDLINE, 
which is the largest component of PubMed and consists primarily of citations from journals selected for 
MEDLINE; articles indexed with MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) and curated with funding, genetic, chemical 
and other metadata. Another major component to PubMed are citations from PubMed Central (PMC) articles. 
PMC is a full text archive that includes articles from journals reviewed and selected by NLM for archiving 
(current and historical), as well as individual articles collected for archiving in compliance with funder policies.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

Pulse International
Pulse International is most informative medical views-paper. It contains reports on controversial issues which 
effects health services in general besides undergraduate, postgraduate medical education, teaching and 
training in particular. N-depth study of issues connected with the health sector and investigative medical 
reporting.

http://www.pulsepakistan.com

PureWow - Blink Beauty Tutorials
PureWow covers the breadth of women's lifestyle: fashion, beauty, home, entertainment, wellness, money, 
tech, food, books, travel and family. PureWow is the place you go to find out what book to read, what 
awesome dish to serve at your next party and how to rock your ankle boots with every single outfit.

https://www.purewow.com/blink

PureWow - Features
PureWow covers the breadth of women's lifestyle: fashion, beauty, home, entertainment, wellness, money, 
tech, food, books, travel and family. PureWow is the place you go to find out what book to read, what 
awesome dish to serve at your next party and how to rock your ankle boots with every single outfit.

https://www.purewow.com

PureWow - How-to Videos
PureWow covers the breadth of women's lifestyle: fashion, beauty, home, entertainment, wellness, money, 
tech, food, books, travel and family. PureWow is the place you go to find out what book to read, what 
awesome dish to serve at your next party and how to rock your ankle boots with every single outfit.

https://www.purewow.com/how-to

PureWow - News
PureWow covers the breadth of women's lifestyle: fashion, beauty, home, entertainment, wellness, money, 
tech, food, books, travel and family. PureWow is the place you go to find out what book to read, what 
awesome dish to serve at your next party and how to rock your ankle boots with every single outfit.

https://www.purewow.com/news
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PureWow - Recipes
PureWow covers the breadth of women's lifestyle: fashion, beauty, home, entertainment, wellness, money, 
tech, food, books, travel and family. PureWow is the place you go to find out what book to read, what 
awesome dish to serve at your next party and how to rock your ankle boots with every single outfit.

https://www.purewow.com/recipes

PureWow - Trending Videos
PureWow covers the breadth of women's lifestyle: fashion, beauty, home, entertainment, wellness, money, 
tech, food, books, travel and family. PureWow is the place you go to find out what book to read, what 
awesome dish to serve at your next party and how to rock your ankle boots with every single outfit.

https://www.purewow.com/trending-videos

Puzzle Experts

Puzzlexperts is the Licensing & Syndication arm of Lovatts Media, selling either white label or Lovatts-branded 
content. For over thirty years, Lovatts has stayed true to the vision of creating smart, thoughtful content for 
puzzlers of all abilities. We understand that the experience of solving a crossword, puzzle or brainteaser 
should be enjoyable – and we guarantee the quality of every single Lovatts puzzle, whether in our own 
magazines or in one of the many popular titles to which we syndicate.

https://www.puzzlexperts.com

Pymes y autónomos Spanish-language news for small and medium enterprises. http://www.pymesyautonomos.com

QallwDall

QallwDall.com is an added-value content portal. It is the first Arabic portal with a concept similar to 
International inspirational portals, aiming to enrich the Arabic content in this category. Visiting the website, a 
user can easily sense the inspirational spirit by surfing its various sections, which are: Inspiration, Knowledge, 
Oddees, Benefits, Advice, Creativity, DIY, Photography, and more. We also care about technology's 
inspirational and productive role in our lives. So we give it a special corner, in order to keep our audience up to 
date with it.

https://www.qallwdall.com/

Qatar Exchange

Established in 1995, the Doha Securities Market (DSM) officially started operations in 1997. Since then the 
exchange has grown to become one of the leading stock markets in the GCC region. In June 2009, Qatar 
Holding, the strategic and direct investment arm of Qatar Investment Authority (QIA), and NYSE Euronext, the 
world’s leading exchange group, signed an agreement to form a major strategic partnership to establish the 
Exchange as a world-class market. The DSM was renamed the Qatar Exchange on the conclusion of the deal. 
The primary aim of the Qatar Exchange is to support Qatar’s economy by providing a venue for capital raising 
for Qatari companies as part of their corporate strategy and giving investors a platform through which they can 
trade a variety of products in a transparent and efficient manner. The Qatar Exchange also provides the public 
with access to market information and ensures correct disclosure of information.

https://www.qe.com.qa

Qatar News Agency (QNA) Qatar News Agency (QNA) is the official national news agency in Qatar. http://www.qnaol.net

Qatar Petroleum (QP) - News
Qatar Petroleum (QP) is a state-owned public corporation established in 1974. It is responsible for all phases 
of the oil and gas industry in the State of Qatar. Qatar Petroleum (QP) - News provides the media with full 
coverage on the company’s operations and activities.

https://www.qp.com.
qa/en/MediaCentre/Pages/Publications.aspx

Qatar Tribune Qatar Tribune is a leading broadsheet sized newspaper covering local and international news, business, 
entertainment and sport.

http://www.qatar-tribune.com

Qatargas News Qatargas news contains detailed information about Qatargas' activities. Qatargas is the largest LNG producing 
company in the world, with an annual LNG production capacity of 42 million tonnes per annum (MTA).

http://www.qatargas.
com/english/MediaCenter/

QatarPRNetwork.com
QatarPRNetwork.com is an online medium for Press Release content distribution from Qatar. 
QatarPRNetwork.com is the first fully online PR Agency from Qatar and Doha City. We distribute press 
releases, announcements on upcoming events, product launches from Qatar. 

http://www.qatarprnetwork.com/

QBusinessMagazine.com
QBusinessMagazine.com is the online edition of Q Business magazine and covers business, economics, 
industry news, construction, banking, travel, technology and leisure in the Middle East. The site launched in 
March 2015.

http://www.qbusinessmagazine.com

QMall
The Qmall cryptocurrency exchange was launched in November 2021 and has proven itself as a reliable 
Ukrainian product with a European license. In the first 3 months of operation, 100,000 users registered on the 
Qmall platform. Our main goal is to make crypto-fiat transactions more accessible and transparent among the 
European community by providing a safe, reliable and convenient tool like the Qmall exchange.

https://qmall.io/

QSRWeb.com QSRweb.com tracks the major brands -- including McDonald's, KFC, Subway, and Wendy's -- that make up 
the $142.5 billion quick service restaurant segment.

http://QSRWeb.com

Quadratín - Noticias de Michoacán News from Michoacán, Mexico. https://www.quadratin.com.mx/
Quadratin - Video Official news covering events from Michoacán, Mexico. http://www.youtube.com/user/quadratinvideo

Quaker Campus
The Quaker Campus (QC) is a weekly student newspaper that reports on issues and events within the Whittier 
College community. The QC seeks to inform and entertain students in various facets while also acting as a 
public forum for opinion through Letters to the Editor and guest contributions.

http://www.quakercampus.com/

QuantStrat TradeR A blog on using R for researching and backtesting trading strategies. http://www.quantstrattrader.wordpress.com/
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Qubba studios Qubbah Studios are the premium content provider to Saudi/GCC. We tell stories to inspire others. http://www.qubba.co
quinnscommentary Commentary on the American health-insurance industry. http://quinnscommentary.com

QUOI Media

QUOI Media Group Inc. is a full-service communications firm offering media strategy, media placement and 
reprint rights; writing; editing; ad buying; social media marketing; policy briefs; backgrounders; white papers; 
podcasting, infographics and more. Our media distribution networks and relationships with editors at major, 
ethnic and niche media outlets across the U.S. and Canada combined with knowledge of international reprint 
rights and policy-rich writing talent makes us one of the ‘go to’ boutique communications firms in Canada with 
a specialized focus on health and public policy. We handle knowledge translation from academic or policy 
publications into more mainstream publishable formats, such as op-eds, podcasts, infographics and social 
media posters and place them in major media outlets and help them trend on social media. We are unique for 
handling national and international publishing rights for reprinting this information across multiple outlets and 
platforms reaching sizable audiences.

https://quoimedia.com

QUOI Media - COVID19

QUOI Media Group Inc. is a full-service communications firm offering media strategy, media placement and 
reprint rights; writing; editing; ad buying; social media marketing; policy briefs; backgrounders; white papers; 
podcasting, infographics and more. Our media distribution networks and relationships with editors at major, 
ethnic and niche media outlets across the U.S. and Canada combined with knowledge of international reprint 
rights and policy-rich writing talent makes us one of the ‘go to’ boutique communications firms in Canada with 
a specialized focus on health and public policy. We handle knowledge translation from academic or policy 
publications into more mainstream publishable formats, such as op-eds, podcasts, infographics and social 
media posters and place them in major media outlets and help them trend on social media. We are unique for 
handling national and international publishing rights for reprinting this information across multiple outlets and 
platforms reaching sizable audiences.

https://quoimedia.com/category/covid19/

QUOI Media - Economics

QUOI Media Group Inc. is a full-service communications firm offering media strategy, media placement and 
reprint rights; writing; editing; ad buying; social media marketing; policy briefs; backgrounders; white papers; 
podcasting, infographics and more. Our media distribution networks and relationships with editors at major, 
ethnic and niche media outlets across the U.S. and Canada combined with knowledge of international reprint 
rights and policy-rich writing talent makes us one of the ‘go to’ boutique communications firms in Canada with 
a specialized focus on health and public policy. We handle knowledge translation from academic or policy 
publications into more mainstream publishable formats, such as op-eds, podcasts, infographics and social 
media posters and place them in major media outlets and help them trend on social media. We are unique for 
handling national and international publishing rights for reprinting this information across multiple outlets and 
platforms reaching sizable audiences.

https://quoimedia.com/category/economics/

QUOI Media - Features

QUOI Media Group Inc. is a full-service communications firm offering media strategy, media placement and 
reprint rights; writing; editing; ad buying; social media marketing; policy briefs; backgrounders; white papers; 
podcasting, infographics and more. Our media distribution networks and relationships with editors at major, 
ethnic and niche media outlets across the U.S. and Canada combined with knowledge of international reprint 
rights and policy-rich writing talent makes us one of the ‘go to’ boutique communications firms in Canada with 
a specialized focus on health and public policy. We handle knowledge translation from academic or policy 
publications into more mainstream publishable formats, such as op-eds, podcasts, infographics and social 
media posters and place them in major media outlets and help them trend on social media. We are unique for 
handling national and international publishing rights for reprinting this information across multiple outlets and 
platforms reaching sizable audiences.

https://quoimedia.com/category/features/

QUOI Media - Francais

QUOI Media Group Inc. is a full-service communications firm offering media strategy, media placement and 
reprint rights; writing; editing; ad buying; social media marketing; policy briefs; backgrounders; white papers; 
podcasting, infographics and more. Our media distribution networks and relationships with editors at major, 
ethnic and niche media outlets across the U.S. and Canada combined with knowledge of international reprint 
rights and policy-rich writing talent makes us one of the ‘go to’ boutique communications firms in Canada with 
a specialized focus on health and public policy. We handle knowledge translation from academic or policy 
publications into more mainstream publishable formats, such as op-eds, podcasts, infographics and social 
media posters and place them in major media outlets and help them trend on social media. We are unique for 
handling national and international publishing rights for reprinting this information across multiple outlets and 
platforms reaching sizable audiences.

https://quoimedia.com/category/francais/
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QUOI Media - Gender

QUOI Media Group Inc. is a full-service communications firm offering media strategy, media placement and 
reprint rights; writing; editing; ad buying; social media marketing; policy briefs; backgrounders; white papers; 
podcasting, infographics and more. Our media distribution networks and relationships with editors at major, 
ethnic and niche media outlets across the U.S. and Canada combined with knowledge of international reprint 
rights and policy-rich writing talent makes us one of the ‘go to’ boutique communications firms in Canada with 
a specialized focus on health and public policy. We handle knowledge translation from academic or policy 
publications into more mainstream publishable formats, such as op-eds, podcasts, infographics and social 
media posters and place them in major media outlets and help them trend on social media. We are unique for 
handling national and international publishing rights for reprinting this information across multiple outlets and 
platforms reaching sizable audiences.

https://quoimedia.com/category/gender/feed

QUOI Media - Health

QUOI Media Group Inc. is a full-service communications firm offering media strategy, media placement and 
reprint rights; writing; editing; ad buying; social media marketing; policy briefs; backgrounders; white papers; 
podcasting, infographics and more. Our media distribution networks and relationships with editors at major, 
ethnic and niche media outlets across the U.S. and Canada combined with knowledge of international reprint 
rights and policy-rich writing talent makes us one of the ‘go to’ boutique communications firms in Canada with 
a specialized focus on health and public policy. We handle knowledge translation from academic or policy 
publications into more mainstream publishable formats, such as op-eds, podcasts, infographics and social 
media posters and place them in major media outlets and help them trend on social media. We are unique for 
handling national and international publishing rights for reprinting this information across multiple outlets and 
platforms reaching sizable audiences.

https://quoimedia.com/category/health/

QUOI Media - Policy

QUOI Media Group Inc. is a full-service communications firm offering media strategy, media placement and 
reprint rights; writing; editing; ad buying; social media marketing; policy briefs; backgrounders; white papers; 
podcasting, infographics and more. Our media distribution networks and relationships with editors at major, 
ethnic and niche media outlets across the U.S. and Canada combined with knowledge of international reprint 
rights and policy-rich writing talent makes us one of the ‘go to’ boutique communications firms in Canada with 
a specialized focus on health and public policy. We handle knowledge translation from academic or policy 
publications into more mainstream publishable formats, such as op-eds, podcasts, infographics and social 
media posters and place them in major media outlets and help them trend on social media. We are unique for 
handling national and international publishing rights for reprinting this information across multiple outlets and 
platforms reaching sizable audiences.

https://quoimedia.com/category/policy/

QUOI Media - Reviews

QUOI Media Group Inc. is a full-service communications firm offering media strategy, media placement and 
reprint rights; writing; editing; ad buying; social media marketing; policy briefs; backgrounders; white papers; 
podcasting, infographics and more. Our media distribution networks and relationships with editors at major, 
ethnic and niche media outlets across the U.S. and Canada combined with knowledge of international reprint 
rights and policy-rich writing talent makes us one of the ‘go to’ boutique communications firms in Canada with 
a specialized focus on health and public policy. We handle knowledge translation from academic or policy 
publications into more mainstream publishable formats, such as op-eds, podcasts, infographics and social 
media posters and place them in major media outlets and help them trend on social media. We are unique for 
handling national and international publishing rights for reprinting this information across multiple outlets and 
platforms reaching sizable audiences.

https://quoimedia.com/category/reviews/

QUOI Media - Science

QUOI Media Group Inc. is a full-service communications firm offering media strategy, media placement and 
reprint rights; writing; editing; ad buying; social media marketing; policy briefs; backgrounders; white papers; 
podcasting, infographics and more. Our media distribution networks and relationships with editors at major, 
ethnic and niche media outlets across the U.S. and Canada combined with knowledge of international reprint 
rights and policy-rich writing talent makes us one of the ‘go to’ boutique communications firms in Canada with 
a specialized focus on health and public policy. We handle knowledge translation from academic or policy 
publications into more mainstream publishable formats, such as op-eds, podcasts, infographics and social 
media posters and place them in major media outlets and help them trend on social media. We are unique for 
handling national and international publishing rights for reprinting this information across multiple outlets and 
platforms reaching sizable audiences.

https://quoimedia.com/category/science/
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QUOI Media - Seniors

QUOI Media Group Inc. is a full-service communications firm offering media strategy, media placement and 
reprint rights; writing; editing; ad buying; social media marketing; policy briefs; backgrounders; white papers; 
podcasting, infographics and more. Our media distribution networks and relationships with editors at major, 
ethnic and niche media outlets across the U.S. and Canada combined with knowledge of international reprint 
rights and policy-rich writing talent makes us one of the ‘go to’ boutique communications firms in Canada with 
a specialized focus on health and public policy. We handle knowledge translation from academic or policy 
publications into more mainstream publishable formats, such as op-eds, podcasts, infographics and social 
media posters and place them in major media outlets and help them trend on social media. We are unique for 
handling national and international publishing rights for reprinting this information across multiple outlets and 
platforms reaching sizable audiences.

https://quoimedia.com/category/seniors/feed

QUOI Media - Social

QUOI Media Group Inc. is a full-service communications firm offering media strategy, media placement and 
reprint rights; writing; editing; ad buying; social media marketing; policy briefs; backgrounders; white papers; 
podcasting, infographics and more. Our media distribution networks and relationships with editors at major, 
ethnic and niche media outlets across the U.S. and Canada combined with knowledge of international reprint 
rights and policy-rich writing talent makes us one of the ‘go to’ boutique communications firms in Canada with 
a specialized focus on health and public policy. We handle knowledge translation from academic or policy 
publications into more mainstream publishable formats, such as op-eds, podcasts, infographics and social 
media posters and place them in major media outlets and help them trend on social media. We are unique for 
handling national and international publishing rights for reprinting this information across multiple outlets and 
platforms reaching sizable audiences.

https://quoimedia.com/category/social/

Rabee Securities Company Reports
Rabee Securities was founded on January 7th 1995, and headquartered in Baghdad. The company was 
established to promote investment opportunities within Iraq. It is licensed and regulated as Securities 
Brokerage Company by the Iraq Stock Exchange (ISX).

http://www.rabeesecurities.com

Radio and Television Business 
Report (RBR-TVBR)

Radio and Television Business Report (RBR-TVBR), founded in 1983, is focused on the business side of the 
radio and television industry, offering deep financial and regulatory coverage. RBR-TVBR Follows the money 
and moves consistently through the maze of news to bring you relevant and useful information. Setting RBR-
TVBR apart from the rest of the media world is our infamous “RBR-TVBR Observations,” offering an unbiased, 
bottom-line analysis that no other trade publication can offer. Reporting on the business of radio and television 
broadcasting since 1983, RBR-TVBR is an authoritative, independent trade publication for broadcasters, 
agencies & advertisers, Wall Street, politicians and technical professionals–which have embraced it as an 
accurate, credible and unbiased source of information. Our morning and afternoon newsletters deliver results 
every business day of the year. From CEO’s, GMs, GSMs & PDs–or down the hallway to engineering–we 
deliver the relevant information they need to succeed. RBR offers twice-daily free content via electronic 
delivery, but also offers subscription only content for those seeking deep business intelligence and stories not 
available to the general market. Whether it’s tapping into the minds of the advertising agencies or talking to the 
clients themselves, we’re in the trenches with you 24/7. With 30 years in the publishing and broadcast 
communications industry, RBR-TVBR lives up to its branding as the 'Voice of the Broadcasting Industry.'

http://www.rbr.com

Radio Ech-Chorouk

Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the electronic interface of Al-Shorouq Media and Publishing Complex, which 
currently includes 10 websites in various fields. It is considered the largest portal in Algeria and in the Maghreb 
region, attracting at least half a million visitors daily. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi is the most prominent news 
interface in the portal, providing instant and ongoing coverage of events in Algeria, the Arab world and the 
world in Arabic, English and French. Ech-Chorouk El Yaoumi was founded in 2005.

https://www.echoroukonline.com/#radio

Radio Maria Juana 101.9
LRM 955 Radio Maria Juana FM 101.9 is an independent online radio station in Argentina. Radio María 
Juana's main objective is to fulfill the needs and tastes of its wide range of listeners of all ages by 
disseminating information on various topics about Argentina and the wider region, in addition to culture and 
entertainment.

http://www.radiomariajuana.com/

Radiodiffusion télévision 
Guinéenne

Radiodiffusion télévision Guinéenne is an online independent news portal, TV Channel and Radio located in 
Guinea which covers all the news that are related to Guinea. 

https://rtgkoloma.info/

Radio-M.net
Radio M, is today the first private generalist radio in Algeria. It has been broadcasting on the web since the fall 
of 2013. RADIO M is listened to but seen even more. Programs filmed and broadcast on the Maghreb 
Emergent and RADIO M sites (from October 2015) and YouTube often display statistics of several tens of 
thousands of views.

https://radio-m.net/
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Radio-M.net
Radio M, is today the first private generalist radio in Algeria. It has been broadcasting on the web since the fall 
of 2013. RADIO M is listened to but seen even more. Programs filmed and broadcast on the Maghreb 
Emergent and RADIO M sites (from October 2015) and YouTube often display statistics of several tens of 
thousands of views.

https://radio-m.net/

Radio-M.net
Radio M, is today the first private generalist radio in Algeria. It has been broadcasting on the web since the fall 
of 2013. RADIO M is listened to but seen even more. Programs filmed and broadcast on the Maghreb 
Emergent and RADIO M sites (from October 2015) and YouTube often display statistics of several tens of 
thousands of views.

https://radio-m.net/podcast/

Radio-M.net
Radio M, is today the first private generalist radio in Algeria. It has been broadcasting on the web since the fall 
of 2013. RADIO M is listened to but seen even more. Programs filmed and broadcast on the Maghreb 
Emergent and RADIO M sites (from October 2015) and YouTube often display statistics of several tens of 
thousands of views.

https://radio-m.net/podcast/

Ramallah Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry Business News

Ramallah and Al-Bireh Chamber of Commerce was established in 1950 in Ramallah by a few merchants 
totaling less than 100. Their aim was to establish a unionized entity to defend their interest. Since its 
establishment, the Chamber is serving and defending the interests of its members and established good 
relationships with many Arab chambers and is strengthening these relations by sending various commerce 
delegates to these countries. Moreover, the Chamber is continuing its role in providing mediation and 
arbitration between its members in addition to its participation in the enactment of laws, regulations and 
income taxation laws pertaining to commerce and trade. The Ramallah Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
Business News covers activities and events which the chamber and its members are involved in.

http://www.ramallahcci.org/

Ramsay Law Firm DWI Defense 
Blog Commentary and insights on criminal defense in Minnesota, including DWI defense. https://www.ramsayresults.com/dwi-defense-

blog

Randburg Sun
The Randburg Sun is a regional newspaper distributed free to more than 60 000 homes and businesses. It 
serves an invested and community conscious public who are vocal about issues which affect them. The team 
is headed by Ingrid Pepler as group editor, Aimee McGill as the editor, Nicholas Zaal as sport editor and 
Duschanka Hitzeroth as the online editor.

https://randburgsun.co.za/

Random Public Journal News, opinion and analysis from a Dublin perspective. https://randompublicjournal.com
Rants and Raves Politics, culture, and raising kids in this day and age. http://www.stephenwbrowne.com/

Raptor Persecution UK
This blog is written by Dr. Ruth Tingay (with help from several sources) and has been running since March 
2010. It was created to highlight the relentless and illegal killing of birds of prey in the UK, particularly focusing 
on the close association of raptor persecution with game-shooting interests, especially grouse, pheasant and 
partridge shooting.

https://raptorpersecutionscotland.wordpress.
com

RASANAH - Annual Strategic 
Reports

RASANAH, the International Institute for Iranian Studies, is a non-profit think tank, committed to adopting 
rigorous research methods in all of its publications through hiring qualified researchers from around the globe. 
RASANAH's vision is to achieve world leadership in Iranian studies. RASANAH Annual Strategic Reports 
provide a comprehensive review, as well as insight, into possible future scenarios related to Iran. The report 
consists of three main chapters: Internal Affairs, Arab Affairs, and International Affairs.

https://rasanah-iiis.
org/english/category/publications/annual-
strategic-reports/

RASANAH - Annual Strategic 
Reports

RASANAH, the International Institute for Iranian Studies, is a non-profit think tank, committed to adopting 
rigorous research methods in all of its publications through hiring qualified researchers from around the globe. 
RASANAH's vision is to achieve world leadership in Iranian studies. RASANAH Annual Strategic Reports 
provide a comprehensive review, as well as insight, into possible future scenarios related to Iran. The report 
consists of three main chapters: Internal Affairs, Arab Affairs, and International Affairs.

https://rasanah-iiis.
org/english/category/publications/annual-
strategic-reports/

RASANAH - Iran Case File

RASANAH, the International Institute for Iranian Studies, is a non-profit think tank, committed to adopting 
rigorous research methods in all of its publications through hiring qualified researchers from around the globe. 
RASANAH's vision is to achieve world leadership in Iranian studies. RASANAH's Journal For Iranian Studies is 
a monthly report which tracks important developments in Iran during each month of the year. It represents a 
detailed description on three key aspects of the Iran case-file: domestic, Arab, and international affairs.

https://rasanah-iiis.org/english/news/rasanah-
issues-iran-case-file-for-july-2019/

RASANAH - Iran Case File

RASANAH, the International Institute for Iranian Studies, is a non-profit think tank, committed to adopting 
rigorous research methods in all of its publications through hiring qualified researchers from around the globe. 
RASANAH's vision is to achieve world leadership in Iranian studies. RASANAH's Journal For Iranian Studies is 
a monthly report which tracks important developments in Iran during each month of the year. It represents a 
detailed description on three key aspects of the Iran case-file: domestic, Arab, and international affairs.

https://rasanah-iiis.org/english/news/rasanah-
issues-iran-case-file-for-july-2019/
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RASANAH - Iran In A Week

RASANAH, the International Institute for Iranian Studies, is a non-profit think tank, committed to adopting 
rigorous research methods in all of its publications through hiring qualified researchers from around the globe. 
RASANAH's vision is to achieve world leadership in Iranian studies. RASANAH's Iran In A Week is a weekly 
news monitoring service, that provides three prominent editorials and three prominent news stories from inside 
Iran, translated from Persian language newspapers within Iran.

https://rasanah-iiis.
org/english/category/monitoring-and-
translation/iran-in-a-week/

RASANAH - Iran Infographics
RASANAH, the International Institute for Iranian Studies, is a non-profit think tank, committed to adopting 
rigorous research methods in all of its publications through hiring qualified researchers from around the globe. 
RASANAH's vision is to achieve world leadership in Iranian studies.

https://rasanah-iiis.
org/english/category/multimedia/infographics/

RASANAH - Iranian Daily Report

RASANAH, the International Institute for Iranian Studies, is a non-profit think tank, committed to adopting 
rigorous research methods in all of its publications through hiring qualified researchers from around the globe. 
RASANAH's vision is to achieve world leadership in Iranian studies. RASANAH's Daily Newswire is a news 
monitoring service, that provides three prominent editorials and up to ten daily prominent news stories from 
inside Iran, translated from Persian language newspapers within Iran.

https://rasanah-iiis.org

RASANAH - Iranian Issues Series

RASANAH, the International Institute for Iranian Studies, is a non-profit think tank, committed to adopting 
rigorous research methods in all of its publications through hiring qualified researchers from around the globe. 
RASANAH's vision is to achieve world leadership in Iranian studies. RASANAH's Iranian Issues Series is a 
non-periodical publications issued by RASANAH that present studies focusing on different areas: political 
systems, international relations, regional files, societies and economics and ideologies.

https://rasanah-iiis.org/

RASANAH - Journal For Iranian 
Studies

RASANAH, the International Institute for Iranian Studies, is a non-profit think tank, committed to adopting 
rigorous research methods in all of its publications through hiring qualified researchers from around the globe. 
RASANAH's vision is to achieve world leadership in Iranian studies. RASANAH's Journal For Iranian Studies is 
a a peer-reviewed periodical journal which offers strategic studies and reports on various internal and external 
issues; forward-looking on internal affairs; and in-depth studies on Iranian foreign relations.

https://rasanah-iiis.org/english/category/the-
journal/

RASANAH - Journal For Iranian 
Studies

RASANAH, the International Institute for Iranian Studies, is a non-profit think tank, committed to adopting 
rigorous research methods in all of its publications through hiring qualified researchers from around the globe. 
RASANAH's vision is to achieve world leadership in Iranian studies. RASANAH's Journal For Iranian Studies is 
a a peer-reviewed periodical journal which offers strategic studies and reports on various internal and external 
issues; forward-looking on internal affairs; and in-depth studies on Iranian foreign relations.

https://rasanah-iiis.org/english/category/the-
journal/

Razor Branding Blog
Jaci Russo is a Brand Strategist with more than 20 years of experience on a national level in a cross-section of 
industries, including strategic planning, brand management, national product launches, and media 
management.

http://brandrusso.com/blog/

RDC Eveil RDC Eveil is an online news portal located in Democratic Republic of the Congo. It covers various topics such 
as politics, economics, environment, culture and much more.

https://rdc-eveil.info/

Reach Financial Independence Personal finance and lifestyle blog geared towards early retirement and freedom. http://reachfinancialindependence.com/
Reader Views Book reviews of recently published books. http://readerviews.com/
Reading Acts Some thoughts on the book of Acts and Pauline Theology. http://readingacts.wordpress.com/

Reading Comprehension Skills
Established in 2009, Alston Publishing House is a leading education content provider with deep understanding 
of the international textbook market. Located in Singapore, a hub for excellence in education, our core focus is 
to develop and distribute textbooks and educational resources for the K-12 schools globally.

https://www.alstonpublishinghouse.
com/english-elt/teachers/building-language-
skills-reading-comprehension-skills

Reading, Writing, Research A librarian's blog for anyone who needs to do research or otherwise use the library http://www.allpurposeguru.com

Real Estate Monitor Worldwide

Real Estate Monitor Worldwide is a subscription based publication, covering news from both the residential 
and commercial real estate sectors. It is aimed at key business decision makers from industries such as estate 
agencies, property development and construction, surveying and architecture to a broad range of readers who 
just have a general interest in bricks and mortar. The rapid transcription, collation and distribution of this 
information makes Real Estate Monitor Worldwide a highly valuable resource for real estate news.

http://www.bidsinfo.com

Real History of the Crown

On 31 October 2016, Queen Elizabeth II became Britain’s longest reigning monarch, surpassing the record set 
by her great-grandmother, Queen Victoria. Later that same week, Netflix released The Crown, its tell-all biopic 
of the Queen’s life, from her early marital conflicts to her fledgling years as a monarch. But how much of this 
award-winning drama is actually fact? In The Real History of The Crown, separate fact from fiction and 
uncover the truth behind the palace doors. Find out the bitter reality of Elizabeth and Philip’s conflicts and 
discover the forbidden love affair of Princess Margaret and Peter Townsend, while we reveal the sad reality of 
Prince Charles’s lonely childhood.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/
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Real Investment Advice
Real Investment Advice is the home of the daily blog and weekly newsletter from Lance Roberts, Chief 
Portfolio Strategist for Clarity Financial. If you want to understand how money and the economy really work, 
this is your place to start.

https://realinvestmentadvice.com

Real Story Group Commentary on web content management and technology, digital marketing, portals, and media asset 
management.

http://realstorygroup.com/blog

Real Time & Historical FX Feed
The Real Time FX Feed service is a partnership between EDI and TraderMade Systems. Get instant access to 
a comprehensive Interbank data feed covering 40+ spot currencies plus gold and silver against major 
currencies. The Interbank data feed is sourced from Tier-One banks & Institutions.

https://www.exchange-data.com/product/real-
time-fx-feed/

Recentgist.com Recentgist.com is an independent Nigerian news publication that was established in 2013, focusing on
topics such as local news, international news, politics, entertainment, health, sports, and more.

https://recentgist.com/

Rechthaber The law blog of Graf & Partner. http://www.rechthaber.com/
Recovery from “Schizophrenia” 
and other “Psychotic Disorders” Ron Unger, a licensed clinical social worker, discusses schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders. http://recoveryfromschizophrenia.org

redefinED Education/school choice blog. http://www.redefinedonline.org/

Reed Smith's AdLaw by Request
Information, news, and updates on legal and regulatory activities pertaining to advertising and marketing. 
Produced by Reed Smith, a global relationship law firm with offices throughout the United States, the United 
Kingdom, Europe, Asia and the Middle East

http://www.adlawbyrequest.com

Reed Smith's Employment Law 
Watch Analysis and commentary by Reed Smith attorneys on developments in employment and labor law. http://www.employmentlawwatch.com

Reed Smith's Health Industry 
Washington Watch

Updates by Reed Smith on U.S. legislative and regulatory developments affecting the life sciences and health 
care industry sector.

http://www.healthindustrywashingtonwatch.
com

Reed Smith's Life Sciences Legal 
Update Analysis and commentary by Reed Smith on trends and developments in life sciences and health care law. http://www.lifescienceslegalupdate.com

Reed Smith's Ship Law Log Comment and analysis by Reed Smith lawyers on the latest developments in the shipping industry. http://www.shiplawlog.com
Reflections of a Rational 
Republican Conservative commentary on the issues of the day, both national and international. http://reflectionsofarationalrepublican.com

Reflector
The Reflector, student newspaper of Mississippi State University, was founded in 1884. The Reflector is 
dedicated to serving the student body of Mississippi State University and the Starkville area as a reliable and 
honest news source.

http://www.reflector-online.com/

Reflexion
Reflexion is an independent publication in Algeria that aims to mainly cover news in  Mostaganem, in addition 
to regional news, international news, and more. Reflexion also has a print edition available to access through 
their website. 

http://reflexion.dz/

Reforma Reforma is a Mexican newspaper based in Mexico City with a reported 276,700 readers in Mexico City. The 
newspaper emphasizes its design, variety of columnists, and editorials that denounce political corruption.

https://www.reforma.com/

Refugess Deeply

Refugees Deeply is an independent digital media project dedicated to covering refugee and migration issues 
around the globe. Our team, a mix of journalists and technologists, aims to provide readers and experts with 
the kind of in-depth information that no other media outlet is able to offer. We hope this, in turn, will lead to 
deeper understanding, greater clarity and more sustained public engagement on this this critical – and 
quintessentially human – issue. Refugees Deeply is a part of News Deeply, a media startup and social 
enterprise based in New York. We are registered as a B Corp, or Benefit Corporation, with the stated mission 
of advancing foreign policy literacy through public service journalism.

https://www.newsdeeply.com/refugees

Region Mar del Plata
Region Mar del Plata is an information portal which publishes news and updates from the province of Mar Del 
Plata, south-east of Buenos Aires. Coverage includes information on local politics, social issues, tourism and 
agriculture.

www.regionmardelplata.com

Regional Times
Regional Times of Sindh is the only one regional English language newspaper of the province Sindh, Pakistan. 
It is published and circulated from the two major cities of Sindh these are Karachi and Hyderabad. Regional 
Times is a complete newspaper. Its headquarters is located in Karachi.

http://www.regionaltimes.com

Rehab Management Rehab Management connects rehab professionals to the physical medicine industry via social networks, 
mobile devices, unique Web sites, e-mail newsletters, and print and digital publications.

http://www.rehabpub.com/

Rekord - Nigel & Heidelberg The REKORD newspaper is a free local newspaper distributed twice each month (Tuesdays fortnightly) with a 
readership of more than 95 000 per issue.

http://www.rekord.org.za/
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Rekord East

Established in 1986, Rekord has become the capital city’s largest and most influential community newspaper 
group. The group publishes nine weekly titles (Rekord East, Rekord Far East, Rekord North, Rekord Moot, 
Rekord Centurion, Rekord Central, Rekord Mamelodi, Rekord West and Rekord Noweto). As Pretoria’s leading 
hyper-local news brand, the interest of our readers is at the heart of our editorial positioning. We tackle issues 
concerning our communities, tell their stories, brag with their achievements and portray daily life in the 
Jacaranda City.

https://rekordeast.co.za/

Relative Joy General musings about life. https://relativejoyforyou.wordpress.com

ReleaseWire
Designed for businesses of all sizes, ReleaseWire connects marketers and communicators to journalists, 
editors, and online publishers around the world. ReleaseWire’s powerful media engagement tools include a 
press release publisher, hosted newsrooms, press release analytics, multimedia distribution, and a media 
CRM system.

http://www.releasewire.com/

Religion Clause
Current legal, political and scholarly developments relating to free exercise of religion and separation of church 
and state. The blog features objective coverage of developments in the United States and around the world. 
Edited by a law professor.

http://religionclause.blogspot.com

Renaissance Capital
Renaissance Capital is a leading investment bank focused on Russia, the CIS, Central and Eastern Europe 
and Africa, and other high-opportunity emerging markets. The Firm also offers its clients access to these 
markets through the financial centres of London and New York

https://research.rencap.com/eng/default.asp

Renewable Energy Outlook
Containing reports and analysis from Foley attorneys with experience in a wide variety of disciplines, 
Renewable Energy Outlook is an online forum where you can learn about and discuss the legal and business 
issues affecting the renewable energy industry.

https://www.foley.
com/en/insights/blogs/renewable-energy-
outlook

Reporting Reviewing Reflecting Politics, women's issues, culture, environment, health, opinion. http://www.mgyerman.com
Republic of Iraq Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs - Minister News

Republic of Iraq Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the Iraq government agency responsible for Foreign relations of 
Iraq with the International community.

http://www.mofa.gov.iq

Republic of Iraq Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs - Minister News

Republic of Iraq Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the Iraq government agency responsible for Foreign relations of 
Iraq with the International community.

http://www.mofa.gov.iq/en/

Republic of Iraq Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs - Missions News

Republic of Iraq Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the Iraq government agency responsible for Foreign relations of 
Iraq with the International community.

http://www.mofa.gov.iq/ab/category.php?id=4

Republic of Iraq Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs - Missions News

Republic of Iraq Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the Iraq government agency responsible for Foreign relations of 
Iraq with the International community.

https://www.mofa.gov.iq

Republic of Iraq Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs - News

Republic of Iraq Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the Iraq government agency responsible for Foreign relations of 
Iraq with the International community.

http://www.mofa.gov.iq/en/

Republic of Korea Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs - Ministry News

The Republic of Korea Ministry of Foreign Affairs establishes and carries out foreign policies, economic 
diplomacy and economic cooperation, takes part in international economic communities, administers treaties 
and international agreements, protects and supports overseas Korean nationals, promotes cultural 
cooperation, and analyzes international affairs. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has continuously introduced 
complementary measures for effective diplomacy such as readjustment of manpower and budget befitting the 
changes in the diplomatic environment and the pursuit of substantial diplomacy to maximize the national 
interest of the Republic of Korea in the midst of a highly competitive international environment.

http://www.mofa.go.kr/eng/brd/m_5674/

Republic of Korea Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs - Press Releases

The Republic of Korea Ministry of Foreign Affairs establishes and carries out foreign policies, economic 
diplomacy and economic cooperation, takes part in international economic communities, administers treaties 
and international agreements, protects and supports overseas Korean nationals, promotes cultural 
cooperation, and analyzes international affairs. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has continuously introduced 
complementary measures for effective diplomacy such as readjustment of manpower and budget befitting the 
changes in the diplomatic environment and the pursuit of substantial diplomacy to maximize the national 
interest of the Republic of Korea in the midst of a highly competitive international environment.

http://www.mofa.go.kr/eng/brd/m_5676/

Republic of Korea Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs - Speeches

The Republic of Korea Ministry of Foreign Affairs establishes and carries out foreign policies, economic 
diplomacy and economic cooperation, takes part in international economic communities, administers treaties 
and international agreements, protects and supports overseas Korean nationals, promotes cultural 
cooperation, and analyzes international affairs. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has continuously introduced 
complementary measures for effective diplomacy such as readjustment of manpower and budget befitting the 
changes in the diplomatic environment and the pursuit of substantial diplomacy to maximize the national 
interest of the Republic of Korea in the midst of a highly competitive international environment.

http://www.mofa.go.kr/eng/brd/
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Republic Turkey Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs - Latest Developments

The Republic of Turkey Ministry of Foreign Affairs is a government ministry of the Republic of Turkey, 
responsible for the foreign relations of Turkey. The Ministry was established on 2 May 1920. The ministry is 
headquartered in the Turkish capital of Ankara and counts on more than 200 missions as embassies, 
permanent representation offices and consulates general, abroad.

http://www.mfa.gov.tr

Republic Turkey Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs - Press Releases

The Republic of Turkey Ministry of Foreign Affairs is a government ministry of the Republic of Turkey, 
responsible for the foreign relations of Turkey. The Ministry was established on 2 May 1920. The ministry is 
headquartered in the Turkish capital of Ankara and counts on more than 200 missions as embassies, 
permanent representation offices and consulates general, abroad.

http://www.mfa.gov.tr

Research Design Review A discussion of qualitative and quantitative research design issues. http://researchdesignreview.com

RESELLER NEWS RESELLER NEWS is an IDG Communications publication that covers tech News, industry news, analysis, 
tech Ecosystem, events, and more. 

www.reseller.co.nz

Responsible Investor (sections) Responsible Investor aims to lead strategic, sustainable change in financial markets through thought-
leadership and proprietary journalism.  

https://www.responsible-investor.
com/categories/environmental, https://www.
responsible-investor.com/categories/social, 
https://www.responsible-investor.
com/categories/governance

Restaurant Dive Restaurant Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive, the website cover topics such as consumer 
trends, restaurant tech, food service operations, policies, regulation, and more.

https://www.restaurantdive.com/

Retail Dive
Retail Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive, the website cover topics such as brick-and-
mortar, retail technology, e-commerce, marketing, payment technology, store operations, omnichannel, and 
more.

http://www.retaildive.com/

Retail Patent Litigation Blog Retail Patent Litigation is a guide to help retailers understand patent litigation and how to effectively and 
creatively drive their individual cases to positive resolution.

http://www.retailpatentlitigation.com/

Retailcustomerexperience.com
Retail Customer Experience is devoted to helping retailers differentiate on experience, rather than simply on 
price. It is founded on the understanding that retail today is fundamentally different from any other time in its 
history.

http://Retailcustomerexperience.com

Retired But Not Shy George Lamplugh discusses history in general, the Blues, American popular culture, and teaching high school 
history with a PhD.

http://georgelamplugh.wordpress.com

Retraction Watch Tracking retractions as a window into the scientific process. http://retractionwatch.com/

Retro Gamer
Retro Gamer is the world’s leading magazine dedicated to retro gaming, covering everything from the ZX 
Spectrum to Microsoft’s Xbox. Incredibly passionate about its subject matter, Retro Gamer is the authoritative 
voice on classic gaming, delivering exceptionally in-depth articles with leading classic developers that can’t be 
found anywhere else.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/retro-gamer/

Reverse Mortgage Daily Latest news and information about the reverse mortgage industry. http://reversemortgagedaily.com
Revista Business https://revistabusiness.com.pe/
Revista Replicante Cultural commentary and news from Latin America. http://revistareplicante.com/

Revistas
Revistas is a magazine aimed at the Venezuelan community in Panama, with the primary objective of 
providing key information to this community and contributing towards the process of interaction and integration 
between Venezuelans living in Panama and Panamanian society overall, promoting social, cultural and 
economic exchange . Revistas also serves as a permanent connection to memories of Venezuela. 

http://alphaeditorial.
com/publicaciones/pasadas/

RFI
RFI is a public service radio station for people around the world. It is the leading French radio for round-the 
clock international news. It provides French and foreign-language broadcasts through its offices in Paris and 
abroad. It has a unique network of correspondents and ten permanent bureaus abroad.

http://www.rfi.fr

RFI
RFI is a public service radio station for people around the world. It is the leading French radio for round-the 
clock international news. It provides French and foreign-language broadcasts through its offices in Paris and 
abroad. It has a unique network of correspondents and ten permanent bureaus abroad.

https://www.rfi.fr/en/

RFI
RFI is a public service radio station for people around the world. It is the leading French radio for round-the 
clock international news. It provides French and foreign-language broadcasts through its offices in Paris and 
abroad. It has a unique network of correspondents and ten permanent bureaus abroad.

https://www.rfi.fr/es/

RFI
RFI is a public service radio station for people around the world. It is the leading French radio for round-the 
clock international news. It provides French and foreign-language broadcasts through its offices in Paris and 
abroad. It has a unique network of correspondents and ten permanent bureaus abroad.

https://www.rfi.fr/fr/
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RFI
RFI is a public service radio station for people around the world. It is the leading French radio for round-the 
clock international news. It provides French and foreign-language broadcasts through its offices in Paris and 
abroad. It has a unique network of correspondents and ten permanent bureaus abroad.

https://www.rfi.fr/pt/

RFI
RFI is a public service radio station for people around the world. It is the leading French radio for round-the 
clock international news. It provides French and foreign-language broadcasts through its offices in Paris and 
abroad. It has a unique network of correspondents and ten permanent bureaus abroad.

https://www.rfi.fr/ru/

RIA Novosti (РИА Новости) RIA Novosti (РИА Новости) is a Russian state-owned domestic news agency that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://ria.ru/

Richard Haw's Classic Nikon 
Maintenance Blog Nikon repair blog. https://richardhaw.com

Richardson Reports
Blog by Michael Richardson, author of FRAMED: J. Edgar Hoover, COINTELPRO & the Omaha Two Story. 
His short stories, poems and articles have appeared in the Sunday Times, Mayfair, Private Eye and London 
Magazine.

https://richardsonreports.wordpress.com

Richeelicious Richeelicious is a food recipes publication by RicheePress Media that pulishes comfort food recipes, desserts 
and drinks from all over the World.

https://richeelicious.com/

Richeetech Richeetech is a tech blog based in Lagos, Nigeria that reports up to date tech content about the latest tech 
developments, gadget reviews, tech tutorials, startup news, and more.

https://richeetech.com.ng/

Richland Chronicle The Chronicle is the official student-produced newspaper of Dallas College Richland Campus. http://www.richlandstudentmedia.com/
Ridenbaugh Press Pacific Northwest politics, public affairs and commentary. http://www.ridenbaugh.com/
Right in a Left World Thoughts and opinons of a conservative Vietnam Veteran. http://rightinaleftworld.blogspot.com/

Right Vision News
(RVN) is one of the largest and most credible Pakistani news agencies. RVN covers news events from 
Pakistan and also from other parts of the world, with 22 bureaus, correspondents and Staff Reporters from all 
over Pakistan and from other major countries of the world.

www.rightvision.com.pk

Right Wing News Conservative news and views. http://rightwingnews.com/
RIM Intelligence - Market News Rim Intelligence Co. aims to ensure transparency for energy trade and to provide fair market prices. https://eng.rim-intelligence.co.jp/
RIM Intelligence - Market News Rim Intelligence Co. aims to ensure transparency for energy trade and to provide fair market prices. https://www.rim-intelligence.co.jp/
Rita Watson - Love Columnist Love, lies, sex and relationships in the search for commitment and companionship. http://www.ritawatson.com/

Ritzaus Bureau A/S
Ritzau is a credible, fast and market-oriented news agency that sells targeted news products and media 
services to media houses, companies and organizations. Nordic IR provides stock exchange releases and 
company information from the Nordic countries. The service is created and owned by national news agencies 
of Finland, Sweden, Norway and Denmark.

www.nordicir.com

Riyadh Daily
Riyadh Daily, published by the Al-Yamamah Press Establishment, is the first English daily published from the 
Saudi capital. Along with its sister publication, Al-Riyadh Arabic newspaper, Riyadh Daily has a long history in 
the Kingdom’s media industry. It was first published as a newsletter in the 1960s before it was developed into a 
broadsheet in 1985.

http://alriyadhdaily.com

RLL (Radio Liban Libre) Radio station broadcasting news, entertainment shows, political episodes and others www.rll.com.lb

Roayah News
Roayahnews is an Arabic news website that covers the Arab and international political, economic, artistic, 
literary, cultural affairs and sports news 24 hours a day, Roayahnews is also involved in monitoring TV 
programs through a network of correspondents deployed in Egypt and the Arab world.

http://www.roayahnews.com

Rob Pegoraro Discussion of journalism, technology, and other topics. http://robpegoraro.com
Robert Ambrogi's LawSites A blog tracking new and intriguing Web sites for the legal profession. http://www.lawsitesblog.com
Robert M Chapple, Archaeologist Robert M. Chapple provides archaeological commentary. http://rmchapple.blogspot.com

RobinAge

Founded in 2008, RobinAge is an award-winning newspaper for children aged between 4 and 15 years. 
RobinAge was created to encourage the habit of reading through content that is interactive, informative, 
positive and engaging. RobinAge carries news and information on current affairs, science, history, sports, 
careers, culture and environment along with puzzles, activities and interactive projects. Each fortnightly edition 
comes with 20 pages of news and knowledge along with a  4-page Activity Sheet based on the newspaper and 
an 8-page Jr RobinAge supplement, which is filled with activity-based learning in English, maths, science, 
general knowledge and values. Jr RobinAge also includes our beloved Each One Teach One Programme, 
which children can use to teach and learn basic English.

www.robinage.com
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RobinAge Activity Sheets

Founded in 2008, RobinAge is an award-winning newspaper for children aged between 4 and 15 years. 
RobinAge was created to encourage the habit of reading through content that is interactive, informative, 
positive and engaging. RobinAge carries news and information on current affairs, science, history, sports, 
careers, culture and environment along with puzzles, activities and interactive projects. Each fortnightly edition 
comes with 20 pages of news and knowledge along with a  4-page Activity Sheet based on the newspaper and 
an 8-page Jr RobinAge supplement, which is filled with activity-based learning in English, maths, science, 
general knowledge and values. Jr RobinAge also includes our beloved Each One Teach One Programme, 
which children can use to teach and learn basic English.

www.robinage.com

Robohub

Robohub is a non-profit online communication platform that brings together experts in robotics research, start-
ups, business, and education from across the globe. Our mission at Robohub is to connect the robotics 
community to the rest of the world. Content-area specialists curate all incoming articles to make sure that 
reporting is truthful, fair and balanced, and in-house editors ensure that all content meets the highest editorial 
standards for language and clarity.

https://robohub.org/

Robotics and Automation News Daily updates and stories from the world of industrial robotics and automation. https://roboticsandautomationnews.com
Rock Candy The Arkansas entertainment blog. https://arktimes.com/rock-candy
Rockland County Times News from Rockland County, New York. http://www.rocklandtimes.com/

Rocky Mountain Collegian
The Rocky Mountain Collegian is an independent print and online newspaper where students have the 
authority to make content decisions. Since 1891, The Rocky Mountain Collegian has been the student voice of 
Colorado State University.The Collegian has a reputation as an award-winning publication, and is frequently 
recognized nationally by The Associated Collegiate Press and by The Society of Professional Journalists.

http://www.collegian.com/

Rodel Foundation of Delaware Blog Opinions, policy briefs, data, and news about public education in Delaware and beyond. http://www.rodelfoundationde.
org/connect/blog/daily-news/

Roger's Movie Nation
Roger Moore is a nationally syndicated film critic for McClatchy-Tribune News Service, writing reviews and 
feature profiles of films, filmmakers, actors and actresses. His work appears all over the English-speaking 
world, and in North American newspapers and websites.

http://rogersmovienation.com

Rohi
Rohi is a Pashto-language independent news website based in Afghanistan. The word Rohi originates from the 
words Rohistan, Roha and Rohanian, which were once used by the Pashtuns living in the mountainous areas 
of Afghanistan by colonialists in the country.

https://rohi.af/

ROK Drop Korea from North to South. http://www.rokdrop.net

Roots of Wealth
Welcome to the Roots of Wealth Blog! We are New Jersey based independent Financial Advisors. We started 
this financial planning blog to help people concentrate on the things that matter and the things that they can 
control. The most important thing one can control is his or her own behavior.

http://rootsofwealth.com

RosFirm.ru
B2B goods, raw materials, transport, metal-roll; business, financial and law services supplied by Russian 
companies. Company news, editorials and analytics about goods/services, catalogues, news feeds. News and 
editorials topics: business, finance, economics, ads, marketing, communication, internet, IT, building, real 
estate, industry, transport, equipment, goods and services.

http://www.rosfirm.ru

Rowad Al Aamal

Entrepreneurs magazine is an active magazine in raising awareness about the culture of entrepreneurship and 
the development of the diverse career opportunities for young men and women in small and medium-sized 
enterprises, which are the mainstay of the activation of the competitive advantages of these institutions by 
reviewing the distinguished group of successful experiences in various fields and draw the benefit of future 
generations. RowadAlAamal.com is the online edition of Rowad Al Aamal magazine and covers 
entrepreneurship and innovation in Saudi Arabia and the Middle East.

http://www.rowadalaamal.com

Royals Farm Report Analysis, news, and updates on the Kansas City Royals Minor League baseball system. https://royalsfarmreport.com

RT

With its first channel launched in December 2005, the RT network now consists of three global news channels 
broadcasting in English, Spanish and Arabic; RT America broadcasting from RT’s Washington studio; and 
RTDoc (a documentary channel). With a global reach of over 430 million people, RT news covers the major 
issues of our time for viewers wishing to question more. RT has 21 bureaus in 16 states, with a presence in 
Washington, New York, London, Paris, Delhi, Cairo, Baghdad, Kiev and other cities and employs over 2,000 
media professionals around the globe.

http://rt.com

RTT News Leading global financial newswire, RTTNews.com, consists of global business, economics, market analysis 
and commentary, commodities, bonds, politics, general news etc.

http://www.rttnews.com

Rubin on Tax An easy way to keep current on tax and legal issues related to federal and Florida tax, estate planning, probate 
and business matters.

http://rubinontax.floridatax.com
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Rudaw
Rudaw is a Kurdish media network funded and supported by Rudaw Company. The network aims to impart 
news and information about Kurdistan and the Middle East in a professional manner. Those interested in 
Kurdistan and the Kurdish cause can follow the latest developments in the region in both Kurdish and English 
through Rudaw’s multiple platforms.

http://www.rudaw.net/arabic

Rusiya Al-Yaum

With its first channel launched in December 2005, the RT network now consists of three global news channels 
broadcasting in English, Spanish and Arabic; RT America broadcasting from RT’s Washington studio; and 
RTDoc (a documentary channel). With a global reach of over 430 million people, RT news covers the major 
issues of our time for viewers wishing to question more. RT has 21 bureaus in 16 states, with a presence in 
Washington, New York, London, Paris, Delhi, Cairo, Baghdad, Kiev and other cities and employs over 2,000 
media professionals around the globe.

http://arabic.rt.com

Russ on Reading Discussing sound literacy instruction, supporting teachers and defending public education. http://russonreading.blogspot.com

Russia in Global Affairs (English) The most influental Russian edition on topics of global policy and economy, international relations and 
diplomacy.

http://eng.globalaffairs.ru

Russia in Global Affairs (Russian) Russian-language news about global policy and economy, international relations and diplomacy. http://www.globalaffairs.ru

Russian Machine Never Breaks The relentlessly fun hockey site, hopelessly devoted to the Washington Capitals and Alex Ovechkin. Our goal 
is to make hockey as fun to read about as it is to watch.

https://russianmachineneverbreaks.com

Rwanda News Agency (Agence 
Rwandaise d'Information) The Rwanda News Agency website is a newswire based in Kigali. It is neither state-owned nor state-run. http://rnanews.com/

Saber The Eagle Review has been Avella High School’s newspaper for the past 15 years. This is the first year that 
they are trying an online edition of the newspaper.

https://csusaber.com/

Sabq Sabq is an English language news portal from Saudi Arabia offering the latest economic, political, sports 
and general news. The Sabq Group web portals attract millions of visitors per month.

http://en.sabq.org

Sabq News Sabq News is an Arabic language news portal offering the latest economic, political, sports and general news. 
The Sabq Group web portals attract millions of visitors per month.

http://www.sabq.org

Sada Al Mowaten Sada Al Mowaten is a portal covering local news from the town of Khafji in Saudi Arabia. The site launched in 
February 2012.

https://sadaalmowaten.com/

Saigon Times Daily The Saigon Times is a Vietnamese media organization with two Vietnamese and two English language 
publications.

http://english.thesaigontimes.vn/Home

Salaam Gateway

Launched in October 2015, Salaam Gateway is the world’s leading news and insights platform on the global 
Islamic economy. The publication covers sectors across Islamic finance, halal, and Islamic lifestyle, with an 
eye on key producer and consumer markets. We write for professionals, business owners, decision-makers, 
and policy-makers who operate in fast-changing socio-economic environments and want reliable and accurate 
news, insights, data, and intelligence to inform their next moves.

www.salaamgateway.com

Salaam Gateway - Reports

Launched in October 2015, Salaam Gateway is the world’s leading news and insights platform on the global 
Islamic economy. The publication covers sectors across Islamic finance, halal, and Islamic lifestyle, with an 
eye on key producer and consumer markets. We write for professionals, business owners, decision-makers, 
and policy-makers who operate in fast-changing socio-economic environments and want reliable and accurate 
news, insights, data, and intelligence to inform their next moves.

https://www.salaamgateway.com/reports

Salam Watandar
Salam Watandar is a national radio service providing leading news, information and entertainment to a network 
of 53 Afghan-owned and operated radio stations across Afghanistan.  Salam Watandar was established in 
2003 by Internews, with support from USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives.

https://swn.af/

Salam Watandar
Salam Watandar is a national radio service providing leading news, information and entertainment to a network 
of 53 Afghan-owned and operated radio stations across Afghanistan.  Salam Watandar was established in 
2003 by Internews, with support from USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives.

https://swn.af/
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2003 by Internews, with support from USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives.

https://swn.af/en/

Salam Watandar
Salam Watandar is a national radio service providing leading news, information and entertainment to a network 
of 53 Afghan-owned and operated radio stations across Afghanistan.  Salam Watandar was established in 
2003 by Internews, with support from USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives.

https://swn.af/en/

Salam Watandar
Salam Watandar is a national radio service providing leading news, information and entertainment to a network 
of 53 Afghan-owned and operated radio stations across Afghanistan.  Salam Watandar was established in 
2003 by Internews, with support from USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives.

https://swn.af/ps/
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Salam Watandar
Salam Watandar is a national radio service providing leading news, information and entertainment to a network 
of 53 Afghan-owned and operated radio stations across Afghanistan.  Salam Watandar was established in 
2003 by Internews, with support from USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives.

https://swn.af/ps/

Salam Watandar
Salam Watandar is a national radio service providing leading news, information and entertainment to a network 
of 53 Afghan-owned and operated radio stations across Afghanistan.  Salam Watandar was established in 
2003 by Internews, with support from USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives.

https://swn.af/uz/

Salam Watandar
Salam Watandar is a national radio service providing leading news, information and entertainment to a network 
of 53 Afghan-owned and operated radio stations across Afghanistan.  Salam Watandar was established in 
2003 by Internews, with support from USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives.

https://swn.af/uz/

Same Chic Different Day Style and fashion blogging. http://samechicdifferentday.com
Saminvestor Russian-language economic news. http://www.saminvestor.ru/
Samizdata Commentary from a classical Liberal/Libertarian perspective. http://www.samizdata.net

Samoa Observer Newspaper covering general news and current affairs in the whole of Samoa including politics, economy, 
international relations, sports, entertainment and technology.

http://www.samoaobserver.ws/

Sampurn Media Sampurn Media is a news originator and distributor for Entertainment and news content http://www.sampurnmedia.com

San Francisco
San Francisco is a monthly community newspaper which covers all news and events going on in the San 
Francisco area of Panama City, Panama, including local business news, community events, education, and 
more.

http://alphaeditorial.com/publicaciones/san-
francisco/

San Francisco Chronicle

The San Francisco Chronicle is the largest newspaper in Northern California and the second largest on the 
West Coast. Acquired by Hearst in 2000, the San Francisco Chronicle was founded in 1865 by Charles and 
Michael de Young and has been awarded six Pulitzer Prizes for journalistic excellence. The Chronicle is 
committed to coverage of subjects that are uniquely important to our readers: local issues and those topics 
with national impact such as economy, politics, technology and ecology, as well as breaking news, crime, 
education and national and foreign news.

https://www.sfchronicle.com/

San José Spotlight San José Spotlight is a nonprofit newsroom dedicated to independent business and political reporting. https://sanjosespotlight.com/

Santiago 24 Horas
Santiago 24 Horas is an online publication in Cuba with coverage primarily focused on cultural events in 
Santiago de Cuba, and the cultural capital of the Caribbean, Kingston Jamaica. Santiago 24 Horas covers 
topics ranging from sports, events, tourism, environement, health, and more. 

https://www.noticiasdesantiagodecuba.com/

SaportaReport Reporting on metro Atlanta and the surrounding region. http://saportareport.com/

SAPRwire
SAPRwire is a specialnoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which provides 
free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news submitted to 
SAPRwire has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major web and news 
search engines.

https://www.saprwire.com/

Sarhad Journal of Agriculture
Sarhad Journal of Agriculture publishes research articles on quarterly basis in every discipline of Agriculture 
including Plant Production Sciences, Protection Sciences, Nutrition Sciences, Animal Husbandry and 
Veterinary Sciences and Social Sciences.

http://www.aup.edu.pk/sja.php

Sarkaritel
The website presently is being accessed from more than 148 countries with around 1.25 Lacs Unique visitors 
per month. The website is not only popular in the Government sector but in the public sector. With time many 
value additions have been done on the website this includes news section (covers national & international 
news), corporate news, photo gallery section, useful public utility links health for all section.

http://www.sarkaritel.com

Sarke Daily News
Sarke Information Agency was established in 1992 and is the premier information agency focusing on 
business news coverage in the country of Georgia. Sarke's Daily News service highlights major events in 
Georgian economics, business, politics and society. The Daily News service is offered in English, Georgian 
and Russian language.

http://www.sarke.com

Sarke Economic Press Monitor

Sarke Information Agency was established in 1992 and is the premier information agency focusing on 
business news coverage in the country of Georgia. Sarke's Economic Press Monitor service provides short 
summaries of major events in Georgian economics, business, politics and society as reported in leading 
Georgian newspapers and economic publications. The Economic Press Monitor service is offered in English, 
Georgian and Russian language.

http://www.sarke.com

Sarke Special Report Sarke Special Report provides original reports of consulting companies, working in Georgia, and covers broad 
range of issues – from macroeconomics to state policy analysis.

http://www.sarke.com

Sarke Special Report Sarke Special Report provides original reports of consulting companies, working in Georgia, and covers broad 
range of issues – from macroeconomics to state policy analysis.

https://www.sarke.com
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Saturday Star The Saturday Star is a weekly newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South Africa, 
covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

http://www.iol.co.za/saturday-star

Saturday Trust        
Media Trust Limited with its three titles Daily, Saturday and Sunday is an African information site established in 
2004 that offers its readers daily content on Africa and the Region, covering topics ranging from local and 
international news to finance, business, politics, sports and more. 

https://dailytrust.com/

Saturday Vision
Saturday Vision is an English weekend entertainment newspaper aimed at leisure, entertainment and 
relaxation for all ages. It offers a variety of news features, sports, commentary and entertainment. The 
entertainment package includes Essence for her, Total man, Intimate, Wellbeing, Krazy Krazy, Homes, Have 
you heard (gossip column) and Weekend Soccer.

http://www.newvision.co.ug

Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority 
(SAMA)

Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA), the central bank of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, was established in 
1952. Its functions include: Issues national currency, the Saudi Riyal; Acts as a banker to the government; 
Supervises commercial banks; Manages Kingdom’s foreign exchange reserves; Conducts monetary policy for 
promoting price and exchange rate stability; and Promotes the growth and ensures the soundness of the 
financial system.

http://www.sama.gov.sa

Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority 
(SAMA)

Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA), the central bank of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, was established in 
1952. Its functions include: Issues national currency, the Saudi Riyal; Acts as a banker to the government; 
Supervises commercial banks; Manages Kingdom’s foreign exchange reserves; Conducts monetary policy for 
promoting price and exchange rate stability; and Promotes the growth and ensures the soundness of the 
financial system.

http://www.sama.gov.sa/en-us/pages/default.
aspx

Saudi Aramco Corporate reports
Saudi Aramco is the state-owned oil company of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and a fully integrated, global 
petroleum and chemicals enterprise. Corporate reports cover Annual Review, Facts & Figures and Citizenship 
Report.

http://www.saudiaramco.com/en/home/news-
media/publications

Saudi Aramco Journal of 
Technology

Saudi Aramco is the state-owned oil company of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and a fully integrated, global 
petroleum and chemicals enterprise. The Saudi Aramco Journal of Technology is published quarterly by Saudi 
Aramco to provide the company’s scientific and engineering communities with a forum for the exchange of 
ideas. Articles present technical information aimed at advancing the hydrocarbon industry. The periodical is 
distributed without charge worldwide.

http://www.saudiaramco.com/en/home/news-
media/publications

Saudi Aramco Panorama
Saudi Aramco is the state-owned oil company of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and a fully integrated, global 
petroleum and chemicals enterprise. Panorama covers off-job safety issues, written for the entire family and is 
available in Arabic and English.

http://www.saudiaramco.com/en/home/news-
media/publications

Saudi Aramco The Arabian Sun
Saudi Aramco is the state-owned oil company of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and a fully integrated, global 
petroleum and chemicals enterprise. The Arabian Sun is a weekly publication issued free of charge by the 
Public Relations Department for Saudi Aramco employees.

http://www.saudiaramco.com/en/home/news-
media/publications/arabianSun.html

Saudi Gazette
First published in 1976, The Saudi Gazette is a broadsheet-sized, daily English language newspaper from The 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, covering local and international news, politics, opinion, business and sport. The 
Saudi Gazette is committed to delivering its readership with the news and information they rely on, in a format 
they enjoy.

http://saudigazette.com.sa/

Saudi Gazette - Business
First published in 1976, The Saudi Gazette is a broadsheet-sized, daily English language newspaper from The 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, covering local and international news, politics, opinion, business and sport. The 
Saudi Gazette is committed to delivering its readership with the news and information they rely on, in a format 
they enjoy.

http://www.saudigazette.com.sa

Saudi Gazette - Saudi Arabia
First published in 1976, The Saudi Gazette is a broadsheet-sized, daily English language newspaper from The 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, covering local and international news, politics, opinion, business and sport. The 
Saudi Gazette is committed to delivering its readership with the news and information they rely on, in a format 
they enjoy.

http://www.saudigazette.com.sa

Saudi ICT An Arabic language monthly online source for ICT & Business news in Saudi Arabia and GCC. https://saudiict.com/

Saudi Journal of Humanities and 
Social Sciences (SJHSS)

This Journal publishes Original Research Articles, Review, Short Communications, Essays  and Case Studies 
within the whole field of Humanities and Social Sciences their related  and applied fields. The aim of the “Saudi 
Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences” is to promote excellence by providing a venue for academicians, 
Researchers and students to publish significant empirical and conceptual research works and share with 
globally.

https://scholarsmepub.com/sjhss/
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Saudi Medical Journal
Our mission is to disseminate accessible, useful, up-to-date, medical information for healthcare professionals 
of various specialties; and to promote research with clear clinical implications that enriches knowledge locally 
and internationally. The Journal's vision is to be recognized as the leading journal in the biomedical publication 
in the region.

https://www.smj.org.sa/index.php/smj

Saudi Press Agency (SPA) Saudi Press Agency (SPA) is a state-run news agency in Saudi Arabia that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.spa.gov.sa/

Saudi Press Agency (SPA) Saudi Press Agency (SPA) is a state-run news agency in Saudi Arabia that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.spa.gov.sa/home.php?lang=ch

Saudi Press Agency (SPA) Saudi Press Agency (SPA) is a state-run news agency in Saudi Arabia that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.spa.gov.sa/home.php?lang=en

Saudi Press Agency (SPA) Saudi Press Agency (SPA) is a state-run news agency in Saudi Arabia that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.spa.gov.sa/home.php?lang=fa

Saudi Press Agency (SPA) Saudi Press Agency (SPA) is a state-run news agency in Saudi Arabia that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.spa.gov.sa/home.php?lang=fr

Saudi Press Agency (SPA) Saudi Press Agency (SPA) is a state-run news agency in Saudi Arabia that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.spa.gov.sa/home.php?lang=ru

Saudi Shift
SaudiShift.com is an Arabic language automobile news website and the source for the latest automotive news 
and reviews. SaudiShift.com aims at becoming the Arabic main destination for automotive fans, as well as 
playing a major role in the buyer’s decision making by presenting reviews that cover the automotive industry 
from all perspectives.

http://www.saudishift.com

Saudi Stock Exchange (Tadawul)

Saudi joint stock companies had their beginnings in the mid 1930’s, when the "Arab Automobile” company was 
established as the first joint stock company. By 1975 there were about 14 public companies. The rapid 
economic expansion, besides the Saudisation of part of the foreign banks capital in the 1970’s led to the 
establishment of a number of large corporations and joint stock banks. The market remained informal, until the 
early 1980’s when the government embarked on forming a regulated market for trading together with the 
required systems. In 1984, a Ministerial Committee composed of the Ministry of Finance and National 
Economy, Ministry of Commerce and Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA) was formed to regulate and 
develop the market. SAMA was the government body charged with regulating and monitoring market activities 
until the Capital Market Authority (CMA) was established in July 2003 under the Capital Market Law (CML) by 
Royal Decree No. (M/30). The CMA is the sole regulator and supervisor of the capital market, it issues the 
required rules and regulations to protect investors and ensure fairness and efficiency in the market. The 
Council of Ministers approved on the 19th of March 2007, the formation of The Saudi Stock Exchange 
(Tadawul) Company. This was in accordance with Article-20 of the Capital Market Law establishing Tadawul 
as a joint stock company.

https://www.tadawul.com.
sa/wps/portal/tadawul/

SaudiArabiaPR.Com
SaudiArabiaPR.Com is an online medium for press release content distribution from Saudi Arabia and the 
Middle East. We distribute press releases, announcements on upcoming events, product launches etc. from 
Saudi Arabia (Riyadh, Jeddah, Dammam, Mecca and Medina).

http://www.saudiarabiapr.com/

Savage on Wheels
Honest car reviews both big and small. Mark Savage (aka Savage on Wheels) began reviewing cars for the 
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel in 1989 and now reviews for WUWM.com. He’s a lifelong car enthusiast who hails 
from Indianapolis.

https://savageonwheels.com

Saving Advice Personal finance website with forums and blogs. Registered google news site. http://www.savingadvice.com

Savoir News Savoir News is the first independent news agency in Togo, covering key political, economic, business and 
cultural stories in the country.

https://www.savoirnews.net/

Sawt Al Balad Sawt Al Balad is a weekly Arabic language Egyptian newspaper, first published in 2008, covering national and 
international news, politics, business, culture, sports, entertainment, youth and family.

http://www.baladnews.com

Saxe Facts Environmental law and analysis from the Saxe Law Office in Toronto, Canada. https://saxefacts.com/blog/
Say Anything News and opinion on current events in North Dakota and the world. http://www.sayanythingblog.com

Sayah Online Sayah Online is an independent online news publication in Afghnistan that covers politics, academia, culture, 
technology,  business in Afghanistan, and more.

https://www.sayahonline.com/

Sayidaty Launched in March of 1981 in Riyadh, Sayidati is a weekly Arabic language magazine, focusing primarily on 
Arabic social and family affairs. The weekly targets primarily families, with a focus on conscious housewives.

http://www.sayidaty.net

SBP Research Bulletin SBP Research Bulletin aims at publishing high-quality research in the area of macroeconomics, with special 
emphasis on monetary and exchange rate economics and policy issues.

http://www.sbp.org.pk/research/bulletin/

School Leader An education administration blog by Dr. Gary Houchens, Western Kentucky University. http://schoolleader.typepad.com/school-leader
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Science and Enterprise News and insights into the value chain connecting scientific discovery with the marketplace. http://sciencebusiness.technewslit.com

ScienceAfrica ScienceAfrica, founded in 2008, is the first authoritative publication of its type, focusing on various aspects of 
research, policy, science, technology, innovation and socio-economic development.

https://scienceafrica.co.ke

ScienceFiles
ScienceFiles is a classical liberal blog that critically examines new developments in economics, social sciences 
and humanities. We subscribe to critical thinking and criticize scientific approaches that are only scientific due 
to their origin in universities or academic papers, not in their content.

http://sciencefiles.org

Securities Times - Data
Securities Times website is a domestic mainstream securities website wholly-owned by Shenzhen Securities 
Times Co., Ltd. 

https://data.stcn.com/

Securities Times - Disclosures
Securities Times website is a domestic mainstream securities website wholly-owned by Shenzhen Securities 
Times Co., Ltd. 

https://sanban.stcn.com/

Securities Times - Interpretation
Securities Times website is a domestic mainstream securities website wholly-owned by Shenzhen Securities 
Times Co., Ltd. 

https://stock.stcn.com/djjd/

Securities Times - Mechanism
Securities Times website is a domestic mainstream securities website wholly-owned by Shenzhen Securities 
Times Co., Ltd. 

https://finance.stcn.com/

Securities Times - News
Securities Times website is a domestic mainstream securities website wholly-owned by Shenzhen Securities 
Times Co., Ltd. 

https://news.stcn.com/

Securities Times - Research
Securities Times website is a domestic mainstream securities website wholly-owned by Shenzhen Securities 
Times Co., Ltd. 

https://kuaixun.stcn.com/yb/

Securities Times - Shenzhen Stock 
Connect

Securities Times website is a domestic mainstream securities website wholly-owned by Shenzhen Securities 
Times Co., Ltd. 

https://sgt.stcn.com/

Securities Times - Stock Market
Securities Times website is a domestic mainstream securities website wholly-owned by Shenzhen Securities 
Times Co., Ltd. 

https://stock.stcn.com/

Securities Times - Topic
Securities Times website is a domestic mainstream securities website wholly-owned by Shenzhen Securities 
Times Co., Ltd. 

https://zt.stcn.com/

securities.io
Securities.io is an online publication that was designed to offer detailed analysis and news on DeFi, Fintech, 
digital assets, and digital securities. A platform to learn about new investment opportunities, read interviews 
with industry leaders, and follow thought leaders.

https://www.securities.io/

Securosis Information security research and analysis. http://securosis.com/blog

SedhiouNews SedhiouNews is an independent online publication in Senegal that covers the regions latest breaking news 
and videos.

https://www.sedhiounews.net/
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Seeking Alpha – Analysis 

Seeking Alpha is the world’s largest investing community. Powered by the wisdom and diversity of 
crowdsourcing - millions of passionate investors connect daily to discover and share new investing ideas, 
discuss the latest news, debate the merits of stocks, and make informed investment decisions. Available on 
mobile, tablet or desktop, 20 million people use Seeking Alpha every month. Seeking Alpha has unparalleled 
breadth and depth: from stocks, ETFs and mutual funds to commodities and cryptocurrency, including 
thousands of stocks (such as small-caps) not analyzed elsewhere. Written by investors for investors, more 
than 7,000 contributors publish 10,000 investing ideas every month. Each investment thesis undergoes a 
rigorous editorial review, ensuring the highest quality standards. A healthy debate ensues, as investors all over 
the world discuss and share their own thoughts and ideas. Seeking Alpha levels the playing field by putting 
exclusive tools, until now available only to Wall Street professionals, into the hands of individual investors. 
Advanced charting, data visualizations, technical and fundamental analysis add clarity and enable informed, 
data-driven decision-making. Seeking Alpha provides investors with breaking news, analysis and newsletters 
to follow their investments and the markets. We also have a suite of subscription plans that address specific 
investing styles and user needs. Seeking Alpha PREMIUM unlocks 1 million investing ideas and valuable 
features such as Author, Quant, and Dividend Ratings, data visualizations, and the ability to track the 
performance of authors’ previous ideas. PRO is Seeking Alpha’s profit accelerator for the professional 
investing community and high net worth individuals. PRO includes all PREMIUM features as well as: Top Ideas 
from top-performing authors, exclusive access to short ideas, VIP service and an ad free experience. 
Marketplace is a collection of investing experts with unique investing styles and interests. Each Marketplace 
service is a stand-alone community offering a curated journey, exclusive research, trade/investing ideas, direct 
contact with the marketplace leaders, and a dedicated chat room where members discuss common interests.

https://seekingalpha.com

Seeking Alpha - Earnings Call 
Transcripts

Seeking Alpha is the world’s largest investing community. Powered by the wisdom and diversity of 
crowdsourcing - millions of passionate investors connect daily to discover and share new investing ideas, 
discuss the latest news, debate the merits of stocks, and make informed investment decisions. Available on 
mobile, tablet or desktop, 20 million people use Seeking Alpha every month. Seeking Alpha has unparalleled 
breadth and depth: from stocks, ETFs and mutual funds to commodities and cryptocurrency, including 
thousands of stocks (such as small-caps) not analyzed elsewhere. Written by investors for investors, more 
than 7,000 contributors publish 10,000 investing ideas every month. Each investment thesis undergoes a 
rigorous editorial review, ensuring the highest quality standards. A healthy debate ensues, as investors all over 
the world discuss and share their own thoughts and ideas. Seeking Alpha levels the playing field by putting 
exclusive tools, until now available only to Wall Street professionals, into the hands of individual investors. 
Advanced charting, data visualizations, technical and fundamental analysis add clarity and enable informed, 
data-driven decision-making. Seeking Alpha provides investors with breaking news, analysis and newsletters 
to follow their investments and the markets. We also have a suite of subscription plans that address specific 
investing styles and user needs. Seeking Alpha PREMIUM unlocks 1 million investing ideas and valuable 
features such as Author, Quant, and Dividend Ratings, data visualizations, and the ability to track the 
performance of authors’ previous ideas. PRO is Seeking Alpha’s profit accelerator for the professional 
investing community and high net worth individuals. PRO includes all PREMIUM features as well as: Top Ideas 
from top-performing authors, exclusive access to short ideas, VIP service and an ad free experience. 
Marketplace is a collection of investing experts with unique investing styles and interests. Each Marketplace 
service is a stand-alone community offering a curated journey, exclusive research, trade/investing ideas, direct 
contact with the marketplace leaders, and a dedicated chat room where members discuss common interests.

https://seekingalpha.com/earnings/earnings-
call-transcripts

https://seekingalpha.com/
https://seekingalpha.com/earnings/earnings-call-transcripts
https://seekingalpha.com/earnings/earnings-call-transcripts


Seeking Alpha - Newswire

Seeking Alpha is the world’s largest investing community. Powered by the wisdom and diversity of 
crowdsourcing - millions of passionate investors connect daily to discover and share new investing ideas, 
discuss the latest news, debate the merits of stocks, and make informed investment decisions. Available on 
mobile, tablet or desktop, 20 million people use Seeking Alpha every month. Seeking Alpha has unparalleled 
breadth and depth: from stocks, ETFs and mutual funds to commodities and cryptocurrency, including 
thousands of stocks (such as small-caps) not analyzed elsewhere. Written by investors for investors, more 
than 7,000 contributors publish 10,000 investing ideas every month. Each investment thesis undergoes a 
rigorous editorial review, ensuring the highest quality standards. A healthy debate ensues, as investors all over 
the world discuss and share their own thoughts and ideas. Seeking Alpha levels the playing field by putting 
exclusive tools, until now available only to Wall Street professionals, into the hands of individual investors. 
Advanced charting, data visualizations, technical and fundamental analysis add clarity and enable informed, 
data-driven decision-making. Seeking Alpha provides investors with breaking news, analysis and newsletters 
to follow their investments and the markets. We also have a suite of subscription plans that address specific 
investing styles and user needs. Seeking Alpha PREMIUM unlocks 1 million investing ideas and valuable 
features such as Author, Quant, and Dividend Ratings, data visualizations, and the ability to track the 
performance of authors’ previous ideas. PRO is Seeking Alpha’s profit accelerator for the professional 
investing community and high net worth individuals. PRO includes all PREMIUM features as well as: Top Ideas 
from top-performing authors, exclusive access to short ideas, VIP service and an ad free experience. 
Marketplace is a collection of investing experts with unique investing styles and interests. Each Marketplace 
service is a stand-alone community offering a curated journey, exclusive research, trade/investing ideas, direct 
contact with the marketplace leaders, and a dedicated chat room where members discuss common interests.

https://seekingalpha.com

Seeking Alpha – Research/Analysis 
(Headlines + Summary)

Seeking Alpha is the world’s largest investing community. Powered by the wisdom and diversity of 
crowdsourcing - millions of passionate investors connect daily to discover and share new investing ideas, 
discuss the latest news, debate the merits of stocks, and make informed investment decisions. Available on 
mobile, tablet or desktop, 20 million people use Seeking Alpha every month. Seeking Alpha has unparalleled 
breadth and depth: from stocks, ETFs and mutual funds to commodities and cryptocurrency, including 
thousands of stocks (such as small-caps) not analyzed elsewhere. Written by investors for investors, more 
than 7,000 contributors publish 10,000 investing ideas every month. Each investment thesis undergoes a 
rigorous editorial review, ensuring the highest quality standards. A healthy debate ensues, as investors all over 
the world discuss and share their own thoughts and ideas. Seeking Alpha levels the playing field by putting 
exclusive tools, until now available only to Wall Street professionals, into the hands of individual investors. 
Advanced charting, data visualizations, technical and fundamental analysis add clarity and enable informed, 
data-driven decision-making. Seeking Alpha provides investors with breaking news, analysis and newsletters 
to follow their investments and the markets. We also have a suite of subscription plans that address specific 
investing styles and user needs. Seeking Alpha PREMIUM unlocks 1 million investing ideas and valuable 
features such as Author, Quant, and Dividend Ratings, data visualizations, and the ability to track the 
performance of authors’ previous ideas. PRO is Seeking Alpha’s profit accelerator for the professional 
investing community and high net worth individuals. PRO includes all PREMIUM features as well as: Top Ideas 
from top-performing authors, exclusive access to short ideas, VIP service and an ad free experience. 
Marketplace is a collection of investing experts with unique investing styles and interests. Each Marketplace 
service is a stand-alone community offering a curated journey, exclusive research, trade/investing ideas, direct 
contact with the marketplace leaders, and a dedicated chat room where members discuss common interests.

https://seekingalpha.com

Seipone Madireng

Seipone Madireng is a monthly newspaper published by Balaodi Publisher's cc that was established in August 
2002. The newspaper is published in three indigenous African languages of Sesotho sa Leboa (Northern 
Sotho) / Sepedi, Xitsonga, and Tshivenda. From the middle of 2007, the newspaper focused on only one 
African language of Sesotho sa Leboa / Sepedi. It's the only newspaper that covers this language as it is 
spoken by more than five million people. Seipone Madireng covers a number of areas with a specific focus on 
local news, international news, politics, business, health, agriculture, cultural matters, sport, and more.

https://seiponemadireng.co.za/

Sejchas.ru Russian finance news. http://www.lawmix.ru

Self-Educated American
Provides news and commentary along with daily offerings in philosophy, economics, history, political science, 
religion, and law. Ours is a non-partisan principle-centered approach consistent with our mission statement of 
"Defending the Judeo-Christian heritage, limited government, and the American Constitution."

http://selfeducatedamerican.com

Semana Economica
Since 1985 SEMANA ECONÓMICA has offered it's readers - primarily managers, directors and owners of 
companies that contribute approximately 45% of Peru's GDP - the most exclusive business news and qualified 
economic analysis provided by a team of experts.

https://semanaeconomica.com/
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SemIsrael – The Israeli 
Semiconductor Portal

SemIsrael's target is to inform and support the online Israeli semiconductors community. It is the essential 
place for anyone involved in the industry to start their day to keep up to date with all the latest news (both local 
and worldwide), technology developments, investors, exhibitions etc. SemIsrael was formed by 
semiconductors veterans, who are involved in this fascinating industry for more than 10 years, for the benefit 
and growth of the community.

http://www.semisrael.com

Sene Web Seneweb, located in Senegal, is an internet-based media outlet that addresses a wide range of topics such as 
politics, society, sports, and public figures.

https://www.seneweb.com/

Senenews.com Senenews an online news portal located in Senegal that covers various topics ranging from politics, culture, 
the economy and more. 

https://www.senenews.com/

Sense and Sustainability A regular blog discussing the variety of perspectives around the issue of sustainable development. http://www.senseandsustainability.net/

Sentinel News Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/sentinel-news

Sesquiotica A linguist and professional editor writes about words, grammar, writing, editing, and life. https://sesquiotic.com/
Seth Levine's VC Adventure Musings of a Boulder, Colorado bond technology investor. http://www.sethlevine.com/
Seth's Blog Seth Godin riffs on marketing, respect and the way ideas spread. https://seths.blog/

Seychelles Nation
The Seychelles Nation is a daily newspaper in the Seychelles. It is now considered to be the national 
newspaper of Seychelles and is published from Mondays to Saturdays by the National Information Services 
Agency (NISA). The Seychelles Nation covers national, regional, sports and international news. It is the 
government’s mouthpiece as it carries reports on all government related issues.

http://www.nation.sc

Seychelles News Agency

The Seychelles News Agency was launched on 22nd April 2014, with archives dating from 1st January 2014. It 
is funded by the Government of Seychelles. The Seychelles News Agency writes for a global audience and is 
tasked with the mission to create awareness of the Seychelles and its people in the global community, and 
position Seychelles regionally and internationally as a Small Island Developing State with a unique experience 
of social, economic and cultural development.

http://www.seychellesnewsagency.com

Seychelles News Agency

The Seychelles News Agency was launched on 22nd April 2014, with archives dating from 1st January 2014. It 
is funded by the Government of Seychelles. The Seychelles News Agency writes for a global audience and is 
tasked with the mission to create awareness of the Seychelles and its people in the global community, and 
position Seychelles regionally and internationally as a Small Island Developing State with a unique experience 
of social, economic and cultural development.

http://www.seychellesnewsagency.com

Seyfarth Shaw: Workplace Class 
Action Blog

Workplace Class Action Blog is devoted to the needs of corporate employers confronting the challenges of 
complex workplace litigation.

http://www.workplaceclassaction.com

Shanghai Daily
Shanghai Daily is an English-language newspaper in China owned by Shanghai United Media Group. It is only 
English language newspaper that is published seven days a week in Mainland China. The paper provides its 
readers with the latest information in Shanghai, from governmental policies, economy and society to culture, 
entertainment and sports as well as global news.

http://www.shanghaidaily.com

Shanghai Securities News
Owned by Xinhua News Agency, Shanghai Securities News is China's leading financial newspaper and the 
China Securities Regulatory Commission's government designated channel for disclosure of Chinese-listed 
companies. Daily coverage of SSN focuses on the securities markets and company news, but also covers 
banking, insurance, foreign exchange, futures and real estate.

https://www.cnstock.com/

Share America ShareAmerica is a social media friendly platform features stories on topics like democracy, freedom of 
expression, innovation, entrepreneurship, education, and the role of civil society.

https://share.america.gov/

Share America - Science & 
Technology

ShareAmerica is a social media friendly platform features stories on topics like democracy, freedom of 
expression, innovation, entrepreneurship, education, and the role of civil society.

https://share.america.gov/theme/theme-
education/theme-science-technology/

SharePlanner Provides real-time actionable trade setups, technical analysis, market analysis, option plays, daily watchlists, 
and daily trading plans.

http://www.shareplanner.com

Sharjah 24 Sharjah 24 is a portal covering local and international news, current affairs, business, art and culture, sport, 
health, technology and media. The site launched in February 2015.

https://www.sharjah24.ae

Shark Diver The accidental commercial shark diving industry blog covering sharks, shark diving, shark conservation and 
things we find amusing.

http://sharkdivers.blogspot.com/

SharpBrains Research-based information on cognitive health and brain fitness. http://www.sharpbrains.com
Shawn E. Tuma: Computer Fraud - 
Data Breach - Privacy Law Blog Blog about computer fraud, data breach, and privacy law. http://www.shawnetuma.com

Shear on Social Media Law Discussion of legal and public policy issues relating to social media. http://shearsocialmedia.com
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Shehab News Agency
Shehab News Agency is a Palestinian news agency, launched on January 1, 2007, working around the clock 
to convey the true picture of the accelerating events in the Palestinian arena and to consolidate the principles 
of free professional media to promote it to new levels. Through its policies, Shehab News Agency is keen to 
preserve the rights of the Palestinian people and support them by all means.

https://shehabnews.com/

Shell Media Releases Shell Media Releases is an overview of Royal Dutch Shell plc news and media releases. Shell is a global 
group of energy and petrochemicals companies employing about 94,000 people across the world.

https://www.shell.co.uk/media

Shelly Palmer Digital Living Helping you live and work in a digital world. http://www.shellypalmer.com/category/blog/

Shephard Media - Handbooks
Shephard Media provides the best marketing solutions and business information to the defence industry. The 
company is a global leader in providing digital news, analysis and data across its three divisions: News; 
Defence Insight; and Studio.

https://shop.shephardmedia.
com/collections/frontpage

Shephard Media - Premium News

Shephard Premium News is a subscription-based service, publishing the latest intra-daily defence news and 
analysis that you cannot find anywhere else. For over four decades, Shephard has been a market-leader in 
global defence news and data, providing globally respected content to military, government, academic and 
industry personnel. Shephard Media also offers Defence Insight, a subscription-based platform exclusively 
available via Shephard Media directly at plus.shephardmedia.com, for system specifications, unit costs, out-of-
service dates, and orders and deliveries by country; programme details and existing contract information; 
major market forecasts; and linked news and analysis from our dedicated team of journalists.

https://www.shephardmedia.com/news

Sheryl Kirby Food, life and the world at large. http://www.sherylkirby.com

Shikiho

Our mission is to "eliminate the 'coy'" of investment." In the world of equity investment, there are various risks 
and opportunities that are unpredictable not only for beginners but also for veterans. We will unravel each and 
every one of these "Kowai" with the abundant data and content of the "Company Shikiho" cultivated over 85 
years of history.

https://shikiho.toyokeizai.net/

shoeRA
shoeRA is a Dubai based fashion Blog that brings the latest in the world of shoes and fashion, local events and 
most topics that are of interest to women. shoeRA provides latest information about what's in, what new, 
special offers and sales.

http://www.shoeRA.com

Shomos News
Shomos News is an Egyptian online newspaper with a strong focus on culture, fine arts, opera and political 
news with a vast base of readers and writers in all Arab countries and many countries like America, Germany 
and Denmark.

http://www.shomosnews.com

Shoofenews Shoofenews is an independent news agency covering technology, local news, regional news, art, culture, 
economy, lifestyle, sport, society, and entertainment.

http://www.shoofenews.com

ShopAndMall.ru News about Russian shopping malls. http://shopandmall.ru

Short Interest Data
EDI provides short interest data for a number of global markets. Short interest is a market-sentiment indicator 
that tells whether investors think a stock’s price is likely to fall. It can also be compared over time to examine 
changes in investor sentiment. Short interest regulation and reporting requirements vary by country.

https://www.exchange-data.com/product/short-
interest-data/

Shreds and Patches The blog of Jason Baird Jackson, Director of the Mathers Museum of World Cultures at Indiana University 
Bloomington.

http://jasonbairdjackson.com

Sibnovosti.ru National News News from Siberia. https://sibnovosti.ru/

Sidwaya Newspaper covering national and international news and current affairs including politics, economy, society, 
culture and sports.

https://www.sidwaya.info/

Siena Heights Spectra Spectra is the student news organization of Siena Heights University. Content is published weekly online. https://www.shuspectra.com/

Sierra Express Media

Sierra Express Media was established in September 2007 – reporting with objectivity, fairness, and accuracy, 
engaging the Sierra Leonean community at home and abroad, in news, current events, entertainment, and 
sport, etc. This proved to be so popular that in November 2007, it was decided to publish Sierra Express Media 
newspaper in Freetown, in conjunction with the website, for the citizens of the country of Sierra Leone who do 
not have access to the Internet.

http://sierraexpressmedia.com/

SIIA Videos SIIA Ed Tech Industry Summit, Netgain and Software Summit http://www.youtube.com/SIIA12

Sikkim Express Sikkim Express is a Leading daily english newspaper publishing from Sikkim, covering news from different 
parts of Sikkim on Politics, Economy, Environment, Social Issues Etc.

http://www.sikkimexpress.com/

Silent London Silent film screenings in London. http://silentlondon.co.uk
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Silk Road Briefing 

Silk Road Briefing is designed to monitor investment and infrastructure developments and potential 
opportunities for foreign investors to participate along the "One Belt, One Road" scheme. With the OBOR 
covering over 60 countries, this ambitious portal brings a snapshot of what is going on and where, as well as 
introducing the emerging trade routes that are developing as a result. The website draws on our considerable 
first hand experience dealing with FDI into and from China, Russia, India and South-East Asia, and is 
researched and written by professionals at Dezan Shira & Associates - Emerging Asia's primary professional 
services practice.

https://www.silkroadbriefing.com/

Simple Justice New York Criminal Law Blog discusses criminal law and related issues nationwide. http://blog.simplejustice.us/

Singapore Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs - Press Statements

Singapore Ministry of Foreign Affairs is committed to contributing to the formulation and implementation of 
Singapore's foreign policy to advance our national interests, making friends and being a responsible and 
constructive member of the international community, including sharing Singapore's developmental experience 
with other countries and providing efficient and responsive consular assistance to Singaporeans at home and 
abroad .

https://www1.mfa.gov.sg/Newsroom/Press-
Statements-Transcripts-and-Photos

Sintetia Economic analysis & economic news by academics and professionals. An online think-tank on economy, 
finances, and management

http://sintetia.com

SIRF: Southern Investigative 
Reporting Foundation

We mine corporations' legal and financial documents and perform old fashioned shoe-leather reporting to 
conduct investigations that many media organizations are simply no longer equipped to pursue.

http://sirf-online.org

Sizemore Insights Charles Sizemore is the founder and editor of Macro Trend Investor (formerly The Sizemore Investment 
Letter), and the Chief Investment Officer of Sizemore Capital, a registered investment advisor.

http://charlessizemore.com/

Skeptical Science Making climate science accessible to the general public and examines the arguments of global warming 
skeptics.

http://www.skepticalscience.com

SkyNewsArabia.com SkyNewsArabia.com is the website of the Sky News Arabia television channel and covers news, politics, 
business and sport. The site launched in 2012.

https://www.skynewsarabia.com/

SLA Blog

The Special Libraries Association Blog posts useful information about the global information profession and 
about SLA. The Special Libraries Association is a nonprofit global organization for innovative information 
professionals and their strategic partners. SLA serves more than 7,000 members in 75 countries in the 
information profession, including corporate, academic and government information specialists, and promotes 
and strengthens its members through learning, advocacy, and networking initiatives.

http://www.sla.org/blog/

Slaw Slaw is a cooperative Canadian weblog on things legal. http://www.slaw.ca/

Sleep Better
What happens when we close our eyes and drift into the land of nod? How much shut-eye do we actually 
need? Does caffeine really stave off sleep? In this brand-new interactive journal, delve into the mystical world 
of sleep and find out what’s helping – and hindering – your rest. Through our handy charts, exercises and 
tasks, you can track your daily habits and find out what’s holding you back from a good night’s sleep!

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Sleep Review Sleep Review: The Journal for Sleep Specialists connects professionals specializing in sleep-related disorders 
to sleep medicine device and service companies.

http://www.sleepreviewmag.com/

Slogan Slogan is Pakistan’s leading monthly magazine on advertising, public relations, marketing, media and research 
in Pakistan.

http://www.slogan.com.pk

Slovak Spectator The Slovak Spectator is Slovakia’s English-language newspaper. It is published weekly and covers local news, 
regional news, culture, opinion, business, politics and society.

http://www.spectator.sme.sk

Slugger O'Toole Notes on Northern Ireland politics and culture. http://www.sluggerotoole.com/
Small Biz Survival Rural and small town business resource. http://www.smallbizsurvival.com

Small Biz Viewpoints A premiere source of insight, guidance and information for small business and franchise owners, buyers, and 
sellers.

http://www.smallbizviewpoints.com/

Small Business Labs Tracking and forecasting the future of small business. http://www.smallbizlabs.com

Small Business Trends Award-winning blog exploring the trends driving small business. Covers topics that often are not covered in 
detail elsewhere.

http://www.smallbiztrends.com

Small Dead Animals A Canadian conservative viewpoint on politics, media and current events. http://www.smalldeadanimals.com/

Small Enterprise
Small Enterprise is the premier business, investing, and wealth-building resource for the Middle East and 
African market. Small Enterprise provides essential business information and advice to professionals, 
corporate executives, entrepreneurs, and decision makers.

http://www.smallenterprisemag.com/

Smart Cities Dive Smart Cities Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive, the website cover topics such as 
transportation, building & infrastructure, governance, tech & data and more.

http://www.smartcitiesdive.com/
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Smart Harvest

Smart Harvest is a Pullout of The Sandard. The Standard is Kenya’s second-largest national newspaper and 
the flagship product of the Standard Group. Its reach cuts across all market segments, with clear leadership in 
some niche segments, such as the youth, and some key markets, including Nyanza, Coast, Western and Rift 
Valley. The newspaper has loyal readership among a cross-section of the Kenyan population, with niche 
products especially popular among Kenya’s youthful population.

https://epaper.standardmedia.co.ke/pullouts

Smart Hustle Magazine Smart Hustle Magazine chronicles the hustle, the smart hustle, of entrepreneurs. http://www.smarthustle.com

SmartCitiesWorldForums

Smart Cities World Forums is a global information platform which provides the latest news and updates to 
Smart City decision makers and key influencers who are working on Smart City projects, initiatives and 
innovations all over the world. It is a platform that provides City leaders with information from technology 
leaders and experts on a global scale as they oversee the evolution of cities as we know them today. This 
includes the automation of healthcare services, advanced security infrastructure, autonomous transportation 
and smart utilities and many other items essential for city operations.

http://www.smartcitiesworldforums.com/

SME Advisor Middle East

SMEs have it tough, balancing between limited resources and making investments to grow the business. 
Keeping pace with industry trends has also become critical to growth, and in particular still remains as one of 
those things that falls through the cracks, until there is a problem. So how do small and medium sized 
businesses build a healthy operation and prepare to retain their competitive advantage? And how do you, as a 
vendor, tap into this lucrative, yet highly spread out segment that currently represents 85% of the Middle East 
market place? Armed with more practical advice, case studies, market research, tips and tricks to help your 
business grow, the new SME Advisor Middle East comes packed with information - from business advice to 
financial planning; technology investments to product knowledge; Training and logistics to HR development 
and truly become your trusted partner for growth.

https://www.sme10x.com/

SME Times
Tradeindia.com is a B2B platefoem connecting buyers and sellers globally. Tradeindia offers most 
comprehensive database of Indian Buyers and sellers for the benefit of golabl buyers. For the benefit of Indian 
SME's tradeindia also run a newsplatform by the name of SME TIMES which compile and offers in-depth SME 
news & related info for the benefit of SME's visiting tradeindia.com.

http://www.smetimes.in/

Smithsonian Institution Newsdesk Newsroom of the Smithsonian https://www.si.edu/newsdesk/

Smithsonian STEAM GRADE 
KINDERGARTEN

The goal of Smithsonian STEAM Readers is to help young readers see the potential for innovation in the world 
around them. Throughout the series, students read countless examples of failure and perseverance that 
ultimately led to successful designs and innovations.

https://www.teachercreatedmaterials.com/

Smithsonian STEAM GRADE ONE-
FIVE

The goal of Smithsonian STEAM Readers is to help young readers see the potential for innovation in the world 
around them. Throughout the series, students read countless examples of failure and perseverance that 
ultimately led to successful designs and innovations.

https://www.teachercreatedmaterials.com/

SNN Wire - Video
StockNewsNow.com is the Official Website for the MicroCap Stock Market. Stock News Now YouTube 
Channel features SNNLive Video Interviews and Wall Street Views with C-suite executives of public and 
private MicroCap companies, as well as, leading thinkers and experts in the MicroCap Stock Market.

https://www.youtube.com/user/SNNWire

Snyar.net Snyar.net is a website covering news, business, technology, sports, tourism and arts from the UAE and Middle 
East. The site launched in 2009.

http://www.snyar.net

Soccer24 Soccer24 is the leading football website in Zimbabwe, offering full coverage of both local and international 
games, fixtures, and championships.

https://www.soccer24.co.zw/

Social Epistemology Review and 
Reply Collective

Launched on 15 November 2011, the Social Epistemology Review and Reply Collective serves as both the 
digital wing of the journal Social Epistemology, encouraging dialogue on published articles, and as an 
independent platform for scholarship, commentary and judgment on issues related to knowledge, culture and 
policy.

https://social-epistemology.com

Social Lending Network Peer-to-peer lending/social lending news and information focusing on the U.S. market. https://www.lendacademy.com/

Social Net Link Social Net Link is an online publication in Senegal that covers regional news on IT, Technology, Science, 
Ecofinance, and more. 

https://www.socialnetlink.org/

SocialMediaToday Social Media Today is a leading industry publication operated by Industry Dive, the website provide original 
analysis on the latest happenings in the social media industry.

http://socialmediatoday.com/

Sociobits Sociobits covers what happens in the realms of Startups, Crypto, NFTs, Investors, and Tech as a whole. sociobits.org

Socratic Gadfly
Politics on Texas, national and international levels, covered from a liberal to left-liberal perspective. Top topics 
include environmental issues in general, Peak Oil and global warming in particular. Church-state, civil liberties 
and free speech issues, along with Iraq, the other major issues. Economically, several posts in recent weeks 
about the subprime mortage issue.

http://socraticgadfly.blogspot.com
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Soil & Environment
The Soil & Environment (SE) is a six monthly journal devoted to the advancement and dissemination of 
scientific knowledge concerning all disciplines of Soil and Environmental Sciences like soil fertility, soil 
chemistry, soil mineralogy, soil microbiology and biochemistry, soil physics, soil genesis, classification and 
morphology with particular emphasis on soil, plant and environment relationship.

http://www.se.org.pk

Sol Noticias
SolMedios is an independent news portal and radio station located in Argentina that transmits local and 
regional news from the city of Crespo to the entire Southern American region, in addition to covering various 
other topics.

https://sol1079.com/

Solomon Star Solomon Islands' leading daily newspaper covering general news and current affairs including business, 
politics, economy, sports and entertainment.

http://www.solomonstarnews.com/

Somali National News Agency 
(SONA)

Somali National News Agency (SONA) is a state-run news agency in Somalia that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://sonna.so/

Somali National News Agency 
(SONA)

Somali National News Agency (SONA) is a state-run news agency in Somalia that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://sonna.so/ar/

Somali National News Agency 
(SONA)

Somali National News Agency (SONA) is a state-run news agency in Somalia that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://sonna.so/en/

Somewhat Reasonable The blog of The Heartland Institute. http://blog.heartland.org/

Sonoma State Star The STAR is published every Tuesday during the fall and spring semesters. Printing is done by Healdsburg 
Printing. The weekly publication of the STAR is made possible by Instructionally Related Activities Funding.

http://www.sonomastatestar.com/

Sot Al-Iraq Sotaliraq.com is a daily independent online newspaper from Iraq covering multiple subjects and topics. https://www.sotaliraq.com
Sounds Funny And The Not So 
Funny Sounds Funny And The Not So Funny is everything interesting, in Dubai and beyond. http://www.etc.soundsfunny.ws

Sourcing Electricals & Lightning
The publisher is engaged in business trade magazines for building products, electricals and lightning industries 
for the past 14 years. It's magazines are industry leaders and their editorial content is acknowledged as the 
most credible source of information by those who are involved in regular purchase decisions

http://www.sourcingelectricals.net

Sourcing Hardware
The publisher is engaged in business trade magazines for building products, electricals and lightning industries 
for the past 14 years. It's magazines are industry leaders and their editorial content is acknowledged as the 
most credible source of information by those who are involved in regular purchase decisions

http://www.sourcinghardware.net/

South African Food Review

South African Food Review is a monthly trade magazine which goes out to all the Food and beverage 
manufacturers in southern Africa. The readership of South African Food Review (incorporating Beverage 
Review and Packaging Review) is diverse, including as it does, general management, market research and 
production personnel, from sectors as varied as meat, fish, vegetables, dairy, bakery, alcoholic and non-
alcoholic beverages, as well as food and beverage packaging specialists.

https://www.foodreview.co.za

South African Official News
South African Official News focuses on official announcements by the South African government. It provides 
information on government structures and functions, such as the national legislature, executive authority, 
justice system, traditional leadership, provincial government, local government, public administration, security 
services and finance.

http://www.sanews.gov.za

South Asia South Asia is a political and economic magazine that publishes news and analysis about South Asia and its 
international diasporas.

http://www.saglobalaffairs.com

South Asian Journal
South Asian journal is one of the most credible journals of South Asia. It publishes from Lahore on quarterly 
basis and has acquired vast readership of opinion making circles of South Asia with its accurate analysis and 
features about South Asian countries. Its editorial board consists of one editor from each South Asian country 
and they are very renowned journalists. AVAILABLE JAPANNESE

http://www.southasianmedia.net

South Asian Media Network
South Asian Media Net is founded by South Asia Free Media Association (SAFMA), the biggest journalist’s 
body of South Asia. Senior and renowned journalists from all over South Asia contribute news and articles 
relating to south Asian countries on this widely trusted website. It is biggest news portal of its kind

http://www.southasianmedia.net

South Sudan News Agency (SSNA)
The South Sudan News Agency, founded in 2008 and launched in 2010, features the best authors and 
scholars from the South Sudan and other regions around the world, writing about topics of interest to The 
South Sudan people and other interested parties. Our online newspaper covers news, politics, editorials, 
current issues and more.

https://ssnanews.com/

Southern African Netherlands 
Chamber of Commerce (SANEC) - 
Newsflash

Newsflash is a monthly digital newsletter published by SANEC that informs you about developments, current 
events, trade missions, cultural happenings and business related news. It keeps you informed and is our 
channel to invite you to register for various relevant events.

http://www.sanec.org/news-
publications/newsflash
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Southern African-German Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry 
(SAGCCI) - News

The Southern African - German Chamber of Commerce and Industry is the official authorized representative of 
German industry and trade in Southern Africa. As a private, non-profit organization, our primary goal is to offer 
the best service for building bilateral business relationships between Southern Africa and Germany.

https://suedafrika.ahk.de/en/news/

Southern Digest
Southern University students shall be given the opportunity to publicize activities and events relevant to the 
university community through the official campus student newspaper, student magazine, student yearbook, 
and the SD60 multimedia platform.

http://www.southerndigest.com/

Southern Eye Southern Eye is a daily newspaper publication from Zimbabwe covering Local News, Sport, Business, 
Entertainment, Columnists, Leisure and Opinion.

https://www.southerneye.co.zw

Southern Mail Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/southern-mail

Southern Rockies Nature Blog Nature, culture, dogs, environmental news, and writing with a Southern Rockies perspective. http://www.southernrockiesnatureblog.com/

Southern Suburbs Tatler Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/southern-suburbs-tatler

SpaceDaily.Com SpaceDaily.Com brings the space industry professional daily news from the frontier, with contract, bid, launch 
and on-orbit satellite news.

http://www.spacedaily.com

Spatial Risk Data

The first of its kind Spatial Risk Data Layer engineered to effectively assess and visualize the impact of spatial 
risk for asset locations, investments, and portfolios. Founded by data experts from FactSet and Bridgewater, 
Spatial Risk Systems’ massive proprietary “Knowledge Graph” allows financial institutions to rely on hard data 
sources to effectively measure climate, environmental, and socio-economic risks to their investments and 
proposed transactions.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/spatial-risk-data/

Speakeasy Speakeasy is an online independent news portal located in Athens. It is a  general audience site and an 
entertainment magazine.

http://speakeasyohiou.com/

SpicyIP SpicyIP is one of India’s leading blogs/repositories on intellectual property (IP) and innovation law/policy. http://spicyip.com
Spoons on Trays A space to think about museums, collections, exhibitions, objects, and books. https://www.spoonsontrays.com/blog
Sport241.com Sport241.com is an online african publication that covers local, regional, and international sports news. http://sport241.com/

Sport360°

Sport360° is a daily sports newspaper that offers comprehensive global sports coverage in the United Arab 
Emirates. Having forged strategic partnerships with some of the leading sports media companies from around 
the world, Sport 360° offers in-depth coverage, stunning photography, innovative design, professional analysis 
and compelling reporting by renowned regional and international columnists with a GCC community & lifestyle 
focus, making us a must-have for all sport enthusiasts.

https://arabic.sport360.com/article

Sport360°

Sport360° is a daily English-language sports newspaper that offers comprehensive global sports coverage in 
the United Arab Emiartes. Having forged strategic partnerships with some of the leading sports media 
companies from around the world, Sport 360° offers in-depth coverage, stunning photography, innovative 
design, professional analysis and compelling reporting by renowned regional and international columnists, 
making us a must-have for all sport enthusiasts.

https://sport360.com/

Sport360°- Slideshow

Sport360° is a daily English-language sports newspaper that offers comprehensive global sports coverage in 
the United Arab Emiartes. Having forged strategic partnerships with some of the leading sports media 
companies from around the world, Sport 360° offers in-depth coverage, stunning photography, innovative 
design, professional analysis and compelling reporting by renowned regional and international columnists, 
making us a must-have for all sport enthusiasts.

https://arabic.sport360.com/

Sports Agent Blog A website dedicated to providing news and information regarding the sports agent industry, along with sports 
business and law matters.

http://www.sportsagentblog.com

Sports Illustrated
Sports Illustrated (SI) is an American sports magazine first published in August 1954. It was the first magazine 
with circulation over one million to win the National Magazine Award for General Excellence twice. It is also 
known for its annual swimsuit issue, which has been published since 1964, and has spawned other 
complementary media works and products.

https://www.si.com/

sportslens sportslens showcases fan opinions and insights on football in Europe, focusing on the Premiership, 
Champions League, World Cup and Euro Cup competitions.

https://sportslens.com

SportsLink Web reporter Vince Grippi covers local and regional sports. http://www.spokesmanreview.com/
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Spotlight on Sustainable Tourism 
(SOST)

Spotlight on Sustainable Tourism (SOST) is a trade e-Journal for stakeholders in the travel and tourism 
industry. The journal’s mission is to motivate tourism businesses, big and small, to adopt sustainable business 
practices with the message that sustainable tourism is ‘Good for the Planet and Good for Business’. SOST is 
published bi-monthly, and focuses on destinations, accommodations and other travel businesses that endorse 
the philosophy of sustainable tourism and implement policies and practices in line with global sustainable 
tourism guidelines. The SOST website aims to be a meeting point for tourism businesses, consultants and 
experts, and all those who are interested in learning about tourism’s role and responsibility in preserving the 
Planet, and doing social good.

http://www.sostinternational.com

Sprachlogik A philosophy blog featuring short articles, with a focus on logic and language. http://sprachlogik.blogspot.com

SPS (Sahara Press Service) SPS (Sahara Press Service) is a state-run news agency in Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic that covers 
national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.spsrasd.info/news/en

SPS (Sahara Press Service) SPS (Sahara Press Service) is a state-run news agency in Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic that covers 
national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.spsrasd.info/news/es

SPS (Sahara Press Service) SPS (Sahara Press Service) is a state-run news agency in Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic that covers 
national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.spsrasd.info/news/ar

SPS (Sahara Press Service) SPS (Sahara Press Service) is a state-run news agency in Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic that covers 
national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.spsrasd.info/news/fr

SPS (Sahara Press Service) SPS (Sahara Press Service) is a state-run news agency in Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic that covers 
national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.spsrasd.info/news/ru

SPUTNIK

SPUTNIK is a modern news agency whose products include newsfeeds, websites, social networks, mobile 
apps, radio broadcasts and multimedia press centers. Sputnik HQ is located in Moscow. Regional offices are 
located in key regions and countries around the world, including the United States (Washington, DC), China 
(Beijing), France (Paris), Germany (Berlin), Egypt (Cairo) and the UK (London and Edinburgh). Sputnik 
newswire services work around the clock in English, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese and Farsi. The agency covers 
global political and economic news targeting an international audience. The Sputnik brand was launched on 
November 10, 2014, by the Russian media group Rossiya Segodnya. Today, the editorial staff of Sputnik 
works in more than 30 languages, including English, Spanish, French, German, Arabic, Chinese, etc. The total 
volume of Sputnik's radio broadcasts on websites and FM and DAB/DAB+ frequencies adds up to over 800 
hours daily.

http://sputniknews.cn/

SPUTNIK

SPUTNIK is a modern news agency whose products include newsfeeds, websites, social networks, mobile 
apps, radio broadcasts and multimedia press centers. Sputnik HQ is located in Moscow. Regional offices are 
located in key regions and countries around the world, including the United States (Washington, DC), China 
(Beijing), France (Paris), Germany (Berlin), Egypt (Cairo) and the UK (London and Edinburgh). Sputnik 
newswire services work around the clock in English, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese and Farsi. The agency covers 
global political and economic news targeting an international audience. The Sputnik brand was launched on 
November 10, 2014, by the Russian media group Rossiya Segodnya. Today, the editorial staff of Sputnik 
works in more than 30 languages, including English, Spanish, French, German, Arabic, Chinese, etc. The total 
volume of Sputnik's radio broadcasts on websites and FM and DAB/DAB+ frequencies adds up to over 800 
hours daily.

https://arabic.sputniknews.com/

SPUTNIK

SPUTNIK is a modern news agency whose products include newsfeeds, websites, social networks, mobile 
apps, radio broadcasts and multimedia press centers. Sputnik HQ is located in Moscow. Regional offices are 
located in key regions and countries around the world, including the United States (Washington, DC), China 
(Beijing), France (Paris), Germany (Berlin), Egypt (Cairo) and the UK (London and Edinburgh). Sputnik 
newswire services work around the clock in English, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese and Farsi. The agency covers 
global political and economic news targeting an international audience. The Sputnik brand was launched on 
November 10, 2014, by the Russian media group Rossiya Segodnya. Today, the editorial staff of Sputnik 
works in more than 30 languages, including English, Spanish, French, German, Arabic, Chinese, etc. The total 
volume of Sputnik's radio broadcasts on websites and FM and DAB/DAB+ frequencies adds up to over 800 
hours daily.

https://de.sputniknews.com/
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SPUTNIK

SPUTNIK is a modern news agency whose products include newsfeeds, websites, social networks, mobile 
apps, radio broadcasts and multimedia press centers. Sputnik HQ is located in Moscow. Regional offices are 
located in key regions and countries around the world, including the United States (Washington, DC), China 
(Beijing), France (Paris), Germany (Berlin), Egypt (Cairo) and the UK (London and Edinburgh). Sputnik 
newswire services work around the clock in English, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese and Farsi. The agency covers 
global political and economic news targeting an international audience. The Sputnik brand was launched on 
November 10, 2014, by the Russian media group Rossiya Segodnya. Today, the editorial staff of Sputnik 
works in more than 30 languages, including English, Spanish, French, German, Arabic, Chinese, etc. The total 
volume of Sputnik's radio broadcasts on websites and FM and DAB/DAB+ frequencies adds up to over 800 
hours daily.

https://fr.sputniknews.com/

SPUTNIK

SPUTNIK is a modern news agency whose products include newsfeeds, websites, social networks, mobile 
apps, radio broadcasts and multimedia press centers. Sputnik HQ is located in Moscow. Regional offices are 
located in key regions and countries around the world, including the United States (Washington, DC), China 
(Beijing), France (Paris), Germany (Berlin), Egypt (Cairo) and the UK (London and Edinburgh). Sputnik 
newswire services work around the clock in English, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese and Farsi. The agency covers 
global political and economic news targeting an international audience. The Sputnik brand was launched on 
November 10, 2014, by the Russian media group Rossiya Segodnya. Today, the editorial staff of Sputnik 
works in more than 30 languages, including English, Spanish, French, German, Arabic, Chinese, etc. The total 
volume of Sputnik's radio broadcasts on websites and FM and DAB/DAB+ frequencies adds up to over 800 
hours daily.

https://mundo.sputniknews.com/

SPUTNIK

SPUTNIK is a modern news agency whose products include newsfeeds, websites, social networks, mobile 
apps, radio broadcasts and multimedia press centers. Sputnik HQ is located in Moscow. Regional offices are 
located in key regions and countries around the world, including the United States (Washington, DC), China 
(Beijing), France (Paris), Germany (Berlin), Egypt (Cairo) and the UK (London and Edinburgh). Sputnik 
newswire services work around the clock in English, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese and Farsi. The agency covers 
global political and economic news targeting an international audience. The Sputnik brand was launched on 
November 10, 2014, by the Russian media group Rossiya Segodnya. Today, the editorial staff of Sputnik 
works in more than 30 languages, including English, Spanish, French, German, Arabic, Chinese, etc. The total 
volume of Sputnik's radio broadcasts on websites and FM and DAB/DAB+ frequencies adds up to over 800 
hours daily.

https://sputnik.kg/

SPUTNIK

SPUTNIK is a modern news agency whose products include newsfeeds, websites, social networks, mobile 
apps, radio broadcasts and multimedia press centers. Sputnik HQ is located in Moscow. Regional offices are 
located in key regions and countries around the world, including the United States (Washington, DC), China 
(Beijing), France (Paris), Germany (Berlin), Egypt (Cairo) and the UK (London and Edinburgh). Sputnik 
newswire services work around the clock in English, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese and Farsi. The agency covers 
global political and economic news targeting an international audience. The Sputnik brand was launched on 
November 10, 2014, by the Russian media group Rossiya Segodnya. Today, the editorial staff of Sputnik 
works in more than 30 languages, including English, Spanish, French, German, Arabic, Chinese, etc. The total 
volume of Sputnik's radio broadcasts on websites and FM and DAB/DAB+ frequencies adds up to over 800 
hours daily.

https://sputniknews.kz/

SQL Authority Commentary on SQL-related issues. http://blog.sqlauthority.com
St. Cloud Legal Examiner Personal injury and legal advice in St. Cloud Minnesota. http://stcloud.legalexaminer.com/

St. Eustatius News St. Eustatius News is a government-run news service in St. Eustatius, Caribbean, covering government news, 
island news and tenders.

https://www.statiagovernment.com/news-and-
tenders

St. Francis Chronicle
St. Francis Chronicle is an English language Newspaper that was established in 2003. With its online and print 
editions, it focuses on covering content from Kouga, St. Francis Bay, Eastern Cape, South Africa, Port 
Elizabeth.

https://stfrancischronicle.com/

Stamford Advocate The Stamford Advocate is a newspaper owned by Hearst which serves Stamford, Connecticut, and the nearby 
towns of Darien and New Canaan, as well as other surrounding communities.

https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/

Standard Investment Bank
To be the leading Investment Bank and Stockbroker in East Africa reputed as a centre of excellence in delivery 
of knowledgeable personalized customer service and the highest quality in corporate finance and advisory 
services in the most efficient and effective manner customized to enhance our shareholders and stakeholders` 
value

http://www.sib.co.ke/

Stapler Confessions Personal finance blog emphasizing debt reduction. http://staplerconfessions.com

https://fr.sputniknews.com/
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Star of Mysore The Star of Mysore is a large publication in Mysore, south India. It is a well-read newspaper in the Karnataka 
region and has in-depth coverage of south Indian news.

http://www.starofmysore.com

Star241 Star241, established in 2016, is an online publication located in Liberville, Gabon that offers its readers daily 
content on local news, international news, business, economy, politics, and more.

https://star241.com/

Startup Professionals Musings Practical advice for entrepreneurs and startups written by the CEO and Founder of Startup Professionals, Inc. http://blog.startupprofessionals.com
StartupBros Educational guides and valuable tools for new and aspiring entrepreneurs. https://startupbros.com/blog/

STAT
STAT is a media company focused on finding and telling compelling stories about health, medicine, and 
scientific discovery. We produce daily news, investigative articles, and narrative projects in addition to 
multimedia features, podcasts, and opinion pieces. We tell our stories from the places that matter to our 
readers — research labs, hospitals, executive suites, and political campaigns.

https://www.statnews.com/

STAT+
STAT+ is a media company focused on finding and telling compelling stories about health, medicine, and 
scientific discovery.  STAT+ produces daily news, investigative articles, and narrative projects in addition to 
multimedia features, podcasts, and opinion pieces.

https://www.statnews.com/

State Department - Video
Welcome to statevideo, featuring official video produced by the U.S. Department of State. Videos include 
remarks by Secretary Kerry, Daily Press Briefings, special video collections based on foreign policy issues, 
and candid interivews of U.S. diplomats.

http://www.youtube.com/user/statevideo/feed?
filter=2

State Times The State Times, founded in 1945, SUNY Oneonta's student-run newspaper.The State Times is funded by the 
Student Association (SA) and advertising revenues.

http://thestatetimes.com/

StealthEX Blog
StealthEX is an instant cryptocurrency exchange for limitless swaps. StealthEX is the best place to buy 
cryptocurrency. 700+ coins and tokens are available for quick and easy exchanges. Data privacy and security 
is a top priority for StealthEX, so all the swaps are non-custodial, and forever will be.

stealthex.io

Stem Cell News Digest Stem Cell News Digest aims is to deliver breakthrough information to its readers on stem cell research for the 
advancement of human health and disease.

http://www.stemcellnewsdigest.com

Stephen's Life Founded in 1833, Stephens College is an institution committed to her mission: Learn. Grow. Lead. Stephens 
College is proud to be the second-oldest women’s college in the country.

https://www.stephens.edu/

Sterling College Stir Sterling College is a Christ-centered, four-year college located in Sterling, Kansas, with a mission to develop 
creative and thoughtful leaders who understand a maturing Christian faith.

https://www.sterling.edu/

Steve DiGioia Finding ways to "WOW" your customers! http://stevedigioia.com/blog
Stochastic Trend David Stern's blog on energy, the environment, economics, and the science of science. http://stochastictrend.blogspot.com

Stock Observer The Stock Observer is an independent news agency  that specializes in bringing a fresh perspective to the 
latest marketing and social media news and trends from around the world.

https://www.thestockobserver.com

stockbee Stock trading with earnings and momentum strategies. http://stockbee.blogspot.com/
Stockerblog Information on stocks, bonds, real estate, investments, the stock market and money. http://stockerblog.blogspot.com/
Stockinfocus.ru Commentator on the Russian stock market and the U.S. stock market. http://stockinfocus.ru

Stockpulse 

Stockpulse is a German-based data analytics company, setting new levels in quantitative data processing 
using emotional data intelligence. Stockpulse offers daily AI-driven stock trading recommendations based on 
sentiment analysis of social media. Using proprietary AI technology, StockPulse analyses over 3 million social 
media messages each day. The StockPulse feed produces approximately 15,000 daily stock 
recommendations before the start of each trading day, covering all publicly listed companies in the U.S., 
Europe, and China. Stockpulse is used by Asset Managers, Private Equity Firms, Banks, Risk & Compliance 
and more. Available in English, Chinese and German. 

https://stockpulse.ai/about-stockpulse

Stockpulse Crypto Market Cap 
Update

German language Crypto Market Cap Update covers 18,000+ cryptocurrencies and looks at which coins had 
most volume and provides a list of market cap changes. Runs once per day at a random time slightly after 2 
pm CET with 1 article per day. We pull all of the necessary data from our database (prices, sentiment, buzz, 
market cap values etc.) and put sentences around it. Stockpulse is a German-based data analytics company, 
setting new levels in quantitative data processing using Emotional Data Intelligence. Our mission is to improve 
and support data-driven decision making for a broad range of financial market participants by analyzing and 
deploying alternative data from Social Media. Stockpulse provides unique information to investors: The 
emotional value of asset allocation. Stockpulse’s Emotional Data Intelligence is the next level of 
comprehending and processing social media data, powered by deep learning and artificial intelligence. With 
the expertise of more than 12 years in data science and machine learning, we provide first-class solutions for 
customized data delivery.

https://stockpulse.ai/
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StockSnips - ESG Sentiment 
(Articles)

The StockSnips AI platform analyzes news media articles and derives a quantified ESG signal that is a robust 
proxy for measuring investor sentiment of a company's ESG policies. Trained algorithms filter diverse news 
and filings, determine if positive or negative, attribute to correct firm, and sort by topic category (e.g. Climate, 
Diversity, Privacy or Labor Practices etc.). StockSnips analytics provides a clear ESG ranking per category and 
access to the underlying data. Integrate StockSnips 'ESG Articles' feed into your existing workflow to gain 
insights and uncover more opportunity. Or access StockSnips 'ESG Metrics', which continuously monitors 
vetted news sources and measures investor sentiment of company policies and actions relating to ESG.

https://stocksnips.net/esg-sentiment/

StockSnips - ESG Sentiment 
(Metrics)

The StockSnips AI platform analyzes news media articles and derives a quantified ESG signal that is a robust 
proxy for measuring investor sentiment of a company's ESG policies. Trained algorithms filter diverse news 
and filings, determine if positive or negative, attribute to correct firm, and sort by topic category (e.g. Climate, 
Diversity, Privacy or Labor Practices etc.). StockSnips analytics provides a clear ESG ranking per category and 
access to the underlying data. Integrate StockSnips 'ESG Articles' feed into your existing workflow to gain 
insights and uncover more opportunity. Or access StockSnips 'ESG Metrics', which continuously monitors 
vetted news sources and measures investor sentiment of company policies and actions relating to ESG.

https://stocksnips.net/esg-sentiment/

StopFake - Video Commentary on events in Ukraine. https://www.youtube.com/user/StopFakeNews
StopFake.org The truth about the situation in Ukraine. http://stopfake.org/
StopFake.org The truth about the situation in Ukraine. http://stopfake.org/en/

StorageIO Blog Enabling efficient green IT optimized and economical cloud computing and virtual data centers and data 
infrastructures.

http://storageioblog.com/

Stowe Boyd Stowe Boyd on technology. https://medium.com/@stoweboyd

Stox Plus
Established since 2008, StoxPlus has been a pioneer in information services to financial institutions in Vietnam 
and became an associate company of Nikkei Inc. and QUICK Corp. from Japan after their capital alliance and 
strategic cooperation. StoxPlus is also the first to develop an in-house built platform such as FiinPro for 
thousands of users working for financial institutions and sophisticated investors.

http://www.stoxplus.com/

Strategic Legal Technology by 
Prism Legal Consulting, Inc.

Regular updates about interesting developments and themes in the application of technology to law practice 
and law business.

http://prismlegal.com/blog/

Streetwise Professor Economics, finance (esp. derivatives and regulation), Russia http://www.streetwiseprofessor.com
Strictly Business A business law blog for entrepreneurs, emerging companies, and the investment management industry. http://strictlybusinesslawblog.com

Strong Brands The website of Tim Calkins - helping people use marketing strategy and branding to build strong and profitable 
businesses.

http://timcalkins.com/

Structural Engineer

Structural Engineer magazine, Structural Engineer e-News, and GoStructural.com are specifically dedicated to 
serving the information needs of structural engineering professionals and firms, as well as county, state, and 
federal managers and engineers. Readers turn to this suite of publications for advice on project planning, 
equipment purchases, maintenance and repair issues, safety guidelines, and much more. The Structural 
Engineer network stands as an authoritative guide to design and construction for this specialized and powerful 
consumer. Structural engineers must continuously expand their knowledge of the fundamentals while also 
keeping up with new information. They need a resource that identifies critical information and displays it in a 
concise and understandable format. Structural Engineer offers complete coverage of industry trends, 
introduction to new products, technical how-to’s, code developments, and powerful tricks and techniques. To 
complete the package, Structural Engineer also covers legal issues, marketing, and business management.

http://www.gostructural.com

Student Vanguard The Student Vanguard is independently run by students of Community College of Philadelphia. They currently 
publish our PDF edition Bi-Monthly.

http://thestudentvanguard.com/

Studium Generale Commentary on evolution, evolutionary anthropology, history and society. http://studgendeutsch.blogspot.com

Stuff
The world’s number one gadget magazine Stuff, comprises regular product exclusives, current listings and 
engaging independent features. Readers particularly enjoy the expert tests, trusted opinion and the region’s 
‘Best Buys’ guide to the top 10 of everything.

http://stuffmideast.com

Stuff Expat Aid Workers Like Humorous commentary by expatriate aid workers. http://stuffexpataidworkerslike.com
stupidDOPE Updated daily, stupidDOPE.com offers a wide variety of content from music, fashion, art, travel and more. http://stupidDOPE.com
Submitted For Your Perusal Links to miscellaneous stories. http://submittedforyourperusal.com
Suburban Finance Personal finance blog centered on budgeting, increasing ones income and generalized lifestyle topics. http://suburbanfinance.com
Succeed As Your Own Boss How-to advice for small businesses and social media tips and tools. http://www.succeedasyourownboss.com
Success Common Sense Common sense advice on career and life success. http://budbilanich.com
Success in Healthcare An ordinary healthcare professional working to make healthcare better from within the NHS. http://successinhealthcare.blogspot.com
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Sud Quotidien Sud Quotidien is a Senegalese general information newspaper based in Dakar. Sud Quotidien covers various 
topics ranging from politics to economics, and more.

http://www.sudonline.sn/

Sudan News Agency (SUNA) Sudan News Agency (SUNA) is the official government news agency of Sudan. http://suna-sd.net/ar
Sudan News Agency (SUNA) Sudan News Agency (SUNA) is the official government news agency of Sudan. http://www.suna-sd.net
Sudan News Agency (SUNA) Sudan News Agency (SUNA) is the official government news agency of Sudan. http://www.suna-sd.net/fr

Sudan Tribune Online news source covering peacekeeping and human rights, oil in Sudan, ecomomy, education, health, 
politics and society.

http://www.sudantribune.com

Sudan Tribune Online news source covering peacekeeping and human rights, oil in Sudan, ecomomy, education, health, 
politics and society.

http://www.sudantribune.net

Sudan Vision Daily Online daily publication covering local, African and world coverage including breaking news, business, sports, 
editorials, commentaries and feature stories.

http://sudanvisiondaily.com/

Suffolk Voice
The Voice is Suffolk University’s student-run 24-hour online news resource. Since 2006, the Voice has been 
committed to covering and uncovering stories that inform and pique the interest of Suffolk students, faculty and 
the greater Suffolk community.

http://suffolkvoice.net/

Sui Generis-A New York Law Blog Since 2005, your online source for commentary on civil rights issues, recent decisions and other issues of 
interest to New York litigators and New York criminal law practitioners.

http://nylawblog.typepad.com/

Sullivan Financial Planning Blog General personal finance information http://sullivanfinancialplanning.com/sfp-blog
Sultanate of Oman Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs - News

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the government body in the Sultanate of Oman responsible for Oman's 
relations with the rest of the world.

https://www.mofa.gov.om/

Sultanate of Oman Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs - News

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the government body in the Sultanate of Oman responsible for Oman's 
relations with the rest of the world.

https://www.mofa.gov.om/?lang=en

Sunday Nation Sunday Nation is the leading Sunday newspaper in Kenya and the region. It contains local and international 
news, politics, features, and  comprehensive commentary from Kenya's opinion leaders.

http://www.nation.co.ke

Sunday News Newspaper website containing news, features, political analyses, opinions, business, sports, religion, arts, 
entertainment

http://www.sundaynews.co.zw

Sunday Times Sunday Times is a weekly newspaper from Sri Lanka that covers the news related to politics, business, sports, 
art and culture and much more. It publishes weekly but the web edition is updated on daily basis.

http://www.sundaytimes.lk

Sunday Times (Islamabad)
Weekly Sunday Times have been publishing from Pakistan’s capital Islamabad since 1994. It is considered as 
a standard weekly having powerful impact in the capital. It has a large network of staff reporters and 
correspondents across the country.

http://www.dailytimes.pk/Sunday

Sunday Tribune The Sunday Tribune is a weekly newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

http://www.iol.co.za/sunday-tribune

Sunday Trust Sunday Trust is a publication from Abuja, Nigeria published by Media Trust Limited.  The newspaper 
exclusively provides the news related to business, politics, health and sports in Kaduna, Nigeria.

http://www.sundaytrust.com.ng

Sunday Trust
Media Trust Limited with its three titles Daily, Saturday and Sunday is an African information site established in 
2004 that offers its readers daily content on Africa and the Region, covering topics ranging from local and 
international news to finance, business, politics, sports and more. 

https://dailytrust.com/

Sunday Vision Sunday Vision is the leading English language Sunday newspaper in Uganda. It comes with a free magazine 
‘Discovery’ and offers a variety of background news features, sports, commentary and entertainment.

http://www.newvision.co.ug

Sundiata Post
Sundiata Post is Nigeria’s most authoritative online newspaper and ranks among the top five online news 
platforms in Nigeria that offers its readers daily content on Africa and the Region, covering topics ranging from 
local and international news, to finance, business, health, and more.

https://sundiatapost.com/

Sunrise The Sunrise is a secular newspaper published in English to reach Uganda’s business community, company 
executives, politicians, development partners, policy makers and the youth in higher learning institutions.

https://sunrise.ug/

SupChina SupChina is an independent digital media company dedicated to informing, entertaining, and educating a 
global audience about business, technology, politics, and culture in China.

https://supchina.com

Supply Chain Digital 
Supply Chain Digital is a ‘Digital Community’ for the global supply chain and logistics industry that connects the 
world’s largest Supply Chain & Logistics brands & projects and their most senior executives with the latest 
trends as the industry pivots towards technology and digital transformation.

https://www.supplychaindigital.com/

Supply Chain Dive Supply Chain Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive, the website cover topics such as 
logistics, freight, operations, procurement, regulation, technology, and more.

http://www.supplychaindive.com/
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Supply Chain Resource 
Cooperative Blog

Supply Chain View from the Field covers supply chain innovation, supply chain management, supply chain 
relationships, and other related areas. It is authored by Dr. Robert Handfield, Professor of Supply Chain 
Management at North Carolina State University.

https://scm.ncsu.edu/scm-articles

Supreme People's Court Monitor News and updates about China's Supreme People's Court. http://supremepeoplescourtmonitor.com
Sure Dividend Dividend stock analysis http://www.suredividend.com

Sustainability Times

Sustainability Times is your online home for news, debate and analysis on every facet of sustainability. Our 
team of journalists highlights the latest news in sustainable business and industry, sustainable development, 
environmental protection, and the global fight against climate change. We also put breaking developments into 
vital context, keeping track as governments, major companies, new startups, entrepreneurs, academia, civil 
society and the grassroots each do their part to help the planet meet the objectives of most ambitious 
objectives set at COP21. Sustainability Times lets you watch the emergence of a new, sustainable, carbon 
neutral and environmentally conscious modernity in real time.

https://www.sustainability-times.com/

SustainableBusiness.com Daily green business news. http://www.sustainablebusiness.com/
Sustaining Our World Greening the world one household at a time http://sustainingourworld.com
SwaCash: Internet Marketing and 
Digital Marketing

Reviews and tutorials on web hosting, WordPress, online marketing and web development to help people 
better manage their own websites.

https://swacash.com/

Swarthmore Phoenix The Phoenix  was established in 1881, It is a weekly print and online publication at Swarthmore College. http://swarthmorephoenix.com/

Swedish Southern African Chamber 
of Commerce (SSACC) - News

SSACC is a member based private Chamber of Commerce, registered in Sweden in 2014 as a non-profit 
organization.  As an independent membership-based association focused on business-building, awareness 
raising and networking activities the purpose of SSACC is to promote business relations, trade and investment 
between Sweden and the Southern African region, which include all member States of the Southern Africa 
Development Community (SADC). SSACC will facilitate members’ strategy choices, increase their knowledge 
of Southern Africa, create and facilitate business contacts and actively contribute to the exchange of 
experiences between members.

https://www.swedenafricachamber.se/

SweetCrude Reports

SweetCrude Reports offers a concise, in-depth and up-to-date review of the Nigerian energy industry. The 
publication has evolved to become the voice and watchdog of the energy industry, reporting all spectra of the 
energy chain and serving as an interface between the Nigerian energy industry and that of Europe, the Middle-
East and the American continent. SweetCrude Reports is driven by editorial staff spread across Port Harcourt, 
Warri, Yenagoa, Uyo, Benin, Lagos, Abuja and other Nigerian cities, as well as reporters in Accra, London and 
Houston. Our coverage of the industry is also complemented by the commitment and contributions of 
seasoned oil and gas industry experts, as well as environmental analysts.

https://sweetcrudereports.com/

SweetCrude Reports 

SweetCrude Reports offers a concise, in-depth and up-to-date review of the Nigerian energy industry. The 
publication has evolved to become the voice and watchdog of the energy industry, reporting all spectra of the 
energy chain and serving as an interface between the Nigerian energy industry and that of Europe, the Middle-
East and the American continent. SweetCrude Reports is driven by editorial staff spread across Port Harcourt, 
Warri, Yenagoa, Uyo, Benin, Lagos, Abuja and other Nigerian cities, as well as reporters in Accra, London and 
Houston. Our coverage of the industry is also complemented by the commitment and contributions of 
seasoned oil and gas industry experts, as well as environmental analysts.

www.sweetcrudereports.com

SWHELPER SWHELPER is a progressive media outlet dedicated to providing news, information, and resources. http://www.socialworkhelper.com
swissinfo.ch Arabic Arabic-language news from Switzerland. http://www.swissinfo.ch/ara/index.html
swissinfo.ch Arabic - Video Commentary on Swiss news. http://www.youtube.com/user/swissinfoarabe
swissinfo.ch Chinese (Simplified 
Han) Chinese-language news from Switzerland. http://www.swissinfo.ch/chi/index.html

swissinfo.ch English News from Switzerland. https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng
swissinfo.ch English - Video News from Switzerland. http://www.youtube.com/user/swissinfovideos
swissinfo.ch French French-language news from Switzerland. http://www.swissinfo.ch/fre/index.html
swissinfo.ch German German-language news from Switzerland. http://www.swissinfo.ch/ger/index.html
swissinfo.ch Italian Italian-language news from Switzerland. http://www.swissinfo.ch/ita/index.html
swissinfo.ch Japanese Japanese-language news from Switzerland. http://www.swissinfo.ch/jpn/index.html

swissinfo.ch Japanese - Video Commentary on Swiss news. http://www.youtube.
com/user/swissinfojapanese

swissinfo.ch Portuguese Portuguese-language news from Switzerland. http://www.swissinfo.ch/por/index.html

https://www.sustainability-times.com/
http://swarthmorephoenix.com/
https://www.swedenafricachamber.se/
https://sweetcrudereports.com/
http://www.sweetcrudereports.com/


swissinfo.ch Portuguese - Video Commentary on Swiss news. http://www.youtube.
com/user/swissinfoportuguese

swissinfo.ch Russian Russian-language news from Switzerland. http://www.swissinfo.ch/rus/index.html
swissinfo.ch Russian - Video Commentary on Swiss news. http://www.youtube.com/user/swissinforussian
swissinfo.ch Spanish Spanish-language news from Switzerland. http://www.swissinfo.ch/spa/index.html

swissinfo.ch Spanish - Video Spanish-language news from Switzerland. http://www.youtube.
com/user/swissinfospanisch

Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) is a state-run news agency in Syria that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.sana.sy/es/

Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) is a state-run news agency in Syria that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.sana.sy/fa/

Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) is a state-run news agency in Syria that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.sana.sy/fr/

Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) is a state-run news agency in Syria that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.sana.sy/he/

Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) is a state-run news agency in Syria that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.sana.sy/ru/

Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) is a state-run news agency in Syria that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://www.sana.sy/tr/

Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) is a state-run news agency in Syria that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://sana.sy/en/

Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) is a state-run news agency in Syria that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.sana.sy/

T3
T3.com is one of the the UK's leading consumer lifestyle websites and T3 magazine is its print counterpart. 
T3's mission is to seek out and showcase beautiful things that help you live a smarter, better life. To do this, 
we filter the latest tech, home and lifestyle products and experiences to ensure you only ever buy the best of 
the best. Things you'll cherish and enjoy using.

https://www.t3.com

Taand Taand is an independent English and Pashto-language news portal located in Afghanistan that primarily 
covers national news and other topics of national interest. 

https://www.taand.net

Tabletalk Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/tabletalk

Tachad.com Tachad.com is an independent magazine located in N'Djamena. Chad that mainly covers national news in 
addition to various regional and international topics. 

www.tachad.com

TAG IT News Agency
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Information Technology International (TAG-ITI) News Agency focuses exclusively on  IT-
related news, articles, analyses and reviews to present the latest updates in the field and help the world 
acknowledge the achievements of the Arab region in this regard.

http://tagitnews.com

TAG IT News Agency
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Information Technology International (TAG-ITI) News Agency focuses exclusively on  IT-
related news, articles, analyses and reviews to present the latest updates in the field and help the world 
acknowledge the achievements of the Arab region in this regard.

http://tagitnews.com

Tag-Educa News Agency The News Agency, a member of TAG-Org, is a specialized media outlet that sheds light on all-education 
related issues

http://www.tageducanews.com

TAG-Org News TAG-Org press releases and announcemnets of new services. http://www.tagorg.com

Tahawul Tech
TahawulTech.com is the definitive platform in the Middle East for IT content. Covering stories across 
enterprise technology, cybersecurity and the region’s IT channel industry, TahawulTech.com brings business 
leaders and technology decision makers together to share their stories of transformation.

https://www.tahawultech.com/

Taifa Leo
Taifa Leo is the leading Kiswahili paper in Kenya and was launched in 1958. It covers up-to-date news 
analysis on business news, features and sports, and many more in Kiswahili. It is used as a strong educational 
tool in Kenya with model schools exams as well as set book guides being published in the Newspaper.

http://taifaleo.nation.co.ke/

Taipei Times
Launched in June 1999 with the mission of presenting an English-language journal of record for national and 
international readers, presented from a Taiwanese perspective. Showcases three main sections of local and 
international news, features and sports.

http://www.taipeitimes.com/
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Taiwan News

Taiwan News is the first English-language newspaper in Taiwan. Its ongoing mission is to report on both 
Taiwanese society as well as modern global trends. It is now read in 176 countries around the globe and is 
one of the most widely visited English-language news portals for news about Taiwan, with an average of more 
than two million visits monthly, 80% of which comes from abroad. It covers topics ranging from politics, 
business, ESG Investing, society, culture, opinion, and more. 

https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/index

Take Back Your LIfe: An Interactive 
Journal

Part step-by-step guide, part interactive journal, Take Back Your Life is here to help you to set and achieve 
your goals using a variety of tools. We look at common problems and offers positive approaches to solving 
them, guiding you through all the challenges you may face in life. You will get support and encouragement, the 
tools for change and gain a deeper understanding of where your strengths lie and be able to make lasting 
changes. If you want to take back control of your life, whether that's career, money, dating or relationships, this 
bookazine will show you how to do it.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Talal Abu-Ghazaleh IP News
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP) is the leading Intellectual Property service provider in the Middle 
East with 28 offices throughout the Arab countries, in addition to India, China, Turkey, Pakistan, Cyprus, 
Russia, and Afghanistan, and liaison offices in Europe, the UK and Canada and a network of 180 
correspondent offices worldwide.

http://agip-news.com/

Talal Abu-Ghazaleh IP News
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP) is the leading Intellectual Property service provider in the Middle 
East with 28 offices throughout the Arab countries, in addition to India, China, Turkey, Pakistan, Cyprus, 
Russia, and Afghanistan, and liaison offices in Europe, the UK and Canada and a network of 180 
correspondent offices worldwide.

http://agip-news.com/default.aspx?lang=ar

Talamua Online Founded in 1994, Talamua Media & Publications Ltd owns and publishes Talamua online news website. It 
provides live online news, business and national news, sports and politics.

http://www.talamua.com/

Talk Business & Politics Coverage of Arkansas business and politics. http://www.talkbusiness.net

TALK IoT Talk IoT tracks all the latest IoT news and shows you what’s new, what matters and how IoT is transforming 
our lives and those of businesses and cities.

http://talkiot.co.za/

Talker Talker is an expertly curated feed of studies, news stories and data-driven content. https://talker.news/
Talking Biz News News and information about the world of business and financial journalism. http://www.talkingbiznews.com
Talking Brains News and views on the neuroscience of language and the mind. http://www.talkingbrains.org/
Talking Points Memo News and analysis from the Talking Points Memo team. http://talkingpointsmemo.com/
Talking Points Memo Editors' Blog News and analysis from Josh Marshall, CEO of Talking Points Memo, and other top editors. https://talkingpointsmemo.com/edblog
TalkLeft: the Politics of Crime Progressive coverage of crime-related political and injustice news. http://www.talkleft.com/
TalkMarkets TalkMarkets is the only financial content website that is truly customized, optimized, and socialized. talkmarkets.com

Talon Marks
Talon Marks is the student newspaper for Cerritos College in Norwalk, California that began printing in 1956. 
Talon Marks is a member of Associated Collegiate Press, California College Media Association, Journalism 
Association of Community Colleges and California News Publishers Association.

https://www.talonmarks.com/

Tamadon Tamadon is the independent online publication which is the companion of the television network channel 
Tamadon in Kabul, Afghanistan.

https://tamadon.af/

Tamara Tattles Gossip about celebrities and reality TV shows. http://tamaratattles.com
Tamtaminfo Tamtaminfo is a weekly French language newspaper focussing on news & current affairs. http://tamtaminfo.com

Tanaffos Journal

The Tanaffos journal,a scientific and research peer reviewed journal,seeks to publish original papers,selected 
review articles,case reports and other articles of special interest related to the field of respiratory disease,
thoracic surgery,intensive care and tuberculosis. The journal is an official publication of the National Research 
Institute of Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (NRITLD) Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences and 
Health Services,and is published quarterly. The journal seeks to provide its readers with the highest quality 
materials published through a process of careful peer reviews and editorial comments. All papers are 
published in English.

http://www.tanaffosjournal.ir/en/index.php

Tanja7 Tanja7 is a website of general information in Arabic language, with an audience that is constantly growing on 
the city of Tangier and Morocco since 2013.

http://www.tanja7.com

TANTV
TANTV is a leading editorial and subscription streaming service that caters  to the Africans and multicultural 
global diaspora. Their main mission is to advance the inclusion of African and multicultural diaspora 
communities in American media.

https://www.tantvstudios.com/

Tapbit
Tapbit totally guards users' assets safety. In this regard, we have a USD 40 Million insurance fund to cover 
losses caused by Tapbit. Tapbit fully meets all compliance policies and has a policy of continuous 
improvement.

https://www.tapbit.com/
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Taragana http://www.blog.taragana.com

Tasnim News Agency

Tasnim News Agency is a new but at the same time a leading news agency in Iran. It covers a wide variety of 
political, social, economic and international subjects along with other fields in an effort to boost public 
knowledge and awareness both inside and outside the country. Defending the Islamic Revolution against 
negative media propaganda campaign and providing our readers with realities on the ground about Iran and 
Islam.

https://www.tasnimnews.com/

Tasnim News Agency

Tasnim News Agency is a new but at the same time a leading news agency in Iran. It covers a wide variety of 
political, social, economic and international subjects along with other fields in an effort to boost public 
knowledge and awareness both inside and outside the country. Defending the Islamic Revolution against 
negative media propaganda campaign and providing our readers with realities on the ground about Iran and 
Islam.

https://www.tasnimnews.com/ar

Tasnim News Agency

Tasnim News Agency is a new but at the same time a leading news agency in Iran. It covers a wide variety of 
political, social, economic and international subjects along with other fields in an effort to boost public 
knowledge and awareness both inside and outside the country. Defending the Islamic Revolution against 
negative media propaganda campaign and providing our readers with realities on the ground about Iran and 
Islam.

https://www.tasnimnews.com/en

Tasnim News Agency

Tasnim News Agency is a new but at the same time a leading news agency in Iran. It covers a wide variety of 
political, social, economic and international subjects along with other fields in an effort to boost public 
knowledge and awareness both inside and outside the country. Defending the Islamic Revolution against 
negative media propaganda campaign and providing our readers with realities on the ground about Iran and 
Islam.

https://www.tasnimnews.com/tr

Tasnim News Agency

Tasnim News Agency is a new but at the same time a leading news agency in Iran. It covers a wide variety of 
political, social, economic and international subjects along with other fields in an effort to boost public 
knowledge and awareness both inside and outside the country. Defending the Islamic Revolution against 
negative media propaganda campaign and providing our readers with realities on the ground about Iran and 
Islam.

https://www.tasnimnews.com/ur

Tawwater Tawwater is a website covering local and international news, business, community news, culture, politics, arts 
and sport. The site launched in 2012.

https://www.tawwater.com/

tayyar.org Tayyar.org provides the latest breaking Lebanon and world news headlines. Lebanon, middle east, world, 
business, sport, entertainment, health and technology news.

https://www.tayyar.org/

Tazabek Tazabek is leading online news source, featuring business, finance, investment in Kyrgyzstan http://www.tazabek.kg
taz-Hausblog The official house blog of Taz, a cooperative-owned German daily newspaper. https://blogs.taz.de/hausblog/
teacherevolution Teacherevolution is a professional education blog. https://teacherevolution.me
Teacherrogers: Instructional 
Design This scholarly blog covers instructional design best practices and technologies for education. http://teacherrogers.wordpress.com

Teachers, Profs, Parents: Writers 
Who Care

This blog is organized and maintained by members of the Commission on Writing Teacher Education, a 
working group of the Conference on English Education. Our purposes for this blog stem from our passion for 
authentic student writing in K-16 schools. We believe that writing instruction is essential for students across 
grade levels and content areas and that writing is a way to help students change their worlds.

http://writerswhocare.wordpress.com

Tech N Techie - Technology 
Simplified for You Technology news and technology related tips and tricks http://techntechie.com

Tech News
Worcester Polytechnic Institute was founded in 1865 to create and convey the latest science and engineering 
knowledge in ways that are most beneficial to society. The university’s curriculum features a flexible, rigorous 
program that is project-based and globally engaged, aimed at quality experience and a positive impact for the 
communities it partners with.

http://www.wpi.edu/

Tech Stocks Rock - Video We track information technology and report trends relevant to investing. http://www.youtube.com/user/techstocksrock

Tech World
Tech-wd.com is the leading Arabic language technology media platform which covers the latest of the web and 
newly released gadgets and devices news, in addition to regional and international technology articles, aiming 
to better present the latest news of the tech world to the Arabic reader. Along with articles, Tech-wd.com also 
publishes design and programming tutorials and lessons.

http://www.tech-wd.com

Tech Xplore Tech Xplore covers the latest engineering, electronics and technology advances. https://techxplore.com
Tech.pinions Insight and analysis and opinion on the tech industry. http://www.techpinions.com/
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TECHADVISOR 

Tech Advisor's 25-year legacy began in August 1995 when we launched PC Advisor print magazine. The 
website followed in 1996, and in June 2017 we rebranded as Tech Advisor. Fast-forward to today, and Tech 
Advisor has become Foundry's premier global mobile-focused brand. shifted our focus to match, prioritising our 
coverage of mobile devices, but continuing to deliver expert commentary on subjects as diverse as wearable 
technology, computing, smart home and appliances, entertainment and gaming, audio, accessories, security, 
software and services.

www.techadvisor.com 

TECHADVISOR FRANCE 
TechAdvisor.fr is the website of Foundry, the world leader in technology media (Tech Advisor, PCWorld, 
Macworld, Computerworld, CIO, and more than 200 other websites with 136 million Internet users worldwide). 
TechAdvisor.fr strives to meet the needs of the French public, from smartphones to wearable technologies, 
including software, computers, video games, audio, photography and more.

www.techadvisor.fr

Techaeris Techaeris covers consumer technology news and reviews as well as geek/nerd lifestyle topics. https://techaeris.com/
TechBullion Financial Technology News Media, Publishing Fintech News and Articles on the Global Fintech Market. http://www.techbullion.com
Techdirt Easily digestible tech insights. http://www.techdirt.com

TechFinancials TechFinancials is South Africa’s hottest and most reliable online technology site that delivers news focusing on 
technology, business and the financials of tech firms.

https://techfinancials.co.za/

TECHHIVE 

TechHive is 100 percent committed to smart home and home entertainment gear—the rapidly expanding 
universe of connected devices in our living rooms, bedrooms, kitchens and even garages and bathrooms. 
Homeowners and apartment dwellers will find reviews and tutorials on streaming video and cord-cutting 
services; TVs, soundbars and multi-rooms speaker systems; home security, smart lights, tabletop digital 
assistants, and much more. If it’s new, high-tech and intended to make life better at home, TechHive has it 
covered.

www.techhive.com

TechiExpert TechiExpert covers developments on emerging technologies, like IoT, AI, ML, Data Analytics, Big Data, and 
Cloud, and interviews with startup founders/experts.

https://www.techiexpert.com

techno news techno news is an Arabic language portal covering IT, technology, telecommunications, networks and 
computer software in the Arab region.

http://www.tecnonews.net

Technocrat The Technocrat is the student run newspaper at Montana Tech in Butte, MT. http://montanatechnocrat.blogspot.com/
TechnoLlama A blog exploring technology law stories from a UK perspective. http://www.technollama.co.uk/
Technology and Marketing Law 
Blog Internet and intellectual property law developments. http://blog.ericgoldman.org

Technology in the Classroom Discussions about technology and education. http://itbabble.com

Technology Times
Technology Times professes to cover Pakistan’s technological development including information technology, 
telecom, agriculture, biotechnology, environment, energy. Technology Times aspires to play a critical role to 
communicate, to a broad audience in Pakistan. The publication’s goal is to report the most compelling 
problems at the forefront of science and technology.

http://www.technologytimes.pk

TechnologyMirror

TechnologyMirror is an online publication in Nigeria that serves as a resource tool for ICT decision-makers that 
delivers news, views and information through diverse content platforms, including online, e-newsletters, social 
media, print and it is designed to be a formidable voice in Africa’s ICT industry. It is a reader-centric publication 
capturing how technology is changing the life of Africans, it captures African start-ups through interviews, news 
reporting and analysis of events.

technologymirror.com.ng

TechReleased.com
Techreleased is a technology newspaper, with latest technology news, technology events from computers, 
mobile, gadgets, electronics, automotive, aerospace, games, agriculture, energy, consumer, healthcare, 
military, marine and Telecomm technology.

http://www.techreleased.com

TechSling TechSling is a technology blog that features exciting articles, tutorials and reviews on current mobile, gaming 
and computing issues.

http://www.techsling.com

TechSpot
TechSpot is a leading technology publication established in 1998. We deliver tech news and analysis to an 
audience of computer power users, tech enthusiasts, IT decision makers and PC gamers who crave for 
technical depth and who keep up with the latest digital trends. We are home to over 8 million monthly readers.

http://www.techspot.com

TechTheLead All the news you can’t miss and the boldest tech to help you achieve more. https://techthelead.com

Techzim
Techzim is an information technology and business publication that focuses on the opportunities provided by 
technology for individuals and businesses in Zimbabwe and the greater African region.Techzim is used as a 
resource by global news organisations to stay informed of the latest in local Zimbabwean technology and 
business news.

https://www.techzim.co.zw/

Tecnología pyme Technology for small and medium businesses in Spanish. http://www.tecnologiapyme.com
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tecosystems Writings on technology, including horizontal trends, such as open source and cloud computing, from an 
industry analyst.

http://redmonk.com/sogrady/

Teen Mindfulness

The Teen Mindfulness Book will help you to explore your current ways of thinking, and challenge unhelpful 
thought patterns. Learn how to fit step-by-step meditations into your day-to-day life, putting you on the path to 
the present, and carry out targeted exercises to apply mindfulness when you really need it. Find out how to 
approach your everyday stresses from a mindful point of view, and learn mindful revision tips that will help with 
your exams.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

Tehelka Tehelka is an Indian weekly magazine under the editorship of Tarun Tejpal. The publication started life in 2000 
as a news website, Tehelka.com. …

http://www.tehelka.com

Tehran Times
Tehran Times is a daily English language newspaper from Iran and has become a reliable news source for 
hundreds of foreign media outlets, as well as foreign envoys based in Tehran. Tehran Times provides daily 
coverage on Politics, Economy and Business, Art and Culture, Sports, Opinion, World, Middle East, Science 
and Tech, Health and Lifestyle.

https://www.tehrantimes.com/

Tejano Nation Tejano Nation is the premiere website for Tejano music, news and entertainment. https://tejanonation.net

TEKNOTEL

TeknoTel is an Arabic monthly publication magazine bringing up the latest of the ICT sector. With its wide 
distribution through bookshops and direct mailing to the most seniors and directors of Telecom industry in the 
Middle East and North, Africa, TeknoTel is the IT and High-Tech magazine for the Arabic countries. Teknotel 
covers the latest technology news, mobile phones, cameras, home appliances, digital office supplies, 
accessories, networks, clouds, in addition to Buyers’ Guide.

http://www.teknotel.info

Tel Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE)

The Tel Aviv Stock Exchange fulfils a major role in the Israeli economy and is a key  player in the nation's 
economic growth. It is the home turf on which corporate Israel raises capital to finance investments and 
activities, and for the government to bring the public into its companies as they are privatized. The state-of-the-
art exchange is also home to the local investment community and securities sector. Today the market has 
become an advanced, top of the line venue for trading in securities of all types.

https://info.tase.co.
il/Eng/about_tase/news/Pages/news.aspx

Télam Télam is a state-run news agency in Argentina that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.telam.com.ar/

Télam (Machine Translated 
Version)

Télam is a state-run news agency in Argentina that covers national and international news, state news, 
business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.telam.com.ar/

Telecom Law Monitor

Welcome to Telecom Law Monitor, your guide to enforcement-related news, events and trends within the 
telecommunications field. Be sure to bookmark Telecom Law Monitor and check here regularly for updates. 
From the FCC to the FTC, to State PUCs and AGs, to private litigation, we cover USF enforcement, truth-in-
billing rules, Do-Not-Call developments, CPNI actions, access charge litigation, prepaid card enforcement 
actions and other related developments. Visit our Resource Center that provides two-click access to 
enforcement websites and relevant statutes and rules.

http://www.telecomlawmonitor.com/

Telecom Review AFRICA

Telecom Review AFRICA targets governmental bodies, CEOs, operators, vendors and ICT experts. A part of 
Trace Media International, Telecom Review is a media platform with one of the largest databases covering the 
ICT industry and the activities of government bodies. Telecom Review Africa aims to target the French 
speaking community across Central and West Africa with its unique proposition of offering the content in both 
English and French language.

http://www.telecomreview.info

Telecom Review Asia Pacific
Telecom Review Asia Pacific is a part of Trace Media International, which targets telecom industry leaders and 
executives of the Asia Pacific market. Telecom Review APAC focuses on high level management in the 
industry, including government officials, executives, operators, vendors and suppliers.

http://www.telecomreviewasia.com

Telecom Review Digial

Telecom Review Digital Media is comprised of the widely respected regional portals of Telecom Review in 
Middle East, Africa, APAC and North America.  With one of the largest and most superior databases covering 
the ICT industry, government bodies and enterprises in the region, Telecom Review Digital Media is one of the 
most important online resources within the industry, reaching subscribers across the globe. Targeting telecom 
industry leaders and executives, Telecom Review Digital Media focuses on high level management in the 
industry, including government officials, executives, operators, vendors and suppliers.

http://www.telecomreviewna.com

Telecom Review Middle East

Telecom Review Middle East is the leading B2B publication in the telecommunications sector. A part of Trace 
Media International, Telecom Review is a media platform with one of the largest databases covering the ICT 
industry and the activities of government bodies.  Telecom Review enjoys a close working relationship with all 
the leading operators and has respective regional editions for the four key markets- Middle East, African, Asia 
Pacific and North Americans; and has earned a stellar reputation for providing first-class content.

http://www.telecomreview.com
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Telecom Review North America
Telecom Review North America covers Canada, the USA and Mexico technology and telecom trends and 
news. It highlights both the Carrier and Enterprise markets, and is a sister publication to Telecom Review in 
the Middle East, Asia and Africa- a part of Trace Media International.

http://www.telecomreviewna.com

Telecom Review Summit
Telecom Review’s consecutive success throughout the years brings together the best telecom and ICT 
industry leaders under one roof, for two consecutive days, to participate in its annual summit, Telecom Review 
Leader’s Summit – It’s All About SMART Networking.

http://www.telecomreview.com/summit/

Telecom Review TV Telecom Review TV is a sister publication to Telecom Review in the Middle East, Asia and Africa- a part of 
Trace Media International. Launched in December 2017, It provides interviews and video content

http://www.telecomreview.tv

Telecomnewsroom Telecom breaking news, trends, opinions and announcements. http://telecomnewsroom.com/
Televisión Pública Argentina - 
Noticias

Televisión Pública Argentina is a state-run broadcaster in Argentina that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

https://www.tvpublica.com.ar/

telexPresse telexPresse is an Arabic language news and information portal from Morocco covering local, regional and 
international news, politics, society, art and culture, technology and health.

http://telexpresse.com

Temple News
The Temple News has been the paper of record for the Temple University community since it first printed as 
Temple University Weekly on Sept. 19, 1921. The award-winning student publication, editorially independent of 
Temple, now publishes every Tuesday.

https://temple-news.com/

Tempo Interaktif Tempo is an Indonesian online portal that covers news and politics. https://en.tempo.co/
Ten Things You Need to Know as 
In-House Counsel Covers interesting and important legal topics for in-house counsel with a “Top Ten” format. https://sterlingmiller2014.wordpress.com

TenderNews.com - Tenders
TenderNews.com is one of the most powerful and largest procurement databases of international government 
and public sector requests for proposal (RFP), sub-contracts and tender notices, catering to both large 
organisations and smaller businesses alike.

http://www.tendernews.com

TendersInfo - Contract Awards TendersInfo - Contract Awards is a comprehensive daily source of contract awards notices relating to 
international tenders, bids, RFP's and contracts from the public procurement domain worldwide.

http://www.tendersinfo.com

TendersInfo - Energy Contract 
Awards

TendersInfo - Contract Awards is a comprehensive daily source of contract awards notices relating to 
international tenders, bids, RFP's and contracts from the public procurement domain worldwide.

http://www.tendersinfo.com

TendersInfo - Energy News
TendersInfo - News is a comprehensive intra-daily source of business and industry news from around the 
globe, keeping its readers updated on joint ventures, MOU's, project launches, contract awards, budget 
allocations, financial status, stock updates etc.

http://www.tendersinfo.com

TendersInfo - Energy Project 
Notices

TendersInfo - Project Notices is a comprehensive daily source of project notices from multilateral funding 
agencies, federal, state & county governments, utilities, hospitals, schools, ports, NGO's, etc. TendersInfo 
delivers fast and accurate project notices to generate leads and remain at the forefront of your business, with 
an ability to monitor your market and the competition and indicate the sector in which the buyer will procure 
goods or services in future.

http://www.tendersinfo.com

TendersInfo - Energy Tender 
Notices

TendersInfo - Tender Notices is a comprehensive daily source of tender notices relating to international 
tenders, bids, RFP's and contracts from the public procurement domain worldwide. TendersInfo delivers fast 
and accurate tender information that you need to win contracts generated from multilateral funding agencies, 
federal, state & county governments, utilities, hospitals, schools, ports, NGO's, etc.

http://www.tendersinfo.com

TendersInfo - News
TendersInfo - News is a comprehensive intra-daily source of business and industry news from around the 
globe, keeping its readers updated on joint ventures, MOU's, project launches, contract awards, budget 
allocations, financial status, stock updates etc.

http://www.tendersinfo.com

TendersInfo - Project Notices

TendersInfo - Project Notices is a comprehensive daily source of project notices from multilateral funding 
agencies, federal, state & county governments, utilities, hospitals, schools, ports, NGO's, etc. TendersInfo 
delivers fast and accurate project notices to generate leads and remain at the forefront of your business, with 
an ability to monitor your market and the competition and indicate the sector in which the buyer will procure 
goods or services in future.

http://www.tendersinfo.com

TendersInfo - Tender Notices
TendersInfo - Tender Notices is a comprehensive daily source of tender notices relating to international 
tenders, bids, RFP's and contracts from the public procurement domain worldwide. TendersInfo delivers fast 
and accurate tender information that you need to win contracts generated from multilateral funding agencies, 
federal, state & county governments, utilities, hospitals, schools, ports, NGO's, etc.

http://www.tendersinfo.com
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TenderTiger.Com

TenderTiger.com is a tenders information service provider, managed and maintained by e-Procurement 
Technologies Ltd. (ETL), India's first ISO 27001 and ISO9001 certified organization, which fully complies to 
multilateral development banks' eProcurement guidelines, including the World Bank, Asian Development Bank 
and the IMF. TenderTiger.com is a comprehensive source of 10,000 daily tender notices relating to 
international tenders, bids, RFP's and contracts from the public procurement domain focused on Africa, Middle 
East and South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) countries. TenderTiger searches 
tenders from more than 1,500 local language newspapers and 5,000 websites every day and presents this 
timely information in English language. TenderTiger.com delivers fast and accurate tender information that you 
need to win contracts generated from multilateral funding agencies, federal, state & county governments, 
utilities, hospitals, schools, ports, NGO's, etc. Fortune 500 companies including WIPRO, HCL, TATA and 
Reliance rely on the services of TenderTiger.Com, which as of 2011 is ranked as the #1 Tender portal by 
Alexa and Google.

http://www.TenderTiger.Com

Tennessee Lookout
The Tennessee Lookout is your watchdog, telling the stories of politics and policy that affect the people of the 
Volunteer State. Our mix of veteran investigative reporters and rising young journalists explain what’s 
happening, why it’s happening, and who it helps or hurts. We expose the relationships between politics, people 
and policy and we hold the powerful accountable.

https://tennesseelookout.com

TennesseeTicket.com Timely posts covering Tennessee elections, political news, state and local government, and civic and 
community matters.

http://tennesseeticket.com/

Terry Ann Online Commentary on politics, religion, and culture. http://theunfocused.blogspot.com

TGD Diary Daily musings, mostly about physics and consciousness, heavily biased by Topological Geometrodynamics 
background.

http://matpitka.blogspot.com

Thai Examiner
The Thai Examiner is an Englosh-language independent news portal located in Thailand which provides 
coverage of local and regional news events, as well as analysis and feature content related to Thailand's 
politics, culture and economy. 

http://www.thaiexaminer.com/

Thailand Business News Launched in 2008, Thailand Business News is a comprehensive news service about Thailand with a business 
and financial perspective edited in Bangkok by Siam News Network

http://www.thailand-business-news.com/

Thailand Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
- Press Releases

Thailand Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the principal government department in charge of foreign relations in 
Thailand. The ministry is headed by the Minister of Foreign Affairs; who is also a member of the Cabinet of 
Thailand, he is appointed by the Prime Minister. The Ministry is primarily in charge of formulating and 
executing foreign policies for the Kingdom of Thailand. The Ministry is also in charge of managing and 
maintaining Thai diplomatic missions around the globe.

http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/

The 60 Second Marketer
Tools, tips and tutorials for marketers around the globe. Founder Jamie Turner has helped companies like 
AT&T, CNN, Motorola, Cartoon Network and the Coca-Cola Company grow their revenues with outside-the-
box marketing techniques.

http://www.60SecondMarketer.com

The Acorn The Drew Acorn is Drew University's student-run newspaper. Established in 1928, the Acorn covers campus 
life and news, as well as the events in the surrounding areas.

https://www.thedrewacorn.com/

The Adventure Blog News from the world of outdoor adventure, travel, and exploration for the modern day wanderer. https://adventureblog.net/

The Advocate
The Advocate Newspaper Ltd. is a national and online newspaper with corporate Headquarters in Enugu, 
South-East Nigeria. It is daily newspaper which publishes its editions seven days a week.  The newspaper 
provides the information regarding politics, society, sports, business, health and about education of Nigeria.

http://theadvocatengr.com/

The Africa Science News Service 
(ASNS)

The Africa Science News Service (ASNS), published by a team of enterprising science journalists who are 
based in Nairobi, Kenya,  features articles on important breakthroughs, the latest science news, facts and a 
whole lot more science-related content. The website began in 2004 and is geared to providing apt, reliable and 
authoritative information about science and technology from Africa by Africa based reporters with an African 
eye. We aim to help both government policy makers, individuals and organisations within Africa make informed 
decisions about how science and technology can improve economic and social development.

http://www.africasciencenews.org

The AI Journal The AI Journal is and online publication that covers announcements, events, market data with analysis, trends, 
and more within the field of AI and emerging technologies.

https://aijourn.com

The Aleph Blog Helping institutions and ordinary people invest better by focusing on risk control. http://alephblog.com

The Alestle
The Alestle is the student-run newspaper at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville.The Alestle is a member 
of the Illinois College Press Association, the Associated Collegiate Press, College Newspaper Business & 
Advertising Managers, Student Press Law Center, Investigative Reporters & Editors, College Media Advisers, 
Online News Association and ACES: The Society for Editing, and Society of Professional Journalists.

http://www.alestlelive.com/
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The All State

The All State is a publication that provides a public forum for the expression of student opinion and a medium 
for dissemination of timely news relevant to the campus community. The All State has been serving as a 
student-run outlet for the dissemination of news and information of interest to the campus community since 
1930. The All State distributes between 2,000 and 3,000 copies to our fellow campus community members 
each week in print, and many more readers interact with us through our website and our social media 
platforms.

http://www.theallstate.org/

The Almanian

The Almanian is a newspaper published not only for the students at this institution, not just for the faculty on 
campus and not solely for the administrators who work for Alma, but for all people interested in Alma College 
and the lives it touches. As a student newspaper, however, The Almanian will most often focus on the issues, 
ideas, and activities of Alma College students. The writers, editors, publishers and distributors of this 
newspaper are dedicated to producing an interesting, engaging, accurate, timely and error-free newspaper on 
a weekly basis to serve, inform and educate the people for whom it is intended.

https://thealmanian.com/

The American Dream Waking People Up And Getting Them To Realize That The American Dream Is Quickly Becoming The 
American Nightmare.

http://endoftheamericandream.com/

The American Prospect Blogs Blogs from the American Prospect. http://prospect.org/blogs

The Americas Blog Political analysis beyond the echo chamber. http://www.cepr.net/index.php/blogs/the-
americas-blog/

The Antiplanner A blog dedicated to ending government land-use regulation, comprehensive planning, and transportation 
boondoggles.

http://ti.org/antiplanner

The APU Journal College newspaper for Alaska Pacific University http://apujournal.blogspot.com/

The Aquinas
The official student publication of the University of Scranton, covering campus news, opinion, sports, student 
life, science, business and technology. It maintain weekly content via the website and publish a print magazine 
edition each month.

http://aquinas.scranton.edu/

The Arab Weekly English language online version of the UK based Arabic language newspaper, covering Arab affairs, features, 
culture, business and entertainment.

https://thearabweekly.com/

The Arabian Post

Apart from own stories, the Arabian Post carries important stories from major regional and international 
newspapers, with special focus on Middle East. The Arabian Post brings you the best of all stories of the day 
from around the world. The Arabian Post is the only news website you need to access to be up to date with the 
latest happenings around the world, with reports drawn from top news sources, including wire services, 
broadcasters, newspapers, magazines and most popular blogs.

http://www.thearabianpost.com

The Argus The Argus is an award-winning newspaper, it is one of the oldest student-run publications in the country and a 
member of the Illinois Collegiate Press Association.

http://blogs.iwu.edu/

The Armchair Anglophile
Are you addicted to Masterpiece Classic, Mystery!, or BBC America? The Armchair Anglophile is here for you, 
providing detailed recaps of the finest costume dramas, literary adaptations, and "Hey, its that guy..girl" 
moments PBS and the BBC have to offer!

http://www.armchairanglophile.com/

The Armenian Observer Notes and observations on democracy, politics, economy and sports-related news about Armenia and 
Armenians.

http://ditord.com

The ASPI Strategist The Australian Strategic Policy Institute's blog. http://www.aspistrategist.org.au/
The Asylumist Political asylum and its discontents in the United States. http://www.asylumist.com/

The Athenaeum
The Athenaeum is the definitive source of news on campus. Published during the school year online and in 
print, it is the second oldest student newspaper in Canada still in print. The Athenaeum (The Ath for short) is 
written and edited by students, and funded by a combination of student fees and advertising. All Acadia 
students are welcome to join the staff of the paper; absolutely no experience is necessary.

http://theath.ca/

The Attorney Marketing Center Marketing strategies and techniques for attorneys http://www.attorneymarketing.com/blog/
The Augsburg Echo College newspaper for Augsburg College https://augsburgecho.com/
The Aviationist Coverage of military aviation. http://theaviationist.com

The Avion
Founded in the spring of 1969 under the editorship of Ms. Linda Colgan, The Avion Newspaper has a legacy of 
over 4 decades in the aviation and aerospace industry. With connections to NASA, Cape Canaveral Air Force 
Station, Daytona International Speedway, multiple aviation and air show authorities, and many departments on 
campus, The Avion provides coverage of all things Embry-Riddle students love.

http://theavion.com/

The Bangkok Post
The Bangkok Post is a daily newspaper from Bangkok, Thailand. It provides local news including politics, 
health, securities, and transport. It also includes opinion and news analysis articles, local sports news, 
business news, business analysis articles, features on how to improve your business or work relations, and 
stocks report.

http://www.bangkokpost.com
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The Barrister The UK's largest independent magazine for practicing barristers. http://www.barristermagazine.com

The Bates Student

The Bates Student is the editorially independent student-run newspaper of Bates College and has been 
published nearly-continuously since 1873. The Bates Student began as a monthly, then bi-weekly publication, 
as a combination campus newspaper, alumni magazine, and literary journal. Student editorials, poetry, fiction, 
and non-fiction writing, and sports results were the main features of the newspaper until its format was 
changed in 1916. That year the paper became a “classic” newspaper in both size and content, reporting on 
campus news and events along with an editorial opinion page.

https://www.thebatesstudent.com/

The Battalion

The Battalion has been the student newspaper of Texas A&M University since 1893, serving the Aggie 
community by reporting on issues of interest to Battalion readers and providing a forum for student expression.
The Battalion is published in print on Thursdays and online throughout the week. The paper and quarterly 
Maroon Life magazines are distributed to students, faculty and staff on campus and at businesses throughout 
College Station.

http://www.thebatt.com/

The Bayou Bengal The Bayou Bengal is the offical student newspaper of LSU at Eunice. his blog features many of the stories that 
appear within the pages of the print newspaper, plus blogs and additional features found only online.

http://bayoubengal.wordpress.com/

The Beachcomber The Beachcomber is the student voice of Palm Beach State College for news, information, education and 
entertainment.

http://pbccbeachcomber.blogspot.com/

The Beacon
The Beacon was established in 1936. It is one of the only college newspapers in the nation to have all of its 
issues archived online.These issues date to 1934 with the Bison Stampede, the predecessor to The Beacon.
The newspaper has been recognized by the Associated Collegiate Press, the Pennsylvania Newspaper 
Association and favorably reviewed by several regional and national organizations.

http://www.thewilkesbeacon.com/

The Bear Facts The University of Pikeville was founded in 1889. It is the leading higher education institution of Central 
Appalachia.

https://www.upike.edu/

The Beautiful Lifestyle The Beautiful Lifestyle is a go-to online platform for beauty lovers, travel enthusiasts, food lovers and above all 
aesthetics rock stars. The Beautiful Lifefestyle is a Blogzine that focuses on aesthetics and lifestyle.

http://www.findingbeautyme.com

The Becoming Radical A place for a pedagogy of kindness. http://radicalscholarship.wordpress.com

The Beef Site The Beef Site is a knowledge sharing platform offering premium news, analysis and information resources for 
the global beef cattle industry.

https://www.thebeefsite.com/

The Bell Ringer
The Bell Ringer at Augusta University is a student-led newspaper that strives to engage with students, faculty 
and the local community by providing compelling, credible content to its readers through print and digital 
media.

https://aubellringer.wordpress.com/

The Bell Tower Freed-Hardeman University is an academic community, associated with churches of Christ, which is dedicated 
to providing excellent undergraduate, graduate, and professional programs.

http://www.fhu.edu/

The Berlin Spectator
The Berlin Spectator is an English-language news and features publication about Germany, written for 
expatriates, migrants, and people around the world, as well as Germans. The title covers the most relevant 
news from Germany, as well as local cultural and social news. 

https://berlinspectator.com/

The BG News
BG Falcon Media is an organization encompassing student media organizations at Bowling Green State 
University. These organizations include The BG News, BG24, WBGU-FM, BGRSO (Bowling Green Radio 
Sports Organization), Key Magazine, The Obsidian, and Falcon Communications.

https://www.bgfalconmedia.com/

The Bi-College News
The Bi-College News is the official newspaper of Haverford and Bryn Mawr Colleges, having served in this role 
since 1909. All the articles are published online for general accessibility. Print editions are published every 
semester and distribute them around both campuses.

http://bicollegenews.com/

The Bison

The Bison is Harding University’s award-winning newspaper. Established in 1924, The Bison holds 
membership with the College Media Association, The Society of Professional Journalists Region 12, the 
Arkansas Scholastic Press Association, and the American Collegiate Press Association. The Bison was ranked 
a Gold Medalist from the Columbia Scholastic Association, and was the 2014 Southeast Journalism 
Conference Best of the South College Newspaper.

http://thelink.harding.edu/the-bison/

The Bitcoin News News about Bitcoin and Crypto currencies https://thebitcoinnews.com

The Blog That Ate Manhattan Margaret Polaneczky, MD, FACOG is a board certified obstetrician-gynecologist and Associate Professor of 
Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology at Weill Medical College of Cornell University.

http://www.tbtam.com

The Blue Banner The Blue Banner is UNC Asheville’s student-run newspaper. It is a weekly online publication and it publishes 
bi-weekly in print.

http://thebluebanner.net/

The Blue Stocking The Presbyterian College BlueStocking Newspaper is a student-run organization, aiming to serve as a platform 
for interesting and relevant information, entertainment, and discussion.

https://thebluestockingpc.org/
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The Bond Buyer

The Bond Buyer is the only independent information resource serving the municipal finance community. Its 
comprehensive paid-subscription package of news, analysis and data is unique in the industry, serving a 
complete spectrum of senior industry professionals, through its website, e-newsletters and alerts, and daily 
print edition. The Bond Buyer's annual conferences are attended by more than 3,000 market participants 
annually and offer in-depth education about cutting-edge public-finance topics, ranging from local government 
finance and budgeting to capital-raising to large-scale funding of the nation's transportation, health care, higher 
education and public utilities infrastructure.

https://www.bondbuyer.com/

The Boston Globe

Boston Globe Media is New England's largest newsgathering organization -- and much more. We are 
committed to being an indispensable, trusted, reliable source of round-the-clock information. Through the 
powerful journalism from our newsroom, engaging content from our content marketing studio, or through 
targeted advertising solutions, brands and marketers rely on us to reach highly engaged, educated and 
influential audiences through a variety of media and experiences.

https://www.bostonglobe.com/

The Botswana Gazette
Over the years The Botswana Gazette has established itself as a leading midweek newspaper that enjoys 
wide coverage nationally due to its extensive distribution network in the major centres of Botswana. The 
Botswana Gazette’s editorial policy embraces support for a democratic, multi-party system, open, and 
accountable government, human rights for all and a free market economy, tempered with social responsibility.

https://www.thegazette.news/

The Bottom Line The Bottom Line was founded in 1948 as the student-run newspaper of Frostburg State University. http://thebottomlinenews.com/
The Brad Blog Progressive political commentary. http://bradblog.com
The Bradley Scout The Scout is published by members of the student body of Bradley University. http://www.bradleyscout.com/

The Branding Iron The Branding Iron is the student newspaper of the University of Wyoming. Students can serve as editors, 
reporters, photographers, graphic artists and advertising consultants for the student newspaper.

http://www.uwbrandingiron.com/

The Bray The Bray Online is the student voice of Southern Arkansas University. Online content is updated throughout 
the week on the website.

http://www.thebray.com/

The Breeze The Breeze has been James Madison University’s student-run newspaper since 1922. Since then, the 
newspaper has provided news and information to the university community.

https://www.breezejmu.org/

The Bridge The Bridge independent student newspaper is part of the student academic work of Texas A&M International 
University.

http://www.thebridgestudentnews.com/

The Broadcast Booth Sports media news, commentary, and analysis. http://majorleagueprograms.blogspot.com

The Broadside
The Broadside is the official student newspaper of Central Oregon Community College. This award-winning 
weekly newspaper provides news and entertainment, a platform for free speech, and is a great place to 
advertise activities and services.

https://thebroadsideonline.com/

The Brown Daily Herald
The Brown Daily Herald, Inc. is a financially independent, nonprofit media organization with more than 250 
students working across our journalism, business and web divisions to bring you The Brown Daily Herald, 
BlogDailyHerald and Post- Magazine.

http://www.browndailyherald.com/

The Brunswickan The Brunswickan is the student newspaper of the University of New Brunswick. http://thebruns.ca/
The Budget Smart Girl's Guide to 
the Universe

Saving Money While Living the Good Life offering tips and articles about saving money on everything from 
food to clothing.

http://budgetsmartgirl.com

The Buff and Blue The Buff and Blue is the Student Newspaper of Gallaudet University. http://www.thebuffandblue.net/

The Bullet The Blue & Gray Press is the student-run newspaper of the University of Mary Washington. It is published on 
Thursday afternoons in the fall and spring semesters, both in print and online.

http://blueandgraypress.com/

The Bulletin The Bulletin is a non-profit news organization that operates within the framework of Emporia State University. http://www.esubulletin.com/
The Business Insider Business Insider is an award-winning business and technology news site founded in 2009. http://www.businessinsider.com/

The Butler Collegian

The Butler Collegian is an independent student news organization that consists of a student-produced weekly 
newspaper and a news website. The newspaper is published in broadsheet format weekly on Wednesdays 
during the fall and spring semesters. Approximately 24 issues are published in an academic year, with an 
average length of 8 pages. The Collegian has a controlled circulation of 1,000. It is distributed in news racks 
throughout the Butler University campus and mailed each week to subscribers and the University’s Board of 
Trustees.

http://thebutlercollegian.com/

The Cabrillo Voice
Our mission at The Cabrillo Voice is to inform students and staff of local events. We focus on expressing our 
right to free speech and using the newspaper as a way to bring justice to those who dont have the platform to 
express their voice.

http://thecabrillovoice.com/
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The California Aggie
The California Aggie provides an effective platform for local businesses, campus affiliates and national 
advertisers to reach thousands of students, staff and faculty through their weekly printed newspaper and 
dynamic website.

https://theaggie.org/

The Campanil The Campanil, Mills College's student-run newspaper. It is an independent news organization. Keeping in time 
with the Mills community since 1917.

http://www.thecampanil.com/

The Campus
The Campus is a nonprofit newspaper made for and by the students of Allegheny College in Meadville, 
Pennsylvania. The Campus seeks to serve and inform the college community by printing journalistic work that 
seeks the truth and reports honestly and accurately as it distributes high-quality content.

http://alleghenycampus.com/

The Campus
The Campus is a First Amendment student-produced student newspaper. The Campus is a member of the 
California Newspaper Publishers Association, the College Media Association and the Associated Collegiate 
Press.

http://thecampusjournal.com/

The Campus
The Campus Magazine is the oldest student-run publication within the CUNY system. It was founded in 1907.
The Magazine acts as a “paper of record” of events and policies related to the CCNY campus and its 
surrounding communities.

http://www.ccnycampus.org/

The Campus Chronicle
Alcorn State University’s Mass Communications students sharpen and hone their skills in publications, 
especially newspaper and magazine production. Students learn how to research, design, layout, write and edit 
articles and stories for newspapers in classrooms and through practical experience.

http://thecampuschronicleasu.com/

The Campus Herald
Johnson & Wales University was founded in 1914. It is a private, nonprofit, accredited institution.JWU is 
accredited by the New England Commission of Higher Education (NECHE), through its Commission on 
Institutions of Higher Education (CIHE).

//www.jwu.edu/news/

The Campus Ledger The Campus Ledger is an online independent news portal. Ledger content focuses on the campus community, 
local and national issues with a campus connection, and other issues of interest to our readers.

http://blogs.jccc.edu/campusledger/

The Capaha Arrow
University Communications is the news hub and official source of Southeast Missouri State University 
information, providing timely news coverage of campus events, issues, student and faculty achievements to 
regional media outlets and across the University's news channels.

http://news.semo.edu/

The Cape Towner Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/capetowner

The Capital Spectator Commentary/analysis of strategic investment/economic news & trends. http://www.capitalspectator.com/

The Capitol Fax Blog
Real-time news, information and opinion on Illinois politics and government.  Non-partisan, written by a 
journalist and syndicated columnist.  The top political blog in Illinois.  Member of the National Journal’s Hotline 
Political Network.

http://capitolfax.com/

The Carletonian The Carletonian is Carleton College's weekly independent student-run newspaper. https://apps.carleton.edu/now/

The Carnival

Marking the 50th anniversary of Bristol’s cultural gem – the St Pauls Carnival. The St Pauls Carnival held in 
Bristol in south west England, was conceived as a celebration of Caribbean culture in the style of an English 
fair, as a way of uniting new migrant communities with their sceptical neighbours. But as time has worn on, the 
event has taken on a life of its own attracting hundreds of thousands of people and with it new challenges. In 
2015, fed-up with internal bickering, the Arts Council pulled its funding for the event which led to the Carnival 
being cancelled every year since.Marking the 50th anniversary of Bristol’s cultural gem – the St Pauls Carnival.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/w3csxyl0

The Carroll News The Carroll News is the voice of John Carroll’s students since 1925.The Carroll News strives to provide rich 
and engaging experiential learning opportunities for all student who are interested in journalism.

http://www.jcunews.com/

The Cattle Site The Cattle Site reports industry news from around the globe and their in-house editorial team writes articles 
focused on day-to-day production issues, global trade and markets and industry trends and innovations.

https://www.thecattlesite.com/

The Cell Phone Junkie Mobile phone news, devices, and software. http://thecellphonejunkie.com
The Center Square: Arizona The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/arizona/
The Center Square: California The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/california/
The Center Square: Colorado The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/colorado/
The Center Square: Florida The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/florida/
The Center Square: Georgia The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/georgia/
The Center Square: Illinois The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/illinois/
The Center Square: Indiana The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/
The Center Square: Iowa The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/iowa/
The Center Square: Louisiana The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/louisiana/
The Center Square: Maine The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/maine/
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The Center Square: Michigan The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/michigan/
The Center Square: Minnesota The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/minnesota/
The Center Square: Missouri The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/missouri/
The Center Square: Nevada The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/nevada/

The Center Square: New Hampshire The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.
com/new_hampshire/

The Center Square: New Jersey The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/new_jersey/
The Center Square: New York The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/new_york/

The Center Square: North Carolina The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.
com/north_carolina/

The Center Square: Ohio The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/ohio/
The Center Square: Oregon The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/oregon/

The Center Square: Pennsylvania The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.
com/pennsylvania/

The Center Square: South Carolina The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.
com/south_carolina/

The Center Square: Tennessee The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/tennessee/
The Center Square: Texas The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/texas/

The Center Square: Virginia Watchdog.org Virginia Bureau is an investigative news site covering politics & spotlighting waste, fraud and 
abuse of taxpayer dollars in Richmond & throughout the state.

https://www.thecentersquare.com/virginia/

The Center Square: Washington The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/washington/

The Center Square: West Virginia The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.
com/west_virginia/

The Center Square: Wisconsin The focus of our work is state- and local-level government and economic reporting. https://www.thecentersquare.com/wisconsin/

The Centre College Cento
Centre College was founded in 1819. It is a nationally regarded liberal arts college in Danville, Kentucky. 
Recognized as the number one college in the South by Forbes magazine, Centre also boasts the number one 
voluntary study abroad participation rate in the country.

http://www.centre.edu/

The Cerbat Gem
The Cerbat Gem is an independent online financial news service. The Gem’s writing team works diligently to 
cover breaking financial news stories and provide unique analysis of important financial events that you can’t 
find anywhere else.

http://www.thecerbatgem.com

The Charger Bulletin
The Charger Bulletin was founded in 1938. It is the student news source of the University of New Haven. The 
Charger Bulletin publishes articles that directly relate to college students and the surrounding community. The 
Charger Bulletin covers campus and national news, student life, entertainment, sports, editorials, and more.

http://www.chargerbulletin.com/

The Cheat Sheet
The Cheat Sheet is dedicated to providing audiences the information they want in an approachable, 
entertaining way. Our readers have a variety of interests, and as a lifestyle site we strive to reflect this by 
covering a wide-range of subjects. We want you to save time and live more, so we closely follow, research, 
and write about topics to bring you the most up-to-date guides, reviews, lists, and advice.

http://www.cheatsheet.com/

The Chicago Council on Global 
Affairs: Running Numbers Commentary and insights on polls from the survey team at The Chicago Council on Global Affairs

https://www.thechicagocouncil.
org/commentary-and-analysis/blogs/running-
numbers

The Chicago Criterion
The University of Chicago Divinity School generates new knowledge about the history, theology, beliefs, 
practices and impact of world religions through a broad array of scholarly approaches that are deeply informed, 
intellectually curious, and honestly engaged.

http://divinity.uchicago.edu/

The Chicago Financial Planner Objective information about financial planning, investments, and retirement plans. http://thechicagofinancialplanner.com/

The China Box

The China Box is not only a press release distribution leader in China and Asia, but also has a Global Network, 
which serves hundreds of clients worldwide. The China Box works with a network of influential news and 
media websites in China to push your message in front of 1.4 billion Chinese viewers, potential buyers, 
partners, and important decision makers. We help companies craft solid messages that will incorporate their 
company standards and ideals into press releases and news stories sent to journalists focused on Asian and 
the global market. The China Box provides both English and Chinese language services, we syndicate our 
feeds to sites and journalists around the world using social media, RSS, email, and other effective tools.

https://thechinabox.info/

The Chronicle Pioneer is the student-operated newspaper of Purdue University Northwest. It is a student-led and produced 
newspaper that seeks to project the PNW community’s voice.

http://pnwpioneer.com/
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The Chronicle
The Chronicle is the official student-run newspaper at Quinnipiac University in Hamden, Connecticut. Every 
Wednesday during the academic year except during exam periods, the newspaper is distributed around all 
three university campuses.

http://www.quchronicle.com/

The Chronicle The Hofstra Chronicle is Hofstra University's only independent, student-run newspaper. The paper is made up 
of five sections: News, Sports, Opinion/Editorial, Arts and Entertainment and Features.

https://thehofstrachronicle.com/

The Circle Marist Circle is the student run newspaper of Marist College. https://www.maristcircle.com/
The Citizen Tanzanias leading English news site, brings the Latest news from Tanzana, Africa and the World. http://thecitizen.co.tz

The Citizen
The Citizen, established in 2004, is a highly respected independent English language daily tabloid from 
Tanzania that carries general news, features, economic, financial and business news, political issues, as well 
as leisure and sports news occurring locally and internationally. The Citizen is published daily, Monday to 
Saturday.

http://www.thecitizen.co.tz/

The Citizen

The Citizen is a daily national newspaper which appears on weekdays and on Saturdays, bringing national and 
international news to its readers in tabloid format. It strives to inform the public in a concise and easily readable 
format of the most important daily happenings locally and internationally. It also covers a large variety of reader 
interest subjects such as sport, economics, politics, entertainment and leisure, motoring, health, horse racing 
gambling etc through its diverse supplements.

https://citizen.co.za/

The Clackamas Print It was founded in 1966, The Clackamas Print is the student-run newspaper has been reporting on issues of 
local and national interest for almost half a century.

http://www.theclackamasprint.net/

The Clarion The Clarion is the student voice of Madison Area Technical College. The Clarion will teach students, inform the 
college community and advocate for students’ rights.

http://www.theonlineclarion.com/

The Clarion The Clarion has been the student newspaper at Brevard College since 1935. https://my.brevard.edu/ICS/clarion/

The Clause

ZU Media includes four converged student media outlets dedicated to providing a realistic educational 
experience for students of Azusa Pacific University; to seeking truth and reporting it boldly, fairly, and 
accurately; to enhancing the university community by providing a student voice imbued with truth, responsibility 
and accountability. Prior to the rebrand, ZU Media consisted of Capture, KAPU, Collide and Clause. The 
community of APU recognizes the incredible history of these student media outlets at APU and the foundation 
they set forth for future generations to come in the field of journalism.  To that, we say thank you and we hope 
we continue to make you proud.

https://zunews.com/

The Climax The Climax is Hampshire College's student-run newspaper. https://hampshireclimax.wordpress.com/
The Clyde Fitch Report The crossroads of arts and politics. http://www.clydefitchreport.com

The Cobbler The Cobbler is the newspaper of William Carey University.  The rich heritage of the newspaper continues with 
a bright future. The Cobbler publishes six editions a year.

http://www.wmcarey.edu/

The College Hill
The College Hill is a publication written by the Journalism class of Sussex County Community College. SCCC 
Instructor, Kent Roeder, oversees the content of the publication. The newspaper is printed in-house with a pdf 
version online.

http://sussex.edu/

The College Voice The College Voice is the Connecticut College's student newspaper. It is published biweekly. http://thecollegevoice.org/

The Collegian The Collegian is the student-run newspaper that serves the Fresno State Community and publishes on 
Wednesdays. The print and online platforms are all operated by The Collegian staff.

http://collegian.csufresno.edu/

The Collegian
The Collegian, the independent student-run newspaper of the University of Richmond, was established in 1902 
and has been published continuously since 1914. The Collegian has been an online-only news source since 
2013.

http://thecollegianur.com/

The Collegian The Collegian is a student newspaper of the University of Tulsa. The print edition of the Collegian is distributed 
on campus each Monday during the school year.

http://tucollegian.org/

The Collegian Collegian News is a collection of guides written by a college student. This website offers solutions to common 
problems when using streaming services, streaming devices, and other services.

http://www.collegiannews.com/

The Collegian The Collegian was established in 1883. It is the Official Online Newspaper for the University of Jamestown. https://ujcollegian.news/
The Collegio The Collegio is the weekly student publication of Pittsburg State University. http://www.psucollegio.com/
The Colonnade https://www.gcsucolonnade.com/

The Columbia Spectator
The Columbia Daily Spectator was founded in 1877. The Columbia Daily Spectator delivers news daily to 
thousands of readers around Columbia University, Morningside Heights, West Harlem, and beyond. Content is 
published five days a week during the academic year as well as in a weekly print edition.

http://www.columbiaspectator.com/
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The Columbian
The Columbia Chronicle is the official student-run news publication of Columbia College Chicago.While 
providing award-winning news content on Columbia’s campus and the South Loop area for their readers, the 
Chronicle also serves as a laboratory for journalism instruction and practice, producing professionals in various 
fields who can successfully contribute to their industries.

https://columbiachronicle.com/

The Comenian Reeves Library Special Collections is pleased to provide digital access to The Comenian, the college's student 
newspaper in 1914.

http://www.moravian.edu/

The Commentator
The Commentator is the student newspaper of Yeshiva University, run by undergraduates from Yeshiva 
College, Stern College for Women, and Sy Syms School of Business. Founded in 1935, it is an independent 
student publication, self-funded and published throughout the academic year, with print editions hitting shelves 
roughly every two weeks from August to May.

http://yucommentator.org/

The Communicator The Communicator is a two-time winner of the Associated Press Pacemaker Award, considered the Pulitzer 
Prize of collegiate journalism.

http://communicatoronline.org/

The Commuter The Commuter is a weekly student-run newspaper for Linn-Benton Community College, financed by student 
fees and advertising.

http://lbcommuter.com/

The Compound Investor Thoughts and ideas covering long-term investing in high quality dividend stocks. http://www.thecompoundinvestor.com

The Concordian
The Concordian has served as the student-run newspaper of Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota since  
1920. For the last 100 years, the paper has reported on matters concerning Concordia students, both 
regarding campus and otherwise.

http://theconcordian.org/

The Conservative Treehouse Conservative political commentary. http://theconservativetreehouse.com

The Conversation (Africa Edition)

The Conversation is an independent source of news and views, from the academic and research community, 
delivered direct to the public. Our team of professional editors work with experts to unlock their knowledge for 
use by the wider public. Access to independent, high-quality, authenticated, explanatory journalism underpins 
a functioning democracy. Our aim is to allow for better understanding of current affairs and complex issues. 
And hopefully allow for a better quality of public discourse and conversations. The Conversation started in 
Melbourne, Victoria, and the innovative technology platform and development team is based in the university 
and research precinct of Carlton. Our Global Newsroom is based in New York. We also have editors in Paris 
and Tokyo. Our team is part of an international network of editors from our dedicated sites in Australia, the UK, 
US, Africa, France and Canada.

https://theconversation.com/africa/

The Conversation (Australia 
Edition)

The Conversation is an independent source of news and views, from the academic and research community, 
delivered direct to the public. Our team of professional editors work with experts to unlock their knowledge for 
use by the wider public. Access to independent, high-quality, authenticated, explanatory journalism underpins 
a functioning democracy. Our aim is to allow for better understanding of current affairs and complex issues. 
And hopefully allow for a better quality of public discourse and conversations. The Conversation started in 
Melbourne, Victoria, and the innovative technology platform and development team is based in the university 
and research precinct of Carlton. Our Global Newsroom is based in New York. We also have editors in Paris 
and Tokyo. Our team is part of an international network of editors from our dedicated sites in Australia, the UK, 
US, Africa, France and Canada.

https://theconversation.com/au

The Conversation (Canada Edition)

The Conversation is an independent source of news and views, from the academic and research community, 
delivered direct to the public. Our team of professional editors work with experts to unlock their knowledge for 
use by the wider public. Access to independent, high-quality, authenticated, explanatory journalism underpins 
a functioning democracy. Our aim is to allow for better understanding of current affairs and complex issues. 
And hopefully allow for a better quality of public discourse and conversations. The Conversation started in 
Melbourne, Victoria, and the innovative technology platform and development team is based in the university 
and research precinct of Carlton. Our Global Newsroom is based in New York. We also have editors in Paris 
and Tokyo. Our team is part of an international network of editors from our dedicated sites in Australia, the UK, 
US, Africa, France and Canada.

https://theconversation.com/ca

The Conversation (España Edition)

The Conversation is an independent source of news and views, from the academic and research community, 
delivered direct to the public. Our team of professional editors work with experts to unlock their knowledge for 
use by the wider public. Access to independent, high-quality, authenticated, explanatory journalism underpins 
a functioning democracy. Our aim is to allow for better understanding of current affairs and complex issues. 
And hopefully allow for a better quality of public discourse and conversations. The Conversation started in 
Melbourne, Victoria, and the innovative technology platform and development team is based in the university 
and research precinct of Carlton. Our Global Newsroom is based in New York. We also have editors in Paris 
and Tokyo. Our team is part of an international network of editors from our dedicated sites in Australia, the UK, 
US, Africa, France and Canada.

https://theconversation.com/es
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The Conversation (France Edition)

The Conversation is an independent source of news and views, from the academic and research community, 
delivered direct to the public. Our team of professional editors work with experts to unlock their knowledge for 
use by the wider public. Access to independent, high-quality, authenticated, explanatory journalism underpins 
a functioning democracy. Our aim is to allow for better understanding of current affairs and complex issues. 
And hopefully allow for a better quality of public discourse and conversations. The Conversation started in 
Melbourne, Victoria, and the innovative technology platform and development team is based in the university 
and research precinct of Carlton. Our Global Newsroom is based in New York. We also have editors in Paris 
and Tokyo. Our team is part of an international network of editors from our dedicated sites in Australia, the UK, 
US, Africa, France and Canada.

https://theconversation.com/fr

The Conversation (Global 
Perspective)

The Conversation is an independent source of news and views, from the academic and research community, 
delivered direct to the public. Our team of professional editors work with experts to unlock their knowledge for 
use by the wider public. Access to independent, high-quality, authenticated, explanatory journalism underpins 
a functioning democracy. Our aim is to allow for better understanding of current affairs and complex issues. 
And hopefully allow for a better quality of public discourse and conversations. The Conversation started in 
Melbourne, Victoria, and the innovative technology platform and development team is based in the university 
and research precinct of Carlton. Our Global Newsroom is based in New York. We also have editors in Paris 
and Tokyo. Our team is part of an international network of editors from our dedicated sites in Australia, the UK, 
US, Africa, France and Canada.

https://theconversation.com/global

The Conversation (Indonesia 
Edition)

The Conversation is an independent source of news and views, from the academic and research community, 
delivered direct to the public. Our team of professional editors work with experts to unlock their knowledge for 
use by the wider public. Access to independent, high-quality, authenticated, explanatory journalism underpins 
a functioning democracy. Our aim is to allow for better understanding of current affairs and complex issues. 
And hopefully allow for a better quality of public discourse and conversations. The Conversation started in 
Melbourne, Victoria, and the innovative technology platform and development team is based in the university 
and research precinct of Carlton. Our Global Newsroom is based in New York. We also have editors in Paris 
and Tokyo. Our team is part of an international network of editors from our dedicated sites in Australia, the UK, 
US, Africa, France and Canada.

https://theconversation.com/id

The Conversation (New Zealand 
Edition)

The Conversation is an independent source of news and views, from the academic and research community, 
delivered direct to the public. Our team of professional editors work with experts to unlock their knowledge for 
use by the wider public. Access to independent, high-quality, authenticated, explanatory journalism underpins 
a functioning democracy. Our aim is to allow for better understanding of current affairs and complex issues. 
And hopefully allow for a better quality of public discourse and conversations. The Conversation started in 
Melbourne, Victoria, and the innovative technology platform and development team is based in the university 
and research precinct of Carlton. Our Global Newsroom is based in New York. We also have editors in Paris 
and Tokyo. Our team is part of an international network of editors from our dedicated sites in Australia, the UK, 
US, Africa, France and Canada.

https://theconversation.com/nz

The Conversation (UK Edition)

The Conversation is an independent source of news and views, from the academic and research community, 
delivered direct to the public. Our team of professional editors work with experts to unlock their knowledge for 
use by the wider public. Access to independent, high-quality, authenticated, explanatory journalism underpins 
a functioning democracy. Our aim is to allow for better understanding of current affairs and complex issues. 
And hopefully allow for a better quality of public discourse and conversations. The Conversation started in 
Melbourne, Victoria, and the innovative technology platform and development team is based in the university 
and research precinct of Carlton. Our Global Newsroom is based in New York. We also have editors in Paris 
and Tokyo. Our team is part of an international network of editors from our dedicated sites in Australia, the UK, 
US, Africa, France and Canada.

https://theconversation.com/uk

The Conversation (US Edition)

The Conversation is an independent source of news and views, from the academic and research community, 
delivered direct to the public. Our team of professional editors work with experts to unlock their knowledge for 
use by the wider public. Access to independent, high-quality, authenticated, explanatory journalism underpins 
a functioning democracy. Our aim is to allow for better understanding of current affairs and complex issues. 
And hopefully allow for a better quality of public discourse and conversations. The Conversation started in 
Melbourne, Victoria, and the innovative technology platform and development team is based in the university 
and research precinct of Carlton. Our Global Newsroom is based in New York. We also have editors in Paris 
and Tokyo. Our team is part of an international network of editors from our dedicated sites in Australia, the UK, 
US, Africa, France and Canada.

https://theconversation.com/us
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The Costa Rica News
The Costa Rica News (TCRN) is a Costa Rican English news source for expats and travelers in Costa Rica 
that is dedicated to providing quality and encouraging information about the country and surrounding region.
TCRN covers topics ranging from national news to entertainment, travel, tourism and more.

https://thecostaricanews.com/

The Courier The Courier is College of DuPage's student newspaper since 1967. https://codcourier.org/

The Cranky Flier The Cranky Flier focuses on customer-facing issues in the airline industry from the perspective of someone 
with a history of working in the business.

http://www.crankyflier.com

The Creightonian The Creightonian is a weekly newspaper, it has been an integral part of Creighton since 1924. https://www.creightonian.com/
The Crestiad The Crestiad is Cedar Crest College's student-run newspaper organization. https://www.thecrestiad.com/

The Criterion
The Criterion is Colorado Mesa University's student-run newspaper. Established in 1931, the Criterion has 
served the campus and surrounding community providing quality writing, breaking news and one-of-a-kind 
stories.

http://thecrite.com/

The Critic The Critic is the Lyndon State College's student newspaper. http://www.lyndonstatecritic.com/
The Cross-Border Biotech Blog Biotechnology, Health and Business in Canada, the United States and Worldwide. https://www.bloomburton.com/news/
The Crown http://departments.kings.edu/crown/
The Crown The Crown is Redeemer University College's student voice since 1983. https://redeemerstudents.ca/

The Crow's Nest The Crow’s Nest is committed to providing its readers with news relevant to the University of South Florida St.
Petersburg and its surrounding community.

http://crowsneststpete.com/

The Crypto Basic Coinstatics crypto guides and news are written by experts with more than 5 years of writing experience in the 
crypto niche.

https://thecryptobasic.com

The Current The Current is the student-run newspaper of Nova Southeastern University. The Current is NSU’s established 
vehicle for student reporting, opinion and the arts.

https://nsucurrent.nova.edu/

The Curvy Fashionista The Curvy Fashionista is a Plus size fashion and news platform https://thecurvyfashionista.com/blog
The Daily The Daily is the student newspaper at Ball State University. http://www.ballstatedaily.com/

The Daily Afghanistan
The Daily Afghanistan is an independent newspaper publisher in Afghanistan. While they have stopped 
publishing since mid-August 2021, the newspaper publishes news related to politics and ongoing events in 
Afghanistan. It is unclear whether they will continue publishing.

http://www.dailyafghanistan.com/

The Daily Athenaeum
The Daily  Athenaeum has a long tradition of serving the students, faculty and staff of  West Virginia University. 
The Daily  Athenaeum is now a 24/7 digital-first media organization that includes print, online, video and 
podcasting.

https://www.thedaonline.com/

The Daily Aztec
The Daily Aztec is San Diego State University’s independent student newspaper, serving a student population 
of almost 35,000 and a faculty and staff population of more than 4,000. The Daily  Aztec publishes daily online 
and is a weekly print publication.

http://www.thedailyaztec.com/

The Daily Brief Weblog specializing in news, military affairs, current events and pop culture. http://www.ncobrief.com

The Daily Campus
The Daily Campus is UConn's independent, student-run newspaper. The Daily Campus strives to provide the 
UConn community with fair, accurate, relevant and editorially independent content, to take on student interests 
as our own interests, and to provide the best possible environment for students to learn, experience and 
develop skills related to news media.

http://dailycampus.com/

The Daily Cardinal The Daily Cardinal is an independent, nonprofit, daily online organization, published in print each Thursday. https://www.dailycardinal.com/

The Daily Cougar The Cougar is editorially independent and the official student-run news organization of the University of 
Houston.

http://thedailycougar.com/

The Daily Egyptian The Daily Egyptian is the student-run news organization for the SIUC community, serving the campus since 
1916. The Daily Egyptian is a daily online newspaper and printed one day a week.

https://dailyegyptian.com/

The Daily Emerald
The Daily Emerald is an independent student-run journalism for the University of Oregon. Daily Emerald is the 
award-winning news division of Emerald Media Group, University of Oregon’s independent student media 
organization.

https://www.dailyemerald.com/

The Daily Free Press The Daily Free Press is the independent student newspaper at Boston University. It is published digitally 
Monday through Friday and printed on Thursdays during the academic year.

https://dailyfreepress.com/

The Daily Galaxy The Daily Galaxy is built on the vision that science, space exploration, and the environment and their 
expression in news, film, video, and events will dominate popular culture in the 21st century.

http://www.dailygalaxy.com/

The Daily Gamecock The Daily Gamecock was founded in 1908. It is the editorially independent  student newspaper at the 
University of South Carolina.\

http://www.dailygamecock.com/

The Daily Gold Emphasizes market timing and stock selection for the sophisticated investor. http://thedailygold.com
The Daily Haymaker Common-sense conservative commentary for the Carolinas. http://www.dailyhaymaker.com
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The Daily Iowan The Daily Iowan is the independent student-run newspaper for the University of Iowa Community since 1868. http://dailyiowan.com/

The Daily Kent Stater The Kent Stater is an award-winning student-run newspaper. The Stater publishes on Mondays during the 
regular fall and spring semesters.

http://www.kentwired.com/

The Daily Marijuana Observer Your trusted daily source for marijuana stocks and marijuana business content. https://mjobserver.com/
The Daily Orange Daily Newspaper in Syracuse, NY written by Syracuse University students. http://www.dailyorange.com

The Daily Orange - Video Syracuse University news, sports, and entertainment posts written by Syracuse University students. http://www.youtube.
com/user/DailyOrangeMedia

The Daily Star Newspaper covering national, regional and international news, current affairs, politics, business, arts and 
culture, sports and entertainment.

http://www.dailystar.com.lb/

The Daily SuperHero Superhero movie news, rumors, theories and much more. http://www.dailysuperhero.com
The Daily Texan The Daily Texan is the University of Texas at Austin independent student newspaper since 1900. http://dailytexanonline.com/

The Daily Titan The Daily Titan is an editorially daily online independent student publication, web site and social media 
presence, it was founded in 1959. It publishes printed content every Monday through Thursday.

http://www.dailytitan.com/

The Daily Toreador The Daily Toreador, Texas Tech’s student-run newspaper. It  publishes every Mondays and Thursdays during 
the fall and spring semesters and every Tuesdays during summer sessions.

http://www.dailytoreador.com/

The Daily Universe The Daily Universe is produced by students from Brigham Young University's Department of Communications 
and serves as the voice of the BYU community.

http://universe.byu.edu/

The Daily Utah Chronicle The University of Utah’s independent student voice since 1890. https://dailyutahchronicle.com/

The Daily Vidette The Daily Vidette is the student voice of Illinois State University. The Vidette is dedicated to the pursuit of truth, 
excellence and providing its readers with the knowledge they deserve.

http://www.videtteonline.com/

The Dairy Site The Dairy Site is a knowledge sharing platform offering premium news, analysis and information resources for 
the global dairy industry.

https://www.thedairysite.com/

The Dance Journal Reporting on dance in the Greater Philadelphia Region - features, reviews, photo http://philadelphiadance.org/dancejournal/

The Dartmouth
The Dartmouth was founded in 1799. It is the student newspaper of Dartmouth College and the campus’s only 
daily. The Dartmouth is published by The Dartmouth, Inc., an independent, nonprofit corporation chartered in 
the state of New Hampshire.

http://thedartmouth.com/

The Debate Link A blog on politics, philosophy, modern issues of discrimination, racism, antisemitism and more. http://dsadevil.blogspot.com

The Defender The Defender is the voice of St. Michael’s College.The Defender aims to professionally and ethically deliver 
the truth to our diverse audience.

https://defender.smcvt.edu/

The Delphian
The Delphian has been called “the voice of the students.” We have sought out numerous students from all 
across the academic spectrum to voice their thoughts, concerns and criticisms on everything from sports and 
entertainment to politics and feature topics.

https://students.adelphi.edu/

The Delta Statement The Delta Statement has been serving Delta State University since 1931. It is an award-winning publication. 
Now, its emerging from print publication to the evolution of digital media.

http://deltastatement.com/

The Denisonian
The Denisonian is Denison University’s oldest student organization, publishing news for the Granville 
community since 1857. It is a non-profit organization funded by the Denison Campus Governance Association 
(DCGA) student activity fund, paid by a portion of students’ tuition and fees.

http://www.denisonian.com/

The Depaulia The DePaulia is the award-winning independent student newspaper of DePaul University. The DePaulia is 
published and distributed to DePaul campuses Mondays throughout the school year

https://depauliaonline.com/

The Depauw The DePauw is Indiana's oldest college newspaper. It is a tabloid-sized newspaper published most 
Wednesdays of the school year.

http://www.thedepauw.com/

The Development Policy Centre 
Blog

A platform for the best in aid and development analysis, research and policy comment, with global coverage 
and a focus on Australia, the Pacific and Papua New Guinea.

http://devpolicy.org/

The Dialogue
The Dialogue defines itself as critical in character, international in scope, and engaged with the central issues 
facing the world today. Taking as its point of departure it aims to provide a forum for a rapidly expanding 
community of scholars from across the range of academic disciplines and aims to encourage debate, 
controversy and reflection.

http://www.qurtuba.edu.pk

The Dickinsonian Dickinson College provides a useful, innovative and interdisciplinary education in the liberal arts and sciences 
to prepare students to lead rich and fulfilling lives of engaged global citizenship, working for the common good.

http://www.dickinson.edu/

The Diplomatic Insight
The Diplomatic Insight aims to connect a widely diverse, multicultural community to inspire action, provide 
publicity, media coverage and thereby create general awareness of issues of international and domestic in 
nature.

http://www.thediplomaticinsight.com

The Distant Librarian Thoughts on practice and reviews of online tools for library support of distance education. http://distlib.blogs.com
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The District Chronicles District Chronicles is a modern news website, it covers news of and from  South Asia concentrating on 
categories like entertainment, technology, education and business.

http://www.districtchronicles.com/

The DQ Week
India's revered IT weekly newspaper for the IT Channels community, The DQ Week has in a short span of time 
grown to four editions (Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata). The trust that the industry has placed in it is evident 
from the fact that it now has a very strong reach across 21,000 channel partners in 533 cities and towns.

http://www.dqweek.com

The DQWeek Targeting the large IT retailer community across India. Active engagement with Channel Trade Bodies, and 
strong presence in not only in Tier1, but also Tier 2 & 3 cities.

http://www.dqweek.com

The Driven The Driven is Australia’s premier website for news and analysis about electric vehicles, and the transition to 
zero carbon, and quite possibly shared transport.

https://thedriven.io/

The Duke Chronicle The Duke Chronicle is the independent student-run news organization of Duke University. It was found in 
1905, it is older than Duke University itself.

http://www.dukechronicle.com/

The Duran Geopolitical analysis on affairs stretching from Russia and China, to the US and the Middle East. http://theduran.com
The Dynamo The Dynamo is the online  independent new source for students at The University of Mount Union. http://www.umudynamo.com/
The Eagle http://eaglenews.org/

The Eagle
The Eagle is AU's award-winning student-run newspaper that publishes daily content online, creates online 
multimedia projects and prints one special edition per semester. The Eagle is a member of the College Media 
Association.

http://www.theeagleonline.com/

The Eagle The Eagle is the student newspaper of the University of Charleston. http://www.ucwv.edu/the_eagle/

The Eagle Eye The Eagle Eye, the official student newspaper of Lock Haven University, is published weekly in accordance 
with the University calendar. The Eagle Eye is funded by the Student Activity Fees.

https://lhueagleeye.wordpress.com/

The East African The East African is a leading regional weekly newspaper and is the only regional paper in East Africa that tells 
the East African economic / political story comprehensively, insightfully and truthfully.

http://www.theeastafrican.co.ke

The Easterner The Easterner is an independent student-run newspaper. The Easterner publishes daily content and a weekly 
print version.

http://easterneronline.com/

The Echo The Echo of Westconn is a student-run newspaper. It has been the student's voice of The Western 
Connecticut State University since 1955.

http://wcsuecho.org/

The Echo The Echo is a free publication written by RCTC students who are dedicated to freedom of press, while 
reporting on issues affecting the student body, faculty, administration and staff.

https://www.rctc.edu/echo/

The Economic Times The Economic Times of India's Leading business newspaper, covering business and financial news, the stock 
market, IPOs, the economy, loans and banking.

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com

The Economist: Graphic detail On this blog we publish a new chart or map every working day, highlight our interactive-data features and 
provide links to interesting sources of data around the web.

http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail

The Economist: Prospero
Named after the hero of Shakespeare's "The Tempest", an expert on the power of books and the arts, this blog 
features literary insight and cultural commentary from our correspondents, and includes our coverage of the art 
market.

http://www.economist.com/blogs/prospero

The Egyptian Exchange (EGX)
The mission of EGX is to operate and develop a high quality market for the benefits of its Egyptian and 
international clients. EGX will serve and empower its customers by providing top notch market technology, 
innovative products, fair, transparent and efficient market.

http://www.egx.com.eg/ar

The Egyptian Exchange (EGX)
The mission of EGX is to operate and develop a high quality market for the benefits of its Egyptian and 
international clients. EGX will serve and empower its customers by providing top notch market technology, 
innovative products, fair, transparent and efficient market.

http://www.egx.com.eg/en

The Electronic Intifada

The Electronic Intifada is an independent online news publication and educational resource focusing on 
Palestine, its people, politics, culture and place in the world. Founded in 2001, The Electronic Intifada has won 
awards and earned widespread recognition for publishing original, high-quality news and analysis, and first-
person accounts and reviews. The Electronic Intifada’s writers and reporters include Palestinians and others 
living inside Palestine and everywhere else that news about Palestine and Palestinians is made. Our reporting 
is built on a foundation of documented evidence and fact-checking. We also publish news from leading human 
rights organizations, activists and news agencies with strong records. As a publication, The Electronic Intifada 
generally does not take positions on specific issues, but it does provide a forum where commonly excluded 
perspectives and challenging viewpoints are presented. Its editorial choices are informed by the commitment 
of its cofounders and editors to universal principles of human rights, international law, anti-racism and equal 
justice.

https://electronicintifada.net

The Electronic Intifada - Blogs The Electronic Intifada is an independent online news publication and educational resource focusing on 
Palestine, its people, politics, culture and place in the world.

https://electronicintifada.net/blogs
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The Electronic Intifada - Features The Electronic Intifada is an independent online news publication and educational resource focusing on 
Palestine, its people, politics, culture and place in the world.

https://electronicintifada.net/

The Electronic Intifada - Opinion 
and analysis

The Electronic Intifada is an independent online news publication and educational resource focusing on 
Palestine, its people, politics, culture and place in the world.

https://electronicintifada.net

The Electronic Intifada - Reviews The Electronic Intifada is an independent online news publication and educational resource focusing on 
Palestine, its people, politics, culture and place in the world.

https://electronicintifada.net

The Electronic Intifada Podcast The Electronic Intifada is an independent online news publication and educational resource focusing on 
Palestine, its people, politics, culture and place in the world.

https://electronicintifada.net

The Energy Industry Times

Today there is no shortage of information on issues related to energy – magazines, newsletters, national 
newspapers, email newsletters, dedicated internet sites – the list goes on. Yet in this age of information 
overload, most professionals still take the time to read their favourite daily newspaper. The Energy Industry 
Times is a monthly newspaper dedicated to providing forward-looking reporting on the key issues driving this 
exciting sector. At last, an easy way to keep abreast of the latest news in the power and energy sectors – from 
a source you can trust.

https://teitimes.com/

The Energy Industry Times

Today there is no shortage of information on issues related to energy – magazines, newsletters, national 
newspapers, email newsletters, dedicated internet sites – the list goes on. Yet in this age of information 
overload, most professionals still take the time to read their favourite daily newspaper. The Energy Industry 
Times is a monthly newspaper dedicated to providing forward-looking reporting on the key issues driving this 
exciting sector. At last, an easy way to keep abreast of the latest news in the power and energy sectors – from 
a source you can trust.

https://teitimes.com/

The Energy Republic

Oil and Gas Republic is a quarterly magazine and digital content service provider covering the entire value 
chain of the energy industry. With over 50,000 subscribers, our publication features the latest industry updates, 
industry reports, jobs, conferences and exhibitions, business opportunities, articles, interviews, internships & 
training programmes, as well as the sharing of market information, buy for me services, sell for us services, 
public – private partnership (PPP) for the benefit of both local, international businesses and investors.

https://theenergyrepublic.com/

The Epoch Times News and commentary. Covers stories from Russia as well as the rest of the world. http://epochtimes.ru/
The Equinox The Equinox is the student's voice of Keene State College. http://kscequinox.com/

The ESG Insurer

The ESG Insurer focuses exclusively on environmental, social and governance issues from the global 
insurance industry’s perspective. The ESG Insurer includes a helpful digest and tracker of all recent news 
developments, together with exclusive analysis and televised interviews with the key figures shaping the ESG 
debate. The ESG Insurer looks at issues with a critical eye, exploring the challenges of embracing ESG from 
the perspective of both (re)insurers and intermediaries, including regulatory issues, underwriting, operations, 
investment strategies and talent management.

https://www.theinsurer.com/esg

The Etownian The Etownian, Elizabethtown College’s student newspaper, is published weekly during the academic year. http://www.etownian.com/

The European Business Review

The European Business Review is a bi-monthly business intelligence journal that features exclusively the best 
ideas and innovative strategies from around the globe. It allows its readers unparalleled access to the minds of 
the industry’s top leaders, experts, and influencers. From the oldest dictums of business leadership to the 
newest updates on digital transformation, The European Business Review is at the forefront, scouring the 
world for the best.

www.europeanbusinessreview.com

The Evolution & Medicine Review The Evolution & Medicine Review (EMR) is a new scientific publication created by and for the community of 
scientists, scholars, clinicians and teachers working at the interface of evolution and medicine/public health.

http://evmedreview.com

The Exponent
The Exponent is a student-lead newspaper, it was established in 1889. It is the oldest continually published 
student newspaper in the state of Wisconsin. It is a daily online newspaper and publishes weekly printed 
editions.

http://uwpexponent.com/

The Express Tribune

The Express Tribune is the first internationally affiliated newspaper in Pakistan. Partnered with The 
International Herald Tribune, the paper caters to the modern readers of Pakistan. The paper's self-proclaimed 
mission is: "to defend the liberal values and egalitarian traditions we believe in, and which deserve to be 
upheld in writing that is both informative and insightful". The newspaper covers a variety of topics ranging from 
politics to the economy, foreign policy to investment and sports to culture.

http://www.tribune.com.pk

The Faculty Lounge Conversations about law, culture and academia. http://www.thefacultylounge.org

The Falcon
The Falcon is Seattle Pacific University’s independent, student-run newspaper, funded in part by the 
Associated Students of Seattle Pacific (ASSP). Founded in 1934, The Falcon covers a wide range of topics 
from campus events, student life, administrative policies, and more.

https://thefalcon.online/
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The Falcon
The Falcon is Seattle Pacific University’s independent, student-run newspaper, funded in part by the 
Associated Students of Seattle Pacific (ASSP). Founded in 1934, The Falcon covers a wide range of topics 
from campus events, student life, administrative policies, and more.

https://www.quincy.edu/

The Falcon Times

The Falcon Times is the awarding-winning student newspaper at the North Campus. The paper, traces its 
existence back to 1961, and has garnered eight Pacemakers during that time. The Pacemaker is the highest 
journalistic honor that can be earned by student publications. Former student reporters of The Falcon Times 
have gone on to work for prestigious news organizations such as the Dallas Morning News, Newsday, The 
Miami Herald.

http://news.mdc.edu

The Famuan The Famuan has been the voice of the students of Florida A&M University since 1919. It is published jointly by 
the student body of Florida A&M University and the School of Journalism & Graphic Communication.

http://www.thefamuanonline.com/

The Federation of Israeli Chambers 
of Commerce News

The Federation of Israeli Chambers of Commerce (FICC) is a roof organization of six regional Chambers of 
Commerce: Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Haifa, Beer Sheva, Eilat and Nazareth, each one representing their member's 
interests in various official entities and providing consultancy to individual businesses. The Federation of Israeli 
Chambers of Commerce News is a one-stop business resource that provides latest chamber news, economic 
updates, business news, exhibition and conferences.

https://www.chamber.org.il/38662

The Federation of Pakistan 
Chambers of Commerce & Industry 
(FPCCI) - Press Releases

Since its inception in 1950, the FPCCI has advocated and voiced the collective opinion, concern and aspiration 
of the private sector and offered helpful advice and solid assistance to the Government in its efforts to promote 
exports, encourage foreign investment and stimulate economic activity in the country. The FPCCI has its 
fingers on the pulse of the economy and serves as a bridge between the private sector and the Government.

http://fpcci.org.pk/pressrelease.php

The Fiji Times National daily newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current affairs including 
politics, economy, society and sports.

http://www.fijitimes.com

The Filipino Times

THE FILIPINO TIMES is the biggest and most trusted Filipino newspaper in the UAE. It has a print run of 
60,000 copies and 250,000 readership per week; bolstered by 1 million visitors to its website every month. It 
also has an e-newsletter sent to its 250,000 subscribers every day. The Filipino Times is FREE and has the 
widest targeted circulation across the 7 emirates of the UAE. With more than 2,500 strategic distribution spots, 
TFT is available where the Filipinos are - at Smart Bus Shelters, Metro Stations, restaurants, supermarkets, 
schools, airport lounges, Emirates and Etihad Philippine-bound flights, churches, Filipino community events 
and many more. THE FILIPINO TIMES. We are where the Filipinos are.

http://www.filipinotimes.net

The Financial Express
The Financial Express is an English financial daily in Bangladesh. The newspaper specifically covers news 
and analysis of stock/corporate market, politics and policies, editorial, sports, views and reviews, trade and 
market, views and opinion, trade and commodities, leisure and entertainment in Bangladesh.

http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/

The Finanser by Chris Skinner Research, news, and views on all things in banking and finance. http://thefinanser.com/

The Flack This weblog attempts to shine a brighter light on the subtle role public relations plays in politics, sports, culture, 
media and business.

http://www.theflack.blogspot.com

The Flor-Ala http://www.florala.net/

The Flyer News Flyer News is the student-run newspaper of the University of Dayton. It works to have a dialogue with the 
campus community and offers a forum for opinion.

http://flyernews.com/

The Forum
The Forum, PVCC's student newspaper, is an opportunity for students to gain journalism experience while 
providing news and opinions of interest to the College community. Students can take part through writing, 
photography, drawing, editing, and design. Students are encouraged to join the club at any level of interest.

http://www.piedmontforum.com/

The Forum The Forum has been Westminster College's student-run news organization since 1946. Any content published 
by The Forum does not reflect the opinions of Westminster College or its administration.

http://www.wcforummedia.com/

The Franchise King
A top franchise business information blog that's run by The Franchise King, Joel Libava. He's the most 
straightforward voice in franchising, and his articles, podcasts, and ebooks provide a valuable resource area 
for all prospective franchise owners.

http://www.thefranchiseking.com/blog

The Free Financial Advisor Personal finance blog emphasizing mainstream personal finance advice. http://www.thefreefinancialadvisor.com

The Friday Times Friday Times is Pakistan's most read English weekly magazine. It is publishes from Lahore on every Friday 
and has aquired vast readership of opinion making circles of Pakistan with its punching analysis and features.

http://www.thefridaytimes.com

The Future of Publishing The latest developments in the future of publishing. http://thefutureofpublishing.com/blogs/
The Gadgeteer Gadget news and reviews since 1997. http://the-gadgeteer.com

The Gatepost
The Gatepost is Framingham State University’s award-winning independent student newspaper. Published 
weekly, The Gatepost provides a platform for student journalists to explore their passions and community. 
Whether it be as a designer, photographer, writer, or editor, there is a place for everyone at The Gatepost.

http://fsugatepost.com/

The Gateway The Gateway is the official student newspaper of the University of Nebraska at Omaha. http://unothegateway.com/
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The Gateway - A Podcast from the 
Middle East (by albawaba.com)

The Gateway - A Podcast from the Middle East (by albawaba.com). Cascades of breaking news stories flood 
front pages and social media feeds, cataclysmic events happen every day, entire industries have been formed 
around dissecting and understanding the news. With The Gateway, we go in-depth on developments 
submerged under the ocean of breaking news developments and explore issues poorly or under-reported on. 
From our offices in Amman, Jordan, we at Al Bawaba are breaking through the news.

https://itunes.apple.com/jo/podcast/the-
gateway-a-podcast-from-the-middle-
east/id1391636214

The Geek Anthropologist The Geek Anthropologist is a blog where geek culture and all things geek are analysed through the 
perspective of socio-cultural anthropology.

http://thegeekanthropologist.com

The Geller Report Politics, news, history hanging in the balance - changing the world one word at a time...citizen soldier, citizen 
journalist.

https://gellerreport.com

The George-Anne The George-Anne covers all the latest news at Georgia Southern University. http://www.thegeorgeanne.com/

The Georgetown Voice
The Georgetown Voice is a student-run newsmagazine providing Georgetown University with news, 
commentary, arts, humor, and sports as well as long-form journalism. In addition to a print edition that is 
published every two weeks, the Voice reports on campus news, leisure, and sports online daily.

http://georgetownvoice.com/

The Georgia State University The Signal is the student voice of Georgia State.The Signal shall provide an opportunity for students to pursue 
experience within a professional newspaper environment.

https://georgiastatesignal.com/

The Ghanaian Chronicle

The Ghanaian Chronicle is a daily newspaper that was started in September, 1990. The company has since 
been making very significant contributions to Mother Ghana’s Transition from dictatorship to democracy, 
freedom and justice. It is acknowledged as a leader in the crusader for peace and reconciliation among 
Ghanaians and against corruption, poverty and human abuses. The company has grown rapidly and attained 
international dimension over the the years in terms of information dissemination, education as well as medium  
of entainterment  to both local and international  readership.

http://thechronicle.com.gh

The Ghanaian Times Newspaper covering national and international news and current affairs including business, politics, education, 
culture, entertainment and sports.

http://www.ghanaiantimes.com.gh

the GIN is IN Tasting notes and gin reviews for over 500 gins. All content by gin critic and historian, Aaron Knoll. https://theginisin.com

The Girl's Guide to Law School
The Girl’s Guide to Law School exists for one reason: to help you get what you want from your law school 
experience. This isn’t about some abstract version of “success.” It’s about figuring out what you want to 
achieve, and helping you get there.

http://thegirlsguidetolawschool.com

The Gist Political and cultural commentary and news by radio host Michelangelo Signorile. http://signorile2003.blogspot.com/

The Global Crypto Press 
Association 

The Global Crypto Press Association plays a vital role in the cryptocurrency space both publicly and behind the 
scenes. Bringing the latest news, honest reporting, and acclaimed investigative reports. The site is available in 
English, Spanish, Hindi, Chinese, German, Arabic, Korean, Russian and Swedish.

https://ar.globalcryptopress.com/

The Global Crypto Press 
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The Global Crypto Press Association plays a vital role in the cryptocurrency space both publicly and behind the 
scenes. Bringing the latest news, honest reporting, and acclaimed investigative reports. The site is available in 
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https://sv.globalcryptopress.com/search?
q=crypto&max-results=20&by-date=true
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scenes. Bringing the latest news, honest reporting, and acclaimed investigative reports. The site is available in 
English, Spanish, Hindi, Chinese, German, Arabic, Korean, Russian and Swedish.

https://www.globalcryptopress.com/

The Global Crypto Press 
Association 

The Global Crypto Press Association plays a vital role in the cryptocurrency space both publicly and behind the 
scenes. Bringing the latest news, honest reporting, and acclaimed investigative reports. The site is available in 
English, Spanish, Hindi, Chinese, German, Arabic, Korean, Russian and Swedish.

https://zh-cn.globalcryptopress.com/

the glossarie Beauty product reviews and fashion advice. http://theglossarie.com

The Good 5 Cent Cigar
The Good Five Cent Cigar is the University of Rhode Island's weekly, student-run news organization. The 
Cigar gives the university's readers the latest information about on-campus issues and events, as well as 
editorial, sports and entertainment content.

https://rhodycigar.com/

The Greyhound The Greyhound was founded in 1927 and has continuously served as Loyola University Maryland's student 
news source of record

https://thegreyhound.org/site/

The Greyhound Diaries Stories from the travelling underbelly of America, collected on Greyhound buses. https://www.bbc.co.
uk/programmes/p06qmw07

The Griffon News
The mission of the Griffon News is to be reliable and unbiased reporters of the campus and the community. 
We are the voice of the students, for the students and by the students. Griffon News reporters should be 
reliable and respectful to anyone that may cross their path.

http://www.thegriffonnews.com/

The GRIP A hyperlocal, independently-published bi-weekly newspaper for the Griffin-Spalding area. https://the-grip.net
The Grizzly The Grizzly is the student-run newspaper of Ursinus College. https://ursinusgrizzly.com/
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The Guardian The UCSD Guardian is the University of California, San Diego’s award-winning independent student 
newspaper, published by UCSD students for the UCSD community.

http://ucsdguardian.org/

The Guardian
The Guardian is an independent newspaper, established in 1983 for the purpose of presenting balanced 
coverage of events, and of promoting the best interests of Nigeria, that covers various national and 
international news ranging from the economy to politics, sports, and more.

https://guardian.ng/

The Guardian - Books

Guardian Syndication is the sales function responsible for the commercial re-licensing of GNM content. Clients 
include UK and international media, websites, aggregators, educational bodies, book publishers, information 
service providers and MMO's.Our products incorporate the full range of GNM content and we offer a number of 
licensing options from ad hoc purchase to annual contract, with a number of exclusivity options available.
Examples include - news and feature services aimed at international media clients, full output feeds to 
aggregators and information service providers, API integration for websites and one off article and image 
sales. We also offer institutional access to the Guardian and Observer Digital Archive.

https://www.theguardian.com/books

The Guardian - Crosswords

Guardian Syndication is the sales function responsible for the commercial re-licensing of GNM content. Clients 
include UK and international media, websites, aggregators, educational bodies, book publishers, information 
service providers and MMO's.Our products incorporate the full range of GNM content and we offer a number of 
licensing options from ad hoc purchase to annual contract, with a number of exclusivity options available.
Examples include - news and feature services aimed at international media clients, full output feeds to 
aggregators and information service providers, API integration for websites and one off article and image 
sales. We also offer institutional access to the Guardian and Observer Digital Archive.

http://syndication.theguardian.com/

The Guardian - Food

Guardian Syndication is the sales function responsible for the commercial re-licensing of GNM content. Clients 
include UK and international media, websites, aggregators, educational bodies, book publishers, information 
service providers and MMO's.Our products incorporate the full range of GNM content and we offer a number of 
licensing options from ad hoc purchase to annual contract, with a number of exclusivity options available.
Examples include - news and feature services aimed at international media clients, full output feeds to 
aggregators and information service providers, API integration for websites and one off article and image 
sales. We also offer institutional access to the Guardian and Observer Digital Archive.

https://www.theguardian.com/food

The Guardian - Health & Wellbeing

Guardian Syndication is the sales function responsible for the commercial re-licensing of GNM content. Clients 
include UK and international media, websites, aggregators, educational bodies, book publishers, information 
service providers and MMO's.Our products incorporate the full range of GNM content and we offer a number of 
licensing options from ad hoc purchase to annual contract, with a number of exclusivity options available.
Examples include - news and feature services aimed at international media clients, full output feeds to 
aggregators and information service providers, API integration for websites and one off article and image 
sales. We also offer institutional access to the Guardian and Observer Digital Archive.

https://www.theguardian.
com/lifeandstyle/health-and-wellbeing

The Guardian - Home & Garden

Guardian Syndication is the sales function responsible for the commercial re-licensing of GNM content. Clients 
include UK and international media, websites, aggregators, educational bodies, book publishers, information 
service providers and MMO's.Our products incorporate the full range of GNM content and we offer a number of 
licensing options from ad hoc purchase to annual contract, with a number of exclusivity options available.
Examples include - news and feature services aimed at international media clients, full output feeds to 
aggregators and information service providers, API integration for websites and one off article and image 
sales. We also offer institutional access to the Guardian and Observer Digital Archive.

https://www.theguardian.
com/lifeandstyle/home-and-garden

The Guardian - Recipes

Guardian Syndication is the sales function responsible for the commercial re-licensing of GNM content. Clients 
include UK and international media, websites, aggregators, educational bodies, book publishers, information 
service providers and MMO's.Our products incorporate the full range of GNM content and we offer a number of 
licensing options from ad hoc purchase to annual contract, with a number of exclusivity options available.
Examples include - news and feature services aimed at international media clients, full output feeds to 
aggregators and information service providers, API integration for websites and one off article and image 
sales. We also offer institutional access to the Guardian and Observer Digital Archive.

https://www.theguardian.com/tone/recipes

The Gulfordian The Guilfordian is the Guilford College's award-winning, student run newspaper. https://www.guilfordian.com/

The Gustavian Weekly Founded in 1891. The Gustavian Weekly is a newspaper run entirely by the students of Gustavus Adolphus 
College.

https://weekly.blog.gustavus.edu/

The Harvard Crimson
The Harvard Crimson is the only breakfast-table daily newspaper in Cambridge, Mass. The Crimson publishes 
every morning, Monday through Friday, except on federal and University holidays. In addition to the daily 
newspaper, The Crimson publishes an arts section on Tuesdays and Fridays as well as Fifteen Minutes, the 
weekend magazine of The Crimson, on Thursdays.

http://www.thecrimson.com/
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The Hatchet
The GW Hatchet is an editorially and financially independent student newspaper serving The George 
Washington University community in downtown Washington, D.C. The Hatchet publishes a print edition on 
Monday and an email edition every Thursday during the academic year.

http://www.gwhatchet.com/

The Hawk The Hawk is the student newspaper of Saint Joseph's University. http://www.sjuhawknews.com/
The Hawkeye The Hawkeye is the student produced news publication of Hillsborough Community College. http://www.hawkeyenews.net/
The Hawkeye The student news site of University of Louisiana Monroe https://ulmhawkeyeonline.com/

The Hawk's Herald The Hawks’ Herald is the student-run newspaper of Roger Williams University, which strives for excellence and 
accuracy in reporting issues relevant to the RWU and Bristol communities.

https://www.rwu.edu/

The Healthy Moms Magazine The Healthy Moms Magazine features information on everything from fitness, nutrition, parenting, faith, family, 
beauty and fashion.

http://healthymomsmagazine.net/

The Heartlander News from a free-market perspective. https://www.heartland.org/news-opinion/news

The Hechinger Report
The Hechinger Report covers inequality and innovation in education, with in-depth journalism that uses 
research, data and stories from classrooms and campuses to show the public how education can be improved 
and why it matters.

https://hechingerreport.org/

The Heights
Established in 1919 as Boston College’s student newspaper, The Heights has been both editorially and 
financially independent from the University since 1970. The Heights serves the students, faculty, and staff of 
the Boston College community, as well as our neighbors in Chestnut Hill, Newton, and the Allston-Brighton 
area.

http://www.bcheights.com/

The Herald Daily newspaper focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. http://theheraldghana.com

The Herald
The Herald is the official newspaper of Hobart and William Smith Colleges The Herald is published by the 
students of Hobart and William Smith Colleges. The Herald was founded in 1879 and is the oldest newspaper 
of Geneva, New York.

https://hwsherald.com/

The Herald Zimbabwe Newspaper website containing news, features, political analyses, opinions, business, sports https://www.herald.co.zw/

The Highlander
The Highlander is committed to the pursuit of truth, the free exchange of information and ideas and maintaining 
a fair and independent student voice. The Highlander exists to serve its readership, comprised of the 
community at and around University of California, Riverside and the Inland Empire as a whole.

http://www.highlandernews.org/

The Hillsdale Collegian The Collegian is the voice of students, written and edited by the students of the college. It is distributed weekly, 
on Thursdays, but provides updates daily on its website

http://hillsdalecollegian.com/

The Hobbolog Neuroscience, education and all the layers in between. https://hobbolog.wordpress.com/

The Holcad The Holcad is the official student newspaper of Westminster College.he Holcad is published every Friday 
during the academic year except the Fridays immediately before or after breaks and during finals.

https://www.wcn247.com/

The Horizon The Horizon is the Westmont College’s weekly on-campus newspaper. http://horizon.westmont.edu/

The Horizon The Horizon is a student-produced news organization, published daily online and every other week in print 
during the fall and spring semesters.

http://www.iushorizon.com/

The Hoya
The Hoya is the oldest and largest student newspaper of Georgetown University, serving as the university’s 
newspaper of record since 1920. It is published every day online and every Friday in print during the school 
year.

http://www.thehoya.com/

The Independent

The Independent is a public forum for the university and the community surrounding Northeastern Illinois 
University and its satellite campuses, El Centro in the Logan Square community and Jacob C. Carruthers 
Center for Inner City Studies in Kenwood/Hyde Park. The Independent is completely student run and receives 
no prior review of its content by anyone other than its student editors. The Independent is published every 
other week except during summer and semester breaks.

http://www.neiuindependent.com/

The Independent https://www.independent.co.uk/
The Independent - Voices https://www.independent.co.uk/voices

The Independent on Saturday
The Independent on Saturday is a weekly newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in 
South Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & 
Analysis.

http://www.iol.co.za/ios

The Independent View Political commentary written by a former Independence Party official from New York state. http://ipview.blospot.com
The Informed Investor Investment blog for investors and financial advisors. http://www.sungardeninvestment.com
the Inkwell http://theinkwellonline.com/
The Investing Engineer PH A value investing blog in the Philippine Stock Market. http://investingengineer.com/blog
The Ionian The Ionian is the independent, student-run newspaper of Iona College which covers all news related to Iona. https://theionian.org/
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The ISU Bengal

The Bengal was first published under the name of the Idaho State Record in 1910, and has been the 
independent voice of the ISU community ever since. The Bengal is a weekly news publication that is 
completely student-run. The Bengal strives to provide readers with the most accurate, interesting and relevant 
news while at the same time providing a designated place for the students of Idaho State University to share 
ideas and opinions.

http://isubengal.com/

The Jaguar Speaks The Jaguar Speaks is the student newspaper of Southern University. http://www.susla.edu/

The Jakarta Globe
The Jakarta Globe is a daily newspaper focusing on national, international, and regional news, as well as 
politics, economy, entertainment, sports, etc.The Jakarta Globe has provided readers with authoritative 
reporting on Indonesia since its launch in November of 2008.

http://jakartaglobe.id/

The Jakarta Post.com
The Jakarta Post.com is more than just an extension of The Jakarta Post daily newspaper. As the name 
suggests, it also offers breaking news and a wealth of information on Indonesia. By providing up-to-date, in-
depth accurate information and analyses, The Jakarta Post.com aspires to be a one-stop reference point on 
Indonesia that will serve both local and international audiences.

http://www.thejakartapost.com/

The Jambar
The Jambar is the independent student newspaper of Youngstown State University. Since being founded by 
Burke Lyden in 1931, The Jambar has won nine associated Collegiate Press Honors.The Jambar is published 
once weekly.

http://www.thejambar.com/

The Japan News by The Yomiuri 
Shimbun

The Japan News is Japan's leading English-language daily newspaper. It is produced and published by The 
Yomiuri Shimbun, Japan's largest and most influential Japanese language newspaper.

http://the-japan-news.com

The Japan Times Founded in 1897, The Japan Times serves as Japan's oldest English-language daily. Covers world events and 
various features.

http://www.japantimes.co.jp/

The Johns Hopkins News-Letter The News-Letter has been a source of news and commentary for the Johns Hopkins University community and 
residents of Baltimore since 1896.

http://www.jhunewsletter.com/

The Jordan Times Newspaper focusing on national and international news, business, politics, culture and sport. http://www.jordantimes.com

The Journal The Journal is the editorially independent, award-winning, student-run newspaper at the University of Illinois at 
Springfield.

http://uisjournal.com/

The Journal
The Journal's vision is to consistently provide the Webster University and Webster Groves communities with 
the most current and contextual information using both print and multimedia, while serving as a learning 
platform for the staff and a forum for the readers.

http://websterjournal.com/

The Journal of Animal and Plant 
Sciences

The Journal publishes original research papers, review, extension/clinical articles on all aspects of animal 
(including fisheries/wildlife) and plant sciences, agricultural economics, rural sociology and other related 
subjects.

http://www.thejaps.org.pk

The Journal of Middle East and 
North Africa Sciences

The Journal of MENA Sciences is open access, and peer-reviewed monthly international journal online, print 
on demand,  addresses issues of multidisciplinary research that are meaningful to disseminate knowledge all 
over the world.

https://www.jomenas.org/home.html

The J-TAC The J-TAC is the official student newspaper of Tarleton State University since 1919. http://www.jtacnews.com/
The Justice The Justice is the independent student newspaper of Brandeis University since 1949. http://www.thejustice.org/
The Kaleidoscope The Kaleidoscope is the student-run newspaper of Kishwaukee College. http://kscopeonline.com/

The Kaleidoscope UAB's official student newspaper, Kaleidoscope is the go-to source for everything UAB. Stay fresh with their 
news, views & tips in print and online.

http://www.uab.edu/

The Kansas City Beacon

The Beacon is a non-profit online news outlet focused on in-depth journalism in the public interest, covering 
Kansas and Missouri. Beacon stories are revelatory, contextual, data-driven and solutions-driven. Our 
reporting centers around issues in health care, education, economics, environment and civic engagement. 
Based in Kansas City, The Beacon launched in 2020. It is a member of the Institute for Nonprofit News and 
Local Independent Online News (LION) Publishers.

https://thebeacon.media

The Kentucky Kernel
The Kentucky Kernel was founded in 1908, and became independent in 1972. Kentucky Kernel is the non-
profit, student run newspaper for the University of Kentucky. The Kernel offers the most extensive news 
coverage of the UK campus and surrounding metropolitan area. The Kernel publishes a print edition Tuesday's 
during the fall and spring semesters based on the University of Kentucky’s academic calendar.

http://www.kykernel.com/

The Kenyan Wallstreet Kenyanwallstreet.com is a leading integrated digital media business content platform, providing in-depth 
business and financial news across Sub-Saharan Africa and the globe.

https://kenyanwallstreet.com/

The Kenyon Collegian The Kenyon Collegian covers news, sports, and cultural coverage for the Kenyon and Gambier communities 
since 1856.

http://kenyoncollegian.com/

The Keyword: Google Welcome to the Keyword — our new, central destination for the latest news updates and stories from inside 
Google.

https://blog.google
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The Khaama Press News Agency

The Khaama Press News Agency is one of the leading and largest news and information source in 
Afghanistan. Khaama Press was established in October 2010 by Khushnood Nabizada and a highly team of 
young, professional and committed journalists with a vision to spread awareness amongst the online readers 
about the political, social, cultural and economic developments in Afghanistan and across the globe, the 
website has currently over 3.5 million visitors in a month.

https://www.khaama.com/

The Khaama Press News Agency

The Khaama Press News Agency is one of the leading and largest news and information source in 
Afghanistan. Khaama Press was established in October 2010 by Khushnood Nabizada and a highly team of 
young, professional and committed journalists with a vision to spread awareness amongst the online readers 
about the political, social, cultural and economic developments in Afghanistan and across the globe, the 
website has currently over 3.5 million visitors in a month.

https://www.khaama.com/pashto/

The Khaama Press News Agency

The Khaama Press News Agency is one of the leading and largest news and information source in 
Afghanistan. Khaama Press was established in October 2010 by Khushnood Nabizada and a highly team of 
young, professional and committed journalists with a vision to spread awareness amongst the online readers 
about the political, social, cultural and economic developments in Afghanistan and across the globe, the 
website has currently over 3.5 million visitors in a month.

https://www.khaama.com/persian/

The Killid Group

The Killid Group (TKG) is an independent, Afghan public media group made of ten local Radios and two 
weekly nation-wide magazines, established by the Development & Humanitarian Services for Afghanistan 
(DHSA) in 2002. The group’s editorial policy embraces one main concept: Afghan ownership of Afghanistan’s 
process, and is committed to one principle: people’s right to be informed and to be heard, which is the basis for 
good governance, accountability and transparency. To fulfill the concept and the principle we are forging a 
TKG focus and style, ruled by high quality, in-depth, timely, accurate and balanced reporting together with a 
creative selection of story-ideas.

http://tkg.af/english/

The Killid Group
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weekly nation-wide magazines, established by the Development & Humanitarian Services for Afghanistan 
(DHSA) in 2002. The group’s editorial policy embraces one main concept: Afghan ownership of Afghanistan’s 
process, and is committed to one principle: people’s right to be informed and to be heard, which is the basis for 
good governance, accountability and transparency. To fulfill the concept and the principle we are forging a 
TKG focus and style, ruled by high quality, in-depth, timely, accurate and balanced reporting together with a 
creative selection of story-ideas.

https://tkg.af/

The Killid Group

The Killid Group (TKG) is an independent, Afghan public media group made of ten local Radios and two 
weekly nation-wide magazines, established by the Development & Humanitarian Services for Afghanistan 
(DHSA) in 2002. The group’s editorial policy embraces one main concept: Afghan ownership of Afghanistan’s 
process, and is committed to one principle: people’s right to be informed and to be heard, which is the basis for 
good governance, accountability and transparency. To fulfill the concept and the principle we are forging a 
TKG focus and style, ruled by high quality, in-depth, timely, accurate and balanced reporting together with a 
creative selection of story-ideas.

https://tkg.af/pashto/

The Knox Student The Knox Student is Knox College’s award-winning, student-run newspaper. Since 1878, TKS has been an 
independent voice of the campus, reporting and providing commentary on life at Knox College.

http://www.theknoxstudent.com/

The Korea Times News
The Korea Times is the leading newspaper from Korea that provides contents on politics, city, business, 
finance, culture, people, sports, special and feature. The Korea Times is circulated in various countries and 
plays an important role for Korea's economic development and keeps the foreign community involved and 
informed about the rapid changes occurring in the country.

http://www.koreatimes.co.kr

The Lafayette The Lafayette is the oldest college newspaper in Pennsylvania serving the Lafayette College since 1870. https://www.lafayettestudentnews.com/

The Lakefront
The Lake Front News is a student led news organization at Our Lady of the Lake University (OLLU). The Lake 
Front newspaper provides accurate news and information affecting the university and the community to the 
OLLU students and faculty.

http://lakefrontollu.com/

The Lakeland College Mirror The Lakeland Mirror is a run-student newspaper at Lakeland University. It has been publishing a print version 
since 1936.

http://lakelandmirror.com/

The Lamp http://www.llcc.edu/
The Lamron The Lamron is SUNY Geneseo's student-run newspaper since 1922. https://www.thelamron.com/
The Landlord Law Blog Life, the universe, and residential landlord and tenant law. http://www.landlordlawblog.co.uk/

The Lanthorn The Lanthorn is a student-run newspaper at Grand Valley State University. It is the first online edition of a 
weekly Michigan collegiate newspaper.

http://www.lanthorn.com/
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The Lariat
The Baylor Lariat is the award-winning student newspaper of Baylor University. Started in 1900, the publication 
has covered several top stories, both national and local. It was named Best Student Newspaper in Texas in 
2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2017.

https://baylorlariat.com/

The Last Tradition A blog of politics, news, sports, and life from the conservative perspective. http://www.thelasttradition.com

The Law of Nations The Law of Nations aims to provide timely analysis of English court decisions across the vast range of areas 
where international law issues arise.

https://lawofnationsblog.com

The Lawrentian The Lawrentian was established in 1884. It is Lawrence University’s oldest student publication still in 
production. The weekly newspaper is the primary source of campus news for students, faculty and staff.

http://www.lawrentian.com/

The Leader
The Leader is a student-run newspaper at the State University of New York at Fredonia. It publishes a weekly 
newspaper throughout the academic year, with special issues published at the discretion of the Executive 
Board.

http://fredonialeader.org/

The Leader The Leader is the award-winning student newspaper at Elmhurst College that publishes every other Tuesday 
when classes are in session. The Leader is primarily funded by advertsing revenue and student activity fees.

https://www.ecleader.net/

The Leap Blog Commentary on India's economy. https://blog.theleapjournal.org/

The Liberian Dialogue The Liberian Dialogue is a monthly web magazine that covers news, articles, press releases, editorials, sports, 
obituaries, arts and entertainment in Liberia.

http://theliberiandialogue.org/

The Libya Herald

The Libya Herald first appeared on 17 February 2012 – the first anniversary of the Libyan Revolution. Since 
then, it has become a favourite go-to source on news about Libya, for many in Libya and around the world, 
regularly attracting millions of hits. Our aim is to cover every aspect of society in Libya: politics, business, sport, 
culture, education, construction and infrastructure, health issues, social stories, opinions, jobs, events etc. 
Encouraged by growing interest in Libya, we printed our first publication the Libya Herald Supplement ‘Libya’s 
Investment Needs 2013’ in November 2012.

https://www.libyaherald.com/

The Life and Times of Senator John 
McCain

The life and times of Senator John McCain. Anthony Zurcher looks back at the life and career of US Senator 
John McCain who dies on Saturday 25th of August, 2018 aged 81. Few American politicians have carved such 
a distinctive career as the  late John McCain, the Republican Senator for Arizona. Anthony Zurcher, the BBC's 
North America reporter, looks back at his life, including his military service, during which he endured five years 
as a prisoner of war in Vietnam, and his two unsuccessful bids for the American presidency. He also examines 
how McCain gained a reputation as apolitical maverick, and inflicted one of the most high-profile policy defeats 
of Donald Trump's presidency to date.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/w3csxljz

The Lincoln Clarion The Lincoln Clarion is a student-run newspaper of Lincoln University jornalism students. https://myclarionnews.wordpress.com/

The Linfield Review
The Linfield Review was founded in 1896. The Linfield Review is one of the oldest college newspapers in the 
Pacific Northwest. The Linfield Review publishes all of its work digitally to The Linfield Review news site as well 
on social media.

http://thelinfieldreview.com/

The Lion's Pride The Lion's Pride is the student-run newspaper of Saint Leo University. https://lionsprideonline.com/
The Litigator Compelling Commentary on Competition, Commercial, Anti-Corruption Law Affecting Business. http://www.thelitigator.ca

The Llama Ledger The Llama Ledger is the oldest student-run organization of Bard College at Simon’s Rock. The student 
newspaper is published independently, and the staff is compromised entirely of undergraduate students.

https://llamaledger.wordpress.com/

The Logic of Science To explain how science works and why it is reliable. https://thelogicofscience.com

The Long and Winding Road The Long and Winding Road has been named as the Best Photography Blog at the Singapore Blog Awards for 
two years in succession in 2011 and 2012.

https://thelongnwindingroad.wordpress.com

The Louisville Cardinal The Louisville Cardinal, an independent student newspaper, serves the community on and around the 
University of Louisville campuses in Louisville, Kentucky. The Cardinal provides daily online news.

http://www.louisvillecardinal.com/

The LuLac Political Letter Rated one of Pennsylvania's top blog/sites, the LuLac Political Letter delves into issues of politics on all levels 
(with special concentration on Luzerne and Lackawanna Counties: thus the name LULAC) and pop culture.

http://lulacpoliticaletter.blogspot.com/

The Main Campus
Maine Campus is one of the oldest newspapers in Maine. It was founded in 1875. The Maine Campus is 
editorially independent of the University.The Maine Campus is funded by student Communications Fee and ad 
sales.

http://mainecampus.com/

The Main Street The MainSheet is Cape Cod Community College's weekly student newspaper. It is produced entirely by 
student volunteers during the fall and spring semester.

https://www.capecod.edu/
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http://fredonialeader.org/
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http://theliberiandialogue.org/
https://www.libyaherald.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/w3csxljz
https://myclarionnews.wordpress.com/
http://thelinfieldreview.com/
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The Majallah

THE MAJALLA is a current affairs online magazine, published weekly in both English and Arabic. Since it was 
first published in print in 1980 from London, THE MAJALLA has been considered one of the leading political 
affairs magazine of the Arab world. As a member of SRPC publications, we are committed to living up to this 
title by providing our readers with the most accurate and objective journalism. THE MAJALLA offers an array of 
articles addressing the most important issues facing the Middle East and the world today. From political 
analysis of developing stories, to debates between world class intellectuals, and interviews of leading political 
figures, our magazine is dedicated to providing the public with informative analyses of the current events 
shaping the global order. More importantly, THE MAJALLA is an ideas driven publication that goes beyond 
reporting and provides in-depth analysis and policy recommendations.

http://www.majalla.com/en/

The Malay Mail
Daily newspaper covers general news, current events and lifestyle. The Malay Mail is widely read in the Klang 
Valley conurbation consisting of the nation's capital Kuala Lumpur, Petaling Jaya and heading west towards 
Klang and Port Klang; Sungai Buluh and Rawang to the north; and the Multimedia Supercorridor extending 
towards Kajang, Cyberjaya and Putrajaya, the administrative capital of Malaysia.

http://www.themalaymailonline.com/

The Malay Post The Malay Post is a Malaysian online publication located in Kuala Lumpur since 2001. The Malay Post is one 
of the best online news portal in Malay and English language reader around the globe.

https://www.themalaypost.com/

The Malta Business Weekly The Malta Business Weekly is a supplement publication included within the Thursday edition of The Malta 
Independent, focusing on local business and financial news from Malta.

http://maltaindependent.newspaperdirect.
com/epaper/services/rss.ashx?
cid=9146&type=full

The Malta Independent The Malta Independent is a national newspaper published daily in Malta, covering local and international news, 
business and sports, plus debate, features and lifestyle articles.

https://www.independent.com.mt/

The Maneater The Maneater is the official student newspaper of the University of Missouri and is a student organization that 
operates independently from the student government, the School of Journalism and any other campus entity.

http://www.themaneater.com/

The Manitou Messenger The Manitou Messenger is the student newspaper of St. Olaf College. http://www.manitoumessenger.com/

The Maravi Post Maravipost.com delivers the latest Malawi breaking news and information on the latest top stories, weather, 
business, entertainment, politics, and more.

https://www.maravipost.com/

The Marcolian The Marcolian is the student-run newspaper of Marietta College. http://www.marcolian.com/

The Markets Daily The Markets Daily is an independent news agency that delivers the very latest in business, technology, health, 
and stock news.

https://www.themarketsdaily.com

The Maroon
The Maroon was founded in 1923. The Maroon is the official student newspaper of Loyola University New 
Orleans. It is a weekly newspaper. The Maroon publishes issues on Friday mornings during the regular school 
year.

http://www.loyolamaroon.com/

The Maroon Tiger The Maroon Tiger is a non-profit organization, student-run newspaper at the Morehouse College. http://themaroontiger.com/
The Marquette Tribune The Marquette Tribune is the student news site of Marquette University. http://marquettewire.org/

The Mary Sue
The Mary Sue is the geek girl’s guide to the universe. We love and live geek culture, comic book movies, 
genre television, space exploration, emerging technologies, the coolest video games, and the weirdest finds on 
the internet. We promote, watchdog, extoll, and celebrate diversity and women’s representation in all of these 
areas (and more!) and work to make geekdom safe and open for everyone.

http://www.themarysue.com/

The Mass Media The Mass Media is the newspaper at University of Massachusetts - Boston. http://www.umassmedia.com/
The Massachusetts Real Estate 
Law Blog Legal insight and commentary Massachusetts residential and commercial real estate law. http://massrealestatelawblog.com

The Masvingo Mirror
The Masvingo Mirror is an independent weekly paper for Masvingo and the Southern Region of Zimbabwe. 
The Mirror aims to produce reliable and trustworthy local and international news in addition to covering a 
variety of topics ranging from politics and business, to health. 

https://masvingomirror.com/

The Masvingo Mirror
The Masvingo Mirror is an independent weekly paper for Masvingo and the Southern Region of Zimbabwe. 
The Mirror aims to produce reliable and trustworthy local and international news in addition to covering a 
variety of topics ranging from politics and business, to health. 

https://masvingomirror.com/

The Maverick The Maverick is the official student newspaper of Northern Oklahoma College. http://www.noc.edu/

The McGill Tribune The McGill Tribune is an independent, entirely student-run newspaper at McGill University, with a publication 
of 5,000 weekly print copies. It has covered McGill, Canada and the world since 1981.

http://www.mcgilltribune.com/

The Medical Letter on Drugs and 
Therapeutics

The Medical Letter, Inc. is committed to providing objective, practical, and timely information on drugs and 
treatments of common diseases to help our readers make the best decisions for their patients—without the 
influence of the pharmaceutical industry.

https://secure.medicalletter.org/
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The Megaphone
The Megaphone was established in 1907 to provide a platform for the students of Southwestern University. 
Since then, the writers and editors of the paper have worked to develop student writing and foster a 
community-wide dialogue on the important issues of the day.

https://megaphone.southwestern.edu/

The Mental Recession Conservative political commentary. http://www.menrec.com

The Mercury The Mercury is a daily newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South Africa, 
covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

http://www.iol.co.za/mercury

The Mesa Press
The Mesa Press is the student newspaper of San Diego Mesa College.  This college news website and 
accompanying publication and social networking sites are published as a learning experience for aspiring 
journalists at San Diego Mesa College. All materials, including the opinions expressed herein, are the sole 
responsibility of The Mesa Press student staff.

http://www.mesapress.com/

The Miami Hurricane
The Miami Hurricane is the student newspaper of the University of Miami in Coral Gables, Florida. The 
newspaper is edited and produced by undergraduate students at UM and is published in print every Tuesday 
and online everyday during the academic year.

http://www.themiamihurricane.com/

The Michigan Journal http://michiganjournal.org/

The Michigan Review
The Michigan Review provides a broad range of in-depth coverage of campus affairs at the University of 
Michigan. The Michigan Review is published bi-weekly September through August. The Michigan Review is 
the independent, student-run journal of campus affairs at the University of Michigan.

http://www.michiganreview.com/

The Middle East

The Middle East provides readers around the globe with expert commentary on the social, political and 
economic developments in the Arab world. Covering news, business and culture in the MENA region, The 
Middle East is an invaluable business tool. With readers in over 100 countries the magazine reaches educated 
top business executives and government officials, and all those who want to gain a better understanding of the 
Arab world.

http://www.themiddleeastmagazine.com

The Middle East Monitor

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/

The Middle East Monitor - 
Conferences

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/

The Middle East Monitor - 
Destinations

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/

The Middle East Monitor - 
Explained

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/
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The Middle East Monitor - 
Infographics

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/

The Middle East Monitor - 
Interviews

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/

The Middle East Monitor - News

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/

The Middle East Monitor - On This 
Day

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/

The Middle East Monitor - Opinion

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/

The Middle East Monitor - Profiles

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/

The Middle East Monitor - Reviews

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/
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The Middle East Monitor - The 
Week in Pictures

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.
com/category/photo-stories/this-week-in-
pictures/ 

The Middle East Monitor - Twitter 
Trends

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/

The Middle East Monitor - You've 
Been Served

The use or misuse of information is central to the conflict in the Middle East. There has been a growing need 
for supporters of, in particular, the Palestinian cause, to master the art of information gathering, analysis and 
dissemination. This requires well organised, focused and targeted operations. Such initiatives are virtually non-
existent in the West today. The Middle East Monitor (MEMO) was established to fill this gap. While there are 
several outstanding media monitoring networks online, their main activity is invariably confined to exposing the 
flaws in existing coverages. We go one step further; reaching out to opinion-makers and decision-makers in a 
deliberate, organised and sustained manner.

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/

The Middle East Observer 
(Economic Journal)

The Middle East Observer (Economic Journal) is a weekly newspaper focusing on Middle East and 
international news, economic current affairs, politics, business and development, aimed at English-speaking 
business executives.

http://www.meobserver.org

The Middlebury Campus The Middlebury Campus is the student-run weekly newspaper of Middlebury College. Founded in 1905.The 
Campus‘ print edition is released every Thursday.

http://middleburycampus.com/

The Midwest Center for 
Investigative Reporting

A nonprofit, nonpartisan online newsroom offering investigative and enterprise coverage of agribusiness and 
related issues.

http://investigatemidwest.org

The Minaret http://theminaretonline.com/

The Mindful Word Journal of engaged living featuring articles on topics such as mindfulness, wholistic health, voluntary simplicity, 
mind-spirit and green living.

http://www.themindfulword.org

The Mirror The Mirror is a weekly newspaper reflecting Fairfield culture since 1977. The Mirror strives to be the primary 
and most extensive provider of newsworthy content for the Fairfield student body and surrounding community.

http://fairfieldmirror.com/

The Miscellany News The Miscellany News is Vassar's student newspaper of record since 1866. http://miscellanynews.org/

The Moderate Voice Irreverent comments, analysis, original reporting and links on important stories in the news, written by a team 
of writers with varying centrist perspectives.

http://www.themoderatevoice.com/

The MoKelly Report Entertainment journal with a political slant to encourage discussion and insightful discourse. A mix of wit and 
well-timed irreverence.

http://mrmokelly.com/

The Money Illusion Blog about monetary economics. http://themoneyillusion.com

The Monitor Newspaper covering regional and national news and current affairs including business, economics, politics, 
culture and sport.

http://www.mmegi.bw/

The Monitor SG The Monitor is a current affairs and entertainment blog which aims to provide readers with nugget sized news 
breaks and content for people who are constantly connected and always on the go.

https://themonitor.sg

The Montana Post Montana politics and commentary. https://themontanapost.com
The Montgomery Advocate The Montgomery Advocate is the student-run newspaper of Montgomery College's Rockville campus. http://mcadvocate.com/
The Morton Report Celeb, royals, entertainment and popular culture news site. http://www.themortonreport.com/

The Moscow Times
The Moscow Times is the only daily English-language newspaper in Russia. Its team of professional foreign 
and Russian journalists allow readers all over the world to receive fresh information and analysis, eyewitness 
accounts, motives and prognoses of all aspects of Russian current affairs. The newspaper focuses on the 
main business, political and cultural events as well as also key players in Russian finance.

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/

The Motley Fool Australia The Motley Fool provides free and premium investment guidance to millions of individual investors around the 
world on fool.com.

https://www.fool.com.au

The Motley Fool Canada The Motley Fool provides free and premium investment guidance to millions of individual investors around the 
world on fool.com.

https://www.fool.ca/
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The Motley Fool UK The Motley Fool provides free and premium investment guidance to millions of individual investors around the 
world on fool.com.

https://www.fool.co.uk/

The Mustang The Mustang is Western New Mexico University students newspaper. http://themustang.wnmu.edu/

The Nairobian
Launched in 2013, The Nairobian has grown to be one of Kenya’s leading newspapers. The weekly has grown 
rapidly, expanding its circulation from its Nairobi domain to major towns across Kenya and some cities in East 
Africa. The paper’s unique content, focusing on the lifestyles of the high and mighty as well as on the ordinary 
folk, has quickly won it an increasing number of loyal readers.

https://www.standardmedia.co.
ke/thenairobian/

The Nairobian
Launched in 2013, The Nairobian has grown to be one of Kenya’s leading newspapers. The weekly has grown 
rapidly, expanding its circulation from its Nairobi domain to major towns across Kenya and some cities in East 
Africa. The paper’s unique content, focusing on the lifestyles of the high and mighty as well as on the ordinary 
folk, has quickly won it an increasing number of loyal readers.

https://www.standardmedia.co.
ke/thenairobian/

The Naked Anthropologist Dr. Laura Agustín on migration, sex work, trafficking and the rescue Industry. http://www.lauraagustin.com/

The Namibian
The Namibian is the largest daily newspaper in Namibia. It is published in English and Oshiwambo. The 
newspaper was established in 1985 by Gwen Lister as a weekly newspaper reliant on support of donors, which 
aimed to promote Namibian independence from South Africa. Its first edition appeared on 30 August of that 
year with a print run of 10,000. The Namibian became a daily newspaper on 1 April 1989

https://www.namibian.com.na

The Nation The Nation is a respected English-language national daily newspaper from Pakistan. It is the market leader in 
the Punjab and Islamabad areas and has a strong presence in Karachi.

http://www.nation.com.pk/

The Nation
The Nation is a newspaper from Nigeria that provides contents related to business and economy, public 
policies, democratic process, institutions of democracy, sports, arts, culture, fashion and lifestyle, world affairs, 
education, health, law and commentaries. Their target audience is businessmen, educated people and political 
elite.

http://www.thenationonlineng.net

The Nation Blogs TheNation.com is a leading online community for action-oriented thought leaders. http://www.thenation.com/blogs
The Navigator Dolphin Media is the student news site of Jacksonville University. https://judolphinmedia.com

The Nevada Sagebrush
The Nevada Sagebrush, the student news publication at the University of Nevada, Reno, was established in 
1893 and covers all aspects of campus life. The Nevada Sagebrush aims to keep students, faculty and the 
University of Nevada, Reno community updated on all matters concerning the Nevada campus.

http://nevadasagebrush.com/

The New Arab

The New Arab is a news and current affairs website focused on the Arab world. It draws on the editorial staff of 
Alaraby Aljadeed, one of the largest and most read Arabic language websites, as well as original English 
content from staff members and contributors on the region’s political, social and cultural issues. The aim is to 
provide in-depth and informative coverage and put forward views and voices to promote a progressive 
discourse and counter autocratic and sectarian narratives that threaten to dominate the region. Contributors’ 
blogs and readers’ own stories will be encouraged to create a space for new and less-heard voices, especially 
those of youth from across the Arab world. The website will not only be shaped by its editorial team but also 
through a participatory process to ensure an evolving and versatile platform reflecting the cultural and 
intellectual diversity of the Arab region.

https://english.alaraby.co.uk/

The New Athenian Independent news and analysis of Greece and the region. http://www.thenewathenian.com

The New Dawn

The New Dawn is a truly independent daily newspaper published by Searchlight Communications Incorporated 
in Liberia. It is a bilingual publication (English and French) and aims to promote profession journalism, 
sustainable democracy, respect for human rights and good governance. The paper also strives to provide 
wider coverage on developmental trends within Liberia, highlight the country's changing investment climate, 
and promote the activities of both local and international non-governmental organisations working in various 
sectors and regions of the country, as well as report on the social, governmental and economic situations in 
the country. The paper commits itself to upholding and demonstrating professional ethical standards in 
carrying out all its activities.

http://www.thenewdawnliberia.com

The New Dawn

The New Dawn is a truly independent daily newspaper published by Searchlight Communications Incorporated 
in Liberia. It is a bilingual publication (English and French) and aims to promote profession journalism, 
sustainable democracy, respect for human rights and good governance. The paper also strives to provide 
wider coverage on developmental trends within Liberia, highlight the country's changing investment climate, 
and promote the activities of both local and international non-governmental organisations working in various 
sectors and regions of the country, as well as report on the social, governmental and economic situations in 
the country. The paper commits itself to upholding and demonstrating professional ethical standards in 
carrying out all its activities.

https://thenewdawnliberia.com/
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The New Hampshire The New Hampshire is the independent student newspaper of the University of New Hampshire. We’ve been 
publishing stories written for students, by students, since 1911.

http://tnhdigital.com/

The New Inquiry

New Inquiry subscribers have long been reading about the world we live in. Since 2009, we’ve critiqued the 
bourgeois press and its failure to reckon with our realities, covering debt, cops, love, and tech before our 
writers were poached by magazines with bigger budgets. We’re concerned with building a left that doesn’t 
reproduce what we critique, be that the Democratic party, anti-Blackness, transmisogyny, settler colonialism, or 
liberal optimism. As such we don’t talk about organizing “the white working class” or “reforming” that which 
must be abolished [the police, prisons, and the state]. The important thing a magazine can do, we think, is to 
ask the right questions—it’s right there in our name. The New Inquiry is a non-profit and is not affiliated with 
any political party, government agency, university, municipality, religious organization, cadre, or other cult.

https://thenewinquiry.com/

The New Nation Bangladesh's leading independent English daily. http://thedailynewnation.com/

The New Times
The New Times is a daily newspaper with an extensive online presence and print editions, published in 
Rwanda, with national coverage as well as the broader East African Region. The focus is on business, 
investment, current affairs, general news, environment, health and more.

https://www.newtimes.co.rw/

The New Voice
Inside UNC Charlotte is an online publication produced and maintained by the Office of University 
Communications; campus communicators, who include individuals representing academic and administrative 
units across the institution, also provide content on news, event information or story/video ideas.

https://inside.uncc.edu/

The News

The Murray State News is a weekly newspaper publication produced by students at Murray StateThe News 
strives to be the University community's source for information.  It is distributed across campus and the city of 
Murray each Friday during the Fall and Spring semesters. The News strives to be the University community's 
source for information. Our goal is to present that information in a fair and unbiased manner and provide a free 
and open forum for expression and debate.

http://thenews.org/

The News Agency of the Slovak 
Republic (TASR)

NEWSNOW / The News Agency of the Slovak Republic (TASR) is a state-run news agency in Slovakia that 
covers national and international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and 
more.

https://www.tasr.sk/

The News International
The News International is a daily newspaper operating within Pakistan under the flagship of the Jang Group of 
Newspapers which has an array of Publications. It provides coverage of happening internationally and within 
Pakistan. The content in the area of sports, business, entertainment, health, science and technology.

http://www.thenews.com.pk/

The News Today The News Today is a daily newspaper from Bangladesh that covers the Metropolitan, Business, Sports and 
International news. The paper also contains features, Editorials and Op-ed pages.

http://www.newstoday.com.bd

The News Tribe
The News Tribe is an online news network covering South Asia, the fastest-growing region in the world, with a 
refreshing mix of daily news, original reports, opinion and blogs. It is one of the largest news websites in 
Pakistan, visited by Pakistanis.

http://www.thenewstribe.com

The Niche
The Niche is an online independent news portal located in Nigeria. The Niche seeks to be a leading provider of 
credible, unbiased and factual information to all Nigerians irrespective of religion, ethnic origin and class. 
TheNiche will be dedicated to the pursuit of free speech and free enterprise.

https://www.thenicheng.com/

The Nicholls Worth The Nicholls Worth is a student-run news organization whose primary function is to cover the issues important 
to Nicholls State University.

http://thenichollsworth.com/

The Nigerian Observer The Nigerian Observer is a daily newspaper owned by the Edo State Government. The Nigerian Observer 
covers various national topics ranging from politics to health, business, and more.

http://nigerianobservernews.com/

The Norfolk Islander

The Norfolk Islander is a daily newspaper published since 1965. It serves as the medium through which 
members of the community could express their views and record for posterity the factual happenings that go to 
make up the fabric of this small island.  The good and the bad, the births, deaths and marriages, Letters to 
Editor, sporting results and all the little bits and pieces of news and information that in the years to come will 
give a picture of the life and times of the people of Norfolk.

http://norfolkislander.com/

The North Wind
The North Wind is an independent student publication serving the Northern Michigan University community. It 
is partially funded by the Student Activity Fee. The North Wind digital paper is published every Friday during 
the fall and winter semesters except on university holidays and during exam weeks. The North Wind Board of 
Directors is composed of representatives of the student body, faculty, administration and area media.

http://www.thenorthwindonline.com/

The Northeastern The Northeastern: The student newspaper of Northeastern State University. Covering Tahlequah, Broken 
Arrow and Muskogee, Oklahoma

https://www.nsunews.com/

The Northern Iowan The Northern Iowan is published semi-weekly on Monday and Thursday during the academic year by the 
University of Northern Iowan. It covers news, campus life, sports, opinion, and more.

https://www.northerniowan.com/
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The Northern Star The Northern Star is the student-produced, independent media at Northern Illinois University in DeKalb, Ill. The 
Northern Star covers NIU campus news, DeKalb news, NIU Huskie sports and northern Illinois entertainment.

https://northernstar.info/

The Northerner
The Northerner is an independent student-run media outlet innovatively providing relevant and credible content 
to facilitate informed discussion within the Northern Kentucky University community. While upholding the 
ethical standards of traditional journalism, we are constantly evolving into the digital age.

http://www.thenortherner.com/

The Northlines
The Northlines is a Daily English Newspaper publishing from Jammu, the winter capital of Jammu & Kashmir 
for the last Fourteen years. Holding independent policy and perspective, it covers objectively the news, views, 
analysis, investigative stories and informative articles of varied interests with special focus on the three regions 
of the state – Jammu, Kashmir & Ladakh.

http://www.thenorthlines.com

The Nubian Message
The Nubian Message is the first African-American newspaper and the Sentinel of the Black Community at NC 
State since 1992. Available Every Wednesday on Newstands around the North Carolina State University 
campus covering news, opinion, features, and more.

https://www.thenubianmessage.com/

The Oakland Post The Oakland Post is an independent student run newspaper located on Oakland University’s campus in 
Rochester, Mich. The Oakland Post covers stories both on campus and in the surrounding community.

http://www.oaklandpostonline.com/

The Obama White House The Obama White house is an archived version of the White House website from the Obama administration, 
showcasing the policies and achievements of the former president.

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/photos-
and-video/video/2017/01/18/president-obama-
holds-his-final-press-conference

The Oberlin Review

The Oberlin Review is the newspaper of record for Oberlin College and the city of Oberlin, Ohio. Established in 
1874, it has published continuously for 140 years, making it one of the oldest college newspapers in the United 
States. The printed edition of the Review is published every Friday during the fall and spring semesters, except 
during holidays and examination periods, with a circulation of 1,700 issues. The web edition of the Review is 
published online continuously.

https://oberlinreview.org/

The Observer

The Observer is the student-run, daily print and online newspaper serving Notre Dame, Saint Mary’s and Holy 
Cross. Students at Notre Dame founded the organization in 1966. The Observer publishes stories about local 
events and issues that affect students, staff and community members of Notre Dame, Saint Mary’s and Holy 
Cross. As an Associated Press newspaper, The Observer prints wire stories, pictures and graphics to inform 
readers of national and world news and sports.

http://ndsmcobserver.com/

The Observer
The Observer is the weekly campus newspaper of Case Western Reserve University. Established in 1968, it 
exists to report news affecting or involving students and to provide an editorial forum for the university 
community.

http://observer.case.edu/

The Observer
Founded by the women of Yeshiva University’s Stern College in 1958, the YU Observer is one of two student-
run publications of Yeshiva University. Writers on the YU Observer staff are YU undergraduates from a variety 
of backgrounds.

http://www.yuobserver.org/

The Observer Daily newspaper focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. https://observer.ug/
The Olivet College Echo The Echo is the award-winning student newspaper of Olivet College. https://www.ocecho.com/

The Optimist The Optimist is the student media operation of Abilene Christian University. Its staff is advised by members of 
the faculty and staff of ACU’s Department of Journalism and Mass Communication.

http://www.acuoptimist.com/

The Oracle The New Paltz Oracle is the official student newspaper of SUNY New Paltz, partially funded by the student 
activity fee. The New Paltz Oracle office is located in the Student Union Building.

http://oracle.newpaltz.edu/

The Oracle
The Oracle is the premier student news organization of Oral Roberts University in Tulsa, Oklahoma since 
1966. It serves the ORU and the surrounding Tulsa community by providing accurate and relevant media 
content with creativity and integrity.

http://oruoracle.com/

The Oracle
The Oracle is the long-established student-run newspaper based on the Tampa campus of the University of 
South Florida.  With a print edition two days a week — Monday and Thursday — during the fall and spring 
semesters and once a week, Wednesday, in the summer. The paper has earned a national reputation for 
excellence, receiving numerous national and regional awards for its journalism.

http://www.usforacle.com/

The Oregon Catalyst Political news, commentary, gossip. http://oregoncatalyst.com

The Organiser The Organiser is an independent online publication based in London that covers unreported news from Sierra 
Leone, as well as the wider African region.

http://theorganiser.net/

The Orion
The Orion is an independent, Pacemaker Award winning student-run news source at California State 
University. The Orion’s goal is to build journalistic excellence at Chico State by striving to inspire our readers to 
think critically, with complete, accurate and unbiased journalism.

http://theorion.com/
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The Ottawa Campus
The Campus is the student newspaper of Ottawa University. It is the oldest student- run newspaper in the state 
of Kansas. The Campus has been publishing since 1885. Today, The Campus is a weekly paper that covers 
news, sports, entertainment and opinions within the university, the community and the world beyond. The 
paper has moved online in recent years featuring news, videos and photo slideshows.

http://www.oucampus.org/

The Outlook
The Outlook is the student newspaper of Monmouth University. It has been student-run since 1933. It is 
published weekly. The Outlook has received national awards from the Columbia Scholastic Press Association 
and the New Jersey Collegiate Press Association for news coverage and layout.

http://outlook.monmouth.edu/

The Pacifican The Pacifican is the student newspaper of University of the Pacific. http://thepacificanonline.com/

The Paladin The Paladin delivers the latest breaking news and top stories across World, Politics, Entertainment, Sports, 
Technology, Lifestyle, Apps & Games - from around the world.

http://www.thefurmanpaladin.com/

The Palestine Chronicle The Palestine Chronicle is an independent online newspaper that provides daily news, commentary and 
features on a variety of subjects.

http://www.palestinechronicle.com

The Pan American
The UCSD Guardian is the University of California, San Diego’s award-winning independent student 
newspaper, published by UCSD students for the UCSD community. The Guardian is a student-run department 
independently funded by advertising sales.

http://ucsdguardian.org/

The Panther http://www.thepantheronline.com/
The Parc Fermé The journal of Formula 1 opinion. https://theparcferme.com

The Parthenon Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published by students Monday through Friday during the regular 
semester and Thursday during the summer.

http://marshallparthenon.com/

The Pathfinder The Pathfinder is the student-run newspaper at Lewis-Clark State College. https://lcpathfinder.com/

The Patriot The Patriot is the student-run newspaper at Francis Marion University. It is published five times a semester 
during the fall and spring semesters.

https://www.patriotnewsonline.com/

The Patriot
The Patriot is a daily newspaper published from Islamabad, the capital city of Pakistan.  The focus of the paper 
is on national politics and the paper occasionally published opinionated investigative reports.  The paper also 
covers business, sports, entertainment and technology.  The paper covers the twin cities of Islamabad and 
Rawalpindi extensively.

www.dailythepatriot.com

The Patron Saint of Superheroes Chris Gavaler explores the multiverse of comics, pop culture, and politics. https://thepatronsaintofsuperheroes.
wordpress.com/

The Peace Times The Peace Times is the student-produced news outlet at William Peace University in Raleigh, North Carolina. https://www.peacetimesonline.com/
The Peak http://www.the-peak.ca/

The Peninsula Broadsheet sized newspaper focusing on national and international news, politics, business, entertainment 
and sport.

https://thepeninsulaqatar.com/

The People's Vanguard of Davis Progressive/liberal blog focused on Davis, CA http://davisvanguard.org
The Peridot Capitalist Complimentary financial market commentary brought to you by Peridot Capital Management since 2004. https://www.peridotcapital.com/

The Phnom Penh Post
The Phnom Penh Post is the leading newspaper from Cambodia that is providing breaking news and in-depth 
analysis on the changing nations. The contents of the publication include national news, analysis, op-ed, 
business, lifestyle, sports, world and region, special reports and real estate.

http://www.phnompenhpost.com

The Phones Show Video podcast about phones and smartphones. http://www.youtube.com/user/stevelitchfield

The Phuket News
Founded in 2009, Class Act Media is southern Thailand's most comprehensive media company, incorporating 
newspapers including The Phuket News, radio, TV, numerous websites, online ticketing service and events 
organisation. Class Act Media prides itself on its ability to deliver high quality media services to Thais, expats 
and tourists alike in Phuket.

http://www.thephuketnews.com

The Pioneer The Pioneer is the official magazine publication of of Qatargas. Qatargas is the largest LNG producing 
company in the world, with an annual LNG production capacity of 42 million tonnes per annum (MTA).

https://www.qatargas.
com/English/MediaCenter/Publications/Pages/
Publications.aspx

The Pipettepen The Pipettepen is a blog from the Science Writing and Communication Club (SWAC) at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill.

http://www.thepipettepen.com/

The Pitt News The Pitt News has been the University of Pittsburgh’s award-winning daily student newspaper since 1910. The 
newspaper publishes daily during the fall and spring semesters, and weekly during the summer.

https://pittnews.com/

The Plainsman
The Auburn Plainsman is the award-winning student news publication affiliated with Auburn University. The 
Auburn Plainsman is an editorially independent publication. Student editors and managers determine the 
editorial content, coverage and policies without interference from faculty, staff or University administration.

http://www.theplainsman.com/

The Plug The Plug is a distinctive online news and insights platform covering the Black innovation economy. https://tpinsights.com/
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The Point News http://thepointnews.net/
The Point Newspaper Newspaper focusing on national and international news, politics, culture and sport. http://thepoint.gm

The Poly Post Mustang News, formerly Mustang Daily, is a student-run integrated newsroom, and has been the premier 
publication available on the Cal Poly campus since 1916.

http://mustangnews.net/

The Post
The Post is an independent, award-winning student-run news publication on Ohio University’s campus. Along 
with producing digital content daily, The Post also publishes a weekly print tabloid each Thursday classes at 
OU are in session.

http://www.thepostathens.com/

The Post The Post is a newspaper based in Maseru which reports on current events, politics, business, entertainment, 
and general news in Lesotho, as well as the wider southern Africa region.

www.thepost.co.ls

The Power of Slow The Power of Slow helps you establish a more positive relationship with time so you have more of it. http://www.powerofslow.com/

The Prairie The Prairie News was founded in 1919 as The Prairie, it is the West Texas A&M University’s student-run 
multimedia news organization.

http://theprairienews.com/

The President Post
The President Post is a monthly magazine that provides global business and lifestyle information. The main 
aim of The President Post is to provide information on business, investment opportunities in Indonesia. The 
contents include opinion, focus, outlook, law and regulation, sports, energy, international, education, business, 
investment, events, life and health, tourism and travel, property and technology.

http://www.thepresidentpost.com

The Prospect Group - Video Interviews with business executives and economic feature programs. http://www.youtube.
com/user/theprospectgroup/

The Public Domain Review - Essays

The majority of the digital copies featured are in the public domain or under an open license all over the world, 
however, some works may not be so in all jurisdictions. On each Collections post we’ve done our best to 
indicate which rights we think apply, so please do check and look into more detail where necessary, before 
reusing. Unless otherwise stated, our essays are published under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 
3.0 license. Strong Freedom in the Zone.

https://publicdomainreview.org/essays/

The Public Domain Review - Images

The majority of the digital copies featured are in the public domain or under an open license all over the world, 
however, some works may not be so in all jurisdictions. On each Collections post we’ve done our best to 
indicate which rights we think apply, so please do check and look into more detail where necessary, before 
reusing. Unless otherwise stated, our essays are published under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 
3.0 license. Strong Freedom in the Zone.

https://publicdomainreview.
org/collections/images

The Pulse https://news.uchicago.edu/

The Punch Punch Newspapers is Nigeria's most widely read newspaper. It focuses on national and international news, 
politics, business, metro, opinion, sports and entertainment.

https://punchng.com/

The Quad
The Quad is the student news service of West Chester University of Pennsylvania, it is the largest university in 
the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education, and one of the largest universities in the Philadelphia 
region.

http://www.wcuquad.com/

The Queens Chronicle The Queens Chronicle is published by the students of Queens University of Charlotte. http://www.queens-chronicle.com/
The Quindecim The Quindecim is the independent student newspaper of Goucher College. http://quinnews.com/
The Race to the Bottom Corporate governance law blog. https://www.theracetothebottom.org/rttb

The Racquet The Racquet is the student-run newspaper of the University of Wisconsin - LaCrosse. It provides coverage of 
campus and community events to the students of UWL.

http://theracquet.org/

The Raider Ramble The Raider Ramble was launched in April of 2017 with the purpose of delivering unique and fresh content 
about the Raiders.

https://raiderramble.com

The Rainbow Newspaper The Rainbow Newspaper is an independent newspaper located in Lusaka, Zambia that covers local, regional, 
and international news, sports, business, politic, and more.

www.rainbownewszambia.com 

The Rambler http://cdm16373.contentdm.oclc.
org/cdm/landingpage/collection/p15281coll151

The Rambler
The Rambler is a bi-weekly student-run newspaper serving the Texas Wesleyan University community.  
Rambler staff members have received more than 60 awards since 2011 from the Society of Professional 
Journalists Region 8, College Newspaper Business and Advertising Managers, and the Texas Intercollegiate 
Press Association.

http://therambler.org/
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The Rampage

Angelo State University’s Ram Page is a student-run newspaper that publishes current campus and 
community news. Ever since 1936, the newsroom staff has been composed of students who represent all 
classifications and majors.  Each staff member is dedicated to covering the ASU campus in an ethical and 
timely manner for web and social media. Our writers, photographers, and editors strive to inform their fellow 
students/neighbors about the things that matter most to Angelo State and San Angelo.

http://www.asurampage.com/

The Rampage

The Rampage is the student run newspaper of Bluefield College. Its purpose is to showcase student talents, 
keep students informed of events and other news, and give a voice to the student body of Bluefield College. 
Before Fall 2018 The Rampage existed as an old-fashioned newspaper worked on by a couple students. In 
Fall 2018, a small group of students worked with Bluefield College’s Communications Department to create the 
more modern version of The Rampage that we have now. Our growing team of students work tirelessly to 
come up with new ways to add and improve The Rampage. All elements are created by students.

https://bcrampage.com/

The Ranger
The Ranger news outlets, which serve the Alamo Community College District, are laboratory projects of the 
journalism classes in the Department of Media Communications, published Fridays except during summer, 
holidays and examinations.

http://theranger.org/

The Ranger News Founded in 1972. The Ranger News is the University of Wisconsin-Parkside’s entirely student-run newspaper. https://trnonline.org/
The Rational Optimist Frank S. Robinson's blog on life, society, politics, and philosophy https://rationaloptimist.wordpress.com

The Raven Review The Raven Review is an independent newspaper at the Prescott College, serving the central and northern 
Arizona.

https://theravenreview.wordpress.com/

The Real News Network The Real News Network is a television news and documentary network focused on providing independent and 
uncompromising journalism.

http://therealnews.com/t2/

The Real Story Global experts and decision makers discuss, debate and analyse a key news story. https://www.bbc.co.
uk/programmes/p02dbd4m/episodes/player

The Recorder The Recorder is a student-produced publication. The purpose of The Recorder is to approach and define 
issues of importance to the students and administration of Central Connecticut State University.

https://centralrecorder.org/

The Rensselaer Polytechnic
The Polytechnic is the student-run news organization of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. It is published online 
on a rolling basis, except during holiday and examination periods. The Polytechnic ceased regular printing and 
switched to online-first distribution in 2018. Printed issues can be viewed at the Institute Archives & Special 
Collections in the Folsom Library.

https://poly.rpi.edu/

The Reporter Hatter Network is Stetson University’s student-run media collective. he Reporter is printed six times per year, 
including an orientation issue aimed at first-year students.

http://hatternetwork.com/

The Reporter Weekly newspaper covering general news and current affairs including business, politics, economics, society, 
sports and culture.

https://www.thereporterethiopia.com/

The Reporters Dedicated to promoting social awareness and encouraging social change through powerful multimedia 
storytelling.

http://www.thereporters.org

The Retriever Weekly The Retriever Weekly is the University of Maryland, Baltimore County's Student-Run Newspaper. https://retriever.umbc.edu/

The Reveille The Reveille is the LSU's award-winning weekly student newspaper straight from the basement of Hodges 
Hall.

http://www.lsunow.com/

The Revelator
The Revelator, an online news and ideas initiative of the Center for Biological Diversity, provides editorially 
independent reporting, analysis and stories at the intersection of politics, conservation, art, culture, 
endangered species, climate change, economics and the future of wild species, wild places and the planet.

https://therevelator.org/

The Rocket The Rocket is published by the students of Slippery Rock University. Digital content is produced every week, 
and print editions are created on a monthly basis during the academic semesters.

http://www.theonlinerocket.com/

The Rotunda The Rotunda is a student-run news source that serves the Longwood University and Farmville communities. It 
provides reliable news using a variety of media and it bridges the gap between the question and the truth.

https://www.therotundaonline.com/

The Round Up Daily
The Round Up is a student newspaper at New Mexico State University. It has been the voice of NMSU since 
1907. Its was established in January 1891, just three years after the university’s founding, the New Mexico 
Collegian was the first publication to circulate the institution known at the time as the New Mexico College of 
Agriculture and Mechanics.

https://nmsuroundup.com/

The Rover The Rover is the student-ran free bi-monthly newspaper turned blog of Iowa Western Community College 
located in Council Bluffs, IA.  The print edition was available from 1998 to mid-2009.

http://iwccrover.wordpress.com/

The Rutgers Observer The Observer is a news organization at Rutgers University-Newark where students can stay updated on and 
off campus about current events and university news.

https://theobserverrutgers.wordpress.com/

The Rwanda Focus The Rwanda Focus is a daily newspaper focusing on social political content, business, health, female topics 
and entertainment, along with regular features and opinion articles.

http://www.focus.rw
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The Saint
The Saint newspaper is produced by students of Aquinas College. Our editors and writers have worked 
diligently for the past 30 years to produce an informative, entertaining and journalistically accurate student 
publication. Our goal is to continue to provide relevant news and an open forum for the ideas, views and 
concerns of the Aquinas community.

https://thesaintaq.com/

The Salem State Log The Salem State Log is the independent student's voice of Salem State College. https://www.salemstatelog.com/

The Sandspur
The Sandspur is the independent student newspaper of Rollins College. Its mission is to be the most accurate, 
thorough and interesting source of news for the students, faculty and overall members of the Rollins 
community. The Sandspur is committed to diversity and embraces the cultural traditions and beliefs of all 
individuals in its audience.

http://www.thesandspur.org/

The Santa Clara
The Santa Clara is Santa Clara University’s student-run news source, founded on February 22, 1922. It is 
published throughout the year online. The newsprint edition is published every Thursday for the first eight 
weeks of every academic quarter.

https://www.thesantaclara.org/

The Savvy Office Manager
The Savvy Manager is a blog that seeks to enlighten managers and offer wisdom to guide them through their 
hectic workplaces. With a witty edge, it looks at office leadership through the prism of current trends, headlines 
and the headaches that come with the job.

https://www.businessmanagementdaily.
com/people-management/

The Scarlet
The Scarlet is the newspaper of Clark University, and is written, laid-out, and compiled exclusively by students. 
The Scarlet is published weekly and is delivered to various locations on campus, including the University 
Center and Academic Commons on Friday afternoons

http://thescarlet.org/

The Science Codex Notes for various IB subjects as well as some musings on biochemistry and oncology. https://thesciencecodex.wordpress.com
The Scorecrow Sports blog that covers the NFL, MLB, NBA, NHL and DFS along with fantasy football and fantasy baseball. https://thescorecrow.com
The Scribe The Scribe is the official student newspaper of University of Colorado at Colorado Springs. http://scribe.uccs.edu/

The Scribe
The Scribe is the official student newspaper of the University of Bridgeport. It provides students, faculty and 
visitors with a newspaper that offers content that is both relevant and enjoyable. The newspaper is published 
bi-weekly (except for vacation periods) and is exclusively researched, written and edited by students.

http://www.thescribeonline.com/

The Scroll

For more than a century, Scroll has been the source for campus and local news for BYU-Idaho students. 
During this time, an award winning student staff from across the country and around the world has managed 
Scroll. With the convergence of Scroll Digital, Scroll and Scroll Digital maintain their mark on campus and are 
working toward still larger goals. Together Scroll and Scroll Digital are more than just a print newspaper; they 
are on the verge of becoming a multimedia news outlet comparable to the current strides being made in the 
media industry. Scroll Digital is a student-run news program produced by students using today’s latest 
broadcast equipment including high-definition cameras, video-editing tools and the broadcast industry standard 
Associated Press, ENPS, news content management system.

http://byuiscroll.org/

The Seahawk
The Seahawk is the official newspaper of the student body of the University of North Carolina Wilmington. The 
Seahawk is a designated public forum.The mission of The Seahawk is to publish a quality campus newspaper 
for the UNCW community and to provide a converged-media, journalism and publication laboratory for 
students in all disciplines.

http://www.theseahawk.org/

The Security Ledger Security Ledger is an independent security news website that explores the intersection of cyber security with 
business, commerce, politics and everyday life.

https://securityledger.com

The Sentry
It was founded in 1963, the Crowder Sentry has provided a voice for the students of Crowder College through 
the newspaper and, more recently, has been an online source for news. The Crowder Sentry is a member of 
the Missouri Collegiate Media Association (MCMA), a state-wide association of college and university 
newspapers.

http://www.crowdersentry.com/

The Sentry
RMU Sentry Media is the award-winning independent, student-run converged media outlet for Robert Morris 
University.  It adheres to the Journalism Education Association’s Scholastic Press Rights policy promoting 
student press freedom and editorial independence through a “hands-off” approach, allowing students to control 
content decisions without prior review or censorship.

http://www.rmusentrymedia.com/

The Setonian
The Setonian is the official undergraduate newspaper of Seton Hall University, is published in the University 
Center each Thursday of the academic year, excluding final examination and holiday break periods. The 
Setonian is a member of the New Jersey Press Association.

http://www.thesetonian.com/

The Settlement Channel
The Settlement Channel is the premier location for news, information, commentary and interviews on the 
structured settlement industry, settlement planning and the sales and marketing of structured settlement 
annuities to fund court settlements.

http://www.thesettlementchannel.com/
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The Shan Herald Agency for News
The Shan Herald Agency for News (S.H.A.N.) sheds light on the current situation in Shan State.  S.H.A.N. 
provides one of the few sources of news about events occurring in Shan State and is a valuable resource for 
the Shan community in Burma and the Shan exile community in Thailand, as well as for Burma-watchers in the 
international community.  It publishes online news in 5 languages: English, Shan, Burmese, Thai and Chinese.

http://www.shanland.org

The Shark Tank The Shark Tank is your source for sharp analysis and biting commentary on anyone and anything that 
comprises Florida Politics- federal, state, and local.

https://shark-tank.com

The Shield
The Shield independent student publication at the University of Southern Indiana serves the students and the 
campus community with factual information, entertaining content and a forum for discussion, reflecting their 
unique interests and concerns.

http://usishield.com/

The Shorthorn The Shorthorn is the student-run newspaper at The University of Texas at Arlington. http://www.theshorthorn.com/

The Signal The Signal is The College of New Jersey‘s award-winning, student-produced, weekly news organization. 
Established in 1885, it is among the oldest collegiate newspapers in the country.

http://www.tcnjsignal.net/

The Signal The Signal is the student-run newspaper of California State University, Stanislaus. The Signal is distributed on 
and around the CSU Stanislaus campus, as well as in select locations in downtown Turlock.

https://www.csusignal.com/

The Simple Dollar The Simple Dollar is a frank discussion of personal finance issues targeting twenty- and thirtysomethings. http://www.thesimpledollar.com/

The Simpsonian The Simpsonian is the nation’s oldest continually published student newspaper. It has has been published 
nonstop since September 1870.

http://www.thesimpsonian.com/

The Slate
The Slate is a volunteer, student-run organization founded in 1957. We provide instant information to 
Shippensburg University students, faculty and staff on campus, as well as alumni and parents of students 
across the nation.

http://www.theslateonline.com/

The Snapper The Snapper is the Millersville University's Student Newspaper since 1925 http://thesnapper.millersville.edu/

The Snowdrift The Snowdrift is Snow College’s reputable college newspaper. The quality of the paper is astounding and is 
completely produced by students attending Snow College.

http://www.snowcollegenews.com/

The SNU Echo The Echo is the weekly online student newspaper of Southern Nazarene University and is a long-standing 
member of the Oklahoma Collegiate Press Association.

http://echo.snu.edu/

The Social Customer Manifesto Marketing, online communities and business, from the customer’s point of view. Named “Best CRM Blog” by 
SearchCRM.

http://www.socialcustomer.com

The Social Media Hat News and information about social media, blogging, SEO and marketing. https://www.thesocialmediahat.com/

The Sojourn The Sojourn is Indiana Wesleyan University’s digital, student-run news site. The publication was operated as a 
print newspaper for more than 70 years before transitioning to an all digital format in September 2015.

http://www.thesojourniwu.com/

The South Campus Forum The South Campus Forum is the student newspaper for Community College of Allegheny County. http://www.ccac.edu/

The South End The South End is published daily online throughout the year by Wayne State students.The South End can be 
found in print at lease once a semester.

http://www.thesouthend.wayne.edu/

The Southern
The Southern is the student-run newspaper of Florida Southern College. The Southern is published in print 
once a month during fall and spring semesters of the academic year at Florida Southern College by students 
through the Communication Department.

http://fscsouthern.com/

The Southern Times

The Southern Times is a regional weekly newspaper for Southern Africa aimed at covering political, business, 
economic, cultural, artistic and sports news in the region and beyond. It seeks to tell the African story by 
Africans themselves. It is published by Namzim Newspapers, a 50-50 joint venture between New Era 
Publication Corporation of Namibia and Zimbabwe Newspapers (1980) of Zimbabwe. Launched in 2004, the 
newspaper is a response to the New World Information Order and seeks to balance the flow of information 
from the developed world to the developing countries.

https://southernafrican.news

The Sou'Wester The Sou'Wester is the Georgia Southwestern State University's official student newspaper for over 100 years. https://thesouwester.wordpress.com/

The Sower
The Sower is Concordia University, Nebraska’s 8-page monthly newspaper and online site, which covers 
campus news for the Concordia community and serves as a forum of free expression. The first issue of The 
Sower was published in 1964.

http://www.cunesower.com/

The Spectator
The Spectator has served as Seattle University’s student newspaper since 1933. New editions hit the stands 
every Wednesday and articles are posted online on the same day. The Spectator serves the Seattle University 
community through its independent journalism.

http://www.seattlespectator.com/

The Spectator The Spectator is the student newspaper of the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. It began as a weekly tabloid 
in 1923 and has grown to a biweekly publication.

http://www.spectatornews.com/
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The Spectator
Originally published as The Radiator in 1847, The Spectator is Hamilton College’s student-run weekly 
newspaper. Editorially independent of the administration, The Spectator serves the Hamilton community as a 
fair and critical source of news and analysis.

https://spec.hamilton.edu/

The Spectrum The Spectrum is a student-run weekly newspaper at Sacred Heart University. Publication first established in 
1983. The paper comes out every Wednesday.

http://www.shuspectrum.com/

The Spinnaker The Spinnaker is the student news organization of the University of North Florida (UNF). The first newspaper 
issue was published August 17, 1977.

http://unfspinnaker.com/

The Spur The Spur has been keeping students informed since the early days of Southwest Minnesota State University. 
As of Fall 2019, The Spur has been a completely digital student-ran news publication.

http://www.smsuspur.net/

The Spy Uganda The Spy Uganda is an independent online news portal in Uganda that covers breaking news, politics, Pan-
Africanism, business, and more.

www.spyuganda.com

The Stampede Milligan's student-operated news source since 1925. http://www.milliganstampede.com/

The Standard

The Standard is Kenya’s second-largest national newspaper and the flagship product of the Standard Group. 
Its reach cuts across all market segments, with clear leadership in some niche segments, such as the youth, 
and some key markets, including Nyanza, Coast, Western and Rift Valley. The newspaper has loyal 
readership among a cross-section of the Kenyan population, with niche products especially popular among 
Kenya’s youthful population.

https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/

The Standard The Standard is a weekly tabloid style newspaper, published every Sunday, fosusing on local news in Harare, 
Zimbabwe.

https://www.thestandard.co.zw

The Stanford Daily The Stanford Daily is the independent, student-run newspaper of Stanford University. The Stanford Daily 
newspaper is the primary holding of The Stanford Daily Publishing Corporation.

https://www.stanforddaily.com/

The Star The Star is a daily newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South Africa, covering 
Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

http://www.iol.co.za/the-star

The Star The Star is an English newspaper in Kenya. The newspaper specifically covers news, columns and analysis 
related to politics, sports, trade and entertainment in Kenya

http://www.the-star.co.ke/the-star

The Star
The Star is Kenya's 3rd largest circulation newspaper. Focusing on politics and entertainment the paper is right 
at the pulse of the country's daily political and economic developments. With a massive network of 
correspondents across the country, the paper brings you the freshest insights of Africa's digital economy. Our 
in-depth award-winning stories bring a fresh perspective to our readers.

https://www.the-star.co.ke/

The State Hornet The State Hornet is the student-run newspaper at California State University, Sacramento. It has been the 
independent voice of Sac State since 1949.

https://www.statehornet.com/

The State Press The State Press, ASU's student-run, independent news organization since 1890. http://www.statepress.com/

The Statesman(Pk)
The Statesman's is Pakistan's one of the largest regional dailies having publication from Peshawar, the 
provincial capital of NWFP. It has a large network of staff reporters and corrospondents across the country 
especially in FATA areas which is centre of terrorism.

http://www.statesman.com.pk

The Stormy Petrel
Founded in 1835, Oglethorpe University is Atlanta’s only co-educational small private college, providing a 
superior education in which liberal arts and sciences and professional programs complement each other in this 
small-college environment within a dynamic urban setting.

https://source.oglethorpe.edu/

The Stoutonia
The Stoutonia is written, edited, designed and produced by students of the University of Wisconsin-Stout, and 
they are solely responsible for its editorial policy and content. The Stoutonia is a multimedia news source for 
the UW-Stout campus published weekly online.

http://stoutonia.com/

The Student Life The Student Life is the oldest college newspaper in Southern California, serving the Claremont Colleges since 
1889.

http://tsl.news/

The Student Life Student Life is the independent newspaper of Washington University in St. Louis. http://www.studlife.com/
The Student Life: Claremont 
Colleges News

The Student Life is the oldest college newspaper in Southern California. Founded in 1889, it serves as the 
newspaper for the Claremont Colleges.

https://tsl.news

The Student Printz http://www.studentprintz.com/
The Student Voice The Student Voice is a monthly, 16-page, student-run magazine at Syracuse University. https://studentvoicesu.wordpress.com/

The Stute
The Stute is the student-run newspaper of Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, NJ. On September 23, 
1904, the first issue of The Stute was published, and has continued ever since.Content is published on the 
website every Friday and printed in a weekly physical issue whenever possible.

http://thestute.com/

The Suffolk Journal The Suffolk Journal serves the Suffolk University community by producing a weekly newspaper.The Journal 
strives to be a fair, impartial and responsible news source that represents the entire Suffolk community.

https://thesuffolkjournal.com/
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The Sultan’s Seal Arab/Muslim Comment/Analysis, Literature. Photography https://sultansseal.com/

The Sultan’s Seal The Sultan’s Seal is a blog covering Arab/Muslim comment and analysis, journalism, literature and 
photography.

https://sultansseal.com/

The Sun The Sun, established in 2003, is a daily English language newspaper publication from Nigeria, with an eye for 
quality news content and a special focus on human interest stories, politics, business and features.

http://www.sunnewsonline.com

The Sun Star
The Sun Star is the student-run weekly newspaper of the University of Alaska Fairbanks, which was formed by 
the 1981 merger of the previous UAF newspapers; the Journalism department’s Northern Sun, and the 
independently-run Polar Star. Student-led journalism at UAF began in 1946, and the Sun Star is proud to carry 
on that tradition.

https://uafsunstar.com/

The Sunday Guardian

The Sunday Guardian is a Sunday newspaper founded by journalist, author and politician M.J. Akbar in 2010. 
The newspaper is divided into two sections: news and features, with 20 pages dedicated to each section. Both 
provide interesting perspectives which is a mix of news, investigation, opinion, entertainment, lifestyle and 
issues of human interest. M.D. Nalapat is the editorial director of the newspaper. The newspaper has two 
editions—Delhi and Mumbai.

http://www.sunday-guardian.com

The Sunday Independent The Sunday Independent is a weekly newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

http://www.iol.co.za/sundayindependent

The Sunday Mail Newspaper website containing news, features, political analyses, opinions, business, sports, religion, arts, 
entertainment

http://www.sundaymail.co.zw

The Swazi Observer
The Swazi Observer Newspaper Group was established in 1981 and is 100% owned by Tibiyo Taka Ngwane, 
a Swazi Nation company that is a major player in the Economic development of the country with investments in 
all the sectors of the economy.

http://new.observer.org.sz/

The Tack The Tack Online is the student news publication of Buena Vista University in Storm Lake, http://www.bvtack.com/

The Tartan
The Tartan has been Carnegie Mellon University's student-run newspaper since 1906. With a weekly 
broadsheet paper circulation of 6,000, The Tartan serves the campus community of 9,500 students as well as 
faculty, staff and administration.

http://thetartan.org/

The Tartan The Tartan is a student-run weekly newspaper maintained in order to provide the Radford University 
community with news important to them.

http://www.rutartan.com/wordpress/

The Tech The Tech is MIT's oldest and largest newspaper. It is published by the students of the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology.

https://thetech.com/

The Technician
Technician is the official student newspaper of NC State University and was first published in 1920. A print 
edition is published every Thursday throughout the academic year, August through May, except during 
holidays and exam periods.

http://www.technicianonline.com/

The Technique
Founded in 1911, the Technique serves as the campus newspaper for the Tech community. The purpose of 
the Technique is to serve the campus community by providing information, analysis and opinions that reflect 
the needs and interests of the student body at Georgia Tech.

http://nique.net/

The Telegraph

The Telegraph is an award-winning, multimedia news brand that has been synonymous with quality, authority 
and credibility for more than 160 years. We are renowned for the analysis, perspective, opinion and insight that 
our journalism provides to a diverse and discerning audience. Every day the content we create – in print, 
online, in our apps and across many other platforms – is setting the news agenda, sparking debate and 
provoking comment.

www.telegraph.co.uk/syndication

The Telegraph (Travel)

The Telegraph is an award-winning, multimedia news brand that has been synonymous with quality, authority 
and credibility for more than 160 years. We are renowned for the analysis, perspective, opinion and insight that 
our journalism provides to a diverse and discerning audience. Every day the content we create – in print, 
online, in our apps and across many other platforms – is setting the news agenda, sparking debate and 
provoking comment.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/

The Temple Column The Temple Column is the campus paper for Temple University Ambler.  It is a monthly newspaper that covers 
news and events in the Philadelphia area.

http://templecolumn.wordpress.com/

The Tendo View Insights and analysis for your strategic communications. http://tendocom.com/insights/
The Texas Observer Sharp reporting from Texas. http://www.texasobserver.org

The Texas Tribune The Texas Tribune is a digital first nonprofit, nonpartisan news organization covering Texas' largest issues. We 
publish beat and enterprise reporting, databases and data visualization.

http://texastribune.org

The Thielensian
The Thielensian is a student-run news organization at Thiel College. In order to keep up with the times, we 
have moved from paper to digital format. The Thielensian strives to keep up to the current news and stands by 
ready to provide to the student body.

https://thethielensian.blog/
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The Third Pole Understanding Asia's water crisis. https://www.thethirdpole.net/en/
The thoughtLEADERS Blog Leadership training for the real world. http://www.thoughtleadersllc.com/blog
The Tiger Newspaper College newspaper for Benedict College https://www.benedict.edu/

The Times of Central Asia The Times of Central Asia is an online news source, established in 1999, that covers and provides original 
reporting of business, finance, economic and political news in Central Asia, plus opinion and analysis articles.

https://www.timesca.com

The Times of India
The Times of India and its corresponding website are one of India's most popular news publications. The 
Times of India offers complete and up-to-date coverage of national, international and city-specific happenings; 
sports; entertainment; lifestyle; business; health; science and technology related topics.

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com

The Times of Israel

The Times of Israel is a Jerusalem-based online newspaper founded in 2012 to document developments in 
Israel, the Middle East and around the Jewish world. It was established by veteran UK-born, Israeli journalist 
David Horovitz and his US-based capital partner Seth Klarman. Horovitz is the founding editor, responsible for 
the site’s editorial content. The Times of Israel has no partisan political affiliation. It seeks to present the news 
fair-mindedly and offers a wide range of analysis and opinion pieces. We also highlight developments from 
Jewish communities throughout the Diaspora, and thus serve as a global focal point for the Jewish world – 
informing and engaging members of the tribe everywhere.

http://www.timesofisrael.com

The Times of Israel

The Times of Israel is a Jerusalem-based online newspaper founded in 2012 to document developments in 
Israel, the Middle East and around the Jewish world. It was established by veteran UK-born, Israeli journalist 
David Horovitz and his US-based capital partner Seth Klarman. Horovitz is the founding editor, responsible for 
the site’s editorial content. The Times of Israel has no partisan political affiliation. It seeks to present the news 
fair-mindedly and offers a wide range of analysis and opinion pieces. We also highlight developments from 
Jewish communities throughout the Diaspora, and thus serve as a global focal point for the Jewish world – 
informing and engaging members of the tribe everywhere.

https://www.timesofisrael.com

The Tokyo Reporter News, features, and photography from the underside of Japan. http://www.tokyoreporter.com

The Tor Echo

The Tor Echo is a student publication at Alfred State College funded by the Student Senate and advertising 
revenues, published every other Monday. Submissions made to the Tor Echo do not necessarily reflect the 
opinions of the Editorial Board, the Student Senate, or Alfred State College, and are those of the writer. 
Submissions for publication, including letters to the editor, must be signed, though upon request the name of 
the author shall be held. We encourage letters to the editor and story ideas. Remember, submission does not 
guarantee publication. However student participation is always greatly appreciated.

https://torecho.wordpress.com/

The Torch The Torch is the student newspaper of Roosevelt University http://rutorch.com/

The Torch
The Torch is the award-winning, student-run newspaper of Valparaiso University. All content is created by 
students for the purpose of disseminating information to the campus and abroad. The mission of The Torch is 
to maintain the reputation of excellence it has held since it was founded in 1915.

http://www.valpotorch.com/

The Tower For the past 97 years, The Tower has acted as Catholic University’s independent student newspaper, with the 
mission to keep informed the student population of the national university of the Catholic Church.

http://www.cuatower.com/

The Towerlight The Towerlight is an independent student newspaper serving the Towson University campus and community. 
It is published by Baltimore Student Media, Inc.

http://thetowerlight.com/

The Towers http://towers.wpi.edu/
The Triple-I Blog The Triple-I Blog aims to provide information and discussion of timely insurance topics. http://www.iii.org/insuranceindustryblog/

The Tripod
The Trinity Tripod is the official student newspaper of Trinity College and was established in 1904. The Tripod 
has been published nearly continuously, a wartime delay excepted, and serves as the student record of the 
College.

http://tripod.domains.trincoll.edu/

The Troubadour The Troubadour is the student newspaper serving Franciscan University in Steubenville, Ohio. https://www.troubonline.com/

The Trumpet
West Liberty University is a forward-looking, four-year public university steeped in a rich heritage as West 
Virginia’s oldest institution of higher education.  Established as West Liberty Academy in 1837. It was created 
to respond to the need for higher educational opportunities west of the Appalachian ridge.

http://westliberty.edu/

The Turbulent World of Middle East 
Soccer

The Turbulent World of Middle East Soccer is a blog about Middle East politics, economics and social issues 
viewed though the prism of soccer.

http://mideastsoccer.blogspot.com

The Turner Report
The Turner Report features news and commentary about southwest Missouri, Missouri and the nation from 
Randy Turner, a public schoolteacher, who was formerly an award-winning investigative reporter for southwest 
Missouri newspapers.

http://www.rturner229.blogspot.com

The UALR Forum The Forum is the University of Arkansas at Little Rock's student newspaper. https://life.ualr.edu/forum/
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The UB Post
The UB Post is a subsidiary of Mongol News Media Group based in Mongolia.  The newspaper has both print 
and online editions in English, Italian and Spanish. The contents of the paper include politics, domestic, 
business & economics, community, entertainment, international, arts and culture, opinion and sports.

http://www.ubpost.mongolnews.mn

The UCL Practitioner The first and only weblog on California's Unfair Competition Law and California class actions. http://www.uclpractitioner.com/
The Union The Union website is the student-run news organization of El Camino College in Torrance, California. http://eccunion.com/

The Union of News Agencies (UNA)
The Union of News Agencies, formerly known as the International Islamic News Agency, is a specialized organ 
of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), is a news agency publishing in Arabic, English and French 
and focusing on news about the Islamic world and Islamic affairs. Its headquarters is in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

http://una-oic.org/

The University Leader Tiger Media Network is the student newspaper of Fort Hays State University http://tmn.fhsu.edu/

The University Register
The University Register is the official campus newspaper of the University of Minnesota Morris, and is 
published bi-weekly during the academic year. It primarily serves the University of Minnesota Morris campus 
and the greater Morris community.

http://www.universityregister.org/

The University Star
The University Star, also called The Star, is the student-run news organization at Texas State University and 
one of the oldest publications in the state. The Star provides news and information on issues affecting the 
university, as well as the San Marcos community.

http://star.txstate.edu/

The University Times
The University Times is Ireland’s largest student newspaper, and is the current Student Publication of the 
Year, an award which it has won four years running.The University Times won the award for the best-designed 
student newspaper in the world.

http://www.universitytimes.ie/

The Urban Wire
Founded in 2002, The UrbanWire is a youth-centric e-zine produced by young adults for young adults.The 
UrbanWire is also part of m:idea, a youth-led media agency that provides a range of services from copywriting, 
scripting, social media marketing, event hosting, photography, videography, print/digital designs and others.

https://www.theurbanwire.com/

The Utah Statesman The Utah Statesman is the Utah State University's student newspaper http://usustatesman.com/
The UTD Mercury The UTD Mercury is the University of Texas - Dallas student-run newspaper since 1980. http://utdmercury.com/

The Valencia Source
The Valencia Source is the official student news organization of the Valencia College network of campuses. It 
aims to cover each campus and to bring our readership digital coverage of school and local events, from 
competitive sports coverage to entertainment.

https://www.valenciavoice.com/

The Valley Vanguard The Valley Vanguard is the Saginaw Valley State University's student newspaper since 1967 https://thevalleyvanguard.com/

The Vanguard
The Vanguard is the official digital-only multimedia student newspaper of the University of South Alabama, 
serving the University’s student, staff, faculty and campus community since 1965. The Vanguard provides a 
hands-on learning environment and informs the public of campus news and issues. Students work as editors, 
reporters, advertisers and photographers.

https://jagmedia.org/home/the-vanguard/

The Vantage The Vantage is a weekly student produced newspaper serving Newman University and the surrounding 
community.

http://www.newmanvantage.com/

The Veritas
Veritas is the Bridgewater College student produced newspaper and news website. With a circulation of 1,700 
Veritas reaches a large audience in the Bridgewater community as well as the surrouding areas of 
Harrisonburg and Staunton.

https://www.bridgewater.edu/

The Vermilion
The Vermilion is the University of Louisiana at Lafayette's premier student-run newspaper since 1904 and 
houses university news, student opinion pieces, Louisiana Ragin' Cajun sports and more. Operated entirely by 
and for students, the Vermilion releases new issues every Wednesday and website content every day.

https://www.thevermilion.com/

The Vessel The Vessel is a student news publication for University of Sioux Falls, striving for excellence in providing 
students, faculty, alumni, and community members with captivating and up-to date news.

http://usfcollegeweek.com/

The Vie Collegienne La Vie Collegienne is Lebanon Valley College’s student run newspaper. It is committed to follow the highest 
standards of quality journalism set forth by the Society of Professional Journalists and their Code of Ethics.

http://wordpress.lvc.edu/wordpress/lavie/

The Viking News http://vikingnews.net/
The Viking Voice The Viking Voice is the student newspaper for Grayson County College http://www.grayson.edu/

The Villanovan The Villanovan has been the official student newspaper of Villanova University since 1916 and is the 
newspaper of record for Villanova University.

http://www.villanovan.com/

The Virginia Statesman The Virginia Statesman is the student newspaper for Virginia State University http://www.vsu.edu/news/archives/
The Virtual PR Agency News wire and press release distribution service. http://www.prfire.co.uk
The Vista The Vista is the student newspaper for the University of Central Oklahoma. http://ucentralmedia.com/
The Vista The Vista is the University of San Diego media newspaper. http://uofsdmedia.com/
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The Voice
Since 1924, Bloomsburg University’s award-winning student newspaper The Voice has sought to inform the 
campus community about local and national events and issues pertinent to their everyday lives. We are 
dedicated to bringing you the very best in news, sports, features, entertainment, and opinions authored by 
some of the best writers Bloomsburg has to offer.

http://www.buvoice.com/

The Voice http://www.thevoicelanguageschool.com/
The Volokh Conspiracy Opinions and analysis, mostly about law and politics, and mostly from law professors. http://reason.com/volokh
The Volunteer The Volunteer is the student newspaper for John A. Logan College http://www.jalc.edu/

The VR Soldier
Welcome to The VR Soldier, founded in April 2017 we strive to bring you the latest Cryptocurrency, Gaming, 
and Tech News. Our goal is to produce exciting and educational content and become a valuable resource to 
those looking to keep up with these topics.

https://thevrsoldier.com/

The Washburn Review The Washburn Review is a dynamic student-run organization that is dedicated to serving the Washburn 
University community.

http://www.washburnreview.org/

The Washington Post News Service 
& Syndicate

https://www.washingtonpost.com/syndication

The Way Out The Way Out is a news blog covering space-related topics. http://thewayoutspace.blogspot.com

The Wealthy Accountant A financial blog that covers early retirement, personal finance, financial independence, taxes, investing, FIRE, 
FI, and retirement.

https://wealthyaccountant.com

The Week UK Three words sum up The Week: witty, intelligent, objective. In its simplest sense, The Week is a unique and 
witty digest of the best writing from the British and foreign press.

http://www.theweek.co.uk

The Well News TWN is an independent, American news organization covering political, commercial and social events. https://www.thewellnews.com

The Wesleyan Argus
The Wesleyan Argus is published by the undergraduates of Wesleyan University. The Wesleyan Argus was 
founded in 1868 and is the country’s oldest twice-weekly printed college newspaper.The Argus is published 
weekly during the school year except in exam periods or recesses.

http://wesleyanargus.com/

The Western Word Independent commentary on politics, sports, the media, and current events. http://thewesternword.com

The Whit
The Whit has been Rowan University’s student-run newspaper since 1938. Through the years it has won a 
variety of awards and has served as an important stepping stone for aspiring journalism students. Covering a 
multitude of issues and events around the expanding university and Glassboro area, The Whit continues to 
strive for the utmost integrity and timeliness in its reporting.

http://thewhitonline.com/

The White Coat Investor Personal finance and investing information for high-income earners. http://whitecoatinvestor.com
The White House - Video The Official Channel of the White House http://www.youtube.com/user/whitehouse

The Whitman College Pioneer
The Whitman Wire is Whitman College’s weekly, student-run newspaper. With a circulation of over 1,200, The 
Wire serves both the Whitman College student body and its network of faculty, staff, parents and alumni as 
well as the local Walla Walla community.

http://whitmanwire.com

The Witness
Daily newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current affairs including economy, 
politics and sports. The Witness (previously The Natal Witness) is published in Pietermaritzburg and mainly 
serves readers in Pietermaritzburg and the inland areas of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. It is the oldest 
continuously-published newspaper in South Africa, having first been published on 27 February 1846.

https://www.news24.com/

The Worden Report Exploring the theoretical dimension of contemporary ethics, government and markets. http://thewordenreport.blogspot.com/
The Wrap Cornering the business of entertainment and media, TheWrap.com, is a new voice in entertainment news. http://www.thewrap.com/

The Yale Herald
The Yale Herald is a student-run newspaper. It is weekly publication. The Yale Herald aims to provide in-
depth, investigative reporting, and includes personal essays, interviews, opinion pieces, culture articles, 
reviews, and feature coverage of campus and local events.

https://yale-herald.com/

The Zimbabwe Independent The Zimbabwe Independent is a weekly publication, published every Friday, covering Local News, Business, 
Cartoons, Entertainment, International News, Politics, Opinion, Letters and online Videos.

https://www.theindependent.co.zw

The Zimbabwean

The The Zimbabwean newspaper includes general news from Zimbabwe, as well as life in exile. Because of 
the circumstances ongoing in Zimbabwe, the content has a heavy emphasis on politics and human rights. 
However, The Zimbabwean also includes coverage of arts and culture, business, sports, gender and health, 
social issues and news analysis.The Zimbabwean's vision is to produce and distribute a newspaper dedicated 
to freedom of expression and access to information for all the people of Zimbabwe, founded on the sacred 
principles of journalism, fairness and honesty.

http://www.thezimbabwean.co.uk

TheCourt.ca The Court is the online resource for debate and data about the Supreme Court of Canada. http://www.thecourt.ca

TheDesignAir Since founding thedesignair.net in 2012, Jonny Clark has collaborated with magazines and websites around 
the world, and has become a recognised source of opinion in the airline industry.

http://thedesignair.net
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TheEmployable Practical advice for jobseekers. http://theemployable.com
TheGarageBlog.com A virtual garage full of automotive news, reviews and event coverage. http://thegarageblog.com

theGazette
The Gazette is a specialnoise business service and part of a network of content marketing sites which provides 
free and fee-based tools and websites to media professionals around the world. Once news submitted to The 
Gazette has been approved it is available not only to visitors to our site, but also to major web and news 
search engines.

https://www.thegazette.io/

TheJointBlog.com TheJointBlog.com is a cannabis news and information website. https://thejointblog.com

TheNewArab - Comment

The New Arab is a news and current affairs website focused on the Arab world. It draws on the editorial staff of 
al-Araby al-Jadeed, one of the largest and most read Arabic language websites, as well as original English 
content from staff members and contributors on the region’s political, social and cultural issues. The aim is to 
provide in-depth and informative coverage and put forward views and voices to promote a progressive 
discourse and counter autocratic and sectarian narratives that threaten to dominate the region. Contributors’ 
blogs and readers’ own stories will be encouraged to create a space for new and less-heard voices, especially 
those of youth from across the Arab world. The website will not only be shaped by its editorial team but also 
through a participatory process to ensure an evolving and versatile platform reflecting the cultural and 
intellectual diversity of the Arab region. The London-based The New Arab is published by Fadaat Media Ltd 
and is part of a larger project that includes the al-Araby al-Jadeed Arabic website and al-Araby al-Jadeed daily 
newspaper.

https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/comment

TheNewArab - Features

The New Arab is a news and current affairs website focused on the Arab world. It draws on the editorial staff of 
al-Araby al-Jadeed, one of the largest and most read Arabic language websites, as well as original English 
content from staff members and contributors on the region’s political, social and cultural issues. The aim is to 
provide in-depth and informative coverage and put forward views and voices to promote a progressive 
discourse and counter autocratic and sectarian narratives that threaten to dominate the region. Contributors’ 
blogs and readers’ own stories will be encouraged to create a space for new and less-heard voices, especially 
those of youth from across the Arab world. The website will not only be shaped by its editorial team but also 
through a participatory process to ensure an evolving and versatile platform reflecting the cultural and 
intellectual diversity of the Arab region. The London-based The New Arab is published by Fadaat Media Ltd 
and is part of a larger project that includes the al-Araby al-Jadeed Arabic website and al-Araby al-Jadeed daily 
newspaper.

https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/indepth

TheNextWeb.com TheNextWeb.com is an online news portal located in Netherlands which focuses on international technology news.http://thenextweb.com

TheNiche

TheNiche newspaper ON SUNDAY, an exclusive Sunday online newspaper designed to fill in the gaps in the 
print media industry in Nigeria. The newspaper seeks to meet the needs of the reading Nigerian public that 
have been clamoring for investigative journalism.  Nigeria’s only exclusive Sunday newspaper that does 
credible, insightful and investigative reporting, that is refreshingly different in look and feel, that reports issues 
from all sides and that offers true value for money and time.

http://www.thenicheng.com/

TheNiche

TheNiche newspaper ON SUNDAY, an exclusive Sunday online newspaper designed to fill in the gaps in the 
print media industry in Nigeria. The newspaper seeks to meet the needs of the reading Nigerian public that 
have been clamoring for investigative journalism.  Nigeria’s only exclusive Sunday newspaper that does 
credible, insightful and investigative reporting, that is refreshingly different in look and feel, that reports issues 
from all sides and that offers true value for money and time.

http://www.thenicheng.com/

TheSpaceWriter's Ramblings TheSpacewriter's Ramblings focuses on astronomy, space sciences and other sciences, plus occasional 
forays into related topics.

http://www.thespacewriter.com/wp

TheStreet
TheStreet, Inc. is a leading digital financial media company reporting on the latest investing trends and 
analysis to investors around the world. With an unmatched suite of digital services, TheStreet has all the tools 
and insight needed to help you make the best financial decisions.

https://www.thestreet.com/ 

TheWeek Weekly tabloid covering local news, entertainment, sports, leisure, business and food. http://theweek.co.om/

Thies Info Thiesinfo.com is first of all the international information site of Senegal, that offers its readers daily content on 
Africa and the Region, covering topics ranging from local news to International news and politics.

https://www.thiesinfo.com/

Things Career Related A practical look at the job search, LinkedIn, and introverts. https://thingscareerrelated.com

Think Blue Planning Committee A dedicated, comprehensive journal sharing insightful opinions and observations of the Los Angeles Dodgers 
and their minor league affiliates.

https://thinkbluepc.com/

Thinking Americanist The writings of a Constitutionalist Conservative. http://thoughtsandrantings.com/
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Third Base Politics
Third Base Politics is an Ohio-centric conservative blog that has been featured at Hot Air, National Review, 
Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, Pittsburgh Tribune-Review, Michelle Malkin, and Ace of Spades, among 
others.

http://www.thirdbasepolitics.com/

This Day Newspaper covering national and international news including politics, business, sport, entertainment and 
lifestyle.

https://www.thisdaylive.com/

This Week In
ThisWeekIn, Inc. is a web television network covering a wide variety of topics from tech to entertainment. 
Produced out of our Santa Monica studio, our web shows feature guest experts, founders, movie stars, 
comedians, technologists and CEO's - all keeping you up to speed on what's happening this week with a fast 
and funny style. Informative and entertaining, ThisWeekIn is the place for whatever your interests may be.

http://www.youtube.com/user/ThisWeekIn/feed

This Week in Virology This Week In Virology features podcasts by Vincent Racaniello (Professor of Microbiology at Columbia 
University) and  others on a range of virological topics.

http://www.microbe.tv/twiv/

Thomas Crampton - Video China, the Internet, and new media as seen from Asia. http://www.thomascrampton.com/
Thomas Hutter's Social Media Blog Informations about social media and Facebook marketing. http://www.thomashutter.com/
Thousandaire Personal finance blog focused on investing and economics. http://www.thousandaire.com
Threatpost Cybersecurity news and information site http://threatpost.com

Threshold Securities Easily comply with SHO regulations governing short selling activities. If your role requires you to comply with 
SHO regulations governing short selling activities, then subscribe to our daily Threshold Securities listings.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/threshold-securities/

Through the Shattered Lens Where mainstream meets grindhouse, exploitation, otaku and gamers. http://unobtainium13.com
Thy Glory O Nigeria Thoughts on politics, activism, sports, human rights, poverty, Africa, Nigeria, and global matters. http://aderinola.wordpress.com/
Ticker Report Ticker Report provides coverage of recent investing news and trends. http://www.tickerreport.com/

Tidex Tidex has been at the forefront of the industry since 2016, regularly named as one of the best global 
exchanges. Our users appreciate our intuitive interface, great support, and high security.

https://tidex.com/

Tijarat Al Riyadh Online
Tijarat Al Riyadh Online is the online edition of Tijarat Al Riyadh magazine and covers news and activities from 
the Riyadh Chamber of Commerce and Industry, as well as business, economics and commerce in Riyadh. 
The site launched in 2008.

http://www.alriyadhtrading.com

Tikun Olam: Make The World A 
Better Place A political blog about the Israeli-Arab conflict. https://www.richardsilverstein.com/

Time For Kids Grade K-8 As an educational publication, the mission of TIME for Kids is to help teachers engage students with the world 
around them and inspire kids to join the conversation about current events. 

https://www.teachercreatedmaterials.com/

Time for Kids: Exploring Reading - 
Gr. 1-8

As an educational publication, the mission of TIME for Kids is to help teachers engage students with the world 
around them and inspire kids to join the conversation about current events. 

https://www.teachercreatedmaterials.com/

Times of Oman

Times of Oman is the oldest and the leading English daily newspaper in Oman. The paper consists of a printed 
daily broadsheet and an online version, which provides its readers with the latest news from Oman, the Middle 
East, Asia and the world. The newspaper contains 52 pages of politics, sports, finance and culture and has a 
wide readership in Oman and abroad. Times of Oman was the first newspaper in the Sultanate to have an 
online e-paper edition.

https://timesofoman.com/

Times of Oman - Business

Times of Oman is the oldest and the leading English daily newspaper in Oman. The paper consists of a printed 
daily broadsheet and an online version, which provides its readers with the latest news from Oman, the Middle 
East, Asia and the world. The newspaper contains 52 pages of politics, sports, finance and culture and has a 
wide readership in Oman and abroad. Times of Oman was the first newspaper in the Sultanate to have an 
online e-paper edition.

https://timesofoman.com/

Times of Swaziland
The Times Of Swaziland is an independent Publisher of Swaziland Local new. The newspaper has been 
running since 1968 and is Swaziland's leader in the deliver of printed news. The print edition is printed daily 
with a circulation of over 300,000.

http://www.times.co.sz

Times of Zambia Daily newspaper focusing on local and international news, sport, business and politics. http://www.times.co.zm
Times Online https://times.mw

Times Union

The Times Union traces its beginnings to 1856, when the Morning Times was founded as a daily newspaper in 
Albany, New York. Following numerous name changes, mergers and transfers of ownership, William Randolph 
Hearst purchased the Times Union in 1924. The Times Union is the leading news organization in New York’s 
Capital Region. The newspaper is widely respected for its focus on local news and watchdog reporting, 
particularly on state government and politics. It has won numerous state and national awards for its work on 
both print and digital platforms and has repeatedly been named New York’s Newspaper of Distinction by the 
state editors association. 

https://www.timesunion.com/
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Timor-Leste News Agency (ANTIL) Timor-Leste News Agency (ANTIL) is a state-run news agency in East Timor that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://timor-leste.gov.tl/?lang=en

Timor-Leste News Agency (ANTIL) Timor-Leste News Agency (ANTIL) is a state-run news agency in East Timor that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://timor-leste.gov.tl/?lang=pt

Timor-Leste News Agency (ANTIL) Timor-Leste News Agency (ANTIL) is a state-run news agency in East Timor that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://timor-leste.gov.tl/?lang=tp

TipRanks

TipRanks helps investors make better, data-driven investment decisions. TipRanks levels the playing field for 
retail investors by making institutional-grade research tools and data available to everyone. Making investment 
decisions can be challenging for retail investors. They often follow “expert” recommendations on the web 
without knowing anything about the expert in question. This situation is compounded by the explosion of 
investment advice online. Investors can place their financial well-being at risk, as they lack the tools to conduct 
reliable research. At TipRanks, we resolve these issues. We make it easy for millions of retail investors around 
the world to reach better, data-driven investment decisions through our suite of multi-award-winning research 
tools and simplified alternative datasets. Essentially, we drive transparency by tracking and measuring the 
performance of over 96,000 financial experts, including Wall Street analysts, financial bloggers, hedge funds, 
and corporate insiders, and making this information publicly available. TipRanks processes terabytes of 
institutional grade level investing research data such as analyst reports, SEC reports, investment news and 
analysis found online and transmogrify it into graphical and interactive tools for the retail investor to create 
financial accountability and transparency. TipRanks' content is original, includes insights drawn directly from its 
proprietary data products. and is created in-house by a large-scale editorial team which consists of 
experienced financial content writers from different financial backgrounds, markets and locations around the 
world. TipRanks currently covers the US, Canadian and UK financial markets, with additional market coverage 
coming soon. Some of content themes TipRanks covers includes: Breaking news (~300 words) and events 
about specific stocks; Pre-market pieces (~800 words) summarising what U.S stock futures are doing before 
market opens, biggest gainers/losers and expected events; Bullish/Bearish Calls (~700 words) summarising 
top analyst upgrades & downgrades; IPO Preview (~700 words) on what to expect before company’s IPO; 
Earnings Preview (~700 words) on what to expect before a specific company reports quarterly earnings; Stock 
Analysis (500-1000 words) - a deep dive into a particular company’s growth prospects, or an industry/sub-
sector analysis; Cryptocurrencies (~700 words) covering cryptocurrencies and stocks of companies involved in 
the crypto space.

https://www.tipranks.com/

T-Mag Tabloid newspaper covering news, views, lifestyle features, information, games and puzzles. https://timesofoman.com/

TND News TND News is Northern Uganda’s first digital newspaper, focusing primarily on Northern and Eastern Uganda, 
including the West Nile. Our coverage also spans the capital, Kampala, the Great Lakes region.

https://tndnewsug.com/

Today I Found Out

TodayIFoundOut.com was founded on January 1, 2010, based on the idea that it is always good to learn 
something new every day.  It was originally inspired by the wonderful sub-reddit “Today I Learned“. There also 
seemed a decided lack of “interesting fact” style websites out there where the facts presented were well 
researched.  Today I Found Out‘s goal is to raise the bar on that significantly, providing a site where you know 
everything on it has been highly researched by amazingly well credentialed authors.

http://www.todayifoundout.com

Today I Found Out

TodayIFoundOut.com was founded on January 1, 2010, based on the idea that it is always good to learn 
something new every day.  It was originally inspired by the wonderful sub-reddit “Today I Learned“. There also 
seemed a decided lack of “interesting fact” style websites out there where the facts presented were well 
researched.  Today I Found Out‘s goal is to raise the bar on that significantly, providing a site where you know 
everything on it has been highly researched by amazingly well credentialed authors.

http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.
php/category/podcast/

Today I Found Out

TodayIFoundOut.com was founded on January 1, 2010, based on the idea that it is always good to learn 
something new every day.  It was originally inspired by the wonderful sub-reddit “Today I Learned“. There also 
seemed a decided lack of “interesting fact” style websites out there where the facts presented were well 
researched.  Today I Found Out‘s goal is to raise the bar on that significantly, providing a site where you know 
everything on it has been highly researched by amazingly well credentialed authors.

https://www.youtube.
com/user/TodayIFoundOut

Today India It's a popular print newspaper based out of Bhopal http://www.todayindia.com

Today’s Woman Magazine

Today’s Woman Magazine is a glamorous, yet wholesome, self- improvement magazine for today’s total 
woman. We are the magazine of choice for the woman of style and purpose, and her family. TW Magazine has 
100 glossy pages of Health & Wellness, Relationships, Proudly Nigerian Fashion, Food, Career, Money, In-
depth Stories and Interviews. Celebrities, real heroes and national figures of interest trust us with their stories, 
which are truly inspirational.

https://twmagazine.net/
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TodayNFTNews
TodayNFTNews media is a premium news source for all NFTs and Metaverse. We aim to encourage and 
educate our readers about Non-fungible tokens, Metaverse, and Cryptocurrency with the latest news and 
updates.

https://www.todaynftnews.com

Togo Times Togotimes is a news site based launched in 2017 that offers its readers daily content on Togo and Africa , 
covering topics ranging from local and international news to Politics, economy, technology and more.

https://togotimes.info/

Togo Top News Togo Top News is an independent online publication that offers a daily content, covering politics, economy, 
business, international news, health, culture and more. 

http://togotopnews.com/

Togo Web Togoweb is an online publication that covers economic, political, sports, cultural, scientific and technological 
news in Togo, Africa.

https://togoweb.net/

TogoFoot
Togofoot.info is a sports information online publication that covers Togolese football on National and 
International scales. Togofoot.info also covers national championships, press conferences,
analysis, chronicles, interviews, African football competitions, and more.

https://togofoot.tg/

Togo-Presse Togo-Presse is a daily national newspaper in French, covering news, politics and sports. http://togopresse.tg

Tokenized
Tokenized is a tech-focused media blog that covers the latest tips, guides, and how-tos in NFTs, social media, 
gaming, metaverse, and to a lesser extent, cryptocurrency. Our work has been quoted or referenced by 
various established media publications, including Inc.com, Mashable Benelux, BeInCrypto, crypto.news, CSO, 
Digital Journal, and The Female Professional.

tokenizedhq.com

Tokocrypto
Tokocrypto vision is to increase access to crypto assets to Indonesians. They believe that by increasing this 
access, They can help Indonesians take part in the exciting crypto innovation and improve their lives.

https://www.tokocrypto.com/

TOLOnews

TOLOnews, Afghanistan’s first 24-hour station dedicated to news and current affairs, launched its terrestrial 
broadcast in August of 2010. It serves Afghans growing appetite for the most up to date news, both domestic 
and international, across broadcast, the web, and social media. TOLOnews is an extension of the nation’s 
popular TOLO TV, both part of Moby Media Group, a leading regional media organization. TOLOnews is 
Afghan owned and operated, a philosophy reflected in Moby Media Group’s other local stations TOLO TV, 
LEMAR TV, ARMAN FM and Arakozia FM. Its apolitical format is trusted and respected by its audience and its 
programs provide an unparalleled level of in-depth current affairs coverage spanning across Afghanistan’s 
political, cultural and regional interests. In Afghanistan, TOLOnews often breaks stories that lead regional and 
international headlines. More importantly, it is reaching Afghans in remote provinces as well as connecting 
those in the global diaspora. Boasting the largest newsroom in the country, TOLOnews has recruited over 100 
news professionals that now lead the development of the Afghan media industry, which was non-existent less 
than a decade ago. TOLOnews broadcasts in Dari and Pashto, and is available via the internet and social 
media in English, Pashto and Persian. It’s website, tolonews.com, is one of the most popular news sites in 
Afghanistan.

https://tolonews.com/
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Tom McLaughlin Tom explores political/social issues, education, Islam, and other themes from a right-wing perspective. http://tommclaughlin.blogspot.com
Toobit A global platform leading the new generation of cryptocurrency financial service. https://www.toobit.com/

Top Visages Top Visages is an online magazine specializing in showbiz, fashion news, beauty, international news, and 
more.

http://www.topvisages.net/

Topic News Topic News delivers powerful, original and informational news from China and Asia. https://www.topicnews.cn/

Topnews
Top news provides daily news with main focus on Business news, Corporate Action, Stock Markets and 
Technology. Top news also manages regional news portals for major countries. The list includes USA, UAE, 
Singapore, New Zealand & UK.

http://www.topnews.in

Toronto Family Lawyers' Blog Summarizes leading cases in Canadian family law. https://www.separation.ca/blog/

Toronto Life
Toronto Life and torontolife.com are the print and on-line destinations for people who want to get the most out 
of Toronto. Our goal is to add to their knowledge of the city, helping them enjoy its pleasures and cope with its 
complexity.

http://www.torontolife.com/

Tort Talk Updates, trends and thoughts regarding Pennsylvania civil litigation law. http://www.torttalk.com/

Total 911

Total 911 is the world’s only magazine dedicated to the Porsche 911, the iconic sports car with more than half 
a century of motoring heritage and excellence to its name. All models of 911 are covered, from the sought-after 
classics to today’s incredible supercars, via stunning road trip features, in-depth head to head tests, 
technological articles plus interviews with the legends who helped shape the 911’s history. Total 911 is written 
by owners and experts of the world’s most famous sports car and is lavishly presented with high definition 
photography.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/total-911/

Total Guitar
Total Guitar is the essential take for today’s guitarist. Ideal for anyone starting out and for those wanting to take 
a step up via the very latest riffs and tricks. TG gives guitarists the fast track to the latest products, music news, 
interviews with the stars, and hit song tabulation which shows readers how to play the tunes they need in the 
fastest, easiest way.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/total-guitar/

Total News
Total News covers TOTAL S.A operations in more than 130 countries, its engagement in every sector of the oil 
industry, including upstream (hydrocarbon exploration, development and production) and downstream 
(refining, petrochemicals, specialty chemicals, trading and shipping of crude oil and petroleum products and 
marketing) and TOTAL's operations in the power generation and renewable energy sectors.

https://www.total.com/en/media/news

Total News Agency Total News Agency is an online publication established in 1997 that covers avarious f topics ranging from 
development, education, politics, blockchain to health and more.

https://totalnewsagency.com/spain/

Total Press Release

TOTAL S.A., a French société anonyme (limited company) incorporated on March 28, 1924 is, together with its 
subsidiaries and affiliates, the world’s fourth largest publicly-traded integrated international oil and gas 
company.
With operations in more than 130 countries, TOTAL is engaged in every sector of the oil industry, including 
upstream (hydrocarbon exploration, development and production) and downstream (refining, petrochemicals, 
specialty chemicals, trading and shipping of crude oil and petroleum products and marketing). TOTAL also 
operates in the power generation and renewable energy sectors. Total press releases of the Group and its 
subsidiaries in reverse chronological order. 

http://www.total.com/en/media/news/press-
releases

TouchArcade iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch game news and reviews. http://toucharcade.com
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Tourism Breaking News
We are a B2B print and electronic travel and tourism trade magazine in the UAE with the presence of over ten 
years in the region and 25 years in India. Our parent company is Durga Das Publications in New Delhi India.

http://tourismbreakingnews.ae/

Toyo Keizai Online
Toyo Keizai Online is an information distribution platform centered on economic news that we independently 
interviewed. It operates in collaboration with Toyo Keizai's industry reporters, as well as many journalists, 
writers, and organizations.

toyokeizai.net

TradeArabia
TradeArabia is one of the Middle East’s leading business information portals and has become synonymous 
with Al Hilal Group. The portal represents an all-encompassing repository of the group’s editorial knowledge 
across 20 market sectors going back to the year 2000. TradeArabia is all about business and trade allowing 
individuals the opportunity to research news and information across every market sector.

http://www.tradearabia.com/

Trademarkology The law firm of Stites & Harbison provides commentary on trademark law. https://www.stites.
com/resources/trademarkology/

Trading NRG
A blog about energy commodities such as crude oil and natural gas and precious metals such as Gold and 
Silver. Its purpose is delivering and analyzing news on a daily basis while aiming to present different angles 
and insights into the news. Blogger is an MA graduate in economics from Tel Aviv University.

http://www.tradingnrg.com/

Trak.in
Trak.in is a leading source of news for technology, business, mobile, online and the start-up space in India. 
The site has published thousands of incisive articles to date and consistently ranks as one of the top news 
destinations in India.

http://trak.in

Transcript Daily Finance and business news https://transcriptdaily.com

transhumanity.net Transhumanity.net, or colloquially called ‘t.net’, provides a platform to talk about all things related to 
Transhumanism from the technological singularity to longevity or politics.

http://transhumanity.net

Transport Dive Transport Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive, the website cover topics such as technology, 
workforce, safety, infrastructure, and more. 

https://transportdive.com/

Transportation Monitor Worldwide

Transportation Monitor Worldwide is a subscription based publication covering air, rail, road, water, cable, 
pipeline and space transport news and developments from worldwide jurisdictions. Transportation Monitor 
Worldwide is the ultimate transport resource featuring news, analysis and comment on the movement of 
people, animals and goods worldwide. Transportation Monitor Worldwide is updated daily and draws on 
information from worldwide transport publications, as well as reliable press, internet and news agency sources 
worldwide, always quoting and accrediting the original information source within its reporting. The rapid 
transcription, collation and distribution of this information makes Transportation Monitor Worldwide a highly 
valuable resource for transport related news.

http://www.bidsinfo.com

Travel & Tourism News

Launched almost 25 years ago Travel & Tourism News is the Middle East’s leading travel trade publication. 
Published monthly, TTN keys a track of all industry happening throughout the Middle East relating to Airlines, 
Hotels, Travel & Tour agencies and Car Hire. Government Tourism plans are highlighted as well as industry 
trends ensuring that our readership of travel professionals are kept up-to-date with information of vital interest 
to their business.

http://www.ttnworldwide.com

Travelrific Travel Journal Blog about travel destinations, news and information. http://www.travelrificjournal.com
Travels with Baby Tips Tips, anecdotes, and advice for families traveling with babies and young children. http://travelswithbaby.com/blog/

TravelTV.News

We are a B2B print and electronic travel, tourism and hospitality trade magazine in the UAE with the presence 
of over twelve years in the region and over 25 years in India. Travel TV. News is a new initiative of a news 
capsule available online and can be downloaded as an app which reaches over 500,000 readership around the 
world.

http://traveltvmiddleeast.news/

TravTalk
We are a B2B print and electronic travel, tourism and hospitality trade magazine in the UAE with the presence 
of over twelve years in the region and over 25 years in India. TravTalk’s ME version is distributed all over the 
UAE and GCC to travel agents, tour operators, hotels, airlines and corporates etc.

http://travtalkmiddleeast.com/

Trefis Trefis is a new financial platform that allows you to see how a company's products impact its stock. http://www.trefis.com/articles
Trendencias Fashion news in Spanish. http://www.trendencias.com
Trendencias Hombre Men's fashion news in Spanish. http://www.trendenciashombre.com
Treppenwitz Israel news, human interest and life in the Middle East. http://bogieworks.blogs.com/
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tribalfootball.com

tribalfootball.com is an international football news website generating more than 200 articles each day covering 
all the latest football news from around the world, including live scores and statistics, match reviews, special 
features, trade rumours and much, much more. tribalfootball.com attracts in excess of 250,000 visits a day 
worldwide. Driven by our tribal philosophy tribalfootball.com is committed to sharing our passion for the game.

https://www.tribalfootball.com/

Tribuna do Sertao
Jornal Tribuna do Sertão is an independent news portal and publication based in Brazil. Founded in 1997, it is 
the first news portal to have been established in the interior of the state of Alagoas. Jornal Tribuna do Sertão 
covers various topics ranging from poltics and the economy, to sports and entertainment. AVAILABLE 
PORTUGUESE

http://www.tribunadosertao.com.br/

Trinidad & Tobago Government 
News

Trinidad & Tobago Government News is a government-run news service in Trinidad & Tobago, Caribbean, 
covering government news, island news and tenders.

http://news.gov.tt/

Tripoli News Network (TNN)
The first and fastest way to follow all the news of Tripoli and its suburbs around the clock and as soon as it 
happens.  The Tripoli News Network publishes the news in an objective and credible manner, away from 
political disputes. Hence, any political, security or religious character attacks are prohibited.

http://livetnn.com/wp/

Tropics of Meta Historiography for the masses. http://tropicsofmeta.wordpress.com

Troutman Sanders LLP Tobacco 
Law

Troutman Sanders Tobacco Team provides timely blog posts regarding the tobacco industry to inform you of 
recent changes in the law, upcoming regulatory deadlines and significant judicial opinions that may impact 
your business.

http://www.tobaccolawblog.com

Troutman Sanders LLP Washington 
Energy Report

Provides insight on developments relating to energy industry regulation, including regulatory changes, federal 
and state programs and legislative news.

http://www.troutmansandersenergyreport.com

TRT

Turkish Radio and Television Corporation is the national public broadcaster of Turkey. TRT was founded in 
1964 and had its first TV broadcast in 1968. It’s one of the founding members of the European Broadcasting 
Union (EBU) in 1972. TRT also signed Asia-Pacific Broadcast Union (ABU) in 2004. It owns and operates 14 
TV channels - of which 5 are HD - and 19 radio stations covering general entertainment, music, sports, 
children and news. TRT has TV channels in Turkish, English, Arabic, Azeri and Kurdish languages. All TRT 
channels are governed by RTUK (The Radio and Television Supreme Council) aligned and in accordance with 
the European Convention on Transfrontier TV.

http://www.trt.net.tr

TRT World

Turkish Radio and Television Corporation is the national public broadcaster of Turkey. TRT was founded in 
1964 and had its first TV broadcast in 1968. It’s one of the founding members of the European Broadcasting 
Union (EBU) in 1972. TRT also signed Asia-Pacific Broadcast Union (ABU) in 2004. It owns and operates 14 
TV channels - of which 5 are HD - and 19 radio stations covering general entertainment, music, sports, 
children and news. TRT has TV channels in Turkish, English, Arabic, Azeri and Kurdish languages. All TRT 
channels are governed by RTUK (The Radio and Television Supreme Council) aligned and in accordance with 
the European Convention on Transfrontier TV.

https://www.trtworld.com

TRT World - News Videos

Turkish Radio and Television Corporation is the national public broadcaster of Turkey. TRT was founded in 
1964 and had its first TV broadcast in 1968. It’s one of the founding members of the European Broadcasting 
Union (EBU) in 1972. TRT also signed Asia-Pacific Broadcast Union (ABU) in 2004. It owns and operates 14 
TV channels - of which 5 are HD - and 19 radio stations covering general entertainment, music, sports, 
children and news. TRT has TV channels in Turkish, English, Arabic, Azeri and Kurdish languages. All TRT 
channels are governed by RTUK (The Radio and Television Supreme Council) aligned and in accordance with 
the European Convention on Transfrontier TV.

https://www.trtworld.com/video/news-videos

TRT World - Social Videos

Turkish Radio and Television Corporation is the national public broadcaster of Turkey. TRT was founded in 
1964 and had its first TV broadcast in 1968. It’s one of the founding members of the European Broadcasting 
Union (EBU) in 1972. TRT also signed Asia-Pacific Broadcast Union (ABU) in 2004. It owns and operates 14 
TV channels - of which 5 are HD - and 19 radio stations covering general entertainment, music, sports, 
children and news. TRT has TV channels in Turkish, English, Arabic, Azeri and Kurdish languages. All TRT 
channels are governed by RTUK (The Radio and Television Supreme Council) aligned and in accordance with 
the European Convention on Transfrontier TV.

https://www.trtworld.com/video/social-videos

TRT World - TV Shows

Turkish Radio and Television Corporation is the national public broadcaster of Turkey. TRT was founded in 
1964 and had its first TV broadcast in 1968. It’s one of the founding members of the European Broadcasting 
Union (EBU) in 1972. TRT also signed Asia-Pacific Broadcast Union (ABU) in 2004. It owns and operates 14 
TV channels - of which 5 are HD - and 19 radio stations covering general entertainment, music, sports, 
children and news. TRT has TV channels in Turkish, English, Arabic, Azeri and Kurdish languages. All TRT 
channels are governed by RTUK (The Radio and Television Supreme Council) aligned and in accordance with 
the European Convention on Transfrontier TV.

https://www.trtworld.com/video/
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True Economics True Economics is about original economic ideas and analysis concerning everyday events, news, policy 
views and their impact on the markets.

http://trueeconomics.blogspot.com

Truth on the Market Academic commentary on law, business, economics, and more. http://truthonthemarket.com

TT Nyhetsbyrån Ab

TT News Agency is the national wire service in Sweden with a history dating back to the 1920's. TT News 
Agency provides news articles, images, video and infographics to Sweden’s media outlets, companies and 
public authorities. Nordic IR provides stock exchange releases and company information from the Nordic 
countries. The service is created and owned by national news agencies of Finland, Sweden, Norway and 
Denmark.

www.nordicir.com

Tubefilter Tubefilter News is the leading authority in web series and the web television space and exhaustively covers 
the industry, the creators, and the stars of this fast-paced, emerging entertainment market.

http://www.tubefilter.com

Tubefilter News - Video Tubefilter News Exclusives http://news.tubefilter.tv

TuComunidad
TuComunidad is an information portal aimed at the residents of San Francisco, Bella Vista and Costa del Este, 
covering the latest news throughout these key neighborhoods, as well as general interest content which has an 
impact on these communities and their quality of life. This online publication includes regular news published in 
the San Francisco News, Bella Vista News and Costa del Este News newspapers.

http://alphaeditorial.
com/publicaciones/tucomunidad/

Tufts Daily

The Tufts Daily is the entirely student-run newspaper of record at Tufts University in Medford, Mass. An 
editorially and financially independent organization, the Daily’s staff of more than 100 covers news, features, 
arts and sports on Tufts’ four campuses and in its host communities. The Daily’s editorial board and columnists 
provide opinions and commentary alongside op-eds submitted by readers and members of the Tufts 
community.

http://tuftsdaily.com/

Tunisian Journal of Plant 
Protection

The TJPP is an open access peer-reviewed journal published in English twice a year and specialized in all 
plant health aspects, particularly IPM. It is hosted in the Tunisian IRESA. It is managed by a multi-disciplinary 
and multi-institutional Tunisian Editorial Board.

http://www.tjpp.tn/

Tunisie News
Tunisie-news.com is an online newspaper that offers daily information in real time with topics ranging from 
economisc, fto financae, politics, and more. 

https://www.tunisie-news.com/

Tunisie News Tunisia News is a daily news website that covers political, economic, sports, cultural news and national and 
international societal events 

https://www.tunisie-news.com/ar/

Turan Information Agency

Turan Information Agency (Azerbaijani: Turan İnformasiya Agentliyi) is a news agency based in Baku, 
Azerbaijan. Founded in Azerbaijan in 1990, Turan Information Agency provides timely news, bulletins and 
analytical articles in Azerbaijani, English and Russian, as well as a dedicated photo service. Regular topics 
covered include politics, economy, finance, energy, IT, religion, culture, and sport. Major international 
information agencies such as Reuters, Agence France-Presse (AFP) and BBC often quote and use Turan 
Information Agency content.

http://turan.az/

Turan Information Agency

Turan Information Agency (Azerbaijani: Turan İnformasiya Agentliyi) is a news agency based in Baku, 
Azerbaijan. Founded in Azerbaijan in 1990, Turan Information Agency provides timely news, bulletins and 
analytical articles in Azerbaijani, English and Russian, as well as a dedicated photo service. Regular topics 
covered include politics, economy, finance, energy, IT, religion, culture, and sport. Major international 
information agencies such as Reuters, Agence France-Presse (AFP) and BBC often quote and use Turan 
Information Agency content.

https://turan.az/index_en.html

Turan Information Agency - 
Economical Review

Economical Review is a monthly publication provided by Turan Information Agency (Azerbaijani: Turan 
İnformasiya Agentliyi), a news agency based in Baku, Azerbaijan. Founded in Azerbaijan in 1990, Turan 
Information Agency provides timely news, bulletins and analytical articles in Azerbaijani, English and Russian, 
as well as a dedicated photo service. Regular topics covered include politics, economy, finance, energy, IT, 
religion, culture, and sport. Major international information agencies such as Reuters, Agence France-Presse 
(AFP) and BBC often quote and use Turan Information Agency content.

http://turan.az/

Turan Information Agency - 
Political Monitoring

Political Monitoring is a monthly publication provided by Turan Information Agency (Azerbaijani: Turan 
İnformasiya Agentliyi), a news agency based in Baku, Azerbaijan. Founded in Azerbaijan in 1990, Turan 
Information Agency provides timely news, bulletins and analytical articles in Azerbaijani, English and Russian, 
as well as a dedicated photo service. Regular topics covered include politics, economy, finance, energy, IT, 
religion, culture, and sport. Major international information agencies such as Reuters, Agence France-Presse 
(AFP) and BBC often quote and use Turan Information Agency content.

http://turan.az/

Turkmenistan State News Agency 
(TDH)

Turkmenistan State News Agency (TDH) is a state-run news agency in Turkmenistan that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://tdh.gov.tm/en/
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Turkmenistan State News Agency 
(TDH)

Turkmenistan State News Agency (TDH) is a state-run news agency in Turkmenistan that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://tdh.gov.tm/ru/

Turkmenistan State News Agency 
(TDH)

Turkmenistan State News Agency (TDH) is a state-run news agency in Turkmenistan that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.

http://tdh.gov.tm/tm/

TUT.by Belarusian information Internet portal. https://www.tut.by/

TV Independent

Independent Newspapers is the most read newspaper among the political and business elite in Nigeria. 
Independent Newspapers Limited produce quality, vibrant and viable newspapers (print and online) that will 
inform and form the nation’s present and aspiring political, business, economic and cultural leadership; 
challenge and inspire the nation’s journalists to advance and defend the public good; and deliver superior 
value to all stakeholders.

https://independent.ng/category/tv-
independent/

Two Weeks Notice: A Latin 
American Politics Blog Expert description and analysis of Latin American politics and U.S.-Latin American relations http://weeksnotice.blogspot.com

TyN Magazine Spanish-language business news. http://www.tynmagazine.com/
Tyranny of Numbers A fact-based discussion of Iran’s economy. http://djavadsalehi.com

U.Today U.Today brings you 24/7 news, analysis and opinion on Bitcoin, Ethereum, Cryptocurrencies, Blockchain, ICO, 
AI and all new gen tech.

https://u.today/

UAE Barq UAE Barq is a portal covering news and current affairs in the UAE. The site launched in February 2013. https://www.uaebarq.ae/ar/

UAE Tech - A Podcast from Al 
Bawaba Business (albawaba.com)

UAE Tech Podcast is an exploration on how technology is merging with and reshaping government in the 
United Arab Emirates. In this series John Lillywhite talks with leaders from across the UAE in an effort to map 
these macro trends, and probe how innovations in big data, network science and digitalisation are not simply 
revolutionising government, but could - one day - play a role in influencing the systems that power global 
civilization itself.

http://www.albawaba.com/

UAS VISION

UAS Vision is an independent global forum for the Unmanned Aircraft Systems community launched at the 
beginning of January 2011. Our aim is to provide a daily news service covering all topics related to Unmanned 
Aircraft Systems (UAS) & Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) – the current ICAO terms. These systems 
are still referred to by many as Unmanned Aerial Systems, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Systems (UAV Systems), 
Remotely Piloted Vehicle Systems (RPV Systems), Uninhabited Aircraft Systems, and, of course, drones. 
Articles are sourced from all parts of the globe and cover systems, sub-systems and critical components, as 
well as research, training, regulatory issues, military and non-military and commercial applications.

https://www.uasvision.com/

UCD Advocate
Since 1964, The Sentry has served as CU Denver’s premier source of campus and community news for 
students and members of the university community. This paper has published every Wednesday and 
continues to do so in this new century providing the latest in campus news and events in the Denver 
community.

http://cu-sentry.com/

Uganda Business News
Founded in 2016, Uganda Business News is an online news site with a focus beyond the traditional coverage 
of events, conferences, and press releases. The site was conceived to fill the gap left by the lack of analysis in 
Uganda’s business journalism, and continues to cover stories in depth from around the country and wider 
region. Also available: Monthly and weekly newsletters.

https://ugbusiness.com

Uganda Radio Network
Uganda Radio Network (URN) is Uganda’s English-language Newspaper. URN is trusted for covering
news of the entire country, focusing on topics such as local news, international news, politics,
business, finance, education, oil & gas, health, environment, science & technology, sports, and more.

https://ugandaradionetwork.net/a/

UK Armed Forces Commentary UK armed forces commentary provides news, analysis and comments about British armed forces. http://ukarmedforcescommentary.blogspot.it

UK Unit Trust data

EDI’s UK Unit Trusts Service covers more than 16,000 share class funds from more than 200 fund 
management companies, providing users with comprehensive reference and corporate actions data. The 
dedicated data team at EDI collects, analyzes, and promptly publishes the UK Unit Trusts and open-ended 
investment companies (OEIC) data daily, direct from the fund management companies. Working in parallel, a 
separate in-house team of experts liaises with the fund management companies to ensure the dividends and 
corporate actions data arrive promptly in EDI’s data centre.

https://www.exchange-data.com/product/unit-
trust-data/

UKPRwire UKPRwire is one of the web's most established direct-to-consumer PR newswires. It distributes business news 
from companies and entrepreneurs in the UK and Europe.

https://ukprwire.com/

Ukraine Digital News The English language resource on Ukrainian digital and venture industries. http://www.uadn.net/
Ukrbanks.info Banking news from Ukraine. http://www.ukrbanks.info
UkrFirm.ru Business news from Ukraine. http://ukrfirm.ru
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Ukrinform

UKRINFORM is the only national news agency of Ukraine. Founded in 1918, the agency has the largest 
network of regional and foreign news bureaus. Ukrinform correspondents work in most regions of Ukraine and 
ten countries: the  United States (Washington, D.C., and New York), Canada, Belgium, France, Germany, 
Austria, the Netherlands, Poland, Latvia, and Turkey. Ukrinform is Ukraine's sole representative and member 
of the European Alliance of News Agencies (EANA). News stories are delivered in Ukrainian, Russian, English, 
German, Spanish, French, Japanese, and Polish.

https://www.ukrinform.net/

Ukrrudprom Ukrainian economy news & analysis. http://ukrrudprom.ua
UKTN Tech industry news with a focus on the United Kingdom. https://www.uktech.news

Ultima Hora Ultima Hora is a national newspaper from Paraguay which reports on local news, business, sports, politics and 
more.

https://www.ultimahora.com/

Ultimate Wildlife Experiences

Join us on a wildlife tour of the world and discover the best animal experiences on the planet! Whether you 
want to spot the Big Five on a South African savannah or swim with turtles in Costa Rican seas; perhaps you 
fancy getting close to a grizzly bear in Japan or going on a reindeer safari in Scandinavia – there's a whole 
world of wildlife adventures waiting for you, and more animals than you can imagine, just waiting to welcome 
you into their habitats. The book of Ultimate Wildlife Experiences tells you where to go, when to go, what you'll 
see and other essential travel information, as well as advice on how to stay safe and travel ethically.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

UMD Statesman
The Bark is the University of Minnesota Duluth’s official student news organization. It publishes content online 
daily to an audience of over 10,000 students with topics ranging from hard news, sports and outdoors, and 
culture and entertainment. Once a month The Bark publishes a free print magazine.

https://www.thebarkumd.com/

Un Medio Un Medio is an indepedent online publication located in Argentina that covers local news, regional news, 
sports, culture, politics, society, and more with a focus on the West Provincial region. 

http://unmedioenmoron.com.ar/

UN News

The United Nations Department of Global Communications is pleased to launch a new one-stop, multimedia 
news portal: UN News. The changes made are the results of an intensive research on the use and needs of 
our audience. We want UN News to be the entry point that can help you navigate the work of the United 
Nations easily, whether it is on peace, development or human rights, refugees or nuclear weapons, and 
discover the human stories behind it. We also want you to quickly access top news stories, special reports, 
magazine programmes, feature pieces and human-interest stories with elements of audio, video, graphics and 
text, for a complete multimedia experience. From our newsroom, our editorial team creates news stories 
across eight languages daily based on news, campaigns, major initiatives, and other materials that our UN 
partners provide us with. Our producers interview UN staff in the field and in our studios, as well as the 
beneficiaries of their work. AVAILABLE ARABIC, ENGLISH, FRENCH, SPANISH, RUSSIAN, HINDU.

https://news.un.org/ar/

UNC Mirror The Mirror is an independent student-run organization dedicated to bringing the campus and community the 
best in relevant and timely news coverage.

http://www.uncmirror.com/

Undark Undark explores science at the point where it intersects — and sometimes collides — with politics, economics 
and culture.

https://undark.org

Under30CEO Under30CEO is the leading media site covering news, advice, trends & events for the young entrepreneur with 
a focus on startups, career development, entrepreneurship, small business tips. 

under30ceo.com

Understanding Society A continuing series of topics in the philosophy of social science -- a web-based, dynamic monograph on 
foundational issues about the nature of the social world.

http://understandingsociety.blogspot.com

Uneasy Money Commentary on monetary policy in the spirit of R. G. Hawtrey. http://uneasymoney.com

Unit Investment Trusts
A unit investment trust (UIT) is an investment company that offers a fixed portfolio, generally of stocks and 
bonds, as redeemable units to investors for a specific period of time. It is designed to provide capital 
appreciation and/or dividend income. We cover all unit investment trust issued in the United States.

https://www.exchange-data.com/product/unit-
investment-trusts/

United Arab Emirates Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs - News

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) represents the foundations of the UAE Society and serves as its 
window to the outer world, communicating the thoughts and vision of the UAE leadership, asserting the values 
of human brotherhood, and calling for lifting the suffering of humans. The Ministry promotes the importance of 
attaining global peace and amicably resolving disputes through dialogue.

https://www.mofaic.gov.ae/en/mediahub/news

United Daily News United Daily News is an online publication, founded in 2000, that provides instant local and International news 
and topics ranging from politics, stock markets, society, and more  timely and diverse content.

https://udn.com/news/index

United News of Bangladesh (UNB) UNB - United News of Bangladesh - A news service providing general news coverage and information about 
Bangladesh.

www.unb.com.bd
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United News of India (UNI)

UNITED NEWS OF INDIA (UNI) was launched in March, 1961, and has grown into one of the largest news 
agencies in Asia. During these years, we have acquired an enviable reputation for fast and accurate coverage 
of all major news events in India and abroad in all areas -- politics, economics, business, sports, entertainment, 
stock markets and so on. Our service also provides subscribers with a rich choice in features, interviews and 
human interest stories.

http://www.uniindia.com

Universal Depository Receipts

Have access to the data you need to take advantage of the benefits of foreign investment whilst at the same 
time bypassing the unnecessary risks of investing outside your own borders. With our universal depository 
receipts data feed you can obtain comprehensive details on all American depository receipts (ADRs), global 
depository receipts (GDRs) and other depository receipts. Furthermore you can use the data to convert 
depository receipts into ordinary shares. Your universal depository receipts data feed will provide you with 
access to securities reference data and corporate actions data.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/universal-depository-receipts/

Universal Dork Pop culture commentary and reviews. http://universaldork.com

University Chronicle
The University Chronicle is the Digital and Print News Publication on the campus of St. Cloud State University. 
It was founded as a newspaper on Sept. 19th, 1924. Articles are published daily online at www.
universitychron.com and in a printed monthly edition throughout the academic  year.

http://universitychron.com/

University News
The University News is published on Tuesdays by students of the University of Missouri-Kansas City. 4,000 
free copies are distributed to the University, Plaza, Westport, Brookside, Midtown and Downtown areas. The 
University News has served the UMKC community since 1933. Opinions expressed are not necessarily those 
of the University or staff.

http://info.umkc.edu/unews/

University Press
The official newspaper of Lamar University. A Thirteen-Time Associated Press Managing Editor Award Winner. 
The University Press has won multiple awards in different areas from the Texas Intercollegiate Press 
Association, Houston Press Club, Press Club of Southeast Texas and the Society of Professional Journalists 
each year.

https://www.lamar.edu/university-press/

University Times University Times has been the official newspaper for Cal State LA since 1948. It’s the most popular news 
organization on campus

http://csulauniversitytimes.com/

Unlimit Tech
Unlimit-tech.com is the source for latest technology news in the Arab World, dedicated to reviewing newly 
released gadgets in the region. The reviews are done through articles and videos covering details such as the 
design, the performance, the operating system and the specifications of the device being reviewed.

http://www.unlimit-tech.com

Upbit
Upbit Singapore is powered by Upbit, the global top exchange with world-class blockchain technology, 
regulatory expertise and operational know-how. Upbit provides financial-institution grade of security and user-
friendly service from years of experience operating stock trading system in massive scale.

https://sg.upbit.com/home

UPI

United Press International (UPI) is a leading provider of news, photos and information to millions of readers 
around the globe via UPI.com and its licensing services. With a history of reliable reporting dating back to 
1907, today's UPI is a credible source for the most important stories of the day, continually updated - a one-
stop site for U.S. and world news, as well as entertainment, trends, science, health and stunning photography. 
UPI also provides insightful reports on key topics of geopolitical importance, including energy and security. UPI 
is based in Washington, D.C.. Also available: Sports News

https://www.upi.com/

Urgente News Urgente News is an online publication located in Argentina which covers various topics ranging from local and 
international news to politics, business, and much more.

https://urgente.news/

US Bankruptcy Data

With the US Bankruptcy Data service, clients can power their analysis, streamline their search and monitor 
efforts with in-depth bankruptcy information right at the fingertips. The case information for all companies that 
file bankruptcy in the 94 U.S. Bankruptcy Courts is imported and updated daily, currently consisting of more 
than 500,000 bankrupt companies. In addition to a compressive database, we “track” and write news about 
every public company currently operating under Chapter 11 protection. This process allows us to continue 
collecting information about the public company bankruptcy.

https://www.exchange-data.com/product/us-
bankruptcy-data/

US Corporate Bond Data
This product is a partnership between EDI and BondCliQ, a market data facility for US Corporate Bonds. 
BondCliQ aggregates all investment and high-grade bonds disseminated by FINRA, enriches the data with 
essential risk spreads, and delivers the data in multiple formats for efficient consumption.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/corporate-bond-data/

US Daily Review News, commentary, daily opinion, current events, business, sports, lifestyles. http://USDailyReview.com

US Equities Historical Reference 
Services

Easy access to our complete historical data service, make use of the reports from the Financial Stock Guide 
Service that is available on US and Canadian Securities, which are listed on US security exchanges; 25,000 
Active Securities; 125,000 Obsolete Securities; 2,500,000 Trackable Securities; and more.

https://www.exchange-data.com/product/us-
equities-historical-reference-services/
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US Mutual Funds

Our US Mutual product offers the highest quality reference data, comprehensive corporate actions and 
dividends data plus a daily pricing feed and for US Mutual funds. Our client can access dynamically updated, 
maintained and detailed information on over 31,000+ Mutual Funds, 18,000 Unit Investment Trusts (UITS), 200 
Interval Funds for the US and select data from over 20+ fields including: US Local Code; FIGI; ISIN; Issuer 
name; Tickers

https://www.exchange-data.com/product/us-
mutual-funds/

USPRwire USPRwire is one of the web's most established direct-to-consumer PR newswires. It distributes business news 
from companies and entrepreneurs in the US and North America.

https://usprwire.com/

Utility Dive Utility Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive, website cover topics such as smart grid, 
regulation and policy, demand response, generation, and more.

http://utilitydive.com/

UTweets If you are looking for the best source for Nigeria news and current events, you have found it. We provide an 
online source for current Nigeria news and latest real-life events.

https://utweets.com/

UVM Post UW-Milwaukee's student-run, independent news outlet since 1956. UVM Post coverstopics ranging from news, 
sports, business, opinion, and more.

https://uwmpost.com/

Uzbekistan National News Agency 
(UzA)

Uzbekistan National News Agency (UzA) is a state-run news agency in Uzbekistan that covers national and 
international news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more.  AVAILABLE 
ENGLISH, RUSSIAN, SPANISH, FRENCH, ARABIC

http://uza.uz/ar

UzDaily Uzbekistan Daily (UzDaily.com) provides essential business, finance and investing news and information on 
Uzbekistan, plus coverage on other Central Asian states.

http://www.uzdaily.com

Vagabond Journey Firsthand reports about current events foreign cultures from around the world. http://www.vagabondjourney.com/
Validea's Guru Investor Thoughts, ideas and insight from the top minds in the investment world http://blog.validea.com/
ValmiñorTV The digital newspaper of the region, with information from Baiona, Gondomar and Nigrán. https://valminortv.com
Valor Economico https://www.valoreconomico.co.ao/

Value Walk Premium
ValueWalk.com  is a highly regarded, non-partisan site with a focus  on hedge funds, large asset managers, 
and value investing. We have provided beneficial information for the purpose of value investing for value 
investors. The site contains archives of famous investors, and many investor resource pages.

https://valuewalkpremium.com

ValueWalk All breaking news: finance, politics, tech. https://www.valuewalk.com/
VAMboozled! A blog about teacher evaluation, accountability, and value-added models (VAMs). http://vamboozled.com

Vanguard Newspaper covering national and international news including politics, business, sport, entertainment, 
technology and lifestyle.

https://www.vanguardngr.com/

Vanuatu Daily Post
The Vanuatu Daily Post is the ONLY daily newspaper in Vanuatu. Launched in 1993 as The Trading Post it 
quickly established itself as a pioneer of freedom of press in Vanuatu and has broken practically every major 
news story first since its launch by English born publisher Marc Neil-Jones.

http://dailypost.vu/

Vaping Links And More Links to e-cigarette science, data, organizations, news, smoking cessation, media and more. https://vapinglinks.blog
Vator News Original news, analysis and advice about emerging technology and entrepreneurship. http://vator.tv/news
Vaya tele Spanish-language news about television shows. http://www.vayatele.com

Vayu Aerospace & Defence Review

Vayu Aerospace and Defence Review, the bi-monthly aviation and defence magazine from New Delhi. It is 
now in its 38th year and is India’s oldest trade publication. Vayu is extremely well respected both domestically 
and internationally in aviation and defence circles both in India and abroad. We have a panel of professionals 
and analysts from all fields of the defence spectrum who regularly contribute to the publication.VAYU has also 
been nominated for a total of 17 times (and 11 years in a row) at the “Aviation Journalist and Publication of the 
Year Awards” (held in London and Paris in alternate years) and in 2003 the magazine won an award for the 
Best Breaking News Story- the only magazine to be consistently nominated and then winning an award from 
Asia.

http://www.vayuaerospace.in

Vayu Aerospace and Defence 
Review 

Vayu Aerospace and Defence Review, the bi-monthly aviation and defence magazine from New Delhi is now 
in its 46th year and is India oldest trade publication. Vayu is extremely well respected both domestically and 
internationally in aviation and defence circles both in India and abroad. We have a large panel of professionals, 
analysts and an Editorial Team from all fields of the defence spectrum who regularly contribute to the 
publication. We also regularly participate at all major air and defence shows world over. Besides publishing 
activities including books on aerospace matters, we also organise many seminars and conferences on the 
aviation and defence industry every year.

https://www.vayuaerospace.in/

Veda Veda Informatics is in business of creating content for business requriements, one of there own product is 
www.lawisgreek.com targeting towards the legal systems for a laymen.

http://www.vedainfomatics.com
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Vending Times

Vending Times is one of the most popular trade magazines for the U.S. vending industry. It attempts to cover 
the entire vending industry, addressing the business, legal, legislative and regulatory concerns of companies 
providing industrial, institutional and public vending, refreshment, feeding and recreational services. These 
companies include operators of food, beverage and other merchandise vending equipment as well as manual 
food service; office beverage and snack delivery systems; and music and amusement equipment and services.

https://www.vendingtimes.com

Venezuelanalysis.com

Venezuelanalysis.com is an independent website produced by individuals who are dedicated to disseminating 
news and analysis about the current political situation in Venezuela. The site's main objective is to provide a 
counter-narrative to mainstream media coverage of the Bolivarian Revolution, based on the perspective of 
leftist and grassroots movements in Venezuela. We aim to cover daily news about Venezuela, as well as to 
contextualize these developments with in-depth analysis and background information. The site is targeted 
towards activists, academics, journalists, intellectuals, policy makers from different countries, and the general 
public.

https://venezuelanalysis.com/

Venture Magazine

Venture Business Intelligence Monthly (Venture magazine) is a business publication geared toward Jordan’s 
forward-thinking and creative agents of change. In keeping readers abreast of the latest news and trends in 
business, Venture sets the standard for groundbreaking reporting and analysis in Jordan and abroad. The 
magazine delivers the insider’s views on business and industry, as well as competitive news to help readers 
advance their careers and increase income, manage change, and invest more profitably. The magazine also 
covers new technological trends in different sectors such as financial, health, hospitality, marketing, etc.

http://www.venturemagazine.me

VentureBeat

Founded in 2006, VentureBeat is the leading source for transformative tech news and events that provide 
deep context to help business leaders make smart decisions and stay on top of breaking news. VB is 
recognized as the leading media authority in artificial intelligence and machine learning*. It also offers the most 
incisive coverage of the game industry. 

http://venturebeat.com/

Ventureburn Startup news for emerging markets. http://ventureburn.com

Ventures Africa
VENTURES AFRICA is a Pan-African business magazine and a daily news service, which champions African 
capitalism by celebrating African success, free enterprise, the entrepreneurial spirit, and the rewards of hard 
work.

http://venturesafrica.com/

Vermont Cynic

Founded in 1883, The Vermont Cynic’s mission is to serve the University of Vermont and the Burlington 
community as an independent student voice that strives to be an outlet for valuable information and to promote 
the exchange of ideas. We serve those in our organization by working collaboratively and respectfully with one 
another, by collectively learning skills necessary to promote fact-based and enlightening discourse and by 
learning to be more effective members of a democratic society. The Cynic hopes to stimulate social growth 
through fair reporting, dedication to fact and integrity and asking hard questions.

http://www.vtcynic.com/

Versia Versia provides in-depth coverage of regional and international affairs from a Russian economic perspective, 
including news, analytical articles, interviews, and more.

https://versia.ru/

Vicky.in Generates News and reviews on Cars, Bikes and other automobiles for publication houses and magazines. http://www.vicky.in
Vidaextra Video Game news in Spanish. http://www.vidaextra.com

Vientiane Times
Vientiane Times, the first English newspaper in the Lao People's Democratic Republic, officially launched as a 
weekly tabloid in April 1994. By 1996 the newspaper published twice weekly on Tuesdays and Fridays, 
expanding to Monday to Friday in 2004 and adding a Saturday edition in 2007.

http://www.vientianetimes.org.la/

Vietnam Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry (VCCI) - News

Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VCCI) is a national organization which assembles and 
represents business community, employers and business associations of all economic sectors in Vietnam. The 
purpose of VCCI is to protect and assist business enterprises, to contribute to the socio-economic 
development of the country and to promote economic, commercial and technological co-operations between 
Vietnam and the rest of the world on the basis of equality and mutual benefit. VCCI is an independent, non-
governmental, non-profit organization having the status of a legal entity and operating with financial autonomy.

http://vccinews.com/
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Vietnam Investment Review (VIR)

Established in 1991 by the  Ministry of Planning and Investment (then the State Committee for Investment and 
Cooperation) – the Government’s macroeconomic and social development policy think-tank – the Vietnam 
Investment Review Group has crossed a long path towards becoming Vietnam’s leading economics and 
business newspapers. Since their inception in the market, the English-language Vietnam Investment Review 
and its Vietnamese-language sisters Dau tu (Investment) and Dau tu Chung khoan (Securities Investment) 
have become Vietnam’s trailblazing newspapers covering a comprehensive political, social, business and 
economic life in Vietnam. Not just being the most reliable and comprehensive sources of information for 
decision makers from government agencies, business communities and international organisations, the 
newspapers have been an important channel for the decision makers to conduct two-way dialogues with the 
public. The newspapers have earned their reputation as leading international business and economics 
newspapers published in Vietnam due to their insightful and objective position on publishing real business and 
economic issues. As key business and economic publications, our readers comprise the largest grouping of 
business people, business leaders and government officials. This is shown by the fact that 97 per cent of all 
foreign companies and representative offices in Vietnam, and all senior government officials receive regular 
copies of Vietnam Investment Review, Dau tu and Dau tu Chung khoan.

https://www.vir.com.vn/

Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
- News

The Foreign Ministry in the Government of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam represents the country in relations 
with states from all continents - like the Americas, Europe, Asia, Africa and Gulf Area. Also, in the multilateral 
dialogue and inter-governmental institutions both regional and global, the ministry has its missions to promote 
and defend the country's interest.

http://www.mofa.gov.vn/

Vietnam News
When Viet Nam News first hit the news-stands in 1991, it was a modest four-page newspaper whose stories 
were written, edited and proofed by hand. Since then, Viet Nam's major English language daily, published 
seven days a week, has kept pace with the rapid strides taken by the country in its economic renovation and 
its integration with the regional and world economies.

http://vietnamnews.vn/

Vietnam News Agency (VNA)
Vietnam News Agency (VNA) is a state-run news agency in Vietnam that covers national and international 
news, state news, business, culture, health, politics, tourism, transport and more. AVAILABLE CHINENESE, 
ENGLISH, RUSSIAN, FRENCH

https://vnanet.vn

View On News
View on News is a daily comment on an important piece of news on the same day of its release, and is issued 
in Arabic only. It aims to inform public opinion and the business community on key domestic and global 
economic developments and their impact on the Egyptian economy. Also available in Arabic

http://www.eces.org.eg/

viewdubai.net

View Dubai is a visitor and tourist guide for the city of Dubai, where you can see all the events taking place in 
Dubai, tourist destinations, information on hotels, resorts, markets and restaurants. In addition to increasing 
the knowledge and exposure of new and emerging trends in the Emirates. 

https://www.viewdubai.net/

Vincenzo Stefanini Blog Latest news, technical analysis and market forecast about bitcoin and cryptocurrencies. vincenzostefanini.it
Vino Voices This blog explores the international world of wine and those working with both wine and food. https://vinoexpressions.com/
Vintage Value Investing Learn the secrets of legendary value investors like Ben Graham, Warren Buffett, & Charlie Munger. http://vintagevalueinvesting.com
Virginia Beach Personal Injury 
Lawyer

Virginia/North Carolina Injury lawyers write weekly articles of interest on injury prevention/health and safety 
topics.

http://virginiabeach.legalexaminer.com/

Virginia Business Litigation Lawyer 
Blog Lee E. Berlik provides commentary on business litigation in Virginia. http://www.virginiabusinesslitigationlawyer.

com/

Virginia Mercury
From the push to remove Confederate statues to big shifts in healthcare and energy policy, the Old Dominion 
is changing. The Virginia Mercury aims to bring a fresh perspective to coverage of the state’s biggest issues. 
We feature original and guest commentary on a range of topics and are staffed full-time by four veteran 
Virginia newspaper journalists.

https://www.virginiamercury.com

Virginia Right! Conservative blog with politics from Virginia, the Nation and the world. http://www.varight.com
Virology Blog Vincent Racaniello (Professor of Microbiology, Columbia University) blogs about viruses and viral disease. http://www.virology.ws

VIRTUZONE
Founded in 2009, Virtuzone's mission is to remove the complexities of setting up a company in the UAE so that 
our clients can focus on running their businesses. Virtuzone provides just that type of support, and it's what 
has led us to become one of the leading company set-up specialists in Dubai and the UAE.

https://vz.ae/

Visages du Benin Visages du Benin is an online publication that covers political, socio-economic, cultural issues and more from 
Benin and the rest of the world.

https://visages-du-benin.com/

Visigothic script - Littera 
Visigothica

Littera Visigothica discusses medieval manuscript sources written in Visigothic script, the first writing system 
used in the medieval Iberian Peninsula.

http://litteravisigothica.com

Vitónica Fitness and nutrition news in Spanish. http://www.vitonica.com
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VivAfrik
VivAfrik is a specialized media on sustainable development and the environment in Africa, launched in June 
2015. VivAfrik is a pan-African press agency that produces and distributes news focused on sustainable 
development (SD) and the environment.

https://www.vivafrik.com/

VOGUE Arabia AVAILABLE ENGLISH AND ARABIC https://ar.vogue.me

Voice & Data Voice & Data was launched in 1994 as the first magazine in India catering to the Telecom industry. Even today 
it is the market leader with over 70% market share.

http://www.voicendata.com

Voice of America Voice of America news. http://www.voanews.com

Voice of Sikkim It is a daily newspaper based out of Sikkim, covering news from different parts of Sikkim and nearby states, 
which includes local state news, Government news, business news etc.

http://www.voiceofsikkim.com

Voyagers Travel Blog Travel blog highlighting the main attractions and what to see in the Galapagos Islands, Ecuador and South 
America

https://www.voyagers.travel/blog

VR-Zone VR-Zone is a leading online technology news publication reporting on bleeding-edge trends in PC and mobile 
gadgets, with in-depth reviews and commentary.

http://vr-zone.com

VTDigger Independent investigative news for Vermont. http://vtdigger.org

Vukani Cape Community Newspapers are published weekly by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

https://www.iol.co.za/vukani

W. P. Carey: KnowIT W. P. Carey KnowIT showcases the latest faculty IT news. https://news.wpcarey.asu.edu/themes/knowit

W. P. Carey: News and Research W. P. Carey news and research showcases the latest faculty research news. https://news.wpcarey.asu.
edu/themes/research

WaBroad European Tenders
WaBroad is an e-business consultancy firm, specialized in e-Business research, analysis and solution 
implementation. WaBroad currently focuses on European public business opportunities, research, analysis and 
integration. WaBroad European Tenders is a source for thousands of daily public and private procurement 
opportunities within the UK and Europe in local language.

http://www.wabroad.com

Wadsam.com
Wadsam.com is a woman-owned online business news source dedicated to publishing business, economy 
and finance news in Afghanistan, as well as local success stories. Wadsam also highlights global economic 
issues and how those international trends affect Afghanistan and its economy.

wadsam.com

WAH Adventures Work at Home Company Job Reviews, Leads and information. http://wahadventures.com

Wake Up, Singapore We are community of young activists looking to bring alternative voices to the major issues in Singapore and 
around the world.

https://wakeupsg.com

Walfadjri Newspaper covering national and international news and current affairs including business, politics, 
economics, sport and society.

http://www.walf-groupe.com

Wall Of Sound Wall of Sound is Australia’s leading alternative music publication dedicated to getting you closer to the biggest 
names and the best upcomers in the industry.

https://wallofsoundau.com

Wall Street Insights
Wall Street Insights is a leading provider of financial and business information in China. Keep an eye on the 
global financial market, covering stock markets, foreign exchange, bonds, commodities, etc., and provide 
investors with information services 24/7.

https://wallstreetcn.com/member/buy/gold

WallStreetPR

WallStreetPR is a comprehensive publisher reporting on the pulse of the North American stock markets.  The 
site is an innovator in business news, videos and insightful market content that generates hundreds of articles 
weekly.  From Wall Street to Bay Street, WallStreetPR covers news from companies big and small with our 
journalists and contributors skilled in breaking down economic data, industry trends and technical analysis into 
thoughtful commentary that keeps our readers engaged.

https://www.wallstreetpr.com

WANA Institute

The West Asia - North Africa (WANA) Institute is a non-profit policy think tank based in Amman, Jordan. 
Operating under the chairmanship of His Royal Highness Prince El Hassan bin Talal, the Institute works to 
promote a transition to evidence-based policy and programming to combat the development and humanitarian 
challenges facing West Asia and North Africa. WANA Institute focuses on Countering Violent Extremism, 
Refugee Economics, Sustainable Development, Civil Society. AVAILABLE ARABIC AND ENGLISH

http://wanainstitute.org/ar

Wandering Justin - Travel, 
Adventure, Arizona Stories and advice from an outdoor traveler. http://wanderingjustin.com

WapStat.info News for mobile communications, reviews from the world of Hi-Tech. In Russian. http://wapstat.info/

Wartburg  Trumpet The Wartburg College Department of Journalism & Communication launched Knight Wire to feature content 
from student-run news and film organizations on campus.

https://knight-wire.com/

Wash Park Prophet Online Ramblings of a Renaissance Man. http://washparkprophet.blogspot.com
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Washington Square News

Founded in 1973 after New York University’s University Heights and Washington Square campuses merged, 
Washington Square News delivers news daily to thousands of readers around NYU’s Manhattan and Brooklyn 
campuses, Greenwich Village, Brooklyn Heights, NYU’s 12 global campuses and beyond. Content is published 
five days a week during the academic year, as well as in a weekly print edition, and offers news, culture, arts, 
editorial, sports coverage, photos and videos from around campus and New York City, in conjunction with our 
magazine, Under the Arch.

http://www.nyunews.com/

Washington Square Park Blog News from New York City's Washington Square Park neighborhood. http://washingtonsquareparkblog.com

Washington Workers' Advisor
Law blog tracking developments in Washington State Workers' Compensation, Social Security Disability, 
Longshore & Harborworkers cases, Maritime claims, Veterans and Unemployment claims and other matters of 
importance to workers. Blog is produced by a Washington state law firm.

http://www.workersadvisor.com

Waste Dive Waste Dive is a leading publication operated by Industry Dive, the website cover topics such as collections and 
transfer, recycling, organics, zero waste, landfills, policy, and more.

http://www.wastedive.com/

Watani

Watani is an Egyptian weekly Sunday newspaper published in Cairo. The word Watani is Arabic for “My 
Homeland”. The paper was founded in 1958 by the prominent Copt Antoun Sidhom (1915 – 1995), who strove 
for the establishment of a civil, democratic society in Egypt, where all Egyptians would enjoy full citizenship 
rights regardless of their religious denomination. This remains Watani’s objective to this day, leaning neither 
left nor right on the political level, but following its own clear course in the press field. Those in charge of 
Watani view this role as a patriotic all-Egyptian vocation, especially following the increasing marginalisation of 
the Coptic role, issues and culture within the Egyptian society over the past half century. Watani is deeply 
dedicated to offer its readers high quality, extensive, credible press coverage, with special focus on Coptic 
issues, culture, heritage, and contribution to Egyptian society. AVAILABLE FRENCH, ENGLISH AND ARABIC

http://en.wataninet.com/

Watauga Watch Up-to-date discussion of political developments in North Carolina, Watauga County, and in the nation. http://blog.wataugawatch.net/

Watchlist News
Watchlist News is an independent news agency that specializes in bringing a fresh perspective to finance. from 
around the world. Our dedicated staff of journalists are committing to bringing original newsworthy content to 
our readers.  We cover all areas of finance, including breaking news, mergers, rumors and expert analysis in 
real time 24 hours a day 365 days per year.

http://www.watchlistnews.com/

Water INTERface Water INTERface is an interdisciplinary graduate education program united by the central focus of "Water for 
Health."

https://blogs.lt.vt.edu/water

Watts Up With That? The world's most viewed site on global warming and climate change http://wattsupwiththat.com
Wav Report Resources and news for sound mixers and recordists for the TV/Film Industry. https://wavreport.com
Wayerless Mobile tech news in Spanish. http://www.wayerless.com/
WayneDupree.com Conservative political commentary. https://www.waynedupree.com
WBS - Video German legal news focusing on the IT sphere. http://www.youtube.com/KanzleiWBS
Wccftech We cover PC hardware, gaming, mobile and financial aspects of tech companies. https://wccftech.com/
We Hunted the Mammoth Exposing misogyny on the internet. http://www.wehuntedthemammoth.com

Wealth Monitor
Wealth Monitor is a market-driven business magazine and real-time web portal providing impartial and 
transparent insight to the readers on current business issues, money matters, personal finance and wealth 
management, through quality and engaging editorial.

https://wealth-monitor.com/

Wealth of Geeks 

Wealth of Geeks was founded in 2018 as a way to help people reach their financial goals, but it quickly 
evolved into a one-stop source for the latest updates in tech and gaming; exclusive interviews with your 
favorite celebrities; and a trusted source for pop culture news, and it covers topics, including real estate, 
finance, entertainment, books, travel, lifestyle and more.

wealthofgeeks.com 

Web Ink Now
Web Ink Now is a Web marketing blog focused on cashing in with web content. The blog discusses how 
innovative marketers use digital information to turn browsers into buyers by creating compelling Web sites and 
corporate blogs.

http://www.webinknow.com/

Web newswire Web News Wire is an online news http://www.webnewswire.com

Webbiquity
A b2b marketing blog focused on Webbiquity – the fusion of SEO, search marketing, social media, reputation 
management, content marketing and interactive PR to make you or your company omnipresent on the web for 
your unique search phrase.

http://webbiquity.com
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Weddingbells

Weddingbells and weddingbells.ca is the ultimate online destination for every bride's wedding-day needs.  
From choosing invitations to picking the right ceremony and reception venue to assistance with registry 
selections, plus fashion and beauty tips, honeymoon travel planning advice and even information on how to 
live together after the wedding day, this one-stop resource is packed with great ideas, valuable advice and 
beautiful inspiration.

http://www.weddingbells.ca/

Weekend Argus The Weekend Argus is a weekly newspaper published by Independent Newspapers (Pty) Limited in South 
Africa, covering Local News, World News, Sports, Consumer Watch Metro Watch and Opinion & Analysis.

http://www.iol.co.za/weekend-argus

Weekend Review Weekend Review is a weekly supplement run by Gulf News, featuring news on arts & culture, science & 
technology, people and a features section

https://gulfnews.com/weekend-review

Weekly Trust Weekly Trust is a weekly publication from Nigeria published by Media Trust Limited.  The publication provides 
with the weekly updates regarding business, arts, health sports, politics and entertainment in Abuja, Nigeria.

http://www.weeklytrust.com.ng

Weesa Weesa is an indepedent daily newspaper and online news publication in Afghanistan. http://www.dailyweesa.com/

WEEX

WEEX offers two margin modes, cross margin and isolated margin, with tiered liquidation at no trading fees 
We also employ the original mark price system in the cryptocurrency market to protect the interests for key 
customers. We offer professional and straightforward trading models with top product designs and instant 
deposits and withdrawals, 24/7 customer service, rapid response, one-to-one service for VIP customers, and 
an exclusive user welfare center.

http://www.weex.com/en/

Wejhatt.com
Wejhatt.com is the online edition of Wejhatt newspaper and covers travel and tourism. The site launched in 
January 2015.

http://wejhatt.com/

Well Dunne! Talent blog The entertainment marketing site about the people in the business. https://blog.welldunnetalent.com/

Western Courier

The student newspaper of Western Illinois University, serving Macomb since 1905. The independent Western 
Courier serves more than 11,000 students, faculty, and staff at Western Illinois University. It is published every 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday during the academic year, excluding holidays and breaks. The award-
winning Western Courier is one of the primary sources of news and information for Western Illinois University 
students, faculty and staff. Each issue contains articles about city and campus issues affecting the WIU 
community.

http://westerncourier.com/

Western Oregon Journal Official page for Western Oregon University, a public, liberal arts university located in Monmouth, Ore. http://www.wou.edu/

Westwicke Partners Blog The Westwicke Blog is designed to deliver information and insights into the ever-changing world of investor 
relations and the capital markets, with a specific focus on the healthcare industry.

http://westwickepartners.com/blog/

What Car?
What Car? is the UK's leading car buying brand, and has been helping motorists for more than 45 years. 
Whether you're researching new or used cars, looking for advice on buying, owning or selling, or just trying to 
keep up with the latest motoring news, we can help. And you can even buy your next car through What Car?, 
with us doing the haggling for you.

https://www.whatcar.com/

What Hi Fi
What Hi-Fi?, founded in 1976, is the world's leading independent guide to buying and owning hi-fi and home 
entertainment products. Our comprehensive tests help you buy the very best for your money, with our advice 
sections giving you step-by-step information on how to get even more from your music and movies. Everything 
is tested by our dedicated team of in-house reviewers in our custom-built test rooms.

https://www.whathifi.com

What If? All About History Book of 
Alternative History

History is a fascinating topic, but one aspect that really fires the imagination is asking ‘what if things had gone 
differently?’ Alternative history has produced chart-topping novels and award-winning TV shows, like The Man 
in the High Castle, The Plot Against America, SS-GB and 11.22.63. In the AAH Book of Alternative History, 
historians and other experts reimagine iconic events like what if the Nazis had won World War Two, if JFK had 
survived, and if the Soviets landed on the moon first, illustrated with evocative visuals and easy to understand 
timelines. This bookazine also celebrates the best alternative histories depicted in popular fiction.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/all-about-
history/

What's On Dubai
Stylish, Contemporary, Informed, Inspirational and Fun. Aimed at people looking to make the most of their time 
in the UAE. What’s On is packed with expert opinion, insider info, news, reviews, competitions and much more. 
What’s On provides in-depth coverage, strong emphasis on eating out, it is design driven, and has a strong 
credible entertainment guide.

http://whatson.ae/dubai/

Wheels - Newswire AR

Launched back in 2005, wheels is the UAE’s only English weekly motoring magazine, giving you the best car 
news, first drive reviews and features before anyone else. With contributions from some of the most 
experienced automotive journalists from the region and beyond, wheels boasts the largest circulation and 
readership of any automotive publication in the country. The digital version of the magazine, www.wheels.ae, 
also provides high quality automotive content that readers have come to expect from a brand trusted and 
keenly followed for well over a decade.

http://wheels.ae/ar/news
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Wheels - Video (Editorial) AR

Launched back in 2005, wheels is the UAE’s only English weekly motoring magazine, giving you the best car 
news, first drive reviews and features before anyone else. With contributions from some of the most 
experienced automotive journalists from the region and beyond, wheels boasts the largest circulation and 
readership of any automotive publication in the country. The digital version of the magazine, www.wheels.ae, 
also provides high quality automotive content that readers have come to expect from a brand trusted and 
keenly followed for well over a decade.

http://wheels.ae/ar/videos

When the Abuser Goes to Work A legal blog about workplace bullying, employment discrimination and abuse. https://www.abusergoestowork.com/

WhirledView
WhirledView is a highly regarded international affairs blog founded in 2004 and co-written by two former US 
Foreign Service Officers who are public diplomacy specialists with combined service in Africa, Asia, Europe, 
and Latin America.

http://whirledview.typepad.com

Whisper Eye Whisper Eye is an independent online news portal located in Uganda. Whisper Eye was founded to source, 
publish, news articles, opinions in the new digital centered online journalism growth in Uganda.

https://whispereye.co.ug/

White House Dossier Written by veteran reporter Keith Koffler, White House Dossier provides news, analysis and a dose of humor, 
all with a single mission in mind: to keep the White House accountable.

http://www.whitehousedossier.com

WhiteBIT
WhiteBIT is one of the biggest European crypto exchanges, founded back in 2018 in Ukraine. We prioritize 
safety, transparency, and constant development. Hence, over 4 million users choose us and stay with us. 
Blockchain is the future of technology, and we make this future available to everyone.

https://whitebit.com/

Wild Nature Institute Blog Science news and updates from the field from Wild Nature Institute. http://www.wildnatureinstitute.org/blog
Wilde Beuger Solmecke Lawyers German legal news from Wilde Beuger Solmecke. http://www.wbs-law.de
William M. Briggs: Statistician to 
the Stars Science, the limitations of science, global warming, bad thinking, probability puzzles & more. http://wmbriggs.com

Winston & Strawn: Executive 
Compensation Blog

Winston & Strawn's blog covering the areas of executive compensation and employee retirement benefit 
issues for corporations, boards of directors, partnerships, executives, and fiduciaries.

http://www.winston.com/en/executive-
compensation-blog/index.html

WisBlawg Legal research news and information with an emphasis on Wisconsin. http://law.wisc.edu/blogs/wisblawg/

Wisconsin Appellate Law
Wisconsin Appellate Law monitors appellate law developments of interest to the business community in 
Wisconsin. We track the Wisconsin appellate courts (Supreme Court and Court of Appeals) the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit and, when relevant, the U.S. Supreme Court.

https://www.foley.
com/en/insights/blogs/wisconsin-appellate-
law/

Wisconsin Examiner
The Wisconsin Examiner offers investigative reporting and daily coverage dedicated to the public interest. In 
Wisconsin’s great progressive tradition, we aim to hold the powerful accountable to the people, follow the 
money, and dig out the truth.

https://wisconsinexaminer.com

Wisconsin Workers' Compensation 
Blog

Law blog tracking developments in workers' compensation law and workplace injury topics. Blog is produced 
by a Wisconsin law firm.

https://www.domerlaw.com/blog/

Wise Law Blog Canadian and American legal and political news and updates from the Wise Law Office, Toronto. http://wiselaw.blogspot.com/

WKND
Wknd Magazine, brought out on Fridays along with the broadsheet, gives its readers a wide range of 
information. It discusses a range of topics that are of interest to men, women and children. Stories are a fine 
balance between topics and themes of local interest and international relevance.

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/wknd

WMCCM Tenders WMCCM is an online collaborative marketplacem and WMCCM Tenders is a source for thousands of daily 
public and private procurement opportunities within the UK and Europe in local language.

http://www.tenderalerts.co.uk

Wochit

Wochit is a revolutionary cloud-based video creation platform that enables journalists and storytellers to create 
compelling, short-form, ready-to-publish video clips in minutes. In addition to making the Wochit platform 
available to publishers, bloggers & storytellers around the world, Wochit also provides approximately 200 
voiced-over video clips in English and Arabic language every day. Topics covered include politics, breaking 
news, business, tech, entertainment, lifestyle and sports.

https://www.youtube.
com/user/WochitGeneralNews

Woman’s Era 
Woman's Era covers diverse topics including fashion, cookery, movie and book review, health, relationships, 
beauty, lifestyle, travel and technology, with comments on socialites and current events. It includes poems and 
short stories.

https://www.womansera.com/

Women, Money and Divorce Financial advice for women. http://womenmoneyanddivorce.com

Women's Advancement Deeply

Women’s Advancement Deeply is an independent news and information platform covering efforts to secure 
economic equality for women worldwide. Our reporters and editors are committed to telling this vitally important 
story through first-class journalism and key insights from our community. Women’s Advancement Deeply is the 
latest platform launched by the team behind Women & Girls, News Deeply’s first platform dedicated to the 
rights of women and girls in the developing world.

https://www.newsdeeply.
com/womensadvancement

Women's eNews Covering women's issues - changing women's lives. http://womensenews.org
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Wonkette Wonkette is an online magazine of topical satire and political gossip. http://wonkette.com/

WOO X

WOO Network is a fast-growing Fintech startup and a deep liquidity network with a mission to empower 
individuals with the right to freely trade, invest, borrow and lend to better their lives. They aim to connect 
traders, exchanges, institutions, and DeFi platforms with democratized access to the best-in-class liquidity and 
superior trading execution at lower or zero cost. The network powers WOO X, a professional trading platform 
featuring fully customizable modules, and lower to ZERO-FEE trading complete with deep liquidity sourced 
from the network.

https://woo.org/

Wootfi Blogging Network
Wootfi.com is a comprehensive review platform that specializes in providing accurate, up-to-date informationon 
the latest developments in the world of cryptocurrencies, forex, DeFi, crypto wallets, and AI. Our team of 
experienced writers and analysts are passionate about their work and committed to delivering high-quality 
content to our readers.

https://wootfi.com/

Words and Peace Book reviews from a variety of genres. http://wordsandpeace.com

Work-At-Home Success Learn about the origin, mission, and policies of Work-At-Home Success. http://www.workathomesuccess.
com/contact/blog-for-wahs/

Workers' Compensation Analysis of trends and developments in workers' compensation law throughout the United States. http://workers-compensation.blogspot.com/

Workers' Compensation Watch Law blog tracking developments in workers' compensation law, social security disability insurance, personal 
injury law and other workplace injury topics. Blog is produced by a Nebraska law firm.

http://workerscompensationwatch.com/

World Airline News World Airline News is your portal to our latest news and photos from the AirlinersGallery.com. https://worldairlinenews.com

World Economic Forum

The Forum engages the foremost political, business, cultural and other leaders of society to shape global, 
regional and industry agendas. It was established in 1971 as a not-for-profit foundation and is headquartered 
in Geneva, Switzerland. It is independent, impartial and not tied to any special interests. The Forum strives in 
all its efforts to demonstrate entrepreneurship in the global public interest while upholding the highest 
standards of governance. Moral and intellectual integrity is at the heart of everything it does. Our activities are 
shaped by a unique institutional culture founded on the stakeholder theory, which asserts that an organization 
is accountable to all parts of society. The institution carefully blends and balances the best of many kinds of 
organizations, from both the public and private sectors, international organizations and academic institutions.

http://wef.ch/feed

World Newswire

World Newswire is a business which deals in reselling press release at cheap prices along with ensuring best 
quality and style. The company was founded by Joe Concord 8 years back mainly with the intention of 
providing best discounts to their clients. The business initially was just restricted to forums such as 
warriorforum which enabled it to take a better initiative and built their own site. We cater to provide our 
outstanding services to individuals and predominantly agencies which look for exceptional press releases to be 
written with authenticity.

https://www.wdwire.com/

World Of Animals
The perfect companion for anyone with a love of wildlife, World of Animals is the only magazine to offer a truly 
entertaining, visually engaging and accessible exploration of Earth’s weird and wonderful creatures. Includes: 
World of Animals Extreme Animals, Book of Big Cats, Deadly Predators, Dog and Canines, Book of Perfect 
Pets.

https://www.futureplc.com/brand/world-of-
animals/

World Questions Every month, members of the public put forward their questions about issues impacting their country and the 
world.

https://www.bbc.co.
uk/programmes/p0380g6d/episodes/player

WorldStage
World Stage Limited is a research and technology driven Africa-focused firm with expertise in multifaceted 
business communication services. It owns and operates WorldStage, a dedicated online news site devoted to 
providing key information on business, jobs, environment, politics, entertainment, sports, and other topics.

https://www.worldstagegroup.com/

Worldwide Corporate Actions 
(Equity)

The Worldwide Corporate Actions service is a cost-effective solution that helps customers manage corporate
action information. This service covers over 100 countries. Announcements are directly sourced from 
exchanges and other
sources globally, making a total of 400 sources on a daily basis. Our database is updated four times a day
to ensure that customers receive timely information in respect of each geographic region. Asia/Pacific, 
Europe/Middle East and Americas are uploaded according to the different time zones.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/worldwide-corporate-actions-
data/
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Worldwide Equity Cost Basis

Cost basis is the key to calculate your client’s capital gains on an investment for tax purposes and knowing 
their cost basis is an essential step in the capital gains calculation. You can use our new Worldwide Equity 
Cost Basis (WECB) solution to track: Security Evolution; Security Cost Basis; Tax Status. The WECB will serve 
as a foundation for any capital gains calculations in any jurisdiction. Without this information, any capital gains 
tax calculation would be inaccurate as the security could have changed since its purchase. WECB service has 
been designed to track both a securities cost basis, its evolution, and all its descendants cost basis & evolution 
up to the current date. Many events can cause changes to the original holding, for example de-mergers and/or 
distributions will cause your original booking to be diversified into many other holdings. The WECB service 
helps you track these changes and their cost, to help you making better and informed decisions and it includes 
all events that affect cost basis and the number of units.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/worldwide-equity-cost-basis/

Worldwide Fixed Income

Keep track of new bond issues or changes in terms and conditions for both corporate and government 
issuances. With the worldwide fixed income data service you will have access to: International debt securities 
in more than 150 countries; A broad range of asset types including: Convertibles; FRNs; Permanent interest 
bearing shares; Preferred securities; Treasury bills. In addition, where possible we can extend both 
instruments and geographic coverage to fully cover your portfolio.

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/worldwide-fixed-income/

Worldwide Fixed Income Evaluated 
Pricing

The Fixed Income Evaluated Pricing Service provides clients with a daily source of independent prices for 
valuations, portfolio analytics, best execution reporting, and risk management calculations. The Evaluated 
Pricing Service provides prices on a wide range of fixed income securities, including: Corporate Bonds; 
Municipal Bonds; Syndicated Bank Loans; Agency MBS; Non-Agency CMO; CMBS; ABS; CLO

https://www.exchange-data.
com/product/worldwide-fixed-income-
evaluated-pricing/

WOW Magazine WOW Magazine is the first Arabic magazine concerned with products, services and elite community, the 
magazine aims to provide the best and the most precious products and services in the Arab markets.

http://wowmagazine.me/

Wry Wing Politics Liberal commentary that focuses on Minnesota politics, often with a wry flavor. http://wrywingpolitics.com
WUEV-FM WUEV-FM is the University of Evansville's unique radio station. http://www.evansville.edu/

WUTM-FM
WUTM is a student run, award winning radio station at the University of Tennessee at Martin. Along with 
reporting the latest news, the Hawk also broadcasts UTM Skyhawk home athletic events and academic 
speakers.

http://www.utm.edu/

www.guinee114.com Guinee114 is an independent online news portal which is also a dynamic, credible and information-rich 
electronic media on Guinea, Guineans and what concerns them.

https://guinee114.com/

WXOU 88.3 FM WXOU 88.3 FM is the student radio station of Oakland University. http://www.wxou.org/
Xataka Gadgets and technology news in Spanish. http://www.xataka.com
Xataka Android News and information on Android in Spanish. http://www.xatakandroid.com
Xataka Ciencia Science and climate change news in Spanish. http://www.xatakaciencia.com

Xataka Foto Xataka Foto is a Spanish-language blog on photography, photographers, and topics, analysis, and 
commentary of interest to those researching photography and the photographic arts.

http://www.xatakafoto.com

Xataka móvil Spanish-language info about mobile technology. http://www.xatakamovil.com
Xataka Smart Home Spanish-language information about home audio/visual equipment. http://www.xatakahome.com
Xataka Windows Spanish-language news and analysis about Windows. http://www.xatakawindows.com

Xconomy

Xconomy is dedicated to providing business and technology leaders with timely, insightful, close-to-the-scene 
information about the local personalities, companies, and technological trends that best exemplify today’s high-
tech economy. It aims to be the authoritative voice on the exponential economy, the realm of business and 
innovation characterized by exponential technological growth and responsible for an increasing share of 
productivity and overall economic growth.

http://www.xconomy.com/

Xinhua Finance Agency
Xinhua Finance Agency is a daily business and news agency chartered by Xinhua News Agency AP Bureau 
and is the official channel to provide China’s business news and financial information having headquarters in 
Hong Kong.

http://en.xfafinance.com/

Xinjiang: Far West China News, commentary and photos from Xinjiang, China's largest province. http://www.farwestchina.com/

XT.COM

XT.COM Exchange was established in 2018 and registered in Seychelles. Its operating headquarters are 
located in Dubai. It has operation centers in Singapore, Europe and other countries and regions, and its 
business covers the world.
The platform owns the global top-level domain www.xt.com, and currently has more than 6 million registered 
users, more than 500,000 monthly active users, and more than 40 million users in the ecosystem.

https://www.xt.com/en
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https://www.exchange-data.com/product/worldwide-fixed-income-evaluated-pricing/
https://www.exchange-data.com/product/worldwide-fixed-income-evaluated-pricing/
http://wowmagazine.me/
http://www.evansville.edu/
http://www.utm.edu/
https://guinee114.com/
http://www.wxou.org/
http://en.xfafinance.com/
https://www.xt.com/en


YaKhabar (Egypt Edition)
YaKhabar is a news site with a difference, providing a satirical outlook on current affairs covering politics, 
economy, sports, science and technology, health and more. The Egypt edition of YaKhabar focuses on 
providing content that is relevant to the local market and presented in the local dialect.

http://egypt.yakhabar.com

YaKhabar (Saudi Edition)
YaKhabar is a news site with a difference, providing a satirical outlook on current affairs covering politics, 
economy, sports, science and technology, health and more. The Saudi edition of YaKhabar focuses on 
providing content that is relevant to the local market and presented in the local dialect.

http://saudi.yakhabar.com

Yall Politics The Definitive Guide to Politics in Mississippi http://www.yallpolitics.com
Yehuda Board and card games of all types, theory, thoughts, industry, sessions, and a few thoughts. http://jergames.blogspot.com

Yemen News Agency (SABA) Yemen News Agency (SABA) is the official government news agency of Yemen. Also available in Arabic, 
German, French

https://www.saba.ye/ar/

Yerepouni Daily News Yerepouni Daily News is an Armenian website covering news, politics and current affairs in Lebanon and the 
Arab region. Launched in January 2013, the site also includes news in English and Arabic.

http://www.yerepouni-news.com

Ynet National daily newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current affairs including 
business, politics, economics, Jewish world, art, culture and travel.

https://www.ynet.co.il/

Ynetnews National daily newspaper covering regional, national and international news and current affairs including 
business, politics, economics, Jewish world, art, culture and travel.

https://www.ynetnews.com

Yonhap News Agency

Yonhap News Agency plays a central role in the Korean press by delivering news and information to its 
customers in various parts of the world, as well as to newspapers, broadcasting firms, government agencies, 
business organisations and internet portals on a real-time basis. Yonhap News Agency provides some 3,000 
multimedia news items each day covering politics, the economy, society, culture, entertainment, sports, 
science and other topics. Also available in Chinese, Japanese, French, Spanish and Arabic.

http://arabic.yonhapnews.co.kr

You Are Not So Smart You Are Not So Smart is a fun exploration of the ways you and everyone else tends to develop an undeserved 
confidence in human perception, motivation, and behavior.

http://youarenotsosmart.com

Young Times

Young Times, a Khaleej Times brand with 22 years of legacy, has always been the last word for the YOUTH. 
In 2018, we've brought back the magazine with a digital twist. We aspire to emerge as the one-stop destination 
for the young adults of the region. We will cater to their every need, every hope, every desire, and partner with 
them as they aspire to fulfill their dreams. Easily the best in terms of content, design and reach, it shall once 
again edge out its competitors to dominate the youth scene. From 'Celebrating the Spirit of Youth' to 
'Empowering Youth' — we invite you to be part of this journey. It will be a journey of togetherness with the 
youth adults of today. Extraordinary youngsters in the UAE will be featured. We'll give you the scoop on what is 
in and what is out — the latest that is available in the market, gadgets, games, apps, and much more. Whether 
it's table manners, cooking and etiquette, the wildlife and the environment, volunteering for young adults to 
give back to society, current affairs and school news, fashion, contests or events in the city —  Young Times  
is your one-stop destination for it all.

http://www.youngtimes.com/

Young, Cool and Kazakhstani

More than 25 years after independence, young Kazakhstanis are still  trying to make sense of their dark history 
and their place in the new  world order. At least half of the 18 million population of Kazakhstan is under 30 - 
born and raised in the post-Soviet era. Russian journalist  Tatyana Movshevich goes to Almaty, the cultural 
capital of Kazakhstan to  meet young Kazakhs and find out how they are moving their country  forward, how 
they navigate their lives under an authoritarian regime and play their part in a global world.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p06pzbcw

Your Career Coaching with Jane 
Genova Data, analysis and tips about finding, holding and moving on to better work. https://yourcareercoachingwithjanegenova.

blogspot.com/

Your Money Geek Your Money Geek shares unique ways to save and make money, motivtional success stories, and uses geek 
culture to teach financial lessons.

https://yourmoneygeek.com

yourstylejourney Exploring fashion, beauty, and fun. http://yourstylejourney.com
YourTango + Video Content relating to romantic love, dating, and parenting. http://yourtango.com
YugaTech Technology news and gadget reviews for a Philippine audience. http://www.yugatech.com/
Zacks Investment Research + Video Investment news and stock research. http://www.zacks.com/

Zahma
Zahma is a leading indpendent news and entertainment brand offering readers the most accurate, informative 
and interesting content in Arabic on a daily basis. The basic premise of Zahma is that the media landscape is 
crowded, and Zahma helps you avoid the crowd by giving you only the most useful content that you need.

https://zahma.cairolive.com/

Zaif
We’re the world’s favorite crypto exchange, offering simple, secure and efficient cryptocurrency trading. With 
products and services crafted for the convenience of both end-users and institutions, we pride ourselves on 
being the go-to platform for all things crypto.

https://www.btse.com/en/home
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ZAWYA by Refinitiv ( + Press 
Releases)

ZAWYA, a part of Refinitiv, a London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG) business, is a leading source of regional 
news and intelligence, serving millions of professionals from the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and rest of MENA, 
as well as those with an interest in the region. The website has both English and Arabic versions. ZAWYA 
offers latest news and analysis from regional and global markets throughout the day. News on equities, 
commodities and currencies are updated on real-time basis. The pioneering website has two decades worth of 
experience in providing financial and business news across sectors - real estate, construction, energy, 
banking, tourism, technology, aviation, healthcare, logistics and education, among others. The Economy 
section has a wealth of content that is credible, true and fast. Economic outlooks, insights on the state of 
various economies in the Gulf countries, Middle East and the world; news on employment and infrastructure 
are some of the areas under focus in this section. ZAWYA's Wealth, SME, Projects and Legal sections offer 
extensive content on the real-time developments in the world of investments, wealth management, alternative 
investments, startups, entrepreneurs, construction tenders, infrastructure, government policies in the Middle 
East. Incisive and creative, the Life section provides the latest updates from the world of sports, entertainment, 
travel, tourism and leisure. The multimedia section provides a window to the world with its image galleries and 
a gamut of videos from across the globe. Over the last 20 years, ZAWYA has expanded its coverage and now 
offers a 'special coverage' section that provides deep-dive analysis of key regional projects and international 
developments. In addition to news and features, ZAWYA supports business development through research 
reports, company databases and information on the latest projects from across the MENA region. Business 
professionals can access the listing of companies in the MENA region, from across 10 main sectors, 
supporting regional business development activities. Zawya was founded in 2000 in London, UK and re-
located to Dubai in 2002. Zawya pioneered the concept of online subscriptions in the Middle East, providing 
profiles of thousands of companies and projects. The company grew over the years with a large client base 
before it was acquired by Thomson Reuters in June 2012.

https://www.zawya.com/ar

ZenTrader.ca Trading blog where I discuss momentum stocks, trend trading, and contrarian indicators to help other traders 
be more successful.

http://zentrader.ca/blog/

Zhong Guo HeZi

The China Box is not only a press release distribution leader in China and Asia, but also has a Global Network, 
which serves hundreds of clients worldwide. The China Box works with a network of influential news and 
media websites in China to push your message in front of 1.4 billion Chinese viewers, potential buyers, 
partners, and important decision makers. We help companies craft solid messages that will incorporate their 
company standards and ideals into press releases and news stories sent to journalists focused on Asian and 
the global market. The China Box provides both English and Chinese language services, we syndicate our 
feeds to sites and journalists around the world using social media, RSS, email, and other effective tools.

https://www.zhongguohezi.com/

Zika Love Stories

Three years ago, doctors in the north-east of Brazil noticed a worrying new trend - a spate of babies being 
born with abnormally small heads, or microcephaly. The cause was traced to an outbreak of the Zika virus 
earlier in 2015. More than 3,000 babies were born with significant disabilities. BBC Brasil’s Julia Carneiro goes 
back to the state of Pernambuco to meet children affected by congenital Zika syndrome, who are now toddlers. 
She finds families who have been rocked by adversity but are sustained by a strong sense of solidarity, 
resilience and love.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p06m70zb

ZME Science Science news and features, covering research and developments from all scientific fields. http://www.zmescience.com

Zocalo Zocalo is an online daily news portal located in Mexico. It was founded in 1965. Zocalo covers diverse range of 
topic sranging from business to security, and more. 

https://www.zocalo.com.mx/

Zolmax.com Zolmax provides covers business and market news daily. http://www.zolmax.com/

Zoomin.TV

Zoomin is an Amsterdam-based digital media company. We focus on sharing inspiring, compelling, and 
empowering content with companies and audiences worldwide. We tell stories with a purpose to open people's 
eyes and make the world a better place.

http://zoomin.tv
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